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PREFACE 

This second volume continues the plan outlined in the first, the commentary 
itself being somewhat denser. Attention is increasingly drawn to typical 
motifs and themes, which become more marked from book 5 on. At the 
same time vol. t's emphasis on poetics, especially at the level of rhythm and 
diction, is maintained; and the analysis of character and motivation, as well 
as of divine involvement, becomes somewhat fuller than before. The four 
introductory chapters continue the progressive examination of the 
background to the lliad\ they will be complemented here and there in 
subsequent volumes, not least chapter 1 on Homeric religion. Reference to 
modern secondary literature, which some critics have found too slight, has 
been increased. Subsequent volumes will go further in this respect, 
although the principle stated in the editorial introduction to vol. 1 still 
applies, that neither complete bibliographical coverage nor a generally 
doxographical approach to Homeric interpretation is sought after. 

Two amendments have been made to the list of essential aids (cf. vol. 1, 
xxi). First, Dr Stephanie West's elucidation of Odyssey bks 1-4, in the 
revised, English version of the Odissea commentary overseen by Alfred 
Heubeck, is of exceptional value for many Homeric matters and is cited 
with corresponding frequency. Second, Ameis-Hentzc's commentary, 
though obviously outmoded in certain respects, still contains much that is 
both acute and relevant, and in the present volume is cited on a par with 
Leaf. Other references to works in German are too few, but the influence 
of Burkert, Erbse, W. H. Friedrich, Latacz, Leumann, Meister, Trümpy 
and others (not to mention Dürpfeld and Korfmann), if not of Neoanalysis 
except at its broadest level, is plain enough. In French, the quality and 
frequency of the guidance provided by Chantraine are equally obvious. Yet 
the 'commentary for Europe for the 1990s* desiderated by one friend is 
obviously not to be found in these pages - if it could, or should, be found 
anywhere. I have also continued to maintain a certain reserve over the 
ultimate intentions and attitudes, both moral and literary, of the Iliad's 
monumental composer. That may be frustrating to some, but a 
commentator's first aim should be, not to provide ready-made answers to 
all possible questions at whatever level of generality, but to help his users 
make their own attempts to do so. Meanwhile (as a visit to the recent 
F.I.E.C. congress in Pisa served to remind one), on many points of Homeric 
interpretation, not least over questions of religion, a distinctly personal, not 
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to say visceral response is still preferred by many scholars. That is perhaps 
as it should be; but it gives the author of a commentary like this one a 
distinct hope that here and there, at least, and even to non-English-
speaking scholars, he can offer a certain counter-balancing judgement 
based on close study (albeit sometimes imperfect) of the Greek text. 

My particular thanks are due to Professor R. M. Frazer, of Tulane 
University, for reading the typescript and saving me from many errors. He 
had already pointed out a number of corrigenda in vol. i; a list of these, 
together with vol. II'S new crop, are enclosed with the next volume to appear 
(v). Meanwhile certain corrections have already been incorporated in 
the second printing, 1987, of vol. 1. The more substantial ones affect the 
following comments: on 2.93-3 ad iml.t on 2.103 (this I owe to the 
late Professor Heubeck), on 2.813-14 ad Jin., on 3.422, and on 4.228. 
Owners of the first printing of vol. 1 may find it worthwhile to compare the 
second printing at these points and amend accordingly. 

Dr Neil Hopkinson has once again generously read through the proofs for 
surface errors, with his accustomed skill. S. Morris, H. von Staden, 
J. N. Postgate and R. H&gg helped over specific points. R. M. Cook read 
chapter 4, and my four collaborators have also, of course, made valuable 
comments. The members of two Yale seminars in the spring of 1988 
provided a welcome stimulus; I would thank in particular Shirley Werner, 
William Johnson, Zlatko Plfcse and George Chukinas. Finally Professor 
Ruth Scodel made me aware, through her paper at the Pisa congress, that 
more remains to be said about imagined epitaphs in bk 6; we await her 
published observations with great interest. 

Bath and Mauzens, October 1989 G. S. K . 
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N O T E 

'//.' means 4 the Iliad\ W 4 the Odyssey \ 
The numbers of occurrences of words and formulas (in the form e.g. 

* 10 x //., 6 x Od. *) are provided for ostensive purposes only, see vol. 1, xxiii. 
The abbreviation 4 (etc.) * after a Greek word in such a reference indicates 
that the total is given of all relevant terminations;1 sic1 in such circumstances 
means 'in that position in the verse'; '2/11 x ' means 4 twice out of a total 
of eleven occurrences in all*. In any case, the 'Ibycus' computer and 
compact disc offer new standards of word-count accuracy to which the 
"ostensive* figures just mentioned do not, and perhaps need not, aspire. 

i is used to mark the beginning, or the end, of a verse; occasionally, too, 
the central caesura.4v.', ' w . * means 4verse', "verses*, with 4v-e* meaning 
4 verse-end*. 

On 4Arn/bT* (etc.) references see vol. 1, 4if. £ signifies "scholium* or 
"scholiast*. 
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INTRODUCTION 

i. The Homeric gods: 
prior considerations 

This initial chapter is concerned with the religious background of the Iliad : 
with the ways in which the Olympian pantheon might have developed, and 
with what aspects of it might be due to Homer himself or the oral heroic 
tradition on which he drew; with the degree of artificiality and poetic 
elaboration or suppression consequently to be expected, and the possible 
awareness of that among his audiences; and especially with the assumptions 
that might underlie the connexions between men and gods through sacrifice 
and prayer. The conclusions that can reasonably be drawn are often 
speculative, and will need to be modified as research on contacts with the 
Near East, in particular, proceeds; but they are important none the less, 
affecting as they do the literary and aesthetic impressions made on 
audiences by divine scenes and episodes in the epic - for example over how 
far they might be understood as predominantly conventional, and therefore 
diminished in serious emotional impact. Clearly there are other things to be 
said, and in greater detail, about the divine characters of the Iliad, the 
individual gods and goddesses as actors and the rôles they play. These will 
be discussed as they arise in the different commentaries, as also by R. Janko 
in the introduction to vol. iv. Here, on the other hand, the emphasis is 
primarily historical and theological. 

It is plain, in any event, that our own particular understanding of the 
nature of Homeric gods greatly affects the ways in which we respond to the 
Iliad as a whole, just as ancient audiences were affected by their own more 
contemporary reactions. There is no standard and accepted opinion about 
these matters, and the early stages of Greek religion still lie in darkness, a 
prey to modern intuition and, occasionally, self-indulgence. Thus, on the 
one hand, Gilbert Murray's Five Stages of Greek Religion of 1925 envisaged 
the Olympians as the creation of swashbuckling Achaeans, men like the 
'real* prototypes of Agamemnon or Akhilleus and possessing their baronial 
virtues and vices; they were organized as a family and at the same time 
made more risqué and frivolous by Ionians like Homer, before being 
accommodated to civilized values in Athens and made into 'an emblem of 
high humanity and religious reform*. Even J. M. Redfield sees them, in a 
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The Homeric gods: prior considerations 

quite different way, as "literary gods'. Other writers, on the other hand, 
have inclined to take these gods more seriously, as symbols of permanence 
against which human ephemerality can be better understood (J. Griffin) or 
elements in a complex construction for confronting the world at large and 
keeping disorder at bay (J. P. Gould).1 Many problems remain, some to be 
seen with particular clarity when plausible-sounding judgements about 
ancient religious topics, especially those based on comparative evidence, 
are subjected to dose scrutiny. 

Part of the trouble has arisen from a tendency to use one of the earliest 
pieces of ancient evidence quite uncritically and to prove a variety of 
inconsistent points. Herodotus' declaration at 2.53 that 'it was Hesiod and 
Homer that created a theogony for the Greeks and assigned the gods their 
names and divided out their honours and skills and indicated their 
appearances' was a not very profound remark based on the survival of 
Hesiod's Theogony and Works and Days to describe the earlier phases, and 
Homer's Iliad and Odyssey to describe the more recent actions, of the gods, 
with nothing known from any prior source beyond, perhaps, speculations 
like that accepted by Herodotus himself that these gods came ultimately 
from Egypt. His opinion on the operations of Homer and Hesiod is chiefly 
of interest for the period he placed them in ('not more than 400 years before 
my time', cf. vol. 1, 3f.) and for what it reveals about his own sources and 
methods of argument. It is worth little in other respects, reflecting a naive 
view of the situation which probably assigns far too much originality to 
both the Hesiodic and the Homeric sides of the tradition. 

The basic facts are these: that there are no Egyptian elements in the 
Greek divinities of the pre-Classical period; that Zeus, as his name (a form 
of Sanskrit Dyaus) and his functions as sky- and weather-god show, is an 
Indo-European import from the north-eastern regions from which the 
Greek-speaking peoples moved down into Greece about 2000 B.C.; and that 
the rest of the pantheon consists on the one hand of specific Asiatic 
adaptations (Aphrodite, Hephaistos, Artemis, probably Apollo) and on the 
other of local versions of broadly diffused Near Eastern functional 
archetypes as city-protector, mother-goddess, war-god and so on. That is 
putting the matter very dogmatically, and further detail will be added 
later; but these Asiatic and Indo-European associations, together with the 
later addition ofThracian Ares and Phrygian/Lydian Dionusos, and, more 
important, the idea of a council of gods under a supreme leader, itself 
Mesopotamian in origin, show the process of conflation and development 
to have been a long one, initiated no later than the 2nd millennium B.C. and 

1 J. M. RedfieJd, Naiuu and Cullun n iht Iliad (Chicago 1975) 76; J. Griffin, Htmer m Lift 
and Dtcik (Oxford 1980) ch». 5 and 6; J. P. Gould in P. E. £asterling and J. V. Muir, cdd., 
Grttk Rtlifion and Sxitty (Cambridge 1985) ch. t. 
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carried on in largely unreconstructable ways thereafter. The development 
of heroic poetry and the arrival on the scene of Homer and Hesiod around 
750-700 B.C. clearly ted the way to increased systematization and personal 
detail, but scarcely to a radical formulation or reformulation of divine 
powers as such. Other factors, like the emergence of the names of Zeus, 
Here, Poseidon, Artemis and a form of Athene (as well as Paian and 
Enualios) from the Linear B tablets, and the fixed formular status of divine 
epithets in Homer,1 demonstrating the widespread acceptance of divine 
functions and titles at least for the three or four generations necessary for 
the development of such formular systems, show that Homer must have 
come at a relatively late stage in the formation of Olympian theology. The 
same can be said of Hesiod, whose attention to snakes and monsters, to 
chthonic powers in general which the Homeric tradition preferred to 
ignore, is unlikely to be due to recent contact with the Near East (as part of 
the Orientalizing movement of the late eighth and seventh centuries B.C., 
that is) but depends rather on material inherited somehow from Mycenaean 
times. Some scholars do not agree, for reasons well stated in Oswyn 
Murray's Early Greece (Foncana Paperbacks 1980) 88f.; but references to 
Kronos imprisoned below the earth in Iliad bks 8 and 14 show the Homeric 
tradition to have been aware of the Succession-myth describing the violent 
displacement of the first generation of gods, a myth which is closely parallel 
to the Hurrian-Hittite tale of Kumarbi from the later second millennium 
B.C. and must have been known in Greece long before 700. 

Some of the first generations of gods in those ancient tales are actual 
embodiments of important world-constituents. Thus Human and Baby-
lonian Anu and Greek Ouranos are the sky, with the 'weather-god' and 
Zeus as more refined meteorological powers. Such functions are not often 
emphasized in the Homeric pantheon. Poseidon is closely associated with 
the sea and perhaps lies behind the Trojan Horse as god of earthquakes, but 
even Zeus, though he still on occasion deploys the thunderbolt, has lost 
much of his cosmological force - or rather it has been converted into force 
of a different kind, authority, that is, over his fellow-gods and mankind. 
Something similar has happened with other divine functions that are likely 
to have been of high antiquity and maintained by local cults. Thus Here's 
rile as goddess of Argos is equivocal in the Iliad in that she is willing to see 
Mycenae with Argos and Sparta destroyed later, if only Troy can fall now 
{II. 4.5 iff.) - that means that the Judgement of Paris, a developed mythical 
fantasy with strong folktale characteristics, weighs more heavily upon her, 
in the minds of these poets, than her traditional cult-status as great goddess 

* Like noAXof, 'AyiXtifj, 'Atafecopcvw, ©oipoj, benpy6(, ¿wpcototirK, ^Tirra, 
MftXfiytprra, alytoxofo, Po&mf, Iptovvios, Ci&CTopos, ftXotipiiS f̂, loxfajpa, tvoot'xOuv, 
tvvoaiyenos, ycBfaxos, ¿vt»yvfas-
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of the Argive Heraion. Athene's functional rôle in the poem is rather as 
war-goddess than as city-protectress, in so far as these can be separated, with 
her almost contradictory sponsorship of household crafts receiving an oc-
casional mention. Hephaistos performs his function of bronze-smith from 
time to time but is equally important as a peace-maker among the gods, 
who on a famous occasion usurps the rôle of Hebe or Ganymede and pours 
the nectar (II. i.584ff.). Aphrodite, apart from her rôle as Aineias' mother 
and protector of her favourite Paris, is largely confined to her basic sphere 
of love, just as Ares is of war, although both take on broader personalities 
in their involvement with Diomedes in bk 5 (as well as with each other and 
Hephaistos in Phemios' song of divine adultery in Odyssey bk 8). Hermes is 
the persistent messenger and escort, though the former function is largely 
filled by Iris in the Iliad. Artemis is sometimes goddess of hunting, but 
Apollo's connexion with prophecy and healing is only occasionally implied, 
and he operates more fully as defender of the Trojans and their allies. 

As for the rest, they are scarcely mentioned, and the conclusion remains 
that for the most part these Olympian gods and goddesses behave, under 
Zeus, as individuals transcending by far the special rôles, functions and 
local associations that actual cult and tradition might have imposed on 
them. Admittedly, if more were known about the cults of these deities 
before Homer, their functions might often appear less specific than they 
became later, in the Archaic and Classical periods for example; for if every 
settlement inclined to have its own particular deity, it would be quixotic to 
expect him or her to confine their interests to metallurgy, medicine or 
hunting, for instance. Even so, the epic tradition might reasonably be 
suspected of viewing them not so much through cultic rôles but rather as 
archetypes of social and sexual relations seen largely in human terms (so 
e.g. B. C. Dietrich, Tradition in Greek Religiont Berlin 1986, 120). 

Because of these often quite sophisticated social rôles, most modem critics 
seem happy to credit most of the idea of the Olympian family to Homer, 
and to see that as his basic contribution to the development of Greek 
religion. Yet the Asiatic origins of the concept are virtually undeniable.' 
The Sumerian gods were envisaged in just such a way - as the Igigi, living 
together on a divine mountain, related to each other under the kingship of 
Enlil (or Marduk in the derivative Babylonian pantheon), controlling the 
destinies of men on earth, receiving sacrifices from them. This last 
characteristic is important, because it is through animal sacrifice that we 
most clearly discern the pre-Homeric status of the gods conceived as a 
group. For the Homeric poems reveal sporadic traces of a complicated set 
of tales about an epoch, preceding that of the Homeric heroes, when men 

» Cf. in general AMET; Kirk, Myth chs. 3 and 4; H. Ringgren, Rtligum o/Uu Ntar East 
(London 1973); Burkert, Rtligion ch. 3. 
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and gods feasted together, at least on special occasions. More specifically, 
the gods are occasionally envisaged as absenting themselves from Mt 
Olumpos, either individually or en masse, to go and share in hecatombs -
a feast at which many roast oxen were served, that implies-with the 
Aithiopes (in the Iliad) or the Phaeacians (in the Odyssey). Those mythical 
peoples, together, surprisingly enough, with the Cyclopes and the Giants, 
were part-divine, descended from the gods in some sense, and they, at least, 
maintained the habit of common dining, of commensality, which had 
ended so far as ordinary mortals were concerned not all that long before the 
heroic era described by Homer. Hesiod in the Theogony (535ff.) relates the 
tale of how an agreement was reached at Mekone between Zeus on behalf 
of the gods and Prometheus on behalf of men about the division of meat 
which men and gods had until then shared in common. The two races are 
now to be separated, with gods receiving a share through the act of sacrifice 
- Prometheus' attempt to fob them off with the inedible portions, mainly 
the bones, was successful, or equivocally so, since Zeus (according to 
Hesiod's final version) was aware of what was happening. Presumably he 
condoned the deceit only because the gods, in a way, no longer had need 
of the edible portions. 

That is interpretation, and Hesiod does not even suggest it; yet it accords 
with the Homeric purging of some aspects of sacrifice and divine carnality 
which will be discussed shortly. Exacdy why the two sides broke off 
relations, at least in their communal contacts (for protection of a favourite, 
as of Odysseus by Athene, can obviously still continue), is uncertain; that 
forms part of another defective myth, of the Golden Age and the * reign of 
Kronos'. He ruled over the golden race of men according to Works and Days 
logff.; they were eventually hidden by the earth somehow, but made by 
Zeus into benevolent daimons over the earth. Kronos was deposed in the 
wars between generations among the early gods; Zeus managed to escape 
being swallowed by him as a baby, and so despatched him to Tartaros with 
the other Titans. Signs of this (as already noted) are present in Homer, but 
it is alien to his main heroic theme, and it was Hesiod who in his Theogony 
attempted to tie the various tales together into a more or less coherent 
whole. 

The importance of these matters is that there was a quite ancient 
assortment of tales, on which Homer occasionally drew, about the gods as 
a group mingling in certain ways with the ancestors of the Homeric heroes. 
It may or may not be legitímate to conclude with W. Burkert (Religion 46) 
that the Mycenaean tablets reveal 'at least the beginnings of a mythical 
family of the gods', but the Homeric epics of themselves demonstrate that 
the idea is not a Homeric invention. The history of divine relations with 
men is a long and complex one, going back at least several generations (and 
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in view of Mesopotamian parallels probably a very long time indeed) in the 
oral heroic tradition and the popular sources on which it drew. Even the 
relation of Phaeacians and Giants is worked out in a way, for at Od. 7.54-68 
the disguised Athene tells Odysseus how Eurumedon, king of the Giants, 
was father of Periboie, who gave birth to Nausithoos, king of the 
Phaeacians, after mating with Poseidon. These Phaeacians are oryxiBcoi, 
close to the gods, who come down and feast with them when they sacrifice 
hecatombs, or so Alkinoos claims at Od. 7.201-6. This is not ad hoc invention 
- the interconnexions between these exotic and half-divine survivors (who 
live, like the Cyclopes and the twin groups of Aithiopes, at the ends of the 
earth and out of touch with ordinary mortals) are too complex, too 
consistent and too casually revealed for that. 

Near Eastern influence is obviously a crucial factor. Exactly how, when 
and to what degree it was exercised on the formation of specifically Greek 
religious ideas is unknown; clearly Ugarit and Cyprus were important 
points of contact in the later Bronze Age. But it is most plainly perceived 
in the case of individual deities. Zeus is shown by his name to be Indo-
European, but his functions have significant parallels, too, with those of 
Babylonian Marduk. Aphrodite is pure Sumerian/Akkadian in type and 
origin, she is Inanna and Ishtar, Canaanite Anath, the love-goddess, down-
graded by the Greeks from her aspect of 'queen of heaven'. Artemis is west-
Asiatic, a version of the mother-goddess type; Asiatic also is her mother 
Leto and her brother (in the developed Greek pantheon at least) Apollo -
whose epithet Lukeios is more plausibly connected with Lycia in S-W Asia 
Minor than with wolves, and whose northern, Hyperborean associations 
seem to be secondary. Hephaistos is another familiar west-Asiatic 
representative, the smith-god and divine armourer, localized in lightly-
Hellenized Lemnos just off the Asiatic coast. Hades and his consort 
Persephone have much in common with the Sumerian ruler of the 
underworld, Queen Ereshkigal - of course the change of sexes and the 
promotion of Hades to be brother of Zeus himself are important too. Only 
Here, Athene, Poseidon, Hermes and Demeter (who has few heroic 
connexions) have strong claims to be predominandy Hellenic in origin and 
development, or at least to be deep-rooted local versions of common Near 
Eastern archetypes. 

I have drastically simplified, even now, this question of the Asiatic 
components of the Greek gods; but Mesopotamian influence extends 
beyond individual types to general themes and ideas about the structure of 
the world in religious terms, and they are probably even more significant. 
The idea of a 'golden age' is curiously ambiguous and patchy among the 
Greeks, and that probably arises from the conflation of Mesopotamian and, 
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in this one case, Egyptian elements. The divine family is an easy product 
of a group of gods and goddesses belonging to different generations, a 
Sumerian belief from at least the third millennium B.C. The triumph of the 
youngest of the gods in a crisis is another motif that connects Zeus and 
Marduk, though it may also have broader folktale affiliations. The 
'towering of kingship from heaven' is a key Mesopotamian notion which 
ultimately ties behind the erratically developed Homeric idea of god-reared 
kings, symbolized by Agamemnon's ancestral sceptre descended from Zeus 
himself at 11. 2.iooff. The realm of the underworld is curiously similar even 
apart from its rulers - the seven gates of Mesopotamian myths have no 
exact Greek parallel, but the river of the dead and the infernal ferryman are 
common to both. The idea of moira or destiny as a divine instrument is 
difficult and confused in many Greek contexts, but is a plausible 
development of the concrete me*s or divine ordinances of the Mesopotamian 
gods. Olumpos itself is a non-Greek name applied to several peaks in 
western Asia as well as to the Thessalian mountain that became home of the 
gods for the Greeks; the Ugaritic divine assembly, too, took place on the 
'northern mountain' according to texts of the later second millennium B.C. 

The study of the ways in which Greek-speakers adapted some of these 
common ideas and themes to their own special needs and emphases is one 
of the most exciting and difficult challenges for the modern student of Greek 
religion. Many of the blank areas of the mythical map respond to this kind 
of approach. The myth of the great flood is a concrete example, since it is 
dear that this is a Mesopotamian idea in origin, one that lacks reality when 
transposed to largdy unfloodable Greece and therefore loses its centrality 
in the tale of the relations between men and gods. Ambiguities over the 
Golden Age (what caused its termination? and who had enjoyed it, men in 
general or just favourites or descendants of the gods?) are similarly caused: 
in fact there is one particular area in which Mesopotamian themes had to 
be drastically curtailed or adjusted - precisely, that is, over the rdations 
between men and gods. It was here that the Greeks most radically 
rethought this Mesopotamian inheritance; for the Mesopotamian gods had 
created men to be their slaves, to bake their bread and dean out their 
temples. The 'black-headed ones' were tolerated for just so long as they 
performed these functions effidently; if they became noisy or too numerous, 
a portion of them would be wiped out by the attack of some divinity. Relics 
of this theme of insubordination and over-population can be seen in the 
Greek context (specifically in the Cypria'% interpretation of 'the plan of 
Zeus', II. 1.50.), but generally speaking the Greeks utterly rejected this 
view of men as slaves of the gods, at least until the rise of Orphism in post-
Homeric times. Men had once banqueted with the gods on spedal 
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occasions like the wedding of Peleus and Thetis, there was no total 
separation then, and it was for some disputed reason, probably involving 
bloodshed, that the two had finally separated. But the gods were still seen 
as concerned over men - indifferent at times, as the epic shows, but 
ultimately viewing them as very far from slaves and chattels. 

Because of this radically different viewpoint many of the Mesopotamian 
mythical and religious themes had to be bowdlerized or suppressed. The 
House of Hades is a less destructive and dismal place than the 
Mesopotamian House of Dust, in which the dead are clad with feathers and 
feed on dust and can be hung on hooks in front of Queen Ereshkigal; the 
infernal judges Minos and Rhadamanthus imply a distinct set of values 
here. We could hardly imagine the Homeric gods agreeing to make a 
concerted attack on mankind, and not only because of their difficulty in 
reaching unanimous decisions - even the Mesopotamian gods eventually 
unite against the murderous Erra and in defence of men, but only because 
that is where their interest now lies. Most important of all in this context 
is the Greek ambivalence over the creation of mankind itself. There are 
specific and graphic Mesopotamian myths on this topic, but the Greeks 
talked vaguely ofDeukalion and Prometheus and concentrated on the safer 
topic of the creation of women. That is probably because a united divine 
resolve to create men would lead directly to that unpalatable theme of men 
designed to be slaves of the gods. 

All that adjustment of age-old and widely diffused versions of divine 
organization and behaviour clearly happened long before the final 
composition of the Iliad - much of it, one might guess, before a poetical 
tradition had developed at all in any recognizable form. Homer's gods have 
already lost most of their Asiatic colouring, and in most respects have also 
lost the contradictions arising from the process of cross-cultural assimilation. 
That stage in their formation is definitely pre-Homeric. 

The port-Homeric state of affairs, by contrast, is predictably much 
clearer. Now the gods of the Greek world are firmly established in temples, 
they are brought down as far as they can be to earth and anchored again 
in specific localities - not necessarily within the cities themselves but close 
to them, where the ancient cult-spots have become enormous sanctuaries 
like those of Here near Argos and Samos, and of Huakinthos-Apollo a few 
miles out of Sparta. Homer's Olumpos-based gods, only occasionally 
associated with specific temples or temene, must have seemed very different 
to his audiences from the gods and goddesses they were already worshipping 
in their new temples, some of them quite substantial ones; of course the gods 
were not always present there, but their more or less continuous concourse 
on Olumpos must already have seemed a slightly artificial idea. The 
tradition of temple-worship doubtless goes back a long way, but the singers 
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of the epic tradition had turned attention away from it because it did not 
fulfil their requirements for dramatic, united and unlocalized divine 
participation. 

Other aspects of cult and belief survived the implied diversion of the epic 
tradition. First, the rituals concerned with agrarian fertility which lay at 
the heart of some of the organized festivals of the developed poiis - in Athens 
the Puanepsia, Anthesteria and Thargelia or, for a more restricted public, 
the Thesmophoria or Eleusinia. Second, these great religious festivals 
themselves, whether based on fertility, initiation or the celebration of a 
particular deity. A Homeric precedent is seen in the gathering of male 
citizens on the sea-shore of Pulos to make special sacrifices for Poseidon in 
Odyssey bk 3, or in the procession of women to entreat Athene in her temple 
in Troy in Iliad bk 6; but generally speaking these public acts of worship are 
not, for obvious reasons, a typical epic theme. Third, the cult of the dead, 
either by offerings soon after death or in the worship of powerful ancestors, 
is borne out by the cemeteries as well as by literary references from the 
Archaic age on. This merges with the cult of heroes to which the epics 
themselves seem to have given an impetus. Lastly, the important household 
cults of Hestia, the hearth, of Zeus in his aspects of Meilikhios and Herkeios, 
protector of the store-room and courtyard, of Hermes and Apollo Aguieus, 
guardians of fertility and property; with these one can join the 
countryman's worship of nymphs and spirits of mountain, spring, river and 
forest, though these do find some mention in the Odyssey. 

These are certainly not post-Homeric in origin. Widespread temple-cults, 
regular veneration of the dead, rituals of fertility and public festivals are 
firmly established in the Archaic age, and it would be extraordinary if the 
extremes of public and private worship were not widely known before, as 
well as after, the acme of the Homeric tradition. The conclusion is therefore 
inevitable that Homer and the epic tradition suppressed a great deal about 
the ordinary religious practices of their day. That may not be found very 
surprising: in many respects it reflects the nature of the epic subject-matter 
itself; but once again the Odyssey, with its developed peacetime scenes both 
of palace and of countryside, provided an opportunity that was broadly 
rejected. 

One act of worship which, as we saw, was definitely not suppressed is the 
act of animal sacrifice. The process itself is described in typical scenes and 
seems more or less automatic (although sometimes abbreviated) so far as 
the human participants are concerned - but is the reaction of the recipients, 
the gods, so straightforward? The life of these dwellers on Mt Olumpos is 
modelled on that of a prosperous and artificially extended family: the 
generations have been concertina'ed, there are too few grandparents and 
too many half-sisters, but it is all very human. They have their own party-
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nights at which Apollo plays the lyre and the Muses provide vocal backing 
(//. 1.601-4), and at which they eat-what? One of the most remarkable 
and least emphasized paradoxes of 'Homeric religion' is that these 
transcendent creatures are implied on several occasions to depend on 
mortals for one uiing only, the coarse hunger-allaying smell and smoke of 
burning suet, spiralling to heaven from the fat-encased thigh-bones roasted 
in preliminary ritual down below. That is never stated in completely direct 
terms, but Zeus favours Hektor, for example, because he never fails in such 
offerings. We might expect them to eat great, god-sized steaks at their own 
banquets, but of course what they actually consume is ambrosia, 'immortal 
food' never further specified than that, washed down not with wine but 
with nectar. And yet that was not always so; it was not so long since the age 
of commensality and the marriage of Thetis and Peleus - no mention there 
of separate diets like those of Odysseus and Kalupso at Od. 5.196-9! Indeed 
the Hesiodic tale of the division at Mekone showed that until the end of that 
golden age of commensality gods and men had eaten, on special occasions 
at least, the same food: the best cuts, that is, of oxen. That idea is firmly 
passed over by Homer; his references to ambrosia and nectar are (as will 
be seen) surprisingly infrequent, but whenever the gods are glimpsed dining 
on Olumpos that is presumably what they have. 

Homer, then, spares his audience any suggestion of meat-savour-sniffing 
in the golden halls of Olumpos, just as he keeps clear of any signs of 
drunkenness among the gods - only Dionusos gets drunk, and then not in 
Homer and not in heaven. In short, there has been a significant degree of 
what I have elsewhere called de-carnalization of these Olympians in the 
course of the epic tradition, not least, one might conjecture, by Homer, the 
monumental composer, himself. That this was not simply a revival of 
vegetarian cults in the Late Bronze Age (when 'tables of offerings' for 
grain, honey, oil and wine are far commoner than outdoor altars for burnt 
sacrifices) is shown by the almost total neglect in the poems of non-animal 
offerings, apart from occasional libations of wine. 

It is important to look more closely for a moment, at the Homeric 
mentions of divine diet. There are four places in the epic where the gods are 
specifically said to feast on hecatombs. The simplest is II. 9.535, where 'the 
other gods fed on hecatombs' - but (as Griffin notes, HLD 187 n. 22) this 
lay in the past, in the tale of the Calydonian boar and its aftermath. Two 
of the other instances show the gods as sharing in a hecatomb-feast with the 
Aithiopes: II. 23.205-7 and Od. i .25f, to which II. i.423f. can in effect be 
added. The first of these is especially explicit: Iris (hardly the most material 
of these deities) says she is going to the Aithiopes 'where they are sacrificing 
hecatombs to the immortals, that I too may feast on a share of the sacred 
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offerings'. The fourth case is Od. 7.201-3, where king Alkinoos declares that 
always up to now the gods have appeared plainly to the Phaeacians when 
they are sacrificing glorious hecatombs, and dined by their side, sitting 
where they do. Now it is surely no accident that none of these passages is 
about the gods feasting on Olumpos. So far as those feasts are concerned the 
closest we get to their absorbing sacrifices is when at II. 2.420 Zeus 
* received' the sacrifices, 6CKTO being a very vague term. That the burning 
of fat on altars is the gods' entitlement is beyond doubt (cf. II. 4.48^ « 
24.69C); it is plainly stated at II. 1.315-17 that the savour of sacrifices to 
Apollo rises to the sky: 'and they performed perfect hecatombs for Apollo 
of bulb and goats beside the shore of the unharvested sea, and the savour 
reached the sky, whirling round with the smoke*. What is not said is that the 
god sniffed or even relished the savour, let alone that his hunger was allayed 
by it. In short, all the detail is lavished on the human end of sacrifice, the 
burning of fat-encased thigh-bones on the altars down below. What might 
have been the one exception is of the kind that proves the rule, for at the 
end of bk 8 of the Iliad the Trojans are camped in the plain and oxen are 
brought out from the city to be roasted for their meal. There is no specific 
mention of sacrifice, but at 549' the winds carried the savour from the plain 
to within the s k y ' - a n d at this point the pseudo-Platonic author of the 
second Alcibiades (1490) quoted three more verses which no medieval 
manuscript knew of and Aristarchus evidently proscribed. The first two are 
as follows: *- the sweet savour, but the blessed gods did not feed on it, were 
unwilling to, since holy Ilios was very hateful to them*. If these gods had 
not hated Troy (and that is one reason for doubting this addition, since only 
some of them were of that mind), they would have fed on the savour 
ascending from the roasting oxen; that is the undeniable implication. It 
may be that this kind of phraseology was around in the oral tradition, and 
that our rhapsode or other elaborator drew on it for his unsuccessful 
supplement; but it was in any case the kind of language that Homer himself 
evidendy preferred to avoid, in his attempt (as I suggest) to reduce the 
cruder features of these gods and, not least, their diet. 

What, then, about the other side of the meat-eating picture, that is, 
ambrosia and nectar as the regular intake on Mt Olumpos? There is 
another surprise here, for a closer look at the text of the Iliad and Odyssey 
reveals that references to these substances are much rarer than one might 
think. Ambrosia is really an adjective in origin, describing anything 
immortal, and is also the name of a kind of divine ointment. It is used of 
divine food only six times in the Iliad, four in the Odyssey - but is never 
described as being consumed on Olumpos, and that is interesting. It is 
served by Kalupso to Hermes at Od. 5.93 and later eaten by her while 
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Odysseus has mortal food (5.199); otherwise it is only mentioned in that 
poem as brought by doves through the Clashing Rocks for Zeus, or with 
nectar as imagined source of the wine Poluphemos so much admired. In the 
Iliad the case is even worse: ambrosia is produced three times as food for 
divine horses, and the other three it is dripped, with nectar, into mortal 
Akhilleus by Athene to give him magical sustenance. It is nectar that saves 
the day, in a sense, since of its five Iliadic mentions the other two, at least, 
show it as being drunk by the gods on Olumpos (at 1.598 and 4.3); in the 
Odyssey its three appearances are when Kalupso serves it to Hermes, then 
herself, and then the Poluphemos exaggeration. 

Add to all this that icvtoii, the savour of sacrificial meat, is used only twice 
in Homer with incontrovertible reference to savour moving skyward for the 
gods (and even then, as we saw, there is no authentic description of their 
ingesting it); elsewhere it signifies either the fat itself or its savour as smelted 
by men. Formulas for this range of ideas are confined to TÉUCVOS fkopós TC 

OVTT)€!S, 'sacred enclosure and reeking altar', and to the altar which 'has 
never lacked a generous feast, libation and xvicn], which is our divine 
prerogative'. All this suggests that the idea of savour rising from sacrifices 
was traditional, but that its being smelted by the gods on high was not 
much emphasized by Homer at least, and that there may indeed have been 
a degree of suppression over that aspect. Then the idea of ambrosia and 
nectar was introduced, relatively late in the oral poetical tradition judging 
by frequency and formular status, and even then with little stress on their 
use on Olumpos itself. Still further developments were the idea of gods not 
having blood in their veins (too meat-like), but rather a special fluid called 
¡X&P, which is mentioned only when Aphrodite and Ares are wounded by 
Diomedes in bk 5 of the Iliad\ and, later than Homer, the introduction of 
incense as a means of making the burning fat smell sweeter. At all costs the 
vision had to be avoided of anything resembling that gruesome Meso-
potamian scene in the eleventh tablet of the Epic of Gilgamesh in which 
when sacrifices are restored the hungry gods smell the sweet savour and 
crowd round the sacrificer like flies.4 

It may be possible to place this Homeric purification of the gods in a 
broader perspective. Karl Meuli showed (with certain exaggerations) that 
assigning part of the slain animal to the gods probably goes back to 
Palaeolithic hunting customs (Phyllobolia fir P. Von der Miihll, Basel 1946, 
i85ff.). It is in the main a symbolic act, not necessarily evoking a keen 
image of what this implied for the gods themselves. M. L. West was 
following this view when he wrote (Theogony 306) that sacrifice 'may from 

4 ASET 94Í.; tee further Kirk in Lt Sacrifict Jau Famqwlt, Eatrtiwu Horil xxvn 
(Vandaruvrcí-Gcnéves 1981) 75ff. and esp. 77-80. 
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the start have involved commending the remains to the care of a god... It 
was only later, when the god was held to come and feast with the men... or 
when the smoke and vapour was held to carry the god's share of the meal 
up to him in heaven, that a sense of the unfairness of the apportionment 
developed and gave rise to the Prometheus myth.' These stages can now 
perhaps be provisionally fitted into a more detailed historical picture. Thus 
'commending the remains to the care of a god' continued into the Neolithic 
period, and relics of the idea persisted into the 'comedy of innocence' of 
age-old rituals like the Bouphonia at Athens, in which the sacrificer sought 
to evade guilt for the slaughter of the animal. Yet this approach was 
overlaid by the post-Neolithic Mesopotamian idea of the gods as a group 
feeding on the smoke of sacrifice. That can only have reached Greece in the 
Late Bronze Age, when outdoor fire-altars begin to be found; of course 
animals had been sacrificed before that, for example for a particular deity 
within his or her shrine, but not necessarily burnt, in whole or part, so as 
to feed gods in the sky. Then the special Greek idea of gods descending to 
feast with men, associated with the concept of a Golden Age, was 
developed, to be replaced in its turn by the Homeric view of the Olympians 
feeding on ambrosia and nectar and reducing the whole 'shared ox' to a 
mere token of honour and entitlement. 

If the epic tradition progressively removed the most carnal aspects of the 
Olympian gods and goddesses - leaving certain physical activities, sex in 
particular, conveniendy vague in accord with evidendy long-standing 
public taste - and if, in addition, it greatly played down and removed to the 
background not only fertility-based cults but also public religious festivals, 
temple-based worship and most of domestic religion, then the resulting 
'Homeric' religion has little claim to resemble 'real' cult and belief. And 
yet, to regard it more positively, the poetic tradition may have contributed 
a good deal more to the assimilation of the Homeric gods than the 
sublimation of sacrifice - by diminishing their frightening competitiveness 
as city-gods, by reducing attention to the more horrific sides of the 
underworld, by concentrating on the gods-in-conclave motif represented by 
the Igigi and the Anunnaki, and above all by highlighting Zeus as 
paterfamilias rather than as thunderbolt-wielder. Possibly by changes in 
these directions, more certainly by progressive sleight of hand over the 
divine acceptance of sacrifice, Homer and his poetical predecessors 
presented their contemporaries with a view of the gods which, artificial and 
literary as it may have been in certain respects, was neither impossibly 
archaic nor incapable of further development. Polytheism was presented in 
its most benign form, with Zeus providing a principle of order-even, for 
those who consider this an advantage (and the Greeks in their way surely 
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did) a monotheistic nucleus. This is a consideration that needs to be kept 
firmly in mind as we respond to some of the more human and less elevated 
rôles and reactions of the gods and goddesses of the Iliad * 

* Cf. J. P. Gould, in P. E. Easterling and J. V. Muir, edd., Gruk Rtligu* aid Smtty 
(Cambridge 1985) : 'The Homeric image of divinity is an image of marvellous and compelling 
adequacy... We would be quite wrong... to «et aside the model of divinity that we find in the 
Homeric poems and imagine it as a purely literary fiction and no part of the "sense" of Greek 
religion. ' 
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2. Typical motifs and themes 

The second chapter of volume I was devoted to a summary consideration 
of the structural elements of Homeric verse - that is, the composition of 
whole verses from phrases, often standard or formular, that filled the 
regular colon-slots; together with the formation of longer sentences from 
distinct verses through various kinds of cumulation and enjambment. 
Much of the style and language of Homer at the microscopic level dearly 
depends on an oral repertory of standard but easily varied phrases, whole 
verses and short passages welded together so as to produce the subde 
variety and rich texture of the poems, in which the traditional and the 
expected are held in tension with the innovative and the individual. 

In a sense that is simply an extension, with a strong degree of 
formalization, of what any composer does with a vocabulary of single 
words. Oral poetry depends on the practised ability to deploy*preformed 
elements of language and meaning in larger units than those of ordinary 
utterance or written literature. But this kind of composition also makes use 
of other standard components on a broader scale: of typical actions and 
ideas that are used and reused in different combinations and contexts. 
These may vary in extent from minor and specific motifs, as of a warrior 
stripping armour from his victim, to major and more generalized themes, 
as of a prince refusing to fight because of an insult to his honour. Between 
the two, and often easier to identify, is the 'typical scene' examined in 
Arend's pioneering study of 1933, in which recurrent actions of everyday or 
heroic life are described again and again in standard language that can be 
abbreviated or elaborated where necessary: for example scenes of arrival or 
departure by land or sea, of meeting, of preparing a meal or a sacrifice.* 

The use of typical motifs and themes, and to a lesser degree of typical 
scenes, is extensive in the Homeric epos, as much a part of the singer's 
essential technique as his use of typical phrases, half-verses or verses in the 
sentence. It is functionally necessary for the formation and maintenance of 
a long and complex oral narrative (as is clearly stated, for example, by 
Krischer, Konuentiorun 9-11). The combination and variation of traditional 
motifs and thematic material, together with their elaboration by special 
detail, results in a richness of plot, speech and action that greatly exceeds 
the expected limits of the traditional and the conventional as such. 

• These »re furtheT examined by M. W. Edward» in ch. 2 of vol. v, where he also carries 
further the investigation into 'composition by theme'. 
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The whole Iliad, for example, can be analysed in terms of its basic and 
typical themes and their variants, and shown to be less complicated and 
unwieldy in structure than first appears. That underlying thematic 
simplicity, overlaid as it might be by apparent complexity of detail (not 
least in personnel) and a masterly use of surface variation, and in which the 
wrath-theme is paramount, will be fully considered by N. J. Richardson in 
an introductory chapter to vol. vi. Meanwhile the present discussion 
initiates a progressive examination of typical motifs to which every 
successive volume will have something to add. It does so mainly by 
considering in a preliminary way, first the presence of typical elements in 
the opening 200 verses of bk 5 and, by contrast, a famous speech in bk 6, 
then the operation of typical patterns in battle-poetry, the characteristic 
mode of Iliadic action. It is in this last sphere that the use of typical 
elements is most prominent and has been most fully demonstrated.7 

In one sense a concentration on battle-scenes for the study of the typical 
in Homer is misleading, much like the assumption that noun-epithet 
groups are representative of formularity; these are both exceptional loci for 
the standard, the conventional and the heavily traditional. Yet what is true 
of fighting and of the epithets of people and things can be seen to apply in 
a lesser degree to other subjects and contexts also, and demonstration is 
certainly simplest in their case. 

The first 200 verses of the fifth Book, concerned mainly with fighting of 
an unexceptional kind, provide a reasonable introductory sample. In Table 
A typical components of each verse or short passage are summarily noted 
(in what might otherwise appear to be mere paraphrases), being further 
explained, for the most part, in the commentary: 

Table A Typical themes and motifs in the first 200 vo. of bk 5 
(See further the commentary ad loc.t except for entries with an asterisk.) 

1-3 a deity inspires hero/army with might/confidence (see also on 125) 
4 armour gleams like fire 
5-6 autumn star (various applications) 
9-26 "The whole incident is composed of typical motifs', Fenik: 

(а) seer/priest loses son(s) in battle 
(б) pair of brothers as victims 
(c) warrior on foot against two in chariot 
(d) rescue by god/goddess of a favourite 

15 weaker of two warriors throws first 

1 In Bernard Fenik's Tjpical BatlU Sctnts in tiu Iliad of 1968, one of (he outstanding technical 
studies of Homer of the last 50 yean, to which frequent reference has been made in vol. 1 and 
which will be widely cited, in particular, in the commentary on bk 5. 
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16-18 first thrower misses, second hits 
18 'missile did not leave hand in vain' (figure rather than motif) 
19* location of wound 
25-6 importance of capturing victim's horses 
27-9 panic of troops when leader killed 
29 -35* deity persuades another, or mortal, to withdraw from battle 
30 taking someone by the hand (various applications) 
37-8 enemy forced to retreat, series of slayings 
38-83 painful/horrifying wounds (see also on 66-7) 
42 mode of dying (variously expressed) 
46-7 spear-wound in shoulder immediately fatal 
47 darkness/death envelops victim (see also on 42) 
53~4 (<0 deity fails to protect favourite 

(6) victim killed despite factor that might have saved him 
56-7* fleeing warrior hit in back 
59-64 character has 'speaking', i.e. significant, name 
61 special dull as gift of a deity 
66-7 exact path of weapon after hit (see also on 73-4) 
70-1* victim a bastard ion 
73-4 exact path of weapon after hit (see also on 66-7) 
77-8* victim a son of seer/priest (see also on 9-26) 
80-1 attacker uses (first his spear, then) sword/stone 
84 general fighting as transition from one duel to another 
87-94 (*) fir* o r water as simile for irresistible attack 

(b) ring-form (typical figure rather than motif) 
95-120 (a) wounding« by arrow-shot 

(b) victor's boast 
(c) archer's ultimate failure 

95 run of successes ended when a powerful enemy 'notices' and initiates 
counter-attack 

115-20 (A) typical prayers 
(6) wounded man prays for, and gets, relief from wound, then rallies 

troops 
116 reminiscences about a father (Tudeus theme) 
1 s i - 2 * deity cures/inspires/lightem a warrior's limbs (see also on 1-3,135-6 (b)) 
123* someone 'stands near* another and addresses him/her (see also on 170) 
124* peraousis (speech of exhortation from god/leader) 
«25* deity inspires hero/army with might/confidence (see also on 1-3) 
127-30 removal of mist (various applications) 
130* dangerous to fight against gods 
131* single exception to a general rule (a narrative figure with folktale 

associations) 
134-65 hero's entry into battle marked by simile, then multiple slayings (see 

also on 161-3) 
135-6 (a) deity fills favourite with might (see also on 1-3) 

(b) deity/physician rapidly assuages wound (see also on 115-20 (b)) 
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137-42 (typical actions in lion/cattle similes; see also on 161-4) 
144-65 (a) victims sharing a chariot (see also on 9-26, 160) 

(b) pairs of brothers (see also on 9-26, 159) 
145-7 (*) 6nt spear, then sword (see also on 80-1) 

(A) victims in chariot (see also on 9-26) 
148-9 prophet's sons lulled (see also on 9-26) 
152-8 old father loses both sons (see also on 9-96, 148-9) 
156-8 father's grief at death of son(s) (see also on 152-8) 
159 pair of brothers as victims (see also on 9-26, 152-8) 
160 victims sharing a chariot (see also on 9-26, 144-65) 
161-4 simile: victor like lion among cattle (see also on 87-94, 134-65, 

> 3 7 - 4 « ) 
164-5 (a) plundering victim's armour 

(A) handing over victim's horses to erne's companions (cf. on 25-6) 
166-70* hero seeks another to meet crisis in battie 
166 run of successes ends when powerful enemy notices (see also on 95) 
170 someone 'stands before' another and address» him/her (cf. on 123) 
172-3* warrior has a special skill 
174 prayer before an arrow-shot 
177—8 (a) need to recognize gods in battle (see also on 130) 

(¿) a god's anger 
(c) failure to sacrifice as reason for anger 

182-3 recognition of a warrior by his armour/horses 
184-6* special prowess ascribed to divine help (see on 187-91) 
187-91 failure ascribed to divine wrath/support (see on 184-6) 
187 deity diverts a missile 
188-9 place of missile-strike described (see also on 19) 
194-6 storage/care of chariot(s)/horses 
197-200 father's injunction as son leaves for war (see also on 124) 

Virtually the whole of this passage, therefore, b made up of typical and 
repeated motifs, patterns and ideas. Perhaps something of the kind b to be 
expected with predominantly martial narrative, although the sheer extent 
of the typical component b remarkable. Yet an example from a quite 
different context will show how the use of the typical b both pervasive and 
often extremely subtle. One of the most moving scenes in the poem b the 
argument between Hektor and Andromakhe in bk 6 about whether or not 
he should seek safety in order to protect hb wife and child. Andromakhe's 
address is deeply pathetic, most obviously where she telb him that he stands 
in place of her father, mother and brothers as well as being her strong 
husband; though part of it b devoted to two basically factual accounts, first 
of the capture of Thebe, then of the weak point in the Trojan walb. There 
is much standard material in all this, reworked as usual so as to seem fully 
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appropriate to this wholly untypical encounter. But it is in Hektor's reply 
at 6.441-65 that the way in which familiar ideas occur in every verse, yet 
with an original effect, is most clearly seen. This is best shown by a verse-
by-verse paraphrase in the left-hand column of Table B, with typical 
elements summarized alongside on the right (for further discussion of motifs 
identified in the latter see especially the commentary on 6.438-9, 6.207-8, 
6.441-3, 6.447-9, 6.455, 6-456-7. 6.45^-62 and 2.356): 

Table B Hektor to Andrometkhe at 6.441-65: (a) paraphrase, (b) typical motifs 

441 'I too am concerned 
442 but fear reproach 
443 if I hold back like a coward 
444 which is against my nature 
445 and upbringing, to fight like 

a hero 
446 to win honour for myself and 

my father 
447 yet I know full well 
448 that Troy will fall 
449 with Priam and all Trojans 
450 but care not so much for them 
451 or Hekabe and Priam 
453 or all my brothers 
453 lying in the dust 
454 as for your suffering, when 

Achaeans 
455 lead you captive, in tears 
456 for you will be a slave at 

the loom 
457 or carrying water at an 

Argive spring 
458 unwilling, under duress 
459 and one will say 
460 "she was wife of Hektor, 
461 greatest among Trojans" 
462 causing you fresh grief 
463 at loss of husband/protector 
464 but may I die 
465 before I hear your cries as 

you are dragged away* 

(concession, then disagreement) 
aidds, fear of public opinion 
cowardly behaviour in batde 
'heroic code*, upbringing 
fighting as promakhas 

winning kieos; respect for father 

(formular v.) firm conviction 
'day will come'; captured city 
(typical inclusive expression) 
fate of citizens (priamel) 
(duty to father and mother) 
brother(s) as victim(s) 
war-victims defiled 
(rising scale of affection) 

captivity, weeping 
typical servile tasks: loom... 

...and water-fetching 

slavery is hateful 
typical comment 
past status or reputation 
praise of hero 
(resumptive) widow's grief 
mourning a husband: slavery 
('I would rather...than') 
captivity, weeping 
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Despite this heavy use of typical motifs, Hektor's words are dearly far 
from standard or ordinary in their total effect, and to see how this may be 
so is to understand something of Homer's art as a creative poet transforming 
his inherited tradition. In itself the speech's structure, quite apart from 
typical dements, is straightforward. His nature and upbringing will compel 
him to fight, yet he knows this will lead to Troy's fall and the suffering of 
its citizens. But it is his wife's fate that causes him most agony; she will be 
a slave in the land of the enemy, people will remark on her as Hektor's wife 
- but may he be dead first and be spared witnessing all this. Clearly his 
dilemma is a tragic one: he sees what he must do, with all its terrible 
consequences, but is caught between overwhelming pride and sense of 
public duty and his love and pity for wife and child. It is a dilemma many 
soldiers face, yet worse; for Hektor's whole way of bdng makes him believe 
in war, even when there is no comforting sense that his cause is just. The 
one thing he might have done, force Paris to surrender Helen, no longer 
seems possible; he is caught in an unendurable trap, the worst consequences 
of which he can only avoid by his own death. That is the ultimate heroic 
solution, which is also, paradoxically, an ultimately selfish one. 

Against this background the imagined comment of 46of., typical as it is, 
assumes an important function. That she was Hektor's wife is poignant and 
ironic, but it also seems to justify his escape from the dilemma, since a 
heroic death will confirm him as otptoros and bring her some comfort. 
Earlier, too, his rhetorical demonstration of Andromakhe's unique place in 
his loyalty and affections at 450-4 echoes her own statement at 413-30 of 
the loss of father and brothers at the hands of Akhilleus; for he must face 
a similar loss, and yet, instead of her remaining as his solace, he himself 
must die and she face degradation and slavery. T o see this simply or 
primarily as an instance of the rising-scale-of-affection pattern exemplified 
in the Meleagros-tale of bk 9, and given prominence by Kakridis {Researches 
19, 49ff.) and others as significant for the structure of the whole poem, is 
surely a distorted view. S. Schein {Mortal Hero 174) can even claim that this 
ascending scale 'indicates to anyone familiar with the convention that 
Hektor's wife is dearer to him and more honored than the others' - but this 
is what Hektor explicitly says, and no knowledge of any convention is 
needed to make his meaning plain. Other motifs earlier in his speech carry 
analogous echoes-or more significantly counter-echoes, in which one 
typical motif is played off against, or used to undermine, another. Respect 
for a father in 446 is opposed to a relatively diminished concern for him at 
451; Hektor's own motivation in 442, a complex of shame, guilt and self-
glorification, combines typical elements of cu5&>$ and upbringing that are 
here placed in tension with each other. Finally the implied suppression of 
one typical motif that is obviously germane can hardly be ignored; for is 
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Hektor consciously or otherwise deluding himself and Andromakhe about 
her fate, by avoiding the idea mentioned rather delicately by Nestor at 
2.355, that no Achaean should think of going home before he has slept with 
a Trojan wife? 

All the more subtle confrontations between characters in the Iliad reveal 
a similar interplay between the typical and the individual. Yet it is over the 
whole range of battle-poetry, which is such a large and fundamental 
component of the poem, that analysis of typical elements is most 
demonstrably helpful. Books 5 to 8 are still in a sense preliminary, and the 
heaviest and most continuous fighting comes in the central part of the 
action from 11 to 17. It is there that special problems of tactics arise. These 
have been carefully considered by J. Latacz in his Kampfdarstellung, and will 
be fully discussed in vol. iv. Yet the six standard constituents of Homeric 
battle can be discerned from bk 4 onward: 

1. Mass combat 
2. Individual contests (i.e. fights between individuals) 
3. Speeches (of report, challenge, boast and counter-boast, rebuke, en-

couragement, consultation, advice) 
4. Similes (often to illustrate (1) or lead on to (2)) 
5. Divine intervention (to inspire an individual or an army; to save a 

favourite, or remove another god from the scene) 
6. Individual movements (i.e. apart from (2), e.g. from or to camp or 

city, or one part of the batde to another) 

Further typical aspects can be added to each of these six components. Thus 
the prelude to MASS COMBAT is the arming, forming up, marching out and 
stationing of the armies, most fully described of the Achaean host in bk 2. 
The two armies engage, first perhaps with a brief phase of long-distance 
fighting with javelins and arrows; then a front is formed in which the first 
ranks on each side (cnixes or «pdAayycs, which do not differ in meaning) 
face each other. As fighting continues they may come into such close 
contact that, as at 4.446-51 =» 8.60-5, shields clash against enemy shields 
and spears against spears. The front ranks contain the Trpopaxoi or fore 
fighters, and often individuals among these are imagined as stepping 
forward and engaging with each other in the space between the two 
armies.* Equilibrium may be maintained for some time, but then, through 
DIVINE INTERVENTION or particular INDIVIDUAL CONTESTS, one of the armies 
will be pushed back, a movement that may turn into a rout. Inevitably that 

a H. van Wees (CQ, 38, 1988, 1-24) gives a somewhat different interpretation, against 
Latacz and others, but is not in my view persuasive. He thinks that 'all the fighting is done 
by irpoiicrxot, and that there is no question of the "multitude" engaging in any kind of mass 
combat* (12), though he is not entirely consistent on this point. 
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will be stemmed somehow - since the monumental poet needs to maintain 
the reciprocal rhythm of battle - and a front will be re-established from 
which in due course another advance will be made. 

Against the background of MASS COMBAT are fought countless - or so it is 
made to seem - INDIVIDUAL CONTESTS. Developed accounts of these strike 
the reader, as they must have struck early audiences, as the most 
memorable and significant kind of battle-description. That is true, but 
Latacz has shown that the sense of mass fighting (either through formal and 
typical descriptions such as in 4.446-51 = 8.60-5 ^ted above, or through 
the mention of to-and-fro movements as at 6.2, or in recurring brief signals 
that individual combats are surrounded by general battle, as at 5.84 oi 
litv TTovtovro Kcnra KpcrrcpTjv vopivrjv, cf. e.g. 5.699-7020.) is continuously 
present, and that the poet never neglects for long to restore a feeling of the 
whole process of warfare, INDIVIDUAL CONTESTS and references to MASS 

COMBAT show different aspects of the same fighting, and the former are 
selected or temporarily isolated from the broad sweep of the latter as the 
poet's eye focuses for a time on one encounter to the exclusion of all others. 
Often he will describe sequentially combats that must be understood as 
simultaneous; that is part of the oral narrative technique. In any event 
Homeric battle is not to be imagined as a set of individual duels with 
nothing else happening - that is restricted to the two formal confrontations 
of bks 3 and 7, where the two armies are seated and watching. Rather it is 
the continuing clash of both sides, either static or with one or other in 
retreat, either loose or tight, in which the INDIVIDUAL CONTFSTS between 
Trpoiiaxoi, or the onrush of a particular hero against the helpless troops of 
the enemy, are singled out to represent all that is fiercest, noblest and most 
typical of battle. 

In fact the number of individual combats and victims is surprisingly 
small given the enormously varied and cumulative impression made by the 
whole epic. It is usefully summarized by Martin Mtiller, The Iliad (London 
1984) 80-3. There are 140 specific individual contests, of which only 20 
involve more than one blow and only 8 (not counting the formal duels of 
bks 3 and 7) go beyond the first exchange; a dozen or so warriors die as a 
result of a spear-throw aimed at someone else. About 170 Trojans (and 
allies) and 50 Achaeans die in these encounters, with a dozen injured. Of 
about 140 wounds, only 30 are remarkable and described in some detail, 
and they fill a bare 100 verses in all - how different from the impression we 
receive that the Iliad is replete with long descriptions of gory wounds! Yet 
in restoring a proper balance between descriptions of mass combat and the 
focus on individual contests - something that is essential when we are 
keeping in mind the progress of the battle as a whole, not just within a single 
Book but in the context of the entire poem - it must not be forgotten, 
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indeed is obvious, that the individual encounters have special literary and 
human importance quite apart from their contribution to the progress of 
warfare as such. It is through them, to a notable degree, that the poet sees 
the changing fortunes of the different heroes and builds up a complex 
picture of their responses. Hektor is more prominent among the Trojans 
than any single leader is allowed to be (except Diomedes for a time) among 
the Achaeans, in Akhilleus' absence; and it is through his constant victories 
and setbacks (in addition of course to the great Troy-scenes of bk 6), and 
through his reactions to them, that his subtle and complicated nature is 
allowed to show through - together with the Trojan dependence on him 
and a continual sense of the city's impending doom. 

Typical causes, typical sequences of events and typical changes of fortune 
operate in detail against the broad background of battle. Thus a change in 
mass combat may be caused by an individual aristeia or the death or 
wounding of a particular commander; or by a parainesis, human or divine, 
or some other kind of divine intervention, or by the arrival of a warrior who 
has seen a danger or been specially summoned. At critical moments one side 
or the other will adopt tight formation, iTupyT)&6v 'like a tower'; at other 
times they are grouped more loosely, as in the fighting round Patroklos' 
corpse in bk 17. Chariots are used in typical ways, usually for bringing a 
warrior into battle or waiting close by him in case of retreat, but 
occasionally in mass pursuit. Individual killings can be either of a sequence 
of victims distinguished only by name, or by an alternating chain of Trojans 
and Achaeans, or by the more developed encounters with a fully described 
victim and details of wound and manner of death. This is the form of 
Homeric warfare we tend to regard as most typical, and it is also, because 
of its often pathetic presentation, the most essential, perhaps, to the 
composer's purpose. Other and less important forms are concerned with 
whether the encounter is on foot or, partly at least, by chariot; whether the 
spear is thrown or thrust, or the armour is stripped from the victim, or what 
happens to his horses if they are nearby; whether there are developed 
speeches of boast and counter-boast, challenge and reply, exultation in 
victory. Each of these has its own typical rules. All this takes place within 
the formalized parameters of the batdefield and the plain of Troy: on one 
side the citadel itself, on the other the ships and huts with the sea behind 
them, with the two rivers and occasional markers like the oak-tree or tomb 
of Ilos in between, and from bk 7 onward the wall and trench, in front of 
the naval camp. 

Within the whole panorama other typical elements and actions stand 
out. A complex exchange of blows between two opposed fighters is, as we 
have seen, relatively rare. Usually the stronger one throws or thrusts with 
a spear that is fatal before any counter-blow can be delivered. Where there 
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is an exchange, certain definite rules apply; as always, these are not simply 
arbitrary but reflect the necessary conditions of combat and the proper 
display of martial qualities or deficiencies. Thus the following sequences are 
typical and legitimate: 

i A misses B, B then kills A 
ii A misses B, B hits but fails to penetrate, A kills B 

iii A hits B but fails to penetrate, retreats, and is then killed or wounded 
by C 

iv A misses B, B misses A, A kills B with second shot 
v A misses B, kills C 

vi A hits B with spear or stone, then kills B with sword or C with spear. 

In i, ii and iv the victor is always Achaean. Missing with a throw is not 
necessarily fatal (so iv), for B can miss also; but failing to penetrate (with 
throw or thrust) is fatal or nearly so, as in ii or iii, since it is a sign of inherent 
weakness or the lack of divine support; so one never finds that A hits B but 
fails to penetrate, B misses, then A kills B. 

Other typical details, some already noticed, are as follows: 
(1) A deity lends might to a warrior, or heals a wound; prepares for 

battle and descends to the battlefield; rescues a favourite, guides a weapon, 
removes mist or darkness, takes mortal form to deliver a paravusis. 

(2) A victim is one of a pair of brothers, son of a priest or prophet, or a 
river; is slain while fleeing; has some special skill, or is rich, or is a bastard, 
or has a father whose sorrow is described. 

(3) One man on foot faces two in a chariot; charioteer is killed instead 
of spearman, or has to flee when the latter is killed; his horses are captured, 
or he is told to keep them close by a leader fighting on foot. 

(4) A warrior enters battle where fighting is thickest; is divinely inspired 
or rescued; protects a wounded comrade; makes a decision after soliloquy; 
addresses an enemy before engaging. 

(5) Wounds are cursorily or fully described; teeth shattered, arm or 
head hacked off; painful wounds to the belly, bizarre and fantastic wounds; 
passage of missile described, it is stopped or deflected by armour; pain as 
a wound stiffens. 

The following are better characterized as typical narrative patterns: 
(6) A sequence of individual contests is ended when an enemy leader 

notices from another part of the battlefield and rallies support; or by a 
simile leading to a mass-combat description. 

(7) One warrior rebukes, consults or advises another; e.g. Sarpedon 
rebukes Hektor (for leaving fighting to allies), Glaukos rebukes him (for not 
defending Sarpedon), Apollo (as Mentor) rebukes him, or (as Periphas) 
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Aineias. Such rebukes are almost always on the Trojan side and often 
reflect tension between Trojans and allies or Dardanians. 

(8) In developed individual contests the victim is described in the so-
called ABC pattern: A, basic information (his name, patronymic, city); B, 
anecdotal information, often pathetic (e.g. he is rich and hospitable, or an 
only son, or a bastard); C, resumption, and details of death (he was killed 
in such-and-such a way). 

(g) Three attempts (e.g. at attacking a god) are made, with culmination 
at the fourth; this is a typical folktale pattern, like the 'sole survivor* motif, 
but also a typical rhetorical device, like' then A would have captured Troy, 
but...* 

'As so often in the Iliad, then, the unique is only a new arrangement of 
the typical*: Fenik*s sage words (TBS 58) are not intended as derogatory, 
but reveal much about Homer's technique not only of batde-poetry but 
also in other narrative forms including speech. His conclusions about 
battle-poetry are hard, or impossible rather, to refute. The examination of 
the main Iliadic battle-scenes is thorough, its results simple and conclusive: 
that all such scenes are made up of typical details or motifs and typical 
patterns. There are variations from time to time, also occasional individual 
details that are not typical, but these are always deployed among a larger 
number of standard elements. No one scene is the same as any other 
(despite the exact repetition of certain passages), not because such unique 
elements are commonly used - they are not, and are mainly confined to 
special Books like 5, 8 and 21 - but because the selection and arrangement 
of typical elements are always under slight variation. 

Is the result monotonous? For the modem reader, it can b e - b u t 
through the sheer mass of martial encounter rather than its typical and 
repeated elements as such. For the range of the typical is itself substantial 
both in subject and in tone; for example, from factual statements of who 
struck whom to pathetic details of the victim's background or the manner 
of his death. It reflects, in the end, a poetical view of battle, as with other 
standard epic subjects, and perhaps a deliberate restriction of the range of 
possibilities in realistic' terms. Thus in individual contests a throw can hit, 
and penetrate or not; it can miss, or hit someone else (or a horse). But it 
could also bounce off and be deflected onto another victim, yet this never 
happens in the Iliad. An opponent can try to retreat, or he stands firm; but 
he could also throw while the other is challenging or boasting, or resort to 
subterfuge, for example by trying to distract the attacker's attention - but 
these things never happen. Then again archers could be used more widely 
than they are, and the details of fighting from or against chariots could be 
greatly supplemented. In mass fighting more use could be made of terrain, 
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which could be more closely visualized and categorized than it actually is. 
There may have been special reasons for the limitations of possibilities in 
these and other matters - warfare itself can have certain conventions in an 
age of chivalry; but from the singer's point of view the material had in any 
event to be kept to manageable proportions, as well as being made to serve 
his underlying literary ends. 

So far the emphasis has been on minor motifs, together with the looser 
texture of battle-description as a whole. It is in the combination of typical 
elements, whether of phrasing or of content, and in their variation in detail, 
that the oral poet's technique is most unusual and may most rewardingly 
repay close analysis. Yet the choice and arrangement of broader topics is 
also important, perhaps even more important, in a different way. Many of 
these, too, were typical - that is, established in the tradition as themes that 
could be used for fresh contexts in the composition of a whole poem. Among 
those themes would be a warrior's abstention from war, attempts to 
conciliate him, unfaithful wives, quarrels over booty, late-coming allies, 
funeral games (cf. Fenik, TBS 238; the use of these broader themes is more 
fully discussed by M. W. Edwards in ch. 2 of vol. v). Both this type of 
material and more specific ideas were likely to have been available for 
incorporation and development by the monumental composer of the Iliad. 
It is beyond dispute that much of his material was traditional in subject as 
well as expression; some of it was certainly concerned with the Trojan geste 
itself. Thus the Iliad alludes in passing to many events of the Trojan War 
that lay outside its own strict temporal limits: Paris' abduction of Helen 
(e.g. 3.443-5), Nestor and Odysseus visiting Peleus on a recruiting mission 
(7.i27f.), the gathering of the fleet at Aulis (2.303ff.), Akhilleus in Skuros 
(9.666-8, cf. 19.326), the abandoning of Philoktetes on Lemnos and the 
death of Protesilaos on landing (2.721-5, 2.698ff.), the capture of Thebe 
and Lurnessos (i.366ff., 2.688-93, 6.415-29), the mission of Odysseus and 
Menelaos to Troy (3-205ff.). Other and more mythical tales are also 
known, like the Judgement of Paris (24.28) or Akhilleus* education by 
Kheiron (11.830-2). The essential extra-IIiadic references were noted by 
Kakridis (Researches 93); Kullman (Qjiellen 6-11) added a number of others, 
of which several, however, could be Homeric inventions. The Iliad and 
Odyssey also know in detail of events that followed the action of the former, 
like Akhilleus' own death, the capture and sacking of Troy and the difficult 
returns home of certain Achaean heroes. It is clear that Homer was able to 
draw on traditional versions of parts, at least, of the whole Trojan War, 
including its origins and aftermath; as well no doubt as on versions of the 
Theban Wars and the Argonautic voyage, not to mention other heroic 
narratives of which traces have not survived. The range of oral poetry 
before Homer is something that can only be guessed at, but the sophisticated 
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formular language of the Homeric poems themselves, as well as those 
specific and identifiable references, suggests that it was both extensive and 
with a long history. 

The unpalatable truth remains that we can hardly ever know for certain 
which particular themes came into the Homeric epos from specific earlier 
poems, and which-the vast majority, perhaps-from unidentifiable 
sources over the whole range of the oral heroic tradition. Despite that, the 
Neoanalytical school (which in one degree or another included Kakridis, 
Pestalozzi, Howald, Schadewaldt, Reinhardt, Kullmann and Heubeck; see 
further M. W. Edwards' generally sympathetic account in ch. 2 of vol. v) 
has argued that many Iliadic themes can be demonstrated to come from 
earlier poetry, as represented by Proclus' summaries (for the most part) of 
the Epic Cycle, and in particular from the Aithiopis ascribed to Arctinus of 
Miletus or perhaps an earlier version of that narrative. Thus Diomedes 
saving Nestor at II. 8.8off. is said to be based on Antilokhos saving Nestor 
(and being killed by Memnon in the process) in the Aithiopis; Paris shooting 
Diomedes in the foot at 11.369-78 is held to reflect his fatal wounding of 
Akhilleus in the heel in the Aithiopis \ Memnon's death at the hands of 
Akhilleus in the Aithiopis, and the preservation of his body at the plea of his 
divine mother Eos, are claimed as the direct source of Iliadic themes like the 
death of Patroklos, the removal of the dead Sarpedon by Sleep and Death, 
and Akhilleus* relation to his mother Thetis. 

That there is some connexion between an Aithiopis and our Iliad is 
probable enough; but that the latter necessarily imitated the former, rather 
than vice versa, cannot be proved. A third possibility, as Fenik argued at 
TBS 231-40, is that both poems drew independently, for the most part at 
least, on a broad reservoir of oral poetry that is now lost and irrecoverable. 
Neoanalytical approaches are sometimes valuable in suggesting a possible 
explanation for conjunctions of ideas in the Iliad that are otherwise 
puzzling. In so far as its exponents are simply claiming that the Iliad deploys 
and extends typical themes from earlier poetry, it is impossible to disagree. 
That is manifestly true - but it may not take the critic very far, and surely 
does not justify all the insistence on the Aithiopis that has been mooted so far. 
It may well be that most progress in assessing the master-composer's aims 
and methods is to be made by studying the recurrence and variation of 
broad general themes within the Iliad itself (and the Odyssey too, where 
relevant), where their operation and differentiae can be seen in full context, 
rather than through the barren and arid summaries of Cyclic material in 
a Proclus or a Eustathius. 
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One tends to think of heroic epic as mainly composed of objective 
narrative; yet nearly half of the Iliad consists of direct speech, and the 
proportion in the Odyssey (whatever view one takes of the status of 
Odysseus' reminiscences in bks 9-1 a) is still higher. This remarkable 
statistic means that both Homeric epics are, to a substantial degree, dramas 
rather than narratives - or rather, narrative expressed as drama, in which 
the progress and overtones of the action are evoked as much through 
confrontations and conversations between the characters involved as by the 
ostensibly neutral descriptions of the poet as observer and narrator. 

Narrative itself deserves closer attention than it has traditionally received, 
and the new approach of 'narratology* in its less schematic forms helps to 
unravel the different strands of ostensibly straightforward description. This 
will be discussed by M. W. Edwards in vol. v. But it is the special qualities 
of speech in the Iliad that form the subject of the present chapter, adding 
an additional dimension to those of formular language, enjambment, 
colometry and typical themes that have already been summarily examined 
as elements of the complex totality of Homeric style. Attention to the 
problem has been spurred by an important article by Jasper Griffin, 
'Homeric words and speakers', in JHS 106 (1986) 36-57. It may be that 
differences between speech and narrative - which for him raise difficulties 
about orality - do not constitute quite the paramount aspect of Homeric 
style that Griffin at one point suggests. Certainly there are other aspects, of 
traditional expression versus innovative for instance, which, together with 
the deployment of typical themes and motifs, determine more completely 
the characteristic forms of Homeric poetry. Yet the special qualities of the 
speeches deserve to be more closely studied, following Griffin's lead (and of 
course, in a different way, Lohmann's), together with the matters 
considered in the rest of this Introduction, namely religion, historicity and 
theme. Like them, it can only receive preliminary treatment here, to be 
supplemented in varying degrees in other volumes of the Commentary; but 
it is important to suggest some of the broader implications of the topic as 
well as the more special ones singled out so far. 

The obvious sophistication of some of the conversations in the Iliad- for 
example, in bk 6, between Glaukos and Diomedes or, in a very different 
key, Hektor and Andromakhe - has sometimes persuaded critics that the 
speeches must be a relatively new element in the Greek heroic epic. That 
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has seemed to be confirmed by certain linguistic features, notably the 
predominance there of abstract nouns, some of relatively recent formation. 
Objective narrative, on the other hand, appears at first sight simpler, and 
instances are not hard to find of 'primitive* forms of epic (for example the 
folk-epics of the Serbian guslori) that are almost wholly in third-person 
narrative. Griffin (p. 37) thought there was 'some truth* in the idea that 
'narrative scenes...were...much more traditional, the speeches much 
more innovative*, and inferred from this that the composition of speeches 
may be later. But if it really happened to be the case that narrative style and 
language were highly conservative, speech not so, that would not of course 
entail that speeches as such were later in composition. 

It may be helpful to say at once that the speech-element in Greek epic 
was probably not a late development, at least if we assume the origins of that 
epic tradition to go back, as seems highly probable, well into the second 
millennium B.C. That is mainly because the Greek epic was probably 
affected in its earlier stages by the literary forms of Near Eastern poetry. 
This probability depends on Near Eastern tendencies in myths and religion 
as well as on a few special narrative themes, like the friendship of Akhilleus 
and Patroklos and the latter's passage to the underworld, that can be traced 
in Sumerian, Akkadian or Hurrian-Hittite myths and tales. M. L. West, at 
least, in the steps of Walter Burkert, accepts that influence as almost 
axiomatic {JUS 108, 1988, 169). If so, it is relevant to see whether the 
remains of Near Eastern literature suggest pure narrative as the normal 
means of presentation of folklore and quasi-epic, with the use of speech as 
absent, intrusive or a later elaboration. 

A simple answer is suggested by some of the longer and more important 
Sumerian and Akkadian myths and tales, for example as translated in 
ANET (i.e. J. B. Pritchard, ed., Ancient Near Eastern Texts) 37-119. The 
result, crude but not essentially misleading, is as follows: 

Sumerian 
1. 'Enki and Ninhursag* (ANET 38-41, earlier 2nd mill, B.C): at least 

one-third speech 
2. 'Gilgamesh and the Land of the Living* {ANET 47-50, earlier 2nd 

mill.): nearly half speech 
3. 'Inanna*s Descent to the Underworld* {ANET53-7, earlier 2nd mill.): 

about half speech 

Akkadian 
4. 'Creation Epic* (ANET60-72, early 1st mill.): c. one-third speech 
5. 'Epic of Gilgamesh* {ANET 73-99, early 2nd mill, onward): at least 

half speech. 
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Proportions arc very approximate; many of the speeches are repeated, some 
in narrative format; the figure for the 'Creation Epic' excludes the 
(narrative) list of Marduk's fifty names. Yet the conclusion is striking and 
obvious, that these Sumerian and Akkadian tales, which influenced so 
much of the rest of Near Eastern literature, are all cast in strongly dramatic 
form. The predominantly or exclusively narrative form virtually does not 
exist. The same is true of most Egyptian tales: the 'Contest of Horus and 
Seth' and 'Journey of Wen-Amon' (AJiET 14-17 and 25-9) are at least 
half speech, the 'Story of the Two Brothers' (AJiET 23-5) about one-third 
speech. They are from around tooo B.C. ; it may or may not be accident that 
the earlier 'Story of Sinuhe' (AMET 18-22, from c. 1800 B.C. onward) is 
mostly narrative. As for other major Near Eastern tales of the 2nd 
millennium B.C., Hittite 'Ullikumis', 'Illuyankas' and 'Telepinus' (AJfET 
121-8) have between a third and a half speech; Ugaritic * Poems about Baal 
and Anath' (AJfET 130-42) and 'Keret' and 'Aqhat' ( A N E T 143-55) 
have a somewhat smaller speech-component overall, but are still markedly 
dramatic. 

The result, therefore, is that the written literature of the ancient Near 
East in the second and the first part of the first millennium B.C. (apart, of 
course, from legal, historical and ritual texts) regularly contained a strong 
dramatic element, with many speeches by, and conversations between, 
characters set out in full. That was the general cultural and literary 
background against which the Greek epic tradition appears to have formed 
itself; it seems highly unlikely, therefore, that its strong speech-element was 
a later development and not the result of second-millennium archetypes. 

That still leaves the possibility that narrative was more conservative in 
its expression than speech. So far as type-scenes like meals, sacrifices, 
meetings, journeys and many elements of battle are concerned, that may 
well be so, since speech has little (apart from prayer and short formulas of 
welcome, boasting, encouragement or rebuke) that is likely to be so timeless 
and so typical. Here some of the main linguistic differences between speech 
and narrative need to be illustrated, mainly by selection from the data 
presented by Griffin. One of the most remarkable is in the use of abstracts, 
on which P. Krarup (Classica et Mtdiatvalia 10, 1948,1-17) wrote a valuable 
study; here the difference between speech and narrative in the Iliad and 
Odyssey overall is of the order of 4 or 5 to 1. Most of these abstract forms 
were obviously more suited to the utterance of characters rather than to the 
more concrete narrative of the singer himself, who as Griffin stresses is often 
conscious of his supposedly uninvolved position as mouthpiece of the Muse. 
Thus nouns ending in -<ppoavvr| or beginning ev- nearly all occur in speech. 
That is because they belong to the analysis of moral attitudes or mental 
states; the same can be seen in epithets ascribing gentleness (ocyocvos, fj-mos, 
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paAixos, cvrjris), folly (c*9pcov etc.) or justice (Siicn, 0€U»s), all predominandy 
in speech, KCTKOS and ¿cyaOos reflect the same tendency, the former 253 x 
speech versus 48x narrative overall, the latter 58:13 (not counting the 
special use in (k>f|v ¿cyados). The 'reservation of the crucial moral terms 
from the narrative to the speeches' (Griffin, p. 40} results in these other 
Homeric totals: Gf3pis etc. 26:3, crrao6aXo$ 30:1, arxrrAios 29: t, TiMf| etc. 
111:15, al56s 24:1, a&Eopai 33:9, iteos etc. 55:23. 

More surprising, but again reflecting the more factual and positive side 
of narrative, is that over 70 negative adjectives, many with ethical or 
emotional value (Griffin, p. 44), are found only in speeches, including 
cmricrTos cnroTpos ¿rrrroAcuos orrp£Kr\s ¿fpyos cocr|6r)S cocAî s ¿tvamos 
cnrtv0r)S orn-priKTos. Superlatives behave similarly, not only the emotive 
ex6icnros and «piATcrros but even (with only few narrative occurrences) 
KAPTI0T0S ucyicrros KOXXIOTOS. By contrast apitrros is a technical term and 
occurs more equally. On the other hand emphatic particles and adverbs 
like rj and naAa (let alone fj iiaAa together, common in Plato's dialogues 
and plainly colloquial) predictably occur only in speech. So does the use of 
XP̂ I ( 5 5 x *n Homer), obviously because the narrator does not have 
occasion to say that characters, let alone things, ought to or must do such-
and-such. 

This last point reminds us that much of the linguistic difference between 
speech and narrative arises simply out of the forms and parts of speech 
entailed by the two modes of expression. Griffin is perhaps inclined to 
undervalue this kind of consideration, finding the observation that Virgil 
may have been compelled by metre to use Amphxtryomades rather than 
Hercules to be an explanation 'on a very humble level' (p. 50). That may 
be why he does not refer to the work of A. Shewan, who as long ago as 1916 
stated that 'It is a familiar fact that there are considerable differences, 
metrical and linguistic, between the general narrative and the speeches of 
the Iliad and the Odyssey\ and went on to explain some of them in purely 
grammatical and functional terms. Thus correption (shortening of a final 
long vowel or diphthong before a succeeding initial vowel) is commoner in 
speech because it contains more words so ending: 'presents, futures and 
perfects are of course much more common in speech, and parts in the first 
and second persons are almost wholly confined to it' (Homeric Essays, 
Oxford 1935, 329), and these often end in long vowels and diphthongs (as 
do many vocatives, for instance). That is merely one example of the way in 
which the forms of speech - its far greater use of subjunctives, optatives and 
even infinitives (cf. Shewan, p. 321) in addition to the above - can differ at 
a very concrete level from those of narrative. It is inevitable that the 
language of Homer is, in this respect, not uniform and may even be said in 
a limited way to involve' two vocabularies' (Griffin, pp. 40 and 50); yet the 
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singers can hardly have found much difficulty in adjusting their responses 
to such natural and unavoidable calls for differing modes of expression 
according to circumstance. 

Such matters will be seen in better perspective when the older studies 
both of verbal forms (reflected in Shewan) and of vocabulary are carried 
further. Meanwhile it is important to remain aware that narrative, of its 
nature, tends to be objective, factual, progressive and sequential, with 
relatively litde expression of emotion. Speech, on the other hand, tends to 
be subjective, evaluative, rhetorical and emotional, with a greater degree 
of syntactical subordination, and by turns persuasive, interrogative, 
conditional and wishful. This is, of course, an over-simplification: speech 
and narrative often overlap, with factual passages in the former and 
occasional expressions of emotion (often in reporting the behaviour of 
individuals as I .J. F. deJong notes, JHS 108, 1988, i88f.), as well as the 
more complex subordination of clauses, in the latter. Thus in bk 6, again, 
the narrative of Hekabe getting the dress for Athene at 288-95 ** 
emotionally coloured (with the superlatives KOCAAIOTOS, nrytcrros, veicrros) -
even more so the description of Andromakhe running up to Hektor at 
392-406. Yet when she addresses Hektor at 407-39 the passionate short 
statements soon give way to a more objective style as she recalls the details 
of her father's death, with many conventional epithets tha< belong more 
properly to narrative. Consideration of a sequence like 15.592-746 reveals 
that speech and narrative can sometimes maintain a similarly elevated level 
for a considerable time. Yet it remains generally true that the emotional 
and expressive needs of speakers, together with the complexity of their 
thoughts and arguments, impose a different colouring on many speeches 
from that normally sought by the predominantly remote and objective 
narrator, who adopts a flowing and progressive style that is sometimes 
ornate but nevertheless syntactically straightforward. 

Thus progressive and temporal conjunctions are frequent in narrative, 
but particle-complexes and other conjunctions are far commoner in 
speeches - consider Diomedes' opening remarks to Glaukos at 6.124-30: ou 
p€vyapTroT ,...T6iTpiv crrap U£V VUVy£...BUOTRIVAJV54TETTC(T5£$... RI TÎ  
aOavarajv yc. . . oCnc av iycoye. . . OU6E yap ou5e... Moreover speech abounds 
in subordinate clauses (final, causal, conditional) as well as in disjunctions, 
wishes and direct addresses. Narrative's typical devices are those of 
emphasis, especially through word-order, with conventional phraseology 
varied by figurative language and especially similes; speech's are rhetorical, 
including antithesis, alliteration and assonance, with frequent irony and 
even humour. Such generalizations tend to disguise the many different 
forms that speech and narrative can assume in themselves: for the former, 
from short comments, commands, messages or challenges to more elaborate 
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monologues, prayers, supplications, and rhetorical addresses, including 
exhortations {paraineseis) and lamentations; for the latter, from simple and 
relatively undecorated to more elaborate description, depending on 
sentence-length, enjambment and colometry as well as the disposition of 
conventional phrases, with results that can range from the matter-of-fact 
and the dispassionate to the urgent and the sublime. Differences of scale 
and emphasis, as well of course as the intervention of speeches, have their 
own effect on narrative colouring, as indeed can be seen in much of the 
battle-poetry. Only occasionally does the poet allow himself to address a 
character, or the Muse, directly (cf. Edwards, HPI36-8), but decoration, 
figurative language and similes more subtly reduce the potential frigidity of 
objective narrative in its extremer forms. 

The technical differences of expression in speeches lead back to the 
question raised earlier, of how far speech and narrative might have arisen 
in different periods. Nothing has changed the probability that the dramatic 
epos goes back in specifically Greek forms to as early as the mid-second 
millennium B.C., when Mesopotamian, Egyptian and Hurrian-Hittite 
parallels show the combination of speech and narrative to be widely 
diffused. Most of the differentiae of Homeric speech arise out of the need for 
a more complex syntax and a less impersonal vocabulary, as well as the 
mechanical implications of particular speech-forms. Yet the proliferation of 
abstract nouns is only pardy explained by the greater emotional range of 
speech, and suggests that there were specific expressive developments, allied 
indeed with new forms of rhetoric, in the later phases of the oral style -
much, indeed, as the taste for allegorical figures such as Eris, Deimos and 
Phobos may be held to belong to the later developments of narrative 
technique. 

What is thought-provoking about the use of speech in the Iliad is not only 
that it involves its audience in the action as a kind of drama, but also that 
it allows - sometimes, at least - its different characters to be presented as 
individuals, through their own words and the thoughts and feelings they 
reflect. Many harsh things have been written about the Greek lack of 
interest in individual literary character, not only in epic but also in tragedy. 
It is true that the 'heroic character' as such imposes a certain uniformity 
of reaction over matters of possessions, of pride and reputation, of concern 
for victims in battle and the rights of lesser figures like servants and women. 
Yet anyone who reads or hears the Iliad knows perfectly well that the main 
characters (as well as lesser ones like Thersites, Pouludamas or Glaukos) 
have their own definite personalities, and that these arise not only out of 
what the narrator says about them but also out of what they themselves do 
and say. Sometimes action reveals almost as much about character as words 
themselves - but usually those actions are glossed by the character's own 
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comments, which are often intensely revealing. Again, it is important to 
distinguish the content of speeches from their style - except that only too often 
the two are inextricably intermingled. Thus Diomedes is self-controlled in 
the face of erratic authority, unlike Akhilleus, and this emerges not only 
from what they do, and from the actual content or message-element of their 
speeches, but also in the very words they use and how they express 
themselves. All this requires close study. Once again the formular style 
imposes a degree of uniformity, but it is notoriously overridden by the 
prolix impetuosity of Akhilleus' utterances to the Embassy in bk 9, and can 
also be tempered in more subtle ways. P. Friedrich and J. M. Redfield 
analysed some of his speeches in a perceptive article in Language 54 (1978) 
263-88, briefly summarized by Griffin on his pp. ¿of.; they consider, 
rightly, that too little attention has been paid to 'the general shape of 
utterances, the use of rhetorical devices, and the choice of particles'. Griffin 
complements this by a study (pp. 5 iff.) of Akhilleus' special vocabulary as 
against that of Agamemnon. Apart from his predilection for violent and 
abusive terms, special to him and his circumstances, like ¿OKEAECOS, 

poOppoxjTis, ¿9uPpi£cov, OKvrSiiaivoo, urrcpoTrXirjai, 6r)uopopo$, xuvGrna, 
9iXoKT6avcbTonrc, Akhilleus is especially prone to the use of similes, 
sometimes pathetic ones, and to the evocation of distant places. There is a 
grandeur of vision, as well as a cruelty and irony, in his language that sets 
him apart from other characters in the poem; that is well said by Griffin 
and will be illustrated in later volumes of the Commentary. 

Meanwhile readers will find much in the detailed notes to confirm that 
particular traits of character are sometimes revealed in particular styles of 
speech. That must not be exaggerated; many speeches of many characters 
are not differentiated from those of others, and there is a general 'speech 
style* that is determined largely by circumstance, by what needs to be said 
on a particular occasion. Yet reference to the following speeches, and the 
commentary on them, will confirm the general point as well as suggesting 
the possibility of distinctions, here and there, between male and female 
ways of speaking as well as between divine and human: 

Pandaros to Aineias at 5.180-216 
Sarpedon to Hektor at 5.472-92 
Ares and Zeus at 5.872-98 
Glaukos and Diomedes at 6.123-231 
Paris to Hektor at 6.333-41 
Helen to Hektor at 6.344-58 
Andromakhe and Hektor at 6.407-93 
Athene to Here at 8.358-80 
Zeus to Here at 8.470-83. 
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Clearly there are other parts of the poem where conversations are even 
more revealing: the quarrel between Akhilleus and Agamemnon in bk i, 
the Embassy to Akhilleus in bk 9, the final exchanges between Hektor and 
the dying Patroklos in bk 16 and Akhilleus and the dying Hektor in bk 22, 
the meeting between Akhilleus and Priam in bk 24. 

Character is revealed in these, but more than character; for in 
circumstances that are especially tragic and pathetic it is direct-speech 
protestation as such, rather than particular character, that is significant 
above all. What the characters say does not so much reflect their own 
particular personalities at this moment as their human and generic 
responses, often confused and inadequate, to the events in which they find 
themselves entangled. That may be a salutary note on which to leave this 
complex and enthralling topic; for it reminds us once again that speech in 
Homer is no more important as a means of revealing a man's or a woman's 
(or a god's) particular character and personality than for what it does to 
impart drama and subdety to the action as a whole. 
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The historicity of the Iliad has been a matter of continuing interest and 
concern ever since antiquity, with new impetus from Robert Wood in the 
eighteenth century and Schliemann in the nineteenth. It can hardly be 
ignored in these introductory chapters. Yet at best only a provisional 
treatment can be offered-it would be 'safer' to avoid the issue and 
attempt none at al l-since so much remains to be discovered and 
rethought. Further reflexion on the modes of destruction and probable 
dates ofTroy V I and VI la (see pp. 4of.), further study of the Hittite archives 
(pp. 4?f.), further excavation around Besika Bay on Troy's Aegean shore 
(pp. 49f.), further consideration of the nature of the oral tradition and its 
Near Eastern antecedents (pp. 2gf.), will all alter the way we look at the 
Iliad in relation to its historical background, as well as the characteristics of 
the oral tradition as a whole. 

One preliminary question can hardly be avoided: does 'historicity' 
really matter? Clearly in some ways it does. The history of the Late Bronze 
and Early Iron Ages in the central and eastern Mediterranean is of obvious 
importance in itself, and there are still many respects in which the Homeric 
epic affects that history. Archaeologists sometimes suggest that for armour, 
weapons, buildings and other concrete matters the information of the 
poems has been overtaken by actual discovery; even that is not yet entirely 
true, but there are broader concerns which are less easy to resolve. The 
most obvious question here is whether a Trojan War, in the sense of one in 
which Troy was besieged and eventually overthrown by a Panachaean 
expedition, ever really took place. Even that entails a limitation of 
historical perspective; but the political and military aspects of the Iliad have 
tended to win the limelight, not least because of the excitement of 
archaeological discovery from Schliemann on, in Mycenae and Pylos as 
well as Troy itself. 

The historical accuracy of the Iliad is obviously important from that 
point of view - but does it affect the poem's literary quality so strongly, or 
indeed at all? The Iliadt after all, is more than anything else a great drama, 
concerned with people and feelings rather than concrete environment or 
historical background as such. Some critics even resent attention being paid 
to the materia] aspects of the poem, or expect them to be excluded from 
ordinary commentaries and confined to archaeological handbooks. That is 
absurd, if only because all human affairs are affected by external 
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circumstances and the concrete controls on behaviour; moreover both 
singers and early audiences clearly devoted careful attention to these 
matters. But, leaving that aside, can it really be said that historical 
accuracy affects literary quality in any serious way? 

The singers of the Iliadic tradition, and the monumental composer who 
imposed its form and scale on the whole poem, were clearly much 
concerned with things like geography, landscape, weather, buildings, 
weapons, fortifications and military tactics, and described them in all sorts 
of ways. These were part of the world in which their characters operated. 
But did it matter if transmission through generations of singers had 
distorted some of the details? Not, presumably, to the singers or their 
audiences, who after lapse of time would tend to accept as true even a 
garbled account of, say, chariot tactics, so long as it did not become 
poetically distracting. A later historical analyst like Thucydides takes such 
things more seriously, as will any careful modern reader (and not only 
literal-minded or pedantic ones). But it is arguable that, although warriors 
in action - and that is a main subject of the poem - have to be described in 
detailed tactical situations, it is not especially relevant in literary terms 
whether these are 4 real\ provided they seem so to the listening or reading 
public. By extension, given that the personal drama of an epic may arise 
partly out of the conditions and tensions of warfare, it would not matter to 
anyone except the historian whether the war described in the poem actually 
took place, so long as it is made sufficiently plausible. It merely has to be 
a credible background for the action, whether or not it was 'real1 in some 
stricter sense. 

Logically and philosophically, something like that has to be granted. 
Psychologically, things stand differently, and many readers undoubtedly 
feel that historical authenticity does matter after all. Even so, there are 
grades of authenticity to be considered." A work of history can be authentic, 
or nearly so, when it adequately expresses more or less everything that can 
reasonably be known about a past event. In a historical novel, on the other 
hand, one may accept as authentic a constructed historical background 
that is compatible with known facts, even if it goes further in detail, or in 
the conjunction of disparate sources or events, than surviving evidence 
suggests. That kind of authenticity allows for a substantial imaginative 
contribution, recognizable from the evident fictionality of the characters 
involved and their immediate circumstances. But what of the case where 
there is a bogus authenticity - a background that professes to be historically 
accurate, or appears to be so to the audience or reader, but can be shown 
by historians to be slipshod and inaccurate? Is the reader then entitled to 

' Cf. W. E. Bassett, Tht Ptthy of Hmur (Berkeley 1938) on 'the illusion of historicity'. 
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feel disenchanted or cheated in some way? Or is the plausibility of the 
background all that matters? People do, as a general rule, feel deprived or 
misled when something that implicitly claims to have certain qualities is 
later found to have different and perhaps inferior ones. In this respect the 
discovery that the historical background of the Iliad, real as it seems, is in 
fact purely imaginary would inevitably produce a degree of disap-
pointment. This might be mainly a modern consequence, since its historical 
authenticity was not often questioned by ancient audiences. Yet that is only 
partly relevant, since our own doubts and feelings are in any case strongly 
involved. 

Still another aspect of 4 authenticity' needs to be considered. The things 
we respond to most keenly are often things that seem intrinsic to the world 
itself, of which we sense that we form a part. In literature we accept 
interpreters, intermediaries who can focus certain aspects of the world and 
of human experience - but only to the extent that they do so without 
obvious distortion. The creative imagination is admired for just so long as 
what it creates is in touch with 'life itself, arranged and revealed in a 
perceptive way that might otherwise escape the audience or reader. If we 
are made aware of aspects of a narrative that are gratuitously false, that 
distort history and reality without corresponding gains in understanding, 
then our faith in the value of the whole work is impaired. If the Trojan War 
did not take place, then we are compelled to consider the nature and 
intentions of the personal and private imaginations that invented it - and 
to ask, for example, whether the insights they appear to show in relation to 
Akhilleus and Priam or Hektor and Andromakhe are as valid as they seem. 
In short, and not to press such, an argument too far, significant characters 
and actions are revealed against backgrounds and in circumstances that 
should possess their own kind of authenticity; and defective presentation of 
the one weakens, or needlessly complicates, the audience's perception of the 
other. If that is true of a historical novel, it is no less so of a traditional epic 
many of the elements of which are almost as ancient as the events it 
purports to describe. With that, we can turn again to Troy. 

That the mound of Hisarlik was the site of Homer's Ilios can no longer 
be reasonably doubted. It fits so exactly with the poetical description of a 
great fortress lying close to the Hellespont in one direction, and to the 
foothills of Mt Ida in the other. It had for many centuries been a powerful 
and wealthy place even before the development, from c. 1800 toe. 1250 B.C., 
of the sixth city; and there is no other fortified site in the whole region that 
could possibly have given singers the idea of Troy. One is immediately 
faced, therefore, with a certain degree of historical accuracy. Troy was 
there, a real place, fortified with great walls 'just as Homer said'. But the 
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geography of the region was filled out with far greater detail than that: the 
two rivers, Skamandros and Simoeis, that met in the plain between the 
citadel and the Hellespont; the islands that lay within reach, Tenedos close 
to Troy, Lesbos to the south, and Lemnos, Imbros and Samothrace 
marking the approaches to the Hellespont from the west, with the peak of 
Samothrace visible above Imbros (cf. II. 13.11—14); Sestos and Abydos up 
the straits; a great artificial tumulus near the shore at Besik-Tepe (cf. p. 
49), not strictly on the Hellespont but which singers could loosely identify 
with Hektor's idea of his own tomb at II. 7.86-91 (q.v. with n.), as well as 
smaller ones closer to Troy that may have given rise to Homeric landmarks 
like the tombs of IIos and Aisuetes and the mound called Baueia. South-
west of Mt Ida were places attacked by Akhilleus in his raids before the 
action of the Iliad begins: Khruse, Thebe, Lurnessos and Pedasos as well as 
Lesbos offshore. The Catalogue of Trojan allies in book 2 suppresses much 
of the central part of the Aegean coast to the south of that, because that is 
where the Ionians landed and where the Iliadic tradition was finally 
formed; even Miletos is described as Carvin, despite its long Mycenaean 
history, to avoid the appearance of anachronism; but the Troad and the 
south coast of the Hellespont toward the Propontis are evidently known in 
some detail. If the singers of the ninth and even the tenth century B.C. knew 
all that,10 then surely they also knew whether Troy fell by siege, and if so 
who constituted the attacking force. 

In short, they could have been as correct about the basic fact of the fall 
of Troy to an Achaean expedition as they were about the position, power 
and physical aspect of the citadel itself- windy Troy with its wide streets, 
high gates, fine walls and towers, its steep and beetling aspect. All these are 
preserved in traditional epithets, some possibly deliberate and specific 
(though cf. vol. 1, 173-7).11 'Windy', otherwise applied only to the obscure 
Enispe, could have special reference to the persistent north-easterlies of 
Trojan summer; eupuayuia, 'of wide streets', reminds one that the 
peripheral street inside the great wail of the sixth city was unusually broad 
and cannot be closely paralleled elsewhere - yet on a single occasion the 
epithet is called into service for Mukenai also, which it does not fit, and it 
might be merely honorific. Nevertheless the concept of the citadel as a 

10 The famous hot-and-cold springs of II. 32.147-56 are of course omitted from this survey, 
but it is interesting that J. M. Cook (in Foxhall and Davies, Tkt Trojm War 170) thinks that 
those beneath Bunarbashi, though some way from Hisarlik, could have been remarkable 
enough to generate the reference. 

1 1 As argued, rather uncritically, by W. Leaf, Trey (London 1912) i5of. For a concrete 
discrepancy between Hisarlik and the Iliadic version see pp. 47f.; and for a generally sceptical 
assessment J. Cobet in AJUUU Well 14 (1983) 39ft Schadewaldt, AUFBAU 17, envisages autopsy 
by Homer. 
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whole, crowned with palace and temple, is sharp enough, not, as it seems, 
evidendy fictitious. Does the broad outline of an Achaean siege correspond? 

First, possible motives for such an attack, if not obvious, are at least 
perceptible. Not of course to avenge the seduction of an Achaean princess, 
still less because of a Judgement of Paris that led to all that; those are 
mythical and folktale elements; but as a by-product of trade through and 
beyond the Hellespont (for pure copper according to Bloedow in the article 
cited on p. 41) to refurbish the wealth and prestige of the declining 
Mycenaean palace-states by plundering a conspicuous foreign target that 
was relatively accessible - and perhaps rumoured to be so damaged by 
earthquake as to be there for the taking. Homer does not say that, or even 
imply it; but fiction notoriously likes to suggest personal reasons for 
international acts of aggression that are political and economic in origin. 
Yet Herodotus was an expert in making folktale and myth look like history, 
and the Homeric tradition could have done something similar. Themes of 
wrath and abstention, of war for a woman, of a warrior's close companion, 
were familiar in Sumerian and Akkadian literature from long before the 
Trojan War, and could have been an unseen influence - compare the more 
overdy Near Eastern affinities in some of the Lycian material and two or 
three motifs common to the Gilgamesh-epic." 

Second, the Odyssey suggests a degree of disruption after the Trojan War, 
back in the Mycenaean cities of mainland Greece, which accords with an 
expensive and exhausting failure. That is what a major siege, whatever the 
result, must have been, since it is extremely improbable that either what 
remained of Troy's perhaps legendary treasure, or its strategic and 
economic potential once captured, would have made the expedition 
economically worth while. No signs of booty that might have come from 
Troy have been found in Greece, for what that is worth. Third, if 
Troy-Hisarlik did escape major damage and social collapse from armed 
attack towards the end of the Bronze Age, then it would have been the only 
great fortified centre in the eastern Mediterranean world to have done so. 

Assuming for the moment that Troy fell, who were the aggressors, and 
which of the successive settlements on the site of Hisarlik did they 
overthrow? T o take the second question first: Troy V l h (that is, the last 
phase of the long-lasting sixth setdement, with refurbished circuit walls and 
added gate-towers as they still stand) was held by Professor Carl Blegen and 
the Cincinnati expedition of the 1930s to have been heavily damaged by 
earthquake around 1300 B.C.; afterwards Troy V i l a saw the populace 
crowded into small houses built in the former wide streets, with the earlier 

" P. M. Warren'» passing suggestion (JHS 99,1979,129) that Iliadic narrative motift may 
be prefigured in the ijth-cent. a.c. miniature fresco from Akrotiri in Thera is now interestingly 
developed by Sarah Morris, Amtriton Jmrnal 9/AuKatoUgy 93 (1989) 51 if. 
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great megara subdivided and storage jars built into the house floors.11 

According to Blegen this settlement was destroyed by enemy attack around 
1240 and perhaps as early as 1270 B.C. For some time his conclusions have 
been the object of simmering doubts,14 and it now appears almost beyond 
dispute that Myc IIIC fragments found in Troy V i l a (actually nearly all 
of them turn out to be local imitations) put its fall as late as around 1140, with 
latish Myc IIIB in Troy V l h bringing its collapse down to around 1250. All 
this is shown with great clarity in the first and most cogent half of an 
important article by Edmund T . Bloedow, 4The Trojan War and Late 
Helladic I I IC ' , Praehistorische Zeitschrift 63 (1988) 23-52. The end of the 
effective military power of the Mycenaean palaces of the Greek mainland 
is still judged to be signalled by the sack of Pulos around 1200 (i.e. at the 
end of Myc IIIB), with Mycenae itself under serious attack not long 
thereafter.16 If so, then the only setUement the Achaeans could have 
captured would be late Troy VI , after all, and not Troy V i l a as the 
Cincinnati expedition had decided. That is a conclusion of fundamental 
importance - consoling in its way, since the picture conveyed in the Iliad is 
certainly of a substantially undamaged city without the refugee aspect of 
Troy V i l a . Some scholars, Schachermeyer and Akurgal prominent among 
them, had believed that whatever city was actually captured, the Homeric 
description, in the Iliad at least, envisaged the sixth. 

Yet the difficulty remains that, according to the Cincinnati excavators, 
the damage to Troy V l h was caused by earthquake, not human attack. 
This conclusion is still accepted by Bloedow, partly on the ground that new 
geological studies by G. Rapp (in Troy Supplementary Monograph 4, 
Princeton 1982) confirm (what was surely known before) that ancient 
Troy was earthquake-prone. It is admittedly easier to question the 
excavators' ideas on the date of the fall of Troy V i l a (which depended on 
a ceramic dating-system since revised because of fresh material from the 
Argolid, especially Tiryns) than their theory of the causes of destruction of 
Troy VI (since here their judgement was based on an expert general view 
of what they found and saw). Yet according to Wilhelm Dtirpfeld, the 
highly competent original excavator of the sixth city (which Schliemann 
entirely missed), there was evidence there too of extensive fire damage 

w See C. W. Blegen ti al., Try m (Princeton 1953) for Troy VI, with Trey iv (Princeton 
1958) for Troy Vi la. Other accounts or summaries tend to be misleading. 

14 Reported e.g. in Michael Wood's tan <Uforce, In Search of the Trojan War (London, B.B.C., 
1985) 223fr. 

14 Bloedow's survey and its conclusions are based on the recognition, based on E. B. 
French's almost universally accepted revision of Furumark over LHIIIC, that many of the 
local imitations of Mycenaean pottery found in Troy V i l a are of the Granary Style, and 
therefore come near the end of IIIC, after the middle of the 13th century ».c. in a median 
absolute dating. 
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compatible with enemy attack: 'This city was thoroughly destroyed by 
enemy action. Not only were the traces of a great conflagration recognizable 
in many places, but the upper parts of the city walls and the gates and 
especially the walls of the buildings inside them underwent a violent 
destruction which can have happened neither through an outbreak of fire 
alone nor through an earthquake* (Troja und Ilion, Athens 1902, 181). 
Blegen did not accept this, though he remained ambiguous about the signs 
of burning, and attributed the destruction of the sixth city entirely to 
earthquake and not in any sense to enemy attack. But it is notoriously 
difficult to distinguish between natural disaster and human destruction in 
the ruins of an ancient settlement, especially where fire damage is 
concerned; even Blegen could have been wrong, and K. Bittel, who was 
present during much of the Cincinnati campaign, continued to disagree 
with the exact form of his diagnosis. Yet a major earthquake surely was 
involved somehow, toppling the great walls in several places. Huge blocks 
fell from the southern part of the wall into the streets, presumably as the 
result of seismic shock since the effects are generally held to be incompatible 
either with dismantling by captors or with the use of a battering-ram 
(symbolized, according to Pliny and Pausanias, by the Trojan Horse). That 
the earthquake happened, and was closely associated with the city's 
collapse, remains relatively certain. It is possible, however, that this is not 
the immediate cause of the fires detected by DOrpfeld, but that it opened 
up the city to attack, and that an invading army, whether or not present 
at that exact moment (unlikely but not impossible), was able as a 
consequence to enter the city and set it ablaze. 

With its successor-settlement Troy V i l a , the main certainty is that it was 
for most of its existence prepared for siege. That is shown by the improvised 
housing within the walls and around the gates, as well as by the new custom 
of sinking storage jars into the floors. Mycenaean imports had virtually 
ceased; the damaged city walls were patched up; eventually this settlement 
was destroyed by fire, probably (or certainly as the excavators thought, 
although even here the evidence is thin) as a result of enemy attack. But 
these attackers cannot have been united Achaeans from the mainland, since 
by this time, after about 1150 B.C., the Mycenaean palace-states there were 
already destroyed or on their last legs; they may, on the contrary, have 
been relics of the Sea-People movements, or pirates, or Thracians. 

Thus there is nothing in the archaeological record to controvert the idea 
that the Achaeans did attack Troy, the Troy V l h of around 1250; although 
nothing in the ruins positively proves it. Before turning to a radically 
different kind of evidence, that of the heroic tradition itself, something 
needs to be said about a second type of possible concrete evidence, that of 
the cuneiform documents excavated from 1906-7 on at the Hittite capital 
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of Hattusas (modern Boghazkoy) in central Anatolia. These have been 
subjected to continuous discussion since E. Forrer drew attention in 1924 to 
apparent similarities between some of the proper names there and certain 
prehistoric Greek names known from Homer: Ahhiyawa ~ *Axca(p)oi, 
Wilusa ~ (f)'IAios, Taruisas ~ Tpoia, Alaksandus ~ 'AAcfavSpos, Tawa-
kalawas ~ 'ETe(p)oKX«(f)Tis, Milawanda/Milawata ~ MiAiyros.1' A few 
distinguished Hittitologists still believe in some or most of these equiva-
lences, despite serious objections raised by F. Sommer in 1932;17 others 
are extremely sceptical, or offer quite different identifications of the events, 
places, and persons involved.18 I do not propose to enter into this whole 
question here, for two perfectly good reasons: first, that only expert 
Hittitologists can pronounce on these matters; second, that there is still 
deep disgreement between such experts, and therefore no firm Hittite 
evidence that can be used to elucidate Homeric problems. That has not 
prevented, and will not prevent, people from trying to use this fascinating 
but still essentially mysterious material as ancillary support for theories 
based primarily on other kinds of evidence: a mistake, perhaps, in 
principle.19 That said, the day will come when this rich archive is more fully 
understood, and then our conclusions may have to be revised. 

Now we can turn to consider another and radically different type of 
evidence, that of the oral tradition itself, which was positive that an 
Achaean siege took place. Most scholars, it is probably fair to say, feel that 
this tradition, although it obviously incorporates certain fantastic and 
fictitious elements, and has in addition been subjected to a degree of 
distortion, is likely to retain some kind of historical core. Yet that is 
impossible to prove, and some scholars do not agree. Sir Moses Finley, in 
particular, insisted that the poetical tradition is unreliable and that by far 
the most probable aggressors (he was thinking of Troy V i l a rather than 
Troy V l h , but that does not seriously affect the issue) were the 
miscellaneous mercenaries and piratical bands (loosely referred to by the 
generic name of Sea Peoples) who, perhaps with a small Achaean element, 
carried out raids in many different parts of the eastern Mediterranean, 
Anatolia and the Levant from c. 1300 to c. 1150 B . C . 2 0 

14 Part of the background is set out in Page, HHI ch. i, though the dating of the Hittite texts 
has been significantly altered since then; cf. O. Gurney, The HittiUs (and edn, Penguin Books 
1981), also Michael Wood, op. cil. ch. 6. 

11 Most recently H. G. Gflterbock, 'Troy in Hittite Texts?', in M.J. Mellink, ed., Troy end 
the Trojan Wet (Bryn Mawr 1986) 33ff. 

u Cf. e.g. D. F. Easton in Foxhall and Davits, Tht Trojan Wax 23^. 
i a 'One assumption erected upon another*, Bloedow, op. cit. 39. 
M For a relatively recent review of this complex question, one that righdy stresses the 

widespread disturbances and progressive decline of Mediterranean nations close to the end of 
the Bronze Age, see N. K. Sandars, Tht Sea Peoples (revised edn, London 1985), especially 
197-203. For a less cautious reaction see Mellink's own Postscript in M.J. Mellink, ed., Troy 
and the Trojan War (Bryn Mawr 1986). 
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In order to believe that, Finley had to undercut, and virtually destroy, 
the evidential value of the whole Homeric tradition. This he attempted to 
do by citing the gross historical distortions and chronological displacements 
of the Chanson de Roland and the Nibelungenlied, both of them incorporating 
strong oral elements.*1 Yet all that such comparisons prove is that oral 
traditions can be historically erratic. The degree of error varies enormously 
according to subject-matter, local conditions and, especially, the tightness, 
in expressive and retentive terms, of the particular narrative tradition. 
Neither of those epics had anything like the disciplined form of the Homeric 
poetry, and therefore the potential for relatively accurate preservation of 
details over several generations. Mycenaean elements in language, customs 
and realien demonstrate that specific information, whether or not in stricdy 
poetical form, could have been carried down from the assumed time of the 
Trojan War itself. That gready reduces the chance of Germanic-type 
displacements of major historical events and movements. The Mbelungenlied 
illustrates what could happen, not what probably did happen with the quite 
distinct Homeric tradition. In 'The character of the tradition', one of the 
comments on Finley's paper in JHS 84 (1964) 12-17, * argued that both 
those traditions were heavily infected by the intervention of Latin literate 
sources, which caused widespread misunderstanding through the scholarly 
and uncomprehending conflation of separate regional accounts (see also 
Hainsworth, op. cit. in n. 21, it2f.). The Greek oral tradition down to 
Homer, by contrast, was 'pure' in that it was immune to written sources, 
depending more or less exclusively on the passage of saga material, mainly 
in poetical form, from one generation to the next and from close to the end 
of the Bronze Age on. Moreover, despite the massive perversion in the 
Chanson tradition of the encounter at Roncevaux (from a heroic but minor 
attack on Charlemagne's rearguard by Christian Basques to a major batde 
against the Saracens), it is generally true that the largest distortions in this 
kind of loose tradition affect personnel rather than events; and that major 
happenings like the battie of Kossovo in the South Slavic tradition, 
established as they are in widespread public memory, remain substantially 
untraduced. The Siege of Troy, of course, would be far closer to Kossovo 
than to the Roncevaux model. 

It is important to remember that the Homeric tradition, quite apart from 
its unparalleled tightness and complexity of poetical expression, was 
evidently formed not loo far from its main scene of action. Here the AeoLic 
elements, the presence of which in the artificial dialect-mixture of Homer 

" Moit dearly in JHS 84 (1964) 1 - 1 1 ; see also his later statement in 'Schliemann's Troy 
- one hundred years after' (Fourth Annual Mortimer Wheeler Archaeological Lecture, 1974). 
See further J. K. Davies, 'The reliability of the oral tradition', in Foxhall and Davies, Tkt 
Trojan War 87ff., and J. B. Hainsworth, 'The fallibility of an oral heroic tradition', ibid. 11 iff. 
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(see vol. i, 5f.) probably entails definite poetical contact over a considerable 
period with a region abutting via Lesbos on the Troad itself, are of special 
importance. Aeolic settlers from Methymna in northern Lesbos may not 
have moved permanently into the coastlands of the southern Troad much 
before 800 B.C., but they must have encountered Mysian natives long before 
that, among whom some memory of Troy might, or must, still have 
survived. 

Some kind of saga tradition, indeed, is likely to have been maintained in 
Lesbos itself, the northern shores of which, in the territory of Methymna, 
looked across a mere ten miles of water to the southern foothills of Mt I d a . u 

Again, the date and progress of Hellenic occupation in Lesbos is not yet 
firmly established, but it is hard to consider it as beginning later than 
around 950 B.C.; before that there had been an important settlement, 
culturally akin to that of Troy from the Early Bronze Age on, at Thermi 
just north of the later Mitylene. Just as to the south the first Ionian migrants 
of around 1000 B.C. would have met Mycenaean descendants familiar with 
much about the history of Miletos, so Aeolic contacts through Lesbos would 
have revealed much in the way of local informal tradition emanating from 
the south-western Hellespont and the southern Troad itself. T o all this must 
be added the possibility that some kind of formalized, i.e. poetical, tradition 
about the Trojan War already existed in those regions, to be developed and 
improved by the Ionian and Aeolic aoidoi of the new colonial Greek 
settlements. 

This argument is obviously speculative; it may be stronger when put in 
a negative form. Supposing the idea of a major Achaean attack on Troy to 
be wholly fictitious, would survivors in the Troad have conspired in a view 
of their comparatively recent history that went clean against their own 
memories and traditions? The decline of Troy had proceeded steadily since 
the end of the sixth city; its last inhabitants before it was finally more or less 
depopulated were partly Thracian, judging from the Knobbed Ware 
characteristic of Troy V l l b a , but obviously the farmers round about 
continued to live and work in the region. Would the fiction of a massive 
defeat by foreigners, ancestors of those who were stealing their lands to the 
south, have been readily acceptable to those Dark Age survivors who, like 
the Mysians to the south of Ida, were numerous and determined enough to 
have kept Aeolic settlers substantially at bay? And when Greeks finally 
moved into the northern Troad and founded Troy V I I I on the ancient 
mound of Hisarlik, at just about the time the Iliad was becoming known in 
its monumental form, would these settlers themselves have acquiesced in a 
version of their new settlement's prehistory that ran counter to all local 
memory? Perhaps so - perhaps by claiming descent (as those in Lesbos did) 

" CT. J. M. Cook in Foxhall and Da vies, The Trojan War 168. 
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from Orestes and so Agamemnon himself, they were trying to assimilate 
themselves to the bogus Troy tradition; but their own self-effacement in the 
perpetuation of a major literary myth, supposing that is what it was, must 
even so have been remarkable. 

On the whole, then, the universal Greek belief in their capture of Troy, 
founded as it was on an oral heroic tradition extending many generations 
into the past from Homer's time, is hard to contradict. It was enshrined not 
only in the Iliad and Odyssey but in the whole Cyclic tradition, as well as in 
the complex mythographical syntheses that culminated in the pseudo-
Hesiodic Catalogue of Women. The Homeric poems may not have taken long 
to establish themselves as a standard, but even so it is noteworthy that not 
a single doubt is recorded about the gathering of the fleet at Aulis, the 
investiture of Troy and its eventual capture. Add to this that the Catalogue 
of Ships, though far from being a Mycenaean muster-roll, suggests that the 
concept of a united Greek force can be carried well back into the Dark Age; 
whereas the Trojan Catalogue contains elements of an Anatolian survey 
that is likely to be constructed mainly on the basis of Ionic and Aeolic 
experiences after their migration off . 1000 B.C.; see vol. i, 237-40 and 262c 

Finally among these indirect arguments, the other two great heroic 
sagas, of the voyage of the Argonauts and the successive expeditions against 
Thebes, are themselves suggestive. The former is only mentioned once in 
Homer, at Od. 12.70 (where however the Argo is iraai peXovaa, 'well-
known to all'), but is plausibly held to have contributed to the form of some 
of Odysseus' sea adventures.13 It is obviously replete with folktale and 
fantasy, but in so far as it records a voyage through the Hellespont, the 
Propontis, the Bosporus and into the Black Sea it also appears to possess a 
core of reality and reflect the experiences of marine explorers from the Late 
Bronze Age on. The Theban wars, on the other hand, are well known in the 
Iliad, particularly in respect of Diomedes' father Tudeus. They are likely to 
be historically based - not of course in the individual duels that sealed the 
fate of the Seven, but in the idea, archaeologically confirmed, of a 
destruction of Thebes at least a generation before the supposed Panachaean 
expedition. It was no doubt part of the literary conception of a dynastic war 
that it should be settled by duels between champions. That would have had 
its special appeal to noble descendants, but the heroic spirit is displayed 
most effectively not only in individual duels but also against the clash of 
great armies. Nestor's reminiscences suggest that regional traditions 
explored the mass-combat theme in a minor way, and not without a core 
of historical reality; but the attack on Troy, which was foreign but not 
distastefully so, remote but still accessible by sea, a powerful citadel on the 
edge of a natural batdefield, became the obvious focus for this whole more 

M Sec K. Meuli, Odyssee und Argonaulika (Berlin 1921). 
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realistic view of heroic activity, as well as a symbol of Achaean success 
before the Late Bronze Age semi-feudal world finally collapsed. Not only 
the analogy of other 'Heroic Ages* (which elevate a geste of the recent past 
to counteract a depressing present), but also the residual historical qualities 
of the competing Theban epic, suggest that the development of a pure 
fiction centred on Troy was unnecessary and improbable.** 

If the Iliad retains a certain authenticity, in that it describes a real 
location and a war which in some form may have taken place there, it also 
contains fantasy and misunderstanding; that is obvious. The war against 
Troy did not involve a thousand ships, any more than it lasted ten full 
years. Moreover the poets of the tradition were sometimes as vague or 
confused over details of the beleaguered city as they were over details of 
armament and tactics. Thus knowledge of the citadel and its remains did 
not extend to its gates. The Scaean gate, it is implied, faces the battlefield; 
it is flanked by the great tower of Ilios (6.386 with 393), which fits the main 
gate and tower of Troy V l h (and also Troy Vi la) - except that this faces 
south, not north towards the Hellespont. Homer mentions another gate, the 
Dardanian, but it is unclear whether that is really a different one. In any 
event a multi-gated Troy would be a reasonable assumption, for if Mycenae 
had only one gate (and a postern), Thebes notoriously had seven. In fact 
three gates survive in the remains of Troy VI and V i l a , with a postern close 
to the north-eastern one. The whole northern stretch of the wall has 
disappeared - collapsed down the escarpment, plundered for stone for the 
platform of the great Hellenistic temple of Athene, finally obliterated by 
Schliemann; but it presumably contained no proper gate, and in this 
respect the Iliad's picture of troops issuing from the Scaean gate straight 
onto the plain in the direction of the Hellespont is imaginary. In reality 
Troy-Hisarlik was most vulnerable from the level of the escarpment: that 
is, from the east, south and south-west. Its three main gates were positioned 
on those sides for practical access, but had to be heavily fortified against 
attack across level or only gently sloping ground - or rather, that is so for 
the north-easterly and the south-facing gates, but not for that on the west 
side (that is, facing towards Besika Bay), to which no supporting tower or 
outworks were added in the refurbishment of the defences in the latest 
phase of Troy VI. Admittedly a minor gate in that section was blocked up, 
but the distinctly weaker section of wall just to the north of it, built out of 
smaller stones in an earlier phase of the sixth city, was for some reason left 
alone. It has always been tempting to identify this, as its discoverer 
Ddrpfeld did (Troja und Ilion, 608), with the point mentioned by 

M J. T. Hooker, on the other hand, argued for the attack on Thebes as poetical prototype 
for that on Troy (Winer St. 13,1979,18); whereas G. Nagy (The Bejt of the Achaeans, Baltimore 
1979, 140) thought that elemenu from various tales of conquest were combined. 
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Andromakhe at 6.434 where the wall was rrriSpopov, most open to attack. 
That is of course pure speculation; but one may still wonder why this weak 
point in the citadel's defences was allowed to remain, facing as it did 
precisely in the direction from which an enemy landing was most to be 
expected - that is, either from the Hellespont (in which case the enemy 
would have rounded the edge of the escarpment and approached from the 
west or south-west) or direcdy from the only possible landing-place on the 
Aegean shore at Besika Bay. There is no obvious answer to this question. 

This particular problem is hardly eased by recent confirmation** that the 
Scamander delta has filled in over the millennia, and that at the time of 
Troy I the citadel lay on, or very close to, the shore of a deeply intrusive 
bay. This gradually diminished so as to leave the sixth city, in its later 
phases, sdll within a mile or so of the head of a shallow-watered estuary. 
That the mouth of the Scamander should silt up like those of the great 
rivers of the Aegean coast had been conjectured at least since the time of 
Herodotus (2.10), though conditions there (with the currents of the 
Hellespont sweeping past) are not identical. It was accepted by local 
writers in the Hellenistic period, notably Hestiaea of Alexandria Troas, 
who were interested in reconstructing the Homeric battlefield and in 
particular determining the position of the Achaean naval camp. So far, too 
few bores have been sunk in the plain to plot exacdy the southern shore of 
the embayment; and it is possible that it was less intrusive in late Troy VI 
than Rapp and his Turkish colleagues concluded. J. V. Luce has accepted 
their findings, however, and in Oxford Journal of Archaeology 3 (1984) 3 iff. 
offers an interpretation of the Iliad on the assumption of a deep bay. This 
means placing the Achaean camp on a north-south axis along the inner 
shore of the Sigeum ridge - that is, facing Troy across a body of water. That 
is not at all the impression we form from the text; specifically it is 
incompatible with two major Homeric assumptions, first that the Trojans 
attacked the camp frontally and not from one end, second that the ships 
were drawn up along the shore of the Hellespont itself.M On the other hand, 
if we suppose that a shallow bay still existed at the end of the Bronze Age, 
but intruded by only a mile or so from the present shoreline, then the 
Homeric outlines of the plain, and the relative positions of citadel and 
camp, can be roughly preserved, at the same time as reducing the 
impracticable depth of the batdefield on current assumptions. 

Detailed speculations of this kind — in which the position of the Achaean 
camp maintains its importance in a tradition stretching back to Hestiaea 

u Cf. G. Rapp and J. A. Gifford, edd., Troy Supplementary Monograph 4 (Princeton 
198s) l iff. 

** Later authors used ' Hellespont' loosely, to include its approaches, but there is neither 
evidence nor likelihood that Homer did so. 
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and Aristarchus, and beyond them, no doubt, to countless anonymous 
guides from Troy VIII onward - are especially equivocal at a time when 
important and perhaps critical archaeological evidence is still under 
investigation. For the excavation from 1984 on by Professor Manfred 
Korfmann and the Tübingen expedition at Besika, on the Aegean coast 
some five miles south-west of Hisarlik, is raising some intriguing new 
possibilities and perhaps giving fresh support to the idea, propounded by A. 
Brückner in 1924 and supported by Dörpfeld, that the Achaean camp must 
have been at Besika Bay and not on the Hellespontine shore to the north 
of Troy. Comment on these extremely important matters (in the context of 
historicity, that is) may be confined for the present to the following 
observations.17 

(1) An extensive cemetery containing a variety of burials (both 
interments and cremations or part-cremations), mostly in pithoi but 
including a cist-burial and a chamber-tomb, and contemporary with the 
final phase of Troy VI (i.e. the assumed archaeological date of the Trojan 
War), has been found at the foot of the Besik-Yassitepe promontory which 
forms the northern end of Besika Bay. Most of the grave-goods had been 
looted in antiquity, but much contemporary pottery of Mycenaean type 
(most but not all of it local imitation) was found nevertheless. 

(2) The search for the corresponding habitation-site, which must have 
been more than a mere hamlet, is still in progress. 

(3) That may turn out to be more than a Mycenaean entrepot (though 
Mycenaean trading-stations of the kind exemplified in the Aeolian islands 
north of Sicily provide a possible parallel), but in any case can have little 
directly to do with possible activities at the encampment of a raiding force, 
since many of the bodies were those of women and children. 

(4) At the very least the new discovery (a) shows that Mycenaean 
trading contacts with late Troy VI were more extensive than previously 
envisaged on the basis of the rather small quantities of Mycenaean-style 
pottery found at Hisarlik itself; (h) provides sounder commercial motives 
than before for the assumption of close Mycenaean/Trojan contacts towards 
the end of the Bronze Age, especially in view of (5) below; (c) establishes 
Besika Bay as an important harbour for Troy-Hisarlik for many centuries 
before that, since a settlement contemporary with early Troy I has been 
found in the same area. 

(5) Korfmann has re-presented the case, with some powerful new 
arguments even beyond the range of the new finds, for Besika Bay as the 
place where ships would wait for favourable weather before trying to enter 

17 Professor Korfmann's interim conclusions are to be found in two lucid and penetrating 
contributions to M.J. Mellink, ed., Troy and the Trojan War (Bryn Mawr 1986) 1-28, and his 
preliminary reports in Anhaeologisther Anzeiger for 1985 and 1986. 
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the Dardanelles. C14 dating of marine deposits inland from the present 
shoreline confirms that the bay was considerably deeper then than now 
(though for different reasons from those that applied to the lower 
Scamander valley just round the corner). 

(6) Further thought will be needed on commercial and perhaps strategic 
relations between the Besika embayment and that between Hisarlik and the 
(true) Hellespont. The importance of Besika Bay as an anchorage (up to a 
mile offshore) for modern sailing vessels is not identical with its probable 
importance, for beaching and limited inshore anchoring, for ancient ships, 
although the factors cited by Korfmann (op. cit. 4f.) from the early 
sixteenth-century Ottoman cartographer Piri Reis are perennial: namely 
that when wind and current, singly or in conjunction, prevent sail- and oar-
driven craft from entering the Dardanelles, as frequendy even in summer, 
then Besika Bay, protected both from north-easterlies and from adverse 
currents, is the closest safe waiting-point. It may be added that, once Cape 
Sigeion had been safely rounded, then the Scamander embayment may 
have been the next waiting-point for further progress up the Hellespont and 
through the narrows towards the Propontis. 

(7) Against all thb background it must be borne continually in mind 
that, even if there was a historical Achaean attack on Troy, the Iliad would 
present a version of it that was not contemporary but based on some 400 
years of oral transmission and poetic licence and misunderstanding. 
Mycenaeans were probably familiar with Besika, and hostile ones among 
others may have landed there, but the Iliad account still firmly envisages 
the Achaeans as encamped on the Hellespont at the mouth of the 
Scamander. 

These words may make a fitting conclusion to this survey, since they 
emphasize once again that historical fact and poetical description, although 
they can seriously overlap - as I believe they did over the Trojan War - are 
in the last resort separate entities. 
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Battle has been joined at the end of bk 4; now the composer displays its 
progress through the exploits of a single great hero. In a sense Diomedes 
reminds us of the absent Akhilleus, combining a certain reserve and 
prudence with something of the other's demonic quality after Patroklos' 
death. That, and Athene's continuous support, lead by almost inevitable 
stages to this Book's special theme of the wounding of gods. After an initial 
run of lesser victims he is confronted by Pandaros and Aineias, of whom he 
kills one and wounds the other; Aphrodite enfolds her son Aineias in a new 
version of the scene in bk 3 where she rescued her favourite Paris; 
encouraged by Athene, Diomedes attacks and lightly wounds her. Her 
comforting by Dione is a brilliant interlude, but the dominant theme of 
attacking gods reappears as Apollo himself has to repulse Diomedes and 
summon Ares to help the Trojans. Athene and Here decide to intervene 
and descend to the battlefield; Athene joins Diomedes in a spear-attack on 
Ares, who is severely wounded and, as Aphrodite had done, retreats to 
Olumpos where Zeus reluctantly has him cured. 

The physical damage to the two immortals is a startling idea; but one of 
them is the antithesis of war, the other its most contemptible exponent. No 
other deity could suffer thus, though Dione comforts Aphrodite with 
historical precedent. Only Diomedes, perhaps, could be the aggressor, and 
only then with divine support. This gives his triumph a special dimension, 
but also allows the poet to develop an almost philosophical interest in the 
confrontation between heroic nature at its highest and divine nature at its 
most carnal and demeaning - one that reveals itself further in the distinction 
between divine and human blood and in unique actions like Ares leaning 
his spear and chariot against a cloud or rushing up to heaven like a tornado. 
None of these unusual ideas, any more than the prominence of Diomedes 
himself, justify Analytical doubts of the Book's position in the canon. Its 
unity of style and structure (cf. Andersen, Diomedesgestalt ch. 4) and its 
many cross-references with bks 3, 4 and 6 (cf. Kirk in Aspects i6ff.) integrate 
it completely into this earlier part of the Iliad, in which the monumental 
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composer sets out in brilliant detail some of the background of war, heroism 
and divinity before moving on to the great battles at the heart of the poem. 

i~$4 Athene inspires Diomedes until strength and confidence and he begins his 
triumphant progress by defeating the two sons of Dares. Six other Achaean leaders 
including Agamemnon each make a kill, but Diomedes scatters the Trojan lines like a 
river in flood 

1-94 The narrative is carefully balanced: 

1-8 The goddess fills Diomedes with might 
9-26 He slays one son, Hephaistos rescues the other 

27-37 Athene persuades Ares to withdraw 
37-84 Six other Achaean leaders kill their opponents in turn 
85-94 Diomedes rages like a river in flood. 

Thus Diomedes both begins and ends this initial scene of fighting, with a 
series of six other encounters in between. The long Pandaros episode will 
follow at 95-307, with Diomedes wounded but then slaying eight victims in 
succession before facing the renewed attack by Aineias and Pandaros. Thus 
one ring-composition episode leads to the next, with conspicuous common 
patterns like the repeated sequences of six or eight victims and Diomedes as 
main centre of attention throughout. 

1 -3 The integrally enjambed opening sentence maintains the flowing 
style of the closing scene of bk 4. There is no major break, though Athene's 
inspiring of Diomedes indicates that an important new episode is beginning. 

1 £V0" a u , 1 then again', as often after an interruption such as a generic 
scene or a summary; so e.g. at 12.182, 16.603, 17-344- flaAXas 'A©t)vr) is a 
common v-e formula (with | IlaXAas "AGrjvair) 3 x //., 6 x Od.); she was so 
described only four vv. before at 4.541. TTaAAas may be related to "TraAAcncr}, 
naAAa£, mod. Gk TraXArjKapi, implying 'youth* (cf. Chantraine, Diet., 
Sirabo 17.816; Hainsworth on Od. 6.328, disagrees), rather than to TTCEAACIV 

= 'shake* with reference to the aegis (see on 2.446-51; it is shaken by Zeus 
at 4.166-8 and Apollo at 15.230 and 321, but the verb there is rmooEtciv 
or OEtciv). That would fit her later description as Parthenos; the further 
conclusion that Pallas was a generic maiden-goddess later specified as 
'A6r)vait) by her connexion with Athens (so e.g. Burkert, Religion 139) may 
not be warranted. The Palladion, an ancient image of her, was kept in her 
temple at Troy according to the Cyclic tradition (cf. Dion. Hal. 1. 69) but 
does little to clarify her special nature; similarly with post-Homeric 
references to a male Pallas as Titan, Giant or hero (Arcadian or Attic), cf. 
West on Hesiod, Theog. 376. 

The exegetical scholia (AbT) reflect an ancient debate (cf. e.g. 
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M . H . A . L . H . van der Valk, Mnemosyne 5, 1952, 269-86) on why Diomedes 
should be chosen as hero of the first extended aristeia (an ancient critical 
term, literally 'prowess', for an individual warrior's period of special 
triumph); particularly since at 2.768f. Aias was said to be far the best after 
Akhilleus. That came in a possible expansion (vol. 1, 242f.); but Aias is 
clearly a powerful fighter, joint first choice with Diomedes and Agamemnon 
to oppose Hektor at 7.178-80. The scholia reached the right kind of 
conclusion: that although Aias is without peer in defence, the others are 
more flamboyant in attack (in fact Aias virtually never leads an attack). In 
the event each of them will have his triumph: Diomedes here, Agamemnon 
early in bk 11 and Aias as defender of the ships from bk 13 on. 

2 - 3 A deity filling a hero with special strength is a common Iliadic 
motif, similar to that by which a whole army is inspired. Often the hero 
despatches a series of victims, as when Poseidon inspires the two Aiantes at 
I3.59ff. or Apollo Hektor at 15.262 ( = 20.110, of Aineias). Diomedes* 
inspiration results immediately in his slaying of Phegeus and routing of 
Idaios at toff.; but his aristeia will last through the whole Book and indeed 
into 6, with fresh doses of divine inspiration at 12 iff. and 793ff. See further 
Fenik, TBS 10; Krischer, (Conventional 24-7. — £K8T)AOS is hapax in Homer, 
and U£vo5 tcai 6apoo$ non-formular; KAEOS toGAov, on the other hand, 
appears 6 x //. and has possible Indo-European overtones (cf. e.g. M. L. 
West, JUS 108, 1988, 153). The poet has decided to devote a long episode 
to Diomedes' triumphs and seems to offer the warrior's desire for glory as 
a rather cursory excuse. 

4 Armour gleaming like fire is another common motif, cf. e.g. 22.134^ 
or more loosely 13.340-2 (where there is a blinding brazen gleam from 
helmets, corslets and shields); nowhere else does fire as a sign of divine 
inspiration come specifically from helmet and shield (but cf. 18.205-14), 
though this is another IE motif, cf. M. L. West, op. cit. 154. The asyndeton 
is abrupt and emphatic. 

5 - 6 The simile at 22.26-31 confirms that ' the autumn star which shines 
brightest of all ' is Sirius, there 'Orion's dog ' ; see also West on Hesiod, Erga 
417. O n 'washing in Okeanos' compare 18.487-9, where Arktos (i.e. the 
Great Bear) alone is said to have no share in the baths of Okeanos - that 
is, does not set. Here, however, washing (or bathing) implies brightness 
rather than setting; Sirius is indeed far brighter; see further J. B. 
Hainsworth on Od. 5.272-7. There is no sinister implication to this simile, 
unlike that at 22.26-31 which describes a bright autumnal star as an evil 
sign that brings fever; so too Hesiod, Erga 587 and similarly in later poetry. 

7 OTTO KpctTOS i t Koti &pcov recurs at 17.205, but of stripping armour 
from a fallen foe. It is part of a formular cluster for that idea (cf. e.g. 11.580, 
Kai a l w r o teuxc* onr' ¿bpcov |, and 7.122 n.), adapted here to the fire that 
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gleams from helmet and shield in 4. 'Head * refers to the former, 'shoulders' 
perhaps primarily to the latter (Ameis-Hentze) - this resumptive v. differs 
partly for variety, partly because of the difficulty of fitting a word for shield, 
either a<rrri6o$ or acoccos, into the v-e. Zoilus of Ephesus, the so-called 
'Homer-lasher' (cf. the D-scholium on 4 and T on 7), thought the hero to 
be in danger of conflagration. 

8 ~ 16.285; KAOVEOVTO (etc.) is a favourite Iliadic term, 21 x //. ( + 
KAOVOS 7 X ) , related to KeAopai but also to KEAACO = 'push* according to 
Chantraine, Diet. s.v. KEAACO, and implying agitated movement together 
perhaps with shouting. For Kcrra ncaaov sic cf. 4.541. 

9-26 Diomedes' inspiration leads to a spectacular clash with the two 
sons of Dares, in a contest even more elaborate than that of Aias with 
Simoeisios at 4.473ff. It establishes the beginning of the hero's triumph 
firmly enough to permit a short run of other Achaean victories at 37ff., the 
point being to show his feats as set in the midst of, and standing out from, 
other front-rank encounters. The whole incident is composed of typical 
motifs, on which see pp. 16-18 and Fenik, TBS 11. The most conspicuous 
are (a) prophet or priest loses a son or sons in the fighting (so at 77f. with Dolopion 
the priest of Skamandros and 148-50 with Eurudamas the dream-
interpreter, also n.329ff., i3-663ff., 16.604!.); (6) pair of brothers as victims 
(cf. the three pairs who will succumb to Diomedes at 148-65, also 4 x bk 
11 and twice elsewhere); (c) fight between a warrior on fool and two opponents in 
a chariot; (d) rescue by a god or goddess of a favourite, a motif to be reused at 
3 n f f . when Aineias is rescued by his mother Aphrodite - itself anticipated 
at 3-38of. where Aphrodite similarly removed Paris; so at 20.325-7 
(Poseidon and Aineias), 20.443f. (Apollo and Hektor) and 21.596c (Apollo 
and Agenor). 

9-11 Starting from the victim's father is a conscious literary device, 
heavily emphatic; similarly at 13.663, 17.575. Dares the priest is not heard 
of elsewhere, neither is a cult of Hephaistos in Troy, though plausible 
enough given his Lemnian connexions. Dares' name is Phrygian (cf. von 
Kamptz, Personennamen 338f.); Idaios (who has a herald namesake at 3.248 
and elsewhere) is presumably named after Mt Ida; Phegeus is likely to be 
of Greek derivation, i.e. e.g. from 9Tjyo$ 'oak' , and therefore even more 
fictitious. 

The dual fjoTnv is hapax in Homer, though viecs fjaav/rjuEv/Eorov is 
formular. So is NAXTFT cu EI6OTE TRAORQS (4X //., not Od.)> which seems 
confined to dual subjects and is not used of individuals, i.e. with EISOTCC -1. 

Shipp (Studies 246) finds a number of mild linguistic abnormalities in this 
encounter, though 'the first half of [bk 5] is in general free from 
abnormalities': that is true. 
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ta Literally 'those two, separated [sc. from the mass fighting], leapt to 
face him'; cnrroKptvcoSat not otherwise //., but intelligible enough. 

13 rrrrconv, literally 'the two horses', as usual implies the whole 
equipage (as with the simple plural ¿9 ' nrrrcov at 19); there have been no less 
than 8 dual forms in the last 4 verses, órró x^ovós balances ¿9 ' nrrrotiv, and 
ópWTO matches 12 ¿ppTj0T)TT|v. 

14 A formular v., 12 x //., used both of the approach of armies (as 
already at 3.15) and of individual encounters - whether in a formal duel or, 
as here, when the contestants are envisaged as separated (12 orrroKptvOcvTe) 
from the rest. 

15 It is usually the weaker warrior and probable victim that throws 
first (similarly bT). On 6oAix<xnaov iyyos see 3.346-70. 

16-17 The runover-word cumulation is forced, but OKCOKT) -fj (12 X //., 

always at v-e) usually has the gen. of the spear expressed, cf. 6oupos CCKCOKT) 

-fj (6 x //.) — These w . , with 18, recur with different names at 16.478-80 
in the fight between Patroklos and Sarpedon, itself begun by the formular 
v. 462 = 14 here. They are, therefore, Homeric. Yet 0C/6' ifkxV ocúróv 
occurs only in these two contexts; missing with first throw is common, but 
is usually differently expressed, e.g. the spear hits someone else instead, 
aírróv for regular p»v, with no special sense of contrast, is a relatively late 
usage; van Leeuwen also noticed that ScOrrepos, rather than OoTCpo? as here, 
is formular in this kind of situation, and plausibly conjectured 0Ú8' cfkxXEV 
f \ ó 6c 8€\jrrcpos... 

18-19 The missile which does not escape from hand in vain is a typical 
figure, both in this phrase (5 X //.) and in other variants; it is, in its way, 
a neat cliché, more emphatic than simply saying that the weapon struck. 
The language in this opening scene is strongly formular, especially at the v-
e; thus 14 ióvrrcs (etc.) has a strong inclination to come last in the v. (21 x 
II. even apart from the formular v. 14 itself); similarly with 16 ¿KCOKT) (etc.), 
see i6- i7n. , also 17 X 0 ^ ? (77/91 x a t v _ € ) í *n nom. the v-e 
tendency is weaker, in the acc. non-existent. In 18-26, also, only 21 and 24 
do not end with a common formula. Noun-epithet groups predominate, 
and they naturally tend towards the final colon. The conventional quality 
of this sequence of w . is quite marked. 

20-1 Idaios leaps out of the chariot but fails to defend his brother's 
body (which would have been proper, as with Aineias and Pandaros' body 
at 297-301, cf. 4.494-7), and evidently begins to run away. Fenik ( T B S 12) 
notes that whereas a second man in a chariot regularly tries (usually 
without success) to escape when his companion has been killed, brothers 
nearly always defend each other dead or alive; so at n.248ff., n.426ff., 
14.476^, 16.319-21, cf. 20.419ff. Thus Idaios' inadequacy is untypical, 
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marking off the episode from the impending encounter between Aineias 
and Pandaros (by chariot) and Diomedes (on foot) at 275ff. 

22 où6è yàp oû6é KEV ccCrrôs : the repeated negative is strongly emphatic, 
cf. e.g. 6.130 and n., 13.269; it is arguable whether the first ou6c refers to 
the event, the second to the person as Did/AbT maintained. 

23-4 Divine rescues are a relatively common theme, sec 9~26n. The 
protection by a god of his priest is another typical idea, here interwoven 
with that of divine rescue; cf. Apollo and Khruses at i.8ff. 'Hiding with 
night', equivalent to covering with thick mist as at 11.752, means that 
Idaios was made invisible (against 13.425 where it implies killing). — V. 24 
has a distinctly pathetic ring with its opening long monosyllables and 
strong emphasis on 01 (both through 6r) and by its position) : the priest's 
grief is almost the god's own. 

25-6 ' Diomedes is always mad about horses ' : so bT, wrongly ; grabbing 
an enemy's chariot and horses was important whenever possible; here as 
elsewhere they are handed over to helpers without delay to be driven back 
to the ships. See Fenik, TBS 12. 

27-9 The panic of troops (which is what the 'stirring' of their spirit 
amounts to) when their leader is killed is best paralleled at 16.289-92; 
ircxoiv opivOr) 0vuôç is formular, 3X //. They notice that Idaios has got 
away, aXcuaucvov, rather than his sudden invisibility. 

29-36 Athene's intervention to remove Ares is curiously unemphatic, 
beginning as it does in the middle of a v. (29) ; it has other surprising 
aspects, not least Ares' silent acquiescence as the goddess takes him by the 
hand and leads him away. His presence on the battlefield (where he is a 
potential menace to the exploits of Athene's protégé Diomedes) takes us 
back to 4 . 4 3 9 - 4 5 where battle was first joined and Ares spurred on the 
Trojans, Athene the Achaeans. The audience is assumed to remember that 
he is still around and needs to be disposed of ; once again that stresses the 
relatively light break between the two Books. 

30 Taking someone by the hand can imply firmness as well as kindness ; 
it is what the heralds were told to do with Briseis at 1.323. The XeiPÔÇ &o0<r' 
formula has just been used of Athene in yet another sense at 4.542 (but see 
n. there), where she so protects an imaginary figure in the midst of battle. 

31-5 Athene supports her proposal by suggesting that Zeus will be 
annoyed if they intervene - more plausible after his explicit ban early in bk 
8, and which recurs, also of Athene and Ares, at 15.12 iff. Ares should of 
course decline, especially in view of the Trojan discomfiture of 29; but 
being obtuse by nature he does not grasp that Diomedes' successes must be 
divinely inspired. 

31 She addresses Ares formally - presumably he would enjoy the 
savage epithets. The repetition of the vocative is unique in Homer 
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(Hrd/AbT); the change of quantity, partly comical (Ameis-Hentze), is 
justified by the variation of initial alpha elsewhere in the v., always "ApT)S 
(etc.) in the thesis, "Apus in the arsis. Metrical lengthening in the opening 
syllable is a possible factor, as in e.g. | 8Ta, though cf. W. F. Wyatt, Metrical 
Lengthening (Rome 1969) 88. See also 20.150-2^ Jin. — Of his three 
epithets ppoToAoiyos is straightforward, 'ruinous to mortals', piaupovos 
means 'polluted by murder', cf. inatvco, ptaapa, and T£ixeaiTrAf|TT}S 
'approacher [i.e. attacker] of [city] walls', with -TrAriTTft connected with 
ireAas, TrtAa^oo. 

32-4 Athene's syntax is varied and soothing, almost obsequious: 
'might we not leave them to fight...and let us withdraw, and avoid Zeus's 
wrath?'. 

35-6 OoOpov "Apria is formular ( g x II.), especially at the v-e; it was 
used a few w . back, at 30, when Athene addressed him; therefore one 
cannot conclude that the choice of epithet, as he is led away like a child, is 
consciously ironic. Yet his being sat down by the Skamandros at 36 (where 
he is later found 'on the left of the battle1 at 355) is surely humorous. — 
FL'TOCVTI is hapax in Homer, presumably connected (but not necessarily in 
post-Homeric uses) with rjicbv = ' bank'. The river's initial OK- never 
lengthens a preceding short vowel, by a metrical licence to allow the name 
to be used in hexameters (as with oKhrapvov, 2 x Od.), cf. Chantraine, GH 
1, 108-10. V. 36 is rhythmically emphatic with its initial sequence of 
trochaic caesuras and assonance of ibrciTa KaOtlotv, the consequent dactylic 
rush curbed by the equivocal short syllable before SranavSpc^. 

37 The Greeks (Aavaoi is used where metrically convenient for "Axctioi 
but 'has no corresponding toponym', S. West on Od. 1.350) 'bend' or turn 
the Trojans, i.e. into flight, EAE 8* av8pa ocao-ros is part of a minor system 
for a series of quick slayings by one side, cf. 16.306 | £v8a 8' avfjp iAcv avSpa, 
with resumptive 16.351 oCrroi ap' rjyepovis Aavacov eAov crv6pa exacrros. 
Similarly, but on a smaller scale, three Trojan leaders will kill three 
opponents with apparent ease at 7.8ff., and this signifies a major Achaean 
retreat. 

38 Runover-word rjyEpovcov, not strictly necessary, may reflect 
standard phraseology exemplified in 16.351 (quoted in 37n.) rather than 
the singer's convenience in planning the v. as a whole; yet it serves to 
emphasize the heightened pace of action, followed as it is by another 
(integral) enjambment (on which see vol. 1, 33f.). 

38-83 There are six Achaean victories, the first three by more 
important warriors, the second by less: Agamemnon, Idomeneus, Mene-
laos, then Meriones, Meges, Eurupulos. There are two Cretans here, of 
whom Idomeneus slays at 43 a Maeonian warrior who curiously bears the 
name of the Cretan palace-town Phaistos, which rivalled his own Knossos. 
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That probably arises out of a simple association of ideas in the singer's 
mind; many names of minor victims had somehow to be provided, often, 
presumably, at short notice. All six victims are of the second or third rank: 
Odios, Phaistos, Skamandrios, then Phereklos, Pedaios, Hupsenor. Each is 
described in some detail, either about themselves and their parentage or 
over the manner of their death. Odios and Phaistos have least of this, and 
there are signs of a wish to elaborate the lesser victors' victims so as to 
balance out the six encounters overall. That is surely why the last three die 
from painful and complicated wounds in contrast with the simpler blows 
inflicted on the first three; cf. Friedrich, Verwundung 77 and Fenik, TBS 15 
and n. 11, who also observes that ' O f the major heroes only Agamemnon 
and Achilles are given horrible slayings with any consistency* (but see 
66~7n.). 

38-40 Agamemnon 's victim is Odios, coupled at 2.856 with the equally 
obscure Epistrophei as leader of the Halizones; this contingent from far-off 
Alube is in general unconvincing. Here he is termed 'great', and his being 
chariot-borne, too, is perhaps intended to make him more of an opponent. 
Nevertheless he turns away and gets a spear in the back, driven through his 
chest with such force that he is 'thrown out o f the chariot: 39 ocjJaAt, 
unique in this application. Trporrco yap OTpftp&vn probably means that he 
was first to turn to flight (cf. Tp£>as 8* cxXivav in 37), rather than with e.g. 
Willcock that he was first to be hit, corresponding with irp&Tos in 38. Five 
of the six encounters emphasise in different ways that the victim was in 
flight, and this is implied for Phaistos too, see 46n. The Achaeans at this 
point are irresistible. 

42 A formular v., 7X //., with its first half another 12 x ; see on 
4.501-4. It is a probable concordance interpolation (p. 294) at 15.578 and 
could be here; the best MSS and a late papyrus omit it. Yet the description 
of the moment of death is carefully varied in this sixfold sequence, even if 
a p a ^ c c 6e tevxe" aCnrcp (with a different formula preceding) comes 
twice, cf. 58 and n. Although a balance is sought between these killings, it 
would be made too mechanical by the repetition of whole w . There was a 
choice of standard descriptions for common actions like the final collapse in 
death, and singers evidently varied them deliberately. 

43-4 Nothing else is known of Phaistos (cf. 38-83^) and his father, 
though an Achaean Boros is mentioned at 16.177, o r of Tarne which a D-
scholium equated with Sardis. 

46 Phaistos is struck while mounting his chariot; the heavy word 
£TTipr)CTO|0Evov bridges the central caesura and produces a rising threefolder 
with an undeniably ponderous or majestic effect. The wound in his right 
shoulder is immediately fatal as commonly in //., cf. 7.16, 11.421, 13.519^, 
14.450-2, 15.341, 15.541-3, i6.289f., 16.32iff., 16.343^ ^»rou/-wounds in 
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the shoulder are not fatal, cf. 5-98ff., i i.5o6ff.; but the damage a spear-
head can do is explicitly described at 16.322-5, where Thrasumedes thrusts 
at Maris in the shoulder 'and the spear-point sheared the base of the arm 
away from the muscles and struck it completely o f f . This must be 
exaggerated, but it is what singers had come to accept as possible. 

4 8 - 5 0 While Idomeneus* followers were stripping Phaistos* armour, 
Menelaos ' took \ i.e. killed, Skamandrios the cunning hunter. Nothing else 
is heard of him or his father Strophios; the river Skamandros was named 
at 36; for Skamandrios as Hektor's son see on 6.402f. It was thought by b T 
that the name was suitable for a hunter, as one who passes his time by rivers 
and in woods; but it is the latter, and especially in the mountains, that are 
relevant as 52 suggests. — The meaning of alpova, only here in Homer, was 
unprofitably debated in antiquity. It is connected with aTpa by Euripides 
at Hec. 90, but 'bloody in the chase' is unlikely here; association with 
aipuXos, 'cunning', is debatably spurned by Chantraine. In 50 Eyx« 
O^UOEVTI is formular, 7 x //., O£UOEIS being an expansion of o£us as <pai8tpo€is 
ofipaisiiios at 13.686, even if the primary derivation is from o^ua, 'beech*, 
cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 

51-4 Being taught by Artemis herself means litde more than that he was, 
precisely, a good hunter or rather a noble one. Hunting was always closely 
connected with Artemis, a strongly functional goddess of relatively narrow 
range (though also associated, as Apollo's sister, with dancing and with 
sudden death for women). In her role as TROTVIA Orjp&v she was protectress 
of animals as well as patroness of their destroyers, cf. the comparison of 
Nausikaa to her at Od. 6.102-4 where she 'goes through the mountains, 
pouring her arrows over tall Teiigetos or Erumanthos, rejoicing in wild 
boars and swift deer'. That is the goddess who has taught Skamandrios 
here to 'hit all the wild creatures nurtured by mountain forest*. 

53-4 That Artemis did not help him ' demonstrates the inexorability of 
destiny' according to b T - b u t also that gods did not always choose to 
protect their favourites, a common Iliadic motif. It also exemplifies a more 
general trope, both ironical and pathetic, whereby a victim is killed, despite 
something that should or might have saved him - e.g. his father being a 
seer, cf. 2.831-4 = it .329"32, 5.148-51, i3-663ff. 

Zenodotus read xpcnoiiEV Oavorroio TTcAcopa for xpaiap" "ApTEpis ¡oxEaipa, 
'unintelligibly' according to Arn/A; that judgement is surely correct, and 
the lectio difficilior argument does not apply. XPSIOIXETV is always in the 
negative in Homer as Ameis-Hentze noted. — Artemis is ioxsaipa here 
(and 7 x 77., elsewhere); the epithet seems to mean 'who pours her arrows', 
from ¡os and x"*>, compare Souporr' EXEVCCV at 5.618; and to be unconnected 
with xa lP€,v> 'rejoicing in arrows', even though that is a superficially 
attractive sense in terms of popular etymology. — The ' far-shootings in 
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which he previously excelled' are given an ironical colouring by y ' after TO 
Trpiv: 'previously, at least* (i.e. he might have got in a good shot against 
Menelaos, if he had been lucky). tKrj^oXicxi should strictly be derived from 
EKCÓV, not EKCTS as it came to be in later Greek, but association with ÉKÓS by 
popular etymology is easy enough (as Chantraine notes, Diet. s.v.) and 
could have happened within the epic tradition itself. See also on €xcc£pyo$, 

439n-
58 The description of his collapse maintains the variation of phrase-

ology, see 42n.: 

42 BovTrrjaEV 8e ireawv ápáprjaí 8É tcvxc* rir* airrd) 
47 fjpnri 6' 6X«c»>v arvycpós 8' OF pa piv OKÓTOS CTXC 
58 f j p i T T E Be Trpr|VT)s ápáf)r|o£ 5c TEÚX€" CTT* airrfi> 
68 yvu^ 8' ÉpiTr* oipcó^as 8ávcrros 6é uiv áy<pEKÓAu\f* 
75 f|piTTE 8' év KOVÍT) yvxpov 8* ÉAÍ X ° ^ K ° V óSoOatv 
82f. TOV 6€ Kcnr" CXRAE 

iXAa^E TTop^úpcos ©avaros xai poTpa Kpcrrcar). 

Thus ÁPÁ^RJOE 8É T€ÚXE* ÉTT* AÚTCÓ comes twice in alternate deaths, 
f jpnrf / ipnrE four times in successive ones, though in differing contexts. The 
idea of darkness or death enveloping the victim is introduced in 47 and 
reused in alternate episodes thereafter, being notably developed in the 
closing occurrence at 82f. This provides a strong conclusion to the series, 
being longer, more elaborate and distinct in rhythmical effect - since the 
powerful irop<púp€os Bccvcrros virtually overruns the main caesura in 
contrast with the strongly four-colon character of its five predecessors. 

5 9 - 6 4 Meriones' victim is Phereklos son of Harmonides ('Joiner') the 
carpenter - unless TEKTGOV, carpenter, is also to be taken as a proper name, 
i.e. Phereklos son ofTekton son of Harmon, cf. Od. 8.114 TocroviBao, which 
is unlikely. Compare 5.785 Stentor, 6.22 Boukolion, 7.220 Tukhios, 18.592 
Daidalos and especially Od. 22.330^ Phemios Terpiades for other names 
indicative of the owner's profession, also 4.394-5^, von Kamptz, 
Personennamen 26of. Phereklos itself is not such a name. The reference of os 
in 60 and 62 is a longstanding question; Aristarchus (Arn/A) discussed 
whether it was Phereklos or Harmonides that made the ships for Paris, and 
bT*s conclusion that it was the latter probably derives from him. Leaf on 
the other hand thought that 'os in 60 and 62 no doubt refers to the 
principal person, Phereklos'; but the first 6s most naturally refers to 
Harmonides, both because of verse-division and because he, not Phereklos, 
has the 'speaking name'. That points the second ¿S, despite its 
demonstrative force, in the same direction. 

61 As with Skamandrios (51-4^), his skill is seen as due to the favour 
of a functional goddess - little more than a cliché. 
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63 The ships were 'initiators of evil' because they carried Paris to 
Lakedaimon. 

64 Aristarchus athctized (Arn/A), since he believed 01 T* OOTO» (which 
refers, of course, to Paris-Alexandre») to be an improper reflexive form; 
that is wrong as Herodian saw (Hrd/A), cf. especially ol OUT$> at 16.47 and 
23.126. The scholia invoked two different prophecies of doom (if Paris went 
overseas, or if the Trojans pursued seafaring) to give a special reference to 
'he knew nothing of the divine decrees' - which need mean no more than 
his ignoring the rules of hospitality. 

66-7 Meriones will inflict a similar wound on Harpalion at 13.65if. 
(though with an arrow, which accounts for slight differences of language) 
soon after another gruesome wound by him at 13.567-9: this seems typical 
of him, cf. Fenik, TBS 18, Friedrich, Verwundung 52-7. The exegetical 
scholiasts certainly went too far in suggesting that 'the wound of 
fornication's shipbuilder' is deliberately made oioxpov, shameful, i.e. 
because in the bladder. Willcock, Companion 55f., cites medical testimony for 
the spear's path, but any accuracy in the description is surely due to 
commonsense appreciation of the rough relation between buttock, spine 
and bladder rather than to any special technical knowledge. See also on 

73-5-
68 Phereklos groans because of the nature of the wound and collapses 

onto his knees, presumably as he doubles up in agony. Aristarchus (Arn/A) 
tried here and elsewhere to explain how a victim fell in relation to the blow, 
on the doubtful assumption that the poet's descriptions were regularly 
based on close observation. 

69-71 Meges is son of Phuleus (cf. 72) and leader of the contingent 
from Doulikhion and the Ekhinaes islands (cf. 2.625-30); his father had 
moved to Doulikhion after a quarrel with his father, see on 2.625-6 and 
2.627-30. His victim here is Pedaios the bastard son of Antenor, whose wife 
Theano (Athene's priestess at 6.298, see n. there and cf. 11.224) raised 
him to please her husband. 

73-5 The bronze spear-point hits the back of his head (iviov, the 
occiput) and cleaves right through, along by his teeth, under the tongue: 
a good instance of Homer's supposed surgical precision. The contrast is 
unmistakable between this harsh pseudo-realism and the pathetic implica-
tions of Theano's care in 71; it is reinforced by the even less probable detail 
in 75, 'he took [i.e. bit] the cold bronze with his teeth'. 

76-80 If the descriptions of death have been carefully varied (see on 42 
and 58), so, less obviously, have the introductory w . giving the names of 
victor and victim, also the verbs for killing. Once again the final sentence 
is the most elaborate: Eurupulos with his patronymic, then his victim 
Hupsenor occupy 76; 77f. describe the victim's father, then 79 resumes 76 
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in reverse order (TÔV pèv âp* EOpCrirvAos followed by a varied patronymic 
phrase) ; the main verb is postponed for all of five w . to the end of 80 (iAaa* 
&UOV I). 

76-8 Nothing more is heard of Dolopion; he is priest of the river 
Skamandros (who takes part in the Battle of the Gods, 20.73^, and receives 
sacrifices, 21.13 if.), honoured like a god himself in a hyperbolic phrase (78) 
but also described by the martial OmpOOpou, 'high-spirited', in 77. 
Typically this epithet belongs to the Trojans (Tp&eç -as CrrrépOvpoi -ov/s 7 x 
//.), but it can also be used of individuals, sometimes obscure ones - and 
sometimes, as here, for obvious metrical convenience. A second Trojan 
Hupsenor, son of Hippasos, will occur at 13.411 ; see also on 144. 

80-1 lAETCtSpouaSriv is hapax in Homer, Spôpoç itself being virtually 
confined to the Games in bk 23 (8/9 x //. + 2 x Od.). This is a brilliantly 
imagined scene, with Hupsenor fleeing in front of him, Eurupulos closing 
at the run and leaping on him with drawn sword to slash away the whole 
arm. There are standard phrases here, but it is hardly the case that 'the 
death of Hypsenor.. . is fully typical' (Fenik, TBS 19)» since an attack on a 
single victim with the sword and without preceding use of the spear is 
unparalleled in //. At 144-7 Diomedes kills one of a pair with the spear, the 
other with the sword - similarly at n . 143-7 Agamemnon first kills 
Pcisandros with the spear, then attacks his brother and cuts off both arms 
and the head with the sword ; but this is regular enough since the sword is 
used when the spear has not yet been retrieved. The point is not trivial, 
owing to the normally strict conventions of Iliadic contests: the spear, 
thrown or thrust, is the heroic first-strike weapon, the sword being reserved 
for the coup de grâce or for occasions when a spear is not available. Five 
deaths have been caused by the spear; this unusual sword-blow places even 
greater emphasis, in this final scene of the six, on a violent and pathetic 
Trojan demise. 

8 2 - 3 This powerful description of death, from TOV 6C KCTT' ôoere on, 
recurs at i6-333f. and 20.476^ The 'purple death over the eyes' is 
associated with blood in all three contexts, here through ainarotacra 6« 

X«P. 
84 The idea of battle as 'labour' is not uncommon (6.522n.), and <3>s 01 

jjcv TrovéovTO recurs at e.g. 627. The v. leads back from the other six 
Achaean victors to Diomedes himself; such transitions, by a v. or brief 
passage describing general fighting, are a typical device, cf. Fenik, TBS 19. 

85-6 Here, however, Diomedes is himself part of the general fighting, 
so much so that you could not tell whether he was among Trojans or 
Achaeans. That means either (a) that he was 'everywhere at once', or (b) 
that the front ranks were on top of one another and he in the thick of things 
- a dramatic expression enhanced by the rising threefold rhythm of 85. 
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Something similar, including oû6' ôv FTI yvoirçs, is said of intermingled 
armies at 14.57-60. 

87-94 A powerful simile develops the idea of his irresistible might and 
the havoc it causes: he is like a river in spate which breaks its banks and 
destroys the fields. Fire and surging water are Homer's two favourite 
comparisons for irresistible attacks, whether by individual or whole army. 
Thus Patroklos' horses are compared at 16.384-93 to a storm that brings 
trees down the mountain torrents and destroys men's work in the plain, in 
a passage that has a typical structural similarity to Diomedes' triumph here 
(cf. Fenik, TBSQ), particularly in its circular movement from hero to other 
victories back to hero. 

87-8 The river presumably gained force in the mountains like that at 
16.392; it is xeil*ôcppc{} (from -ppooç), 'winter-flowing', i.e. a torrent. The 
present simile concentrates, however, on the destruction it causes below, as 
the emphasis on its artificial banks suggests; thus the comparison with 
Diomedes ' raging over the plain ' is untypically exact. The yéçupcn that are 
scattered must be embankments or levées, heaped-up mounds of earth 
alongside the river-bed to keep it under control when winter storms come. 
In Homer the term is confined to //., 5 x in the old formula ôvà TTTOAÉPOIO 

yeçûpaç etc., the other 2 x in this simile. The y&pupai of battle, unlike the 
'bridges' of post-Homeric Greek, are presumably passages rather than 
crossings (' the ways through between the masses of troops ', T on 4.371, q.v. 
with n.). The verbal form ycçOpoxjcv (2 x II.) implies something like a 
causeway at 15.357, ycçûpcooEv 6s KÉXEUÔOV (when Apollo fills in the 
Achaean trench for the Trojans to pass over) ; whereas at 21.245 Akhilleus 
pulls a tree down into the river, blocking its waters and bridging it or 
making a path out of it somehow. yÉ<pupa, therefore, is a mound of earth 
either along or across a ditch or river-bed. 

89-90 There is no such etymological connexion between éêpyuivai, 
from (f)€pyco, and ipicos (cf. Chantraine, Diet. ) as between ioxovocoaiv and 
90 Tcrx«, both forms of êx«v, and 88 xc>papp<4> expanded by ôç T' u»ca pccov; 
the phonetic similarity may have been attractive none the less. The river 
breaks out of its embankments and through the protecting walls of the 
gardens - rather than orchards or threshing-floors, other possible meanings 
of atari), because respectively more prone to damage and better suited by 
€pi0TiAriç, 'very fertile'. 

92 ai£r|os, etymology unknown ( i 8 x //., 2 x Od.), is shown by its 
contexts to mean a man in his prime, a vigorous man - often, though not 
here, a warrior. In the similar comparison at 16.392 the corresponding 
sentence is uivvfci 6C T€ €py* âvôpcîyircov. ai(R)£>v is more emphatic as b T 
suggest, since the choice of word is not in this case due to metrical needs. 

There may be an echo of the phalanxes (ranks) which 'moved dense into 
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hostile w a r ' , also a f t e r a s i m i l e , a t 4 . 2 8 1 ; especially since a i £ f ] & v o c c u r r e d 
i n t h e p r e c e d i n g v . t h e r e also. KAOVCOVTO/KIVI/VTO «PAAAYYCS is a f o r m u l a , 
3 X //. w i t h e a c h v e r b ; o n KAOVCOVTO see 8n. 94 b c u m u l a t e d , n o t 
semantically strong in itself but adding emphasis and helping to close off 
the episode more completely. 

55-/65 Diomedes' triumph is not without its reverses, for Pa.nda.ros t mporarily 
disables him with an arrow-shot; but he prays to Athene who Jills him with even greater 
might, so that he slays four pairs of Trojans in quick succession 

95-120 The wounding episode strongly resembles that at 11.369-400, 
where Diomedes is struck in the heel by an arrow-shot from Paris. That 
wound is more serious in its consequences and less obviously a Homeric 
invention, but Fenik, TBS 2of., points out that both are typical scenes made 
out of typical elements, as regularly in Iliadic battle-poetry. As often, too, 
the differences are significant. Diomedes, accompanied by Odysseus in bk 
11, is apparently irresistible in both cases and it takes an archer to stop him. 
At 11.373-6, however, he is stripping a victim; also the drawing of the bow 
is described, if briefly, in contrast with the bare account here, see on 97f. 
The wounds are not dissimilar, but the apparent victor's ensuing words are: 
here he urges the other Trojans to attack, at 11.38off. he addresses a typical 
victor's boast to Diomedes, who replies with an insulting assertion of the 
triviality of the wound. Other typical motifs are involved, e.g. the ultimate 
failure of an archer (cf. Teukros at 8.292ff. and i5.458ff., Helenos at 
13.593-7; so H. Erbse, Rhein. Mus. 104, 1961, 177). 

95 A hero's run of victories is often ended when a powerful enemy ' sees' 
him or 'notices' what is happening and initiates a counter-attack; so too 
with Diomedes' next run of successes, when Aineias sees him, T8ev, at 166 
and sets off to find Pandaros again. — Lukaon's son is, of course, the archer 
Pandaros, last seen in action at 4-88ff. when he broke the truce by shooting 
and wounding Menelaos. He is to be an important figure in this Book too, 
both in the present scene and when he meets his death fighting with Aineias 
against Diomedes. 

96 The poet describes what Pandaros sees by combining bits of his 
previous narrative, lightly adapting the first half of 87, 60ve yap ap TTCBIOV, 

and the last part of 93, KAOVJOVTO 9aXcryyes, and combining the two. The 
conversion of active K A o v e o v T a to middle KAOVCOVTO is grammatically 
substantial but achieved with deceptive ease, as is the insertion of irpo EOEV 

(' before him') to lead from one adapted phrase to the other. This is typical 
of the singers' skill in formular combination and variation. 

9 7 - 8 P a n d a r o s s i m p l y d r a w s his c u r v e d b o w ( i c a p i T v A a T o £ a 5 x I I . ; 
¿JcynuAa T o £ a a n d T r a A i v T o v a x o £ a o r To £ a TraAivTova b e l o n g t o t h e s a m e 
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system) and shoots Diomedes in the shoulder as he charges. Compare the 
more elaborate account of his wounding Menelaos at 4.i04ff., where he 
takes his bow, which is described in detail, out of its case; his companions 
are protecting him; then the arrow is fitted to the string, the bow drawn 
back and the arrow released with a shrill sound; finally its path is traced 
in detail. That was a momentous shot with graver consequences, for now 
Diomedes recovers with Athene's help and quite rapidly. Probably, too, the 
poet remains aware of his long description some 500 v. before and chooses 
not to repeat it; moreover the unexpected and briefly described wound 
might be held to typify the unpredictability of battle. Nevertheless the 
wounding itself is curiously unemphatic. 

99—100 yuaXov is from • yur^,' curve' or * hollow'; it can mean a combe 
or valley, or a curved part of the corslet or breastplate. For Aristarchus 
(Am/A) it probably signified the whole curve of the thorex\ bT assigned it 
to 'the hollow part around the shoulder', probably because of this 
particular context; modern scholars usually take it either as the front- or as 
the back-plate of a bronze corslet. Here the arrow strikes the right shoulder 
after penetrating the armour; at 13.506-8 ~ »7.313-15, however, Ido-
meneus smashes the yuccAov with a spear to the middle of the belly, and at 
13-586f. an arrow strikes Kcrra 0*17)805, on the chest, but rebounds from the 
yuaXov - one sees the reason both for Aristarchus' judgement and for the 
'front-plate' interpretation. Finally at 15.530 Meges' corslet, admittedly an 
heirloom, is yvaAotoiv apripoTa, implying at least two yuotXa which form 
a separate or distinguishable part of the 6copr|§. Once again the two-plate 
interpretation works. — The piercing arrow keeps right on and the corslet 
is stained with blood; avTiKpv in 100 means 'to the opposite side' as at e.g. 
13.652 and 16.346, where the weapon explicitly E^rrripncf, 'passed out', i.e. 
of the b o d y ; see 1 1 2 - 1 3 n - ^i/. 

xox Elsewhere | TCO (*r?J) 6* CTU pcncpov aOoc (4 x //.) means that the 
victor shouted 'over' the victim, that is, in triumph. Here Pandaros is 
addressing his own side, rather, as in "EKTCOP 6c TpcoEootv EKEKACTO poocpov 
ctvoas (3X //.4-4 similar). 

102 'Spurrers of horses' looks like a common formula for the Trojans; 
in fact it recurs only once, and then of the Thebans. 

104 The early (3rd cent. B.C.) papyrus POxy 223 and some MSS have 
6T]6O( oxiioco^cn and nivos (the former also in Eustathius 5 2 8 . 5 ) ; Aristarchus 
(Did/A) was clearly right in insisting on 6r)8" avcr)(r|OEo6ai (syncopated 
avaox^osoBa» from avcxopai) and {iiAos, which became the vulgate 
readings. 

X05 Why does Pandaros think Apollo must have caused his coming to 
Troy? Probably for no other reason than that he himself is an archer and 
came 'trusting in his bow* ( 2 0 5 ) . On AVKI'TI6EV sec 2 . 8 2 6 - 7 ^ : Pandaros' 
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Lukie cannot be that of Sarpedon and Glaukos in S - W Asia Minor, 
because he leads troops from Zeleia under Ida; they are Tp&cs both in the 
Trojan catalogue and later here at 200 and 211. His patron Apollo is 
AuKiyycvi^s at 4.101; see n. there, also for his father's name Lukaon. 

107-6 Diomedes is able to withdraw to where Sthenelos has hb horses 
and chariot waiting (both being separately specified in contrast with e.g. 13 
and i n , see I3n.). 

109 KarravTiia&Ti extends, as a vocative, the formular system oudined in 
the comment on 4.403 (16.586, | - v u - ZtavcAccov, can also be added). 

110 TTtKpov oicTov picks up the TriKpo$ 01CTT051 of 99 and b a common 
formula (10 x //.). 

1 1 2 - 1 3 Siainrcpcs, literally 'piercing right through' (Ci-ava-Trcipeiv) 
but also with a metaphorical meaning, 'completely' or 'continually'. Here 
the literal meaning applies; Sthenelos draws the swift missile (swift by 
nature, not at this moment) right through and out the other side. That is, 
the arrow has indeed gone avTiKpv (100); it cannot be pulled back against 
the barbs and so has to be drawn through the back-plate of the corslet. — 
The blood was 'darting' up, ¿vt|k6vti4£ (from axcov => 'throwing-spear'; 
the compound form, used of water at Herodotus 4.181, appears only here 
in Homer). The (front of the) corslet had been spattered with blood at 100; 
here more spouts up as the arrow b withdrawn from the back. 

X»tG>vos b surprising after the 6cbpTj£ of99 and 100. Does it mean 'tunic' 
simply, in which case the corslet b ignored; or the corslet itself, as in the 
common epithet x a ^ K O X I T C 0 V (3 1 x H-* 3 4 x the formula 'Axai&v 
XoAkoxitcovoov I)? OTp€Trroio should help; its general sense b 'turnable', 
from onrp€9€iv, thus 3X //. of the mind, the tongue or the gods; but 
Eucrrprrrros, cuorpe^s, c0crrpo9o$ describe ropes or other flexible objects 
(6 x Od.y 3 x II.). This evidence would favour a flexible tunic here, whether 
linen or leather, as would 21.31, where Akhilleus ties the hands of Trojan 
prisoners with straps carried 'over their turnable khitons\ ihri oTperrroioi 
XtTCxri. A two-plate bronze corslet might have had substantial straps, but 
the Trojan captives can hardly have been envbaged as wearing metallic 
armour. 

Aristarchus is not usually helpful over thb kind of problem. According to 
Apollonius Soph. 145.21 (cf. Erbse, n, 20) he explained orprrrroTo in terms 
of scale armour with ' twbted' threads, or possibly of ring or chain mail 
(Eust. 528.23) which b certainly much later. Some modern discussions, on 
the other hand (e.g. Lorimer, HM ig6ff.; Wace and Stubbings, Companion 
5o6ff.), are still vitiated by the obsolete idea inherited from Reichel that all 
Homeric references to bronze corslets are interpolated. The clumsy corslet 
of bronze hoops found at Dendra in i960 (cf. e.g. Vermeule, GBA 135) 
dbproved that, even though nothing of thb particular type b described in 
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Homer. Metallic scale corslets were used in Assyria and Egypt in the and 
millennium B.C. (Lorimer, HM 197-9), and other types, of either metal or 
leather, are illustrated on the Warrior Stele and Warrior Vase from 
Mycenae (Lorimer pis. 11 and in; H. W. Catling, Arch. Horn, E 74-118, has 
a full discussion of the archaeological record). In the Iliad, apart from 
formular XOAKOXITCOVCOV etc., xrccov usually denotes a woven tunic, whether 
or not as armour; Locrian Aias and a minor Trojan have linen corslets, see 
on 2.529-30, whereas at 3.358-60 ~ 7.252-4 the spear first penetrates the 
8cbprj£ and then pierces the xnxov underneath. Yet XITOJV undeniably refers 
to a metallic corslet at 13.439c, where Idomeneus shatters Alkathoos' 
brazen tunic (pf^cv 6c oi ¿1191 X|T&V3 I X (^K 6°V) > a n d in two further 
instances the meaning is ambiguous. O n the other hand the all-important 
XOAKOXITCOVCOV (etc.) is shown by its frequency to be completely traditional. 
The comment on 4.135-6 concluded that bronze corslets belonged to the 
Mycenaean age and were gradually displaced by non-metallic ones, until 
the development of hoplite armour from Homer's time on. That would 
account for occasional confusions over corslets and kkitons, not least for the 
present apparent inconsistency over what Diomedes is wearing before and 
after his wounding by Pandaros. 

x 15-20 Diomedes prays in similar terms to those used by Odysseus and 
himself to Athene (again) at 10.278-91, where at 285-90 he likewise cites 
the goddess's support of his father Tudeus; but the content of the whole 
passage is most closely paralleled by 16.508-31, see Fenik, TBS 2if. Thus 
language, content and context of Diomedes' prayer are all typical. 
Structure is simple, with mainly ' ideal ' colometry and cumulative 
enjambment, until the integral connexion of the last couplet brings the 
short speech to a rhythmically distinctive end. 

115 On "ATpuTcivTi (5X //., 3X Od.) see 2.157^, and on the form of 
the prayer itself cf. 1.37-42 with n. 

x i6 That Athene had been Tudeus' supporter in battle was common 
knowledge, cf. 4.390, and Diomedes assumes it to be so here too. At 800-13 
Athene herself will extol Tudeus in comparison with his son and repeat that 
she was his protectress; indeed she will shortly reply at I25f. that she has 
filled Diomedes with his father's might. The Tudeus theme recurs several 
times in books 4-6, see e.g. on 4.389-90, 6.222-3, also Kirk in Aspects 26; 
E. Vermeule, PCPS 33 (1987) 142. 

117 'Be my friend too'; 9TAcn, here and at 10.280, is middle aor. 
imperative. 

118 60s 6C TC P* av8poc: so Herodian and the vulgate, though Aristarchus 
evidently accepted TOVSC TC p* avBpa (Did/A), an earlier variant recorded 
in the pre-Aristarchan POxy 223 (cf. I04n.). 60s begins five other Iliadic 
w . including the similar 10.281 (see on 115-20), and is clearly right, even 
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though 8k T€ is classed by Denniston, Particles 531, as 'awkward' (cf. also 
'37-4211. fin.). — It was debated (AbT) whether the subject of Is opurjv 
eyXtos cAOciv is Diomedes or Pandaros: 'grant. . . that I may come to where 
I can discharge a spear* or 'that he comes within range of my spear': a 
minor matter, but one that can probably be resolved. The latter involves 
a change of subject, not serious in itself, but the correlation of tXfTv avSpa 
and is ¿piiTjv... cAOcTv, with its typical husteron proleront supports the former. 

119 rrrevxETai: Pandaros* boasting had been addressed to the Trojans 
rather than Diomedes himself, see on 101; note also the contrast with the 
other meaning of cvxcoBai, ' pray', in 121. 

120 ' Seeing the light of the sun' to imply' living' is formular (with <paos 
r)eAtoio|), 3 x Il.y 5 x Od. It is an ancient I-E figurative expression, also in the 
Rigveda, cf. M. L. West, JHS 108 (1988) 154. 

122 This v. recurs at 13.61 and 23.772, cf. 23.627. The commonest use 
of yv»a is when limbs are loosened in death, e.g. (Crrre) AOae/AVVTO 6C yula | 
(12 x 11.). In the present quite different application the limbs are specified 
as legs and arms, to show more vividly the heavy feeling the wound 
produced. They arc now made cAonppot, light, and the unusual verse-
rhythm brilliandy illustrates the change: the first half, with its mild breach 
of 'Meyer 's L a w ' and consequent run of three trochaic breaks, has a light 
and jaunty sound, whereas the awkward TT65OS KCXI X^P0^ vrcpGcv, with its 
emphatic spondee in the fourth foot, its gratuitous detailing of yvTa and its 
otiose description of the arms as 'above', suggests the heaviness of the limbs 
before their transformation. 

124-32 Athene's response is slightly longer than the prayer itself, but 
shares the same kind of rhythmical climax, namely integral enjambment in 
the closing couplet after a series of whole or lightly enjambed w . before; see 
1 i5~2on. fin. It is made more dramatic, too, by the rising threefolders (rare 
so far in this Book) 127 and 130; they form a chiastic statement of the 
essential preliminaries ('the mist is removed...don't attack gods'), leading 
into a cumulated couplet (J TOTS aAAois...), progressively enjambed, which 
names the crucial exception ('.. .except for Aphrodite'). 

124-6 These vv. correspond closely with 115-17; thus an opening v. of 
address and instruction is followed by two referring to Tudeus. Athene does 
not mention Diomedes' wound any more than he, since he had simply 
asked for her loving protection and the ability to kill his opponent (1 i f f . ) ; 
she makes his limbs light (122) and tells him she has filled him with 
'paternal might' (125). The ignoring of the wound is slightly surprising, the 
typical event being more consistently handled at i6.528f, where after 
Glaukos' prayer to Apollo the god wipes away the blood as well as stopping 
the pain and filling him with might. Here, however, the singer evidently 
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plans to reuse the wound as motive for Athene's appearance a second time, 
at 793ff. 

1 2 7 - 3 0 The removal of the ¿xAus, 'mist', from Diomedes* eyes so that 
he can distinguish gods from men is a unique application of a typical if 
flexible motif, on which see also Fenik, TBS 22 and 5 2 - 4 . At 5o6f. Ares will 
cover the batde with night in order to help the Trojans; at 15.668-70 
Athene removes a 'divine cloud of mist' from the beleaguered Achaeans' 
eyes so that they can see their exact situation; at 16.567^ Zeus spreads 
destructive night over the fighting round Sarpedon's body, and similarly 
round Patroklos' (with rjiip this time) at 1 7 . 2 6 8 - 7 0 , cf. 17.368c; at 
17 .643-50 Aias prays for this mist (fjrjp and oyixArj) to be lifted and for 
sunlight to be restored, and Zeus grants his prayer; at 2i .6f . HerC sends a 
deep mist (rpip) over the fleeing Trojans to hold them back; Poseidon 
temporarily blinds Akhilleus with a divine mist (ayA^s) while he removes 
Aineias at 20.321 and 34if. The present application is thus distinct from all 
these; the <*xAvs is one that prevents Diomedes (like all other mortals, 
probably) from distinguishing gods from men. For gods often come in 
disguise - that must be the implication of -rrcipcbuEVos in 129, since a god 
does not make tried of a mortal by appearing manifestly on the battlefield. In 
fact Aphrodite is not disguised when she rescues Aineias and enfolds him in 
her arms at 3 i 4 f , and Diomedes' subsequent attack on her is caused by the 
recognition, not that she is divine not human, but that she is a weak goddess 
and not one like Athene: 3 3 1 y i y v w o K C o v o T* OVOCAKIS rrjv Geo*. Ares, too, 
is undisguised when Diomedes attacks him at 84 iff., even if he is acting like 
a man and stripping a dead human victim; but here, in any case, the hero 
has Athene herself to direct his actions. The singer is thus adapting the mist-
over-the-eyes motif for a special but temporary dramatic effect. He does not 
specify very precisely what the mist implies, or concern himself too much 
about how Diomedes recognizes his divine opponents when they actually 
appear. 

X30 avTJKpu paxEoOai I, with the final upsilon scanned as short, comes 
only here and in the related 819. Otherwise avriKpu is scanned as three 
longs ( 2 4 x //., not Od.t which however has K a r a v r i K p v 2 x , ¿rvnriKpvs 3 x ) , 
as much perhaps through its value as first word in the v., 20 x //., as 
because its f i n a l u p s i l o n w a s necessarily l o n g b y nature — indeed it is short 
in Attic ovTiKpv$ as later accentuation shows (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). There 
is no reason to regard avriKpC/ paxeo^ai | as especially late, or interpolated, 
rather than as a useful if infrequent formular adaptation. 

131-2 Many cumulated w . , perhaps most, reflect the singer's pro-
gressive and paratactic technique, an almost unconscious one, of adding 
information as it occurs to him. Here (and at 820), on the contrary, the 
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addition of TOTS aAAois is very deliberate, and the arrangement of 
generalization ('don't fight against gods') followed by significant exception 
( ' - a n y of them, except Aphrodite') is a rhetorical device designed to 
produce both emphasis and surprise. It is further heightened by the 
alteration in enjambment and sentence-length noted on 194-32, as well a& 
by y ' (omitted by enodotus and about which Aristarchus vacillated, 
Did/A) in 132. 

134 Diomedes had retreated at 107 to where his chariot was held in 
reserve, for Sthenelos to remove the arrow; now he mixes again with 
the TTpopcrxoi, 'front fighters', i.e. he rejoins the loose fighting between the 
front ranks of Achaeans and Trojans. Fenik, TBS 22f., identifies a typical 
action-pattern beginning here, whereby a hero's entry into batde is marked 
by a simile and then multiple slayings produce a strong reaction from the 
enemy. Yes, but one should also remember that individual successes, and 
the alternation of advance and retreat by either side, are essential elements 
in the large-scale conception of the Iliad— as well as of most martial epics, 
oral or not. It is only the frequent use of a simile in this pattern that is 
significandy ' typical ' in more than a banal or inevitable sense. 

135-6 Eager and dangerous before, he is now, after Xthene's injection 
of 'paternal might* (125), three times as strong (punctuate after porxsofkn 
as in O C T - Leaf followed by Shipp, Studies 245, is wrong in taking pepatbs 
as nominativus pendens). Usuallv pevos is regarded as a part of oneself which 
can be urged on and increased, as in the formular v. (9 x II.) tiiruv 
tlrrpwE pcvo$ xai 61/pov CKOKTTOU. Here, however, the extra pev05 is said to 
take hold of him, 136 cAcv, as'though it were external to himself; it is, of 
course, injected into him by Athene here, but then it also' takes hold o f the 
lion without divine agency. The closest parallels are 22.346 and 23.468; but 
this remains an individual variation of the traditional usage. 

Homeric similes often diverge in elaborated details from the situation 
they illustrate, but here there is a more serious difference; for it is the 
wound itself that increases the lion's oOcvos (139), whereas the increase of 
pevos in Diomedes is caused by the goddess, and the wound ignored. That 
does not mean that the psychological effect of Diomedes* wound is seen in 
divine terms, exactly; rather there is some imprecision over the wound's 
immediate effect and whether Athene soothes or heals it or not. That 
probably arises from the combination of two distinct typical themes: (i) a 
god or goddess fills a favourite with irresistible power (so Athene at iff .); 
(ii) a god, or a godlike physician like Makhaon at 4.217-19, miraculously 
cures or temporarily assuages a wound. 

137-43 Moulton, Similes 60, notes that lions are a prominent subject for 
similes in this Book, i.e. at 161, 299, 476, 554 and 782 as well as here 
(though is it really 'effectively balanced and reversed' by 5 5 4 f f . ? ) . — 
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Despite uncertainty over the wound itself, there is a detailed correspondence 

Whi h g0f5 beyond Diomrdcs' actions and the explicit field of comparison; 
for the simile must also recall Pandaros (and reveal something new about 
him), envisaged as the shepherd who has lightly wounded the lion and then 
perhaps avoids it as it attacks the flock. 

Most Homeric similes abound in the use of generalizing epic TI, this more 
than most; see Denniston, Particles 520ft, who cites 1 5 . 2 7 1 — 5 , 15.630-6, 
16.157-63, 17.673-8 as other conspicuous examples, also Ruijgh, T» ipiqu* 

chs. 11, 19,17. &S TE, a frequent device for introducing a simile, has already 
occurred in 136; now 137 has TE, as often, after a relative, ov pa Tt. 
Denniston 521 observes that although there mav be some responsive force 
in this common epic idiom, 'almost all the examples denote habitual, 
typical action*. Next, 138 has xpctvoi] UEV T' followed by ovS«. There is a 
certain emphatic force to |icv here (cf. Denniston 359), but it is mainly 
preparatory and in contrast with ou6c as balancing adversative (Denniston 
191); it is coupled with TE which, since it occurs in an antithetical sentence, 
might still be held to have a certain additive function - y e t ' there are strong 
reasons for believing that here, too, as in the case of relatives, Tt generalizes 
the action' (Denniston 528). The following v., 139, repeats the pattern with 
TOO U£v TE...rrrtiTcx 5E T" OO, and 14if. vary it slighdy by following at MEV T* 
with aCrrap 6. Thus it is not only the successive TE'S, 6 in 6 w . , that are 
remarkable, but also the emphatic |icv T(E)'S at or near the beginning of 
three of them. 

137 ¿ y p $ - pasturage (as opposed to apoupa, ploughland or cultivated 
fields), only here in Homer as a simple locative, though cf. ETT* <5rypo0 and 
crypoO ETT* EAXCMR|v -F|S (7 x II., 4 x Od.). rrr' tipoTroxois oteaai is another 
quasi-adverbial appendage, *<watching> over wool-fleeced sheep'. 

138-9 The shepherd 'grazes (the lion) when it has leapt over into the 
sheepfold, but does not weaken it; indeed he increases its strength, and 
afterwards does not try to come to (his flock's) defence*. XP0^0^! and 
Sauaotrq are aor. subjunct. with generic TE in the relative clause, as often; 
cf. e.g. 9.117 and Chantraine, GH n, 245, as well as 137-42^ ovArj is a 
courtyard or open space; the construction of gen. av/Afjs is a loose one — 
the lion has not leapt over it, exacdy, but over its wall so as to be within 
if. 

140 The meaning has been debated from antiquity on, or rather taken 
without argument in one or other of three possible ways. Does it mean (i) 
'but he [sc. the shepherd] slips among the steadings and shuns in fear the 
empty [i.e. open] places'? O r (ii) 'but he slips among the steadings and 
they [i.e. the sheep], deserted [if. by him], flee in panic'? O r (iii), 'but it [j<r. 
the lion] enters the steadings and they, deserted, flee in panic*? (iii) is 
supported by Leaf and Willcock but entails an obtrusive change of subject 
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from 139 -rrpooapuvft to 140 8urrai; it is more likely that the shepherd 
continues as subject of the first part, at least, of 140. The main difficulty 
with (ii), as also (iii), is 'the curiosity of tot 6' ipfjua as if of ufjAa replacing 
OIECTOW, and ipfjuos of animals, elsewhere in H. only of places (Leaf)' 
(Shipp, Studies 245). Some slight support for the change of gender is 
provided by 11.245, remains awkward with TOE 6' cpfjpa almost 
immediately preceding ai piv T' ayxiartvai in the next v. Aristarchus 
commented on the anomaly (Arn/A) but did not athetize. As for (i), 
whereby the shepherd remains subject of the whole of 140 as of 139, it is 
supported by T and there is littie to be said against it except that Homeric 
9o£cTo9ai normally means 'be routed' and not ' fear' - but cf. 22.137, also 
Tnimpy, Fachausdrucke 219. It is» in the end, a question of whether the 
composer pays more attention to the shepherd or to his flock at this 
moment. Unfortunately the freedom of Homeric similes in the development 
of details makes that impossible to determine. 

<rra©poO$ connotes the sheep-pens or shelters, though at 2.470 ora&pov 
Troipvfyov means a sheep-station in a more general sense, and at 18.589 
CTTO6PO0S are distinguished from tcAioiors and OT)KOOS, 'huts' and 
'enclosures'. It is dearly a rather vague term for a station or standing ( < 
urn)pi etc.) for animals, ranging from the whole enclosure to particular 
stables, pens or shelters within it. 

141 The difficulties are not yet over. Does this mean that the ewes (as 
they now firmly are; ¿tcooi in 137 could be either masc. or fem.) are 
'poured* on top of each other, very close together (<5tyxi<rrivcn, cf. 
ayxtcrros), in their panic; or that they are heaped together in death (so e.g. 
Ameis-Hentze), i.e. that (he lion has killed them? In favour of the latter is 
that some mention of a victim or victims might be expected (but see next 
n.), also that TOI 6' AYXKROVOI rrmrrov |, 1 x Od., refers to the falling of 
human casualties; of the former (favoured by b), that KEXWTCH seems 
deliberately chosen as a variation of the cirtirrov formula and beautifully 
describes the almost uid huddling together of a nervous flock, also that the 
lion would only kill one sheep, not a whole mass. The choice between the 
two is difficult, certainty impossible. 

14^-3 cppepo&s picks up the pcpao>s of 135 and is itself paralleled by the 
ptpacos of 143. Bentley as well as Leaf shared the feelings of b T that the 
conjunction of cppEpacos and E^aAArrai, viz. of increased courage and 
implied retreat, is odd; but the lion is assumed to have made his kill, 
whether or not that is meant by 141, and leaps out of the enclosure to safety 
in the highest of spirits. — -v is found 4 x //. as a convenient 
metrical variant for pocSiins etc.; here the yard is deep behind its envisaged 
high wall, see also on 138 

144-65 Diomedes now kills four pairs, all except the first described as 
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brothers. YYillcock rightly notes that 'The reason for them being in pain is 
clearly that he was catching them in their chariots*, though thai is not 
stated except of the last pair at 160. Agamemnon similarly kills three pairs 
at 11.92-147, one con isting of two sons of Priam as at 159flf., and Diomedes 
and Odysseus kill two pairs later in the same Book at 11 -320-35; all of these 
are specifically described as chariot-borne. Victims sharing a chariot 
constitute a typical motif, as do pairs of brothers (see Fenik, TBS 11 and 
22), cf. Phegeus and Idaios at toff. 

144 The first of the four pairs is especially obscure. Another minor 
Trojan called Astunoos (son of the equally unknown Protiaon) recurs at 
15.455; Hupeiron is not heard of elsewhere, his grandiose description as 
iroiucvcc Aacbv being applied to minor as well as major characters. One is 
reminded of the last victim of the earlier sequence, Hupsenor at 76f., whose 
father Dolopion was dignified by another grandiloquent formula and 
whose name seems to have been reapplied like that of Astunoos here; see 
7&-8n. He, too, had his arm sheared off by a sword-blow. 

145-̂ 7 First spear, then sword is used, as often when a pair is caught in 
a chariot. The sword-slash severs (147 EEpyaOev, from lepyov, to separate 
or cut off, with -6i as aor. suffix, cf. Chantraine, GH 1, 328f.) the whole 
shoulder; shoulder-wounds are also common with spear and arrow, cf. 46n. 
Emphasis on the wound makes up for the cursory description of the 
recipient; this will be reversed in the next three pairs. 

1 4 8 - 9 TOVS vkv £cca' -C performs a similar transitional function 3 X 

elsewhere. Diomedes* next victims are Abas and Poluidos; neither recurs, 
though Abas rrminds one of the Abantes of Euboea, and Poluidos of the 
great Argive seer of that name, cited as father of Eukhenor of Korinthos at 
13.663 and 666f. Their father is the aged Eurudamas, as obscure and 
devoid of precise nationality as his sons. He is, however, a dream-
interpreter, as befits a son who is Poluidos, 4 much-seer [or -knower]', and 
shares the name of the famous Argive; see on ¡3.66off. Aristarchus (Am/A) 
commented on the coincidence, and claimed that an ovcipoiroAos interprets 
his own dreams and not those of others — perhaps an inference from the 
present context. The father-seer motif recurs in different forms: the Argive 
Poluidos knew that his son would die at Troy or of disease if he stayed at 
home, yet Eukhenor went to Troy all the same (i3.663ff.; the motif of 
Akhilleus' fate as foretold by Thetis overlaps, cf. 9.410-16); and at 
11.328-34 Diomedes (again) kills the two sons of Merops (again in a 
chariot), a seer who forbade his sons to fight, and yet they disobeyed him 
and perished. 

150 The meaning has been disputed from antiquity on. Is it 'the old 
man interpreted no dreams for them for their homecoming* (i.e. they did 
not come home), or 'he did not interpret dreams on their behalf when they 
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were coming [JC. to Troy] ', i.e. he did not foresee their fate? Leaf opted for 
the latter (also supported by b T and presumably Aristarchus), mainly 
because cpyoiuvcp at 198 refers to Pandaros coming to Troy and to what his 
father told him as he left home; also because the regular term for returning 
home is vioocoOai or VOOTETV, not £px«r6ai. That is probably correct. 

152-8 The note of patho* is strongly sounded once again, with another 
old father as key figure; for Diomedes* next victims are Xanthos and Thoon 
the only sons of aged Phainops. As with the preceding pairs their home 
remains anonymous, and all three look like ad hoc inventions. Xanthos as a 
proper name occurs 22 x //. but nowhere else of a man (5 x of one of 
Hektor's horses, 16 x of rivers, either Skamandros or the Lycian one). T w o 
other Trojan Thoons are briefly mentioned elsewhere, and Phainops too 
has two namesakes on the Trojan side - one a contemporary, father of 
Phorkus at 17.312 (whereas this Phainops will have no surviving sons, 
I54ff.), the other a friend of Hektor from Abudos at 17.583; this one is 
Asiades, like the Adamas who fought next to one of the other Thoons at 
12.140. Thus the singer seems to be using a stock of relatively uncommon, 
or even unsuitable, Greek names for minor Trojan victims, of which there 
have to be many at times like this. Moreover he, and conceivably his 
predecessors, used some of them again and again; see also on 159-65. 

153 Ti]XvyFuo: 'o f fender age* or Mate-born*-but see on 3.174-5, 
9.482. Phainops' advanced years are emphasized in the rest of the v., both 
to increase the pathos and to reinforce the point of the next v., that he could 
not produce another heir. 

155—8 Even their killing is described pathetically, through the 'dear* 
life-spirit that he took away in 155 and the runover ap^oTepco of 156 
(echoing ¿riupw TT^XuyfTW in 153). Their father's grief, too, is painfully 
evoked-both his wailing, 156 yoov, at not greeting their return, 158 
6c§crro, and the grievous cares, KTjSta Avypa, at his lack of heirs; moreover 
it is Diomedes, rather than they, who * left' him all this, for he is the subject 
of Acnr" in 157. Thus Phainops receives an ironic legacy that prevents him 
leaving one of his own to his natural heirs; and his possessions (KTT̂ OIS, 
accumulated wealth) will be divided among xfipuxrorf, a term formed like 
¿dAfyrai (Hrd/A) for those who divide up the bereaved household as lesser 
inheritors (bT); they are 'heirs of a vacant inheritance' (West on the 
similar Theog. 607), but especially oJ potKpo8€v ovyyrvtfs (Hesychius). 
Precisely how this evidently ancient term is related to X^P014widow' and 
X^pos 'deprived of* b unclear, cf Chantraine, Diet. s.v. This particular 
technical elaboration is in any event unique in Homer and makes more 
vivid, rather in the manner of a simile, the simple motif of a father deprived 
of his sons as used briefly of Dares at 24. 

159-65 The final pair are sons of Priam (so too with a pair of 
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Agamemnon's victims at 11.101-3, cf. 144-65^), and to that extent more 

rr I lh n thnr sh dowy prcdcctssorsj they abo rate a simile describing 
t h e i r death , o n e with the a d d i t i o n a l f u n c t i o n o f focusing more clearly on 
Diomedes. They are cardboard characters none the less. Ekhemmon does 
not o c c u r e l s e w h e r e ; his n a m e is u n u s u a l but c o r r e c t l y f o r m e d , the 
gemination of mu a sign of shortening, viz. from Ekhemenes - as also, 
curiously enough, with another Priamid, Pammon at 24.250 (von Kamptz, 
PcTsonennamen 21, 62, 164, 196). Khromios is used for several other minor 
characters, always in lists: a Pylian commander at 4.295, a Lycian one at 
5.677, a Trojan victim ofTeukros at 8.275, a T r o j a n ally at 17.218. O n l y 
the last of these is more than a battle statistic, earning two more mentions 
in bk 17; see also 152-8^/». 

161-a On lion-similes see 137-42^; this relatively brief one strongly 
recalls the more elaborate one with which the present run of slayings began. 
There the lion leapt in among the sheep in their steading and (presumably) 
killed one or more, see on 141; here he leaps (161 Sopcbv, cf. 138 
vnrrcpaAycvov) among cattle in their enclosed pasture and breaks the neck of 
one of them. The point of comparison differs slightlv but the balancing 
effect (or reinforcement, cf. Moulton, Similes 61 n.) is unmistakable. — V . 
161 is a dramatic rising threefolder, emphasized by the quasi-rhyme ofXtuv 
and flopcov. The violence of the breaking of the victim's neck (described in 
more detail at 11.175) is cleverly evoked by ccOykva a£r), not only by the 
intensive preverb itself but also, as T noted, by its tmesis from a£i]. V. 162 
by contrast is almost gentle in a sinister way, with its leisurely vagueness 
over whether the victim is calf or cow and the image of them grazing 
peacefully, Pootcoucvacjv; they do so in their £uAoxo$, their pasture where 
they also lie down - the term is used of a deep lair of wild boar or leopard 
at 11.415 and 21.573, of a lion's lair at Od. 4.335 — 17.126. There, the 
wooded or thicketed aspect is emphasized (the term being a condensed 
form of •^vAo-Aoyos, Chantraine, Diet.); here, the place for lying or 
sleeping - for we can hardly imagine these cattle as grazing in the middle 
of a wood. Zcnodotus (Arn/A) offered one of his most eccentric readings 
here, 0OVKOAOV for -rropTtos; predictably it had no effect on the MS 
tradition. 

164-5 He ' made them descend' from their chariot (that is, they fell out 
of it after fatal blows) KOOC£>$ OEKOVTOS, a further irony based on expressions 
like 4.43 EK&V CTCKOVTI y i 6UN4>i 7-»97 CKOJV asKovra. The substitution of 
KOOC&S for CKCOV neatly retains the alliterative effect while seeming to make 
further description of their fatal wounding unnecessary - that is, whether 
he used spear then sword, for example; he can hardly have broken their 
necks, exacdy, as in the simile, and it helps not to press the comparison in 
detail. 
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165 Since this is the last of the sequence of slayings Diomedes has time 
to plunder the armour and hand over the captured hones to his 
companions, both typical details. 

166-240 Aineias seeks out Pandaros in order to stop Diomedes; aßer long 
consultation, in which Pandaros deplores his own previous lack of success they agree 
on a joint attack in which Aineias is to drive the chariot, Pandaros to be spearman 

166 This is Aineias* first appearance in action; he is curiously devoid of 
patronymic etc. (cf. Reinhardt, IuD 128) as he catches sight of (cf. 95n.) 
Diomedes ravaging the Trojan ranks, em'xas avSp&v (14 x //.) occurs only 
here with aXcrrra^ovra, though together they make a powerful phrase, cf. 
11.503 vkov 6* aAorrra£g <pccAayyas. 

167 This v. recurs at 20.319, with Aineias again involved (not as 
subject but as joint object of the search). Otherwise KAOVO* is used in the 
formula KOTO KAOVOV (4 X , rather than ccva KAOVOV as here), and without an 
awkward defining gen. like fryxeia&iv. Incidentally KAOVOS and forms of 
xAovko, 28 x //. in all, are conspicuous by their absence from Od.; see also 
on 8. 

168-9 Archery is the best means of dealing with someone invincible at 
close range; the same w . occurred in similar circumstances at 4.88f. The 
laudatory terms (168 ¿nrriöeov, 169 &uvyova TC Kpcrrcpov TS) are subtly 
ironical - Pandaros is not, of course, especially godlike, blameless* (vel 
Sim.; see A. A. Parry, Blameless Aegisthus (Leiden 1 9 7 3 ) ; S. West on Od. 
1.29) or powerful, but his final appearance, in spite of his selfaiepreciation, 
has a certain displaced heroic quality. — For the «I TTOU c9€vpot idiom cf. 
a! kev TTcos etc. and 2.72n.; it does not imply that Pandaros is especially hard 
to find, but throws added emphasis on | cvpc which immediately follows. 
On this verb without connecting particle cf. 4.89^ (to which should be 
added that 2.169 ^ d two of the other four asyndetic uses have ntfrr(o) 
following, somewhat mitigating the abruptness). But 4.327 and 11.197 = 
15.239 remain the closest parallels; ail are the culmination of a specific 
movement to find someone. 

170 ar f j 5(c) is an especially frequent way of beginning a v., 48 x //., 
19 x Od. (-f or f j £(a) 3X //., yx Od.); one person often stands near 
another and then addresses him or her (though this is not the only 
application), cf. e.g. 14.297, <rrfj 6* avmis -rrpoirapoi&v, bros t ' ««paT* ix T* 
OV6MO£EV. The present formulation is unique in having plain R)U6A rather 
than irpocrnu&a or irpoocnirt, followed by a double accusative, irros...inv. 

171-8 Aineias addresses Pandaros in a typically heroic combination of 
rebuke (171t) , flattery (172f.), practical observation (174-6) and pious 
prudence ( i 7 7 f , cf. 174). The exhortation lacks rhythmical emphasis 
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cxcept for 1 7 4 , but is noticeably cumulative ( 1 7 2 , 1 7 6 , 1 7 8 ) , with other 

progressive enjambments at 173, 175 and 177. 
171 Similarly Aias to Teukros at 15.44of., TTOO VU TOI IOI | WKVPOPO» KCRI 

T O £ O V . . . ; , and cf. 2-827. 
172-3 The cumulated Kcri KXCOS is unusual, with no close parallel in 25 

Iliadic uses of KXEOS, many formular. Pandaros* reputation is flatteringly 
emphasized, not least by trio y \ For AuKirj see tosn., on euxsrai r.gin., also 
S. West on Od. 1.172. 

174 Best heard as a rising threefolder, 

aAV aye TtoS' avSpi Ait x^P0^ avaax<bv, 

which makes the instruction more urgent. That separates T<£>6' from av5pi 
but places more emphasis on this man, with Aineias imagined as pointing 
him out; stressing the main caesura, on the other hand, unacceptably 
isolates £eAos. Aii x^P0^ avaox<ov is formular (twice elsewhere), prayer 
before an arrow-shot being a typical motif. There is something random, 
therefore potentially divine, in the long-distance weapon. 

175-6 Sarpedon uses these same vv. of Patroklos at 16.424^ the 
unidentifiable enemy is a reminder of the confusion of batde, also a way of 
stressing his almost superhuman status. o8c is predicative, 'who(ever) is 
acting violently here* (for this sense of Kponrai cf. 21.315). 

177-8 This at first hearing gratuitous addition underlines a crucial 
motif introduced by Athene at 127-32, of gods taking part in the batde and 
the need to recognize them. It also plays on the disdnct motif of divine 
wrath (e.g. Apollo's at 1.75, Poseidon's against Odysseus in (W.), itself a 
special form of the general menis theme. Failure over sacrifice is itself a 
typical reason for divine rage (178 ipwv pr)v(oxrs), cf. 1.65 and 9.533. — 
etti is for £TT«m (Ameis-Hentze), 'follows as a consequence'. 

180-216 Aineias' request unleashes a much longer reply, in which 
Pandaros identifies Diomedes but claims to be unable to do as Aineias 
wishes (for further thematic resemblances to 20.81-102 see Fenik, TBS 
27f.). T h e whole speech is negauve and indignant, though logical in its 
way; rhythmically fairly regular, it contains much progressive enjambment 
and relatively little internal punctuation. His frustration is expressed not 
through diction (cf. p. 34) so much as through his unusual and naive 
personal reactions in themselves. The line of argument, which according to 
Lohmann (Reden 40-3) combines ring-form, parallel and serial elements, is 
as follows: 

181-3 destructive enemy looks like Diomedes (cf. i74f.) 
183-7 He might be a god (cf. I77f.), but, if not, then a god is 

protecting him 
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188-91 1 wounded him in vain, so a god must be angry (cf. 178) 
192-204 I have no chariot to attack him with, but left it behind 

though urged by my father to bring one 
205-8 My bow has failed me not once but twice 

209-16 It meant bad luck, so I shall smash it if I get home. 

180 povXrj^opE implies nothing special about Aineias' position among 
the Trojans, since the epithet occurs 15 x //., of various commanders. Out 
of 7 occurrences in the voc., 4 are applied to Aineias, the other 3 to Sarpedon 
and Idomeneus, who are metrically equivalent for this purpose. 

181 Aristarchus changed his mind (Six&S, Did/A) over whether piv or 
¿icv is correct here, but the former is clearly preferable and was accepted by 
nearly all MSS. — Sai^pcov might seem ill-chosen of Diomedes on this 
occasion, if it really meant 'intelligent'; at is, however, a general-purpose 
epithet in II. (28 x , of which 3 x each of Diomedes and Tudeus), and 
Chantraine b surely right {Diet, s.v.) in arguing for a primary derivation 
from Sais,' battle': * of martial intent' or the like. In Od., on the other hand, 
5 of its 21 uses are in the formular description of Odysseus as 6at9pova 
TroiKiAopriTnv, and all the rest could carry the same meaning, presumably 
'intelligent'. There the connexion seems rather to be with Sofivai, ' learn' ; 
thus the tradition vacillated over an evidently ancient term. See also S. 
West on Od. 1.48-9. 

182—3 Pandaros claims to recognize Diomedes by hb shield, helmet 
and horses. T h b is not a fully typical motif, but the idea of recognizable 
accoutrements is obvious enough. One need not think just of shield-devices 
(as in Aeschylus, Septan), though they are one possibility and were freely 
depicted in Geometric as in subsequent vase-painting. At 11.526 Kebriones 
recognizes Aias simply by hb broad shield - that is an unusual piece of 
equipment like Akhilleus* huge spear, but other shields could have carried 
special decoration like Akhilleus' in bk 18, on a simpler scale, or perhaps a 
mere emblem. Other elaborate pieces of armour, like Agamemnon's corslet 
at 11.19-28, would be familiar and recognizable. 

For TpU9aXcia as a term for helmet see on 3.371-2 and 3.362; aOAGrms 
(4 x //.) b no less mysterious, sec Chantraine, Diet. s.v. auAo$, Trumpy, 
Fachausdriieke 44, Lorimer, HM 239-42, Wace and Stubbings, Companion 
515, J. Borchhardt, Arch. Horn. E 58. avAos b a pipe, tube or groove; the 
-¿OTIS element might refer it to a slit or opening for eyes and nose, but b hard 
to explain if ctOA- signifies a socket for the plume. Special horses, like special 
armour, would be generallv known, as Diomedes knows those of Aineias at 
261—3 > though hb own are not remarked on elsewhere. — Pandaros thinks 
it b Diomedes; that b what h b appearance suggest (181 ETOKCO), but he 
could be a od, i.e. in dbguise. T h b reference to Aineias* cautious words at 
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177 caused Aristarchus to athetize (Arn/A) on the (wholly unjustified) 
ground of inconsistency. 

184-6 Another possibility occurs to Pandaros: that the apparent 
Diomedes is not himself a god, but is the real man (avrjp is predicative) with 
a god standing close by him and 'wrapped around the shoulders in cloud*, 
i.e. invisible; cf. 127-300. 

187-91 The reason for this conjecture (apart from the 'madness*, "rafie 
ucrivrrai, of 185) is that Pandaros had hit him on the right shoulder and 
knew the arrow to have penetrated the corslet (189, cf. 99-ioon.). He was 
therefore convinced (190 e^aprjv, cf. 103^, 3.27-8^) that Diomedes was 
mortally wounded; yet all the same (191 iuirns) he did not in fact subdue 
him, cf. 104 - therefore some god is enraged (or ' this is then an angry god', 
Willcock), 8cos W T15 krri KOTT)CIS (and must have diverted the shot, cf. 187 
and n.). 

187 However, Zenodotus wanted to atheti e this v. (Arn/A) becau 
the arrow was not diverted elsewhere but scored a hit; to which Aristarchus 
replied that it was diverted to a non-fatal spot. That was so of the wounding 
of Menelaos at 4.i2gff., but is not said to be the case here. There is indeed 
some confusion in what Pandaros says, since he has seen the arrow strike the 
shoulder (188) and thinks the wound to be fatal, which is not the case. 
Divine intervention actually comes later, but Pandaros senses unfairness 
and misuses the typical god-diverting-a-missile motif to express it. If the v. 
were a standard one, interpolation might be a possibility; but it is not, and 
was presumably made for the occasion. — TOVTOU is ablatival, 'away from 
him'; Kixnuivov has present sense, 'on course for scoring a hit* 
(Ameis-Hentze). 

190 For 'Ai8covfji Trpotcnfciv cf. "AT61 Trpotavf/Ev at 1.3, 'AtBovcus being a 
lengthened form of "Ai5r)s as at 20.61 and later in tragedy. Note the 
repetition of KOI iiiv after 188. 

192 Pandaros' new line of argument, that he has no chariot with which 
to renew the attack, ignores the possibility that he might shoot again at 
Diomedes and have better luck next time; after all, his bow is not broken 
like Teukros' at 8<327f. He presumably continues to think of Diomedes as 
god-protecied - but in that case a chariot would make no difference. 
Pandaros is not meant to be a wholly logical man. 

193-203 The unusual tale of how he had decided not to bring a chariot 
to Troy, in spite of all those he had at home and his father's advice, is part 
of his characterization - unusually deliberate for the Iliad - as self-pitying 
and shallow-minded. Perhaps, too, it serves to gloss over his unsuitability 
as chariot-partner for Aineias in facing this dangerous foe, by showing him 
as having some experience with horses. 

192 — 14.299. T£OV K rrnpairjv: 'on which I could mount* in order to 
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confront thi enemy, not for running away as T claimed - the excgctical 
scholia exaggerated Pandaros' bad character, accusing him e.g. of meanness 
over the horses' rations, a misinterpretation of 202 (q.v. with n.). 

193 There is a conversational ring to aAAa irou: 'but, I tell you' ; it 
could also be ironical (Ameis-Hentze). 

194-5 ^ e 11 chariots he left at home are * fine ones, just joinered, new-
made*. The tautology of TrpcoroTToyiis and vfo-reuxecs worried 7enodotus, 
who according to Aristarchus (Am/A) urTtfrrjicEv the v. or the words 
somehow. There is a probable lacuna in the scholium, and Ludwich 
suggested that Zenodotus had combined the two w . into irporroirecycTs, 
irapa 8c C91V bcaoTco 6i£uyct nrtroi (thus saving the tautology at the 
expense of the nice detail about the canvas covers). But ixrr&rpcEv means 
'altered the order o f and does not imply the restoration of a shorter text 
(some have taken it to be a corruption of T)6CTT>KEV( but omission of 194 
leaves the rest of the context in disarray). Actually there is nothing wrong 
with the passage; the tautology is emphatic as often in Homer, who 
* sometimes put words of equal force side by side, TrapaXXî Xcos* as 
Aristarchus remarked. Boiling, External Eindence 88, disagreed. 

For chariots covered when in store cf. 2.777, 8.44 J; it is one of several 
'familiar details* in this passage, despite being without parallel as a whole 
(Fenik, TBS 28). irapa.. . nrrroi recurs at 10.473, the only other place where 
horses are 6i£uye$, meaning little more than that they were two to a chariot. 
The tidy arrangement of the stable might be impracticable in real life, but 
makes a pretty picture and at least conveys that resources were there in 
abundance. See also on 2.777-8, where a similar lack of realism may apply. 

196 For well-fed horses, another familiar detail, cf. 2.776, 8.i88f., 564 
(where most of the v. recurs), 13.35. T h ir diet is a down-to-earth one of 
barley and spelt (in contrast with the lotus and parsley of Myrmidon horses 
at 2.776). 

197-300 The typical motif of a father's injunction as his son leaves for 
war is reused here, with some adjustment of regular formular language; 
compare 6.207 (Bellerophon'a father) Kai poi uaAa TTOXA' brrreAAcv and 
11.782 (Akhilleus' and Patroklos' fathers) TW 6* opqxo TTOXV rrrrreAAov. 
Usually, however, the injunction is a general one - for Akhilleus and 
Bellerophon it is contained in the famous v. aicv apurrsuEiv Kai Cnrcipoxov 
cpucvai aXAcov. Here it also has a more practical side: to be a leader for the 
Troes (his own particular people, that is, see i05n., also on 2.826-7 and 
4.90-1) mounted on his chariot. The elevated tone survives in 200, virtually 
identical with 2.345 where Nestor tells Agamemnon APX*V' 'Apyctoioi KOTO 

Kporrspas W P I V A S (the closing phrase 7 X // . ) ; in fact ocpxc&IV, not 
elsewhere, may be modelled on apiorcveiv in the aigv apiorrcueiv injunction. 
Shipp, Studies 247, counted it as an 'abnormal feature' together with a few 
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others in Pandaros1 complaints, which are ' a kind of digression and have 
often been condemned*. Rather they form part of a rare virtuoso 
description, built around the revaluation of several minor but typical motifs 
and designed to show Pandaros in his last hour of life as an unusual and 
almost comical individual, one in whom the ordinary heroic qualities have 
become a bit unbalanced. 

197 aixMTVTa is not found elsewhere as a nominative singular, but may 
not be as untraditional as Shipp claimed citing Risch {Studies 247). yipcov 
ai'xnT}Ta Awcacw is presumably modelled on ycpcov immiAorra fiqAeus etc. 
(4 x //., similarly 4 x with Photnix and Oineus), and aixMn"1'«* could have 
been repeated with other aged warriors with ~ - - names. See further S. 
West on Od. 3.68. 

200 Tpcocooi: his own people, the Trues, from around Zeleia, as also in 
2 1 1 ; see on 105. 

201 This v. recurs at 22.103, its last half strongly formular (11 x //., 
16 x Od.). 

202-3 Pandaros* reason for leaving his horses behind is again unusual, 
being practical but ill-judged. 9Ct56pevos looks like a useful form but occurs 
only here (other forms of the verb 1 x //., 2 x Od.); that the act is also 
compassionate is shown too by pathetic poi in 202 and 4being accustomed 
to eat their fill' in 203. — For ocvSpwv ciAupcvcov cf. 782 and 18.287 kAprvo' 
cvSoOt mrpycov. Ancient critics disagreed about the spelling of OCSTJV 

(Hrd/AbT); the aspiration is strictly correct, cf. e.g. Latin satis, but epic 
psilosis probably applies; metrical lengthening accounts for the long first 
syllable, which is naturally short (and so in its two other Iliadic uses). 

2 0 4 The initial digamma of I lias was usually observed; but OT' ES "IAIOV 

EtATjAouOa recurs twice in bk 21 and in irreproachably Homeric contexts, 
the deaths of Lukaon and Asteropaios (81 and 156). 

2 0 6 - 8 'For I already let fly at two of the champions... and from both 
of them brought forth real blood after scoring a hit, but roused them on the 
more*: the individual words belong to the standard heroic vocabulary but 
it is an unusual complaint, also quite complex in colometry by the 
standards of this mainly straightforward speech, with its rising threefolders 
in 207 and probably 208. The note of self-pity and naive pathos sounds 
unmistakably once again. Ameis-Hentze unjustifiably athetized, partly on 
the grounds of repetition after i88f. 

208 Editors take crrpcices as adverbial and equivalent to errpeKttos, after 
bT, but rhythm and word-order argue for its being adjectival, crrpackos is 
frequent in the mainly Odyssean aAA* a y t pot TO6C crni xal onpcKEco? 
KarrdAc^ov (4X //., though in bks 10 and 24, 13 x Od., + variants), and 
OTpcKES is adverbial in its only other occurrence, at Od. 16.245. ®ut 

meaning of cn-poofa is ' true' , 'unswerving', from A-*Tp€KO$, cf. Lat. 
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torqueo, and the sense here, in any case metaphorical, could be * real blood *, 
i.e. not illusory or due to over-optimism. — Strictly it was only Diomedes 
that he stirred on even more, 208 rjyEipa 6£ paXAov. 

209-16 Pandaros ends with the conclusion that his bow has brought 
him bad luck and a petulant threat that he will smash it if he gets home 
safely. He is, of course, about to go to his death. 

209 KCCKQ aicrr) also at 1.418; the homely -rraooaXos or peg is used for 
suspending a variety of objects, a yoke at 24.268, a bow again at Od. 21.53, 
also in Od. for a lyre (twice) and a shirt. 

211 Tpcbccrcn: see 2Don. 
212 Verbs of seeing accompanied b> o<p8aApoiai(v) are common in 

both epics - it was a favourite and indeed formular epic redundance. 
VOCTTTJOXO and EO&F/opai are aor. subjunct. rather than fut. indie. 

2x3 Kcri uvpcpE9€S pcyo 6£>ua | recurs at 19.333 preceded by | trrrjoiv 
eprjv 6p£>a$ nre; that v. also comes 2 x Od. (with its 2nd hemistich 7 X ) . 
Pandaros could have used either version - that is, referred either to 
possessions, servants and house or to native land, wife and house. With 
Akhilleus at 19.333 the former was necessary since he had no wife, so too 
with Penelope at Od. 19.526; but Odysseus too chooses this version at Od. 
7.225, leading to comments on his materialism (cf. Hainsworth ad loc.). Yet 
both forms of the v. were present in the tradition, and there could be a 
random element in the selection of either. 

214 = Od. 16.102, with u prj + opt. ('because subordinate to the wish, 
Topot ' , Y\ ilicock) following at Od. 16.103 as in 215 here. — ctAAoTptos 900$, 
'some total stranger'; aAAoTpios etc. is commoner in Od. (15 x ) than in II. 
(2 x ) for obvious contextual reasons. There is a fair amount of primarily 
Odyssean terminology hereabouts, partly because much of the subject-
matter (the contents of large houses and so on) is closer to that poem. 

216 avEpcbAia: * of no account', impermanent like the wind, as in its 
three other Iliadic occurrences. b T compared being snatched away by gales 
or Harpies (Od. 4.727, 1.241), but that implies disappearance and is a 
different idea. 

2x7-28 Aineias skilfully turns Pandaros' mind to more positive action; 
his speech, together with Pandaros' reply, contains more integral 
enjambment than before (here, in 5 out of 12 w . ) , but is apparendy 
dispassionate none the less. Yet the idea of attacking such an opponent in 
such company is highly imprudent. 

2x8 ocyopevov is often used of speaking, in a quite neutral way; here it 
is tempting to take it more literally, since Pandaros has been holding forth 
rather, as though in assembly. —oCrx iaorrai aAAcos, 'no change will be 
made* (Leaf): the situation will not improve until we face up to him. 

219-20 vco is unique in II. for v&i (as at 224) as acc. of the dual (so 
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Hrd/A); it occurs i x 0d.t where it can be read as v£b*, at 15.475. 
Emendation here is difficult, neither Brandreth's irpiv vcoiv TW6* avSpi nor 
van Leeuvsen's irpiv rrn V&Y T5> avSp! being quite satisfactory. — They are 
to make trial of Diomedes both with horses and chariot and, as one would 
expect, in full armour, ovv e v T s a i . Aineias means that they ire to make a 
regular attack in contrast with that of an archer; there is no implication 
that Pandaros has to change equipment, that aspect being passed over in 
silencc. 

221-3 =8.105-7. The Tpcbioi rmroi are those of the divine breed 
started by Aineias' great-great-grandfather Tros; as Diomedes will relate at 
265-72, Zeus gave the first ones to Tros in recompcn * for his son 
Ganumedes, and Aineias' father Ankhises had later managed to breed from 
their stock by stealth. These horses are expert at swift movement over the 
plain in both pursuit and retreat, (pe^co^at here implying the latter rather 
than panic or rout. Von drr Muhtl (Hypomnema 94ff.) assigned dl references 
to Aineias* horses to his poet B, an approach ridiculed by Reinhardt, luD 

*33"5-
225 Aineias forgets both his own idea that Diomedes might be a god in 

disguise and Pandaros* amendment that he may be supported b\ an 
invisible god (i85f.) in supposing that divine help must no\> have ceased, 
temporarily at least. He ignores Athene, since Zeus has overall r «ponsibility 
for success or failure. 

226-7 \ineias" chariot was mentioned for the first time at 221; before 
that, especially at i6t>~7o, he was treated as though on foot. Now he offers 
whip and reins to Pandaros (having already told him to mount, 221 
emprjereo), adding that he himself will dismount and do the fighting, i.e. 
when the need arises: iyo> 8' Irrrrcov cnrof}r)CTOuai cxppa paxcopai. That 
implies nothing about whether he is envisaged as already in the chariot. 
Zenodotus, however, read ¿TTipfjoopai not cnro£iiaoiiai (Did/A), with 
Aristarchus and most MSS supporting the latter; Aristarchus* reason is 
wrong, but orrroptiaopai is ccrtainlv correct. That is demonstrated by 
17.479^, where Automedon tells Alkimedon in closely similar words to take 
the reins; he himself will dismount (¿rrTo£r)CTopai, not queried in the scholia 
there though rmpfiaonai was read by a small minority of MSS) and fight 
- w h i c h he then does, 17483 ¿rrropowe. Zenodotus' reading was probably 
determined by the assumption that Aineias is talking about an immediai ly 
imminent action, since they both enter the chariot at 239, is apporra irona'Aa 
PavTEs. The whole passage is indeed a little confusing, (i) through the 
erratic introduction of Aineias' chariot and a lack of specific information 
about whether he is in it or not; (ii) through the adaptation of a typical 
motif whereby a hero offers the reins to another and immediai ly dismounts 
to engage an enemy, as with Automedon in book 17. The charioteer's 
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function in that ease is to keep the chariot close behind him, see on 2 3 3 - 4 

below. 
228 Alternatively, Pandaros is to face up to (' receive') Diomedes while 

Aineias manages the horses. Repetition of 'receive ' in a wholly different 
sense is momentarily disconcerting: 227 5t£ai the whip and reins, 228 
6c6e£o (pcrf. imper.) this man, i.e. Diomedes. 

230-6 Pandaros accepts Aineias' last suggestion with a graceful 
statement of his reasons, omitting to note that Aineias is by far the stronger 
spearman of the two. Compare I7.475f. (see on 226 7), where Automedon 
refers to horses obeying Patroklos who knew how to control them. 

231 On KouiruXov appa see 6.38-440. 
232 Aineias* claim that his horses are good at pursuit and retreat, 

something o a rhetorical flourish at 223, is now to be taken literally, since 
Pandaros sees that they might \ery well be retreating before Diomedes. 

2 3 3 - 4 pcrrnorrov, 'do nothing' or 'act in vain', cf. 2 3 . 5 1 0 porrTiosv; 
also pcrrrjv, 'in vain*, first in HyDem. This is a variant of the charioteer's 
typical role in close support of a warrior who has dismounted, cf. e.g. 
n.339f., 1 5 . 4 5 6 ^ , 1 6 . 3 6 7 ^ , cf. 1 6 . 6 5 7 . At 2 3 0 - 2 it vsas presumably the 
accustomed touch they would miss; here it is the accustomed voice. 

236 p<I>vuxas -es nrrroos -011: the first occurrence of a common formula 
(33 x //., 1 x Od.), in which the epithet is generally agreed to derive from 
* op-G>w£ from * aty-, cf. els, pia, Lat. semet: * with single hoof* (in contrast 
with cloven-hoofed animals like cattle). See Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 

237-8 The language remains, as it has for much of the discussion, in a 
low key; but with individual applications, in accord with the often 
untypical subject-matter, of some common epic words and phrases. The 
emphatic 237 is simply constructed ('but you drive your chariot and your 
horses1), and the finality of these two closing w . is stressed by their 
correspondence with those of Aineias* speech just before; compare especially 
2 2 8 | FJT ov; TOV$C 8C5C^O with 2 3 8 | TOVSC 8 ' cyd>v rrriovTa SeSl^opat. 

2 3 9 - 4 0 The rhyme of <pc*>vr|aavT€s and fJavrfs (though modified by 
tonic accent), each at the end of a participial clause and separated by the 
central caesura, produces a ponderous effect-which makes the rising 
threefolder of 240 all the more dramatic by contrast, rounding off the scene 
and evoking, together with ¿ppfpa&T*, the speed and resoluteness of their 
advance. 

241-310 As Atruias and Pandaros ap roach them by chariot Sthenelos advises 
Diomedes to withdraw and is rebukedfor it. In the engagement that follows Pandaros 
is kill d and Aineias severely wounded while trying to prote t his body 

241-4 A fresh phase in the action is initiated in a typical way when 
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Sthenelos catches sight of the Trojan chariot advancing towards them. A 
new discussion begins, balancing that of Aineias and Pandaros. 

243-50 Sthenelos' speech is tactful, even ingratiating, as he makes the 
case for prudent withdrawal (a typical theme, Fenik, TBS 30) by assessing 
the opposition in detail. He is seen by the poet as prone to speak too readily, 
and his indignant words to Agamemnon during the Inspection at 4.404^ 
had led to a rebuke from Diomedes such as he will receive here. The 
disagreement between the two men is once again highly dramatic. 

243 Diomedes is addressed in this intimate way ('joy of my heart* 
almost) by Athene at 826 and Agamemnon at 10.234, and so too Patroklos 
by Akhilleus at 11.608, cf. 19.287. 

244 A sense of urgency is conveyed by the alliterative i*£ua£>Tt uaxEotiai 
preceded by two rhyming anapaestic words, opoco Kpcrrcpcb, with emphatic 
rrri ooi as short third colon. 

245-8 cnrtAeOpov: 'immeasurable*, cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. irA&pov; 
note too the repeated £uxt~rai (1.90-in.). Genealogy is as important here as 
martial skill!». The implication of 246 that Pandaros* father Lukaon is well 
known is not confirmed elsewhere, see on 105 and 4.101. 

249-50 Aristarchus (Did/A) strangely took c<p' rrnwov to mean 
4 towards the horses (or chariot) *; but obviously xot£cbii€8* «9* nnrcov simply 
means 'let us withdraw by chariot', £9' TTTTTCOV having that sense in its three 
other Iliadic occurrences. Diomedes was last seen fighting on foot (134^".), 
his chariot and Sthenelos presumably close by (183). Zenodotus athe ¡zed 
both vv., irrationally since they are directly taken up in the first words of 
Diomedes* reply, urj TI 9ofk>v8* ayopcvc. They are rather moving, in fact, 
with MTJBC jioi OUTCO | giving a pleading effect to the formular v. 250, which 
recurs with minor adjustment at 11.342 and 20.412. 

251-73 Diomedes gives him a fierce look (just as at 4.411) and delivers 
a long reply, first rejecting the idea of retreat as out of the question and then 
outlining a plan for capturing Aineias' priceless horses. 

252 'Say not a word about turning to flight' (Leaf compared 16.697, 
9vya8e UVCOOVTO), 'since I don't think you will persuade me*; the last 
phrase being not exacdy r)0«<ov, attuned to the character as b T remarked 
(i.e. a gentle rejection between friends), but rather a typically Homeric 
idiom of understatement. 

253-6 Diomedes works himself up in the course of this exercise in self-
justification, which moves from calm progressive enjambment (although 
with violent OAUOKO^OVTI and xu run icooociv) to short passionate assertions 
and integral enjambment. 

253 ytwalov only here in Homer (from whom yswa, ytwaco are also 
absent); yevos and yevrrj, however, are common enough, and the connexion 
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of ytvvaiov with 4race* or 'family* is obvious: 4it is not in my blood (or 
family tradition) to fight by seeking escape'. 

2 5 4 "The cumulated v. adds the idea of his PEVOS being still sound, with 
probable reference to his wound. 

2 5 5 - 6 He refuses to mount his chariot as Sthenelos has uiged; OKVOS is 
a strong term, implying revulsion as much as hesitation. He will face them 
otuTcos, nevertheless; avn'ov (rather than OVTIOS) is unobjectionable, cf. 
1 7 . 6 9 , 1 9 . 7 0 , 2 2 . 1 9 5 ; anaphoric airr&v is by no means unparalleled, if a 
little weak. Tp€iv makes up in emphasis what it lacks in elegance (unlike Tpci 
a t 1 *-553 1 7 - 6 6 3 , its contraction cannot be resolved); but neither ta nor 
E5C with synizesis, favoured by Hcrodian (AbT) and most editors, can be 
directly paralleled as epic forms of toco, cf. Chantraine, GH1, 305. V . 256 
has its possible blemishes, then; crvn'ov Eipt, Tplciv p" OOK EIO ITaAAas "A0T]VTI. 
after van Leeuwen, is a possible restoration. Shipp, Studies 268, finds similar 
'features from later Greek* in Akhilleus* impassioned speech at 9 .308!? . , 

and a degree of superficial modernization of such lapidary statements of the 
heroic code would not be surprising. 

2 5 7 - 8 Their horses will not carry both of them, at any rate, to safety 
- the expression provokes Diomedes* afterthought about the need to 
capture the horses themselves (see next n.). In traAiv cruris the first term is 
local, 'back again* (Arn/A). For the emphatic repetition of yE in 258 cf. 
2 8 7 C , 1 6 . 3 0 , 2 2 . 2 6 6 ; the resemblance to Attic yoOv is coincidental, ET YE 

being thoroughly Homeric (cf. also ETTEI OVV, ¿>S oOv, Dcnniston, Particles 

4i6f., 448). 
2 5 9 - 6 1 Diomedes* new idea (for the formular v. 2 5 9 sec on 1 . 2 9 7 ) 

continues his previous line of thought: if Athene (cf. 256) lets him kill both 
opponents, not just one (cf. 2 5 7 ^ ) , then and only then will Aineias* horses 
be available for capture. —K06OS opE t̂j | (etc.), 9X //., is part of a long 
formular system, with KC6OS apoiTo, ESCOKEV, orra^ti, E9T)KE (etc.) another 
28 x in all. TroXu^ouAos "A^vr], by contrast, is totally unformular, indeed 
anti-formular. The epithet recurs only at Od. 1 6 . 2 8 2 (see next para.), also 
of Athene but more pertinently. There, Athene is last word in the v., and 
separated from the epithet which remains positioned as here. That is the 
regular formular position for this name, which out of 88 Iliadic occurrences 
in the nom. comes 8 6 x at the v-e ( 1 5 . 1 2 3 , where no epithet is involved, 
being the other exception). In the Od. Athene comes 107 x at the v-e, only 
once (at 1 6 . 2 6 0 , and then without epithet) elsewhere. The upshot is that 
ITOAUPOUAOS 'A6rjvr) straddling the main caesura, which looks at first sight 
merely unusual, is a unique case among almost two hundred; it goes 
completely against the established tendencies of one of the strongest and 
most voluminous formular systems in the Homeric epos. Apart from 
removing Athene from her established position at the v-e - something 
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which may only be done, it seems, and then extremely rarely, when she is 
d e v o i d o f e p i t h e t - this u s a g e separates p e r s o n a l name f r o m e p i t h e t by the 
main caesura in an unaccustomed and perhaps violent way. The ancient 
critical tradition noticed nothing awry, modern editors likewise. 

What conclusion should be drawn - that the v. is interpolated or 
corrupt? Interpolation is unlikely, since the whole instruction is integral to 
what happens n e x t . Corrupt ion, or e x p a n s i o n r a t h e r , is possible, though 
without obvious purpose. Od. 16.281-3 remains as conceivable model (with 
281 = 259 here): 

aXAo 6E TOI cpcco, cru 5' evi «pptoi paAAco afjaiv 
OTTTTOTE KEV TToXOpouXoS EVI 9p€OI 0$OIV 'A&T)VT}, 
VEUOXO PEV TOI EYD> KE9OCAQ, CTV 8 ' ETTETTCT VOTJOOS... 

Yet the question remains why an Iliadic singer should choose to model his 
v., and distort formular usage to this extent, on a wholly different Odyssean 
passage about hiding armour. Perhaps the desire to use kOSos opĉ T) 
displaced Athene from the v-e; but the sentence could easily have been 
formed differently so as to avoid such anomalies. - TOUOBE PEV is in contrast 
with 263 Aivriao 8'; they are his own swift horses, though COKEES ITTTTOI just 
4 w . before referred to those of Aineias. 

262-4 pEpvrjpEvos in 263 applies to the whole sequence of events: he is 
to remember to tether his own horses and drive Aineias* away to the 
Achaean camp. V. 263 (with the similar 323) remains rhythmically 
awkward, a rising threefolder complicated by a breach of*Meyer's Law' , 
i.e. trochaic break in the second foot. 

265-72 The merits of the horses descended from those given by Zeus to 
Tros have already been touched on by Aineias at 222—3 i * ^ n-)» a n d their 
history is now expounded by Diomedes who evidently knows all about them 
(either from prisoners or through Argive tradition, bT). 

265-9 ytvcfjs in 265 and 268 is partitive, with 265 fjs ablatival: 'For of 
that race (I tell you) from which Zeus gave to Tros. . . of that race Ankhises 
stole <some>, by mating mares [sc. with them] without Laomedon's 
knowledge.* On Ganumedes (Tros's son, \nos in 266 being gen.) see 
20.231- 5 with 4-2~3n., also 2.8»9-20n. for the descendants of Dardanos. 
Ankhises was a generation younger than Laomedon, in the other branch of 
the family. 

270-2 O f the resulting brood Ankhises kept four in his stable and gave 
two to his son; they now draw Aineias' chariot. crcrraAV, cf. orraXos, means 
'nurtured* either of horses or of children (5 x //.); see further Leumann, 
HW 140. — Aristarchus (Did/A) read dual prprrcopc, of the two horses, in 
272; others, including Plato, Loch. 19 IB and a few MSS, read prjaroopi to 
agree with Aivcta (cf. Did(?)/T on 8.108). The choice is not easy, since 
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prjorrwpcx 90^010 | occurs 4 x II. of warriors ('deviser of rout' obviously) 
and that is probably the traditional meaning of the phrase; but these horses 
'know how to...pursue and retreat*, Sicokeiiev fj8c 9€^eo6ai> at 222-3, a p d 
the formula could have been applied to them in thai sense. At 8.106-8 
Diomedes will describe them in similar terms; in fact 8.105-7 = 5-2 2 I _3» 
and are then followed by 108 0O5 TTOT' art' Aivtiav tAourjv, priorcopc 9 0 ^ 0 1 0 

(where immediately preceding 9^060» favours yfioTcopc rather than the 
minority reading prjorcopa). 

273 Capture of a valuable prize of horses or armour is important not 
only for their usefulness and material worth but also for the KAEOS they 
bring, cf. 8.192, 10.436-41 and i7.i3of. 

»75-80 Meanwhile the horses in question draw near, and Pandaros, 
after a brief preliminary taunt, casts his spear from the chariot. Compared 
with the lengthy conversations that preceded, the encounter itself, as often, 
is cursorily described. 

277-9 Diomedes is addressed without overt abuse, then Pandaros 
simply adds that having failed once with the arrow he will try again with 
the spear; yet the introductory | f j parAa lends special significance to his 
words, cf. 3.204 and 11.441. The effect is threatening and intimate at the 
same time, complicated as it is by the leisurely addition of irucpos OICTTO$ 

after ĉXo$ ¿>KV. The poet thus chooses to make him echo his earlier words 
to Aineias rather than involve him in a major heroic exchange or develop 
his portrayal as petulant and ineffective. 

281-2 The throw is accurate but lacks power; it penetrates the shield 
but not the corslet, which it merely gets close to, -rrEXao&n* That lack of 
power is significant and usually fatal (p. 24). 

283-5 B u t Pandaros is once again (cf. 102-5) foolishly confident that 
his hit has been mortal. V . 283, with his shout of premature triumph, 
repeats 101, but his words this time are a definite boast over his supposed 
victim, cf. 10in. On both occasions his description as cryAao? increases the 
irony, as his sanguine nature causes him to exaggerate to the point of 
absurdity the probable effects of his throw. All he can have seen is the spear 
penetrating the shield, but now he claims 'you are hit in the midriff, right 
through', and will not long survive the blow. 

pfy ' in 285, as at 11.288, must be adverbial (so Leaf), since taking it 
closely with EG/OS breaches 'Hermann's Bridge' and creates a marked 
trochaic break in the fourth foot. T o put it another way, normal colometry, 
for good reasons of euphony, requires a fourth colon consisting of evx°S 
E8G3KOS after the bucolic caesura; moreover EUXOS nowhere else has an 
epithet in its quite extensive formular system with parts of 5i86von (10 x //., 
2 x 04,). The difference in sense, not rhythm, is admittedly small: 'you 
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have abundantly given me glory* rather than 'you have given me great 
g l o r y ' - E&XO$ i n a n y case s i g n i f y i n g s o m e t h i n g like KXCOS r a t h e r t h a n * wish' 
or 'prayer'. 

286 The same v. recurs when Diomedes is wounded by Paris at 11.384; 
here at least he can be genuinely unperturbed since there is no damage 
(except to the shield, that sort of detail being regularly ignored). 

287-9 f)uPpoT«$ ou8* rrvx*S is a typical epic polar construction, here 
insultingly emphatic. Diomedes' response balances Pandaros' boast: each 
begins with an abrupt statement or claim followed by a complicated and 
sarcastic opinion about the consequences (284 o05« a ' otco J, 287 crrap ou pev 
0-9&1 y ' oteo |; otco or otco at the v-e 31 x //.). This kind of boast and 
response constitutes a typical motif, cf. e.g. 11.380-90 and Fenik, TBS 32. 
— Trpiv is often followed by ys as Leaf remarked, but the accumulation of 
no less than four y(e)'s *n 287! is exceptional; it gives the assertion a 
distinctly sinister tone, as does Diomedes saving that at least one of them 
will fall (i.e. if not both). — V. 289 is formular, recurring twice elsewhere; 
sating Ares with blood is a powerful and gruesome figure sharpened by the 
probably archaic TocAavpivov. * hide-supporting', i.e. shield-bearing, see on 

290 Diomedes throws, TrpotrjKE; he is on foot but evidently not close 
enough to thrust. The encounter resembles his initial fight with Dares' sons 
at gff. - they were in a chariot, he on foot, he killed one and the other was 
divinely rescued. The spear b lethally guided by Athene; as usual, there b 
no sense that this lessens the human drama or the victor's part in it; the very 
fact that the hero b helped by a deity establishes hb power and hb triumph. 

291-3 'The slaying itself is both grisly and unrealistic', Fenik, TBS 32. 
Such bizarre deaths and Sckeinrealismus are not uncommon in II., cf. 
Friedrich, Verwundung passim and especially 23f. Here the spear enters by 
the eye, passes the teeth and severs the base of the tongue before emerging 
by the lower part of the chin. The explanations given by b are that 
Pandaros must have lowered his head to avoid the blow, or that Athene 
being taller directed the shot downward, neither being very persuasive. The 
minute description of the spear-head's path depends more on the singer's 
desire to create an effect (for the spear-head as oTEiprjs see on 660-2) than 
on any special keenness of observation, cf. 66~7n. T h b b an important 
death, the culmination of lengthy preliminaries; the poet chooses not to 
moralize over Pandaros as truce-breaker (perhaps because Athene herself 
had persuaded him, 4.93ff.), but the audience may reasonably expect 
particular emphasb on the manner of hb destruction. — Aristarchus (bT) 
seems to have taken 293 ĉ tXOSr̂  to mean 'lost its force', against Zenodotus' 
6^6o06t) (Did/AT), 'hastened out'. Both are awkward, but the majority of 
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M S S may be right in preferring Zenodotus - unless Ahrens, Leaf, Willcock 
and others are justified in emending to E^EAUOE, simply 'came out', 
'emerged*; but that form with € for TJ is not found elsewhere. 

294 This v. recurs only at 8.260, and is compounded of two formular 
halves: fjprnx 6* ¿XECOV 9 x //., apa{3T]crE 6e T€uxe* cxCrrw 10 x //. (7 x 
with | 6ou7rr|crev 8E macov); cf. e.g. 42 and 47 for the two halves, separately, 
and the comment on 58. The elements of the first hemistich, again, are 
strongly formular, | ripim 20 x //., ¿XECOV (sk) 23 x //. O n apccp̂ CTE see 
4-5OI-4n* fa1-

2 9 5 - 6 Each v. is cumulated in a characteristic manner, first with an 
otiose pair of epithets to lead into new information about the horses, then 
with an otiose runover epithet leading to a formal but inessential statement 
of death. The cumulation is unobjectionable, serving to emphasize the 
encounter's climax at least so far as Pandaros is concerned - for apart from 
a brief reference at 795 he will not be heard of again. Yet the language is 
adapted from other formular uses with less than accustomed ease. Thus 
aioAa TraMtpavocovra, the second component of which gravitates most 
naturally to the v-e (11 x II.), does not recur; iraphpeaaav is hapax in the 
epic, presumably meaning that the horses shied away, but is an obvious 
replacement, to avoid hiatus after preceding short vowel, for Crrrepcoricrav 
from Crrr-EpoECo, 'recoil', the reading in equivalent contexts at 8.i22f. and 
3i4f. That may be acceptable, but AU0T} vyvx1! TE HEVOS TE in 296 (also at 
8.123 and 315) is less so; A0f8T) is found with |i£vos at 17.298 and with yvTa 
3 x , but nowhere else of yuxrj, to which it is not obviously appropriate. 
There were traditional phrases for the departure of the life-spirit, but the 
poet here prefers his own fresh adaptations, which are not always successful. 
Yet rhapsodic elaboration can probably be discounted. 

2 9 7 - 3 1 0 The culmination of the encounter, more important in the 
dramatic plan of the Book than Pandaros' death itself, is the subsequent 
wounding of Aineias - which leads in turn to Aphrodite's rescue and 
Diomedes' devastating attack on her. It is described in a balanced narrative 
of 14 vv., of which the first 5 ! show Aineias full of defensive fire, the next 
2$ Diomedes easily subduing him, the last 6 Aineias struck down and 
sinking into unconsciousness. 

297 Ancient critics (perhaps not Aristarchus himself) fussed about 
Aineias' spear and shield, thinking he must have lent his own to Pandaros 
when he himself took the reins. Attempts to punctuate after onr6pov/OE and 
make Aineias take the dead man's armour after leaping from the chariot 
were countered by Ptolemaeus of Ascalon followed by Herodian (Hrd/ 
A b T ) . Obviously the singer was none too precise about the armour here, 
particularly how Pandaros armed himself when he mounted the chariot at 
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238f.; Aineias must have kept his own on, or near him, after taking over as 
charioteer. 

2 9 8 - 9 Cf. 8-33of. ^ 13.419^, 17.4-8 and 17.132-7 for the typical motif 
of a warrior defending a dead companion's body by standing over it with 
his shield; and the last two of these for the typical use of a simile as in 299 
(Fenik, TBS 33). 

300-1 = 17.7-8. Trpoofe is adverbial {contra Aristarchus, Arn/A), with 
01 'ethic' as in 298. In 301 TOO y* avrios struck Leaf as 'very strange', 
since TOO must refer to the dead Pandaros, whereas oevrios implies an attack 
on a live opponent; yet the attempt to remove a defended corpse would 
itself entail the aggression implied by OVTIOS. 

3 0 2 - 1 0 Correspondences with bk 17 are supplemented by others with 
8.320-9 and 20.283-8. In the former (where 8.321 = 302 here and 329 crrfj 
6c yvu£ Ipmcbv ~ i<rrn yvu£ epmcbv in 309) Hektor leaps from his chariot 
with a terrible cry and hurls a stone which badly wounds Teukros, who is 
subsequently rescued; see 8-320-2n. In the latter (where 285—7 3 ° 2 - 4 
here) the subjects of iaxcov and Xcc{3e in 285 ( = 302) are different, as here: 
Akhilleus rushes at Aineias with a terrible cry, then the latter picks up a 
stone (and would have hit him, except that Poseidon rescued him). These 
are typical scenes, therefore, which can be varied in arrangement and 
detail, especially where the victim is wounded but later rescued; see further 
Fenik, TBS 33-5. 

302-4 These are formular vv. (see previous n.). apcpSaXta etc. is always 
first word in the v., 21 x //., 9X 0d.> | oi*£p6aX€a (p) iax w v (on which see 
further Hoekstra, Modifications 53) occurring 7 x II.; opcpSaAcos (its ending 
-aXeos epic and Ionic, cf. e.g. OapaaXlos apyaXtos XcvyaXEOs) clearly means 
something like 'terrible', 'frightening' but is of debatable etymology. 
Woundings by stone-throw are not uncommon in //., recurring in six 
specific incidents and five general descriptions, xcpi^&iov is a stone or 
boulder (cf. later 'sling-stone'); the idea that it derives from xE1P> 
i.e. as something held in the hand, is probably wrong, despite X€1P1' ' n this 
formular v. (its purpose being emphatic and alliterative rather than 
etymological, to reinforce the assonance of opiEpSaXta and x^PHO^iov). 

303 It is tempting to take pEya ipyov as 'a monstrous affair' in 
apposition to x^puoSiov, but Leaf was right to insist that it describes the 
whole action of picking up the stone, cpyov is not used in a purely concrete 
sense in Homer (as it came to be in later Greek, cf. the similar development 
of Trpaypa), and LSJ is mistaken in classing instances like 1.294 o r 

under n, 'thing, matter', ipyov in its many Homeric instances still has 
strong action-content as 'work' or 'deed', something carried through 
rather than the simple product of action; that is so even of e.g. II. 6.289, 
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where TTFTTAOI are tpya y v v a i K & v . But the strongest evidence in the present 
case is the formular meaning of pcya cpyov as 'great deed' in all other 
Homeric uses (7X //., 11 x Od.). — On the potential optative «ptpoiev 
without av or KE see Chantraine, GH u, 216-18. 

304 bT commented that the poet 'was much later than heroic times'. 
'Such as mortals now are' (4X //.) does indeed contrast heroic strength 
with that of the singer's contemporaries, perhaps surprisingly in a tradition 
where the singer's own persona is so carefully suppressed. The idiom may 
have developed in speech, as when Nestor says at 1.272 that none of mortals 
as they now are (i.e. the younger heroic generation he is addressing) could 
have fought with those he defeated in his youth. 

305-6 The boulder struck Aineias on the hip, just where the top of the 
thigh turns in the hip-socket known as the 'litde cup*. This kind of 
anatomical knowledge must have been common enough from the cutting 
up of sacrificial animals, quite apart from warfare. 

307-8 It shattered the joint and broke both tendons, on which see 4.521 
and n. There the tendons were connected with shin and ankle; again a 
stone-throw caused the damage and 'utterly crushed them', 4.522. Here in 
308 the rough stone tears (literally coo«, 'pushed') off the s k i n - a 
deliberately milder description, since Leto and Artemis at 447^ will have to 
heal this wound, which ought to be fatal. 

309-10 See on 58 for other variants of the falling-to-the-ground and 
moment-of-death formulas, ECTTT) is surprising at first, but must mean that 
he collapsed (cpiucbv) onto his knees ( 6 x //.) and remained like that, 
leaning (EpEioapevos) with one hand on the ground. b T suggested that this 
was for Aphrodite to gather him up the more easi ly-see on 68 for 
Aristarchus' concern with such matters. That is not so, cf. especially 8.329 
where Teukros b hit by a boulder and or f j 6e yvu£ cpmrcov, but U not killed 
or rendered unconscious; and 11.355^ 309f. here), part of an episode in 
which Hektor b struck on the helmet, retreats, collapses and loses 
consciousness but soon recovers. In neither case b a special posture for 
divine rescue in question. Rather, and more obviously, the crrf) 61 (or ECTTT}) 
yvu£ cpiTTcbv formula was developed to describe a temporary bringing to the 
knees without final collapse - that b the force of <rrf); and thb was then 
loosely applied to the present situation, which b slightly different. 

TOV 8c OKOTOS ocrcre KaXiAf* | (11 x II.) normally implies dying rather 
than fainting; but the more elaborate whole-v. formula TOV (TT}V) 6C KOT" 

apQaApftv IpcPEvW) vug <xaAu\FE(v) occurs 3 x //., and thb shorter version 
has elements of both. It b undeniably moving and makes a strong ending 
to the episode, helped by the alliteration and assonance of wXaivrj vu£ 
exaXuvfc. Similar effects can be heard in the rest of these two w . with their 
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y's, K'S and X'S, the repetition of cp- in Epmcov KOO Epeiocrro, and the 
mournful sound of EI and F) in EpcicaTo XC IPI TTOXEIT) | yairis. 

ji 1-430 Aineias is saved from death by Aphrodite, who is recognized and attacked 
by Diomedes and wounded in the hand; she drops her son who is then protected by 
Apollo. With Ares' help she retreats to Olumpos and complains to her mother Dione, 
who comforts her with a list of other human attacks on gods, and cures her wound as 
Athene and Here make fun of her to %eus 

3x1-17 Aphrodite's intervention is briefly stated; it is the prelude to 
events which have their comic side, but here the goddess's love and divinity 
are suggested in a flowing and romantic style, especially in 313-15. 

311-12 Sec on 3.373-5 for the | Kcri vO KEV... | ci ut) ap* o£u voters 
construction; the context there (where 374 31 312 here) is similar, with 
Aphrodite rescuing Paris from Menelaos. KAT vu KEV EV6' CTTTOAOITO recurs at 
388 of Ares, and EI ... VOT̂ OE appears 6 x 11. in all, of which thrice in bk 5, 
twice in bk 8 (which has a number of stylistic details in common with 5) and 
once in a similar context at 20.291, where Aineias is again rescued by a god, 
this time Poseidon. — Reinhardt tried to establish a relative chronology for 
the three divine rescues (IuD 137f.); but Fenik is surely right ( T B S 36f.) 
that they are variant forms of a single theme, with the present version closer 
to bk 20 than bk 3; priority of composition cannot be established in such 
a case. 

Aineias usually comes as first word in the v., and only here (because his 
spondaic name is awkward in the fifth foot) as last. He acquires for the 
occasion the ava£ ¿rv6p£>v formula that properly belongs to Agamemnon 
(44 x //.) but is applied 5 x to miscellaneous other characters, including 
Ankhiscs at 268, whose names happen to fit. — On Aios 6i/ycinrT)p 
*A9po5{TT), and the system of v-e formulas for this goddess, see on 3.424. 

3x3 A cumulated v., designed to stress Aphrodite's maternal motives as 
well as to convey a certain pathos - heightened by the rising threefolder -
by recalling the passionate encounter with Ankhises that led to Aineias* 
birth. 

3x4—15 Aphrodite's rescue technique is unparalleled (cf. Fenik, TBS 
39); elsewhere when a god rescues a mortal it is by casting cloud or darkness 
over the attacker's eyes, or over the endangered warrior so as to make him 
invisible, as Aphrodite herself did with Paris at 3.380c She 'poured her pale 
forearms' around her son in a unique and beautiful phrase, not least 
through the repetition of EV and K sounds in exeuenro CTT)X££ AEVKCO, 

apparently a development of AEVKCOAEVOS as the regular epithet for Here 
(24 x II.). Presumably she enfolds him in her arms and simultaneously 
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covers him with a fold of her robe (epic KoAuintiv implies covering as often 
as hiding). Ancient critics argued whether the idea was to make him 
invisible (cf. exaAuycv in 3.381 = 20.444) o r t o protect him with the divine 
garment; b T thought the former, 316 ip»<os supports the latter. 

3x6-17 Cf. ipKos axovTcov | of ui"Tpr| and shield at 4.137 and 15.646 
respectively. 

318-30 While Aphrodite is carrying her unconscious son to safety 
(318), Sthenelos is mindful of Diomedes' instructions (319^, cf. 259-73) to 
tether his own horses and capture those of Aineias. 

3x9-20 owtecnaocrv: ' agreement (s)' as at 2.339; Sthenelos did not 
forget the agreement enjoined on him, i.e. Diomedes enjoined and he 
agreed. 

321-4 As often in the epic, the language of an instruction (at 261-4, 
q.v. with nn.) is closely followed, though with necessary changes, when the 
instruction is carried out. Only vo<79iv orrro qtAoiaftou (as at 10.416, where 
9X010^01' cannot be restored as it can here) is new and provides a fresh and 
vivid detail. In 323 the substitution of a straightforward formular epithet, 
KaAAiTpixocs, for 263 M£MVT)ii£V0S restores fluency to the rising threefolder. 

326 6TI oi 9 p e c i v a p T i a $6« | recurs at Od. 19.248; in II. $01 9pccriv 
a p n a (14.92, also 1 x Od.) is the only parallel. Literally 'because he 
[i.e. D e i p u l o s ] k n e w i n his h e a r t t h i n g s j o i n e d t o [i.e. h a r m o n i o u s w i t h ] 
himself [i.e. Sthenelos] \ 

327-30 Meanwhile Sthenelos brings up his chariot in support of 
Diomedes' attack on Aphrodite, who had begun withdrawing Aineias at 
318 but can still be overtaken here. — She is named Kupris in 530, 5 x in 
this Book but never again in Homer; though she had an altar and precinct 
at Paphos according to Od. 8.362f. Hesiod (Theog. 191-200) called her 
Kimpoycvia in his account of her birth from the foam from Ouranos' 
severed genitals, and seems to have explained her cult in Cyprus (and 
indirectly the later one in Kuthera) through this tale. Yet why is this 
Paphian connexion - certainly pre-Homeric in origin, late-Mycenaean or 
earlier and based on an ancient Near Eastern cult there, cf. Burkert, Religion 
153 - alluded to in II. only in this episode? Wilamowitz argued (IuHch. 14, 
esp. pp. 283 and 286) that bks 3, 4 and 5 had once formed a separate small 
epic with some special sources: on the one hand for Menelaos' visit to 
Idomeneus and the death of the Dioskouroi in book 3 (these also in the 
Cypria), on the other for Aphrodite as Kupris in bk 5, cf. Lorimer, HM 442. 
Yet Aphrodite's connexion with Paphos and Cyprus was probably available 
to any singer in the formative stages of the Trojan epic. It has also often been 
urged that there is a stylistic connexion between Demodokos* sophisticated 
song of the love of Ares and Aphrodite at Od. 8.266ff. (where the reference 
to Aphrodite in Paphos occurs) and the present Book - also perhaps with 
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the Theomachy of bks 20 and 21, which display a comparably irreverent 
attitude to gods in general and Aphrodite, with Ares, in particular; see 
further W. Burkert, RhM 103 (i960) i3off. 

Yet might there not be some other and more concrete, i.e. linguistic or 
stylistic, reason for the choice of Kupris rather than Aphrodite? One 
possibility is that she is so named because the poet wants to mention her in 
the first part of the verse. She has a well-developed fbrmular system under her 
name of Aphrodite; but that operates exclusively in the second hemistich, 
see on 3.424. The reason is clear, that v/w— will not fit into the first half 
(except, intolerably, after an initial monosyllable and ending with the 
second foot). Therefore, if the singer needs to place her in the first hemistich 
for reasons of emphasis or sentence-structure, he has to find another name 
for her - not difficult, since Kurrpts was evidently available and conveniently 
short. The five occurrences in this Book are not inconsistent with that idea. 
Thus in 330 the narrative is rapid and concise; subject and object of attack 
are identified as soon as possible after the runover word, | cupsuacos* o 8e 
KCmrpiv, the second hemistich being devoted to the attacking action itself. 
In 424 subject and object are again placed first, | f) paAa 5f) T t v a KCnrrpis, 
not only for emphasis but also because 'AxaiiaBcov will not fit, together with 
necessary particles, into the v.'s first half. In 458 ~ 883 KCmpiBa comes first 
for emphasis (as Ares says, first her, then himself). Fifthly in 760 Here 
complains that Aphrodite and Apollo are rejoicing: Tepirovrai is emphatic 
first word, which forces 'ATTOAAGOV into the second half and leaves room for 
KCrrrpiS, not 'A<ppo5iTii, in the first: TEPTTOVTOT Ktnrpis TC KCU apyvpoTO^os 
'ATTOAACOV. 

Thus there are good functional reasons for adopting a short name for the 
goddess in some and perhaps all of these five instances. It may be noted that 
the oral style favours the clustering of unusual terms, which tend to become 
lodged for a while in the singer's unconscious mind. Aphrodite bears her 
regular name in five other places in this Book, but she requires an epithet 
for both stylistic and semantic reasons in three of them; then in 248 a 
straightforward naming of the goddess is required by Sthenelos* reference 
to her, and in 370 her mother is Dione and Cypriot affiliations would be 
distracting. — Obviously this kind of argument can be abused; placing her 
in the first half of the v. might have been convenient in a few, at least, of 
the 23 direct Iliadic references to her outside bk 5, yet Kuirpis does not 
recur. The wounding of gods by a mortal is a theme unique to this Book, 
and this special name could be part of that. Much remains doubtful, but the 
metrical and functional explanation deserves serious consideration. 

331-3 Diomedes was attacking her, as bT noted, because Athene had 
told him to do so back at 13if., having removed the mist from his eyes at 
I27f. so that he could recognize, yiyvcoox^s, god and man, i.e. distinguish 
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the two. The hero had recognized Aphrodite easily enough, but the point 
here is that he also knows that she is not a formidable opponent even 
though divine. — In 332 av8p&v must belong with TTOAQIOV, 4 men's 
warfare', despite the main caesura; so does anastrophic Kara (contra 
Hrd/A), which prevents one from phrasing the v. as a rising threefolder 
exactly. V . 333 is saved from being merely pedantic, and a passible addition 
if so, if taken almost colloquially: 'not an Athene or an £nuo' (the latter 
appearing briefly with Ares, also known as Enualios, at 592). 

334 Another slight imprecision, since he was probably already 
attacking her in 330. The second half recurs at 17.462, with cmcUjuv 
meaning 'follow* rather than 'make follow', its usual sense. 

3 3 6 - 8 He reaches out and strikes the extremity of her hand with his 
spear; the hand is a0ArixpT|v, 'soft' or 'weak* (also of walls at 8.178), a 
word related to paAooco? (Chantraine, Diet. s w . &pXT)xpo$, 0Aa£), the 
contrary of the warrior's x«pi "nrcrxeiq at 309. The spear has cut through her 
robe eiOap, 'immediately', i.e. without resistance, in a parody of its path 
through shield and corslet in more regular combat. The robe is ambrosial 
(see 2.i9n., also S. West on Od. 4.445) and made by her attendants the 
Graces, emphasizing both her feminine weakness and her divinity. — 
Neglect of digamma in 338 ov (p)oi (contrast 14.178) may reflect a formula 
with neuter antecedent, TO/TOC (f")oi; Aristarchus' view is not available, 
since the scholia few 335-636 are missing in A. 

339 The 'hand's extremity* of 336 turns out to be the wrist, cf. 458. 
Osvap, hapax in Homer, is 'the hollow of the hand' (bT), i.e. the palm; 
adjectival irpupvos means 'at the base of ' , cf. yA&OCTOV Trpunvrjv at 292. 
Here it is used as a noun, the base of the palm where it joins the wrist. 

3 3 9 - 4 2 The wound draws blood, but it is a^ppoTov atpa, a phrase 
reused only of Ares at 870, the spilling of divine blood being confined to this 
Book. The uniqueness of the event elicits the notion that divine blood is not 
really enpa at all but a special substance called ¡x<*>p (only again at 416, see 
n. there for its literal meaning). This leads to the aetiology of 34if.: gods do 
not consume bread and wine, therefore they are bloodless and hence are 
called (i.e. actually are) immortal. Far from being 'a very poor 
interpolation', with 342 ' a meaningless non sequitur* (so Leaf), 34if- are a 
dramatic theological innovation, cast in epigrammatic and quasi-hieratic 
form, wholly in accord both with the Homeric tendency to minimize many 
of the more carnal aspects of the gods and with the needs of this particular 
theme of divine wounding. That gods live on ambrosia and nectar is not 
specifically mentioned but is a related and relatively recent idea, repeated 
several times in both //. and Od. though not consistently applied, designed 
to play down the ancient Mesopotamian concept of the gods actually 
feeding on sacrificial animals offered by mortal worshippers, either directly 
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on their flesh or on the savour therefrom: see pp. 9-13. In these w . , then, 
it is implicitly argued that the gods are immortal, au|3poToi; that PPOTOS is 
connected with blood (cf. Pporov aiporrocvra |, 4 x //.); that human life is 
sustained by food and drink, and spilling out the blood means death; that 
gods are deathless and therefore bloodless, and that if blood is sustained by 
mortal food, then their food must be immortal, apPpooiT), their drink 
nectar, and what flows in their case (340 pea, sc. in their veins) something 
distinct, namely ikhor. 

343-6 Despite the ikhor, gods evidently feel pain; as Aphrodite flings 
down her son with a shriek (343 ~ Od. 10.323) Apollo is conveniendy there 
to rescue him once again, and conceals him in dark cloud (cf. 314-15^). 
Vv. 345f. (from prj TI$ ...) reproduce 3i6f. and emphasize the repeated 
action. 

347 t D A Q Etri (jtccKpov aOcre 4 x //., of which thrice in this Book, once 
in bk 8. 

348-51 Diomedes' 4-v. taunt is typically concise and epigrammatic, 
carefully composed for the occasion and not especially formular, at least 
after 348. Firm injunction in the opening v. is followed by sarcastic enquiry 
in the next (349), with more complex irony in the enjambed w . at the close. 

349 'Some refer it to Helen' (T), surely with reason, cf. 3.399. 
CCVOAKISES is usually applied to warriors as a rebuke, OAKT) being the great 
martial quality, 'heroic stamina* (AXKTJ and OAKIJJOS c. I O O X II.). 
Obviously women, Amazons apart, do not have it. 

350-1 The repetition of rroAsuov sounds awkward at first - less so if it 
implies 'the very mention of war' (as ye suggests):' If you do enter warfare 
in the future, then I think you will shudder at its very name, even if you 
hear it somewhere else.' That is still unclear, but presumably the underlying 
sense is ' I f you persist in meddling with war, then you will come to hate it 
so much [i.e. because you will get similar punishment and worse] that you 
will shudder at its very name...* 

352 Attention turns to the wounded goddess as she departs in an 
unhappy state, aAuouo", 'beside herself, cf. aAucov of Akhilleus at 24.12 
and aAaojiai, 'wander'. 

353—4 Iris is useful for this sort of thing. Last seen persuading Helen to 
watch the single combat at 3.12iff., she now leads Aphrodite out of batde, 
in agony and with her skin darkening with the blood-like substance. 

355 The three preceding w . have been 'ideal' four-colon ones or 
nearly so; 355 maintains their strongly dactylic quality (as will 356), but is 
given an added bouncing effect, in contravention of'Meyer's Law', by the 
two successive trochaic breaks produced by emiTa: an effect which echoes, 
whether intentionally or not, Iris* presumed speed of action here. — Ares 
is 'towards the left of the batde'; there is little point in trying to relate this 
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to where Athene had left him by the Skamandros at 36, since as Fcnik 
observes ( T B S 41) 'This is the normal orientation when there is movement 
from one part of the battlefield to another ', as at 11.498, 12.118, 13.326, 
675, 765, 17.116, 682, all with 67r' apKrrepa and 4/8 x preceding the 
bucolic diaeresis as here. 

356 The runover-word varies the flow of narrative and leads to the 
curious and unparalleled information that the god's spear was leaning on 
'air ' (presumably a cloud with which he had surrounded himself to make 
him invisible), as also, by a rather awkward zeugma, were his 'swift horses', 
which must imply his chariot. Leaning a s p e a r against mist or cloud (which 
even Presocratics, Anaximenes especially, were to regard as having a degree 
of solidity) could be convenient - but does one need to lean a chariot 
against anything whatever? Only if it is unharnessed (cf. 8.435), which this 
one is not. This is the first extreme example of the untypical and bizarre 
details, associated with Ares and Aphrodite in particular, that are an 
undeniable feature of this Book (see also on 314-15). Its effect is debatable, 
but the idea of a war-god isolated in a cloud of invisibility on the edge of 
batde is striking none the less. 

357-8 For t) 8k yvi/§ ipmoOoa cf. 309 ionrr) yvv£ Epmcov and 309-ion.; 
the spondaic first foot of this and the following v. is in marked contrast with 
the preceding dactylic runs, emphasizing both her heaviness and her 
persistence as she asks for her half-brother's horses and chariot (they were 
also lovers, e.g. in Demodokos' song at Od. 8.266ff., or, later, husband and 
wife). | noAAa ATOAOPEVN -OS recurs at 21.368, with its two components 
also formular at the v.-beginning in other combinations; for lengthening of 
a short final vowel before initial A, n, v or p see Chantraine, GH1, 175ft 

359-62 Her words do not of themselves reflect her suffering; her 4-v. 
request (on 359 91 At see 4.155^) matches Diomedes' boast at 348ff. in its 
relaxed style as well as in length, notably in the hendiadys of 'convey me 
and give me your horses' in 359 and the leisurely description of Olumpos 
in 360. The closing couplet is, again, more complex, the first of a series of 
divine complaints about Diomedes' impious aggression. 

362-9 The style is para tactic with much progressive enjambment, and 
heavily formular; several phrases recur in other divine chariot-scenes, 
especially in this Book. 

363 The epithet-noun formula picks up xpvoapm/Kas (|TEEV ITTTTOUS | in 
358; that was evidendy the more regular use, with epithet and noun 
separated by - vw (cf. 720 = 8.382), the present adaptation being metrically 
less fluent, xpuoapTivKas is a special epithet for divine horses (cf. 4.2-3^), 
the mortal equivalent being Kpcrrcpcbvuxccs, cf. KoAAnptxctS. 

364-9 A heavily formular passage: the first half of 364 recurs at 837 of 
Athene; the second half of 365 recurs at 17.482 = 24.441. Then 366 comes 
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6 x //., 3X Od. (including with nrrrous for eAaav); 367 is a forrnular 
assemblage, with (tecov l8o$ aitruv "OAuimov recurring at 868 ( + HyAp 109). 
The first half of 368 appears 4X II. (including 775), always of divine 
subjects; in 369 13.35, of Poseidon), Auoao* -as 6x«ov recurs 3 x II. 
(including 776, + 1 variant), ¿xecov sic being particularly common (23 x 
II.). 

3 7 0 - 2 The typical element diminishes in this moving scene, which is 
also gently humorous, where the wounded goddess falls into her mother's 
lap (like a child as b T remark). Iv youvam TTTTTTE comes here only, though 
with a variant eq^Crro yoOvaai in the parallel passage at 21.506 (see 
373~4n. wit.); whereas holding or taking someone ayxas, in various senses, 
is found 5 x II. 

The mother-daughter relation is heavily stressed in 371, not only for 
itself but also because Dione is unique in the heroic epos. Aphrodite is 
daughter of Zeus often enough, cf. her forrnular description as A105 
8uycrTT)p, but a mother for her is mentioned only here. Homer evidently 
wished to gloss over the savage old tale of her birth in the sea from Ouranos' 
genitals (cf. Hesiod, Theog. i88ff.), even though her description as Kupris 
indirectly recalls it - see on 327-30, also on 339-42 for the down-playing of 
carnal extremes. Dione appears in an eclectic list of divinities hymned bv 
the Muses at Theog. 11-21, and at 353 there as one of a catalogue of 
Nymphs; as West comments, she 'was an important goddess only at 
Dodona: there she was the consort of Zeus vat'os, Zeus of the flowing water, 
whose oracular spring issued forth at the base of the famous oak'. In the 
present context Aphrodite could have resorted directly to Zeus like Ares at 
869ff. (and indeed Artemis at 2i.505ff.). Yet a mother is an apt comforter 
for a goddess, as well as further varying these two broadly parallel scenes 
in bk 5; therefore the poet provides Olumpos with this new but temporary 
addition, rooted in Greek cult and a possible consort for Zeus through her 
very name Dione, a feminized form of his own; Ameis -Hentze compared 
14.319 Akrisione for the termination implying 'wife o f . 

3 7 3 - 4 Dione's 2-v. question is repeated by Zeus to Artemis at 21.509^; 
the two contexts are similar, Artemis in the Theomachy being thrashed by-
Here and resorting to Olumpos for complaint and comfort. Trying to 
identify the 'original* of such near-doublets is notoriously hazardous, see 
e.g. on 311-12. One must admit, however, that here the Theomachy text, 
despite the difficulties of that episode, is the more satisfactory, because of 
the awkward and avoidable echoing of Kcnipc^ev and cpc^c in 5.372 and 
373. These must be different verbs (despite J. Casabona, Recherches sur le 
vocabulairc des sacrifices en grec, Aix-en-Provence 1966, 44), since the former 
means 'stroke' or ' p a t ' with the hand (4X //., 3X Od.), the latter 'do ' , 
'perform', from pc£co < (f)cp6<o, cf. epyov. In both passages epefr is 
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already echoed, without obvious point, by pe^ouocrv in 374 = 21.510; to 
add a preliminary xonrepcgcv in 372 by choosing that particular formular v. 
of address (4 x //., 2 x 0d.)t apposite to the situation as it may be, seems 
gratuitous. It is perhaps best accounted for as unconscious word-association. 

Dione speaks as though to a child; she assumes that the wound must have 
been inflicted by a god or goddess (there is no special nuance to 
Oupavtcovcov (etc.), 8 x //., always at the v-e). pavptSico? is an expanded 
form, here and 1 x 0d.> of p a y , 4 pointlessly' or (as here) 'foolishly'; evcoTTfi 
apparendy means 'in full view', i.e. in public. Willcock's suggestion that 
this is a 'playful and rather sly dig at Aphrodite, whose misdemeanours 
tend to take place in private* is an ingenious way of accounting for a rather 
odd expression which may, however, have a merely colloquial origin. 

376-80 Aphrodite's reply combines indignation, pathos and cunning. 
After the abrupt ovTd pc it proceeds in 377^ to stress her innocent motherly 
concern and ends with an indirect attempt to involve the other gods on her 
side. The style remains uncomplicated, with strong progressive enjambment 
continued in the first part of Dione's speech which follows. 

376 On CmrcpOupos see 76-8n. - it is especially appropriate to Diomedes 
here, at least if urrep- is taken as implying excessive, rather than simply 
high, courage. 

379 The components are formular, but the whole phrase "dread 
combat of Trojans and Achaeans' recurs only (with one slight change) at 6.1. 

380 The language recalls Athene's words at 130, prj n ou y* aOavorroioi 
0€ois a v T i K p u p a x E o 6 o a . 

382-4x5 Dione responds with a short list of other gods, down to 404, 
who had suffered injury at the hands of mortals. The style, as in other such 
abbreviated versions of tales outside the Trojan saga, is succinct and 
allusive (see Kirk, Songs 164-6), though with the occasional expansion of 
detail (389^ 40if.). She ends, by contrast, with a brilliant and intricate 
threat against Diomedes (406-15). 

382 TETACCOI is the first of five successive uses of TACCW (sec on 385); here 
it means 'endure' rather than something closer to 'suffer' as in the other 
instances. 

384 Divine involvement with men is stated as fact, without moral 
implications as e.g. at Od. i.32ff. 

385-7 Another part of the story of the Aloadai is given at Od. 
11.305-20, where their mother Iphimedeia appears among the heroines 
seen by Odysseus; she was married to Aloeus but bore Poseidon twin sons. 
They were of monstrous size (nine fathoms tall at age nine) and threatened 
to pile Mt Ossa on Olumpos, then Pelion on Ossa, to attack the gods in the 
sky, but Apollo killed them before they reached maturity. They are 
equivalent, therefore, to Tuphoeus and the Titans as rebels against Zeus, 
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and have much in common with the giant Ullikummi in the Hurrian-
Hittite myth (sec AHET121-5; Kirk, Myth 214, 217). This primeval aspect 
b not remarked in the present reference, where they tie up Ares in a bronze 
jar for 13 months. According to b T thb was in revenge for Ares killing 
Adonb, placed under their charge by Aphrodite - this looks like Hellenbtic 
aetiology, yet enclosure in a jar or chest b an ancient idea (Myth 195, 198, 
200), and Eurustheus taking refuge from Herakles in such a jar was a 
popular theme of 6th-cent. B.C. vase-painting. The tale as it appears here 
may be too bizarre to be a plausible Homeric invention as Willcock suggests 
ad toe.; yet other versions did not survive, judging at least by the lack of 
other hard information in the mythographical tradition. 

385 The repetition of | TAT^ p«v... | TAT) 8*... | TATJ 6*... (here and at 392, 
395) after the TAfjpev of 383 (note also the rhyme) is a typical rhetorical 
device especially in lbts; compare repeated | oT 8(e) in the bk 2 catalogues 
as well as the repeated | TT̂ V 5E PET' and | Kai ...clBov of the heroines 
appearing before Odysseus at Od. 1 t.26off. 

388-91 * Ares would have died *; he was in extremis according to 391, but 
Moira would surely have prevented such a theological absurdity, since, like 
Hades in 402, and despite his inferior status and late entry into the 
pantheon, he was not 'made to be mortal ': ou pev y a p TI xardSviyros ys 
TETvntTo, cf. 901. Mythographers differed, or were silent, about Eeriboia, 
the stepmother of the Aloadai, and her relation to Hermes; no doubt he did 
the rescue because of hb legendary skill as a thief, cf. 390 C^EKACIFEV and S . 

West on Od. i-37ff. 
392-4 The next divine victim b Here, introduced in a v. that 

corresponds with 385; Herakles b the attacker both here and at 395ff. 
According to b T some thought that Here and Hades (at 395ff.) were 
wounded in the same incident, others that the infant Herakles wounded her 
for withdrawing her breast. 

395 Hades himself b wounded ev TOKTI, i.e. as one of those divine 
victims, again by arrow-shot (that b emphasized at 404, Herakles' club 
being a post-Homeric invention). He b ircAcbpios, 'huge' , a term applied 
14 x to a variety of individuals including Ares (twice) and especially 
appropriate here. The arrow, on the other hand, b swift (rather than the 
more exotic 4 triple-barbed', in the dative, of 393, cf. 11.5070.) in accord 
with regular formular rules for oTtrros -v. 

396-7 COUTOS b an Ionic contraction not otherwise in Homer, not 
necessarily because unknown in the oral tradition but because thb 
unparalleled phrase, 'the selfsame man 1 , is designed to be unusually 
emphatic and ironical. Here he b son of Zeus, at 392 of hb human father 
Amphitruon. Homer's source for his misdeeds b obscure — perhaps some 
predecessor of Panyassis* Herakleia (though TAT) PEV AI)PR|TR)P in Panyassb 
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frag. 16 is clearly derived from Homer as W . Kullmann noted, Das Wirken 
der Gölter in der Ilias, Berlin 1956, 13 n. 1; cf. also H. Erbse, RhM 104, 1961, 
162 n. 10}. The scholia, drawing on earlier discussions e.g. by local 
historians of the Argolid, offered a variety of explanations: (i) the reference 
is to Herakles* attack on the Pylians, either (a) for supporting Orkhomenos 
against Thebes (T on n .690) or (b) when he slew Neleus' sons at Pulos as 
recalled by Nestor at 11.690-3 (bT on 5.392-4), the Pylians being 
supported by Poseidon, Here and Hades according to the D-scholiast on 
11.690; or (ii) the incident occurred when Herakles became angry with 
Plouton-Hades for his opposition to the removal of Kerberos from the 
underworld (bT on 5.395-7, cf. 1 on Pindar, OL 9, 33). Aristarchus 
(Arn(?)/T) evidently took 397 Iv NOA«*) as equivalent to kv TTVATJ, i.e. at the 
gate (sc. of the underworld), an interpretation supported by ev vecveooi if 
this implies 'among the dead in Hades' (as when Helios at Od. 12.383 says 
he will go down to Hades Kai EV VEKUEOCTI «POETVW) rather than 'among the 
corpses on the battlefield' (cf. e.g. 10.349 and ev crivfjoiv VETCA&saoiv, of Ares, 
at 886). Rhythmical criteria are ambiguous; the former is favoured if the 
v. fails into two parts, with EV lluAcp EV VEKUEOTOI as a single phrase; but then 
it could be a rising threefolder. nuAc{> of the gate of the underworld is 
abrupt, and Herakles dealing death and destruction at Pulos at 11.690-3 
seems against it. The violent penetration of the underworld was an essential 
part of the mythical biography of Herakles, but the exact nature of the 
Pulos reference remains obscure. Pausanias (6.25.2) even assigned the 
incident to the Eleian Pulos, where Hades had a temple in his time. 

39&-402 Hades reacts as Aphrodite has done and Ares will do by 
rushing to Olumpos to be cured (comforting is not mentioned; unlike the 
childish Ares, he is too formidable for that). The versification is 
sophisticated: 398 is a rising threefolder (since irpos S&Mcr Atos is 
indivisible); 399 is technically four-colon but again falls into three (non-
rising) parts; integral enjambment leads into 400, with matching 
punctuation at the bucolic break. The emphasis on Hades' physical 
suffering is strong: already 'given over to pains' in 397, he is now 'grieving 
in his heart, pierced with pains* (Trrnrapi*£Vo$ alliterative like S&pa Aio$) -
for the arrow had been 'driven*, ¿ArjAcrro, into his shoulder (i.e. was lodged 
there, a unique expression) and distressed his spirit, kt̂ 6e 6e Ouyov |, cf. 
11.458. Alliteration becomes still more emphatic with the IT'S and 9's of 401 
(repeated with 402 at 900f. of the curing of Ares), cf. cm 6* fj-rna 9apiiaica 
Traaatv -EIV, twice in bk i t . The abrupt | TJKEOOT', in integral enjambment, 
emphasizes the rapidity of the cure, especially after the long words of 401 
where Paieon smoothes on his unguents (which are ¿Swi^pcrra, countering 
the oSuvai of 397 and 399). 

Paieon as a god of healing occurs only in this Book and at Od. 4.232, but 
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a Pajawone was known in Mycenaean Knossos, cf. Burkert, Religion 43; see 
on 1.473 for the Paieon as song of rejoicing for Apollo. That was sung after 
the god had ended the plague, and it is a short step to connect this, and 
Apollo himself, with healing in general; but Apollo and Paieon are still 
distinct in Hesiod frag. 307 M - W , i.e. the scholium on Od. 4.231; see 
further Burkert 44. The exact status of this Paieon on Olumpos remains in 
doubt, the oral tradition itself being probably flexible on the matter. At any 
rate Hades is cured, and his immortality asserted in a typically emphatic 
generalization in 402 to mark the end of the list of divine victims. One is 
only surprised that his removal from the underworld to Olumpos, 
temporary as it is, does not provoke more comment. 

4 0 3 - 4 Or rather, there is a sense of outrage, but it is all directed against 
Herakles (to whom the exclamatory nominatives of 403 refer, right back to 
3g6f.). The language is unusually violent: opptpoepyos recurs only at 
22.418, where Priam applies the term to Akhilieus who is defiling his son's 
body; and Ttcpi 5' atouAa is what the enraged river Skamandros says 
to Akhilieus, again, at 21 .214-this hero has, after all, something of 
Herakles' manic quality at times. Aristarchus, however, read aicruAoepyos 
(Did/T); that could be correct, since os OGK OOTT' aTorvAa pc£cov would then 
be the kind of etymological appendage not uncommon in Homer, with 
pc£cov picking up -cpyos. 

4 0 6 - 9 Diomedes is a fool if he does not see that attacking gods means 
imminent death: 407 is a solemn pronouncement, prepared for by the 
formality of o05i TO ol6c KCCTCX <ppeva in 406 and with 407 paV adding 
weight to the whole sentence. Its theology, however, is complex. Being 
supported by one god does not necessarily save one from punishment by 
another; but then Athene is a powerful goddess, one who can regularly 
protect Odysseus against Poseidon in the Odyssey. Yet physical attacks on 
gods are a different matter; they are against the basic order of things and 
therefore contravene Moira itself. Attacks on Zeus or the gods as a whole 
(as for example by Tuphoeus and the Aloadai) are punished by death; 
Herakles survived his attacks on Apollo, Hades and others, but then he was 
Zeus's son; ordinary mortals are different and the general rule applies. 
Nevertheless Diomedes himself, despite the graphic and pathetic w . which 
follow, will survive unharmed; the tradition did not record a violent death 
for him, and Athene's support was evidently crucial. 

The intimacy of 7Tcnrrra£ovaiv, 'call (him) papa' (as Nausikaa docs 
Alkinoos at Od. 6.57) is acceptable from a mother comforting her daughter, 
i.e. not in a heroic context: so bT. But the meaning is not (as they also 
thought) that impiety is punished by crrecvia, but rather that such a one 
does not return from war at all to his wife and family, cf. Od. i2-42f. 

4 1 0 - 1 1 EI Kai paAa KocpTtpos COTI(V) | recurs at 13.316, but a more 
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significant parallel is 1.178, where Agamemnon tells Akhilleus | ci uaAoc 
KapTEpos eoai, 6EOS TTOU ooi TO y * E&COKEV. Diomedes should consider (says 
Dione) whether a better god than Aphrodite at fighting) might not 
confront him —perhaps a forward reference to Ares, as T asserts, but 
perhaps also to Apollo. 

412-15 T h e threat has been veiled so far, now the possible consequences 
are openly envisaged: Diomedes* wife Aigialeia ('ABprjcm'vrj, daughter of 
Adrestos, cf. e.g. 9 . 5 5 7 Euenine for the patronymic, also E. Vermeule, 
PCPS 33, 1987, 136) will wake her household with wailing for her dead 
husband. Dione's tone is disturbing and ironic as she describes in measured 
terms this aristocratic young wife distraught with grief. V . 412 6TJV, 'for 
long', echoes adjectival Sqvatos in 407 - this waking of the household will 
persist for many nights. 91A0US oiicfjas is significant too: the servants are 
dear to her because they are all she has. V . 414 is rhythmically distinct, 
probably a rising threefolder; there is something passionate about 
alliterative iroOicvaa irooiv, especially after the tender KoupiSiov, with TOV 
ctpKrrov "Axcn&v like an epitaph at the end, ironic as b T suggest and with 
demonstrative TOV equivocally tacked on to the ancient formula. Finallv 
415 (hardly interpolated as Leaf thought, but touching in its formality) 
reverts to Aigialeia; she is not only Trepi^pcov as in 412 but also i<pdiur), a 
stalwart wife, in chiastic balance with Diomedes as iimoSapoio. 

416 Aphrodite's wound is only a graze despite the agony (352, 354); 
medical treatment is unnecessary, and Dione just wipes away the blood-
equivalent with both hands. ¡X&, acc. of masc. »x<*>P at 340 (see on 339-42 
and 353-4 fa-), »s the divine equivalent of blood in these two Homeric 
passages alone. O f unknown etymology, it means lymph or serum in Plato, 
Aristotle and Hippocratic writers, something similar at Aeschylus, Ag. 
1480. It was used in spoken Ionic according to Shipp, Vocabulary s.v., and 
must have struck the poet as a suitable pseudo-technical term. 

4x7 A specially composed v., conspicuously asyndetic. aA6rro literally 
means 'nourished itself, i.e. grew whole, from aAdatvto (q.v. in Chantraine, 
Diet.) - nothing to do with oC£co as b T thought but from root aA-, 
'nourish1, cf. Lat. alo. 

418-21 Athene's departure from the battlefield was not specially noted, 
but cf. 51 of. That the goddesses are replying in kind to Zeus taunting them 
at 4.5-12 (so bT) is confirmed by verbal echoes: 

418 | cri 6' OUT' Etoopocooat 4.9-10 ticropoaxjai | TEpircoOov 

419 | KEpTopioj; rrrEEcrot Aia 4.5-6 rrrapctTo Kpovi'8r)s cpdh^iptv 
KpoviSijv ip&i£ov *Hpr|v | KEPTOPIOIS ETTEEOOI 

At 762 Here will address Zeus with similar apparent hesitation to that of 
421 here; both w . draw on an interlocking formular system, cf. e.g. 20.301 
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KEXOACOARRAI aT KCV "A)(iAArus |, 23.543 KEXOACBAOJIAI aT K£ TCAKROTJS I AND 

Od. 1.158 f j Kai uoi v£ji£OT|<JEai 6 m KEV airw; 
422-5 The taunt itself is expressed in a complex 4-v. sentence in which 

two participial clauses, with a relative clause interposed, lead in an almost 

Latin style through three enjambments to delayed main verb and direct 
object. 'Assuredly Kupris, in inciting some Achaean woman to follow the 
Trojans whom now she terribly loves, caressing one of those fine-robed 
Achaean women, on a golden pin has scratched her slender hand*: 
subtleties only apparent in Greek are the separation of Tiva from 'AxcniaScov 
in 422, the resumptive T & V T t v a and addition of eOrrcirAcov to 'Axonioficov 
in 424 and the sarcastic a p a i r j v as epithet of x̂ Tpoc in 425. Kocppc^ouoa is a 
syncopated form of KorrapE^owra, cf. 372 Korrepê ev and 373-4^ All this is 
close in spirit to 3.406-9, where Helen invited Aphrodite (who was trying 
to get her into bed with Paris) to 'go and sit at his side, renouncing the path 
of the gods... be for ever grieving over and guarding him, until he makes 
you either his w i f e - o r his concubine*. The implications of 422f. are 
unmistakable: Aphrodite had sent one of the Achaean women, namely 
Helen, to follow the Trojans whom she ' terribly loved * - as she loved Paris 
according to Helen's sneer at 3-408f.; the very words are used by Aphrodite 
herself in that same context at 3.415, but of Helen, &>s vOv ciorrayAa 91X^0x2. 
Behind all lies the Judgement of Paris, specifically mendoned only at 
24.28-30 but underlying the whole relationship between Paris and 
Aphrodite and the hostility towards Helen of Here and Athene. 

426-7 The goddesses had * muttered against * Zeus at 4.20 after his little 
joke; here the father of men and gods merely smiles as at 1 5 . 4 7 , then 
summons Aphrodite and addresses her kindly, perhaps to annoy the others. 

4 2 8 - 3 0 His benevolent words make a dignified conclusion to the 
episode as he restores order by reminding Aphrodite of her true function, 
and foreshadows further involvement by the other two. 

431-518 Now Diomedes attacks Apolloy who is holding the wounded Aineias, and 
is repulsed. The god makes an image of Aineias over which the two sidesJight, and tells 
Ares to put an end to Diomedes* rampage. Ares stirs up Trojan resistance (as does 
Sarpedon through a rebuke to Hektor), and Apollo sends the real Aineias, now divinelj 
cured, back into action 

431 A standard v. for closing off a conversation and moving to a different 
scene of action. 

4 3 2 - 3 Diomedes rushes at Aineias, the concealing cloud of 3 4 4 - 6 

irrelevant as he recognizes both him and the god holding him (yiyvcooKEiv 
again, cf. 128, 182, 331, and later 815, 824). 

4 3 4 — 5 His lack of respect even for the powerful Apollo goes against the 
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s p i r i t o f A t h e n e ' s i n s t r u c t i o n a t 1 2 ^ - 3 2 ; b u t h e is p a s s i o n a t e t o finish o f f a n d 
p l u n d e r h i s v i c t i m - IETO 8 ' A M | is s t r o n g e r t h a n i t m a y s e e m , b e i n g u s e d 
a t 13 .424 o f I d o m e n e u s * d e s i r e t o k i l l a T r o j a n o r d i e i n t h e a t t e m p t . 

4 3 6 - 9 D i o m e d e s h u r l s h i m s e l f t h r i c e a g a i n s t t h e g o d a n d is t h r i c e 
r e p u l s e d ; a f o u r t h a t t e m p t l e a d s t o a d r a m a t i c r e b u k e . T h e c l i m a c t i c 
| T p i s . . . | T p i s . . . T O - r i r a p T o v p a t t e r n r e c u r s 3 X m o r e , a t (a) 16.702-6, (b) 

1 6 . 7 8 4 - 6 a n d ( r ) 2 0 . 4 4 5 - 9 , a l l v e r y l i k e t h e p r e s e n t p a s s a g e ; t h e o r a l 
p r e d i l e c t i o n for 4 t h r i c e ' is a l s o e x e m p l i f i e d a t 1 8 . 1 5 5 , 2 1 . 1 7 6 a n d 2 2 . 1 6 5 

( w i t h TO T c r c t p T o v a t 22.208). (a) is e q u i v a l e n t t o 4 3 5 f . b u t s l i g h t l y f u l l e r : 

Tpi$ Miv ¿err' ayx&vos -niyeos uyrjAoio 
f T a T p o K A o s , T p i s 6* aCrrov OTTTEOTV^XI^EV "ATTOXXCOV 

X«p€oty' aOavaTTjai «paEivTjv 0Knri6a vvcracov. 

T h e n e x t v . i n e a c h c a s e is t h e s a m e , s o t o o | Ceivcr 5 * ¿ { J O x A r j a a s i n 4 3 9 a n d 
1 6 . 7 0 6 ; a p u n g e n t d i v i n e r e b u k e f o l l o w s i n b o t h , w i t h x o t & o as a c o m m o n 

e l e m e n t . T h e r e b u k e d h e r o r e t r e a t s i n f e a r i n a n a l m o s t i d e n t i c a l p a i r o f w . 
( 4 4 3 f . ~ i 6 . 7 i o f . ) . (b) is n o t q u i t e s o c l o s e ; P a t r o k l o s l e a p s t h r i c e l i k e A r e s 
(| T p i s iicv c m i T * c i T o p o v o c r e c u r s e x a c t l y ) w i t h a g r e a t s h o u t , k i l l i n g t h r i c e 
n i n e m o r t a l s i n t h e a t t a c k ; t h e n 1 6 . 7 8 6 = 438 h e r e ( 4 b u t w h e n f o r t h e 
f o u r t h t i m e . . . ' ) . (<•) b e g i n s w i t h A k h i l l e u s a t t a c k i n g i n t h e s a m e f o r m u l a , 
T p i s . . . r r r o p o v o x ; t h e n e x t v . r e l a t e s d e t a i l s p a r t i c u l a r t o t h e e p i s o d e , t h e n 
c o m e s ' b u t w h e n f o r t h e f o u r t h t i m e ' a n d | 6 c i v a 6 ' 6uo*cXr|cras a s a t 439 a n d 
16.706, f o l l o w e d b y n r t a T r r t p o e v T a T r p o a r ) 0 5 a J as i n t h e l a t t e r . T h e 

s u b s e q u e n t r e b u k e is t o H e k t o r n o t t h e g o d , t h o u g h A p o l l o is a l s o i n v o l v e d . 
F e n i k (TBS 4 6 - 8 ) c o n c l u d e s t h a t 4 A l t h o u g h t h e t h r e e scenes a r e r e l a t e d , 

i t is f u t i l e t o t r y t o e s t a b l i s h a c h r o n o l o g i c a l r e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n 
t h e m . . . t h e y b e l o n g t o a c o m m o n t y p e t h a t is o l d e r t h a n t h e m a l l . ' T h a t is 
c o r r e c t , a n d A n a l y t i c a l a t t e m p t s t o e s t a b l i s h p r i o r i t y f o r o n e o r t h e o t h e r 
h a v e p r o v e d v a i n b o t h h e r e a n d w i t h m o s t o t h e r scenes s h a r i n g t y p i c a l 
d e t a i l s o r p a t t e r n s o r b o t h . Y e t ' c o m m o n t y p e ' is a l m o s t t o o a b s t r a c t a 
d e s c r i p t i o n . S o m e s i n g e r o r t e l l e r o f tales o n s o m e d e f i n i t e b u t u n r e c o n -
s t r u c t a b l e o c c a s i o n m u s t h a v e i n i t i a t e d t h e ' t h r e e t i m e s . . . t h e n t h e f o u r t h ' 
p a t t e r n , b u i l d i n g p e r h a p s o n t h r e e as a t y p i c a l n u m b e r f o r m u l t i p l e e v e n t s . 
S i m i l a r l y s o m e p a r t i c u l a r b u t u n r e c o v e r a b l e a c t o f i m a g i n a t i o n m u s t h a v e 
i n i t i a t e d t h e p h y s i c a l - a t t a c k - o n - a - g o d i d e a , t h o u g h t h a t c e r t a i n l y l a y f a r i n 
t h e p a s t , p e r h a p s i n a M e s o p o t a m i a n r a t h e r t h a n a G r e e k c o n t e x t . V a r i o u s 
v e r s i o n s o f s u c h a t t a c k s w e r e n o d o u b t t r i e d a n d d e v e l o p e d , a n d a t s o m e 
p o i n t t h e t r i p l e p a t t e r n w a s i n c o r p o r a t e d . T h e r e s u l t is i n t e n s e l y d r a m a t i c 
a n d s o b e c a m e p a r t o f t h e t y p i c a l r e p e r t o i r e o f h e r o i c p o e t r y , t o b e 
e x p r e s s e d i n f o r m u l a r l a n g u a g e as t h e t r a d i t i o n d e v e l o p e d , w i t h o m i s s i o n s 
o r e x t r a d e t a i l s a p p r o p r i a t e t o d i f f e r e n t o c c a s i o n s a n d p e r s o n n e l . 

439 ¿ K a c p y o s 'ATTOXACOV | I O X / / . , u n d e r s t o o d as f r o m BEDS ( ' w o r k i n g 
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from afar') by the poets, though probably from IKCOV ('working at will*) in 
origin: cf. Chantraine, Diet. svv. ¿KctEpyos, eioipoAos, and 53-411. fin. 

4 4 0 - 2 Apollo's warning comes in a compact and closely enjambed 3-v. 
sentence, proceeding from sharp deterrence (through the rhetorical 
assonance of 9pa££o...Kori xoc^o) to broader prohibition ('don't think on a 
par with gods') justified by an epigrammatic general rule ('there is no 
similarity between the races of gods and men'). 9por£co is formular as first 
word, 7 x //., 2 x Od., a position occupied by in its other two 
occurrences (including 16.707). The rhyming combination of the two, cf. 
acrCTov...6aaoov at 6.143, is naive but effective; an equally homely touch 
is the dismissive description, unique in Homer (though cf. xotpaiyEvlcov), of 
men as X0^10* tpxopfvcov, 'that walk on the ground'. 

445-8 A unique and striking episode: Apollo places Aineias out of 
harm's way in his temple in Troy, where he is miraculously healed. On 
Pergamos see 4.508^; it is the acropolis of Ilios (cf. also 460), on which any 
temple would obviously be imagined; Athene's was there (6.88) as b T 
remarked, as indeed in Hellenistic times - the foundations are still visible -
and no doubt also in Troy V I I I . Pergamos is 'sacred' for this reason 
perhaps, though Ilios itself is regularly so described, e.g. "IXtos -v ipt| -v 16 x 
//., cf. S. West on Od. 1.2. Apollo's mother and sister are imagined as 
healing Aineias* shattered thigh in the god's aBvnrov or inner shrine (only 
here and at 512). Their presence there is unparalleled in Homer, but the 
three deities seem to have had a common cult at Dreros in Crete as early 
as around 725 B.C. That is the probable foundation-date of the temple there, 
its three hammered bronze cult-statues being perhaps slightly later (see 
J. N. Coldstream, Geometric Greece, London 1977, 297^ and 291 n. 49; for 
circumstantial evidence from Delphi and Dclos cf. Burkert, Religion 48-9 
and HyAp i58f) . The wound was a drastic one (cf. 305-10) requiring 
something more than the healing powers even of a Makhaon, for whom 
there was in any case no Trojan equivalent. The cure had to be divine, 
therefore; Apollo was otherwise occupied (and see on 398-402, second 
para.), and his mother and sister, as goddesses, balance Dione who had 
earlier cured Aphrodite. They not only cured him but also KU6OCIVOV, 

literally 'gave him glory*: hardly medical encouragement (bT), even 
though Od. 14.438 KU8OCIVS 8c OvpovOVOKTOS means 'cheered his heart', but 
closer akin to Ares KuSei yaicov after his cure at 906. 

449-50 Another untypical incident follows (though not wholly un-
paralleled in II. as Fenik, TBS 48, claims) as Apollo makes an image of 
Aineias over which the two sides fight. dScoAov etc. (4 x //., 9 x Od.) is 
usually a wraith of the dead as in the formula vfa/xai, cT8coAa KayovTcov |; at 
Od. 4.796, however, Athene created an eTBcoAov of Iphthime who appeared 
to Penelope as though in a dream; and at 2i.6oof. Apollo makes himself'in 
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all respects like Agenor himself and so draws Akhilleus away from the 
fleeing Trojans. eT5ooXov does not appear there, though COIKCO$ does, and the 
basic idea of Apollo making a hero's image as a distraction (whether or not 
by disguising himself) is the same. | axnfy T* Aiveiqt resembles 
| aCrrcp...'AyTjvopi at 21.600, but KCC» Twypn TOIOV |, 'and such as him in 
armour', has no close parallel - there is a different use of TOTOV at the v~e 
at 483. The assonance and alliteration of TFO£', -TO£OS and rtvy(£oi TOTOV 

add litde and are somewhat distracting. 
452-3 These w . recur at 12.425^, but 453 contains difficulties none the 

less, fkxias | is usually taken as an adjective, but its other 5 Iliadic instances 
are substantival, i.e. as ox-hides. Separation of epithet and noun over the 
v-e is rare and nearly always inelegant; far better, then, to take ftocias as 
a noun here ('shields', simply, cf. p&v for shield at 7.238), with 453 as 
elaboration. AaiorjTa are mentioned nowhere else in II.; they are long as 
opposed to round according to Arn/A on 12.426, but that is probably just 
a guess. Other comments in the scholia are equally unhelpful, as also with 
irrcpocvTcx. According to Herodotus 7.91 the XcnoTjiov was a Cilician ox-
hide shield; Lorimer (HM 195) accordingly took them as Trojan here, with 
TS distributive, but that seems doubtful. aoiriSas EOKUKAOI/S (etc.) recurs 3 x 
elsewhere, despite which v. 453 looks like a rhapsodic gloss. 

455-9 Apollo's invitation to Ares to re-enter the fighting corresponds 
closely with Athene's invitation to him to leave it at 31-4; and draws on her 
language there. The same v. of address (see on 31) is followed in each case 
by the same sort of polite question, | OUK av 8r| with aor. optative. Ares is 
to get rid of Diomedes - 457 repeats Aphrodite's indignant description of 
him at 362, then 458 specifies her wound more clearly (see on 339), while 
CTTCOOVTO Scripovi loos repeats the wording of the actual attack at 438. 

461 Apollo has withdrawn to his temple (445~8n.); now in this rising 
threefolder Ares goes among the Trojans and urges them on. Aristarchus 
(Did/T) reported divergence over Tpcoa$ or Tpfixxs, the Sinope, Cyprus 
and Antimakhos texts (vol. 1, 42f.) having the former, the 'common' text 
the latter. Despite that, Tpcxov became the vulgate reading and may well 
be preferable to either. 

462 Akamas will be killed at 6.7f.; meanwhile he is a suitable disguise 
for Thracian Ares (cf. 13.298-303). 

463-4 The god addresses Priam's sons in particular, perhaps as prelude 
to Sarpedon's rebuke to Hektor which follows — where at 475f. Hektor's 
brothers and brothers-in-law are said to be conspicuous by their absence 
from the fighting. Fenik (TBS48f.) points out the typical elements in this 
brief parainesis, comparing 466 with 15735^ (which is not quite the same, 
however). 

465 An organic but untraditional v. Neither tcrovEodai nor Eaacrrc 
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exactly recur and the short dat. plur. 'Ayaiois cannot be easily amended; 
Aaov 'AxaioTs | looks like an awkward adaptation of the common formula 
Aao$ -v 'Axaicov |, 19 x //. Shipp (.Studies 2480.) is probably right that 
the dat. depends on EOOOCTE rather than being, irregularly, * of the agent' (so 
too at 8.244 a n d 21 -556f.): ' . . . leave the troops to the Achaeans to be killed 
[«. by them]*. 

466 Zenodotus and most MSS read TroiT)if|oi, Aristarchus (Did/T), 
wrongly, TTOITJTOTOI. 

467 j KEITOU avrip 6s -v recurs at 16.558, cf. also | KEITOI XapTrrjikov/ 
TlarpoKAos at 16.541, 18.20. 

468 According to b T it was right not to mention Aphrodite here as at 
248, since Ankhises is the parent who matters to the Trojans. That is true, 
since Ares' tone is undeniably businesslike. 

470 This (probable) rising threcfolder occurs 10 x //. ( + 3X Oupos -v 
EKOCOTOU | only) and must have been well established in the oral tradition; 
yet it ignores the effect of digamma in (f)EKdorov. The pronunciation of 
the semi-vowel must have been under change for at least two or three 
generations; see further Hoekstra, Modifications 42ff. 

471 Sarpedon, appearing for the first time after his entry in the Trojan 
Catalogue (see 6630. for his name), now strongly rebukes Hektor, paXa 
VEIKEOEV, in a typical scene that complements Ares' rebuke of the sons of 
Priam just before and is structurally similar to it. Fenik has a useful 
discussion of this * rebuke pattern' ( T B S 49-52; cf. 24-6 for the broader 
'consultation pattern'), of which the strongest other instances are i6.536ff. 
and 17.14off.; in both of these it is Glaukos that rebukes Hektor. In other 
and less impressive examples Kebriones or Apollo disguised is the rebuker, 
Hektor or occasionally Aincias the one rebuked. In every case the result is 
that the Trojans advance, but not for long, with Aias prominent among 
those that check them; often darkness is cast over the battie by a god as at 
5o6f. here. Clearly we are dealing with an established archetype varied 
according to circumstances. Since the three most elaborate instances all 
involve Lycian rebukes to Hektor for ignoring the allies, it looks as though 
this was a fundamental application, therefore that the broader theme of 
quarrelling between Trojans and allies was stronger in the old poetical 
tradition than It. suggests. Such rebukes are often unjustified (see also on 
800-34), w»*h Hektor simply engaged elsewhere. Yet he has played almost 
no part in the fighting since the truce in bk 3 (there is a passing mention 
of him at 4.505), and the typical rebuke pattern may well have struck the 
composer as a convenient way both of involving him once more and of 
introducing Sarpedon as a sympathetic and ultimately pathetic figure. 

473 irou: 41 suppose you kept telling yourself ; E^EPEV may refer to 
Hektor's own name (so Willcock). No adequate reason is suggested for 
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Hektor's imagined, and by realistic standards improbable, neglect of the 
allies, which may be a purely rhetorical or typological device (but see 
previous n.). 

4 7 5 - 6 Actually two sons of Priam had died in action quite recently, at 

4 7 7 - 8 6 Sarpedon's praise of allied devotion becomes increasingly 
emotional. V. 478, a rising threefolder emphasized by the colon-end rhyme 
Éywv...kbv, develops the idea of E-rrixoupoi in the preceding v.: 'For I am 
an ally, and have come from very far afield', as 479 then demonstrates by 
apparently adapting the relevant entry in the Achaean Catalogue, 2.877, 
TTJXÓOEV IK Auxírjs, EóvQou cnro SIVTJEVTOS. For a similar reference to allies 
fighting far from home and family cf. 16.538-40. Next in 48of. comes a 
typical heroic combination of sentiment and materialism: he has left behind 
a wife, a baby son - and desirable property. Integral enjambment and 
excited assonance follow with ToTov...oTov...9¿poi£V...áyoi£V before this 
agile speaker returns, through 485 -rvvrj 8' ÉOTTJKOS, to Hektor's stolid and 
spondaic non-involvement. 

4 7 8 T|KCO may be Attic as Shipp claims (Studies 248); it recurs at Od. 
13.325 and in a few MSS elsewhere, but IKCO (etc.) is usually preferred. 

4 8 1 KÓ6, as though he had said KCTTEXITTOV in the previous v., exemplifies 
a regular idiom, cf. 3.268, 7.168, 23.755. 

483—4 Shipp, Studies 249, calls the hiatus after i*a)(r)oao6ai and 'Axatoi 
' comparatively uncommonwrongly, since hiatus at colon-breaks is both 
regular and frequent. 9¿p£iv KOÍ óyeiv became standard Greek for taking 
booty, the former referring to portable goods, the latter to people and 
cattle. 

485 For tOvt) see 16.64-50. 
486 cópccCT»: hiatus is more acceptable before the initial long vowel of 

the contracted form (which Aristarchus accepted, Arn/A on 18.265, cf. bT 
here) than it would be with óápeaoi which one might otherwise expect (cf. 
9.327 óápow). 

4 8 7 - 8 The second of these has strong formular content and is harmless, 
but the first, on which it depends, presents grave difficulties. The long a of 
ctXóvrc is surprising (cf. áAoüaa at e.g. 2.374, a n d Chantraine, GH 1, 18) 
and its dual termination inexplicable (though see further on 9.182)- i t 
cannot refer to wives as well (bT), and only under strain to his troops. 
OCT's Aivoi* is unjustified for vulgate Xivou (before (f)aXóirre); Bentley's 
Xívou TTavóypoio aXóvTES is one remedy, not especially convincing. Then 
Leafs feeling about Xivov Trccvorypov, that it sounds un-Homeric as 
periphrasis for a net, will be shared by many. Elsewhere Xivov means 
'thread' rather than 'net' , until Hellenistic poetry at least; neither 
TTÓvaypos nor ccvfTBcs recurs in Homer, and the latter does not otherwise 
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mean 'mesh* before Oppian. Major corruption of 487, or interpolation of 
both w . , seems probable. Again, since the A scholia are missing for 335 to 
636, Aristarchus' opinion, which would be helpful here, is not available. 

490-3 Sarpedon*s rebuke ends strongly: 490 should probably be heard 
as a rising threefolder, placing even more stress on | aot 6c XP1! i the four 
ponderous words which constitute 491 reinforce the earnest effect, and 492 
provides a distinctive and more dactylic ending which reverts to the initial 
reproach motif, KpcrT£pr^v...£vmf|v. 

493-7 Such speeches of reproach or advice usually result in direct 
action, without further comment, by those to whom they are addressed. In 
493 6CCK€ is from Soocvco, literally 'bite'; afterwards the expression becomes 
very standard, 494 recurring 4 X //., 495^ 2 x and 497 3 x . Indeed the 
whole of 494-7 recurs at 6.103-6 in a similar context, with Hektor again 
springing into action after lengthy advice from Helenos. 

497-8 £A€AixfH)CTav means * were turned round', from eAioaciv, in a form 
perhaps affected by confusion with IAEA^EIV = 'shake' (cf. Chantraine, GH 
1, 132). 497 = 17.343. ar*d 498 recurs at 15.312 down to OOAMES, with 
<popr)6ev | 5 x //. 

499-505 As often, a simile is used to focus part of the description of mass 
fighting: 'As the wind carries chaff over the holy threshing-floors when men 
are winnowing, when golden-haired Demeter separates the grain and the 
chaff under the hastening winds, and the heaps [of chaff] gradually whiten, 
so then did the Achaeans become white with dust above, which the horses' 
hooves kicked up between them to the brazen sky as they fought at close 
quarters and the charioteers made the horses wheel.' The image is redolent 
of peaceful activity and rural charm in contrast with the fighting here; the 
threshing-floors are holy because Demeter herself presides over them (cf. 
bread as ANURJTEPOS COOT) at 13.322, 21.76); she is golden like the colour of 
ripe corn. As the winnowers throw the corn up with their fans the winds 
blow the pale chaff to one side, and whitened heaps are formed. This is 
likened by the poet to the white dust that covers the Achaeans; at 3.13 it 
had risen from their feet as they marched, here they are stationary and it 
is the horses that produce it. The effect is vigorous if a little forced, 503 
being rhythmically abrupt and the whirling chariots otherwise out of place 
among these static ranks (497f.). axvai and axvpptat are probably related, 
cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. axvpa; a y nnpioyopevcov is sometimes taken as 
referring to the horses in 504 rather than 81* OUT&V in 503. For another 
winnowing simile see 13.588-92. 

506-18 The quite complicated style continues, with long sentences, 
noticeable subordination and four integral enjambments in 506-11. The 
whole passage was suspected by Leaf and parts of it by others; it contains 
a few unusual features but the restitution of the real Aineias to the battle 
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needs to be mentioned somehow, moreover the episode as a whole has a 
certain vigour. 

506-7 oi 6c could refer to the Trojans, or to both sides together, not to 
chariot-borne warriors as b T proposed. 'Carried straight on the might of 
their hands' b clumsy, but littie more so than ucvoç 6* Î6ùç çépov ocOrr&v | 
in impeccable surroundings at 16.602, cf. also 519-2in., 4.447^ and 
20.108. Commentators are divided over whether to take pôxr) with CKOCAU^« 

or Tpcteocnv; 1.521 l*ôxQ Tpcôcooiv ôprjyeiv | strongly suggests the latter, 
and L e a f s idea that ucrxT) might be taken enro KOIVOO can be firmly rejected. 
Covering the combatants in darkness supports, rather than casts doubt on, 
the authenticity of the context, since this b a typical consequence of a 
rebuke-scene as Fenik shows, TBS 52-4, paralleled at 16.567, i7.268ff., 
17.368^, 17.591 and 17.644. The curious view that the dust-whitened 
Achaeans would stand out as targets b recorded by bT. 

508-11 A short résumé of Ares' reasons for action, inessential but not 
alien to the oral style ; such summaries are especially common with divine 
actions or intentions, cf. 11.74-7, 13.347-60, 1 5 . 5 9 3 - 5 . T h b one b not 
completely accurate over what Apollo had told Ares at 4 5 5 - 9 , also Athene's 
departure b not remarked elsewhere; again that kind of looseness over 
details b easily paralleled. — | Oot'pow "ATTOXAOÛVOS X P ^ ^ Ô P 0 ^ recurs only 
at 15.256. There is nothing unusual in the relative rarity of a name-epithet 
group at the v.-beginning, but 'with golden sword' b an unexpected 
attribute for a god whose typical weapon b the bow; it recurs at HyAp 395. 
Apollo saw that Athene had gone, ot'xop£vr|V [contra Fenik, TBS 55 n. 44) ; 
she was AavaoTcriv àprjycbi/1 to balance Apollo as Tpcôcooiv ¿p^ycov | 4 w . 
earlier, but here àpriycbv b a noun, cf. 4.7 6oiai pèv MevtAâcp âpT|yôvc$ «cri 
ôeâcov. 

512-18 The restoration of Aineias to batde b inconspicuously achieved 
by Apollo (aCrroç 6* in 512), the EISGJAOV of 449 ignored. 

514—16 H b companions rejoice - TOI 6E x<*PTLAOTV |, with the whole of 
515, recurs at 7.307^ see 7.308^ion. imt. The half-v. cumulation in 516, Kal 
pevos Ê06X0V IXOVTOC> A unique and surely a feeble phrase, serves to 
dbtingubh the position from that in bk 7: there the Trojans are glad to 
welcome Hektor back from danger, here Aineias b ready for action (at 
54 iff.). 

517 TTOVOÇ ôAAoç recurs only at Od. 1 1 . 5 4 a n c* could be emended to 
iTOVos ctÎTivs ( 3 x //.). Yet TTOVOS frequently means 'toil of batde', cf. 84n. 
and e.g. 1 3 . 3 4 4 , and TTOVOÇ ôAAoç may therefore simply mean 'fresh toil', 
cf. e.g. 4 . 3 3 4 . More difficult b àpyvpôroÇoç by itself of Apollo; Shipp 
(Studies 249) b correct against Leaf that there b no exact Homeric parallel, 
cwooiyaios b closest. 

518 For "Epiç T* âuoTov u^iavna see on 4.440-1. 
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5ty-jto The battle continues; despite individual successes the Achaeeais are slowly 

forced back as Ares supports the Trojans. Agamemnon, Aineias, Afenelaos, Anlilokhos 
and Hektor all have their moments of trtumph; then Tlepolemos succumbs to Sarptdon 
in a major episode, and Hektor becomes even more of a danger 

5 1 9 - 2 1 | TOUS 6 ' : the Achaeans. Aias, the great defensive fighter, is always 
prominent when the Achaeans are under pressure; on Aiairre see 2.40611. oi 
5c tcai aCrrot |, 2 x Od.: their own resistance hardly needs stressing, and 521 
perhaps tries to make up for this by its unusual expression in the style of 
506, q.v. with n. The plurals are rhetorical; pt'as recurs only 2 x II. and of 
winds, but 7 x Od.; ICOKOS is found only here (and the singular twice, once 
as a personification at 740). icoKrj and related icoxpo^ imply no more than 
'batde-throng* elsewhere, but 'pursuit* is a likely meaning here and 
supports the probable connexion with 5IU>KG>. 

522-7 Unyielding resistance is often described by a simile; the present 
one is striking and unusual, with the four warriors like still clouds set by 
Zeus over the high peaks of mountains (cf. Od. 19.205) in windless weather. 
One sees it often in the Aegean, each island peak topped by its own white 
cloud. The shrill winds that can blow up and scatter them suggest the 
tensions among which Aias and the others remain sublimely unmoved. 
Cloud similes are found elsewhere, but not to represent stillness - Zeus 
removes the cloud from a great peak at 16.297^ Moulton may be right 
(Similes 63) to balance the present instance against the mist and clouds of 
Ares* rapid ascent to Olumpos at 864ff., though that image is obscure in 
contrast with great simplicity and clarity here. — 523 viivcptris, a temporal 
genitive (Ameis-Hentze), begins a series of peaceful words that continues 
with ¿rrpspas and EvSijcn before the onset of violence with £orxp£t£>v, 
TTvotfjotv Aiyvpfjoi and OEVTES. O n | £axpcicov ( = 'violent', 3X It. of 
warriors) cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. £axpiyns; a compound of £a = 61a 
(intensive) and a form related to aor. ixpcx(f)€ (cf. xP<*v«v, 'attack*), it 
should presumably be spelled £oxpo£cov. 

527 = 15.622; P 41 omits, wronglv (contra Boiling, External Evidence 88). 
The simile is now referred to the Achaeans in general. 

5 2 8 - 3 2 The exhortation is a typical component of general battle 
scenes; here the Achaeans are standing firm (cf. 527 pevov CICTESOV) around 
their other leaders, with Agamemnon moving through the throng. T h e 
exhortation recurs in Aias* mouth at 15.561-4, with Kcri ai8&0EO©' EVI 
for Kat aAxipov rj-rop IXEO6E here. The commoner address is avEpE$ EOTE, 

(pt'Aot, pvrjoao^E 5c 6oupi5o$ aAtcfis (7 x //.), but variation was sometimes 
sought in repetitive formal elements. — The vulgate spellingOISETOOE in 530, 
retained in O C T despite Leaf, should probably be changed to ccISEcrfe from 
cnSoiion (cf. oriSoiJEvcov in the next v.), and similarly elsewhere when 
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mctrically possible; atSopai is the older form, cf. Chantraine, GH i, 
31 of. 

The epigrammatic quality of 53if. in particular is typical of such short 
protreptic speeches. Beneath the fine words lies a severely practical 
message: stick together, look after each other, it's safer that way; those who 
retreat win no glory and risk their lives as well. 

5 3 3 - 4 0 Agamemnon throws immediately after his parainesis (like Hektor 
at 15.429) and hits Deikoon in the lower b e l l y - h e specializes in painful 
wounds, not least in his aristeia early in bk 11 (Friedrich, Verwtmdung 59ff.), 
though nothing is made of the victim's agony here. 

5 3 4 - 5 Deikoon and his father Pergasos appear only here. Their names 
sound authentic enough: Deikoon is literally ' e n e m y - w a t c h e r f r o m Sfji'os 
and KOECO, cf. Koon, Demokoon, Hippokoon, Deipulos, Deiphobos, von 
Kamptz, Personeimamen 107, 167; Pergasos has an Asiatic suffix, cf. 
Pergamos at 446 and 460 and Pergases as Carian place-name (but also 
Pergase as Attic deme), von Kamptz i57f., 341-3. 

5 3 5 - 6 Imbrios at 13 .171-6 similarly stands out among the Trojans and 
is honoured by Priam like his own sons; he comes from Pedaios, which has 
the same name as Antenor's illegitimate son at 69f., and Aineias' Dardanian 
lieutenants at 2.822f. are also sons of Antenor. Such coincidences are often 
due to unconscious association, especially over minor and more or less 
fictitious characters and places. Here the Trojans honour Deikoon for his 
quickness among the front fighters, a routine description conferring little 
individuality. 

5 3 7 - 4 0 537-9 ~ 17.517-19; other similarities between bks 5 and 17 
have already been noticed, e.g. in 47 m., ^06-jn. Jm. At 17.517 occurs the 
more regular form, tcai ^OAEV 'Apr)TO 10 KCCT* acnriSa Travroa* EKTT]V, since the 
standard way (9 x //.) of saying that A hit B's shield, with ÔCAE, is to have 
the verb in the first half of the v., the KOT* cto-rri6a... formula in the second. 
Here, however, Agamemnon's long name has to go in the second half (even 
| * ATpciBqs would present difficulties); the result is conspicuously less fluent. 
— O n vcicttpq, also veicrros, VECTTOS, all meaning 'lower part of*, cf. 
Chantraine, Diet. s.v. VEIO?; on £&xrrnp see 4 .132-3^; on 540 see 42n. 

541-9 Aineias does not try to attack Agamemnon, who has just killed 
his friend, but slays Diokles' twin sons; for similar patterns cf. Fenik, TBS 
57. Their genealogy is in strict ring-form: 

542 The sons of Diokles were Krethon and Orsilokhos; 
543 their father lived in Phere 
544f. and was descended from the river Alpheios 
546 who fathered Ortilokhos 
547 who fathered Diokles 
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548 who had twin sons, 
549 Krethon and Orsilokhos. 

PhfcrC is the same as Phfrai at 9.151 = 293 (and distinct from Thessalian 
Phfrai), one of the seven Messenian cities promised by Agamemnon to 
Akhilleus, probably on the site of modern Kalamata: cf. vol. 1, i8tf., also 
5. West on Od. 3.488. Telemakhos stops overnight with this same Diokles 
son of Ortilokhos to break his journeys from Pulos to Lakedaimon and back 
(Od. 3.488f. = 15. t86f.); and Odysseus had once stayed with Ortilokhos in 
Messene according to Od. 2i.i5f. Diokles was clearly an important figure 
in the tradition, and the seven towns, all of which appear to correspond 
with Mycenaean sites round the head of the Messenian gulf, were of some 
historical status. 

Critics from antiquity on have been puzzled by the variation in spelling 
between grandfather Ortilokhos and grandson Orsilokhos, given that it was 
common, later at least, to name the one after the other - Glaukos has a 
¿razl-grandfather Glaukos at 6.154^ The MSS predictably reflect attempts 
to make the names identical, and Zenodotus read KprjOcov 'Opn'Aoxos TE at 
549 (Z on Od. 3.489, cf. Erbse u, 79 on 549). Vet Aristarchus ruled 'the 
ancestor with a /, the offspring with an J' (Did(?)/T on 542), and most 
editors rightly accept this. Both forms are legitimate derivatives of opvupi 
(von Kamptz, Personennamen 213), indeed Orti- is the earlier form from 
which the -s- form developed, cf. J. Wackemagel, Sprachliche Untersuchungen 
Zu Homer (G&ttingen 1916) 236f. and Chantraine, Diet. s.v. opwpai. It was 
probably represented in Mycenaean. The -t- pronunciation may well have 
been felt appropriate to an older generation (cf. Trpon' > trpos), and the 
adoption of a newer spelling (assigned to two other minor characters at 
8.274 and Od. 13.260) would scarcely infringe the honorific connexion 
between grandson and grandfather. 

544-6 Several of the details are typical as one would expect: the victims 
are brothers, cf. e.g. I48f. and 152, and twins, cf. 6.21-8; their father is a 
rich man, cf. 6i2f. (and the victims themselves are often rich, cf. e.g. 707f., 
6.t3f.); they are descended from a river, cf. 16.174, 2i.i57f. 

545 On the extent of Pylian territory see 2.591-4^ 
550-3 b T note the pathos of their youth, as of their being twins in 548; 

the 'black ships' add to the effect, though not perhaps deliberately since the 
formula is in itself neutral. cvmoAos recurs as an epithet for Ilios at 16.576. 

554-8 The brothers are compared with two lions reared in the 
mountains who ravage the flocks until they are killed. Fenik, TBS 58, notes 
typical elements here (pairs of wild beasts, two lions on mountain peaks, 
attacks on cattle etc., a lion killed by men) and remarks that 'As so often 
in the Iliad ...the unique is only a new arrangement of the typical.' But he 
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also observes that nowhere else is the lion's death the main point of 
resemblance; indeed concentration on the typical can disguise the fact that 
this simile is rather different from others. The language and much of the 
detail are unusually formular (optos Kopu9Qoiv; ^aOeiTis • - • 0Ar)S; f}oa$ -cs 
KAT 191a INIAA; ev uaAaiiqai; 6£EI XCXAK$; and cf. OTOOUOUS xepat^cov erf* a lion 
at (6.752); neither the actual killing nor the implied pathos (for the lions 
too are young) is much emphasized. In particular the rearing of the cubs 
by their mother 'in the mountain peaks... in the thickets, Tap9«nv, of a 
deep forest' seems almost too dramatic for the bald statements that follow 
of the damage they cause and their death merely 'at men's hands'. Yet 557 
09pa Kari aCrrcb stresses the apparent inevitability of their own deaths, and 
it is perhaps this aspect of warfare that the poet wishes to emphasize in a 
deliberately flat and sombre conclusion. Moulton (Similes 6of.) sees the 
simile as 'effectively balancing and reversing' that at ¡36ff. (q.v. with nn.), 
in which Diomedes' might is compared to that of a lion leaping into a 
steading. 

560 Similes are often grouped to illustrate different phases or aspects of 
an action, cf. the famous sequence at 2.455-83 with a good discussion by 
Moulton (Similes 18-33). Here the poet may feel that the brothers' actual 
death has not been much illuminated by the main lion simile, and so adds 
a short and pathetic reference to their collapsing like pine-trees. Elaborated 
tree-similes occur at 4.482ff., 13.1781?., i3.389fr. ( = 16.482ft), 14.414ft, 

561 The transition to a fresh episode is deftly managed, with | TU 6e 
TTECOVT" picking up | KcnrTn-orrnv in 560. Such mediated transitions (as also 
at 590 and 596) are interspersed with more casual ones introduced e.g. by 
iv8* OUT* or tv6a as at 541, 576. 

562-4 562 is formular, 7X //.; with | creicov eyx€ir)v in 563 compare 
3.345, of Menelaos and Paris, | creiovT* eyx€ict5- Menelaos' reaction here is 
bold, compassionate and imprudent; Agamemnon had shown at 4.169-82 
what a disaster his death would be to the whole expedition, yet here he is 
attacking Aineias who, if no Hektor, at least is Menelaos' superior as a 
fighter. Some hesitation may be felt over the addition that Ares encouraged 
him with the intention of leading him to his death. Its expression is 
harmless, though IIEVOS as object of OTpuvev is unusual; | Ta 9povecov is 
formular, with Tot as antecedent of Iva. Fenik, TBS 59, compares Athene 
persuading Pandaros to break the truce at 4.g2ff. and Apollo urging 
Aineias to attack Akhilleus at 20.79ft; neither is quite similar, and each is 
a developed episode. The brief and off-hand character of the present 
suggestion, together with the inorganic nature of 563^ makes later 
elaboration a possibility. 

565-7 Antilokhos ('always sharp in emergencies', bT) comes to help 
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him, fearing' lest he should suffer some ill and wholly frustrate them of their 
toil'; on 090s see Chantraine, GH i, 267. This has been thought by Neo-
analytical critics (cf. e.g. Von der Miihll, Hypomnema 100) to be copied from 
the scene in the Cyclic Aithiopis where the same Antilokhos, at the cost of 
his life, saves his father Nestor - an idea ably dealt with by Fenik ( T B S 
59f), who notes both the differences of the two scenes and the typical 
elements in both; see further on 373-4 and 436-9, also pp. 26f. 

568-9 'The two of them were holding a ° d sharp spears against 
each other* is intelligible but strained. ?yx«x O^VOEVTCC is a rare adaptation 
to the plural of a formula designed for the dat. sing. (7 x II.). For similarly 
vague expressions cf. 506 pevos xE,P&v q>€pov and 13.134!. i y x * a 8c 
TNVCFCTOVTO Opaociocov crrro xElP&v I oeiopcv*. 

570-2 The language becomes more regular. For a warrior's retreat 
when his opponent is reinforced cf. Hcktor at I7.i28ff.; there is nothing 
unheroic about it. 

573-5 With Aineias in tactical retreat, Antilokhos and Menelaos drag 
back the corpses of Krethon and Orsilokhos before returning to the fight. 
T<I> pev apa SEIACO continues the pathetic tone, to which the dual forms, 
extended now to their killers, contribute. BEIAW is more than a euphemism 
for 'dead' as Leaf and Ameis-Hentze suggest; 8EIAOS in Homer always has 
a strongly pathetic ring. 

576-89 The joint endeavour continues, as is stressed by the dual EACTTJV 

in 576; actually it is Menelaos that kills Pulaimenes, while Antilokhos goes 
for Mudon whose dramatic death provides a climax to the episode. 

576-7 This same Pulaimenes, leader of the Paphlagonians at 2.851, is 
represented as still alive, and mourning his dead son, at 13.658^ (cf. 643). 
Those two vv. are cumulated and inorganic; their author overlooked the 
present passage as ancient critics were fond of pointing out. The four-word 
577 gives an impression of importance, especially with its spondaic ending, 
but the sustained coincidence of word and colon is ungainly. 

579 VU£E connotes thrust not throw; ¿CTTCCOT' suggests that Pulaimenes 
had left his chariot. 

580-3 His charioteer Mudon, just turning the horses for flight, is first 
incapacitated by a stone-throw and then finished off by sword; 4.517-26 is 
similar, but first strike by stone is unusual. Both Mudon and his father 
Atumnios have probably Asiatic names (von Kamptz, Personennamen s.vv.) 
assigned to two minor characters elsewhere; on the latter cf. 16.317^ In 
582 cryKcI>va...p£0'ov is object of 580 PAA\ with a gen., 'hitting (him)*, 
understood after *rvx<*>v, cf. e.g. 4.106. Mudon drops the reins which are 
'white with ivory'; sec 4.14if. with n. for another kind of ivory horse-
trapping. The reference could be to decorative ivory discs (rather than a 
kind of handle, bT) - or the poet's fancy could have run away with him, cf. 
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Artemis as xpv^qwos &t 6.205. The almost contemporary Nineveh bas-
reliefs of AshurbanipaPs lion-hunt show the reins as plain though the other 
harness is richly decorated; yet nothing is impossible - the palace of 
Shalmaneser III at Nimrud produced a mid-9th-cent. B.C. horse-blinker 

made of gypsum (Metropolitan Museum, Rogers Fund 62.269.12)! 
584 A rising threefolder marks the climax of Antilokhos' attack as he 

strikes Mudon on the head with his sword; on Koporjv see 4.501-4^ The 
difficulty of reaching up to deliver this blow against a man standing in a 
chariot is remarked on by bT - see next n., however. 

585-8 VIudon's end is dramatic and grotesque, a 'phantasma' in the 
modern critical term. Expiring, aoOpaivcov, he falls head-first out of the 
chariot and slicks upright in soft sand until his horses knock him over. V. 
585 =* 13 399, in a somewhat similar passage also involving Antilokhos 
(who spears Asios' charioteer, frozen with fear at his master's death, so that 
he falls from the chariot, then sends away the horses as at 589 here). But 
there is no phantasma in the bk 13 passage; for that one compares 
16.401-10, where Patroklos hits Thestor, crouched in fear in his chariot, in 
the jaw and then pulls him over the rail on the end of his spear like an 
angler with a fish. Fenik (TBS 60-2) deals well with these three scenes, 
pointing out their overlaps and their special details - e.g. the charioteer is 
struck with terror in the other two passages but not here. Attempting to 
establish a copy-model relationship, cf. Friedrich, Verwtmdung 11-16, is, as 
usual, unsound, and Fenik is right to think in terms of a general type-scene 
(cf. also n.i28f.) of which these are all representatives. Even so, the 
difficulty of striking a man in a.chariot on the head with one's sword may 
be resolved (contra Fenik, TBS 64f.) by comparison with 16.403, where the 
victim has slumped down in fear, f joro aXei's. The singer, that is, retains this 
detail in mind though he does not directly express it here. — Attempts to 
remove the impossible elements, either by envisaging an attack of cataleptic 
rigor mortis or by imagining Mudon as caught up in and held upside-down 
by the chariot somehow (bT, Leaf), are a waste of time. This is a pure flight 
of fancy, like Patroklos dangling his victim from the end of his spear in bk 
16. 

586 KUMftaxos recurs at 15.536 as a noun meaning the top of the helmet 
vel sim.; here it means * head-first', and there is a probable connexion with 
Kupicrraco, * dive' or 'somersault*. Ppexnos is hapax in Homer, a relation of 
later ppeypia = 'forehead*. Falling on forehead and shoulders is a 
remarkable feat in itself. 

587 The deep sand would have made the chariot impossible to 
manoeuvre. Many MSS omitted p* before anaOoio or read vfaiiaQoio 
instead. Since ifapafas etc. occurs 10 x //., apaGos only here (though cf. 
9-593 ctpaOuvii), the former might seem correct; but Aristarchus (Arn/A on 
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9 . 3 8 5 ) distinguished the two, with yapa9os connoting sand on the shore 
and aiicc6os dust inland. 

5 9 0 - 5 Hektor * notices' them and rushes at them, though no specific 
contact ensues. The passage is a version of 1 1 . 3 4 3 - 5 , expanded by the 
cumulation of Ares and his companions in 5 9 2 - 5 - if it is not the present 
version that is 'basic' with bk 11 presenting an abbreviation. Yet the singer 
appears to draw quite frequently on battle descriptions elsewhere, especially 
in bks 11, 13 and 15-17, and elaborate them with special effects. Fenik 
(TBS 64) again warns against the model-copy fallacy, but the elaboration 
of an existing description by the addition of two or three w . could be a 
special case, not necessarily susceptible to the type-scene argument. 

591 KocAryycos, not KEKArjycov is the vulgate reading in all six Iliadic 
occurrences and should be retained ( O C T notwithstanding), the Aeolic 
termination -OVTES being correct in the plural ( 4 x II.); see Chantraine, GH 
1, 43of. 

5 9 2 - 5 Ares is attended by Cnuo, the spirit of war named also in 3 3 3 . 

She in turn 'has', 593 exouaa, Kudoimos, perhaps leading him by the hand 
or even, as bT suggest, holding him in her hands as Eris holds the iroAepoto 
Tepees at 11 .4-more probably the former, since Kudoimos ('Uproar') 
appears with Eris and Ker in almost human guise at i8.535f. Here he is 
'shameless in <the sphere of> carnage', a unique phrase loosely formed after 
the near-rhyme ev aivfj 6TIIOTT|TI | (6 x II.). STJIOS ranges in meaning from 
'hostile' to 'slaughterous', apart from its special (perhaps original) sense 
'blazing', cf. Saico, as in SrjTov iriJp | (4 x II.); see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. — 
Even more dramadc (with alliteration in 594 as in 593) is the vision in 594f. 
of Ares wielding a huge spear and moving now in front of Hektor, now 
behind. The whole allegorical elaboration is brilliandy conceived and 
strongly recalls 4 . 4 3 9 - 4 5 , where Ares, and Athene accompanied by 
Deimos, Phobos and Eris, rally the two armies. Both belong to the latest 
phase of composition rather than to that of rhapsodic elaboration, cf. 

4-444-5«-
5 9 6 - 6 0 6 Nothing has been heard of Diomedes (except for a brief ref. at 

519) since his repulse by Apollo at 443, cf. 457. Now he reappears, not to 
continue his own aristeia but as a foil for Hektor; even he finds withdrawal 
prudent in the face of Hektor supported by a god. The Trojan is pre-
eminent for a while until Athene and Here contrive to remove Ares, when 
Diomedes comes into his own again. 

596 | TOV 61: Hektor perhaps, or Ares according to Ameis-Hentze, since 
Diomedes sees him too, cf. 604. 

5 9 7 - 6 0 0 Cf. 3 . 3 3 - 5 where Paris catches sight of Menelaos and recoils 
like one who sees a poisonous snake. ¿nraXauvos is predicative - this 
anonymous traveller stands helpless by the river; formed from TraXapr) = 
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' paim of the h a n d i t implies ' unable to do a n y t h i n g n o t ' indolent' as at 
Hesiod, Erga 20. The details, as usual, bring the comparison brilliantly to 
life: crossing the great plain, which increases his isolation and alarm; the 
repeated stress on the rush of water (swift-flowing, flowing into the sea, 
roaring and foaming); the progression from standing (598) to running 
backward (599). Moulton, Similes 62, rightly contrasts all this with the 
earlier rushing-river simile at 87ff., where Diomedes is irresistible, like a 
torrent from the mountains as it surges out of control through the plain -
whereas here he is stopped, fearful and helpless, and Hektor and Ares, 
rather, are like the swift-flowing river. 

601-6 Diomedes' symmetrically arranged litde speech urges his troops 
to give ground before Hektor. The six vv. form three couplets: (i) Hektor 
is always formidable, (ii) and supported by a god, as now; (iii) therefore 
give way to him and avoid fighting with gods, (i) and (iii) are enjambed, 
with varied colon-emphasis; (ii) consists of rhythmically parallel rising 
threefolders. 

601-2 The syntax is awkward, since the formular 602 depends 
elsewhere (at 16.493, 22.269) on a preceding XP̂ I- Here, olov 5rj is 
presumably exclamatory: 'How we marvelled a t . . . ' (6avpa£on£v being 
probably imperf.), with the infinitive implying 'for being a spearman and 
bold fighter'. 

6 0 3 - 4 '®u t there is always a god at his side (which is why even his 
superiors, like me, have to treat him carefully > — as Ares is just now, in the 
likeness of a mortal.' KETVOS ('Ares there') strongly suggests that he is fully 
visible, not just to Diomedes who has had the mist removed from his eyes 
(i27f.) but also to the others. He is not, therefore, simply a rhetorical flight 
by the poet, though his more abstract attendants of 592f. may be. 

6 0 5 - 6 The Achaeans are not to turn tail, but to retreat while facing the 
enemy. 191 paxEoGai is part of a loose formular system constructed on 
paxEoticti at the v-e: 

T91 paxcoOai (7 x //•) 
Tpcoeaai pocxEa8ai (IOX //.) 

AavaoTot udxcoGai (1 x II.) 
pspacoTE (etc.) paxEoOat (9X II.) 

TT(T)oX£nî Eiv f(8E pax£o6cn (9X II.). 

Diomedes' hesitation over attacking gods (also at 6.i28ff.) is broadly 
consistent. Athene at 127-32 gave him the power to recognize them and 
told him to attack only Aphrodite; since then he has wounded her, and 
been frightened off by Apollo as he tried to reach Aineias (432-44). He will 
soon, at 815-34, be authorized by Athene to attack Ares too, but here he 
obeys orders and ordinary prudence. — Fenik (TBS6$f.) notes that the few 
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major Greek retreats are nearly all brought about by Hektor with strong 
divine support; so also at 15.306^ (Apollo with aegis), 17.592^. (Apollo, 
and Zeus with aegis), cf. 8.i3off. (Zeus with thunderbolt). 

607 For uaAa ox&ov î AuOov, which has a threatening ring, cf. 13.402 
and a similar phrase at 611. 

608-9 Two victims in the same chariot form a typical motif, cf. i59f., 
1 1 . 1 0 1 ff. and 1 1 . 1 2 6 f . (all with | civ cvi 6i<ppco EOVTOS). Skill in battle is often 
attributed to otherwise obscure victims to make them seem more important, 
cf. e.g. Deikoon at 536; even so, it is worth noticing how much more 
attention is paid to Aias* single counter-victim at 611-18 than to Hektor's 
success at this point. Menesthes, like Menestheus, -ios etc., is a shortened 
form of Menesthenes. 

610-11 Pity activates Aias as it did Menelaos at 561 after the death of 
another pair; the first parts of 610 and 561 are identical. 6 1 1 = 4.496, with 
| ott^ 6c paA' cyyvs icov 4 x //., an expansion of frequent | cttt^ 6(4). Though 
formular, the v. gives an accurate and vivid description: he gets close, takes 
a firm stand and then throws. 

6x2-14 Amphios of Paisos is puzzling; he looks as though he ought to 
be the same as Amphios of Apaisos (though his father is Selagos not 
Merops) in the Trojan Catalogue at 2.830, see n. there. This Amphios is led 
by destiny to come as an ally; the other one, too, with his brother, was 
brought to Troy by the dooms of black death (2.834 = 11.332). But this 
Amphios is in full armour whereas the other was Aivo8cbpr)5; and the sons 
of Merops are killed, with clear reference to the catalogue-entry, at 
11.329-32. Aristarchus (Arn/A) noted on 2.830 that 'there is another 
Amphios of Perkote, son of Elatos', which assumes that Paisos is the same 
as Apaisos (and in Perkote), but reading Elatos for Selagos scarcely helps. 
There is clearly some confusion, perhaps mainly in the Catalogue. 
'Unconscious word-association in the choice of a name for a minor figure' 
(Willcock) is one possibility. Typical motifs (rich victim - cf. 544~8n.; 
destiny leading one to Troy) will continue in the description of his wound 
and the attempt to strip him. 

6x6-17 The first half of each v. is the same as in 539f., the death of 
Deikoon. 8OUHT|0£V 8c TTCOCOV, without the addition of ¿patriae 6c TCUX£* 

CCVT<S> as in 540, allows new action to be initiated in the second hemistich; 
so 9 x II. against 7 x for the whole v., exemplifying one type of formular 
flexibility. 

6x8-19 Strong break at the main caesura is twice repeated, giving an 
urgent impression as the short sentences are displaced so as to run from 
mid-v. to mid-v. Enjambment is progressive; the sense of disruption would 
be still greater if it were integral as at 653^ 

620-2 Two integrally enjambed w . now provide contrast with the 
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preceding scntencc, which is echoed, however, in the strong mid-v. 
punctuation of 622. That a victor is prevented from stripping the corpse by 
concerted enemy action is a typical motif, cf. 4.53 iff., 13.509^ (where 51 of. 
= 62if.). Here it is emphasized by successive and rather repetitious 
cumulations of detail: 618 the Trojans shower spears on Aias; 619 many hit 
his shield; 620 he withdraws his spear; 621-2 but cannot strip off the 
armour, being pressed by missiles. 

620 Trpoof&s (as at 16.863) means that he put his foot on the corpse 
to withdraw his spear, Aa£ implying 'with the flat of the foot' (cf. 
Acncri^Eiv), or possibly the heel, cf. Lat . calx. 

623-4 Standard elements are here constrained to new uses: TTOAEES 

-ots/iroXAot -ous TE Kai eaflAoi -ous 7 x II. but only here not at the v-e; bare 
IyX«' CXOVTES | only here, jejune in comparison with 4.533 BoAi'x* cyx£0C 

Xcpoiv EXOVTES I, cf. 12.444 and 17.412 axaxpeva BoOpcrr* ?XOVTES |; KporrepT)v 
goes better with Oorpivr)v as at 627 (10 x II.) than with unique ai^ifkKnv 
in 623. Editors usually take this term to imply 'defence* (cf. 299 ap<pi 8' ap' 
oarra> ^aivs) rather than 'surrounding', because of KpetTEp^v; but see next 
comment. 

625-6 = 4.534-5, where in a similar incident Thoas has killed Peiros 
but can do no more than retrieve his own spear because the Thracian 
companions 'stand around', 532 irEpioTT^octv, the body. Indeed that, or 
something like it, is the probable origin of aii9»0a<nv in 623, especially since 
8oAix' iyxea x c P a ' v *XOVT£S> probable source for the weak eyx*' EXOVTES 

of 5.624, immediately follows. Thoas' frustration is more energetically 
described than that of Aias here, and the killing of Amphios is in retrospect 
Hat and derivative. 

627-69 A far more substantial encounter follows, between Sarpedon 
and Tlepolemos 'son and grand on of cloud-gathering Zeus' (631). The 
former is leader of the Lycians (for his name see on 677-8, also on 16.419), 
son of Zeus and Laodameia, the latter of the Rhodians and son of Zeus's 
son Herakles. 'They say the Lycians were always enemies of the Rhodians' 
(bT on 639), and many have suspected the present encounter of reflecting 
historical conflict between Rhodes and the Lycian mainland some sixty 
miles eastward (cf. Page, HHI 148, with refs.). Opinions differ about 
whether such Rhodians would be Mycenaean or Dorian - compare the 
description of Tlepolemos as Rhodian leader at 2.653-70, with 2.655-6^ 
which concludes slightly in favour of a post-Bronze-Age origin for the 
catalogue-entry. Nothing in the present description in itself suggests specific 
historical reminiscence, but see further on 6.168-70. — T h e episode does 
little to sustain the idea of relendess Trojan advance, even though Sarpedon 
emerges as victor; yet it enlivens the palate after the rather routine taste of 
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the last 50 w . VVilamowitz (IuH 281) and others have regarded it, like 
Sarpedon's rebuke at 471-96, as a palpable insertion. 

628-9 The heavy patronymic bridges the main caesura to make a rising 
threefolder, and the solemnity is increased by postponing the subject poTpa 
Kpcrraiq to the end of the sentence. 

63a Vulgate Kat is awkward as Leaf observed; ncv would be better, cf. 
e.g. 2.657. 

633-46 Tlepolemos makes a typical challenge: an initial taunt of 
cowardice (633-7) leading to a boast about his own lineage (638-42), then 
to Sarpedon's supposed weakness again and a prediction of his imminent 
death (643-6). The accusation of cowardice is obviously unfair, Sarpedon 
being regularly presented as an exemplary warrior; the point of such taunts 
was to put one's opponent off his stride as well as to bolster one's own ego. 

634-7 The insulting enquiry recalls Agamemnon's to Diomedes in the 
Epipolesis at 4.371, | TI Trrcoorois, followed by an unflattering comparison 
with his father Tudeus; the issue of parenthood is central here also in 
relation to Zeus and Herakles. Athene will renew the Tudeus comparison 
at 8ooff. in a structurally similar address. For pcrxqs a6crr)povi 9GOT1' cf. 
13.811 liaxqs a6at)|iovES ciucv and 3.219 oT5p€( $G>Ti EOIKCOS; the preceding 
evOccS* TOVTI is otiose, but generally speaking the style of this speech (638 
perhaps apart) is exceptionally fluent, even if formular content is relatively 
low. That is illustrated by 635-7, a complex and carefully enjambed 
sentence, in which the elegant tfcuSopevoi... and TTOAAOV ... €7ri5eveai 
constructions are unique in Homer and rrri TrpOTEpcjv avOpcoTrcov recurs 
only at 23.332. 

638-9 cAV oiov is an ancient puzzle. Taking it as exclamatory, 'but 
what a man do they say mighty Herakles was!', with Aristophanes, 
Aristarchus and Heracleo (Arn, Nic, Hrd/A), is preferable to supplying 
something like 'an offspring of Zeus must b e . . . ' ; but the strongest sense is 
given by reading ¿AAoTov with Tyrannio (Hrd/A). The periphrasis piqv 
'HpcocXqcirjv (on which see 2.658-60^) counts as masculine, as regularly 
(cf. e.g. 11.690). Opaovpluvova comes only here and, also of Herakles, at Od. 
11.267 where OuiioAcovrra also occurs (the latter of Akhilleus at 7.228 and 
twice of Odysseus in Od.). With ©paovpipvova von Kamptz (Personennamen 
81, 263f.) compares Mcmnon, Agamemnon, connecting it with pf|6opcn 
etc. rather than psvos or psvav; he may be right, but in any case this 
particular compound makes the latter connexion seem likely as popular 
etymology at least. 

6 4 0 - 2 Laomedon's horses are those partly divine ones described at 
265-70. The tale of Herakles saving Hesione from a sea-monster is alluded 
to at 20.145-8 (cf. also 14.250-6, 15.26-30); her father Laomedon had 
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promised some of his horses as reward but cheated him of them (as 
explained by Sarpedon at 648-51), whereupon the hero sacked Troy. The 
'fewer men* of 6 4 1 recalls Sthenelos' boast at 4 . 4 0 7 that the sons of the 
Seven had destroyed Thebes with iraupÔTtpov Aaôv, another recollection of 
the Epipolesis, see on 634. — x^P000* ôyvtâç | in 642 is a powerful phrase 
unparalleled in the epic. 

6 4 3 KOKÔS of a warrior means 'cowardly* quite specifically; it is not 
found elsewhere with ôvyôs. 

646 Cf. 23.71 ttOXos 'AÎBao tr£pr|<ya> 1, also 9.312 for the gates of Hades 
as hateful. Sarpedon counters with a similar expression at 654. 

6 4 9 - 5 4 He freely concedes (F|TOI...) that Herakles sacked Troy, but 
adds that this was the result of manifest injustice by Laomedon. The 
implication is that Tlepolemos' argument has no force - perhaps that 
Herakles had justice on his side, his grandson not (T). 

649 oryauoC (always sic; cf. 11.in.) is always applied to the wicked 
Laomedon not in relation to his possible physique (T) but because of his 
polysyllabic name (so too of TiôcovoTo |, AevKccAiBao |, MAiovfjoç |, 
Tlav6ot5ao |). âçpaBiijaiv signifies folly, not mere thoughtlessness. 

650 Laomedon's evil response adds insult to injury ; the detail, allusive 
and incomplete though it is, helps to sharpen the description as well as 
setting up the contrast of cu and KctKcJj. 

6 5 1 TT)AO6EV TJA8E is a harsh assonance, but echoes Sarpedon's own 
claim at 4 7 8 , PCCAA XQAODEV fjKco, cf. 6 4 5 EAOOVT' EK AVKÎTJÇ. 

6 5 2 - 4 The same threat is made by Odysseus to Sokos at 1 1 . 4 4 3 - 5 , 

except that cÇ ÈUÉÔEV TEÛÇccrôai here (middle with passive sense, cf. e.g. 
1 3 . 3 4 6 ) places even greater emphasis on cyco and its forms, 4 X in this 
sentence. In 6 5 2 = 1 1 . 4 4 3 çôvov xai Kf|pa jjiAenvav, not elsewhere, is a 
typical formular combination of <povov icon K^pa çcpovrcs (etc.) (3 x II.) and 
xi^pa ixÉAaivav | (9 x II.). This closing threat is even more energetic than 
Tlepolemos' equivalent, helped by its two integral enjambments, the 
alliteration of 6oupi BotpivTa | ...Ckoostv and the neat pairing of EUXOS and 
yt/X )̂v as objects of BcbaEiv. Instead of passing through Hades' gates as in 
646 the victim is to give up his life-soul to Hades 'famed for his horses' (e.g. 
in the rape of Persephone, HyDem i8f. ; they may have chthonic aspects, cf. 
Burkert, Religion 138) ; the expressions are deliberately varied, each making 
a suitably impressive dénouement to the taunt. 

6 5 5 - 6 2 As often with elaborately prepared encounters the actual fight 
is quickly over, here with a single spear-throw from each side. The 
distinctive feature is that these throws are simultaneous (the closest parallel 
being 13.584^ where spear and arrow are discharged together). Parallels 
can be found for other details (cf. Fenik, TBS 67), but the effect is unusual 
nevertheless. The present account may be closer to what happened in battle 
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than the usual Homeric convention by which first one throw or thrust b 
described, then the other, though that makes for a more dramatic 
narrative. The ultimate in simultaneity is at 2i.i62f., where Asteropaios 
throws a spear with each hand. 

656-9 There are pauses after the runover names at 656 and 658, 
similarly after the enjambed first part of the intervening v. This strong 
internal punctuation gives a sense of rapid action, culminating in the 
smooth and lingering whole-sentence 659 as death covers Tlepolemos* eyes. 

657 Compare 11.553 — 17-862 for spears rushing from hands; that thb 
b not a dead metaphor b confirmed by 661, see on 660-2. 

659 On night covering the eyes see 309-1011., last para. 
660-2 For a moment it is as though Tlepolemos were still alive, then 

the plupcrf. {kpXrjKEiv helps remove the illusion (though at 4.492 it had a 
simple aor. sense). Sarpedon's crixpr) at 658 had been 'painful' (fatally so, 
in fact); thb one hastens on (cf. 657^) eagerly, uoupdxooa, like a person 
almost, as at 15.542 (cf. spears as AiAaioucva 3 x elsewhere). It grazes the 
thigh-bone but Sarpedon's father Zeus b still protecting him, ETI being a 
hint of what lies ahead in bk 16. 

663-7 His comrades began to carry the wounded Sarpedon away from 
the fighting; the spear was being dragged along with him and weighing him 
down - no one noticed it nor thought of drawing it out of hb thigh (so that 
he could hobble on hb feet, empcrirj), because of their haste and the trouble 
they were having in attending to him. The urgent rhythms and rhetoric 
continue, with three integral enjambments and as many strong internal 
punctuations. 

663 2apTnr|6ova -0$ -1 falls conveniendy between the main (masc.) and 
bucolic caesura (18/20 x //., 6 x preceded by ocvriOcov -cp); -VTOS, -VTI are 
alternative forms for gen. and dat. The name has been associated *with 
apirn, which fits the Cilician place of that name (on a sickle-shaped bay) 
if not the Thracian town. -r)8cov b a common place-name suffix, but the 
Lycian personal name Serpodb is suggestive, zjpptduni on the Xanthos stele 
even more so; see von Kamptz, Personermamen 312f., with refs. to Kretschmer 
and Sundwall. Sarpedon seems to be a real character from west-Asiatic 
saga, though see on 627-69 and 677^ 

665-7 TO pev refers not to the spear but to prjpoO c^Epucrai: 'no one 
thought of that, namely drawing the ash-spear from hb thigh*. OTTEVSOVTCOV 

b partitive gen. after 665 ov 
668-9 The carrying of Tlepolemos* body balances that of the wounded 

Sarpedon at 663f., with | ¿^cqgpov TTOAEMOIO exacdy repeated and HcpcoOcv 
in 668 emphasizing the symmetry. Here, however, the description ends 
with Odysseus 'noticing* what has happened (cf. 95n.), which superficially 
echoes 665 ou6* tvo^cre. 
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670 Assembled for the occasion, not without signs of strain, to show 
Odysseus as keen for action. The closest to | TAqpova Ovpov excov is 806 
0upov Ixcov ov xap-rcpov, cf. 16.209 OAKIJJOV F)Top EXCOV. Odysseus is TA^PCOV 

twice in bk 10; Leaf was probably right to take this as based on his standard 
epithet TTOAUTAOS, but the present context calls for 'courageous* rather than 
'enduring'. 91A0V TjTopI is formular (12 x //., 19 x Od.), nowhere else as 
subject of patMnoc etc. 

671-3 Decisions between alternative courses of action are presented 
either through monologue or by objective narrative as here (and at 
i3-455ff., i4.2off., i6.7i3f.): so Fenik, TBS6-jt, after Hentze. The question 
is whether to pursue Sarpedon (and the small group carrying him), or to 
attack the main body of Lycians; it is worked out in uninterrupted w . , in 
contrast with those that preceded, down to 681. — rrpoTcpco in 672 implies 
'forward* rather than 'further', adding little t o 6 t & K O i . 673 ~ 10.506, fi rn 
T£OV TTAEOVCOV ©pqx&v OTTTO 6u|iov cAonro (with the concluding phrase 6 x 
//., 1 x 0d.)y where Athene again makes up his mind for him. TOV in T&V 
TTAEOVCOV has demonstrative or contrastive force, and emendation is 
unnecessary. 

674-6 The second option is chosen as usual (though not at 13.458^), 
here because Sarpedon is not destined to die at Odysseus' hands. This is a 
clear foreshadowing of the famous scene beginning at 16.433^ where Zeus 
laments that Sarpedon is destined to be killed by Patroklos: 

<5> 1101 eyebv, o TE poi £aprrr|8ova, 91'ATcrrov &vSp£>v, 
poTp' inrro ricrrpoKAoio MfivomaCao 6oqjfjvai. 

Destiny (on which see 16.434^) is normally enforced by a god, here Athene 
at 676. She does not appear and address him as sometimes happens (as e.g. 
with Apollo and Patroklos at 16.703-9), but works on his mind, Tporrrs 
Oupov; for comparable acts of divine mental influence see 7.44, 8.218. 

677-8 If Sarpedon may have a genuine Lycian name (663^), his 
troop», the ordinary soldiers, TrAqOus, certainly do not. Of Odysseus' seven 
victims only Khromios and Prutanis are conceivably Asiatic by name, and 
they have been Hellenized; the other names are thoroughly Greek and 
thoroughly fictitious, some applied to several different minor characters. 
Thus Koiranos reappears elsewhere as a Cretan; there are four other 
occurrences of a Khromios (Neleid, Priamid, Trojan and Mysian); Halios 
is a son of Phaeacian Alkinoos in Od.t cf. the Nereid Halie at 11. 18.40; there 
is a Pylian Noemon, too, and an Ithacan in 0d.y son of Phronios. Noemon 
like Phronios (cf. S. West on Od. 1.113) is a 'speaking name' — the compiler 
of the present list has a penchant for such, whether appropriate or not: 
Alastor, Khromios ('thunderer') and Alkandros belong to the battlefield, 
but Koiranos ('ruler'), Noemon and Prutanis ('leader') are social or 
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political, while Halios is a man of the sea. An eighth Lycian will be named 
at 695, Sarpedon's friend Pelagon - he has a tribal name, Illyrian in origin, 
though with a superficially marine appearance. 

6 7 9 - 8 2 For the standard construction | tcai vu K* . . . | E1 nrj ap* o£u VOTJCTE 

sec on 311-12 and 3.373-5- The whole of 681, too, is formular, 7 x //.; but 
682 6E?MCC (for SEOS), only here, may belong to the latest stage of oral 
language (since | 8e!pa 9Epcov and 8e!pa «pEpovrres | would both be useful), 
recurring at HyDem 293 and later; though personified Deimos is found 
3 x II. 

6 8 2 - 3 Sarpedon's joy at Hektor's approach is natural though not 
without irony, since this is their first contact after Sarpedon's rebuke at 
47 iff. The affecting rrros 8* ofcxpuSvov EEITTE (cf. oAo^uponai, * groan* or 
'lament') recurs at 23.102 and Od. 19.362; an rrros can otherwise be 
described in II. as TTVKIVOV ( 4 X ) , aXtov (3X) or KOKOV ( 2 x ) , but this 
emotive epithet is paralleled only by Odyssean OvpaXyEa, twice. 

6 8 4 - 8 Sarpedon's plea is cumulative and complex. The tone is 
ingratiating, naturally so in the circumstances, and the desire to die inside 
Troy softens his earlier remarks (472ff.) about relations between Trojans 
and their allies, OUK ap* ipfiAXov (cf. 18.98, 22.356) shows he has had no 
previous idea of impending death, cf. Denniston, Particles 36, but believes 
his wound to be a fatal one. The audience is reminded of his real destiny, 
foreshadowed at 674, of dying at the hands of Patroklos; see further on 
16.419-683. The renewed mention at 688 of his wife and baby son (after 
480) marks him as a sympathetic figure; does it foreshadow Hektor with his 
wife and baby in bk 6, where they are described in the same formular terms 
at 366? It is, after all, Hektor he is addressing here; but then Hektor will 
not reply. What is certain is that both of them are deliberately shaped by 
the poet as men of feeling. 

Fenik ( T B S 6gf.) has argued after Friedrich, Verumndurtg I03ff., that the 
whole speech loses its impact because Sarpedon is, in fact, mistaken; it was 
probably designed, therefore, for a context where the speaker really is 
dying. When one compares Sarpedon's similar but slightly longer appeal to 
Glaukos at 16.492-501, when he is indeed mortally wounded, it is hard not 
to admit a difference in emotional authenticity. Even Agamemnon's 
lament over the wounded Menelaos at 4.155-82 is moving by comparison, 
though Menelaos is not, in fact, seriously hurt - but that is a longer and 
more elaborate speech. Yet Sarpedon's words here are brief and to the 
point; they have their own particular pathos through their reference to his 
wife and son; in any case the wound is not immediately fatal, at least if he 
can envisage dying back in Troy, and the appeal to Hektor has to be put 
as strongly as possible. 

6 8 9 - 9 1 Hektor does not waste time answering but runs straight past 
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(cf. 8.98) to keep the enemy at bay. He does not attack Odysseus, who has 
been laying into the Lycians, since the incident is modelled on 669-76 just 
before. There Odysseus had noticed Tlepolemos being carried back but 
decided to turn on the Lycians in general; now Hektor notices the whole 
situation (not just Sarpedon), and turns on the Argives. In each case the 
intention is to kill as many as possible of the enemy rather than one great 
warrior: 

673 . . . T & V TTAEOVCOV AUKICOV CRRRO Ov/pov IAOITO 

691 ..."Apysious, TTOAECOV 8' crrro Oupov EAOITO. 

692-3 Meanwhile his goodly companions set god-like Sarpedon down 
under the exceedingly beautiful oak-tree of aegis-bearing Zeus. 692 = 663, 
where the same comrades carried Sarpedon away from danger, suitably 
resumes his tale, but the addition of another v. rich in epithets makes an 
unusually stately impression. avriOcov is regular for Sarpedon in this 
position and case (663n.), but rroupoi are only 8T01 in these two contexts. 
After bucolic diaeresis they are regularly EOOAOI; where an initial consonant 
is needed, then Tricrroi (after trioros -v ETCtipos -v |, 7 x II.) might be 
expected, and 6101 seems a direct response to Sarpedon being godlike, the 
son of Zeus in fact, and to the importance of the occasion. That is supported 
by 693 TTEPIKOAAEI, this oak-tree being nowhere else so described in its other 
six uses. That it belongs to aegis-bearing Zeus is stated at 7.60 also, where 
it is no more than (tall ' . aiyioxoio Atos is standard for this position in the 
v. (11 x II.), and it is hard to see how Shipp (Studies 24gf.) could term it 
'untraditional \ — The oak-tree is one of the poet's few fixed points on the 
batdefield and this is its first appearance. A thrice-used v. describes it as 
close to the Scaean gate (on which see 3.145^): Xxaias TE iruAas Kai <pr)yov 
TKOVEV/TKOVTO (6.237, 9.354, 11 .170). Here and at 7.22, 7.60, 21.549, 
however, the gate is not mentioned. It is surprising to learn that Sarpedon 
has been carried back so far from the open field of battle, but Leaf and 
others are probably wrong in taking this as another oak-tree altogether; see 
further Thornton, Supplication 151c 

694-5 Oupoî E after the model of UXTE x ^ o ^ » 4 X H- There is 
nothing to be said for Ptolemaios' reading, Selagon (cf. 612) for Pelagon 
(Did/AT), on whom see 677-Qtx.foi. 

696 That formular flexibility can be confusing is shown in this 
description of a warrior losing and then recovering consciousness, since the 
soul 'leaving' the body, 696 Aim yvxrj , normally implies death (16.453, 
Od. 14.134, 14.426, 18.91). Sometimes it leaves from the limbs or a wound 
(e.g. I4 .5 i8f) ; more often it is envisaged as breath, like Oupos, or as like 
smoke, 23.100. Close to the present use is Andromakhe fainting as she sees 
Hektor dragged behind Akhilleus' chariot, 
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22.466 TT|V 6è Kerr' ô ^ O a X p & v É p e f k w T } vOÇ ÊKCtAwyEV, 

fipiTTC 6 ' âÇOTTÎCTCO, CTFTO 6È VjA^T^V « à m / a O E , 

where Kcnrvco means something like 'breathe', cf. KOCTTVOS; the yvxt] 
' leaving' implies much the same. Then in the structurally similar scene at 
i4.4ogff. Hektor is hit by a stone from Aias; his comrades revive him by 
pouring water over him; he spits out blood, then sinks down again and 
'black night covered his eyes', TÛ> 6E ot ôcror | vùÇ èxôXuye pÉAaiva (43Ôf., 
similarly of Aineias fainting at 5.310) - that is, he loses consciousness again. 
The language is close to that of the first v. of the Andromakhe passage, 
which twice elsewhere, however, signifies death (including Tlepolemos* at 
659), like most other references to night or darkness covering the eyes. 
¿xXûs works slightly differently ; it causes a kind of blindness at 127 and 3 x 
//. elsewhere (cf. 127-30^), but death, in the same phrase as here, at 16.344 
and Od. 22.88. Thus the four main descriptions in II. of losing consciousness, 
in respect of Aineias, Sarpedon, Hektor and Andromakhe, draw in different 
ways on a formular terminology primarily designed for describing death. 

697-8 Sarpedon regains consciousness aided by the breeze ; whether it 
literally restores his breath-soul is debatable. The alliteration of IT'S, "irv's 
and K'S is prominent and deliberate. EPTTWVOTI, Aristarchus' preferred 
reading (Erbse ad loc.), is followed by O C T , but the vulgate's âp-nwvOr) is 
probably correct (despite EPTTVUVOTJ at 14.436), cf. 22.222 â p i r v u E , from 
âvonrvicû = 4 regain one's breath '. Attempts after Schulze to dissociate the 
word, together with "rrrnrvupÉvos, TTIWTÔS etc., from TTVÉCO may be 
misdirected (so Chantraine, Diet, s.v.), though cf. Hainsworth on Od. 8.388. 
The process of recovery is more fully described at 22.475, of Andromakhe, 
FJ 8* ETTEI ovv ÔPTTWRO KCH is çpcva 6vpos cryiçfrr). — Çcoypeiv means * capture 
alive' in its three other Iliadic occurrences, from (coôs and ctypclv, cf. 
Cwôrypia —'spoils ' ; here it means 'revive' with the -aypdv element 
understood as crycipciv. This is apparendy perverse, but evidendy came 
within the limits of acceptable adaptation. KEKaçTjô-ra recurs at Od. 5.468; 
one would like to connect it with 22.467 ÊKÔTTUOOE (with Ameis-Hentze), 
though the aspiration is difficult as Chantraine noted s.v. Context favours 
a more general sense, ' being distressed ', Oupov in either case being acc. of 
respect. 

699-702 This kind of brief survey of the general situation is often 
inserted to keep individual incidents, which necessarily predominate for 
dramatic purposes, in perspective (cf. p. 22). Hektor is still accompanied by 
Ares (cf. 592-5; here the rhetorical embellishments ofEnuo and Kudoimos 
are dropped) ; the Achaeans are in steady but controlled retreat (cf. 605^), 
aware that Ares is still against them. The emphasis on the god is consistent 
with what has preceded and the rôle he will later play with Diomedes. T o 
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d e f i n e what his presence in the fighting meant to the audience is difficult; 
Ares is sometimes, no doubt, litde more than a metaphor for martial power, 
as Willcock suggests on this passage. Yet Greek gods are anthropomorphic, 
after all, and were often envisaged as appearing in human form; one can 
hardly withhold this capacity from primarily functional deities like Ares 
and Aphrodite. Here bT remarked quite acutely that Ares' involvement in 
the slaughter may be balanced by his own physical wounding later, which 
is certainly not a metaphor. 

703 The formular v. recurs at 11.299, aga*n of Hektor, and 16.692 of 
Patroklos. A still more elaborate way of introducing such a list of victims is 
by calling on the Muses, count vGv pot MoOoai..., as at 11.218 and 14.508, 
cf. 2.484^ — Aristarchus (Did/A) rightly insisted on plur. c^cvapi^ov; 
many MSS have the singular, reflecting an attempt to exempt the god from 
actual slaughter; but cf. 842 where he is stripping a victim (cvapi£civ can 
mean either that, or killing). 

705-7 The list corresponds with the even barer one of Odysseus' 
victims at 677f. Here a few epithets appear, mainly formal, and the final 
name is elaborated at 708-10. The other two occurrences of 703 are 
followed, as here, by lists of names contained in exacdy three w . - a good 
example of typical patterning. The Achaean victims are not such an 
obviously makeshift group as those of Odysseus (677—8n.). This Teuthras is 
not found elsewhere, though Axulos Teuthranides is killed by Diomedes at 
6.i2f., cf. also Teuthrania in Mysia which the Achaeans mistook for Troy 
according to the Cypria; Teuthras was Telephos* father. Another Orestes is 
found on the Trojan side, fighting alongside Asios at 12.139 and killed at 
12.193^ Trekhos has no namesake and is said to be Aetolian, but seems to 
be derived from Trekhis in southern Thessaly. Another Oinomaos, like the 
other Orestes, is with Trojan Asios at 12.140 and is killed at 13.506. Helenos 
has a more famous namesake in the Priamid seer, and there is an Ithacan 
Oinops, his father's name, at Od. 21.144. Oresbios occurs only here; 
'Mountain-life' looks wholly invented, but the next 3 w . add that he lived 
in Hule, a rich man, by the shore of the Kephisian lake (i.e. Lake Kopais), 
in a prosperous Boeotian community. That elaborated description, with 
several typical elements (708-ion.), is no doubt designed to round off this 
whole section rather than supply accurate biographical information. It is 
remarkable that none of these six victims recurs elsewhere in the poem, still 
more so that four have Trojan (or allied) associations. The other two, 
Trekhos and Oresbios, are at least located in Greece, but have particularly 
fictitious names. It looks once again as though the singer raided his 
repertory for minor names, particularly Trojan or allied ones and especially 
those involved in Asios' attack on the Achaean wall in bk 12 - for Teuthras 
too has a connexion with Asios, in that Axulos at 6.13, whose father was also 
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a Teuthras, came from Arisbe on the Hellespont which contributed to 
Asios* contingent according to 2.836-9. 

707 See on 4.137-8 for Oresbios' gleaming pnpq. 
708-10 On Hule as contributor to the Boeotian contingent see 2.500 

and vol. 1, 192 and 196. The victim who is rich, or has a rich father, is a 
typical detail, cf. 543f., 612f., 16.594-6, 17.575^ and 544~8n. The 
association of prosperity with rivers or lakes is also typical, cf. e.g. 2.825, 
2.854; for MEKAIPCVOS, 'by the shore o f , cf. especially 15.740. The rich 
community of Hule is reminiscent of "Y8qs EV TTIOVI 8T|pcp at 20.385 -
presumably a coincidence, since Hude is under Mt Tmolos and TTIOVI 6r|po) | 

a formula, 5 x //., 4 x Od. 

711-834 Athene and Here determine to stop Ares; Here looks after the preparation 
of horses and chariot while Athene dons her armour. They get permission from %eus 
before descending to the battlefield, where Here, disguised, encourages the Achaeans, 
and Athene rebukes Diom des and urges him to attack Ares 

7 1 1 TOOS 5 ' , i.e. Hektor and his troops. Again the ' noticing' device is used 
for a change of scene or action, this time from the field of battle to 
Olumpos; the consequences of Here's noticing will fill the remainder of the 
Book. There will be a similar episode at 8-35off., where Here similarly sees 
Hektor raging and invokes Athene's support. TOV/TT)V/TOUS COS OUV 

EVor)tTE(v) followed by different epithet-name groups occurs 9X II. ( + 2 
variants), including at 95. 

712 =» 7.18, after a similar preceding v. 
7 * 4 Another formular v. |co TTOTTOI, 29 x //., is often followed by n; cf. 

8.352 and 8.427, also addressed to Athene but without Atrutone (on which 
see 2.t57n. and S. West on Od. 4.762). There will be an unusual proportion 
of repeated w . in this whole episode, at least down to the goddesses' arrival 
on the batdefield, partly due to typical scenes of preparing a chariot and 
arming. The style is spirited none the less. 

715 For aXiov TOV p06ov UTTEOTQPEV cf. HyHerm 280, aXiov TOV n09ov 
cocoOcov; it is a relatively late and slightly awkward adaptation of e.g. 2.286 
CnroaxfiOTv qv irsp CRTTECTETV - since to promise a promise is one thing, to 
promise 'that saying* quite another. 

716 No specific promise need have been made to Menelaos, but he is 
clearly involved. 

718 = 4-418, likewise the concluding v. of a brief exhortation, cf. 
24.618. 

719-52 The two goddesses initiate a major new episode, culminating in 
the wounding of Ares and his retreat to Olumpos, which is obviously a close 
parallel to the earlier wounding of Aphrodite. We shall expect, therefore, 
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to find certain repetitions of theme and language. What is surprising is that 
the preparations for action by Here and Athene are closely reproduced in 
bk 8, where once again they decide to intervene in order to curb Hektor's 
devastations, only to be frustrated at the last moment by terrible threats 
from Zeus. That scene begins at 8.350 when Here once again expresses 
horror to Athene about the Trojan success, and asks whether they are to 
stand idle. Athene replies by first railing against Zeus, but at 374ft she 
accedes and tells Here to harness the horses while she herself goes to Zeus*s 
palace to put on armour. Hert obeys, at 8.381-3 ~ 5.719-21 here; then the 
bk 8 version moves straight on to the arming of Athene, where 8.384-96 = 
5.733-7 and 745-52. In other words, bk 8 does not have either the elaborate 
description of the preparation of the chariot at 5.722-32 or that of Athene 
donning the aegis and helmet at 5.738-44. 

Modern critics have debated the matter at length: is the bk 5 passage 
here an expansion of bk 8, or is the bk 8 version an abbreviation and re-
adaptation of bk 5? That question is not so pointless as model-copy 
arguments usually are; for it can be urged that, though both scenes contain 
typical elements as Fenik showed ( T B S 72-4), they are not type-scenes like 
many others but 'are so long and so specifically grounded in the action of 
the Iliad that they appear to be especially devised for this particular poem' 
(p. 7a). Moreover close attention to 719-21 reveals, surprisingly, that this 
part of the common description has been adapted from the bk 8 version (or 
something very like it) and does not naturally fit its present context. 

7 1 9 - 2 1 ~ 8.381-3, except that the subject of 719 crm'd̂ CTE is Athene not 
Here. That is because Here is now the immediately preceding speaker, 
whereas her speech of protest and exhortation at 8.352-6 had been followed 
by a long reply from Athene which is absent here. That reply had contrived 
to distract attention from Zeus's ban on divine intervention; no such 
consideration operates here. The consequence is that | f) ptv at 8.382 is quite 
undoubtedly Here; that is what the run of the sentence suggests, and in any 
case Here has just been told by Athene to harness the horses; she obeys this 
instruction (381) and goes off to do this very thing (382). The next v., 383, 
however, is clearly otiose, and many good MSS omit it. Now compare these 
three w . in their bk 5 context. The previous speaker has been Here, so it 
is now Athene who obeys - what? Not a specific instruction to harness as 
in bk 8, but a general exhortation, 'let us, too, take thought for battle'. But 
that means that the subject of | f) IJCV in 720 is ambiguous, or rather refers 
most obviously to Athene. Actually it is Here who is to harness the horses 
(as the other context had made plain through 8.374), a n c* this now has to 
be established by the addition of 721. This, as we saw, is otiose in the bk 8 
context and omitted by many MSS; here it is essential, and with no sign of 
doubt in the M S tradition - yet its makeshift nature is confirmed by its 
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apparently being designed for use in the vocative not the ruminative. That is 
strongly suggested by 14.194 and 243 (despite 19.91 and Od. 3.452) as well 
as by the whole-v. type of address with full titles, perhaps also by the form 
TTpcopa itself (Shipp, Studies 252, contra Risch, Wortbildung 68). 

Thus these introductory w . seem to have been adapted and elaborated 
from the bk 8 scene - either that, or some closely similar archetype. A 
further difficulty from which the bk 8 version is free will be discussed on 
734-7; all of which suggests that further differences between the two, over 
the preparation of the chariot and the aegis of Athene, are caused by 
elaboration here rather than simplification there - a conclusion which may have 
important consequences for our view of bk 8 as a whole. 

722-3 The horses are harnessed by Here, the chariot is assembled by 
Hebe, on whom see 4-2-3n.; she will wash and clothe the revived Ares at 
905. Chariots were stored indoors with covers over them (2.777-8, 5.194-5, 
8.441 and nn.), often with wheels removed as 8.441 also implies. The Linear 
B chariot tablets show this to have been regular Mycenaean practice 
(Ventris and Chadwick, Documents 361-9). KCCIMVAA KVKACC, here only, is 
modelled on KapTTvAa To£a (5 x II.); these wheels (the original meaning of 
KVKAOS) are of bronze and fit onto an iron axle, both metals being exotic 
choices for these functions (contra b T ) ; the axle of Diomedes' chariot at 838 
is ^rjyivos, 'of oak' , which is realistic (4.485-6^). The eight-spoked wheels 
are a great rarity (Lorimer, HM 319), probably a pious exaggeration 
likewise, since nearly all Bronze Age and Early Iron Age depictions of 
wheels show four spokes, a few six. 

724-6 The tyres were of bronze, the felloes (i.e. the rims inside them) 
of gold. Real felloes were of wood, see the simile at 4.485-6 with n.; the 
formula 6a0pa I6co6on | refers primarily to gold rather than bronze; for a 
parallel in the Rigveda cf. M. L. West, JHS 108 (1988) 155. The silver 
TrAfjpvai of 726 are the hubs or naves; they are trepiSpopoi, that is, they 
revolve, see also next n.fin. The temporary change to the present tense, curi, 
is eased by the lack of copula in the previous sentence. 

727-8 The 8»9pos is the chariot's bodywork, the part in which the 
charioteer and his companion stand; it can also connote the whole 
equipage. Its earlier sense is 'chair' , see 6.354^ - apparently one that can 
be carried on each side (6is+9€p«v), Chantraine, Diet. Here it is 'stretched 
with gold and silver straps'; the materials replace more mundane leather 
- but does this mean that the floor is made out of straps under tension, or 
that the front and sides are so constituted? Critics differ; artistic depictions, 
rough and ready for the most part (cf. Lorimer, HM 3toff.), show various 
types including the latter; the former is surely impracticable, since the 
leather would stretch and a foot find its way through somehow. As for the 
two rails, avTvyes, running round (mpi6popo$ has three different 
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applications in its three Iliadic occurrences, cf. 726 and 2.812), that may 
again be a divine doubling of the usual single rail; or it may count each 
terminal (often looped) as a separate unit, which is not implausible if the 
derivation of 5i9po$ is right. 

729-31 The assemblage of a cart, not a chariot, is described at 
24.266-74; there too the yoke is separate, but the pole, pupos, is 
permanently attached to the chassis (6i'9pos) as evidently here (and in the 
Linear B chariot-ideogram), and the two are bound together at the pole's 
extremity. AtTTaSva are breast-collars attached to each end of the yoke; 
divine metals are greatly in evidence, with impressive effect. Finally Here 
yokes the horses and the ring-composition vignette is complete. 

734-7 Meanwhile Athene pours her supple gown onto her father's floor 
- a voluptuous description and movement, tempered by the reminder that 
she had made it herself, i.e. as goddess of handiwork, ecxvos, 'pliant' vel sim.y 

seems distinct from (f)edv6$, 'garment', cf. Iwupt. Then she puts on the 
X»TWV (1 i2-i3n.), Zeus's own as it seems, and the rest of her (his?) armour; 
the actions symbolize her transformation from peaceful goddess to goddess 
of war. Her 'father's floor' in 734 comes as a surprise, since the description 
lacks the essential preliminary instruction in the corresponding episode at 
8.374-6:' You harness the horses for us, while I enter Zeus's house and arm 
for war.' In bk 8 Zeus is away on Ida; here he is still on Olumpos (753f.), 
which makes entering his house even more risky. Aristarchus retained these 
vv. against Zenodotus (Arn/A), athetizing them at 8.385-7 (Arn/A ad loc.) 
since no fight ensued there and an elaborate arming scene was therefore 
superfluous. Aristophanes had felt the same, and Zenodotus omitted 
8.385-7 entirely (Did/A). Aristarchus also discussed whether only the khiton 
belonged to Zeus, or all the TEUXCOC of 737, and appears to have favoured the 
latter (Nic/A). 

738-42 On the aegis see 2.446-51 n.; it is deployed by Zeus at 4.167 and 
by Athene at 2.447-9, 18.204 21.400. In 742 Atos Tepas applies to the 
gorgoneion rather than the aegis as a whole, cf. 11.4 but also 11.36, with 
nn. The allegorical figures of 739-40 are strongly reminiscent of the 
decoration of Agamemnon's shield at 11.32-7 (Phobos and Deimos, and 
Gorgo with dreadful gaze); also of Eris as companion of Ares at 518 and 
Phobos (with Deimos) and Eris as spirits of war at 4.440. Alke and Ioke are 
not personified elsewhere (on Kpuoeaaa see 6.344^); ropyciq -v K£9OAT] -V 

SEIVOTO ircAcbpov recurs at Od. 11.634 and is imitated at ps.-Hesiod, Aspis 
223ft cf. also Hesiod, Theog. 856.; Shipp, Studies 250, categorizes the whole 
phrase as 'a typically Aeolic combination of adjective and genitive'. The 
possibility of rhapsodic elaboration may be stronger here than at 4.44off. 
(cf. 4.445n.), especially since some kind of expansion seems involved 
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(719-2 in.yin.). Yet the elaboration of this particular arming-scene, despite 
its straining after effect, does succeed in increasing the majesty of the two 
goddesses, especially Athene, as prelude to the attack by her and Diomedes 
on Ares himself. 

7 4 3 - 4 743 — 1 1 . 4 1 , in Agamemnon's arming-scene; on KUVETJ see 
3-336n., on ¿119190X05 3.362^ Here and at 11.4if. the 90X01 or ridges are 
on each side of the helmet, which is á|J9Í9oXov; but the four 9<áAapo 
implied by TrrpcKpáXripov were probably different - though nothing to do 
with cheek-pieces (A), since at 16.106 Aias' helmet is constantly struck by 
spears KCCIT' 9ÓXop' €vrrroÍT)6' (see also on 13.132^). 90X1")pos in later Greek 
means 'with white markings' (and waves at 13.799 a r e 90cXr)piócovTa), see 
Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 90X05. Lorímer, HM 242, sees them as metal plates, 
but great uncertainty remains; see also D. H. F. Gray, C(¿ 61 (1947) 
117-19. V. 744 is even more mysterious. The equivalent v. in the arming 
of Agamemnon is 11.42, nrrroupiv, SEIVOV SE XÓ905 KCtftCnrepfcv EVEUEV; this 
could have stood here too, with xpvarcniv for nnroupiv if the poet was still 
anxious to emphasize precious materials for the divine helmet. As things 
stand, Athene's golden helmet is 'fitted with foot-soldiers of a hundred 
towns', suggesting both the huge size of the helmet and its wearer (so bT) 
and the comprehensiveness of its decoration. Willcock's 'hardly intelligible' 
is too severe, but the expression is both unparalleled and imprecise. upuXÉES, 
5 x //., are distinguished from iTnrfjEs at 11.49-52 (as Aristarchus remarked 
there, Arn/A). It meant 'foot-soldiers' in the dialect of Gortus in Crete 
according to Eustathius 893.34, and may indeed have been an ancient term 
even if absent from the Linear B texts; it recurs at ps.-Hesiod, Aspis 193, 
having become part of the more grandiose vocabulary of warfare. See 
Chantraine, Dict.y Trümpy, Fachausdrücke I78f. 

745-7 Most of this powerful description of the goddess, cumulative in 
structure and increasingly sonorous as it proceeds, recurs at Od. 1.99-101 
though without the flaming chariot. It seems probable that the main poet 
himself created these 3 w . for the general context here and at 8.389-91, 
since the style is strong and accomplished but with conspicuous non-
formular elements. Thus acc. ox£0t is infrequent (5 x //. against ¿xécov 30 x , 
ox£09i(v) 22 x , cf. óxÉEacn at 722 and once else); 9Xóyca is not found 
outside these w . ; Ppi6u peya oripapóv appears thrice elsewhere, but of 
Akhilleus' 'Pelian ash-spear' or its equivalent; oti'xos ccvSp&v | is formular, 
but 'subduing the ranks of heroes' is not; and ¿ppipoTTorrpT), 'with mighty 
father', is found only here (and at 8.391) in II. though 3 x Od. In 745 rrooi 
0T|cr£TO is especially interesting. This sort of repetitive expression is part of 
the oral style, cf. 3.16m. and 3.437^, but 'went with the feet', with no 
epithet signifying e.g. swiftness, is unique to this context (whereas T6EV 
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ojpOaApoToiv, e.g. at 770, and 'answered with words' are relatively 
frequent). It is absurd in a way, but suggests a solemn and measured 
movement nevertheless. 

748 A less successful v. (here and at 8.392) than 17.430 from which, or 

something similar, it seems to be adapted: TTOXAQ pfcv ap paoriyi 6ofj 
emucrieTo Ocivcov. That rising threefolder uses ap quite naturally - here the 
position of ap* is awkward, its evident purpose to avoid hiatus. 

STTipaiopat can mean 'touch' as well as 'reach out towards'. 

749-52 The parallel passage in bk 8 ends with these 4 imposing w . ; 
after that the action diverges, though the Horai will be on hand again at 
8.433 t o deal with the goddesses' chariot and horses when their expedition 
is aborted. The concept of the entrance to Olumpos being guarded by gates 
formed out of cloud is striking and original; it does not accord exactly with 
Homeric descriptions elsewhere, but these are in any case fragmentary and 
inconsistent; on the whole question, and especially Aristarchus' under-
standing of it, see Schmidt, Weltbild 8iff. and especially 84. As with the 
preceding w . , the idea and its expression seem to have been developed for 
the occasion. The gates creak in opening (cf. 12.460) - PVKOV from 
puxaopai, usually of the bellowing of bulls but also of a spear-point against 
a shield. They open aCrropcrrai, 'of their own accord', but are under the 
general control of the Horai, the Hours or Seasons, to whom (entry to) 
Olumpos is here entrusted. Hesiod describes them as daughters of Zeus and 
Themis at Theog. 90if., where they are unexpectedly named as Good Rule, 
Justice and Peace. More to the point, they were worshipped in Attica as 
Thallo and Karpo (West, Theog. on 901, cf. p. 32) and were spirits of life 
and growth, probably agricultural in origin but incorporated in the epic 
pantheon in a vaguer form, much like the Nymphs and particularly the 
Graces (cf. HyAp 194). Leaf commented on the freedom of imagery which 
made these clouds creak; Aristarchus (Arn/A) had justified the idea of 
clouds by their being the gateway to the sky, so to speak, since the oupavos 
stricdy speaking is set above the atmosphere. See also on 1.315—17; at 
13.523, however, Ares can sit 'on Olumpos' peak under golden clouds'. 
The exact relation of Olumpos to the sky is in any case left vague (as noted 
above), or differendy conceived on different occasions. 

753-4 The Olympian gods inhabit the top of Mt Olumpos; Zeus has 
his palace there (cf. e.g. 398) but spends much of his time apart, on its very 
highest peak; it is there that Thetis found him at i.499f. (in identical w . , 
see n. there), and Here and Athene find him here now. Similarly when he 
wants to overlook the battlefield he sits on the highest peak of Ida (14.157), 
much as Poseidon watches from the highest peak of Samothrace, I3.i2f. 

757-63 Her6 addresses Zeus with two heavily tactful and rather 
amusing questions, each beginning with ZcO Trorrcp. The first is long (5 w . ) 
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and relatively complex, with mainly progressive enjambment, and is 
designed to arouse his indignation; the second, short and to the point, seeks 
permission to chastise Ares. Formular elements are not conspicuous, and 
the speech seems once again to have been composed for the context. 

757 An ancient variant, ipy' criBqAa j, was rejected by Aristarchus 
(Did/A,T) here and at 872; neither it nor KapTtpa ipya is formular. 

758-61 oaodTiov, only here in the epic, was copied by Hellenistic 
writers; for its suffix cf. 8.353 ircrrcmov. The whole phrase ooacmov TC Kai 
oTov is rhetorically effective, its limited survival perhaps accidental. CKqAoi | 
(8 x //., 9 x Od.) adds a certain complacency to 760 TcpirovTcn; 761 is less 
successful, colometrically ambiguous since TOUTOV goes closely with owppova 
and leaves an awkward trochaic break in the second foot, infringing the 
spirit, at least, of'Meyer's Law'. Acc. sing. Ocpiora does not recur (except 
of the personified Themis), though plur. OtpiaTas occurs 6 x 11. 

762-3 On the polite form of question in 762 see 418-2 in., and for the 
metrical lengthening in arro6iu>pat compare 16.252 &rrovcEo6ai. 

764 There was an ancient variant, Tqv 6' OUTE Trpoo&im "rrorTTjp 
avSpcov TC 0ECOV TE, according to Arn/A (while some MSS have rpv 8* 
qpEiprr* Imrra ircrrqp...). Standard vv. of address, with name-epithet 
groups to fit them, are easily interchangeable at any stage of transmission; 
here the vulgate version has the advantage of a stronger epithet in context, 
'cloud-gatherer'. 

765-6 Zeus laconically accedes to his daughter's request, as to similar 
requests from her at 8.39f. (if genuine) and 22.183-5. The brevity reflects 
his authority and decisiveness, but also glosses over his acting against his 
promise to avenge the insult to Akhilleus. — oryp«, cf. aypa •• 'prey' , 
means 'seize'; as an inteijection preceding another imperative (4 x //., 2 x 
0d.t usually followed by pav, vuv or 8T|) it signifies 'well then', 'seize the 
moment* almost. Leaf compared French tienst but the idiom may be 
different. On Athene as ayEAciq cf. 4-i28n.; whether meaning 'bringing 
booty' or ' leader of the host' it was designed for her martial aspect, but is 
also a regular way of describing her in an oblique case: Parry, MHV 55-63. 
mXa^Eiv, 'bring close to', cf. TTCACCS, is frequent in different forms (18 x //., 
13 x Od.)t but only here is it used metaphorically and with abstract object; 
'bring him close to evil pains' is an unwieldy expression, though perhaps 
all the more emphatic for that. 

768-9 Once again Here lashes the horses; the couplet recurs at 8.45f., 
its first v. (sometimes with EACCCCV for nrrrovs) 8 x in all. 

770-2 The divine horses at a single stride cover as far as a man can 
discern from a high place over the wine-dark sea. Divine journeys are often 
illustrated by similes, and the OOOOV...TOOOOV construction is useful for 
comparisons of distance: thus 3.12 (as far as a stone's-throw), 16.589-92 
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(spear-throw), 23.431-3 (discus-throw), 24.317-19 (width of a door). The 
style is typically concise, with a few elevated words suitable to the divine 
subject; on T6cv ¿xpdaApoicnv see 745-70. f)EpoEiS£s should probably be taken 
with T o a a o v , i.e. 'as far into the misty distance as . . . ' The observer is a 
herdsman, perhaps, like the goatherd who at 4.275 sees a cloud coming over 
the sea. Sea and the view-point high above it are common elements, 
realistic so far as they go but also emotive through the high place, the 
solitary observer, the mist or cloud over the water. There might even be an 
echo of 1.350 where AJkhilleus looked out rrri olvoira TTOVTOV as here, but the 
phrase is formular at the v-e, see n. there, oivo-rra implies something very 
like its famous translation: 'wine-dark', 'wine-like in appearance' (cf. 
orrcoTra), i.e. in colour, also of cattle at 13.703. vyr)x«S must mean that 
these horses held their heads high as they neighed or whinnied - a curious 
epithet even for divine steeds, and perhaps uvfKxvx^S» as in bT's gloss, 
should be read both here and at 23.27. The singer's choice of epithet to 
precede Iirrrous -011 was in fact a wide one: <bickcs or ucbwxct$, then for a 
longer word KoAArrpixas, Kporrspcbwxas, XPva<*l jmvKaSi epiauxcvots, 
cpucrdpucrras. 

773-4 The goddesses descend to earth at 'the flowing rivers'-
according to 6.4 it is 'between the streams ofSimoeis and Xanthos' that the 
general fighting takes place. Little is said about the Simoeis elsewhere 
(whereas Skamandros is a major landmark); it is mentioned by itself at 
4.475 and 20.53 and together with Skamandros/Xanthos at 6.4 and 12.22. 
Confirmation that the two rivers met is provided by 2i.307ff., where 
Skamandros calls on Simoeis to help contain Akhilleus (fighting in the river 
itself) by increasing its own flood; thus there is no reason for suspecting 774. 
The Simoeis is commonly identified with the modern Diimrek Su which 
flows in from the east and joins the Skamandros or Menderes, flowing 
northward down from the foothills of Ida, quite near the Hellespont, with 
Ilios-Hissarlik enclosed in the angle between the two; see also pp. 38f. 

775-7 Hert still has charge of the horses. The first v. is formular with 
different divine subjects, as is AUCTQCT' OXEWV in 776 ^ 8.50, followed 
elsewhere (in 369 and 13.35) by trapa 5* ¿typpocnov paXcv cTSap, an idea 
elaborated in the whole of 777. Thus the passage is an elaborate expression 
of a typical motif, expanded to include the unique but charming detail of 
the river pushing up ambrosia, presumably on its fertile banks, for the 
horses to feed on. The special food of the gods (2. ign., see also pp. gff., 96f.) 
becomes that of their horses too; nowhere else is it implied to be a kind of 
plant, though the idea is plausible since it corresponds with mortal OTTOS or 
cereal. — f̂ epa in 776 confers invisibility; it is thick mist rather than air 
though others cannot see it, so the horses are left to graze unnoticed. The 
gender of TTOVAVV has caused discussion: is it intended as feminine, or is f)f)p 
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to be counted as masculine only here in Homer? The formula rjépi TTOXA^ | 
(5 x II.) shows the latter to be unlikely. M. L. West favoured fjépi TTOAA<2> 
as lectio difficilior at Hesiod, Theog. 9, but on the basis of a doubtful 
assessment of Z on 697 ( Aristarchus' opinion being revealed by A m / A on 
1 0 . 2 7 TTOVAOV ùyprjv j and 1 9 . 9 7 OfjAvç êoOaa). The truth is that TTOVAUV, 

like OrjAvç -v, can be masculine in form but feminine in function (cf. 
Chantraine, G H 1, 252f.), the epic lengthening of -0- to -ov- providing 
singers with a useful metrical variant, TTOVAOV TToAArjv. 

778 Surprisingly, the two goddesses 'went like pigeons in their gait ' , a 
phrase imitated at HyAp 114. T6ua0* ( < icvai) is not found again before 
Callimachus, but Tprjpoova TTÉAHCCV | occurs 4 x //., 1 x Od. Tprjpcov is 
glossed as ' l ight' and 'swift ' by Hesychius, and the connexion with ÔTpT̂ pc>s 
cannot be ruled out ; that with Tpcco seems more probable. TroAuTp^pcova 

at 2 . 5 0 2 and 5 8 2 shows that Tp/|pcov can also be a substantive, the name of 
the genus as LSJ suggest, cf. o w i K o r r r p o i o i v at 7 8 3 and îpi)Ç K Î p x o s at Od. 
I3-86f. ; or it may be the wild rock-pigeon, TTCACIO the tamer dove. At all 
events the goddesses seem to be imagined as strutting or waddling - hardly 
a dignified motion, but gently humorous rather than downright comical. 
Often it is the swiftness of birds that is attributed to gods (cf. 1 3 . 6 2 - 5 , 

1 5 . 2 3 7 ) , yet ungainly disguises can also be assumed, as when at 7 . 5 9 Athene 
and Apollo sit in a tree like vultures; see the full discussion there. Von der 
Mîihll (Hypomnema 103) thought the application to Iris and Eileithuia at 
HyAp 114 to be more natural, Ameis-Hentze that the reference is to short, 
quick female paces; N . J . Richardson suggests that quietness, rather, may 
be implied. 

7 8 0 - 3 Diomedes is found in the thick of batde. TTAETOTOI xai âpioroi, 
properly of an élite contingent (e.g. Agamemnon's at 2 . 5 7 7 , 8 1 7 , Hektor's 
at 12.89, f97)> l s here more loosely applied as the Achaeans huddle together 
on the defensive, cf. 12.38 ÉcApévoi. They are like lions or boars (782f. ~ 
7.256f.), the latter a regular exemplar of aggression under attack as at 
1 1 . 4 1 4 - 1 8 , 1 7 . 2 8 1 - 3 , 1 7 . 7 2 5 - 9 . At 1 2 . 4 2 - 8 it is either a boar or a lion, as 
here, that resists the hunters; that is a developed description in which the 
offer of an alternative, boar or lion, tends to be diffuse and distracting ; here 
the simile is a brief amalgam of the main elements of all those more 
elaborate images - hunter, hounds, lions, powerful boars - and the alterna-
tive does not weaken the effect. 

7 8 4 - 6 HerC takes the guise of Stentor and shouts a rebuke at the 
Achaeans. Surprisingly, this is the only Homeric mention of a figure 
destined to become proverbial (cf. Aristotle, Pol. H 4 . 1 3 2 6 1 ^ 6 - 7 ) . He has a 
'speaking name', cf. OTCVEIV (von Kamptz, Personcnnamen 253^, and a 
'brazen voice' like Akhilleus, whose OTTO X<XAKEOV is compared to a trumpet 
at 1 8 . 2 1 9 - 2 2 ; it is as loud as that of fifty others according to 7 8 6 , a 
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cumulated v. omitted by some texts (so Did/AbT, also by P. Bodmer i ; 
Aristarchus probably athetized, cf. Apthorp, MS Evidence 49) because of its 
hyperbole; but see K . J . McKay, AJP&o (1959) 383-8. Such powers might 
be appropriate in a god, cf. Ares at 859-61, but are bizarre in an otherwise 
obscure mortal ¿nd belong to the list of odd details in this Book. The 
exegetical tradition supposed him to be a Thracian killed by Hermes for 
boasting of his louder voice, or inventor of the conch-shell war-trumpet 
(AbT). 

787 Agamemnon will begin his rebuke at 8.228ff. with the same words, 
one of several points in common between bks 5 and 8. | ociScos, 'Apyctoi and 
«80s cryrprot etc. ('admired for your looks*) each recur twice; KOCK* cXcyxca 
is part of Thersites' insult at 2.235. 

788-91 Reproach, often violent, is a regular ingredient of heroic 
encouragement. These 4 w . , carefully varied in enjambment and internal 
punctuation and culminating, as often, in a concise wholc-v. conclusion, 
make a single and telling point: that while Akhilleus was still fighting the 
enemy never ventured beyond their gates, but now they are close to the 
Achaean ships. That is a typical motif as Fenik notes ( T B S 75), restated by 
Akhilleus himself at 9.352-4 and i6.69ff.; here it serves in addition to bring 
him briefly to mind (bT). Poseidon will develop the same idea in a speech 
likewise beginning | criSo>s, "ApysToi at 13.95-110; indeed 791 = 13.107 and 
is more suitable there, since the Trojans at this point have not reached the 
ships themselves. That they previously 'never moved in front of the 
Dardanian gates' (789^) is not very precise but clear in general purport; 
at 9-353f. Akhilleus will say that Hektor was previously unwilling to fight 
away from the wall, or only as far as the Scaean gate and the oak-tree. On 
the Scaean and Dardanian gate(s), perhaps identical as Aristarchus 
thought (Arn/bT), see 3.145^ and pp. 47f. — Shipp, Studies ig7f. and 250, 
describes oixveoxov as 'late*, citing with approval Leafs judgement that its 
context verges on the grotesque; but it is entirely harmless, not heavily 
traditional but firmly rooted in both epics. Its frequentative form is neatly 
balanced against 788 moAcoKrro. 

792 See on 470. 
793 Athene 'rushed at ' Diomedes, rrropouoe, in an untraditional 

application of a verb used to suggest aggressive movement in all but two of 
its 24 Iliadic occurrences. The other exception is 17.481 where it connotes 
leaping onto a chariot, corresponding with 17.483 ¿nropouoE. Twice it 
describes someone rushing towards a corpse to strip the armour, but 
everywhere else it implies a rapid attack. In its single Odyssean occurrence 
sleep rushed at, i.e. suddenly overcame, Odysseus at 23.343 ~ a t ^c a s t l^at 
is another m taphorical use. Admittedly Athene here is about to criticize 
Diomedes, to attack him with words, but that does not really justify the odd 
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choice of verb; and the following v.t where she discovers him by his chariot, 
suggests that rrropoucrE may have been intended to mean 'rushed to find 
him', which is no less clumsy. 

7 9 4 — 5 She finds 'that lord' by his chariot cooling off his shoulder-
wound. She had lightened Diomedes' limbs at 122 but did not really heal 
the wound, cf. 124~6n. The surrounding throng of 78if. is now disregarded; 
it is an epic narrative convention that long, isolated conversations can take 
place in the midst of battle; 'the bystanders are forgotten' as Fenik remarks 
(TBS 75), as in the exchanges between Diomedes and Glaukos at 6.1 igff. 
and Akhilleus and Aineias at 20.i76ff. — Aristarchus (Arn/AbT) noted 
the idiomatic compression of 795, ' the wound.. . which Pandaros hit with 
[i.e. made by hitting with] his arrow'; cf. 16.511. 

796-8 The wound was in the right shoulder, cf. 98, and that is the one 
the TcXapcbv or shield-strap crosses, at least with this round aorri$ (for 
which P 41 has ap9ippoTT|S in place of vulgate EOKOKAOU) ; see Lorimer, HM 
182 and pi. n. 4. The Koivat or 'common' texts had Tpipero for TEiprro, but 
Aristarchus accepted the latter (Did/A); its regular epic use is metaphorical 
but rubbing is its literal sense, cf. Lat. tero. As he lifts the strap and wipes 
off the blood the OcbprjKos yuaAov of 99 is disregarded; on KEAO(IVE9£S cap (a) 
see Leumann, HW 202 ff. 

799 b T remarked on the close observation of this gesture of grasping 
the yoke, which 'happens even now'. 

800-34 At 124-6 Athene had promised the wounded hero 
'might. . .such as his father Tudeus once had' . Now the wound is 
weakening him again; there is no prayer this time, but Athene reappears 
and rebukes him directly for slackness, saying he is very different from 
Tudeus about whom she recounts a laudatory anecdote. T h a t same tale 
had been summarized in the Epipolesis by Agamemnon, whose un-
warranted rebuke of Diomedes there was typologically similar to the 
present one: see vol. 1, 368-72 and esp. 4.389-90^ Clearly the Tudeus 
theme is in the singer's mind in these two Books as a mechanism for spurring 
Diomedes into action, and Diomedes himself will refer to it again at 6.222f. 
T h e two rebukes are especially elaborate, representing a different dimension 
of the pattern discussed on 471, and might seem repetitious if Athene's tone 
were not so different from Agamemnon's, half-humorous rather than 
pompous. Then her version omits the background of Tudeus' solitary 
mission to Thebes (indicated with a certain vagueness at 4.376-84) and 
begins at 8o3f. with his arrival there. At 4-385f. he had found the Cadmeans 
dining in Eteokles* palace; now 805 adds that Athene had told him to join 
them peaceably and not provoke them - but he does just that in both 
versions by challenging them to athletic contests which he wins. Finally the 
bk 4 version added the typical folktale consequence that the Thebans try 
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to ambush him on leaving, whereupon he kills all but one of the fifty 
ambushers. That version is therefore more complete, but the present one 
will emphasize, in line with its general context, Athene's unsuccessful 
attempt to control Tudeus* habitual boldness. See further on 807-8 below. 

In the Epipolesis scene Agamemnon's rebuke was answered by Sthenelos, 
then himself rebuked by Diomedes. Here there is no third speaker and 
Diomedes defends himself, with Athene urging him on a second time. The 
ring-form of her first speech is exact and conspicuous (so Lohmann, Reden 
14): (A) You are not like your father Tudeus, (Bi) who was courageous 
even when I discouraged him; (B2) but you hang back even when I 
encourage and protect you, (A) therefore you are no true son of Tudeus. A 
similar form is artfully suggested in Diomedes' reply (through yiyvcboxco in 
815, q.v. with n., and 824), but is absent from Athene's second speech. 

800-1 Not living up to one's father is a typical reproach, exemplified 
not only at 4.372 but also in Tlepolemos' challenge to Sarpedon at 635-7. 
V. 801 adds that Tudeus was short in stature, pixpos, a rare word in epic 
(2 x //., 1 x 0d.)y the regular Homeric terms for 'small' being oAiyos (40 x 
+ compounds) and tvt6os (32 x ) . peicov too is Homeric (Myc. me-u-jo) 
and was regarded as the comparative of pixpos in later Greek, but despite 
Szemerenyi may be from a different root: see Chantraine, Did. s w . with 
refs. The etymology of pttcpos, at least, is obscure, and even the analogy with 
poocpos doubtful. Chantraine assigns to i t ' a more expressive, concrete and 
sometimes familiar' sense, but Shipp's 'lacking in epic dignity' (Studies 
ig6f.) is excessive, especially in view of TVTBOS. Actually oAiyov appears in 
the immediately preceding v., and that more than anything may have 
prompted the use of a less familiar term here. 

No less unusual is the idea itself, details of physique being rare in the epic 
except for anti-heroic characters like Thersites (2.216-19) and Dolon 
(10.316). The Viewing from the Walls in bk 3 is a special case, and 
Odysseus is described there by Priam, for purposes of identification, as a 
head shorter (IJUEICOV) than Agamemnon but with broader shoulders 
(3.193^). Such physical details as are given are usually designed to 
emphasize other qualities by contrast: thus Odysseus is not outstanding in 
height or posture when he speaks, but a brilliant speaker none the less 
(3.209ff.); Tudeus here is 'small in stature but a real fighter'; even Dolon 
is 'evil in appearance but a swift runner'. Later, Pindar can describe 
Herakles himself as POP9CTV Ppaxvs, vjA^ctv 6* OKCCPTTTOS,' (relatively) short 
[surely not 'of little account'] in physique but unswerving in heart* (Isthm. 
4.53). This, then, is a rhetorical figure which may reflect little in the way 
of positive information about the heroic subject. Yet 4.389-90^ concluded 
that the Tudeus tales were probably derived from a hexameter source, some 
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predecessor of the Cyclic Thebais, in which ease Tudeus' short stature could 
have come independently from there. 

80si—8 Probably to be taken as a single sentence, with 805 parenthetical 
and oCrrap in 806 resumptive. Athene's point is that Tudeus could not help 
being a fighter even when she told him not to be, despite which she kept on 
supporting him. 

802-4 Trcnqxiacmv implies 'darting', cf. 2.446-5 in .Jin., and baTai9ao-
creiv 'darting out', i.e. rushing forward into the battie. Athene has 
forbidden him to make war, TTOAEIU^EIV oCnc EICXOKOV, reflecting the language 
of 4.376 where Tudeus came to Mukenai with Poluneikes ¿nip TToXipov. 
According to 4.380-4 the Argives were kept back by Zeus but sent Tudeus 
ahead from the Asopos river on a solitary mission, presumably to see if 
Eteokles would make terms (cf. Tudeus' HEtXi'xiov uOOov in Diomedes' 
summary at 10.288). cryyEXos in 804 recalls the <5ryyEAir)v of 4.384, in itself 
ambiguous, just as 803 vootpiv 'Axai&v recalls pouvos kbv in 4.388; similarly 
KaSusiCOVES, KaSnEioi for Thebans, here and at 807, reflect 4.385 and 388. 

806 Pandaros had addressed Diomedes as KopTEpoOuuE at 277. 
807-8 Closely related to the equivalent couplet at 4.389?.: 

AAA' o y" OEOAEUEIV TrpoxaAt^inro, travTa 6' EVIKO 
pt]i6ia>s' TOI'TI oi rrnppoflos T)EV 'A$r)vr|. 

Differences are due to objective narradve in bk 4 as against Athene's first-
person account here. It is hard to assign priority, since 4.389 has ¿EOAEVEIV 
which 5.807 lacks (and is necessary for complete understanding), whereas 
4.390 has rmppo0o$ which is unique in Homer and seems to be syncopated 
from rnrrappoOos here and at 828 (but see on 4.389-90). Probably both are 
variants of a specific poetical predecessor. Aristarchus omitted 808 (contra 
Zenodotus, Arn/A and Did/bT; cf. Apthorp, MS Evidence 4-6) as 
inconsistent with Athene's prohibition just before. That fails to recognize 
the complexity of her argument: ' I told him to behave peacefully, but he 
made challenges nevertheless; I stood by him even so, as always, and helped 
him win - just as I stand by you, too, and encourage, not discourage, your 
fighting; despite which you hold back. ' — ITOCVTOC 6' ¿VIKCC must mean ' he 
won all the contests'; bT's other suggestion, iravra KoCpov, is hardly 
possible. 

809-10 The goddess underlines her efforts to support and activate 
Diomedes: *rrapa 8' Iarauat, cpuAaaacj, irpo^POVECOS KEACHIOCI. 

8x1-13 The language has formular elements but is unusual none the 
less: TToAuai£ occurs once elsewhere, in the Od. and of TTOAEUOS ; limbs can 
be seized by weariness as by trembling, but only here is 8E8UKEV, acceptable 
in itself, used with Kapcnros; 8EOS FOX« cocriptov recurs only at 13.224 
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{oocrjpiov presumably from KT|p ~ Gvuos, i e . 'without spirit'). After 
Athene's predominantly progressive and narrative style the sharp internal 
break and integral enjambment of 812 make a decisive ending, especially 
with the emphatic ring-reference back to its opening v. at 813. 

815-04 Diomedes defends himself calmly and skilfully, partly by 
quoting back at Athene her earlier instructions. His words, though 
awkward in places through adaptation of phrases from elsewhere, are 
carefully constructed in rhythm and rhetoric, moving from whole-sentence 
w . (815, 816) and progressive enjambment (817-18) to more complex 
sentences (819-23) and the concise whole-v. conclusion about Ares, the 
important new subject, in 824. 

815 Ability to recognize gods is a leitmotiv of the whole Book (cf. 128), 
which is why Diomedes reverts to it here, perhaps with a touch of irony; 
Athene's words, after all, not to speak of her appearance, make her identity 
unmistakable. He will repeat the emphatic yiyvcboKoo at 824, giving an 
impression of completeness to his whole address by means of apparent nng-
form reversion; but see further on 816 adfm. 

8x6 oOS* rrrtKEuoco | is a primarily Odyssean formula (8 x + 3 variants), 
recurrin in II. only in the linguistically untypical bk 10, at 115. Among 
Odyssean uses 4.350 and 17.141 rrros 0O6' ¿triKtvaw and 5.143 
Trpo^pcov... 0O6* cTOKfuooo show further similarities. This does not mean 
that the speech or the whole scene is by the main composer of the Odyssey, 
exactly; (here are Odyss an patches in bks 1 and 24, for example, which are 
determined by particular kinds of subject commoner in Od. than in Il.t see 
e.g. on 1.312 and 434. Here it might be argued that intimate conversations 
between goddess and hero are a primarily Odyvscan topic, just as seafarin 
or night-journeys with Hermes might be. Athene's speech adds some 
support to the idea, since her vtords in 809, trapa 8* urrauai f|6* 90X000x0, 
are abo used by her to Odysseus at Od. 13.301: £v IRAVTEOCN TTOVOIOI 

irapurraiiai F)6C 9UXOCTCTCO (the phrase does not recur, though cf. II. 4.54 for 
a probable echo). Moreover she had begun that same sentence with ou6i 
ov y* *yvo>s | riaXXaB" 'A&TivaiT^v, which may even have a bearing on 
Diomedes* address to her here, 815 yiyvcooxco ere, tea, otherwise a litde 
mysterious. 

8x7 Takes up Athene's 5ios Tax« axfipiov at 813, but also reveals its 
close connexion with 13.224 where the phrase recurs. That b superficially 
similar but grammatically quite different: 

oCrre nvd 6ios KTX*I cocrjpiov oGn ti$ ¿icvcp 
EI'KCOV avSOrra« troXcpov KCOCOV... 

It is hard not to envisage a model-copy relationship in a case like thb, as 
against an archetype of which both are derivatives; and the model here b 
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likely to be bk 13 . Athene has not mentioned OKVOS; her alternative to 6eos 

¡5 811 KaH°rT95i nd lh singer might be expected to have repeated that, even 
if it required an extra v. As it is, he seems to have chosen the easier course 
of adapting an existing v. from his repertory, even at the cost of imprecision. 

818 This, on the other hand, seems composed for the occasion, though 
not without traditional elements; thus ctrtTiiXas (etc.) always comes at the 
v-e as here. Aristarchus (Did/T) read oecov, rightly; the vulgate o&v is a 
needless modernization, conceivably Attic, since e.g. CT<pl«v with similar 
synizesis is regular (and contracted oq&v appears only with crOr&v, cf. 
Chantraine, GH1, 63). Van Leeuwen emended, needlessly; for the general 
sense cf. 1.495 oO Ar|6rr' ¿«perpicov. 

819-21 = 130-2, except for 819 ou u" Etas paocapecrai in place of 130 pt| 
TI ov y* aOocvonrotoi - an instructive instance of the adjustment of epithet for 
purely functional and metrical reasons. See on 124-32, also on 130 for the 
scansion of a v m K p O and on 131-2 for the cumulation of TOTS aXAois. 

822-4 I n foct immediate reason for Diomcdes being as Athene 
found him (i.e. standing by his chariot) is that he is cooling off his wound, 
cf. 794^ That wound is mentioned neither by Athene (despite her reference 
in 811 to Kaiicnros) nor, perhaps surprisingly, by Diomedes himself. Instead 
he names the general reason for the Achaeans* retreat, namely Hektor's 
success and their awareness that Ares is supporting the Trojans, cf. 
especially 702. 

826-34 Athene's reply is benevolent and encouraging; she seems to 
have forgotten her previous insults - perhaps Diomedes' demeanour, 
patient as ever, has helped. Now he is to go straight for Ares, whom she 
abuses in an elegant and highly subordinated sentence \829-34). 

826 Also at 243; see n. there. 
827-8 TO y f , 4 on this account' (Willcock) rather than 'for that matter' 

(Leaf), cf. the similar 14.342. She now claims to be Diomedes' birrappoOos, 
lightly adapting her language of 808, q.v. with n. 

829-31 npcoTco, 'straightaway ', without delay; there is no implication 
that he would then turn against someone else. CTXCSI'TIV, adverbially, 'at 
close range*. OoCpov"Apr]a | is a formula, 7 x //.; at 30 it similarly triggered 
off a following v. full of opprobrious epithets, also by Athene. His madness, 
i.e. in indiscriminate killing, is a standard criticism, e.g. at 717, but 
oAAotrpoCTaXAos, 'all things to all men' ('unreliable', LJgrE)y appears only 
here and at 889 (where it is Zeus that so rebukes him); he is also TVKTOV 

KGKOV, literally 'a wrought evil', purpose-built as it w e r e - n o t only by 
nature but also through practice as bT suggest. 

832-4 This earlier promise to side with the two goddesses against Troy 
is referred to briefly at 21.413^ but not elsewhere. It may be an ad hoc 
invention, since, despite Ares' mythical connexions with the foundation of 
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Thebes, his affiliations as Thracian are Trojan rather than Achaean - and 
with his mistress Aphrodite, herself mother and protectress of Aineias. That 
may over-simplify a complicated and defective mythological tradition, and 
the salient Tact may be that he represents a different and more savage view 
of warfare than Athene, and is unlikely to remain for long as her 
accomplice. — Leaf rightly noted the ambiguity of 834 *rd>v hi XEXorcrrai; 
apparent correspondence with the preceding v. would suggest T&V 6E as the 
Argives, but it may mean 'those undertakings', cf. OTEOT* in 832. 

^35~9°9 Athene joins Diomedes in his chariot and helps him wound Arest who with 
a roar of pain rushes up to Olumpos. He complains bitterly to %eus, who does not 
conceal his dislike but has him healed. Athene and Here return to Oltnnpos having 
achi ted their aim 

8 3 5 - 6 Sthenelos has been standing silent (in contrast with the Epipolesis 
scene) in the chariot; now Athene ejects him and takes his place. ¿9* nrxrcov 
&OE Xana^s I (itself based on ¿ 9 ' ITTTTCOV OXTO X A P a C c I ) occurs 3 x 11. 
elsewhere, but of toppling warriors from their chariot with a fatal blow. 
That is clearly its traditional application. No hearer could take that to be 
the meaning with Sthenelos now, but the image evoked is imprecise none 
the less, so | xctPi tczAiv cpOcrao* is cumulated in the next v. as a correction 
almost - she draws Sthenelos backward, that is, out of the rear of the 
chariot, cppcrrrE«* ( i x //., t x Od.) is of debated origin but most probably 
connected with p a y , the meaning being virtually the same. A verbal form 
pcnrcEiv is found thrice in the pseudo-Hesiodic Aspis and is surely an 
artificial creation. 

8 3 8 - 9 Aristarchus athetized these striking w . as unnecessary, absurd 
and illogical (Arn/A). It was probably the theological implications of 
Athene's sheer weight that distressed him; they are indeed a little shocking, 
and were perhaps intended to be so. Concrete physical gestures like Athene 
tugging Akhilleus by the hair at (.197 (or indeed her robust displacement 
of Sthenelos just now) show that the gods can be conceived as having many 
corporeal attributes - including a kind of blood, indeed, in the present 
Book. She and Diomedes will shordy come upon Ares plundering a man he 
has killed in batde, and she will personally ram home Diomedes' spear into 
the divine belly. The theme of physical attack on gods is uniquely exploited 
in this Book, and now the creaking axle (which is realistically 9T)yivo$, 'of 
oak' , cf. 722~3n.) emphasizes Athene's purely physical presence in graphic 
detail. It is hard for a modern reader not to detect flashes of humour, as 
indeed in parts of the conversation that preceded (in which Fenik, TBS 77, 
refers to Athene's 'banter*, comparing Apollo's words to Hektor at 
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*5.244f.). Yet 839 at least is a solemn and serious statement, * i th 5v8pa 
T' aptarov matching Diomedes as true hero (and stalwart figure, that 
implies) with the terrible and superhuman goddess. The elevated diction 
and dramatic rhythms from 835 to 839, with the portentous runover words 
of 838 and 839, strengthen the scene's majestic effect. 

840 Shipp may be right (Studies 252) that this has been abbreviated 
from KapTTaXii40>s uacrriya *ai f,via AOC£ETO (2 x //.) to incorporate the 
epithet-name formula — but that does not indicate 'late composition', 
simply normal oral practice. Consequent lengthening of 5c before the mu 
of MCtCTTiya is perfectly acceptable, cf. e.g. 19.395. 

841 Repeals the language of Athene's instruction at 829, with carrix* for 
aXK cry*. That accounts in part for the asyndeton (because of lack of room 
for a connective), which is dramatic in itself; also for upco-rco, less natural 
here than there, see on 829-31 • 

842-3 Ares is discovered stripping Periphas whom he has just killed, cf. 
848: a unique event, though his epithet iitaupovo? shows him as liable to do 
this sort of thing. Other gods kill from afar, so are not direcdy polluted by 
blood. The victim here is created for the occasion; neither this Periphas nor 
his father Okhesios are heard of elsewhere, though a Trojan Periphas, a 
herald, is fleetinglv dreamed up at 17.323 (his patrommic Epuudes is a 
speaking name, and so perhaps Periphas too, von Kamptz, Personennamen 
26). Okhesios is likely to be a literary formation, cf. von Kamptz 12; 
Nicander declared him to be a son of Oineus (bT) and so Diomedes' uncle. 
In any case the poet makes unnecessary difficulties for himself by terming 
Periphas 'far the best of the Aetolians', since that title belonged to Thoas 
both in the Achaean Catalogue and elsewhere in the poem. 

844-5 The resumptive phrase "tov u«v "ApTft... comes quickly, after only 
a single v. of contextual detail, but is forceful in its repetition of the shocking 
evapi(t and the addition of ptai^ovos, a standard epithet foi the god but 
exemplified in drastic action here. It leads into Athene's unparalleled 
donning of the cap of Hades, vet another of the exotic details for which this 
Book is famous. Unlike others, ikhor for example, this has little to do with 
the special theme of wounding gods, and departs from the usual divine 
means of invisibility, namely covering with cloud or mist. The cap of 
invisibility, a widely diffused folktale concept, is enshrined in the Perseus 
myth vcf. Apollodorus 2.4.2), which is especially rich in folktale motifs and 
devices; but this is naturally its earliest testimony in a Greek context, 
followed by Aspis 227. Its description here obviously draws on the popular 
etymology of Hades as A-fi6rjs, the unseen one; that is emphasized by MT} 
piv 1601 and the repeated ¿>$ 5e 16« of the next v. Perhaps the cloud 
mechanism seemed too unwieldy for a divinity in motion and with a mortal 
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close beside her; moreover the idea of one deity joining a mortal in physical 
action against another is highly untypical, one that might seem to call for 
untypical details in its description. 

847-9 The obscure Periphas is again dignified ith the epithet TTEAC»>P»OS 

(assigned to Ares* spear at 594 and to Hades at 395) in 847 which repeats 
most of 842. A typical runover-word cumulation enables the singer to dwell 
once more on this unnatural act of killing by extending efaiwrro Ovpov | 
(3 x //.) through KTtivwv; moreover wTcrOcn 60i sets up a sharp conceptual 
contrast between the god's inert and abandoned victim and his ov*n rush 
at Diomedes in 849. pf) (Pav) p* 16us is standard, one of several formular 
elements in these 3 w . , which succeed however in conveying a sense of 
ruthless determination. 

850 The third occurrence in this Book of this standard v. 
851-2 Ares, on foot, strikes first at Diomedes, who remains in his 

chariot with the goddess invisible beside him; it is a thrust not a throw as 
he reaches forward with his spear over yoke and reins. 

853-4 The untypical action is loosely expressed, for <5tiix9f)vai suggests 
a spear in flight rather, cf. U.552C = 17.66if., O A P & S yop OKOVTSS I avn'ov 
mocrovOT, and 3.368 rjTx^l irotAapi^iv ¿rcbaiov. Athene's diversion of the 
thrust reminds one of the even more miraculous feat where she blows back 
Hektor's spear-shot at Akhilleus at 20.438-41. 

855-7 cbpporro, always implying' rushing at [or toward)', suits a fighter 
on the ground better, but must be intended here to describe Diomedes' 
lunge from the chariot. Athene CTTsp€t(XE, pressed the spear on, into Arcs* 
lower belly; for the pn-prt (which Aristarchus wrote in the dat. here, 
probably rightly against the acc. in Herodian and the vulgate, Did/AbT) 
see 4.i37~8n. It is noted by b T that Ares is not conceived as a giant as at 
21.407, otherwise Diomedes could not have reached even his lower belly. 
Neither singer nor audience would be likely to calculate this sort of thing 
very closely, but even so the god was probably felt to be larger than life, just 
like Athene with her exceptional weight (838^). 

858 The second hemistich is repeated in the Theomachy at 21.398, 
when Ares reminds Athene of this incident as he tries to attack her. A 
definite physical wound is inflictcd, though its immediate effects arc not 
stated until 870. Scrrrrnv has a general meaning, 'consume*, 'devour' (cf. 
Lat. daps, d mnum, Chantraine, Diet.) as of fire at 23.183; and a more 
specific one, 'tear* (in the process of devouring?), as of beasts feeding in the 
similes at 11.481 and 16.159. The latter sense is especially implied in 61a-
darrrrav as here (by tmesis). 

859-61 The wounded god (cf. 870-1 n.) shrieked, Ippaxc, a verb 
implying a loud, harsh sound as of the axle creaking at 838, armour 
squeaking somehow at 4.420 and 16.566 and doors being unbarred at Od. 
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21.49; also of the noise made by a horse or a bull. The short quantitative 
simile 'as loud as nine or ten thousand warriors' recurs at 14.148^ of 
Poseidon shouting - but in encouragement not pain and rage as here, where 
the effect is bathetic, as is the recurrence of *ApT)os in the general sense of 
4war' (cf. e.g. 2.381). 

862-3 Both sides are seized by terror as they hear the great god roar; 
it is, after all, something inhuman and unnatural. | Ssfarovnras is a typical 
runover-word, its main purpose to lead into the formal conclusion of the 
simile (TOCTOV eppaxc...). The wounded and demoralized Ares is still orros 
TroAepoio, 'insatiate of war' (a phrase applied to him alone, 4X //., in 
which the uncontracted spelling OCOTOS could be restored), either ironically 
or through the automatic use of a regular name-epithet group. 

864-7 After his great shout the god's departure needs to be described 
in no less striking terms. Striking this simile certainly is - but also curiously 
obscure, both in what it describes and in the exact point of comparison. 
T w o other cloud similes in bk t6, one comparably opaque, appear in 
contexts which as a whole bear the stamp of the main composer: i6.297ff., 
'as when Zeus moves thick cloud from a high mountain-top, and its look-
out places, ridges and gorges are revealed, and from heaven the limitless 
upper air is torn asunder, so did the Danaans take respite for a little... \ and 
16.364^, 'as when cloud comes from Olumpos into [lit. within] the sky out 
of the clear upper air when Zeus spreads a storm, so was their shouting and 
panic from the ships... ' Part of the former recurs with a clearer application 
at 8-557f.; the latter was denounced by Leaf and others, wrongly, as a poor 
doublet of i6.297ff., and is not made entirely clear by Moulton, Similes 35. 
The present simile belongs, then, to a particular category and is not unique 
to this Book; it confirms a certain poetic tolerance over precise matters of 
comparison, not least in weather-images which tend of their nature to be 
impressionistic. 

It may help to start out from a very literal translation: 

5.864 Such as dark mist appears out of clouds 
865 after heat when a harsh wind rises 
866 such to Diomedes son of Tudeus did brazen Ares 
867 appear as he went together with clouds into broad sky. 

In 864 ck is probably to be taken locally as at 11.62, whereas in 865 the 
majority opinion is surely correct that | KCCOHOTOS goes together, with 
meaning 'after' or 'as a result of' and avspoto...opvupgvoio gen. absolute. 
Winds do often arise after great heat (bT); but can 864 merely indicate 
gathering clouds (cf. Herodotus 1.87) with accompanying gloom towards 
east or west (so Eustathius 615.29^) ? And docs TOTOS in 866 mean no more 
than 'so dark' (Ameis-Hentze)?. 867 and 868 show Ares* exit as both 
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rapid and upward, EIS oirpavov; a more promising idea is of some kind of 
whirlwind, as in Willcock who translates 864, after E. V. Rieu, as 'like a 
black (column of) air which appears oui of the clouds'. This may be 
correct, especially in view of the strict meaning of ctrjp (more properly 
spelled F|TJP in Homer) as mist or tangible darkness - hence 'column*. The 
phenomenon would be neither a 'fiery whirlwind* (-rrpT)OTT|p in Greek) nor 
Leaf's 'whirlwind of dust raised b> the scirocco*, but something more like 
a tornado, which is dark in appearance and, after descending, then rapidly 
ascends into the sky. Compared with e.g. Moulton's likening of Ares' 
disappearance to *the dissolution of the clouds in the sky after a 
thunderstorm', which appears to depend on Lattimore's translation of 164, 
such an interpretation has much in its favour. 

8 6 9 KO0E£ETO is formular sic in all 11 of its Iliadic occurrences. At 906 
Ares will similarly sit next to Zeus, but glorying, KVBEI yaicov '4 x //.), 
rather than grieving as here. 

870-1 * Immortal blood' is still flowing from the wound - ikhor is not 
mentioned here, sec on 339-42 and 416. Ares' wounding is of course 
parallel to Aphrodite's, where ix«p was introduced, but differs in detail. 
There is no real contradiction in anv case, since even at 339f. the fluid was 
irst described as APPPOTOV aTpa (JEOTO cf. AP^POTOV enpa here, and only 

then specified as ¡x^P- Therefore b T are justified in saying 'He did not add 
" ikhor" a second rime, having instructed us before on what it is.' — Ares 
formally displays his wound to Zeus; at 37of. Aphrodite had rushed straight 
into her mother's arms. In both cases the theme of divine sufferings at the 
hands of mortals will follow. V. 871 recurs at it.815 of Patroklos and 18.72 
of Thetis; oAo90popai signifies lament in all three cases, though through 
pity, rather than pain and rage, in the other two. 

8 7 2 - 8 7 Ares* complaint is curiously lacking in passion, at least until 
near its end, reflecting an ingratiating persuasiveness as much as his 
temporary debility. After an initial whole-v. question that seeks to establish 
his rdle as innocent victim he resorts to a series of bland couplets, from 873 
to 884, of which four .ire cumulative with progressive enjambment, only 
877f. and 88if. being periodically enjambed. V. 885, with stark internal 
punctuation and integral enjambment, introduces a harsher and less 
artificial tone and leads into the alliterative and emphatic 886. Finally its 
cumulated appendage 687 vif authentic, see n.), a possible rising threefolder, 
reverts to Ares* blander style with self-pity well to the fore. 

8 7 2 - 4 A summary version of the old complaint about men's awful 
behaviour towards the gods, most fully made by Dione at 383-404, cf. also 
Zeus at Od. i.32ff. Aphrodite had complained to her mother, here Ares 
complains to his father and calls on him to feel moral indignation (ou 
V£p«ri£i]...;} about Diomedes* violent acts. Ironically 872 is a close 
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adaptation, with op£>v for "Aprj, of Here's words to Zeu at 757, where it 
was Ares* own deeds that Zeus was asked to deplore. — piyiora is the only 

Homeric occurrence of this superlative form though piyiOV 5 X; n t 
unnaturally it occurs in speech not narrative, see next n. adJm.\ it is from 
ptyos = 'cold* (which makes one shiver, as with terror) as aXyiov aAyicrros; 
from aAyos. aAArjAcov ioTryri, 'by each other's will*; ioTTft is of obscure 
derivation but perhaps connected with lepcu, 4wish for'. 

875-60 Arts tries to turn Zeus against Athene by saying that all the 
gods are against him for favouring her as his own child. In 875 <roi can 
hardly mean 5ia ai as Aristarchus thought (Arn/A), and the phrase simply 
means 'we are all at war with you*; then ov yap r a t s is taken further by 
880 oCrros cytivoo, with clear reference, as bT suggest, to Zeus gi\ing birth 
to Athene from his head (cf. Hesiod, Theog. 924). Criticism of Athene is no 
less extreme-she is hardly a<ppova, 'mindless*, and 'destructive, always 
concerned with unfair deeds' (ariouAa being a form of *afiovAa). Nor is it 
true that Zeus never confronts or opposes her, for that is what 879 
TrpoTipaAAcai must mean. Ares' language is indeed slightly unu ual in 
places; that is due to his passionate resentment (like that of Akhilleus in bk 
9, see on 9.307^) rather than to the style of speech as such (though see J. 
Griffin, JHS 106, 1986, 49 and 37 on piyiora and lonyn, also pp. 3off.). 

881-2 Aristarchus read Crrrcp '̂aAos (Did/A), whereas the 'popular* 
texts ai 6iiiia>6eis, and the medieval vulgate had CnripBvuos as e.g. at 376, 
q.v. with n. uapyamiv is found only here in //., though 3 x Od. 

883-4 is a rhetorical characteristic to begin not from one*s own 
accusations but from the others already agreed' (AbT); hence Ares 
mentions the attack on Aphrodite first. In fact these w . are repeated from 
Apollo*s complaint to Ares himself at 458-9, q.v. with n., and draw on 
language used in the description of Diomedes' earlier attacks. On Kupris 
see 327-30^ 

885-7 Once again language, as well as content, is unusual in places. 
Even Cnrnvcucav does not exacdy recur, though the verb itself is common, 
f j T€ K£ Sripov is strongly emphatic (on rj "re see Denniston, Par icles 532; av 
is commoner than kc here, cf. Chantraine, GH n, 246): 'Assuredly 
(otherwise) I should for long have suffered woes there [i.e. on the 
battlefield] among the piles of dead.' Trrjiiorr' ibraoxov looks formular but 
is not, though alliteration with TTfjpa is often sought; what one suffers, 
TTOKJXCIV etc., is usually aAyia. vocaStacrtv, unique in Homer, is more 
graphic than the common vacucootv (cf. EV TluAcg> cv VEKUEOTCH in 397) since 
it probably adds the idea of piles of corpses. There b a strong thematic 
connexion, moreover, with what Ares will say at 15.115-18, when he wants 
to avenge his dead son Askalaphos even if it means being struck by a 
thunderbolt and 'lying together with corpses among blood and dust', 118 
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KHTO6OU opov UEKOECTOI us8' ainari Kai Kovi^aiv. Clearly the idea of the savage 
god of batde being struck down among his victims lies deep in the poetic 
tradition. 

887 The v. is inorganic, and its expression, and indeed its logic, arouse 
suspicion even apart from Ares* untypical turns of speech: (i) the 
contraction (cos is unusual and belongs to the latest stage of the epic 
language; it is paralleled however by (cbv at 16.445. Similarly ¿a for fjv 
occurs only at 4.321 and 2X Od. (ii) apcvnvos is unparalleled in //. and 
seems to be derived from the Odyssean formula VEKOGOV ajiEvqva tcap^va, 
4 x , cf. HyAp 188 Cfbvr' aiiEvrjvov. (iii) TVTTTI = ' blow' is found nowhere else 
before Apollonius Rhodius and Nicander; moreover x^Koio. as gainst 
XCXAKOO, happens not TO rccur in Homer, which reinforces the idea of 
X<XXKOTO TVRRFJ[CTI | as a special invention. So much for expression, which is 
distincdy untraditional; what of meaning? Does it make sense to say ' I 
would long have suffered woes among the piles of dead there, or 1 would have 
been alive, but devoid oj strength, thro gh blows of bronze5 ? Surely not; either this 
god is thoroughly confused as Leaf suggested, or the composer of this v. 
must have taken ev aivfjciv vtxa&eaoiv to imply ' among the dead in Hades * 
pel stm.% cf. e.g. 397 - but that is specifically excluded by 8 8 6 CEVTOU. In 
either case inept rhapsodic or later embellishment is distinctly possible, 
even though the ancient critical tradition noticed little amiss. 

889-98 Zeus's angry reply is in marked stylistic contrast; against Ares' 
ingratiating couplets are ct a sequence of abrupt whole-v. sentences, 
broken only by cumulated 893 and the concluding two-v. sentence, 
periodically enjambed, of 897f., which reflects Zeus's partial relenting as 
well as the preference for rhythmical contrast at the end of a speech. 

889 aXAorrpooaAAos was first used of Ares by \thene at 831, see 
829-3 in. 

890-1 Agamemnon at 1.176f. had told Akhilleus in similar terms that 
he was most hateful to him, and for the same reason. Vv. 891 and 1.177 arc 
identical, but the v. belongs more appropriately here, see i . i77n. Ares, 
whenever he is most fully personified in //., represents the worst and least 
heroic side of warfare. 

892-4 The idea of strife reminds Zeus of Here; it is to her, he suggests, 
that Ares' predicament is mainly due. That is partly correct, though Ares 
had come closer to the truth in blaming Athene (875^). Zeus chooses to 
ignore that accusation, probably because it implicates himself too closely; 
Here, he implies, is notoriously uncontrollable, whereas he could not so 
easily defend himself over failure to control Athene. The treatment of divine 
psychology is especially thoughtful here. 

892 Cf. 16.5491 aaoxrrov, OUK ETTUEIKTOV; diectasis of -a conveniendy 
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allows the phrase to fit into the second hemistich, ETTIEIKTOV, passive in form, 
is active in meaning, 'unyielding', in all 4 Iliadic occurrences. 

894 £W€<rir)oiv recurs at Hesiod, Theog. 494, but not elsewhere in 
Homer. It is one of the several relatively recent words and forms in the 
conversation between Arcs and his father. 

895-8 Zeus gives paternity as his reason for saving Ares from prolonged 
suffering, saying nothing about the impropriety of a god being close to 
death, remarkable as that idea may seem to us. 

897 He applies the very term, at5i]Xos, destructive, to Arcs that Ares 
himself had used of Athene at 880. The v. is rhythmically and phonetically 
ungainly, with yEVEV a unique Ionism (i.e. from yEV€(o)o, cf. Attic cyevou) 
promoted perhaps bv the commoner EUEO and TEU which precede. 

898 'You would long since have been lower than the children of 
Ouranos', i.e. Kronos and the other Titans confined by Zeus to Tartaros 
or below. The tale is given by Hesiod at Theog. 7i6ff. but is also known to 
Homer, cf. 8.479-81, (4.279, 15.225. Admittedly OOpccvioovcs elsewhere 
(6 x //., 3 x Od.) are the Olympian gods, those who dwell in the oupavos 
or are descended from Ouranos in the second generation. Zenodotus, who 
read EVEpTcrros, seems to have accepted that interpretation (Am/A, 
Did/T), which gives a feeble sense, not least because Ares is in any case 
lowest of the Olympians. Aristarchus was probably right in taking the 
reference as to the Titans. 

899 On Paieon as divine healer see 398-402^; he is associated with, 
but usually distinguished from, Apollo (so Aristarchus, Arn/A, cf. bT on 
1.473). Aphrodite's wound had been superficial and was easily soothed by 
her mother at 417; Ares' is more serious and needs the attention of Paieon 
himself, whose services were in the nature of things seldom required and 
whose status on Olumpos is left undefined. 

900-1 = 401-2, of Paieon curing Hades when wounded by Herakles. 
Aristarchus probably read t r a a o E v not -naoCTcov (Did/A), as did a 
substantial proportion of the medieval MSS including A, B and T ; that 
meant he must have omitted or athetized 901 (which is absent from several 
good MSS, though not from A). Presumably he felt the v. to be suitable for 
Hades but not for Ares here, and was thinking of 388 where Arcs 'would 
have died' had Hermes not rescued him; but see 388-910. 

902-4 Formally it is the speed (904 d>s apa Kap-traXiucos) of Paieon's 
cure that is illustrated by this striking and homely simile, but the real point 
of comparison is more detailed - also (as Shirley Werner reminds me) the 
whole thing ironically describes how human blood behaves, cf. 870-1 n. 
OTTOS is 'juice', especially the acid juice of the wild fig that was used as a 
rennet for curdling milk (902 was imitated by Empedocles frag. 33 D - K ) : 
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4 when juice, hastening on, compacts white milk, which is liquid but is 
very swiftly thickened all round as it is stirred, so swiftly...*; for Tpc9co = 
'thicken* or 'make into curds' cf. Od. 9.246. 

905 Now Hebe washes him and dresses him in clean clothes. She is not 
envisaged as bathing him, exactly, as was the Homeric custom with a guest 
arriving from a journey, especially before a meal (see S. West on Od. 
3.464^.). Several such baths are briefly described in Od. (cf. Arend, Scenen 
i24ff.), being usually administered by a female servant or servants (as at 
Od. 8<454ff., 23.154C) or the mistress of the house (Kirke at Od. 10.361 and 
450, Helen at 0 . 4.25' f.). It is not quite true, therefore, that washing a 
guest is a maiden's job as Aristarchus claimed (Am/A), though maidens 
could do it if available; thus at Od. 3.464ff. Nestor's youngest daughter 
Polukaste bathes Telemakhos. Hebe here is unmarried (being personified 
girlhood, her eventual union with Heraklcs unknown in //.), but she is also 
maid-of-all-work, pouring wine for the gods at 4.2!". and preparing Here's 
chariot at 5-722f. 

906 See on 869, where Ares, fresh from his damaging encounter with 
Diomedes, first took his seat by Zeus - but 'grieving in spirit* rather than 
'exulting in glory' as now; the contrast is amusing and surely deliberate. 
For ku$€i yaicov see on 1.405, where the formula (4X //.) first appears of 
Briareos/Aigaion. Probably devised for Zeus himself as at 8.51 and 11.81, 
it brilliantiy suggests Ares' posturing self-satisfaction - but also, after all, his 
ultimate divinity. Aristarchus could not quite accept the apparent 
inappropriateness and athetized here (Arn/A, Did/T), obviously wrongly. 

9 0 7 - 9 The singer turns briefly to the two goddesses; he chooses neither 
to involve them with Zeus or Ares at this point (in contrast with 4i8fT. 
where they saw Aphrodite and jeered at her to Zeus), nor to concern 
himself with details of their chariot (cf. 7 7 5 - 7 ) , nor even to revert to 
Diomedes himself, but rather to bring the whole episode to a swift and 
formal close. 

9 0 8 - 9 See on 4.8, where 908 recurs. There Zeus named the goddesses 
in provocative tones; here their solemn epithets and the heavy spondaic 
opening, matched by the four ponderous words of 909, provide a solemn 
ending to one of Homer's most daring, and at times most humorous, 
compositions. 
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After the great tour dt force of Diomedes' arisieia in the previous Book, the 
poet reverts briefly to a series of more ordinary combats. Even now it b not 
part of hb plan to develop the theme of full-scale warfare, and Hektor's 
brother Helenos is soon telling him to return to the city to organize prayers 
for the hard-pressed Trojans. The awkwardness of this in strategic terms is 
dbgubed by a long digression in which Diomedes faces Glaukos and elicits 
the tale of Bellerophon. That encounter has the ethos of an arranged contest 
rather than real battle, and acts as an emotional transition to Hektor's 
meetings in the beleaguered town, first with the womenfolk at large, then 
v\ith hb mother, then with Parb and Helen, finally with his wife and baby 
son. The Book ends with Hektor and Paris preparing to sally out once more, 
the latter temporarily in high spirits. 

Glimpses of life in Troy have already been given in bk 3, with Helen and 
Priam on the walls and Paris reunited with a reluctant Helen after his 
failure against Menelaos. Now the poet explores thb civic and domestic 
dimension more deeply, especially through the women and their reactions 
to Hektor. The Achaeans are all warriors, their concubines almost faceless, 
and conditions in the naval camp martial rather than domestic; it is 
through the Trojans that much of the pathos and moral complexity of 
warfare has to be presented, and it b they who will suffer when the city falls. 
Meanwhile there is no attempt to show physical hardship; on the contrary, 
Troy and its houses, streets and palaces are described in conventional and 
almost cosy terms. 

Few have doubted the completely Homeric quality of thb Book, except 
perhaps for the technically inorganic Glaukos-and-Diomedes episode 
which, as Aristarchus noted, was sometimes placed ekewhere. The 
conclusion of thb b ironic and idiosyncratic, but it serves a purpose here as 
well as being historically and mythically intriguing; moreover it recalls 
(rather than contradicts, as Analysts claimed) the bk 5 motif of the need to 
recognize gods. The scenes in Troy are enthralling, including the procession 
to Athene in her temple that b planned and recounted with full oral 
precbion and motivates the encounter with Hekabe. But it b Hektor's other 
movements across the city, hb meedngs with Paris and Helen, and even 
more with Andromakhe, that are most brilliandy conceived, the former 
developing further the ambiguities in Helen and her lover (and therefore in 
the whole casus belli), the second revealing Andromakhe's helplessness and 
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Hektor's paradoxical capacity for love and compassion — and, through 
both of them, the tragic conflict between public and private duty that the 
heroic nature is least able to resolve. 

1-72 The battlefield is lejl 0 men, and the Achaeans, with A i as and Diomedes 
predominant, score a run of victories. Menelaos is dissuaded by Agamemnon from 
sparing Adres tos, and th seen ends with a brief injunction to the troops by Vestor 

x The dreadful strife was 'left on its own', oicodr), i.e. by the withdrawal 
of the gods; the v. summarizes the conclusion of the preceding Book and 
makes a slight break, not a drastic one, before a new, brief phase of fighting. 
This has much in common with the initial encounters of bk 5, and so forms 
a kind of ring-form conclusion to the main part of Diomedes' aristeia. 

2 The rhythm is irregular, perhaps deliberately, with trochaic word-
break in the fourth foot between TGUCTE and MÓX^. This breaks ' Hermann's 
Bridge' (vol. 1, 19) and gives a 'bouncing' effect which, together with the 
initial dactyls stopped by the harsh break after ev8\ serves to reinforce the 
spasmodic, to-and-fro aspect of the fighting- TTOAXO is adverbial, 'in many 
directions' or 'often'; I6UOE, 'advanced', cf. iSuvopivcov in a different 
application in the next v.; -rreSioio, 'over the plain'. 

3 By contrast the heavy words of this v. suggest the dour determination 
of both sides. 

4 On the confluence of Simoeis and Skamandros cf. 5.773—40. 
Aristarchus first accepted a different reading, peaarjyus mrrauoio Zicapáv-
Bpou xai OTOuaAiuvTis (Am/A, Did/bT), but afterwards preferred the 
vulgate version which better suited his views on the position of the Achaean 
camp, on which he wrote a treatise. (The variant reading was ev TOTS 

¿pXaíois sc. avnypa90is, Arn/A, such 'ancient' texts being barely 
mentioned elsewhere; Leafs Iv TAIS APXCRÍAIS sc. ÉKSÓOEOIV is persuasive, i.e. 
referring to earlier Hellenistic editions of no great authority.) The 
compound form oropaXinvT), hapax in Homer, looks Hellenistic and is twice 
used by Strabo of the Rhone delta and at 13.597 of the Skamandros lagoon. 
S. West (Ptolemaic Papyri 7af.) rightly concludes that ' It is difficult to believe 
that this version of the line is the original.' 

5-6 It is Aias, not Diomedes, who first breaks the Trojan line; he is the 
great defensive fighter as Épicos *Axai&v suggests, and this move in the to-
and-fro battie is a relieving one since he 'made light for his comrades' (cf. 
the formula 9ÓC05 AavaoTcri yÉvTjai -copai | in a defensive sense). 

7-8 O n this Thracian Akamas see 2.844-5n.; he is relatively 
inconspicuous, though Ares chose to assume his likeness at 5.462. 

9-11 In this first individual encounter the same 3 w . are used to 
describe the fatal blow as at 4.459-61, the opening combat between 
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Antilokhos and Ekhepolos after battle was first joined; see n. there, with 

5,743-jn, and 3,36m for rii foAos* 
12—19 Emphasis is on the victim rather than Diomcdes himself; even 

the nature of the wounds he inflicts (both on Axulos and on his squire 
Kalesios, i8f.) goes unspecified. 

12-13 Axulos of Arisbe appears only at the moment of his death. His 
name is unusual (von Kamptz, Person rtnam 131)» but his father Teuthras 
has an Achaean namesake at 5.705. The leader of the Arisbe contingent was 
Asios according to the Catalogue, cf. 2.837-9^ 

14-15 J CC9VE10S PIOTOIO recurs twice, at 5.544 (with ivaicv sic in the 
preceding v.) and 14.122. His friendliness, i.e. hospitality, is not precisely 
paralleled, though cf. 17.584 where Phainops (of Abudos next to Arisbe, cf. 
2.836) £etvtov 9iXTcrros eox£v (if. of Hektor) 'Apu6o6i oixia vaiov. Riches 
'are a favourite theme in the anecdotes about slain warriors* (Fenik, TBS 
57, who compares 5.613 as well as 544 and 708, 16.595^ (also with o»da 
vaicov, cf. 17.584) and 17.576). Victims 'distinguished by some outstanding 
skill or excellence, but who perish nonetheless' (Fenik I5f.) are another 
typical motif, e.g. at 2.858f., cf. 871-3, 5.50-4. 

16-17 Compare 2.873 of the gold worn by Amphimakhos (or Nastes), 
OU6E TI oi TO y* CTTTIPKEOE Xuypov 6Xe6pov. Here it is none of those that 
Axulos had helped who 'come up in front of him', i.e. to defend him; the 
compound appears only here in Homer. apeped, accusative, is explained in 
the next v. and resumed by nominative ap9co in 19. 

18-19 A* often the charioteer succumbs as well as his fighting 
companion. Gspcrrrcov and fjvioxos tend to go together, cf. fjvioxov 
OEponrrovra | 3 x //.; here the compound Cwprivioxos is unique, its prefix, as 
Aristarchus noted (Arn/A), otiose. Odyssean imoSpcos and Cnro5pr|crrnp 
provide no real parallel (contra Ameis-Hentze) since the terms themselves 
indicate inferiority, which the prefix merely accentuates; qviox°S is 
different, since 'holding the reins* or acting as driver is not necessarily a 
menial task - cf. e.g. the discussion at 5.226-38 about whether Aineias or 
Pandaros is to drive. The whole relative clause from os pa to C^qvioxos is a 
little forced, like the name Kalesios itself if (as Aristarchus evidently 
thought, Arn/A) it is from KOXETV and intended to stress the idea of Axulos' 
hospitality, i.e. as *lnviter\ yaTav t5u-rr)v | is also unique (cf. 411 x®ova 

SupEvai), a simple and perhaps even primitive expression. 
20 The next victor is Eurualos son of Mekisteus, a more distinguished 

figure than his role in the poem suggests. Mekisteus was one of the Seven 
against Thebes, his son an Epigonos and third in command of Diomedes' 
Argive contingent, see 2.565-6 and n. He kills two pairs of\ictims following 
on Diomedes' pair; in the first, Dresos occurs only here, but there is an 
Achaean Opheltios in a bare list of Hektor's victims at 11.302. 
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21-2 The next pair have names elsewhere assigned to a river and a 
town: Aisepos b a river below Ida at 2.825, a n c* Pedasos, home of another 
minor victim, lies on the Satnioeis river at 34f. It belonged to the Leleges 
at 2i.86f. and was sacked by Akhilleus at 20.92, but was also the name of 
a different, Messenian town (also of one of Akhilleus' horses). The Satnioeis 
may have triggered other details in the present passage, since Aias' victim 
at 14.442-5 will be Satnios 'whom the blameless water-nymph bore to 
Enops when he was herding cattle [{JOUKOACOVTI, cf. 22 Boukolion here] by 
the banks of the river Satnioeis'. Thus Pedasos bears the name of a town 
on the Satnioeb, and Satnios, like Pedasos, has a water-nymph as mother 
and a herdsman as father - except that Pedasos' father is actually called 
Boukolion whereas Satnios* father Enops was povKoXiovri, and hb mother 
b Abarbaree whereas Satnios' mother ts unnamed, \bout Abarbaree we 
know nothing more. She and Boukolion may be fictitious details designed 
to vary the general theme, of which Simoebios at 4.473-89 and Iphition, 
born to a water-nymph under Mount Tmolos at 20.382-5, provide other 
versions. But they may also have a story behind them as YViilcock suggests; 
a foundation-legend would be an obvious source. Pedasos must lie 
somewhere in the southern Troad (Cook, Troad 245^, 267), and the 
Aisepos, though it flows into the western Propontis, rises not too far away. 
Abarbaree b a curious name for a water-nymph even if understood as a-
f&pPopo$, 4 unmuddy', as Leaf suggests; while Boukolion adds to the aura 
of conscious fiction. 

23-4 Hb being Laomedon's eldest son does little to make him more 
credible. Illegitimacy conveniendv removes him from the normal genealogy 
of the race of Dardanos (cf. 2.8i9~2on.); but Laomedon was king of Troy, 
whereas Boukolion, through hb association with Pedasos, b Dardanian -
like Aineias, indeed, who was herding cattle on the foothills of Ida when 
nearly caught by Akhilleus in the raids on Pedasos and Lurnessos 
(20.89-92). Aineias' father Ankhises had made love to Aphrodite in the 
same region (2.82of.), and b yet another probable contributor to 
Boukolion's complex literary persona. 

25-6 All the elements of these mellifluous w . are found elsewhere: cf. 
11.106 | TTOiuaivovr* h r ' ocaot Aafkov, 3.445 luiyriv 9tAoTnTi icai EUV$ |, 
20.225 | ai 5' CnroKV/aaucvai (of Erikhthonios' mares!), 5.548 6I6UMOCOV€ 

•traiSe y£vca0T)v. 
27b-8 901811*2 yula | b formular (7 x //.), not ebewhere in association 

with pevos; but the rising threefolder, together with the heavy patronymic 
which follows, brings the description to a dbtinctive close. 

2 9 - 3 6 Seven Achaean successes follow, with Polupoites, Odysseus, 
Teukros, Antilokhos, Agamemnon, Leitos and Eurupulos each claiming a 
minor victim. Even the victors seem a slightly random selection, which 
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excludes both Aiantes (though Teukros is there) as well as Idomeneus; 
Menelaos is to follow in the next episode. Polupoites is the Lapith leader 
prominent in bks 12 and 23, Leltos a The ban commander grouped with 
Teukros and Antilokhos (again) at 13.91-3. O n Eurupulos, one of the 
volunteers for the duel at 7.167, see 2.736^; his contingent precedes that 
of Polupoites in the Catalogue (2.734^). The Trojan victims all have 
Greek-based names except Ableros (but cf. EvArjpa = 'reins' at 23.481 and 
von Kamptz, Personennamen 27gf.) and are not mentioned elsewhere in //. 

- though the last three names are also used for characters in Od. Pidutes 
and Elatos at least have places of origin, the former being from Perkote near 
the southern Hellespontine shore (see on 2.835-6), the latter from Pedasos, 
see 2 i-2n. O n such lists and their random origins see also on 5.677-8 and 
5.705-7. — No details of wounds are offered; killing with the spear is 
specified in automatic phrases (31 eyxei xoXxeico, 32 6oupi 9CKIV&), and 
t^tvapi^tv | is repeated at 30 and 36 (after 20). Brief contextual information 
about Pedasos and the Satnioeis river provides the only diversion in this 
bare list - which is carefully varied, however, in enjambment, sentence-
length and internal punctuation. 

37-65 In contrast with the rapid and arid sequence of deaths, a full and 
pathetic episode follows as Menelaos takes Adrestos alive but is then 
persuaded to kill him. This Adrestos is not identified by place or 
patronymic, though one of the two leaders of the contingent from around 
Adresteia on the Hellespont was so named (see on 2.830); another Adrestos 
is slain by Patroklos at 16.694. The name may be an all-purpose one; yet 
this developed episode calls for a specific subject (not necessarily a well-
known one, cf. Simoeisios in a comparable scene at 4.473ff.), especially in 
contrast with the obscure persons listed just before. 

38—44 A complex and dramatic sentence explains how Adrestos came 
to be captured, ypa<pix£>s, 'as in a picture', as the D-scholium remarks: his 
horses flee in terror, they are caught up in a tamarisk-bush, break the pole 
near the yoke and run off towards Troy; Adrestos is flung out of the chariot 
('the Oinomaos accident', E. Vermeule, PCPS 33, 1987, 143), Menelaos 
stands over him with spear outstretched. arvCojjivto, 'being terrified', is 
of unknown etymology; tamarisks grow in and around the river-beds, cf. 
10.466^, 21.18 and 21.350; the accident causes the pole-end to snap, much 
as with Eumelos in the chariot-race at 23.393, allowing the horses to escape. 
— A chariot is ayxuAov, 'curved' (no doubt from its shape in front), only 
here, as it b tcaimvAov only at 5.231, both epithets normally applying to 
bows. Vv . 41 and 42 recur more or less exactly, the former at 21.4 (cf. 
21.554), latter of Eumelos' crash at 23.394. V v . 43 and 44 are composed 
of formular elements, the understated e x c o v 2 1 • 139) being wonderfully 
sinister, nevertheless, in thb context. 
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45 4No Hellene does this* (T) - not in II. that is, though it is a regular 
gesture of supplication, cf. i .512-13n. The usual formula is ACC^E (or fjvyorro) 
youvcov I, but cf. 21.71 EACJV tAAtaacTo youvcov. Only Trojans arc taken 
prisoner in//. (at io.374ff., 1 i.i26ff., 16.330-2, 20.463ff., 21.27ff.icf. Fenik 
TBS 83), and they are invariably killed, usually after a supplication. It is 
a typical theme which can be used either summarily or in a developed scene 
as here - most brilliantly and at greatest length in the death of Lukaon at 
21.34-135. This is one of the several ways in which the superiority of the 
Achaeans, despite reverses, is suggested. 

46-50 Ad rest os* plea is carefully persuasive, if hopeless, rather than 
passionate; these progressively cumulated vv. show none of the intensity of 
the beginning and end of Lukaon's equivalent plea to Akhilleus at 
21.74-96. The same plea, with minor adjustments, is made by the sons of 
Antimakhos at 11.131-5, where 'son of Atreus* is Agamemnon not 
Menelaos. 

46-7 £<oypei, 'take me alive', cf. 10.378 and 5.697-8^ The equivalent 
v. at 11.132 has cv 'Avnuaxoto SOJJOIS and not cv ¿«pvfioO ITCRRPOS as here; 
Leaf may be right that the version with father's name runs more smoothly. 
Perhaps the singer is indeed unwilling to identify this Adrestos more closely. 

48-50 These w . form part of Dolon's plea at 10.379-81 and that of 
Antimakhos' sons at 11-133-5; 48 also recurs 2X Od. The elements of 
typical scenes can vary, but similar elements tend to be expressed in similar 
language. — Iron is relatively valuable in the epic, a prize in the funeral 
games at 23-826ff., cf. 85off. Smelting techniques were primitive at first, 
which is why it is 'much-worked'; according to Lorimer, HM 118, 
'TTOAVKUT)TOS implies knowledge of the new method of mild steel production 
with its day-long hammering'. — crrrEpEioi' orrtoiva j in 49 is the regular 
phrase (11 x //.), in subde contrast with the a^ia... ornoiva | of 46. The 
repetition of KEV in the protasis in 50 serves to stress the hypothetical nature 
of such suggestions. 

51 opivE, 'was stirring up', is found for ETTEISE, 'was beginning to 
persuade', in a minority of MSS and may be correct. It is thus that the v. 
recurs 5 x II., 1 x Od., though 9.587 fcvyov EVI OTTJOEOOIV ETTEIOOV provides 
some support for the vuigate. 

52 Boas... 'Axoadov is formular, 9 x II. (with simple 8oas ETTI vfjas 
another 4 X ) , compare erri vrjuoiv 'Axcti&v in 50; so is Tax' €IAEAAE -ov, 
3 * I L 

53-4 The postponement of Korrâ EpEv for so long after etti vfjas causes 
a particularly sharp pause, making Agamemnon's intervention (aAA*...) all 
the more abrupt. The tension is increased by his arriving 8£«v, at the run, 
and avrios, as well as by oyoKArjoas; this usually implies strong reproach, 
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e.g. 3 x elsewhere with 6eivd, rather than the 'calling out', cf. -KAfj, KotXfiv, 

which i lymplogy ugg , Chaniraine, Diet. s.v. O^OKAT]. 

55-60 Agamemnon's rebuke is remarkable not only for its ruthlessness, 
which is in character (compare his 'implacable voice' at 1 x. 137), but also 
for its use of runover cumulation, which advances his argument 
spasmodically, almost as though he were out of breath, at least until the 
integral enjambment of 58 and 59 leading to the uninterrupted closing 
v. 60. 

55 u> trlrrov, u> MEV&OE similarly reflects concern at 17.238. In the 
singular, Trerrcov (13 x //., 3 x Od.) is a term of familiarity or endearment 
(literally 'ripe'), though TTCTTOVES implies excessive softness in its two 
occurrences at 2.235 an<* t3-i20, and that could be an added implication 
here. 

56 apKTTa is subject of Trrrroiryrai, not adverbial. 
5 7 - 6 0 After the ironical enquiry comes a powerful and rhetorical 

injunction, its repeated negatives, PF) TIS Crrrtxipuyoi... pr)6" ov NVA... pr|6' 
05 91/yoi, culminating in the positive and all-inclusive aAA* apa TTOVTCS... 

After what the Trojans (i.e. Paris) did to Menelaos, every one of them -
every male at least, even unborn - deserves to be utterly wiped out, 
<5tKr)6arroi xcri 69010-01, unmourned (or unburied) and leaving no trace -
the phrase, not elsewhere, has a threateningly legalistic ring. The notion of 
killing male embryos is rhetorical rather than realistic, powerful enough in 
its way and typical of Agamemnon at his nastiest. 

61-2 The repeated TT- and sounds confer an epigrammatic quality. 
Objective comments like aioipa "irapcimbv are unusual, this one ad-
ditionally so because Homer normally condemns excessive cruelty and 
violence - compare 'he planned evil deeds in his heart' at 23.176 as a 
judgement on the killing of twelve Trojans for the pyre of Patroklos. Yet the 
same phrase occurs at 7.121, where moral disapproval does not arise; for 
Agamemnon simply dissuades his brother from standing up to face Hektor. 
It had been noted at 7-i04f. that Hektor is far stronger, which is why 
Agamemnon's words are alert ua, 'justified'. Assonance and alliteration are 
even more marked in the bk 7 passage (where cnaipa mxpeiTrcov is followed 
by o 6' rrrciScTO' TOO pev RRRCTTA), of which this looks like a shorter 
adaptation. Thus the element of moral judgement should not be 
exaggerated, as by b T and most modern commentators; the poet is simply 
noting that Agamemnon's words, extreme as they are, reflect the regular 
heroic view that Paris' treachery, condoned by all Trojans, spares none of 
them the normal consequences of defeat. aTaipa is what is apportioned or 
destined, and refers to Agamemnon's invocation of the laws of hospitality 
in 56 more than anything else. See further B. Fenik, Homer and the 
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Jiibelungenlied (Harvard 1986} 2 2 - 7 . — i s used of minor as well as 
major figures among the leaders, often at the v-e (cf. e.g. avrap 6 y* rjpeos |, 
7X //.) and as a matter of convenience as here; but cf. 62~5n. Its post-
Homeric application to demi-gods confirms the general connotation of 
nobility and high birth (Chantrainc, Diet. s.v.). 

62-5 The strong stops at the main caesura continue, no longer through 
runover cumulation but in a series of integral enjambments. The result is 
intense and dramatic as the suppliant is ruthlessly despatched, vet with the 
violence of the action given a leisurely and almost timeless feeling by the 
traditional formular groups: f)p<o' "ASpncrrov, icpctcov 'Ayapcpvwv, Aa£ cv 
OTfjOcai, 'AxpciSris 6i, uciAivov iyxos- The matching demonstrative pronouns 
in 62-4, each at the start of a new sentence at the central caesura, mark the 
rapid sequence of events (Menelaos pushes Adrestos away, Agamemnon 
spears him, Adrestos falls back in death) and echo the pattern of pfj 
Tis...ufj6' ov.. . os in Agamemnon's speech just before, at 57-9. Here 
too, as at 59f., the fragmented short sentences culminate in a Bowing ending 
(from 59 oAA* apa TTOVTES 1 and 65 *ATpct6rjs BE |). 

65 O n Aa§...p<is cf. 5.62on. The vision of Agamemnon treading on 
Adrestos and dragging the spear out of hi* guts underlines the triumph of 
heroic ruthlessness over Menelaos' humane approach. 

67—71 For Nestor's various bits of tactical advice see on 2.360-8; they 
are mostly succinct, as here, unlike his speeches of reminiscence. This 
paramesis is used typically to mark a break in the action (cf. Fenik, TBS 49). 
Stopping to collect enemy armour was evidently common practice, as at 
11.755, and had to be warned against (as by Hektor at 15.347, eov 6* Evapa 
ppoToevTa) when a rapid advance was in progress. 

67 This form of address is formular, 4 x II. 
68 ETTtpaAAoittvos, * reaching after', not otherwise Homeric but graphic 

enough; so too TrAEtcrra 9Ipuv, 'with the greatest possible load'. 
70-1 The distinction between ' let us kill men' and * ou shall plunder' 

is rhetorical; Aristarchus played down such changes of number as a figure 
of speech, citing 5-877f. and 18.297^ (Did/A, bT), against Zenodotus' 
different text Tpcocov ap TTEBIOV ovArjcxopEV EVTEO vocpous (perhaps designed 
to explain TO in 70, which must otherwise refer to 68 Evaptov as a double 
acc.). Yet Nestor himself is presumably above joining in such plunder even 
on a suitable occasion. 

73-118 Hektor*s brother Hel nos urges him and Aineias to stop the Trojan rout; 
H ktor is then to with r w to Troy and tell Hekabt to arrange formal prayers to Athene 
in her temple. The troops rally and Hektor I aves for Troy 

73-101 'The situation seems to change rather suddenly here; the words 
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of Hclcnos in 96-101 would naturally follow some such account of 
Diomedes' exploits as we have had in E rather than the detached combats 
of the last 72 lines, in which he has appeared only as one among many 
Greek heroes' (Leaf). But Homeric situations can change suddenly at any 
time; just when a hero, or either side in general, begins to take charge of 
events, then something happens to prevent it - either a great warrior on the 
other side notices what is happening and rallies his troops, or a god, 
perhaps, does something similar. Moreover the degree of response does not 
always correspond with the seriousness of the threat; and in any event the 
sequence of Achaean victories, even though Diomedes is no longer so 
prominent, symbolizes Achaean invincibility in the wake of his earlier 
successes. 

What is a little forced, perhaps, is not the timing of Helenos' suggestion 
but its nature. For the commanding officer to withdraw from the field to 
organize prayers for his army's safety is unusual by Homeric standards. Yet 
Helenos is a prophet and may know something the others do not, as at 
7.44!?.; moreover divine support must be properly sought in times of crisis. 
In any case he recognizes that Hektor, with Aineias, must first stabilize the 
troops in front of the gates (80-5). That is easier said than done, but the 
details are omitted and the rally is achieved quite smoothly (103-9). ^ 
this the singer is plainly determined to get Hektor back into Troy; the 
organizing of prayers is a subsidiary mechanism, not without a certain 
importance in itself, but it is the great scenes with Hekabe, Paris and 
Andromakhe that must have been his main narrative aim. In short, the 
introductory encounters of this Book had served to taper off Diomedes' 
arisleia; that left the Achaeans predominant, but some special motive is 
needed for Hektor's withdrawal to Troy. Special prayers to Athene are the 
device used, after the troops have been temporarily rallied. Helenos' 
suggestions allow for all this, though with occasional traces of compositional 
expediency. 

73-4 = 17.319f., where the Trojan retreat is stopped when Apollo 
urges Aineias into action. 

75-9 The association of Aineias with Hektor is on the face of it 
surprising; he is second-in-command of the home troops (Ameis-Hentze), 
but the two of them are said to bear the chief burden on behalf of Trojans 
and Lycians (presumably representing the allies in general), so that the 
powerful Lycian leader Sarpedon might seem a more suitable choice. Yet 
Helenos' advice is part of the typical 'advice pattern', itself a variant of the 
rebuke pattern discussed in the note on 5.471» and such rebukes are 
typically directed either to Hektor or to Aineias. Moreover they are 
typically made by either Glaukos or Sarpedon, which excludes the latter as 
Hektor's associate here. On Helenos see further 7 . 4 4 - 5 1 1 . 
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79 TTaacrv rrr" iOvv, not elsewhere but easily intelligible as 'in every 
initiativeliterally 'direction* or 'way of going'. 

81-2 'Fall in flight into the womenfolk's arms' is unusual in Greek if 
less so in English; closest is i3.653f. where a victim 'breathed out his 
life in his companions' arms*, or Andromakhc's wish at 22.426 that Hektor 
had died in her arms. Usually X£P°' a r c hands of an enemy by which 
one succumbs; here the idea of rescue is substituted, but grim echoes 
remain, as well perhaps as the demeaning idea of women as rescuers. 

86-98 Helenos' recommendations continue in this very long sentence, 
mainly cumulative and periodically or progressively enjambed. It contains 
a few unusual details and terms, but what has mainly exercised critics has 
been the number of minor divergences from subsequent references to the 
events envisaged. These are the principal points of the five different 
passages concerning the prayers to Athene, with details italicized that are 
peculiar to any one passage: 

(t) Helenos* instruction to Hektor at 86-101: he is to go to Troy, tell 
Hckabe to lead the older women to Athene's temple on the acropolis, open 
its gates with a key, place the finest dress on her knees and promise twelve 
oxen if she takes pity and keeps Diomedes away - the insatiable fighter who 
surpasses even Akhilleus. 

(2) Hektor's words to his troops at 113-15: he is off to Troy to tell the 
counsellors and 'our wives' to pray to the gods and promise hecatombs. 

(3) Hekabe's guess at 256f. about why Hektor has returned to Troy: to 
raise his hands to ^eus from the acropolis (refuted at 269-80). 

(4) Hektor's instruction to Hekabe at 269-80: to gather the senior 
women, go with offerings for burning (Ovtfaaiv) to Athene's temple, place the 
finest dress on her knees and promise twelve oxen if she takes pity and keeps 
Diomedes away (271-8 = 90-7 with minor adjustments). 

(5) Hekabe carries out these instructions at 286-310: she tells her servants 
to gather the senior women, goes to the storeroom and takes the finest dress 
(with much detail), they go to Athene's temple on the acropolis, Theano opens 
the gates, they hold up hands to Athene with a ritual shriek, Theano places the 
robe on her knees and prays her to make Diomedes fall before the Scaean gate, 
and so receive twelve oxen. 

Of the italicized details, the mention of hecatombs in (2) and ofOuta in 
(4) are minor variations rather than true divergences, since the twelve oxen 
are a hecatomb in the broad sense (i.65n.), and it seems probable that 270 
ouv OucEaaiv refers to them and not, as usually, to lesser burnt offerings. The 
only substantive difference is that in (4) the offerings are to accompany the 
procession, whereas elsewhere they are promised for the future: see on 
269-70. 

In (1) the mention of a key (the Odyssean sense of KXry?s, which in II. 
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usually connotes a bar or bolt) is not repeated in (4) or (5); and only here 
is Diomedes described in such strong terms as even more fearful than 
Akhilleus (99-101, see on 94-101). In (2) the addition of POUXEUTQOT, 

'counsellors', is surprising, especially since the term does not recur in 
Homer (even if PouArj is common). Presumably Hektor is adjusting the 
definition of his mission to make it more palatable to his troops. That is 
confirmed by his substituting 'our wives' for the ycpaiai, older women, of 
87; in fact when he does return to the city he is at once surrounded by wives 
and daughters asking about their loved ones (237-40). He is in any case 
generalizing his intentions, as is shown by the substitution o f ' t h e gods', 
Saipoaiv, for Athene. In (3) Hekabe's conjecture that Hektor has returned 
to Troy to pray to Zeus (rather than organize prayers to Athene) is merely 
a natural misapprehension, a psychological refinement that hardly conflicts 
with the rest. Hektor's instructions to her in (4) generally accord with 
Helenos' recommendations in (1), except for the specification of the OUECC 

discussed above. That leaves (5), the actual narrative of events as they 
happen. Here the divergences are mainly a matter of expanded detail: 
Hekabe can hardly gather the women herself, and uses her servants to do 
so; the selection of the dress is carefully described, both her going to the 
storeroom and the history of the dress itself; the ritual shriek in 301 is a 
graphic addition to the prayer (for its function see Entretiens Hardt xxvn 
(Vandoeuvres-Gen&ve 1981), 66, and cf. 1.447-68^); that Diomedes 
should be killed before the Scaean gate is a dramatic embellishment of the 
basic requirement of 96, for him to be 'kept away from sacred Ilios'. But 
the most obvious departure is the introduction of Theano as priestess of 
Athene, and her performing the important actions, of opening the temple 
and making the prayer, specifically envisaged in (1) and (4) as carried out 
by Hekabe. 

Theano represents the one serious departure from a generally consistent 
idea of the gathering of women for prayer to the goddess. Even Hektor's 
command to his mother shortly before explicidy envisages Hekabe herself 
as presenting the dress and making the prayer. Theano, then, is a curious 
innovation. Conceivably the poet seeks an element of surprise or variation 
to give freshness and force to the event itself; but this is contrary to normal 
oral practice, whereby the same terms are used to describe an action and 
the anticipations and instructions that lead up to it. It may be that the poet 
inclines to be more precise now about ritual matters, as indeed with the 
oAoAuyrj. No other priestess is mentioned in Homer; but the idea of a 
specially chosen one (300 TTJV y a p Tp&cs cBrjxav...), rather than the king's 
wife ex officio, may belong to a later stage of the tradition: see e.g. Burkert, 
Religion 46, 96. 

86 | "Etcrop, orrap ov is emphatic as at 429. cnrc here, and «mo in 
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Hektor's version at 114, meaning 'tell ' in the sense of 'order ' or 'instruct', 
are unique in //.; but the development is a natural one, clearly seen in Od. 
at e.g. 15.76 and 22.262, 431, with transitional stages at e.g. 14.497^ 

8 7 - 9 8 An exceptionally long and complex sentence, for the oral style at 
least, with two successive participial clauses (87 ^wayouoa. . . , 89 
oi£aaa...), then an imperative clause enclosing an elaborate relative clause 
(90-2, TTETTAOV os...8eTvai), then an indirect statement depending on a 
second imperative (93 CrrrooxcoOoci) leading to a condition (94 ai K' EA£T)0T)), 

followed by purposive cos KEv...airoaxT( in 96 and a concluding relative 
clause (98 ov...). Despite all that the sequence of thought is progressive and 
the subordination of clauses chronological rather than logical. 

8 7 - 9 4 The gathering of the women, the procession to Athene's temple 
on the highest part of the citadel, the solemn opening of its doors, the laying 
of the finest available garment on the knees of the seated cult-image, the 
prayer for salvation accompanied by the promise of rich burnt offerings: 
this impressive scene is a fitting reflexion of Diomedes' great burst of 
destructive energy - even apart from its function, clearly the singer's 
primary concern, of taking Hektor back to Troy. Despite inconsistencies, 
the details are important for the understanding of Greek cult: (i) Athene 
has a free-standing temple on the acropolis; (ii) it is normally kept closed; 
(iii) it contains a seated cult-image large enough to receive a large TTETTAOS 

on its knees (see on 90-2); (iv) burnt offerings are to be made within the 
temple, 93 EVI VT]CO - unless Ameis-Hentze were right that this denotes the 
whole temenos. All these are plausible for Homer's time, when the 
development of independent temples as homes of the deity was proceeding 
rapidly (Coldstream, Geometric Greece 317). The first temple at Samos, the 
Hekatompedon or loo-footer, was c. 800 B.C. (op. cit. 327), or at latest 700; 
that had an external altar, but several early temples (not only at Dreros and 
Prinias in Crete but also Megaron B in Apollo's sanctuary at Thermon in 
Aetolia, dating back at least to the 8th and perhaps to the 10th cent.: 
Coldstream 280, 324) contained hearths and pits which showed that 
sacrifices were performed inside the temple. For Apollo, at least, these 
cannot have been chthonian. Such details may have been combined 
imaginatively by the singer; whether or not the cult of a city-goddess went 
back to the 8th cent. B.C. in Ilios itself is uncertain, but there was an apsidal 
temple in nearby Lesbos (at Antissa in the north-west of the island) as early 
as around 800, and its successor of a century or so later contained a 
sacrificial hearth (Coldstream 263). Phokaia is another early Aeolic temple-
site, and there were several Geometric-age temples in Ionia even apart from 
Samos. 

87 ycpaios is frequent (21 x //., 4X Od.), though only the present 
context elicits the feminine form (here and at 270, 287, 296). bT record an 
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ancient variant yEporipd? here and at 270; the tide was given to priestesses 
of Dionusos according to [Demosthenes] 59.73 (cf. Burkert, Religion 173, 
239). That hardly reduces the mild inconsistency with 114f. and 24of., 
where Hektor envisages all the women as praying, since even ycpaipas 
implies a select body of senior women. 

88 Apollo's temple on the acropolis of Ilios has already been mentioned 
at 5-445f (and will recur at 7.83); see on 5.445-8. He is well established in 
the Troad, cf. 1-35ff., and it is natural he should have a temple in Troy itself, 
of which he is the main divine defender. With Athene the case might seem 
different - she is, after all, Troy's sworn enemy. But (a) she is a city-
goddess, protector of the citadel, by function, and Theano will pray to her 
as EpuoirrroAi at 305; (b) her enmity towards the Trojans is conceived as 
dating only from the Judgement of Paris; (c) a special image of her, the 
Palladion, was kept in her shrine in Troy according to the Cyclic tradition 
(Little Iliad frag. 9); and (d) the main temple on the acropolis was hers in 
historical times. — Shipp, Studies 254, wrongly took 'A&nvair^s yXauxcbmBos 
as a sign of post-Homeric composition; in the nominative yXavxfinns 
'A6r)vn I is regular and common, but other cases, as often, require a 
different word-order; similarly 'Ad^vatV) yXavKcoiriSt {sic), 3X II. 

89 KXTW is a key of some sort (perhaps no more than a kind of hook), 
rather than a bar or bolt, 3 x Od. but only here in II. It is, therefore, one 
of several 'Odyssean* characteristics in the supplication of Athene, partly 
explicable on contextual grounds, namely that descriptions of buildings, 
civic behaviour and so on are commoner there. Yet other details of Hektor's 
return to Troy will not be noticeably Odyssean; and the meaning 'key' is 
not in any case a late development, at least in the light of Myc. ka-ra-wi-po-
TO = KXAFT-fopos, cf. Burkert, Religion 45, Chantraine, Diet. s.v. KXCI'S. 

90-4 £. Bethe, Homer u (Berlin 1922) 314^, persuaded Lorimer, HM 
445, that temple and statue are an Athenian interpolation - a wholly 
unjustified conclusion. The Panathenaea was admittedly a famous classical 
example of the ritual offering of new clothing for a cult-image; yet this was 
a widespread and ancient custom, and Pausanias noted the weaving by 
women of a khilon for Apollo at Amuklai each year, as well as of a peplos for 
Here at Olumpia every four years (3.16.2; 5.16.2). The peplos will be 
described in detail at 288-95. Placing it on the goddess's knees in 92 
presupposes a seated statue, but there is nothing 'late', peculiar or post-
Homeric about this as has often been maintained. Standing cult-statues are 
indisputably older as a type, but even Lorimer conceded that the statue of 
Athene Lindia in Rhodes was seated and 'very possibly goes back into the 
eighth century* (443f.). Almost certainly, one might say; and an irrefutable 
8th-cent. representation of a seated goddess appeared on a late-Geometric 
cup (now lost) from the Kerameikos cemetery in Athens, fig. 10 in Athenische 
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Milleilungm 18 (1893) 113, where a figure seated on a throne is approached 
by four female worshippers holding garlands. Lorimer attempted to 
discredit this by categorizing the throne as 'of Assyrian type with a 
footstool* and noting two winged centaurs on the same band ofdccoration. 
All that means is that the cup has orientalizing elements (cf. e.g. 
Coldstream, Geometric Greece ch. 15); it is no less Greek for that, and is 
certainly of the 8th cent, and not the 7th; and the scene of worship must 
be one that made sense to Greeks, i.e. was familiar to them. The ancient 
seated images of Here at Samos and Tiryns, as well as the old seated statue 
of Athene Polias at Athens, almost certainly go back to the 8th cent, and 
perhaps beyond (cf. Burkert, Religion 90). Finally focov EV yovvam wftm 
(2 x //., 3 x Od.) presupposes a knowledge of seated deities and is shown 
by its formular status to be Homeric. 

93-4 Imperative UTtooxeo^ai continues the construction of OtTvai in the 
preceding v. Twelve is a favourite epic choice for a substantial number; a 
prize is worth 12 oxen at 23.703, 12 horses are among the recompense 
offered by Agamemnon to Akhilleus at 9.123 etc., Neleus had 12 sons 
(11.692), 12 victims and twelfth dawns are common enough, and so on. 
These oxen are | fjvi* ^KECTTOS (here and at 275 and 309), probably 'one 
year old' (cf. tvi-auros) and 4 not knowing the goad'; Schwyzer's suggestion 
(Rh. M. 80, 1931, 213) that the formula arose out of a false division of the 
singular fjviv * VT]KECTTT)V (cf. vr)K£p6r)S etc.), thus avoiding an irregular 
lengthening of a-privative, is attractive as Chantraine notes, Diet. s.v. 

94-101 The whole of 90-7 will be repeated as part of Hektor's 
instructions to Hekabe at 271-8, but 98 (with its development in 99-101) 
is unique to the present passage. Helenos seems to give an extreme and 
personal view here (98 eyw...9111«), in the heat of battle or of argument; 
Diomedes is indeed a fierce fighter, but the description of him as strongest 
and most formidable of all Achaeans, including even Akhilleus, exceeds 
anything in the rest of the poem, where Akhilleus is always supreme. The 
poet has set out in Diomedes' aristeia to show him as ultimately formidable, 
a true substitute in terror for the sulking Akhilleus, but here he makes 
Helenos go beyond that. — The language from 94 a! K* EAETIOTJ contains 
many formular elements: that phrase itself after a verb of prayer or 
sacrifice, 3 x II. elsewhere (apart from repetitions later in this Book), t x 
0d.\ aAoyoi -ous xai vrjiria TtKva 5X II. elsewhere (apart from 276 and 
310); on 96 £>s KEV see 277n.; "IXiov !pt|v | etc. 12 x //.; prjcrwpa -E 90^010 
4X II. elsewhere (apart from 278), with Kpornpov at 12.39; opyapos 
av5p£>v | 2 x II. elsewhere, cf. opyaiiE Aa&v | 4 x II. Even the hyperbolic 
assessment of Diomedes is fluently expressed and completely Homeric in 
style; Shipp, Studies 254, is too subtle in picking on 100 9am, of 
mythological fact, as ' unpoetical'. 
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96 Aristarchus (Did/AT) and a minority of MSS read ¿>s KEV for on rev 
- probably to avoid repetition after 94 AI K', but see on 277. 

101 BenUey's avrî Epî Eiv is probably right for MS itrcxpapî Eiv, cf. 
21.411 and 488 OTi poi psvos avTi9Epi£Ei$; in the former many MSS have 
iacKpapt&is and there was obvious confusion between the two. 

103-6 These vv. recur, also of Hektor, at 5.494-7 and 11.211-14, after 
a rebuke and a divine instruction respectively. They are, therefore, a 
typical way of showing the hero's concurrence and his acting directly to 
rally his troops. 

107-9 Hektor moving through the ranks and encouraging his men in 
i04f. ('a standard tactic', Fenik, TBS 177) results in an immediate 
Achaean retreat, as they tell each other - wrongly in this case - that some 
god must have rallied the enemy. The 4 preceding vv. have been formular, 
these by contrast are probably made for the occasion: unaugmented 9<xv 
(3 x 0d.)t CntExcapnoav, ¿XE^rjcrovra and eAeA»X©€V do not recur exactly in 
II. (though other parts of these verbs do), and even such a useful and 
standard-looking phrase as Afj§ccv 6E ipovoio | in 107 is paralleled only at 
Od. 22.63. As with 98-101, the style is nevertheless completely Homeric, 
with 107 a rising threefolder and 109 EAEAIX&V referring back in ring-form 
t o 1 0 6 EXEAI'XOHOOV. 

110 This v. recurs at 8.172 and 15.346 (with its second half another 6 x 
and paxpov aucras 5X more). 

i x i - 1 2 112 is standard, though Zenodotus (Arn/A) had an inept 
variant, AVEPES tor« 8001 xat apuvrrov OOTEI fab()r)v. For 111 (twice 
elsewhere), Tp&cs KCCI AOKIOI xai AapSctvoi ap^iiiaxnTai is a common 
alternative, 7 x in all. 

113-16 The closest parallel is I7.i86f., where after a similar prelude 
Hektor again introduces his own departure from the front line with 09P* av 
rycb(v), cf. Fenik, TBS 169^ There he leaves to put on Akhilleus' armour; 
here, to organize prayers. In each case the v. describing his departure is the 
same, i.e. 1 1 6 = 17.188. On poufcvrrai and hecatombs see pp. 16^. 

117-18 The scene is rounded off with a brilliantly observed detail as 
the shield-rim taps Hektor's neck and ankles as he goes. Partly this is to 
suggest his haste, so keen is he to bolster morale in Troy, but the evocation 
of heroic armament is unusual and rewarding for its own sake. He is clearly 
carrying a huge body-shield, slung on a telamon or baldric across his 
shoulder over his back. Two main shield-types are envisaged in II. (they are 
discussed at length by Lorimer, HM 132-92, and H. Borchhardt in Arch. 
Horn, E 1-56, and clearly and briefly by F. H. Stubbings in Wace and 
Stubbings, Companion 510-13; see also on 3.335): first the long body-shield, 
oblong or figure-of-eight in shape, which more or less encloses a man; 
second the round or nearly round shield which was probably somewhat 
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smaller (but is paradoxically the only recipient of the formular epithet 
atupippoTT), 4X //.). Both are primarily of leather, but a bronze facing is 
frequently assumed, e.g. when shields are said to shine, or to gleam with 
bronze; cf. Arch. Horn, E 1-4, 48-52. The former is called oraxos and has its 
own formular epithets, ucya TI onpapov rt ('huge and stout'), fjvm 
Trupyov ('tower-like', only of Aias* aaxos which is exceptionally large) and 
eiTTapociov ('of 7 ox-hides'), also of Aias - see on 7.219-23. The latter is the 
¿orris, which is iravToa' itor^ ('equal in all directions', i.e. circular), 
op9aXo€OCRA (with 'navel* or central boss) and EUKVKAOS ('well-rounded'). 

These two shield-types are amalgamated in various ways in Homer but 
originally derived from different periods. The long body-shield is typically 
Early Mycenaean and illustrated on objects from the Shaft Graves at 
Mycenae, most clearly on the Lion Hunt dagger from grave iv (e.g. 
Lorimer, HM 140 fig. 1). By 1200 B.C. the smaller and more manoeuvrable 
round or nearly round shield, as on the Warrior Vase from Mycenae (e.g. 
HM pi. in, lb), seems to have superseded the long body-enclosing models. 
By Homer's own time, some 500 years later, shields were normally of 
medium size, with handles as well as baldrics, but in all the old shapes (cf. 
e.g. HM 161 fig. 14); compare the exaggerated figure-of-eight of the 
'Dipylon' shields depicted by Geometric vase-painters and emblematic of 
heroic equipment (so T . B. L. Webster, From Mycenae to Homer, London 

I958. ! 69 f )-
Hektor's shield is simply a 'black skin' in 117, in itself a unique 

description reminiscent of his archaizing claim at 7.238, ol5* crri 5i£ia, olS* 
ETT* apurrEpa vcoufjaai P « V . It has a rim, enrrvf, of the kind clearly shown 
in Mycenaean depictions of body-shields, which strikes his neck and ankles 
and unambiguously suggests the huge oaxos of Early Mycenaean times. Yet 
in 118 it becomes aom'Sos oiupaXoccoTiSj a bossed, i.e. round, ¿orris. This 
is a typical confusion of traditional formular descriptions deriving from 
different stages of the tradition; similarly in the duel between Aias and 
Hektor in bk 7 the former's aaxos, described in some detail at 219ft, 
becomes pcooov ETTOP^OAIOV, i.e. with central boss and so circular, when it 
is struck at 267 (see also 3-335n. on the changing description of Paris* aaxos, 
as well as 4.448-gn.). Hektor's shield there and twice elsewhere is 
specifically an ¿orris, and that association intrudes upon the rare detail of 
the body-shield which the poet chooses to portray here. There is a close 
parallel at 15.645^ where Periphetes trips over the rim of an ¿orris which 
is uniquely described as TTOSTIVEKE', reaching to the feet. 

1 j9-236 In a long interlude while Hektor returns to Troy, Diomedes encounters the 
Lycian Glaukos and professes not to know who he ist which elicits a long account of 
Glaukos* descent from Sisuphos, and especially of the deeds of Bellerophon. Diomedes 
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salutes him as a guest-friend through their grandfathers, so they exchange armour and 
agree to avoid each other in subsequent combat 

1x9-236 The whole episode is inorganic, and Hektor's arrival at Troy 
could follow directly on 118 - for example through the adjustment of 237 
| "Eimop 8' ¿>s to | ctvrrap ¿mi. According to Aristarchus (Arn/A) 'some 
transpose this composition elsewhere', prrorriOcaoiv Tives aXAaxoot TavTqv 
TQV OUOTOOIV - probably in response to its self-contained character rather 
than as evidence that some other context suited it better, and reflecting the 
selective propensities of Panathenaic rhapsodes before the stabilization of 
the text (vol. 1, 5 and 38). There is no good reason for regarding either the 
episode itself or its position here as un-Homeric, especially as the 
interruption of a narrative by an intrusive episode or diversion is typical of 
Iliadic composition, cf. e.g. the Catalogues in bk 2 and Schadewaldt, I lias-
Studien 77. At the same time the abbreviated style (see Kirk, Songs 164-6) 
suggests that Homer b drawing on longer and earlier versions. See further 
Andersen, Diomedesgestalt ch. 5. 

119 The adversaries' names and patronymics 611 the whole v., giving 
special weight to the encounter; so too at 20.160 with Aineias and 
Akhilleus, to introduce an episode which has further echoes of the present 
one (see also on 120,143,150-1,192-5,209-11). Thus at 20.i78f. Akhilleus 
similarly asks why Aineias (whom he does of course recognize) has come 
forward; then 2o.i84f. ~ 6 . 1 9 4 ^ and for 6.1331 OEOC KOT* riyateov 
Nuot|iov cf. 20.1891 acua Kerr' *l8aicov opccov. Then Aineias rejects 
Akhilleus' taunts by reciting his own genealogy (cf. 20.213-41), in which 
Tros's three sons recall Bellerophon's three children at 6.196-211. The two 
episodes then go different ways. — Glaukos has so far been mentioned only 
as Sarpedon's second-in-command at 2.876, but will be prominent later, 
including 6 x with this patronymic. His descent from Bellerophon b in one 
sense the main point of the encounter, but he b also an effective foil for 
Diomedes and provides an unusual conclusion to the latter's aristeia. 
Diomedes' pre-eminence in bk 5 has admittedly receded, but now hb 
professed concern at 128ff. about fighting against gods strongly recalls hb 
recent exploits against Aphrodite and Ares. 

120 =» 20.159, of Aineias and Akhilleus; the isolation of the pair of 
individuals implied by cs pcoov ctp^oTcpcov OWI'TT)V almost suggests a formal 
duel, compare 23.814. iicpaCm -1 uax«o6ai b found 4X elsewhere, with 
paxcoBat | over 90 x //.; here the alliteration is conspicuously carried 
through the whole v. 

121-2 121 b a standard v., 12 x //., which here merely repeats the sense 
of crwmiv; its main function b to introduce the subsequent v. of address, 
as also at 20.176^, 21.148^ 22.248C 
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123 The compound form KaTafhnyrflw occurs only here in //., but 6 x 
Od. The system of generic epithets for humankind in the genitive case is 
quite extensive: 

OVTJTC&V etvSpcimcov ( 5 X //., 4 X Od.) 
llEpOTTCOV CXVSpCOTTCOV (7 X //., 2 X Od.) 

KOCTOC0VT)TCOV CTVSPCOTTOOV ( I X //., 6 X Od.) 

bnxOovicov ctvSpcbiTCOV (ix //., 4X Od.) 
TroAvorrrEpEcov ctv6pcbncov (1 x //., 1 x Od.) 

Xctucci IpxopEvoav T* avOpcbircov (1 x II.). 

There is some evidently ' uneconomical' duplication here; yet TTOAUOTTEPECOV 

is context-specific (differendy from KORRADVNTCOV), and 6VT]TC2>V is usually 
found in contrast to gods, unlike p^poircov. In the present use xcrra- may be 
felt to emphasize Glaukos' special liability to death as part of his opponent's 
threatening posture. 

124-7 Diomedes expands his assertion, possibly untrue but properly 
insulting, that he does not know Glaukos. He has never seen him in battie 
(124) - up to now, that is; runover TO irpiv leads to the observation that 
now, by contrast, Glaukos has advanced far beyond the rest ( 1 2 5 ) -
through over-confidence, indeed (with runover 0 $ Oapoti matching that of 
the preceding v.), to await Diomedes' spear (126). The whole threat is 
carefully devised, not only in the antithesis of TO irpiv and the elaborate 
crrap PEV vuv YE but also in the sinister overtones of 8OAIXOOK»OV eyx°S, 
signalled by the displacement of this common formula from its regular 
position (20/21 x II.) at the v-e. Finally the whole-v. sentence in 127 ( = 
21.151), balancing 124 with two runover lines between, crowns the 
argument with a cryptic and witty generalization. 

128-43 Diomedes had begun by assuming his opponent to be mortal, 
but now adds complacently, or perhaps sarcastically, that he would not 
fight against a god. The singer makes him avoid all reference to recent 
exploits against gods in bk 5, where he was given special sanction by 
Athene, but rather adduce, in accord with the lighter and more reminiscent 
tone of this encounter as a whole, the unfamiliar exemplum of Lukourgos and 
Dionusos. 

Ring-composition is prominent and unmistakable, maintaining the 
rhetorical style of Diomedes' remarks so far (cf. Lohmann, Reden I2f.): 

123 What mortal man are you.. .? A 
127 Mortals who face me, perish B 
128 but if you are a god C 
129 I would not fight gods D 
130-1 Lukourgos did not live for long after 

angering the gods E 
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132-9 (story of Lukourgos) 
139-40 He did not live for long, since he 

was an enemy to the gods 

F 

141 I would not fight gods 
142 but if you are mortal 
143 come close and perish 

E' 
D' 
C', A ' 
B' 

128 Aristarchus (Arn/A) observed that the mist, ¿xAvs, of 5.127 can 
only have been lifted in part. That is obvious: it was an exceptional device, 
and by now we are back to the normal state of affairs whereby divine 
intervention in the guise of a mortal is always a possibility - one discussed 
by Aincias and Pandaros at 5.174fT. Aristarchus also read ovpavov for 
oupavoO, strangely, both here and in the similar Od. 7.199, followed by a 
few lesser MSS; T compared 11.196, Pq 5E KOCT' 'ISaicov op&ov, but the 
similar passage at 20.189 *s closer to home. 

129 A delightful air of self-satisfaction is conveyed by iycoyc and by the 
repetition of ©Eotaiv nrovpavioiaiv after aOavorrcav ye KOT* oupavou. 

130 The paradcigma begins with the heavily emphatic aubk yap OU6E, 

cf. 5.2211., also 2.703 = 726 OU5E PEV OU6* (and 5 x elsewhere) and 
Chantraine, GH11, 337f. — Lukourgos (or Lukoorgos in his uncontracted 
form here) was king of the Thracian tribe of Edones according to 
Sophocles, Anlig. 955 (and in any case was clearly not related to, or the 
same as, the slayer of mace-man Areithoos at 7.i42ff., any more than his 
father Druas was to the Lapith of 1.263). Dionusos was at home in Thrace 
as well as Phrygia, and his cult spread from there down into Greece. The 
present tale therefore reflects an early stage of resistance to it, parallel with 
Pentheus in Thebes, Minuas in Orkhomenos and the daughters of Proitos 
in Argos; sec Burkcrt, Religion 165-7. References to Dionusos are rare in 
Homer - in II. only otherwise at 14 325 (incidentally to his mother Semele 
whom Zeus had loved), and in Od. in relation to Ariadne and Thetis at 
11.325 and 24.74 - and only in contexts which are allusive and incidental. 
His membership of the Olympian pantheon is marginal at this stage (the 
occurrence of the name, with no context, on Pylos tablets Xa 06 and 
Xa 1419 being uninformative), though the case of Demeter, who is equally 
rare in Homer, suggests his role as non-heroic rather than necessarily post-
Homeric. The present tale makes a diverting illustration of the need to avoid 
physically resisting gods where possible; the more elaborate paradigm of 
the wrath of Meleagros, recounted by Phoinix to Akhilleus in bk 9, similarly 
draws on an equally restricted regional myth never elsewhere mentioned in 
the epic. 

131 The heavy and spondaic | 8fjv fjv provides a sudden, emphatic and 
threatening completion of the sense of the flowing and dactylic threefolder 
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which preceded; see also on its altered recurrence at 139-40. Imperf. ipi£cv 
describes his habitual opposition to deity in contrast with the particular act 
in the second os-clause which follows (so Ameis-Hentze). 

132-7 Lukoorgos* attack on the 'nurses of raving Dionusos' (so 
described according to Aristarchus, Am/A, either because he makes others 
mad or because he is himself envisaged as filled with bacchic frenzy) is 
placed at holy Nuseion, elsewhere called Nusa (see £. R. Dodds, Euripides, 
Bacchae (2nd edn, Oxford i960), on vv. 556-9). There were many 
mountains of that name - from India to Babylon, Arabia and Libya 
according to Hesychius - associated with or named after the god, but bT 
were right in taking this one to be in Thrace because Thetis is nearby (136), 
since she lived in an underwater cave between Samos, i.e. Samothrace, and 
Imbros according to 24.77-84. — The Ti6f|vat are so named probably 
because of the tale alluded to in Homeric Hymn xxvi that the local nymphs 
received Dionusos from his father Zeus and nurtured him in the glens of 
Nusa. That might be an elaboration of the present episode (especially in the 
light of xxvi. 4 6E^ap£VAI KOATTOJOI, cf. 136 here), but seems to go further; 
or both could embody phraseology and ideas from some common version. 
At any rate the god leaps into the sea after Lukoorgos lays into the women 
with a PovnrXrĵ , whether ox-goad or axe, and they throw down their 
6uo6Xa as they run - again the precise meaning of the term is obscure, 
branches, vine-shoots or thyrsi being alternative interpretations recorded 
by bT. The last is probably correct, i.e. from *8vpa-6Xa according to 
Chantraine, Diet. The terrified child-god is comforted in the sea-goddess's 
bosom: Thetis with Eurunome similarly 'receives' a falling victim, 
Hephaistos, at 18.398, where IFTREBÎ CRRO KOXTTCO recurs; but a special 
association with Thetis is confirmed by Od. 24.73-5, where the golden 
amphora she provided for AkhiIleus* bones had been a gift from him - as 
a thank-offering for the present occasion according to Stesichorus, PMG 234; 
see on 23.92. 

138-43 Diomedes' language becomes smoother and less spasmodic as 
he relates the culmination of the tale and the conclusion he draws from it. 

138 pcla S6OVT€$ | only here and 2 x Od.; the long vowel-sounds and 
lengthened -a give an almost voluptuous impression in contrast with their 
anger, oSOoccvro (twice in bk 8, 2 x Od., cf. S. West on Od. 1.62), against 
someone who infringes the laws of nature and threatens their peace. 

139-40 Blinding is a traditional punishment for impiety, as with 
Teiresias. Though bT assumed that it was for seeing the god's secret rituals, 
it was probably for his violent and impious behaviour in general. TU9X05 
comes only here in Homer (though also of the 'blind man' who claims 
authorship of the Delian hymn at HyAp 172), for whom aXao$ is the slightly 
commoner term - in II. only in the formula ou6' ¿XOCOOKOTTIT]V £*X£(V) (3 X » 
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+ I x Od.y which also has the simple epithet 3 x ) ; it was also regular in the 
choral lyrics of tragedy. One cannot be sure, nevertheless, that TVÇAÔÇ is 
'later, for Homeric ccÂaôs' (Shipp, Studies 255), nor does it mark the 
Lukourgos narrative as post-Homeric. Neither word is clear in derivation 
(though TUÇÂÔÇ seems to be connected with Tvçoticn, 'burn* or 'make 
smoke'), and both could be old (cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. aAaôç: 'Les 
termes désignant des infirmités, notamment la cécité, sont difficiles, 
obscurcis par des tabous ou des substitutions'). 

The emphatic Ôf|v fjv of 131 now recurs in a no less powerful and 
deliberately distorted rhythmical context as the narrative ring is completed ; 
the assonantal effect is reduced, perhaps, but the separation of adverb and 
verb by the v-e, in a violent and unusual enjambment, engenders a new 
kind of harshness to emphasize the conversion of 131 lpi£ev into crrrnxOero 
here : strife against gods makes enemies of them. 

141 This v. reverts to Diomedes' profession of 129 in slightiy different 
language, in which the repetition of ôeoïs so soon after 140 SEOÎOIV, with the 
variation of epithet to the pious-sounding patcapEOOt, reinforces the sense of 
complacency. B. Marzullo, Atene e Roma N.S. I (1956) 164, adduced the 
repetition of 129 in 141 as one of several indications that 119-236 is 
interpolated, but this is controverted by the ring-composition analysis in 
i28~43n. 

142 àpoûpT|ç KapTTov É8ouoiv -OVTEÇ recurs only in the Theomachy at 
21.465, again contrasting mortals with gods, in a possible derivative of the 
present passage (since the comparison with leaves also occurs there, cf. 
21.464 with i46ff. here). A common source is also possible, though this 
application would certainly be the earlier. The idea of mortals as cereal-
eaters recalls the distinctions of diet, and of blood versus ix&p> emphasized 
in bk 5, see e.g. on 5.339-42. 

143 The climax of Diomedes' rhetorical extravaganza recurs as a 
single-v. utterance by Hektor to Aineias at 20.429; it is emphasized by the 
sinister rhyme of aoaov. . . ôàaaov (cf. 5.440-2^ on çpâ^EO... also 
20.428-9^ and examples listed by Macleod, Iliad XXIV 51), developed 
from formular elements like aaaov ÎÔVTEÇ | (6 x II.) and 09pa KE Oàaaov 
(2 x //.), with a change here to d>s KEV to avoid sounding too sprightly. 

The striking ôAÉGpou UEÎpaô* provides a suitably portentous conclusion. 
The meaning of irEÏpap ( < *TrÉpfap) has been much debated: 'end', 
'limit' or 'boundary' is certain for some Homeric uses (notably TrEÎpcrra 
yairjç, 4 x ), but 'bond' for others (especially where Odysseus is tied to the 
mast by TTEipcrra at Od. 12.51). Schulze thought they were two different 
words, but Chantraine and others, especially after Bjôrck (refs. in 
Chantraine, Diet, s.v.), found it possible to derive both meanings from 
Sanskrit parvan, meaning 'knot', 'joint' or 'section*. (LSJ s.v., n, i, are 
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certainly wrong in creating a further concrete sense 4 instrument' or 4 tool' 
to explain Hephaistos' anvil etc. as TTEiporra t e x ^ h s at Od. 3 . 4 3 3 ^ ) Here 
oAEOpou TTEipccB* Itcqai appears to entail the first meaning,4 l i m i t i . e . 4 reach 
the limits of destruction'; but more often the oXE0pou TTEiporra are 
'fastened', apryirrai, to someone (2 x //., 2 x Od.), which implies the second 
meaning, 4bond'. Either the substitution of Tio^ai for fyfyrrrai involves a 
shift from one sense to the other, or, more probably, oXE0pov TTEiporra is on 
the way to becoming a dead metaphor and has lost its literal and concrete 
force. The scholia remain silent on the topic. See further on 13.358-60, and 
A. Bergren, TTEIPAP in Early Greek Poetry (American Philolog. Ass., 1975), 
21-62. 

144 On Hippolokhos see 197 and 206. 90181110$ uios | recurs 3X //.; 
normally the epithet goes with a proper name, usually Hektor (24 x ). Here 
it helps put Glaukos on an equal footing with his enemy. 

1 4 4 - 5 1 Glaukos' reply to Diomedes* taunts is both witty and clever: 
4 Why bother about who, precisely, I am? Men come and go like the leaves 
of the forest; but, if you insist on learning my genealogy - which is in fact 
quite widely known - then here it is.' The reflective tone makes Diomedes' 
sarcasm sound cheap, and the addition that most people do know casts 
doubt on his veracity. Finally, he is placed in the annoying position of 
having to listen to his rival's ancestry at unusual length (as Akhilleus will 
be by Aineias at 20.213-41). — The likening of human generations to the 
fall of leaves in autumn and their growing again in spring carries no 
suggestion of rebirth, but means that life is transient and one generation 
succeeds another. It was a poetical commonplace (cf. e.g. Mimnermus 2. if., 
Aristophanes, Birds 685, with Clement, Strom. 6.738) and recurs in Homer 
in a slightly different but no less striking form at 21.464-6. 

148 TT)AE6oooora, 'burgeoning', from OaXAco: cf. Chantraine, Diet, s.v., 
B (3). In references to the number of leaves in spring at 2.468 ~ Od. 9.51, 
9uAAa... y iyvrrai wpTj perhaps favours Aristophanes' reading (Did/A) of 
dat. ¿>pi] here too, against the vulgate; though nom. a>pr) makes a neat 
parataxis, ' and [i.e. when] the season of spring arrives'. 

149 Intrans. 9UEI, unparalleled in Homer in the present stem, follows 
harshly on its regular trans, use in 148; Brandreth's 9UE0' is attractive. 
¿TTroXTiyEiv is quite a favourite Homeric verb (5 x //., of which 3 x at the 
v-e as here, 3 x Od.), with a pathetic ring in the present context. 

1 5 0 - 1 The xai of xai TOOTO, as well as the EO of EO EiSfJs, may comically 
imply that Diomedes has a deep interest in knowing about these things. 
Von der Miihll, on the other hand, following H. Fr&nkel, took xai to mean 
that Glaukos is now answering Diomedes' first question, namely ' W h o are 
you?' (Hypomnema 114). There are several ways of construing these w . 
(which recur in the Aineias-Akhilleus encounter at 20.2i3f., see on 119): 
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(i), with Aristarchus (Nic/A), to punctuate after ei 6* E8EAE»S and take the 
infinitive 6af)ixcvai as imperative; (ii) to make SccrjpEvai depend on COEAEIS, 

which is rhythmically smoother, in which case either (a) 09P* cu ci6Qs is 
parenthetical and the object ofCctrjpEvai is yEVEqv (Ameis-Hentze); or (b) 
iroAAoi 6E is the apodosis (with 8c redundant, i.e. 'apodotic'), leaving 'and 
you shall know it too' vel sim. to be understood; or (r), with Leaf, the 
apodosis is 152 EOTI TTOAIS..., i.e. the beginning of the genealogy itself. This 
would be the case if, with Bentley, we excised 151 altogether. It is true that 
150 EISQS could be absolute, also that T6E etc. nearly always observes 
digamma; but Homeric practice here is notoriously irregular, and one is 
reluctant to lose the nice touch of noAAoi...i<yaaiv. 

152-2x1 The tale of Bellerophon and his descendants is narrated in a 
simple and workmanlike style, with little integral enjambment (only at 156, 
161, 179, 203, 209) or internal punctuation but much progressive and 
periodic enjambment and a corresponding tendency towards medium-
length sentences. The 12 whole-sentence w . are unremarkable except for 
the sequence at 183-7. Colometry is generally regular, though with a 
higher number of rising threefolders than one might expect in plain 
narrative (at 169, perhaps 178, then 181, 197), and also a heavy majority 
of4>colon w . of which no less than 37 (out of 60 for the whole passage) are 
* ideal', cf. vol. 1, 1 8 - a much higher proportion than average. Figurative 
language is rare (164, perhaps 189 and 201), though certain phrases are 
unusually allusive or compressed: see on 168-9, '*92~5» 2 0°-

152-3 Several Ephures were identified in the later grammatical and 
geographical traditions, though Homer only refers to two or conceivably 
three: (a) in Thesprotia in western Greece (cf. e.g. bT on 152), at //. 2.659 
and 15-531. {b) In Od. as a source of poison at 1.259 2-328, said by the 
scholiasts to be in either Thesprotia or Elis-see W. W. Merry and J. 
Ridded, Homer's Odyssey (2nd edn, 1886) on 1.259; S. West on Od. 1.257ft 
prefers the former, probably rightiy. (r) The present Ephure, as Aristarchus 
noted (Arn/A), must be an old name for Korinthos (on which see 
2-57°~5n)» for that is where Sisuphos is located in the mythographical 
tradition, and where Bellerophon tamed the horse Pegasos who became the 
symbol of Corinth on her coins. The story is told by Pindar at 01. 13.63ft, 
cf. E. Vermeule, PCPS 33 (1987) 137. Leaf and others (including E. Bethe, 
Thebomsehe Heldenlieder, Leipzig 1891, 182; L. Malten, Hemes 79, 1944, 8) 
saw difficulty in the description of Korinthos as 'in a corner, or recess, of 
Argos', 152 uux<?> "Apysos nrrroPoTOio; but that "is appropriate provided we 
take Argos to refer either mainly to the Peloponnese (see on 2.108) or to 
Agamemnon's kingdom as defined in the Catalogue (vol. 1, t8of). 

This is the only Homeric reference to Sisuphos, the famous trickster-
figure (hence KspSurros here), except for his appearance in a probably 
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rhapsodic expansion (pace A. Heubeck ad loc.) at Od. i i.593ff., undergoing 
punishment in the underworld. The Corinthians were regarded as of Aeoiic 
descent (Thucydides 4.42), so Sisuphos here is Aiolides, one of the sons of 
Aiolos, eponym of the race; his brothers Kretheus (Aiolides at Od. 11.237), 
Athamas, Salmoneus and Peñeres (cf. [Hesiod], Ehoiai frag. 10 M-W) were 
Thessalians and thus Aeoiic, cf. Herodotus 7.176. Pausariias reported a 
sanctuary of Bellcrophon between Korinthos and Kenkhreai (2.2.4), and 
credited to the early Corinthian poet Eumelus a story that Neleus 
(Thessalian by origin), as well as Sisuphos himself, was buried on or near 
the Isthmus (2.2.2). — Aristarchus, Arn/A on 154, noted the epanalepsis of 
Sisuphos and that the figure is common in II. but comes only once (actually 
twice) in Od.; see S. West on Od. 1.23-4. 

154-5 Nothing else is known of Bellerophon's father Glaukos, great-
grandfather of the speaker. * Bellerophon1 is a later form, e.g. in Theocritus 
and in Latin; Homeric BcAAcpo^VTTis is a Greek formation, 'slayer of 
Belleros*, with -qxSvrris (cf. -9<rrTft, -<povo$) paralleled in Lukophontes, 
Poluphontcs (see on 4.394-5, 3rd para.), cf. Anuphates: so von Kamptz, 
Pcrsonennamen 186. Belleros is either Lycian (so L. Mai ten, Hermes 79, 1944, 
11, with further refs.) or, according to Kretschmer's attractive suggestion, 
a local daimon of Pelleritis on the borders of Corinthia, a region mentioned 
in IG l v 926.27Í. (3rd cent. B . C . ) . In this ease Bellerophon would derive his 
name from a feat parallel to his own slaying of the Chimaera, cf. 179-83 
below. The D-tradition, however, asserted that Belleros was a Corinthian 
nobleman slain by Bellerophon, until then called Leophontes (so also bT) 
or Hipponoos, who was thereby forced to flee. His name clearly invited all 
sorts of speculation, mostly based on the Homeric context itself; Zenodotus' 
preference for Elierophontes (so Eustathius 289, 38 etc.) remains 
mysterious. 

TÍKTÉIV, 'engender', is used in Homer both of the male and of the female 
parent, though aor. middle forms as with TÉKEO* are commoner of the father, 
aor. active (as e.g. at 1.36 and 352) of the mother. The imperf., as with 
TÍKTTV here, is also more commonly found of the father; see further A. 
Hoekstra, Epic Verse before Homer (Amsterdam 1981) Appendix n. TÍKTEIV is 
one of those reduplicated present stems in -i- which have a determinative 
rather than a continuative value, i.e. act as aorists (Chantraine, GH1,313); 
thus TÍKTCO (TI'-TK-OO) with aor. rracov, cf. TTÍTITO), aor. rntcrov, yiyvopai, aor. 
éy«vópnv, íox&> beside ixw, p»nvw beside ptveo, í£co beside i£ouai. 
Aristarchus (Did/A), followed e.g. by O C T , reads TÍKTIV, but most MSS 
have rritcrev; the use of the temporal augment is generally inconsistent in 
our texts, the medieval tradition confused. Homer's practice was flexible, as 
with the observation of digamma. Aristarchus avoided the augment where 
possible, especially after masc. caesura and before the v-e (cf. Chantraine, 
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GH i, 481). Here its retention avoids a heavy and pointless spondaic 
opening to the v., and is to be preferred. 

156-7 That he was physically attractive (not necessarily implied by the 
routine epithet ajjupova, see 5.i68~9n.) supplies the motive for the tale that 
follows. f)vopcr)v tpontivrjv in 156 is a unique phrase, though Iporrnvr) etc. 
is regular at the v-e, 15/16 x //., io/t 1 x Od. 

157-9 Proitos was legendary king of Argos, then of Tiryns; the 
community out of which he drove Bellerophon was cither Argos or even, 
perhaps, if the political geography of the Achaean Catalogue in bk 2 is 
envisaged (vol. 1, i8of.), Corinth itself. If the former, then Bellerophon must 
previously have been forced to leave Corinth by some such reason as 
discussed on 152-3 (end of first para.). Apollodorus 2.3.1 reports versions 
by which he killed his brother or some other person (including Peiren, cf. 
the Corinthian water-nymph Peirene) by accident. V. 159 looks like a gloss 
designed to show that Argos itself was in question; and, if the object of 
¿Sapaooc is the Argives rather than Bellerophon (Proitos' power over the 
latter having already been stated in 158), then the reference may be to the 
conflict with his brother Akrisios, cf. Apollodorus 2.2.1. There, Proitos is 
king in Tiryns rather than Argos, but a certain flexibility over rdles and 
places is typical of this kind of folktale material and the handling of it in the 
arbitrary and speculative mythographical tradition. 

KCCKCC PTJCTOTO Ovpco | (etc.) in 157 is a formular group of sinister 
implication which comes 3/4 x //. in abbreviated references to earlier tales: 
here to Bellerophon, at 10.289 t o Tudeus, at 14.253 to Here and Herakles, 
cf. KOKO prjacrro ipya | of Klutaimestra at Od. 24.199. remaining Iliadic 
occurrence, also in bk to (at 52, of Hektor), has the same rhetorical ring to 
it; it seems to be favoured in relatively late phases of composition, i.e. both 
when non-Trojan myths were worked into the monumental structure in an 
abbreviated form and when the Doloneia was composed. 

160-3 Proitos' wife Anteia (Stheneboia in post-Homeric accounts) was 
mad for Bellerophon, ETt€pf|vcrro, namely for secretly mingling with him in 
love - that is the construction of inf. piyf|pcvat. The Potiphar's-wife theme 
is a widespread folktale one, represented in Greek mythology by Peleus and 
the wife of Akastos (Apollodorus 3.13.3, cf. [Hesiod], Ehoiai frag. 208 
M-W, Pindar, Nem. 4.54-8) as well as by Hippolutos and Phaidra. 
Bellerophon is wisely (rather than kindly, the usual meaning of the phrase) 
disposed: he is also Sat^pcov, which might also seem to imply intelligence, 
as in Od., but see on 5.181 for the probable earlier meaning 1 with martial 
intent*. The application is in any case a routine one, Bellerophontes being 
described as apupoov (as at 155, 190, 216) when the preceding word ends 
with a consonant, SaT p̂ô v when it ends with a vowel, cf. 196. 

163-5 Anteia's false accusation is made in two concise and ingeniously 
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constructed vv. of direct speech. 'May you be dead, Proitos, or [i.e. if you 
do not] kill Bellerophon': the harsh apocope of KOKTCCVC intrudes brutally 
on the complicated figure, then 165 maintains the rhetorical tone with 

îXoTTyn piyripcvai repeated from 161 and neatly sandwiched between 
COEXCV and oCrx EOEAOCOT|. Both deployments of this verb are typical (iOcXc(v) 
sic 5/6 x //., COEAOUCTT) (etc.) | 8 x //.), but the closest parallels are c&Acov 
EGEAOVCTOV and especially Trap* OUK e6eAcov eOcXouor) at Od. 3.272 and 5.155 
(cited by bT after Porphyry). 

166-7 Anger, seized him (TOV 8t), the lord, at what <a dreadful 
thing) he heard; yet he avoided killing Bellerophon outright (becausc he 
was a £evos, so T , or for some similar reason). is much commoner in 
//. than pT)vts/pT)viOpos, 46 x against 15 x and similarly with verbal forms; 
it overlaps the sense of pf^S as long-term anger, but its connexion with bile 
gives it a special sense of sudden rage, see e.g. on 4.23; also on 18.107-10 
(with J. Griffin, JUS 106, 1986, 43). otp<kxCTcrro...6vp& recurs at 417 of 
Akhilleus refraining from plundering the body of Andromakhe's father. 
OE^opai etc. connotes reverence or respect, cf. the Odyssean aiders p* ex61 

EioopocovTa | (5 x ); also, as here, refraining from doing something because 
of such respect. It overlaps the sense of the more frequent aiSeopai, cn6<bs 
etc.; the etymology of both words is uncertain, cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.vv. 
oipopon and atSopai, the former perhaps connected with a Sanskrit root 
signifying 'leave' or 'abandon', the latter with one signifying 'respect'. 

168-70 If Proitos himself is prevented by some unspecified inhibition 
(167) from direcdy avenging the affront to Anteia, then her own family 
needs to be involved - specifically her father, Proitos' father-in-law (170 
TrcvGEpoj), ruler of Lycia. Homer does not give his name; T identified him 
with Amisodaros, who brought up the Chimaera according to 16.328^ and 
is said there to be father of two of Sarpedon's captains; later sources 
according to Aristarchus (Arn/A) called him lobates. Thus the Lycian king 
has two daughters, one of whom marries Proitos, the other (cf. 192) 
Bellerophon - a strange conflation of families but not unparalleled in the 
matching up of tales from different regions; compare Tudeus and 
Diomedes, who as father and son both married daughters of Adrastos king 
of Argos. One does not know how Anteia reacted to having Bellerophon as 
her new brother-in-law. 

The family connexion between Argos and Lycia may reflect some kind 
of historical relationship, either in the late Mycenaean period when settlers 
were penetrating the south-western corner of Asia Minor, especially 
perhaps from Rhodes (see e.g. Page, HHl 147-9; C- Mee in Foxhall and 
Davis, The Trojan War 50), or during the Dorian migration into the same 
area two or three centuries later. The Tlcpolcmos entry in the Catalogue 
seems to reflect both, see vol. 1, 224-7. Tlepolemos is killed by the Lycian 
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prince Sarpedon at 5-627-59 (sec on 5.627-69), another possible sign of a 
tradition of hostility between Greeks and Lycians; though Sarpedon is 
cousin of Glaukos and son of Zeus, and therefore represents Achaean 
immigrant stock rather than native Lycian. We shall learn at the end of the 
present encounter that Bellerophon had been entertained by Diomedes* 
grandfather Oineus, presumably in Kaludon; that strengthens the 
Mycenaean background of these interwoven Lycian references. They are 
obviously not precise historical reminiscences, but it is hard to disagree 
totally with Nilsson, Homer and Mycenae (London 1933) 263, that 'the most 
probable explanation of the great role played by the Lycian heroes [«. in 
//.], is that the fights of the Lycians and the Greeks in the Mycenaean Age 
were chanted in epics, of which fragments were incorporated into the Iliad, 
just as fragments of the Pylian epos were incorporated into it.' Gilbert 
Murray had already noted that the tale of Lukourgos' attack on Dionusos, 
just recounted by Diomedes at i3off., was associated with Eumelus of 
Corinth in the D-scholium on 131 (The Rise of ike Greek Epic, 4th edn, 
Oxford 1934, 176f.); and supposed that a Europia or Korinlhiaka assigned to 
Eumelus was Homer's source for all or most of the exotic details in this 
Diomedes-Glaukos encounter (cf. also the scholium on Pindar, 01. 13.74). 

168-9 'He bestowed on him baneful signs, inscribing many life-
destroying things in a folded tablet': the only definite reference in Homer 
to writing (see also on 7.175-7), and generally taken as a memory of 
Mycenaean Linear B (or Hittite hieroglyphs or Cypriot syllabary) rather 
than a reference to the new alphabetic script - which, however, must have 
seemed no less mysterious on its first introduction to the Greek world, 
probably in the late 9th cent. B.C. The present allusion is vague and 
indirect, perhaps intentionally so rather than through progressive mis-
understanding in the poetical tradition. The or)pcrTa Avypa could be any 
kind of message-bearing signs, not necessarily pictograms (olov ouv 
fyxapa§as «ScoAa, Aristarchus (Am/A)) or Linear B symbols; and 
ypavf/ocs, though its literal meaning is 'scratching' (as in Homeric references 
to wounds), which would suit clay tablets well enough, would also fit 
writing on a wooden diptych coated on its inner sides with wax. The 
balance may be tipped towards alphabetic writing by the 'folded tablet* 
itself, something probably not unknown to the Mycenaean world (see 
G. F. Bass, National Geographic, Dec. 1987, 73of. on the K a ; wreck) but far 
more familiar from Assyrian reliefs and in developed uses of the alphabet, 
cf. L. H.Jcffery in Wace and Stubbings, Companion 555, who thought 
Phoenician prototypes unlikely. W. Burkert (in R. HSgg, ed., The Greek 
Renaissance of the Eighth Century B.C., Stockholm 1983, 52ff.), gives a useful 
bibliography and opts for the Phoenician-Greek 6cX*ros as prototype, 
assigning the present reference to it (together with the alphabetic oriporra, 
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the Potiphar's-wife theme and the Chimaera), to as late as the early 7th 
cent. B.C. See further A. Heubeck, Arch. Horn, x 14iff. 

170-1 Quite why Bellerophon accepted the idea of a trip abroad, 
carrying an unusual and unknown message, especially after Anteia's 
embarrassing advances, is left obscure. That is typical of folktales, which 
are often applied to different local contexts in very uncircumstantial forms, 
with only the crucial details (involving the particular ingenuity-motifs 
which gave them permanent appeal) properly filled in. Imprecise and 
allusive expression, already exemplified in 168 CTTjpcrra Avypa and to an 
extent in 169 Oupo^Oopa iroAAa, is continued in 171 6ecov Crrr* apupovi 
iropTrQ. Though Tropin1} occurs only here in //. it is common, for obvious 
contextual reasons, in Od. (25 x ) , where escort by gods is occasionally 
mentioned in general terms, e.g. Od. 3.376 fool Troprrf}es ETTOVTCCI and 11.332 
iropnri 8E 6EOT$ vpiv TE PEXQOEI. N O specific deity (like Athene protecting 
Tudeus or Odysseus) need be envisaged, but something more than a safe 
voyage seems to be meant. 

172 River Xanthos runs through Lycia and defines the homeland of 
Glaukos and Sarpedon at 2.876f. and 12.313. 

174-5 F° r standard locution 'for nine days...and then on the 
tenth' cf. i-53f. (Apollo's plague), 24.610-12 (Niobids unburied), 664c 
(mourning for Hektor), 784f. (making his pyre); also nine nights followed 
by a tenth, 9.470-4 (watch over Phoinix). In Od. the same turn of speech 
is regularly used for Odysseus' progress between landfalls during his sea 
adventures (7.253= 14.314, 9-82f., io.28f., 12.447). On expressions for 
dawn see 2.48-9^ 

It was de rigueur not to raise matters of business and identification with a 
£E7VOS until he had been sufficiently entertained, cf. Alkinoos* delay in 
establishing Odysseus' identity in Skherie until Od. 8-55of. (cf. Jason at 
Pindar, Py. 4.127^). The nine-day interval, routine for other actions, is 
exceptional here, but Bellerophon is a relative and in any case the folktale 
atmosphere predominates. Moreover the Lycian king's lavish reception, 
with a banquet each day, establishes a dramatic contrast with his concealed 
anger once the tablet is opened and read. 

176-7 The afjpa of 176 is the tablet as a whole rather than the specific 
ORIPATA within it. | OTTI pa 01 is formular, 5 x //., 2 x Od. 

178 This rising threefolder adapts language already used, with some 
awkwardness; yapfSpou makes an unpleasantly ponderous ending (in 
contrast with e.g. X°tipcov in 6E£CTTO xaipcov |, 4 X //., 1 x Od.). 

179-86 Three tasks are set for Bellerophon, all obviously dangerous 
and without stated reward or purpose, e.g. the offer of a bride if successful 
as often in folktale. Here the bride and half the kingdom will come later at 
i92f., and only when the king recognizes Bellerophon's divine connexions. 
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The prizes could have been falsely offered before that, and fuller versions 
might have made that clear. Yet this sort of folktale medley tends to gloss 
over motive and distort character, as for example with Perseus. 
Bellerophon's involvement with Anteia, however innocent, hardly suggests 
the swashbuckling type who undergoes tests and quests almost at random. 

«79-83 The first task is the slaying of the Chimaera, of which the text 
reveals (i) that it was of divine race, not human; (ii) that it was lion in front, 
snake behind, goat (i.e. x*Vcnpa in its everyday application, one that has 
survived a winter, cf. in the middle; (iii) that it breathed out fire. 
From 16.327-9 we learn also (iv) that it was reared by Amisodaros, father 
of two companions of Sarpedon, and therefore presumably in Lycia. As for 
(i), Hesiod at Theog. 295-322 made Khimaira the offspring of the Lernaean 
Hydra (multi-headed), or perhaps of her parents Ekhidna and Tuphaon 
(the one half-snake, the other perhaps envisaged as breathing fire, though 
cf. M. L. West on Theog. 845), themselves descended from Pontos through 
Phorkus and Keto. Such monsters are rare in the Homeric epic, which 
steers clear of animal mixtures (Centaurs are an exception) and other Near 
Eastern exotica; but something like the Chimaera would be envisaged as 
descended from primeval powers and therefore divine in a sense, cf. 
I-4°3~4n- on Briareos. ou5* av6pcI)Tta>v is a 'polar* addition simply for 
emphasis, since there can be no question of such a creature being human 
in origin. O n (iii), fire-breathing monsters are also exemplified in the 
brazen fire-breathing oxen of Aietes in the Argonaut legend, cf. Pindar, Py. 
4.225. Representations of the orientalizing period (7th cent. B.C.) and later 
show the goat's head as the fire-breather (so also Apollodorus 2.3.1, Ovid, 
Met. 9.647; cf. West on Theog. 321); in fact 182 orrroTtvEiouaa could agree 
either with 181 x»Votipa or with 1801) 6*, i.e. the creature as a whole, which 
might suggest its front end, the lion's rather than the goat's head, as 
emitting fire — which is what b T assumed. T adds that there was a Mt 
Khimaira in Lycia which spurted fire from its centre and had many wild 
creatures at its edges; this is of possible interest in relation to the Homeric 
monster's Lycian origin, for Strabo 14.665 associated the mythical creature 
with a gorge behind Kragos in southern Lycia, whereas Pliny 2.236, after 
Ctesias, noted two places in the mountains there where flammable vapours 
emerged from the earth. 

179 auonuotKETos occurs here and at 16.329 of the Chimaera; at Hesiod, 
Theog. 319, in a metrically inept adaptation, of the fire it breathed; and at 
Od. 14.311 of the unbroken mast to which the shipwrecked Odysseus clung. 
Probably invincible ' , cf. (JOXOIKXI, was the meaning commonly accepted 
for an old and obscure term (possibly related to paipaco, cf. b T and 
Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). 

181 O n the rising threefolder sec 152-21 in. 
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183 Bellerophon slew the monster 8cc2>v Tcpatcrcri Tri6riaa$ ; the nature of 
these divine portents is obscure, and the phrase probably signals once again 
the abbreviation of a longer account. It occurred at 4.398 with reference to 
Tudeus' defeat of a Theban ambush, again in a summary version of an 
earlier myth and, significantly, in a form of the ambush-motif shortly to be 
applied to Bellerophon at 187fr.; see on 4.398, 381, 408. The summarizing 
technique is similar to that of the Tudeus-references in bks 4 and 5 (see on 
4.389-90, 5.802-4) - further evidence that the present account is not post-
Homeric. 

Could these 'portents of the gods' contain a veiled reference to the 
winged horse Pegasos, who is the most prominent element of the 
Bellerophon story in all post-Homeric accounts, and whom he had bridled 
at Corinth with Athene's help according to Pindar, 01. I3.65ff., cf. 
Pausanias 2.4 1? That hardly seems likelv; yet one of the most puzzling 
aspects of this episode is Homer's suppression, first of Pegasos (as Aristarchus 
noted, Arn/A on 183), and secondly of other details of Bellerophon's 
ultimate offence against the gods, which in the non-Homeric tradition was 
his attempting to fly up to Olumpos itself, either to enjoy its pleasures or to 
confront Zeus. Hcsiod specifically involved Pegasos in the attack on the 
Chimaera, Theog. 325 TTJV UEV f lrjyaaos ETAE Kai EOÖAOS BEAAEPO9OVTT)S, cf. 
[Hesiod], Ehoiai frag. 433.81-7 M - W ; according to Pindar, 01. 13.87-90, 
Pegasos was involved in all three tests — Pindar here follows Homer in 
suppressing the reason for the hero's end, but states it openly at Isthm. 
7.44-7. Scholars have reached no firm conclusion. E. Bethe (in the 
Pauly-Wissowa article on Bellerophon) thought the Pegasos-theme to be 
an old one that was not carried overseas with the Bellerophon story, of 
which Homer followed a Lycian version. L. Malten, on the contrary, took 
both Pegasos and the Chimaera as Asiatic elements that may have been 
unknown on the Greek mainland in the 8th cent. B.c. E. Howald, Der 
Mythos als Dichtung (Zürich 1937) 88ff. conjectured that Homer knew about 
Pegasos but suppressed the idea as somehow unsuitable or inconsistent; 
that seems reasonable, even if W. Kulimann (Das Wirken der Götter in der 
1lias, Berlin 1956, 22-5) added that Homer's audience would realize the 
Pegasos ride to be the delusion of a disappointed man. Lorimer, HM 473f , 
followed Malten in regarding Pegasos as a Carian or Lycian creation, 
adding that it was excluded by Homer not so much as too oriental but 
because horseback riding was omitted from the epic as an anachronism. See 
also J. Gaisser, TAP A 100 (1969) 170-4. 

184—5 Note the simple and clear ordering of the three main feats, 179 
I irp&Tov UEV...followed by 184 | SevTtpov au and ¡86 | TO Tprrov au, with 
KaT£7TE9V£(v) of the first and third (also of the ambush, 190). Its omission 
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from the second is not only for chiastic effect, since Bellerophon probably 
did not slay all the Solumoi if his son Isandros lost his life against them 
according to 204. His survival is what matters, the heroic quality of the 
encounter being adequately shown by the emphatic claim KapTiOTTjv 6t) 
TTJV yc paxr)v...of (85, cf. Nestor's description of the Lapiths at i.266f., 
| KapTicrroi tccTvoi Kapncrroi UEV laavK<xi KaptioTois cpaxovro, and for 
9crro cf. 6.98 ov 6tj tyco Kap-ricrrov 'Ayat<£v «pî pi yevtoOai. — The Solumoi 
were indigenous inhabitants, later called Miluai, of Lycia according to 
Herodotus 1.173, driven out by Lycians coming from Crete under 
Sarpedon (grandfather, that is, of the Homeric hero, though see on 
16.317-29). Solymian mountains are mentioned at Od. 5.283, and it is a 
reasonable conjecture (cf. Strabo 13.630) that the natives were driven into 
the mountains to the north-east but made incursions into colonized Lycia 
from time to time. 

187-90 The fourth attempt on Bellerophon's life is of a more direct 
kind; yet the ambush-motif is also at home in folktale, especially when a 
single survivor is left to report disaster. The chief interest of the present feat 
is that it is so similar, including its expression, to that of Tudeus with the 
ambush set by the Kadmeioi at 4.392ff.; see on 4.392, and compare 

4.392 a y ap* avcpyoucvco TTUKIVOV "Xoyov claav ayovrcs 
with 6.187 T V &vtpx°PI:vco TTVKIVOV BOAOV aAAov O^aivt; 
also 4.397 NAVTAS RN^v', iva 6' olov let OIKOVSC V&oOai 

with 6.190 TTOVTOS yap KOTCTT€9V€V 

and 6.189 Toi 6' ou TT -rraAtv OTKOVSE VEOVTO. 

Here the ambush is composed not of 50 youths but of specially selected 
9&TES apurroi, whose leaden are not named; but the same composer seems 
to have been at work on both summary accounts. Leaf suggested that the 
present version is a rhapsodic reworking of the Tudeus ambush, since the 
Lycian king's object had been to avoid direcdy killing Bellerophon. Yet it 
is only when all else had failed that he resorted to ambush; and the 
ingenious conversion of Aoxov to 6oAov may be too simple for rhapsodic 
taste. 

191 Bellerophon's triumphs suggested the highest kind of heroic 
ancestry; there is no need to see a reference to the idea, unexpressed in 
Homer, that Poseidon was his father. 

192-5 The royal reward is extravagant but in the folktale manner; the 
Lycians themselves added a generous landholding, perhaps because he had 
delivered them from great dangers as bT suggested. A minimally adapted 
form of 194-5 occurs at 20.184-5, where Akhilleus addresses Aineias, and 
Sarpedon and Glaukos enjoy a similar estate that is KOAOV 9URAAIFJS tcai 
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apovpns by the Xanthos river at 12.313^ ^i/TaAifj, 'land for planting', 
implies either orchard or vineyard, the latter perhaps more probable in 
view of 9.578-80. 

196-206 The account of the three children born to the Lycian princess 
(whom later sources named Alkimedousa or Pasandre, cf. T on 192) is 
straightforward, though interrupted by 200-2. Laodameia bore Sarpedon 
to Zeus, succumbing later to Artemis' wrath (she being responsible for 
sudden death for women, as in 428, especially in childbirth); Isandros was 
killed in warfare against the Solumoi, see on 184-5; Hippolokhos was 
Glaukos' own father. 

199 Arisiarchus (Arn/A) noted that the Homeric Sarpedon is son of 
Laodameia, not Europe as ot vtompot said (e.g. [Hesiod], Ehoiai frag. 
141.14 M - W ) ; but might have added that Sarpedon must have had a 
grandfather of that name who was brother of Minos and offspring of 
Europe and Zeus. 

200-2 There are two problems here: (i) these w . seem to break the 
logical sequence, and (ii) they are so mysterious about Bellerophon's end. 
On (i), this information interrupts the account of the three children, and 
would fit better, if not perfectly, after 205 as Leaf thought. That would have 
the merit of explaining 200 XORI KCTVOS (in a hemistich recurring at Od. 
3.286), which is unaccountable in the present sequence of w . (though 
Ameis-Hentze's reference of it to the fate of Lukourgos back at 138-40, 
presupposing the disruption of an earlier text in which the two men were 
listed consecutively as sinners, is interesting); for Bellerophon's unhappy 
end would then follow that of the two of his children who were comparably 
unfortunate. Even so the narrative is not entirely straightforward; this may 
be primarily due to (ii), and to the poet's feeling, perhaps, that 
Bellerophon's own fate could not be passed over in complete silence. 
Presumably Glaukos, especially in the light of 2ogf., was concerned to 
magnify his grandfather's prowess and minimize his defects; and though 
Pegasos might be suppressed for special reasons (i83n.), Bellerophon's 
eventual ruin through some excess against the gods was probably too 
familiar to be denied. With the suggested transposition, of which there is 
admittedly no hint in the ancient or medieval tradition, his misfortune, and 
therefore his crime itself, would be subtly diminished by being rated with 
that of his two children, unexceptional victims of Artemis and Ares 
respectively. 

200 | aXX" OTC 8rj is a recurrent v.-beginning in this speech, also at 172, 
'75. 19'-

201-2 'He wandered alone over the Aleian plain, devouring his own 
life-spirit, avoiding the steps of men': the exegetical tradition could do no 
better than suppose this to be through grief at the loss of two of his three 
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children (bT, against oi vcooTepoi again who talked of Bellerophon's 
pcXayxoAia); but some specific affliction by the gods must surely have been 
the reason for his avoidance of men. 'AArftov is deliberately connected 
with the similarly-sounding ctAcirro as 'the plain of wandering'; there seems 
to have been a real plain so named in Cilicia, to the east of Lycia, in later 
times at least, cf. Herodotus 6.95. For ov Oupov KOTCSCOV cf. Od. 9.75 Ouiiov 
É6OVTES |. 

205 No specific reason for Artemis' anger need be envisaged - hardly 
that Laodameia had slept with Zeus as e.g. Ameis-Hentze suggest. 
XpuoTjvios is found only here and once of Ares in Od.; the connexion with 
chariots presumably depends on her role as huntress. She requires an 
epithet only three times in this position, with xpwóOpovos at 9 . 5 3 4 and Od. 
5*23. 

206 O n ÉTiKTE see 154-5^; the second hemistich, repetitive though it is, 
emphasizes Glaukos' pride in his family in a rather touching way. Nothing 
else is known of this Hippolokhos; a Trojan namesake surfaces briefly 
in bk 12. 

207-8 Another father, Peleus, gives the same typically heroic advice to 
his son at 11.783^ (where 11.784 = 208 here); ETTITEAAEIV is regular for this 
kind of instruction, cf. 5.198 (Pandaros' father), 11.782-5 (Peleus and 
Menestheus). apiOTEUEiv means much the same as 'be superior to others' in 
the second hemistich, quite literally always to be best (rather than be a 
gentleman). 

209-11 Living up to one's forefathers is part of the same code and no 
less élitist, since they were 'far the best' both in Lycia and in 
Ephure-Korinthos, and Glaukos reasserts his own worth by the pride he 
shows in them. Language as well as content is typical; 211 recurs as 20.241, 
in the parallel scene where Aineias recites his genealogy to counter a sneer 
by Akhilleus, and 209 is similar to Od. 24.508. 

2x2-14 Diomedes' joy is unexpected, and the emphatic yr)6T)a£v 6c 
seems designed to show that; yet the first half of the v. is formular (2 x //. 
elsewhere, 5X Od.). He sticks his spear into (Bekker's £vt for Frri may be 
right) the ground, the ' bountiful earth': the epithet is regular for x&óv in 
the acc. or dat. (12 x //.) but also brilliantly echoes the exuberance of this 
unique action - itself a sign of peace (so A b T ) , but also equivalent perhaps 
to the English cliché o f ' slapping the thigh' in amazement or pleasure. 
Finally (JUEIAIXÍOIOI (without ETTECTCTI or pOOoioi, cf. 4.256^) confirms his 
positive response - which he has not necessarily concealed so far, as b T 
imply, since epic narrative technique does not encourage inteijections to 
describe a listener's passing reactions. 

215-31 Diomedes' reply to Glaukos* elaborate speech is as straight-
forward in construction as in feeling, consisting mainly of whole-sentence or 
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progressively enjambed w . , with only 4 integral enjambments and little 
internal punctuation; 219 and 228 are rising threefolders. The argument is 
logical, with reversions to the central idea of guest-friendship in modified 
ring-form: 

t. You are my guest-friend 
2. because my grandfather entertained yours in his home 
3. when they exchanged gifts - Bellerophon's is still there. 
4. (My father Tudeus I do not remember.) 
5. So I am your host in Argos, you mine in Lycia. 
6. Let us therefore avoid each other in battle, 
7. since there are other opponents for us to fight, 
8. and exchange armour as sign to the others of our guest-

friendship. 

Thus 1 ,5 and 8 repeat the theme of£sivir), with 2 and 3 giving the historical 
reasons for it, and 6, 7 and 8 its immediate consequences. 

215 For | F| pa vv pot cf. Priam's equally emphatic | f\ pa vu TOI at 3.183. 
Athene-Mentes tells Telemakhos £E!VOI 6* aXXfjAoov TTcrrpcbibi eux®^' «von 
at Od. 1.187, echoed by 231 below. 

216-17 The chiastic arrangement and the juxtaposition of 6Tos and 
apvpova give great formality to the announcement. — Oineus' city 
Kaludon is barely far enough from Korinthos or Argos to make such a 
prolonged stay plausible; 20 is a typical number for long intervals (for 
example Odysseus' years of absence from home), but 10 days might seem 
more appropriate here as with the entertainment of Bellerophon, on which 
see I74~5n. Perhaps metrical convenience determined an interval which is 
in any case unimportant provided it seemed lavish enough. 

2x8-19 Tropov: literally 'passed over* to each other (as Aristarchus 
observed, A m / A , the Kai is redundant). The fcivrj'tov was an integral part 
of the heroic institution of guest-friendship, the concrete symbol of a tacit 
pact (see M. I. Finley, The World of Odysseus, 2nd edn, London 1977,64-6); 
the gifts Glaukos and Diomedes are about to exchange are a kind of renewal 
of that original gift-giving. For the ¿¿ocrrnp or girdle see on 4.132-40 and 
132-3; that was metallic, but according to Leaf here 'The material of the 
belt is, of course, leather.' This is because it is bright with purple, but 
purple-stained ivory attachments could be meant, see on 4.141—2. In any 
case a girdle is similarly exchanged by Aias with Hektor after their duel at 
7-3°5 219 here); Hektor offers his sword, these being the kind of gifts 
available on the batdefield - which is where the girdle Bellerophon 
received, too, might properly belong. As for his own gift of a golden cup, 
Nestor took a valuable SETTOS on campaign, 11.632-5, and Akhilleus two, 
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16-225-7 and 23.194-6. It may be that b T are right in finding one a 
suitable gift for a resident, the other for a traveller. 

221 That Diomedes 'left it behind* when he came to Troy serves to 
make it, and the bond it represents, seem more real. The repetition of 
KOTEAEITTOV in 223 xaXXup' is not significant. 

222-3 T had some justification for finding these w . OTOTTOI, 'out of 
place*. The mention of Tudeus does seem rather forced, an interruption of 
the argument; but Diomedes evidently feels the need to show how his father 
fitted into the tradition of guest-friendship, and to explain, perhaps, why he 
did not specifically hand on information about Bellerophon's descendants. 
The theme of Tudeus at Thebes is in any case important wherever 
Diomedes is concerned. 

224-5 ^ e simple and almost child-like language continues as 
Diomedes looks forward, apparently without irony, to a future in which 
Glaukos could be in Argos or he himself in Lycia. The addition of 91X0S to 
£E?VOS and of peooco to "Apyei sharpens the intimate effect, and the second 
half of 225, though strictly unnecessary, makes a visit seem more likely: not 
' if ever* but 'whenever', with Lycia glossed in human terms, 'their 
community'. 

226 Ancient critics made heavy weather of this v.: Zenodotus read 
eyxtoi 6' aAAqAovs (Did/AbT), to which Aristarchus responded by 
defending ocAArjAcov; but he too may have accepted eyx«" (Nic/A, a 
reading which found its way into a majority of MSS). In fact EyX£OC 6* 
aAAfjAcov aAEcbpcBa is unobjectionable. Kai 61' opi'Aou compounded the 
confusion, for Aristarchus (Nic/A) seems to have concluded that the troops 
of both contingents were to be involved, and that this has something to do 
with ¿AAriAcov. But the phrase means 'even in the thick of the batde* 
(Willcock) and applies solely to the two principals. 

227-9 For anaphoric | iroAAoi PEV. . . iroAAoi 6* cf. | TOUTCO PEV . . . T O U T « 

6' at 4.415-17 (so Ameis-Hentze). The expression is original and cleverly 
varied: 'There are many Trojans for me to catch and kill, God willing, and 
many Achaeans for you to slay - whomsoever you can', with ov KE Suvrjat 
an amusing indication of the superiority Diomedes evidently still feels. 

230-1 The suggestion of an exchange of armour is made confidently 
and somewhat abruptly; one compares Hektor's proposal at 7.299-302 for 
an exchange of gifts to mark the friendly conclusion to their interrupted 
duel. In both cases what others will think is important. But the gifts at the 
end of the duel in 7 are individual items, sword and girdle; the exchange 
of complete sets of armour, confirmed by 235^, is more drastic, and 
unrealistic even by epic standards. — yv&oiv in 231 is a unique contraction 
of yvcooxnv (4 x II.); van Leeuwen's yvoxoa* o £ETVOI is attractive. For 
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the rest cf. Od. 1.187 (quoted on 215); EUXO|IE8* -opai elvai | is formular, 
10 x //. 

232 The v. is composed of standard elements; for KOC6* ITTTTCOV CO£CXVTE 

-a cf. 11.423, 20.401. Here a rather inelegant rhyme is produced after 
«pcovrjoavTE and echoed by 233 irioTcixravTO. That they were in chariots is 
not suggested by the introduction to their encounter at 119-21. 

233 For shaking hands on an agreement compare 'the right hands in 
which we trust' at 2.341. The terminology of 21.286 is closer, xe,P* 6« X^P0* 
AC^OVTES ETTiCTTcoCTcrvT' 67TEECTCT1, but the meaning there is that they took 
Akhilleus' hand (for comfort, rather) and reassured him by what they had 
to say. Here TnorcoaavTo is different, 'they gave each other assurances'. 

234-6 No critic, ancient or modern, has satisfactorily explained this 
bizarre incident and its unexpected change in ethos; for a useful survey of 
the various attempts to do so see W. M. Calder III in Studies presented to 
Sterling Dow (Durham, N.C., 1984) 31-5. Most readers, including Plato and 
Aristotle, have been sufficiendy amused by the strange turn of events to 
refrain from further analysis. The following are relevant considerations, 
none the less. 

(1) There has been no hint up to now of Glaukos wearing golden 
armour, an extravagant conceit so far as mortals are concerned; nor did 
Diomedes comment on this remarkable equipment when he met, and 
ostensibly tried to identify, his opponent. Later, at 8.191-5, Hektor will tell 
his horses that Nestor has an all-gold shield and Diomedes a corslet made by 
Hephaistos. That is another odd passage (see on 8.191-7); but the corslet 
there is not of gold, and cannot be intended as the one handed over by 
Glaukos. 

(2) TEUX«X regularly implies the whole set of armour, not just the 
defensive armour: see Trilmpy, Fachausdriicke 75ff. Leaf suggested that the 
term may not include body-armour at 3.89 (where the onlooking troops are 
invited by Hektor to put their TEUXECC on the ground), but that is feeble 
support. This substantially rules out bT's suggestion that what were 
exchanged were single items as with Aias and Hektor at 7.303-5. 

(3) The valuing of golden armour at a hundred oxen's worth, bronze 
armour at nine, makes a neat and epigrammatic conclusion but throws 
litde light on the main problem. The ox as a standard of value is familiar 
throughout the epic: each golden tassel of Athene's aegis is worth 100 oxen 
at 2.449, Lukaon was sold into captivity for the same sum and ransomed for 
three times as much at 2i.79f., a bronze tripod is worth 12 oxen at 23.703, 
Laertes had given the equivalent of 20 oxen for Eurukleia at Od. 1.431, 
Eurumakhos proposes the same amount of gold and bronze as repayment 
by each suitor at Od. 22.57. One suspects an arbitrary element in these 
equivalents, as well as some influence by metre; E. V. Rieu had some 
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justification for translating Exorroppoios, in the case of Lukaon, as ' (for) a 
good price* rather than literally. That gold armour was worth over ten 
times as much as bronze seems credible, but does not justify Ameis-Hentze's 
assertion that the gold must have been solid; since even gold plating (which 
would make the 'golden' armour just believable, though it is not suggested 
by the simple epithet xpvora) would presumably be enormously expensive. 

(4) Exchanging armour regardless of physique is envisaged at 14.38if., 
but that does not make it an appropriate action here in realistic terms. 

(5) Nothing in epic psychology suggests that Glaukos would be so easily 
carried away by Diomedes' ebullient distortion of the rules of guest-
friendship (or by wishing to match Oineus' earlier gift as T suggests). He 
is said to be deluded by Zeus, but that is no more than a light-hearted façon 
de parler-since Zeus would hardly operate so trivially, least of all on a 
friend of his son Sarpedon. 

(6) A cheap success for Diomedes is out of key with the episode as a 
whole, which is surely intended to crown his extended aristeia with a 
memorable display of magnanimity and heroic relations at their finest. 

Such considerations preclude any literal and realistic understanding of the 
exchange. That is hardly surprising, since the action and its implications 
are self-evidendy intended to be humorous in some way, at the very least 
piquant and paradoxical, and certainly not serious or heroic in the ordinary 
epic sense. The poet, it seems, withdraws for a moment from his regular 
narrative mode and proposes a typical folktale-type transaction containing 
all the fantasy and exaggeration that are proper to that genre and alien to 
the normal epic genre. In other words, he substitutes for the expected 
ending (e.g. a simple exchange of the Aias-Hektor kind) a fantasy which 
the audience will recognize as such, and which has no particular bearing on 
the 'real ' rôles and characters of the two participants. 

Such an effect would be virtually unique in the Iliad, a rare intrusion into 
the epic of an individual flight of fancy. As such it might arouse a suspicion 
of rhapsodic interference. Yet (i) the mere addition of 234-6 can be 
discounted, since some description must have been given of the exchange of 
armour envisaged at 23of. - and the suppression of those two vv. also (for 
which, of course, there is no evidence) might leave the episode's ending 
looking distincdy threadbare; (ii) the complete replacement of a simpler 
account of the exchange would be unparalleled (or at any rate unprovable), 
and is probably not the sort of thing that rhapsodes did or audiences would 
easily accept. It continues to look, therefore, as though Homer himself, who 
plainly shaped the important Diomedes-and-Glaukos episode with ex-
ceptional affection and care, risked a rare virtuoso conclusion to it, perhaps 
to mark even more clearly the transition to a different world as Hektor 
makes his way into the city. 
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237-311 Hektor arrives back at Troy, converses with his mother Hekabe and tells her 
to organize the supplication of Athene at her temple. Theano as priestess opens the 
temple and offers the prayers (which are unsuccessful) 

237-41 This 5-v. description of the women crowding round Hektor at the 
Scaean gate is as carefully constructed in its way as the preceding 5-v. 
group had been. That was a sequence of uninterrupted 4-colon vv., with 
only the initial rhyming oftpcovTiaccvTE... ai^avTE in 232 to disturb the gentle 
flow. Here the rhythm is more varied, but with a formal chiastic pattern; 
the first two w . are rising threefolders, the last two (240-1) have runover 
cumulation followed by a strong stop, and the central 239 is distinctive in 
sound if not sense - a falling threefolder almost, with the TE'S marking the 
end of each diminishing colon. 

237 For the Scaean gate facing the battlefield see on 3.145, and 
for the oak-tree thrice associated with it in ZXAIAS.. . IKCCVEV -OVTO see on 
5.692-3. ^ 

2 3 9 Eipopai with direct object, 'ask about', as at 10.416, 24.390. (F)ETOU 

in Homer are usually distant male relatives, cf. S. West on Od. 4.3 and 
Hainsworth on Od. 8.585-6; they are distinguished from cousins at 9.464. 
Yet a broader sense, closer to 'companions' merely, is suggested here and 
there, and a connexion with eraipoi is still somedmes mooted. Chantraine, 
Diet. s.v. £TT)5 (who untypically misstated the context of 16.456 = 674) 
thought it a social rather than a kin term; certainly in later Greek the sense 
is no more than 'citizen' or 'fellow-citizen\ Here, where children, brothers 
and husbands are specified, more distant male relatives are not in-
appropriate; but ajiuvcov aotoiv ftt|oi in 262 may favour 'fellow-citizens' 
here too. 

2 4 1 iracn paV Ê EI'TJS was a variant known to Aristarchus (Arn/A), and 
could be correct in view of Od. 11 .134 = 23.28! (sacrifice to the gods) 
| HOOT paV E£EI'T|S — a stronger application of Ê EITJS than with iraaas here. 
According to b T the meaning is that Hektor told each woman in turn to 
pray; that is the most natural interpretation of the present word-order, but 

the resulting sense is odd and E&i-ns should probably be taken with 8EOTS 

Ev>xeo6at nevertheless, with iraaas a slightly awkward ad hoc conversion of 
iracn paV.—Tpcbeaai 8E KTISE' ©pfjirrai occurred at 2.15, q.v. with n., 
where KTJBE(a) bears its general sense o f ' w o e s ' . It can also imply, more 
specifically, 'mourning', cf. KH&EI'OUS and KT)6EOS at 19.294 and 23.160, and 
that is the probable sense here. Mourning is ' t ied' to the Trojans, is 
inescapable, even though they do not yet know it; compare oXiOpou TTEiporr' 

E^fyrrrai, 2 x //., and cf. i43n. 
2 4 2 - 5 0 Hektor's itinerary inside the city wall will be (1) to Priam's 

palace, where he meets his mother; (2) to the house of Paris, where he meets 
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his brother and Helen (3i3ff.) ; (3) to his own house (37off.), where he hears 
that Andromakhe has gone to the walls for news of the fighting; (4) back 
to the Scaean gate, where he finally meets Andromakhe and where Paris 
catches up with him (390 to end). The two will then sally forth at 7.1-3. The 
rise in intensity as one visit succeeds another is striking and impressive, and 
has been noted as a typical narrative device. 

There is a distinct air of unreality about this charming and naive 
description of Priam's palace ('fanciful and romantic', A . J . B. Wace in 
Wace and Stubbings, Companion 489), and it would be a mistake in principle 
to relate the details too closely either to the layout of the Odyssean palace 
at Ithake or to actual Mycenaean sites, Pulos and Tiruns in particular, even 
if the Bronze-Age megaron fronted by a courtyard provides a general model. 
— Bopov in 242 is the whole complex; it is fitted with 'polished porches' 
(which could be of wood or stone) ; in it (243 ev OUTQ) are 50 rooms of 
polished or dressed stone, built close to each other - that is, presumably, 
attached. This is where Priam's sons sleep with their wives. On the other 
side, 247 CTEpcoOcv, and facing them, evairrioi, within the courtyard, are 12 
similarly attached rooms where the sons-in-law sleep with Priam's 
daughters. There are imprécisions here. Are the 50 rooms conceived as 
'inside' the palace itself, i.e. beyond the courtyard, in contrast with the 12 
that are specifically said to be ?v5o6ev aûÂfjç? That would not accord with 
the most obvious sense of 247 cvavriot. And does 248 xéyeoi (which must 
mean 'roofed' and not, as b T thought, 'on the roof) distinguish these 12 
rooms from the other 50? Surely not: this is simply a decorative epithet to 
fill out the hemistich corresponding with 2441 Trarrr)KovT' ivecrav. If all the 
rooms are round the courtyard, and there is no implied contrast between 
243 cv aCrrtp and 247 tvSotev avAqs, then it is hard for the 12 to be 'facing* 
the 50. We might like to think of one range down one side, the other down 
the other, but the unequal numbers do not really fit. Perhaps this is being 
too literal ; that the rooms are all in the courtyard, and that the aTGouaoti 
of 243 are the colonnades around it, with the rooms built into the 
colonnades, is a tempting hypothesis. In Aiolos' palace at Od. 10.5-12 
things were better arranged ; admittedly this is an overtly fantastic affair on 
a floating island, but Aiolos has six sons and six daughters married to each 
other, eating with mother and father and sleeping together at night, 
presumably in their six rooms. — Lorimer, H M 431, thinks that knowledge 
of dressed-stone buildings may derive from Egypt or Phoenicia, and even 
considers the possibility of interpolation (since 243-50 are inorganic). But 
Priam's palace needs to be actualized somehow, just like the houses of Paris 
and Hektor later, and the unequal number of sons and daughters 
presumably reflects legendary tradition; it would have been architecturally 
and poetically simpler to have had them equal. 
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244-50 The two sets of chambers are described in identical terms as far 
as possible: 

246 = 250 KOIM&VTO FTpiapoio trap' aiSoirjs aAoxoici. 

There is much to be said for reading aiSoiijs for pvr|OTT|s in 246, to match 
250, a variant noted by Aristarchus (Did/A) and accepted in some MSS; 
pvrjorr|v -rjs -13 aXoxov -ou -co occurs 3 x //., 1 x Od. in mid-v. and with 
functional lengthening of a preceding short syllable, but never again at the 
v-e (where aiSoi^s aAoxoioi | recurs at 21.460 and Od. 10.11, i.e. in the 
Aiolos passage). 

251-2 T)"rn68copos, 'of kindly gifts', is hapax; the regular epithet for 
PR)TT|p is iroTVia, but the singer may have felt the need for something more 
specific here, to sound the sympathetic note of Hektor's other encounters in 
Troy. On a mechanical level, Evavriri f)Xu$£ could not be fitted in if MT)TT|p 
were preceded by w r v i a . A more powerful factor may be the equivalent 
language of Hektor being met by Andromakhe at 394, Iv6' oiKoyps 
•troAvScopos EVOVTI'T] F)A6f Geo vera. The situations are broadly the same and 
both w . begin with iv6(a) ; by the adaptation of t)X0£ to f^uite and 
TToXuScopos to rj-moScopos the singer is able to substitute 'mother' for 'wife' 
- supposing, that is, the later and more elaborate encounter to be earlier in 
terms of conception. At any rate aAoxos iroAvBcopos sic occurs 2 x //., 1 x 
Od., and is likely to be the origin of the unique fpnoScopos. 

Hekabe is accompanied by Laodike, who adds nothing here; she was 
mentioned more purposefully at 3.124, of which 252 seems to be an 
adaptation with laocyouoa in place of TTpiapoio. But the natural implication 
of 251 is that Hekabe came out of the megaron into the courtyard and met 
Hektor there (so e.g. Ameis-Hentze); the addition of 252, which Leaf 
would have liked to expunge, needlessly complicates this, nor is any special 
motive needed for Hekabe's movements. Where, or into what, rather, is she 
leading her daughter? Perhaps into Laodike's room, one of the set of twelve 
in the colonnade, though that would be rather forced. Aristarchus (Am/A) 
was driven to reading ES ayouoa, 'going to Laodike', i.e. to call on her, but 
the intransitive use is unparalleled and the prepositional phrase awkward. 
Andromakhe will be accompanied by another person (the nurse who 
carries the baby) at 399f., and that might once again affect the shape of the 
present encounter. 

253 The first occurrence of this energetic and moving v., 6 x //., 5 x 
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Od., with its second half another 12 x //., 21 x Od. 9O is aor. of9uopai, from 
which ev is separated by tmesis (cf. 1.512-13^ on tim^wTa); the meaning 
is 'grew into', perhaps implying that she clung tightly to him (01) with her 
arm, embraced him closely, rather than that she took a firm grasp on his 
hand\ though Od. 2 . 3 0 2 with 3 2 1 (see S. West ad loc.) shows the latter to be 
envisaged there. 

254 TroAepov Opaovv similarly at 10.28; otherwise the epithet is applied, 
more naturally, to persons, except in the phrase Opaoeiacov coto xeip&v (6 x 
//.). eiAf)Aoi/8a (etc.) is formular at the v-e. 

2 5 5 - 7 I naA<* Sri is common and emphatic in speech, not of course in 
narrative (cf. J. Griffin, JHS 106, 1986, 45), here introducing a confident 
conjecture. 6uocbvupos occurs only 2 x //. (at 12.116 of an evil destiny), 1 x 
Od. (of an evil dawn), and is a violent expression, almost a curse; cf. 
KCCKOTAIOV OVK ovouaoTTiv, 3 X Od. (Griffin, op. cit. 4 2 ) . They are fighting 
rnpi crcrrv, 'round the city' as at 1 6 . 4 4 8 . Hekabe's conviction about 
Hektor's motive for returning is only partly right: the Trojans were 
TEipopEVOi at 85, but Hektor himself seemed irrepressible; it was not his 
©upo$ but Helenos' intuition and advice that brought him back to the city, 
and not personally to supplicate Zeus but to tell the women to pray to 
Athene. Homer's characters are not averse from imputing motives aloud to 
those they are talking to; the imputations are often hotly rejected, and this 
lends a disputatious liveliness (heroic, or convenient for the composer?) to 
the interchange. 

In 257 x^pQS ¿vacrx«v | (etc.) is formular for prayer, 7 x II., 3 x Od. She 
imagines Hektor as praying 'from the city's summit', its acropolis in later 
terms, not because there was a temple of Zeus there {pace Leaf) but because 
that was its highest place. Compare 2 2 . 1 7 0 - 3 , where Zeus pities Hektor 
'who had burned many ox-thighs for him on the peaks of Ida or at other 
times on the very highest part of the city, EV TTOAEI aKpoTcrnj'. Both Priam's 
palace and Hektor's own house are in the upper part of the town, EV TTOAEI 

OKpri, according to 317, but that is probably not where Hekabe envisages 
her son praying. 

2 5 8 - 6 0 A typically constructed sentence: main clause in the first v. 
(here, with an associated oppa-clause; ¿9pa KE =4t i l l I have brought', 
Leaf), dependent clause in the second, qualifying runover-word cumulation 
in the third, its function to introduce a fresh point. Tone and syntax are 
heavily persuasive, with Hekabe behaving like a true mother as bT 
observe. Ameis-Hentze rightly noted that 260 ovricrEai is fut. indie, and no 
longer depends on 259 and this too adds to the coaxing tone: 'Wait for 
me to bring wine for you, to make libation to Zeus...and then you shall 
benefit yourself, too, by taking a drink.' The last phrase, a remarkable 
conversion of the v-e formula ai KE m&nai, has further persuasive overtones. 
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361-4 Hekabe rounds off her maternal remarks with what resembles a 
proverb; thb she cleverly relates to her son's special case by sound rather 
than logic, through the anaphora of KE*pr|- and the continuing alliteration 
of M'S. In 261 prya goes adverbially with (F)oivos OC(f)«$«, itself another 
probably alliterative effect. It is wholly unjustified to suspect 262 (with 
Nauck, Leaf, Shipp, Studies 255) on the grounds that TVVT| b elsewhere (5 x 
II.) first word, if only because d>s hardly counts in thb respect. On rrgoi see 
239n. 

263 Hektor retains hb fullest formular description as psyas xopuBaioAos, 
though it b not really appropriate to thb conversation with hb mother -
see on 359. 

264-65 Hektor makes three points in reply: (i) I cannot stay and drink 
wine, (ii) but you are to organize prayers to Athene, (iii) while I go and find 
my wretched brother. The tone throughout b practical, harsh at times 
rather than filial. 

264-5 His opening w . balance Hekabe's concluding pair in assonance 
and alliteration, with | pr)...| prj (f)oivov a(f)eipc and the recurring m-
sounds; for | prj pot cf. 9.612. ctEipc may imply little more than 'bring* after 
258 cvttKco; 'offer', in the sense of rabing the cup for him to drink from, 
cannot be excluded. For 265 crn^oyvicooT^ preos cf. yvuxo 'make lame* at 
8.402 and 416. — T h e differing effects of wine were probably a familiar 
topoSy perhaps of Near Eastern origin. Hektor uses any available excuse, 
since he b in a hurry. 

266-8 The two integral enjambments after a run of end-stopped w . 
help convey a sense of pious indignation, strengthened by 267 oCr5c TTQ i o n 
(cf. 24.71). There b of course no reason why Hektor should not wash hb 
hands (a normal ritual preliminary; Telemakhos does so before prayer at 
Od. 2.261) - which b perhaps why he adds the more drastic claim of being 
spattered with blood and gore. 

269-70 The wording varies that of 87, with a necessary change of 
epithet for Athene (cf. 287, and 87n. for y£patas) and ouv Qvitomv as an 
important addition. It b hard not to refer it to the oxen of 93 and 274; if 
so, the present version b the only one which graphically envisages the 
animals as processing up to the temple with the women. Yet 0uo$ would be 
being used loosely, since elsewhere in Homer it applies to minor burnt-
offerings, not animab. Uparttv o^o&iv ps&tv (ipBctv) are the Homeric verbs 
for animal sacrifice (so bT), whereas 9.2 igf. OOoai and OUTGOES, 9.499 and 
Od. 15.261 8u«x refer to other burnt offerings; so West on Ergo 338, but cf. 
6uotaiai...ip6ovTfS at HyDem 368f. There b in any case some uncertainty 
over when the sacrifice is to happen: at 93 and 115 it b to be promised, 
CnToorx€o6ai; at 308, when Theano makes the actual prayer, she undertakes 
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to sacrifice the oxen 'straightaway, n o w ' , atrriKa vuv, if the goddess grants 
the prayer (which does not happen). 

271-8 = 90-7, with necessary adjustments into direct speech, i.e. 27if. 
6s TI'S To i . . . « m v for gof. os oi 6oKECi...Etvai (with TOI for 01 again in 272), 
and 273 TOV 8ES for 92 OcTvai. See on 86-98, especially under (4); also on 
87-98, 87-94, 9 0 - 2 » 9 3 - 4 , 9 4 ~ 1 0 1 -

274 The imper. inf. is here retained unchanged, unlike e.g. 6cs just 
before; UTTOCTXEO would have involved a certain amount of recasting, not 
difficult in itself but undesirable, especially given the free use of such 
infinitives elsewhere. 

277 In the equivalent v. 96 Aristarchus (Did/A) preferred &s KCV, a 
reading found in a small minority of MSS, but no such doubt is recorded 
here. The two w . were obviously identical and ai KEV should be read in 
both. 

279 This v. is repeated in ring-form after 269, to round off Hektor's 
instructions and lead on to his own movements. 

280-3 His rising agitation as he thinks of his brother Paris is suggested 
in the interrupted syntax and broken rhythms of these w . , with cpxcu 
(Ionic contraction of ipx^o) held over in integral enjambment, which is 
repeated in 281 and (more weakly) in 282, and KE...XOCVOI left as an 
almost incoherent inteijection. As often the final v. seems flowing by 
contrast. 

280 pETcAEuaopcn o<ppa KaXcaaco: cf. the probable adaptation at Od. 
17.52, EocXEuoopat [JC. cryopqv] cxppa tcaXeaaco (with the object ofKaXlaaco 
in the next v.). KOAECTCTCO here means 'summon', simply. 

281-3 Hektor instantly doubts whether Paris will consent to listen, and 
this leads to the wish (similar to 4.182) 'may the earth gape for him av8t, 
where he stands'. For he is a 'great woe ' like Helen at 3.50; compare 
22.42if. where Priam says of Akhilleus that Peleus ETp&ps Trfjpa yev£o6ai | 
Tpcoai, very much as here. TOTO TE natcriv | recurs at 4.28; thus the language 
is thoroughly Homeric. 

281 &s with the optative for a wish is regular, as e.g. at 18.107, but 
accompanying KE is not (and Od. 17.546 presents no real parallel). 
Emendation to 5E with Bekker, approved by Leaf, is unacceptable; KE 
presumably emphasizes the wish's unreality. 

284-5 These w . repeat and develop the wish of 28if.; 284 is 
straightforward (understanding e.g. 6&pa with "AT8os, cf. 8.367), but the 
text of 285 is in disarray. The vulgate reading, retained in O C T , is 
ccTEpiTOu, surely a solecism even allowing for poetic licence, the Homeric 
form (1 x //., 3X Od.) being not areprros but arEpTrqs —in any case 
Willcock is right that the expression would be 'rather mannered for 
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Homer'. Aristarchus (Arn/A) simply divided differently, onrep TTOV, but 
that gives an exceptionally clumsy sense. Zenodotus (Did/AT) on the other 
hand had grasped the netde by reading 91'Aov i |Top for 9pEv' cnipTrov, a 
blatant conjecture no doubt; but something of the kind was demanded by 
a corruption that seems to have been firmly established by his time. One 
has some sympathy with Leaf, who wrote that ' T h e whole end of the 
speech, from 281, has something strange about it in sentiment as well as 
expression, and doubts must go further than the word crrEpTrov'; but 
Akhilleus' speech to the embassy at 9.308-429, and especially 335-45 and 
372-8, shows the degree to which Homer can contrive to make extreme 
passion distort language. 

286-96 Hekabe tells her servants to assemble the womenfolk while she 
goes to her storeroom (6aAotpo$ can mean that as well as a bedroom) to 
choose the finest dress for Athene. The narrative is simple and the style 
relaxed, with much cumulated detail about the dress and its history. The 
scene as a whole is varied at Od. 15.99?. 

286 Hekabe has been in the courtyard and now goes into the palace. 
288 The v. recurs twice (with ctCrros for crvrrn): (i) of Priam at 24.191 f., 

who goes down to the same storeroom (as it must be), which is of cedar-
wood and with a high ceiling; Kcrrcfi^crrro shows it to be envisaged as a 
basement, since neither Priam nor Hekabe is upstairs. There he takes out as 
ransom for Hektor's body a dozen each of dresses, cloaks, rugs, shawls and 
tunics, as well as ten talents of gold, two bronze tripod-cauldrons, four 
basins and a valuable Thracian cup. (ii) O f Menelaos at Od. 15.99, 
accompanied by Helen and Megapenthes; he takes a cup, Megapenthes a 
silver bowl and Helen a dress that she herself has made, all as gifts for 
Telemakhos. That whole context seems to be modelled on the present one: 
apart from 99 — 288 here, 106-8 ~ 293-5, and 105 pardy matches 289 (see 
n.). — On KT)COEVTCC (cf. 483 KTJCO8EI . . . KOATTCO) see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
kt)co6t)s and Hoekstra on Od. 15.99. The conventional translation 'fragrant' 
is probably correct, the meaning arising from * xfjfos (cf. xaico), fragrant 
wood for burning. 

Aristarchus had a different v. altogether (recorded in P 1 and a few 
medieval MSS) in one of his editions (Did/A): f) 6* E'IS OTKOV i o u a a 
Trapurrcrro 9copiapotoiv, of which the latter half seems to be taken from Od. 
15.104 and the former from 490 here. The mention of coffers is 
unobjectionable, quite vivid even, but the trouble is that Hekabe cannot go 
into the 'house' when she is already in the palace according to 286. 

289 = Od. 15.105 as far as TrairrroixiAoi (which should be the reading 
here with the great majority of MSS, contra O C T ) , but then oOs xapEv OVTT| 

replaces epya yuvaiK&v here. Some M S S read the latter in the Od. passage 
also, wrongly, since Helen refers specifically at 15.126 to her own 
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handiwork - it is a very personal gift, as is appropriate there but not here, 
cpya ywatKcav recurs at Od. 7.97, where it ends the sentence; it looks like 
a formula and probably is so, developed here by the cumulation ofliSoviwv 
in the following v. See Hoekstra ad loc.y who has a long but inconclusive 
discussion of the exact nature ofmrrAoi, on which H. P. and A.J. B. Wace 
were properly agnostic (Wace and Stubbings, Companion 501). 

290-2 According to Homer here Paris and Helen returned to Troy by 
way of Phoenicia. Herodotus at 2.t i6f. cites this passage (also Od. 4.227-30 
and 4.35if., which however concern Helen with Menelaos rather) against 
the Cypria (frag, xii), which made the lovers reach Troy on the third day, 
and concludes correcdy that the Cypria was not by Homer; see also 
Eustathius 643.1-5. Ancient critics were mystified and suggested that the 
diversion was to put pursuers off the scent (AbT); a storm was another 
obvious explanation, neither according with the bland nrmAws evpia 
TTOVTOV of 291. — Aristarchus evidendy accepted TQS in 290 without 
comment, and A b T (on 291) attributed it to Paris' fussiness that he brought 
back the women as well as the garments. For that is what TCCS, the MS 
reading, unambiguously says; Welcker's TOVS, referring to the garments, 
was approved by Leaf but has elicited curiously little response otherwise, 
oryciv is usually used of persons, but cf. 11.632 of Nestor's cup, o OIKOOEV fjy* 
o yepcrios. — Eurrcmpeiav is found only here in //., but twice, of Turo and 
Helen, in Od.; it is an artificial compound formed from Trorrnp, and means 
'well-born' or the like; cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. mrrrjp and Risch, 
Wortbildung 126. 

294-5 These w . are more detailed and striking than the equivalent 
description in Helenos' and then Hektor's instructions at 9of. ^ 27 if., 
where the dress was simply 4 the loveliest and largest in the palace, and the 
one she liked best*. Here its 'decorations', TroudXiiacriv, are probably woven 
(see on 3.125-7) rather than embroidered; it gleams like a star (as 
Akhilleus' helmet does at 19.381, cf. 6.400-m.), and lies beneath the others 
- not only because as the most precious and least used it is at the bottom 
of the chest (so bT), but also because being at the extremity, or beyond 
others of its kind, was a poetical figure for something of value or beauty. So 
Sappho frag. 105 (a) L - P of the ripe apple at the top of the bough which 
the apple-pickers could not reach (though cf. D. L. Page, Sappho and Alcaeus, 
Oxford 1955, 121 n. 3). 

296 She leaves the storeroom and is joined by the crowd of senior 
women, presumably outside the palace. 

297 For the expression cf. 88. 
298-9 Compare 89, of Hekabe, oî ocoa KXrjiSi OOpas iepoTo 6011010. For 

the key see on 89; the unlocking of the temple is omitted in Hektor's 
instruction to Hekabe at 269ff., no doubt because the poet does not wish to 
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emphasize the change of plan. See p. 165 and the conclusion there that 
the introduction of Theano may reflect a historical change of practice, 
away from the idea of the Mycenaean ruler as high priest; certainly 300 
appears to emphasize the idea of public choice. Theano is still the wife of 
a prominent citizen and an established Homeric character; as daughter of 
Kiss£s and wife of Antenor she recurs at 5.70 and 11.224. 

301 The oAoAvyrj is a ritual female shriek or wail, often joyous; it 
occurs only here in //. At Od. 3.450 (oAoAu£av) it accompanies the axe-blow 
that paralyses the sacrificial animal before its throat is cut (cf. Burkert, 
Religion 56, Homo Necans 12 and 19, with Kirk , Entretiens Hardt x x v n 
(Vandceuvres-Genfcve 1981) 66); cf. Aeschylus, Sept. 268f., ¿AoAi/ypov 
Upov EOIOEVT) TtaicbviCTcrv, | 'EAATJVIKOV vopiana 6uora8os [3ofjs, with Hero-
dotus 4.189.3. It accompanies prayer at Od. 4.767, where Penelope shrieks 
after rather than before the prayer as here; and Eurukleia is about to give 
the shriek when she sees the slaughtered suitors at Od. 22.408 and 411. — 
XCtpos CCVCCTXOV | as at 3.318 = 7.177 (and in a quite different sense at Od. 
18.89); cf- 257n-

3 0 3 ~ 92 and 273; see on 90-2. 
304 The conjunction of cuxeo6ai and apaopai comes only here; there 

is no distinction in meaning. 
305-6 The vulgate reading epwnrroAi should probably be retained; 

the A and T scholiasts preferred puarmoAi, cf. e.g. 15.141 pOoOat, but the 
E- is not pleonastic as they thought, see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. Ipupoct. — The 
prayer is less formal than usual (see e.g. on t.37-42), and Theano proceeds 
without delay to an impassioned demand for Diomedes' death, going 
beyond what either Helenos or Hektor had envisaged (96f., 277f.). a£ov 8fj 
iyxos, 'break his spear1, is a unique expression; one is reluctant to displace 
emphatic a£ov from its opening position, but van Leeuwen noted that 
elsewhere (100 x //., 22 x Od.) ryx- docs not coincide with the beginning 
of the metrical foot. That looks like a serious departure from the instinctive 
formular deployment of a common term; Payne Knight's Syx°5 5 n has 
the additional advantage of avoiding hiatus through the sensed d i g a m m a 

of (p)a£ov. 
3 0 7 - 1 0 For airriKa vOv see on 269-70; the remainder ~ 83-5 (see on 

93-4 and 94-101) and 274-6. 
3 1 1 — 1 2 Aristarchus (Am/A) athetized 311 as poindess, unusual, 

redundant in view of 312, and absurd in implying (but does it?) an actual 
physical gesture. It is true that the goddess could have refused Diomedes' 
death but granted the Trojans relief from him (as actually happens), just 
as at 16.250 Zeus grants one part of a prayer and rejects the other. V. 311 
could have been added at any point, and there may be a lingering doubt 
over relevance and taste; but syntax, at least, is unexceptionable, the 
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repetition both of £uxop£vq...EvxovTO and of initial cos (for which see also 
17.423^) being justified by the observation that 311 ends one episode and 
312 begins another, exactly as with the last v. of bk 22 and the opening one 
of bk 23. 

312-68 While the women are at the temple Hektor proceeds to the house of Paris, who 
accepts his reproach and agrees to join him on his return to battle. Helen1s invitation 
to linger is courteously declined by Hektor, who explains that he must hurry on to see 
his family 

3 1 3 — 1 5 Meanwhile Hektor was on his way, ^E^KEI, to his brother's 
house, which Paris himself had built with Troy's finest craftsmen; the 
syntax of avSpaonv... avBpes is awkward but acceptable. 

3 1 6 - 1 7 The grouping of bedchamber, hall (or house) and courtyard 
loosely follows that of Priam's palace, with bedrooms somehow inside the 
courtyard; see on 242-50. The most important houses would naturally be 
in the upper town. That can be illustrated from the physical remains of an 
earlier Troy, for Troy II had an imposing row of six me gar a, the biggest of 
them (building IIA) at the highest point of the citadel. No remains of the 
sixth city (or Troy V i l a ) survive in this area, since they were swept away 
with successive enlargements of Athene's temple and its surrounding 
colonnades in the Hellenistic and Roman eras (not to mention Schliemann's 
Great Trench), but it is a reasonable conjecture that the grandest dwellings 
would have been there too, since the city was planned on a radial basis, 
with surviving Troy V I houses in terraces around and below the same 
upper area - which is where any prehistoric sanctuary must also have been. 
The palace at Mycenae is likewise placed at the top of the citadel, and other 
Late Bronze Age sites, e.g. Athens, were similar. Indirectly Homer's 
description reflects the late Mycenaean age rather than the intervening 
centuries down to his own time, in which secular monumental building was 
virtually unknown. 

318 ev0': the poet is at pains to make these quite complicated 
movements through the city absolutely clear; compare 237, 242, 286-8, 
297, 3 '3. 365f-> 369^» 39<>-5> 495» 5°3~5» 5»5f-> a n d s c e on 242-50 init. 

319-20 Hektor's 11-cubit spear is mentioned again only at 8.494, *n a 

repetition of these w . when he addresses the Trojan assembly. Aristarchus 
found the passage more appropriate there, in the more martial context, 
against Zenodotus (Arn/A on 8.493). Choice of one or the other as original 
is not of course necessary; here the great spear is obviously designed, with 
its gleaming tip and golden ring, to give him a special glow of authority as 
he confronts his unheroic brother. — It is Akhilleus that traditionally had 
a huge spear, the heavy Pelian ash of 16.141-3 etc.; Aias wields one of 22 
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cubits (twice the length of Hektor's) at 15.677^, but that is a special naval 
weapon and not a regular infantry one. The TropKTjS, a term of unknown 
derivation, is evidently a ring that tightened the socket of the bronze spear-
head onto the shaft; it would have to be of bronze or iron (see Lorimer, HM 
260) and could have been gilt, though the epithet \pvcrtos (also in Little 
Iliad frag. 5) is again, presumably, to make it sound more regal. 

321-4 The OctAapos, often a bedroom as at 3.391, sometimes a 
storeroom as at 288, must here be a living-room where Helen can work 
surrounded by her maids and Paris can bring his armour. The tejyjiCi 
consist of shield and corslet, with the bow mendoned separately - all three 
would not be carried together, at least according to 3.i7f. and 332f. (so 
Ameis-Hentze). Paris is handling his armour and touching his bow: on rrroo 
see Brent Vine, Indogermanische Forschungen 93 (1988) 52ff., contra Chantraine; 
¿9000 is related to ¿911 and orTnropai, only here uncompounded in early 
Greek but cf. ¿119090(0(0601 (etc.), 6 x Od. (T records the eccentric reading 
TO£O 9OCOVTO, not of course Aristarchan (Nic/A) but surviving in the H 

family of MSS). The implication may be not that he is simply playing with 
the armour (' turning it over and admiring it', Leaf, cf. bT), but rather that 
he is indeed, as he claims at 337-9, preparing to return to the fight. 
Meanwhile Helen was enjoining, KEAEVE, work on her maidservants - the 
addition of TTEPIKAVTO to ipyo confirms that this was spinning and weaving 
(cf. 49of., Od. 7.i05f.) rather than more basic household tasks. Despite 
Paris' claim, the whole scene is obviously relaxed and lacks urgency. 

325 = 3.38, also of Hektor and Paris, q.v. with n.; it is phrased as a 
rising threefolder, and earlier versions of the text would have had VEIKEOOE 

pi&cbv oioxpoToi fETTEaai. 'Shameful words* recur in 13.768, of the same 
principals, and 24.238, where they precede an opprobrious address in the 
following v. Here the rebuke, shameful enough in itself, will be less overdy 
violent (but does not justify Aristarchus' censure, Arn/A, of negligent 
composition). 

326-41 The brief remarks exchanged by Hektor (6 w . ) and Paris (9 
w . ) are typical of both men and resemble those at 3.38-75, where Hektor 
reproached Paris for his despicable behaviour and Paris excused himself. 
Hektor is less obviously incensed here; his brother's reply is as calm and 
ingratiating as before. 

326-31 Hektor begins and ends with a practical whole-v. sentence: 
'You are wrong to sulk' and 'Come on now, lest the city burns.' These are 
separated by a more passionate statement of the issues, in which, similarly, 
the interrupted and enjambed central pair of w . (328 and 329) is enclosed 
by flowing ones (327 and 330), the last a rising threefolder: (i) our troops 
are dying and the city is in danger; (ii) the war is for your sake; (iii) you 
yourself would reproach another who was holding back. Here (iii) is 
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substituted, as an appeal to Paris' better nature, for the expected and 
harsher conclusion 'therefore you should be fighting harder than anyone 
else'. 

326 ou nev KCCAOC: for the idiom compare 8 . 4 0 0 . Hektor's mention of 
XoAos comes as a surprise (as it did to Aristarchus, Arn/A), since he might 
be expected to mention cowardice, slackness or effeminacy as his brother's 
motive; compare his reproach at 3.39-45. Vet at 52if. he will concede that 
Paris is not contemptible in battle, is aXxipos even. That is an attempt to 
be conciliatory, and here, too, he seems anxious not to offend (see preceding 
n.); the city is, after all, in crisis. Emphatic TOV5' might seem to suggest a 
more specific cause for resentment, like Antenor's proposal at 7.347-53, q.v. 
with nn.; that is improbable, but see e.g. Fenik, TBS 122, 238. At 335c 
Paris says it is not so much through anger and indignation Tpcocov that he 
stays home: does that mean anger at the Trojans or anger belonging to them, 
i.e. against himself? The Trojans were furious with him after the duel in 
book 3, see especially 3.451-4, where they would gladly have handed him 
over to Menelaos; but then he might equally have resented that fury (as 
Arn/A suggests), and that is probably what his refers to here. 

328-9 | iiapvaiKvoi is a typical use of the cumulated runover-word to 
lead to a new subject or idea. aO*rr| TE TTTOAEHOS TE | as at 1 . 4 9 2 , 1 6 . 6 3 ; 
the war rather than its din that can be said to 'blaze around' the city 
(-8E8T|E, intrans. perf. of 8aico). 

331 Again the emphatic vision of the burning city. 'Burn in blazing 
fire' recurs of the Achaean ships at 11 .667; 8epr|Tca = 'is hot' (cf. ©Eppos), 
'burns'; m/pos 8r|Toio sic is found 5X //.; for the partitive gen. see 
Chantraine, GH 11, 52, Monro, HG 146, also 16 .80-in. It is debated 

• r • • T 
whether the two Homeric applications officios, as 'blazing' and 'hostile', 
arise from different stems; or whether the former, with obvious connexion 
with 5aico, leads to the latter or vice versa (so Risch, Wortbildung 105): 
Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 

332-41 Paris begins his reply as he did on an earlier occasion at 3.59; 
but does not continue here, as he had at 3 .60-3, by calling Hektor 
relentless, since the present criticisms are less violent. Typical excuses 
follow: his unspecified sorrow, and that he was on the point of returning to 
the fight anyway - encouraged by Helen, he has the grace to add. Then the 
closely enjambed short statements of 3 3 7 - 9 give an effect, not of indignation 
or urgency as with Hektor at 3 2 7 - 3 0 , but of hurried invention culminating 
in the complacent sententia about victory. Finally he briskly tells Hektor to 
wait for him, or that he will easily catch him up. 

333~4 'Since you have rebuked me in due measure and not beyond it' 
- in the equivalent passage at 3.59 the sense is interrupted there, but Lehrs 
and van Leeuwen were surely hypercritical in suspecting 334. There is no 
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good reason why Touvaca should not take up 333 bra (contra Leaf), even 
though the apodosis to an rrrei-clause can be missing as at 13.68-70. V . 334 
is a formular one, thoroughly suitable for the context and typically 
disingenuous: * You have been fair, so I will respond likewise, and deserve 
your full attention.' 

335-6 The repetition of TOI after 334, the shift of construction after 
TOOCTOV, the 'curious* (Shipp, Studies 256) dative vtjieaai and the vivid and 
unusual axci TrpoTpcrniaGai ('turn myself headlong to grieP) all exemplify 
the lively colloquialism of these exchanges. 

337 For UOXCCKOTS FTTEECTOIV see on 325 aioxpols ETTCECTOI. Paris seems to 
be hinting at a contrast between Helen's tone and Hektor's. 

338-9 No doubt her words to him were not as 'soft\ paAoncoi, as Paris 
says; his own response, dubiously credible, is suggested in artificially 
humble language, 'and this seems to me too to be the better course*. He 
finishes with a typical piece of self-deceiving sententiousness, 'victory goes 
now to one, now to another*, expressed in vague, abstract and 
epigrammatic terms; for the use of (e7r)apeipEo6ai compare 15.684, 
Op&oxcov oAAot' rrr" aXAov apsi^ETai. He thus attributes success in batde to 
more or less random factors, discounting his personal responsibility and 
performance. 

340—1 | aXA* aye vuv ETTI'UEIVOV is addressed 2 x Od. to a guest; the 
syntax may reflect a deliberate coaxing tone, 'but wait a little, let me don 
my armour' (as Willcock suggests ad loc.), rather than the epic tendency to 
parataxis (as against e.g. an ¿9pa-clause, though not as at Od. 4-587f. pace 
Ameis-Hentze), illustrated by this v. in countless grammars. The tone of 
these last 4 vv., each punctuated at the central caesura, is ingratiating but 
consciously efficient; here the alternative Paris offers demonstrates how 
quick he will be. 

342 Hektor does not reply: the v. recurs exactly at 5.689 (where he is 
in too much of a hurry to respond to Sarpedon), and with different 
name-epithet phrases at 1.511 (where Zeus is not snubbing Thetis but 
pondering her request), 4.401 (where Diomedes is too gentlemanly to 
defend himself against Agamemnon's reproach), 8.484 (where Here is silent 
in response to a threatening speech from Zeus) and 21.478 (where Apollo 
similarly does not defend himself against Artemis' abuse). Hektor may well 
be showing his disdain in a parallel application to these; that gives a strong 
sense, supported perhaps by the next v. The formulation has, of course, a 
purely functional use in tripartite conversations in which A finishes 
addressing B, then C intervenes, as at 4.401-3 and 21.478-80. 

343 Helen's 'soothing words' could indeed suggest that Hektor is 
showing displeasure. As often in such introductory descriptions, her words 
are not immediately and direcdy applied to soothing (or whatever) but 
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start with a different topic-here, self-reproach; that was the probable 
reason for an ancient variant, Sia yuvaiK&v for pciAixioiai (Did/A). 

344-58 Helen's address to Hektor flows smoothly, with long and well-
formed sentences. Enjambment is correspondingly frequent, being pro-
gressive (6 x in the 15-verse speech) or periodic (2 x ) rather than integral 
(3 x ) ; strong internal punctuation comes only at 353. Her tone is depressed 
rather than passionate, in contrast e.g. with her reproach of Paris at 
3.428-36. The initial self-denunciation resembles the way she speaks of 
herself to Priam in the Teichoscopia, 3.172-5, and the apparent calmness 
is conspicuous once again there when she identifies Aias and Idomeneus but 
cannot see her brothers at 3.229-42. It was noted on 3.234-5 that her whole 
speech 'is cast in a plain cumulative style... with uninterrupted verses and 
frequent progressive enjambment. Her manner...is melancholy rather 
than agitated.' The similarity in demeanour to the Helen of bk 6 here is 
quite striking, a further indication that the monumental composer was 
responsible for both scenes in the finest detail (cf. A. Parry, 'Have we 
Homer's Iliad?', TCS 20, 1966, 197-201). See also on 24.762^ 

344 Compare 3.180 with n., where 6aqp -sp (there, not her Trojan 
brother-in-law but her legitimate Achaean one) and Helen herself as 
somehow bitch-like (there, Kuvc¡nn6os) recur. She will repeat her 
description of herself as KOCOV at 356. KUVOS óppcrr" excov, of Agamemnon, 
signified shamelessness at 1.225 (q-v- with n.) and similarly elsewhere, but 
such terms may be less violent in their application to women: as West notes 
on Hesiod, Erga 67, the bitch-like woman at Semonides 7.12-20 is merely 
inquisitive, noisy and unmanageable. — The two epithets that follow have 
won more comment for their spelling than for their content. ÓKpuoÉorcrqs is 
meaningless (and distinct from oxpioEis, ' jagged', 4X //. , 1 x Od.), and 
Payne Knight pointed out that the correct word-division, with restoration 
of the uncontracted -00 form of the genitive (Chantraine, GH 1, 45), is 
KocKopqx°voo KpuoÉooqs, cf. KpuÓEis, 'chilling' or 'frightful', as of personified 
Attack and Rout at 5.740 and 9.2. Leumann, HW 4gf., argued that 
although Éiri6qpíoo KpuÓEvros as an old description of war should be read 
at 9.64 (cf. Hesiod, Theog. 936 iroAápcp KpuóevTi), the false division had 
already taken place, and the bastard form ÓKpvÓEis been accepted, by the 
date of the present passage. 

345-6 Helen's regrets tend to take the form of these 09ÉAAEIV 
constructions, also at 350; see 3.173 with n., where she wishes she had 
preferred to die rather than run off with Paris. Here she wishes she had been 
swept into oblivion as soon as she was born. 

346-^7 At Od. 20.61-5 the unhappy Penelope prays that either Artemis 
would slay her with an arrow, or a storm (OÚEXXa again) would come and 
carry her off (| oíxorro irpo^épouoa, cf. J oix«j6ai Tipo<p£pouaa here) and 
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cast her at the mouth of Okeanos (65). There the poet continues 'as when 
storms seized up the daughters of Pandareos... [77f.] and the Harpies 
snatched them up and gave them to serve the hateful Furies', which means 
that they disappeared (cf. 79). This develops the basic idea of storm-winds 
and interprets them as the mythical Harpies, who are also said to have 
snatched away Odysseus (Od. 1.241). Thus the Odyssean poet uses the 
same basic idea and some of the same terminology but relates it specifically 
to the Harpies (known to the main composer of //. also, since the Harpy 
Podarge is mentioned at 16.150); incidentally apm/icu avtipEiyavTO |, 3 x 
Od., breaks 'Hermann's Bridge' and is rhythmically inelegant, but see S. 
West on Od. 1.241. Here the storm-wind would have carried Helen to 
mountain or sea (347); the latter recalls the mouth of Okeanos at Od. 20.65, 
the former perhaps the traditional place (in later literature, but the idea 
and pracdce must be old) for the exposure of unwanted babies. 

348 cnroEpoE, aor. indie, without KE, is part of the past impossible wish 
after cxpcV; on crn-o(f)Epae, 'snatched away' , see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
orTToupas. The first hemistich again has an Odyssean flavour, containing the 
only Iliadic instance of elided xup' against 29 x unelided (as e.g. in the 
formula of 347), whereas Od. has three instances, not exactly similar but all 
rhyming with the present use: xup' ETTI X^poou | (2 X ) , KUU* cnroEpyEi |. — It 
may be that b T are right in saying that the formular phrase Ta6E cpya is 
a convenient way of glossing over the shameful past. 

349 TEKpt)pccvTo, 'decreed'; see on TExpcop at 1.526. 
350-1 Her second and less remote wish is that she had got a better man; 

axotTis, literally 'bed-mate', is often used of a legal wife, e.g. by Hektor of 
Andromakhe at 374, but does not necessarily imply one. Paris' fault 
according to her is that he takes no notice of public moral indignation 
(351); Helen herself must have incurred some of it, as she recognizes almost 
hysterically with her bitch-language of 344 and 356, but at least she is 
aware of it. 

352-3 A decisive condemnation, from the initial and derisive ' this man 
here' (compare Hektor's TOOTOV at 363; they speak as though Paris were 
not even present) to the contemptuous definition of his mental and moral 
inadequacy. Its comprehensive nature is reflected in OUT* ap vOv... OUT* ap* 
OTtt'oaco, made almost deliberately clumsy through the harsh but necessary 
enjambment of ECTCTOVTOCI as runover-word. Some parallel to the idea and its 
expression can be found at 3.107-9 (see on 3.108-10). — EnaupnoEoGat, 
'will enjoy the fruits', ironically, i.e. of his criminal folly, as at 1.410. otco 
is also ironic, or threatening rather, as e.g. at 5.350, cf. 1.169-7 in. i occurs 
at the v-e 23/32 x II. 

354 The first hemistich recurs at Od. 16.25; ayE is a frequent 
introductory formula, 29 x II., even commoner in Od. often followed by vuv 
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or 6t|. 619905 meaning 'stool* recurs at 3.424 (again in Helen's house) and 
24.578, but is commoner in domestic scenes in Od, The Iliad mostly uses the 
word as 'chariot* (5.727-8^), preferring the grander Opovos (14 x ) for 
divine and heroic seats, cf. KXiapos for women's; see further S. Laser, Arch. 
Horn. P 3 4 f f . , 4 5 f f . 

355 9pcvas aM9iPcPnKiv also at Od. 8.541, but of axos which is more 
natural; TTOVOS is strained here, though cf. 77f. 

356 On KWOS see 344n. Several MSS read opx^S for omris, misled no 
doubt by argument over 3.100 (see n. there). Helen here shares 
responsibility with Paris, though Hektor had blamed only him (bT). 

357-8 Compare 2.119, where Agamemnon says retreat is aioxpov... nai 
tacropEVoicn 7Tu6ta6ai; Od. 8.580 (the gods ordained disaster at Troy) iva 
$01 xai «roopevoioiv aoiSf); and Od. 24.2O0F., (Klutaimestra) «TTvyiprj 8T T" 

aoiSrj | eCTan' hr' avOpcbirous. aoi&ipos, 'subject of song', occurs only here 
in Homer but also at HjAp 299. Troy, Helen and Klutaimestra were 
obviously among the subjects of earlier poems on which Homer built (cf. 
the tcAicr av&p&v of 9.189, Od. 8.73, Hesiod, Theog. 100), but it is interesting 
to find traces of the singer*s sense of vocation in preserving these legendary 
exempla. 

359 The v. of address is that used by Hektor to his mother in the 
parallel scene at 263; in neither case is the singer tempted to replace the 
formidable pcyas xopvOaioAos by the less martial 90081110? (29 x of Hektor, 
cf. Parry, MHV 39). The latter occurs in a shorter speech-formula at 
16.858, "TTpoorjuBa 9CuSipos "Exrcop |, and the present v. could of course 
have been easily recast to accommodate it or something similar. Yet 
| TOV/TT)V/TOV$ 6* TIPCI^CR' rrrtiTa+epithet-name group is firmly established 
as an answering-formula; moreover Hektor*s helmet will come into its own, 
in a paradoxically peaceful way, in the scene with his baby son at 469ff. 

360-8 . Hektor is courteous but decisive: (!) Do not try to make me stay, 
since I must return to my hard-pressed troops; (ii) but rather urge on Paris 
to catch me up; (iii) for I must see my family, perhaps for the last time. The 
urgent initial v. fires off four distinct thoughts in each' ideal * colon:' Do not 
make me sit / Helen / though you mean kindly / you will not persuade 
me.' The rest consists of four 2-v. sentences, of which the first maintains the 
spasmodic tone of the opening, with runover Tpctaaa' almost violently 
emphatic; the others, echoing a changing mood, are more relaxed, their 
balance marked by threefolders at 364 and 366. 

361 dupos CITCOOVTOI (3 x II. sic) is strengthened by f)6r), meaning that 
his mind is already made up. ¿9p' frranvvco is tantamount to an infinitive 
as in the similar Od. 15.66, f|8r) yap pot 6vpo$ EtX6rrai oixaS' iKcaOai; cf. 
4.465f. and 5.690^ for the 09pa-construction after another verb of strong 
feeling, XcAir̂ pcvos. 
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363 Is there a hint in the reciprocal form that Hektor, courtesy 
notwithstanding, assigns to Helen a little of the blame? 

366 For the association of wife and oii<f)fs sec on 5.412-15, and for the 
structure cf. 5.688 £v<ppav«iv aXoxov T« 91'Ariv »cat v^iria Tcxva, also aoru TS 
Kcri Tpdxov aAoxous vrpna tocva (at 6.95, 276, 310). Here Hektor does 
not need to see the city since he is there already; oitcfjas provides a 
convenient alternative opening. The servants arc an integral part of the 
OTKOS, but their apparent priority is the more or less accidental result of 
formular adaptation (rather than, as bT suggest, a case of duty before 
pleasure). 

367-8 His final words are full of pathos and foreboding, not least in the 
placing ofo9iv and the refrain of rn and aims: a reminder of the city's 
doom and a prelude to Andromakhe's fears when at last he finds her. The 
CnroTpoTros phraseology will be repeated more brutally at 501 f. fj6rj in 368 
underlines the all-powerful influence of the gods as he senses they may 
already have decided his fate. 

369-50* Hektor dots not find Andromakhe in their house; hastening to the Scaean 
gate, he meets her with their son. She begs him not to risk his life; he gently tells her 
where his duty lies. The baby is frightened by his helmet, and husband and wife part 
with tenderness and sorrow, she to return to her household where she mourns his 
impending death 

369-70 369 = 116; the singer does not concern himself with varying such 
functional statements, just as 370 will recur at 497. Houses as well as towns 
can be 'well inhabited', 'good to dwell in', cf. 415. 

371 His not finding Andromakhe at home comes as a small shock to the 
listener as well as to Hektor, and helps prevent his carefully detailed 
movements from becoming routine. The reason for her absence highlights 
the tension in the city and the crisis outside the walls. 

373 Andromakhe is on the tower above and to the side of the Scaean 
gate, already implied at 3.149 and a place of ill omen, for it is from there 
that Priam will see Akhilleus approaching at 21.526c Such towers are 
conspicuous beside the surviving eastern and southern gates of late Troy 
VI , see pp. 47f. — 'Wailing and lamenting* seems rather overdone of 
Andromakhe, who is unhappy but controlled when Hektor finds her; it is 
a phrase used of Patroklos* yv\r| at 23.106, and applies more aptly to the 
Trojan women generally. 

374-80 Hektor's enquiry to the women servants is expressed in 
curiously stilted terms. 

375 The description of these actions finds close parallels in Od. (e.g. at 
20.128,8.433), where household scenes are commoner. It is wrong to decide 
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too exactly {pace Ameis-Hentze), on the basis of such other scenes, which 
threshold Hektor is now standing on. 

376 Similarly the demand for an accurate answer is predominantly 
Odyssean (the only close Iliadic parallel being in an ironic address at 
14.470), pardy but not wholly because the eliciting of special information 
is more frequent there; see on 379-80. Thus vqpEpTÉa etc. (from negative 
vq- and crpapTÓvco: 'not missing the mark') occurs 20x Od., 5 x II. The 
servants will vary the expression (for metrical reasons) at 382 with aAqOÉa 
pu8qaao6at (3X 0d.t only here II.; áAq8Éa etc. 15 x Od. against 4X //.). 

377 The question begins abruptly but takes on literary colouring with 
AEUKCÓAEVOS and even IK pryápoio, since the poet has simply put the wording 
of his own narrative at 371 into the speaker's mouth (' the epithet is the 
poet's, not his character's', bT). Speakers can and do use standard 
decorative epithets, but here a certain artificiality is apparent. AEVKCOAEVOS 

is regular for Here at the v-e (24/28 x //.), but is used sic of Andromakhe 
at 24.723 as well as 371 here. Otherwise it is applied to Helen at 3.121, but 
more generally in Od. - to Helen, Nausikaa and Arete as well as to 
maidservants. Thus an almost hymnodic term is gradually extended to 
more general use. 

3 7 8 The repetition of TTTJ, now as an enclitic, is unusual and effective, 
and specifying different relatives-by-marriage maintains the air of precision. 
yaAóco are husband's sisters (cf. 3.122), EÍVÓTEPÉS husband's brothers' wives 
(civcrrépcov EOTTÉTTACOV recurs at 24.769), part of the terminology of the 
Indo-European system which carefully distinguished the husband's kin 
(Chantraine, Diet. s .w.). 

3 7 9 - 8 0 iv0a TTEp aAAoi | is formular (2 x //., 4 x Od.), with ev6a m p sic 
2 x Od. and aAAoi (etc.) common a t the v-e. On the other hand Trojan 
women are not elsewhere described as EOTTAOKOCPOI as in 380, nor is this 
appropria te here ; it is a serviceable epithet used elsewhere of minor figures 
and maidservants. But, as with AEVKCOAEVOS in 377, the application is 
widened in Od., and its association there no less than 7 x with 6eivq 6EOS (for 
which in II. cf. only the slightly different 5.839), as e.g. in the thrice-used 
KípKT) EÜrrAÓKctpos SEIVT) ©EOS auSqeaoa, makes it fair to categorize Hektor's 
short speech here as distinctly Odyssean in manner; see also on 376 and 
377. That suggests either that the encounter with the maidservants has 
been elaborated, perhaps rhapsodically, in a n Odyssean style, or more 
probably that the monumenta l composer himself could d raw on pre-
dominandy Odyssean expressions and ideas even when his subject (as in 
ship-scenes, see on 1.312 and 434) did not particularly require it. Yet Bsivqv 
GEOV is well chosen for Athene in present circumstances. 

381-5 The 'bustling housekeeper' upsets any further Odyssean 
expectations, since her regular description in the later epic is as aí&oíq 
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Tapir] (7 x , sic). That could have been used here, except that //. reserves 
ai6010s etc. for aristocratic figures (15 x ) , and prefers ¿Tprjpos here, as also 
of heralds, quite appropriately. — The first half of her reply repeats the 
terms of Hektor's enquiry with necessary adaptations (aAT)6ea for VTjpspTEa, 
-ao6at for -AOOE, OUTE.. .OUT' for f|E...rj). This standard oral practice lends 
an antiphonic and almost theatrical quality to the exchange, which might 
indeed require some kind of special emphasis to justify the crossing and 
recrossing of the city and the otherwise abortive visit to Hektor's home. 

386-9 The second part of the reply develops the narrative information 
of 37af.; the tower is 'the great tower of Ilios*, and Andromakhe's precise 
motive for leaving is added: she has heard that the Trojans are being worn 
down and that the enemy has great Kpcrros, d o m i n a t i o n - a slightly 
laboured combination of pry a Kparos ryyvaAi^co | etc. and TOU y a p Kpcrros 
EOTI pcyiorov | etc., both formular. Ilios' initial digamma is ignored, as at 
5.204 and elsewhere - no excuse for van Leeuwen's unlikely peya VTJTTIE 

instead. She has rushed to the fortifications like a madwoman (cf. 132 
paivoplvoto), a maenad that is, just as she will paivaSi ICTT| at 22.460?., 
when she runs out of her palace to the tower as she suddenly realizes Hektor 
must be dead. Deliberate cross-references by the singer over long intervals 
are often implausibly urged by scholars of the printed text, but in this case 
the echo is unmistakable and the poet's foreshadowing both subde and 
pathetic. 

388-9 CKpixavEi, present with perfect meaning; 6f| preceding implies 
'must have arrived \ She might have had two servants with her, as at 3.143 
and even 22.450 and 461; here she (or the poet) just needs the baby and 
her nursemaid. 

390-1 Hektor rushes out of the house and retraces his steps through the 
streets; these are COKTIPEVOS, a formular epithet but maintaining the stress 
on the quality of the city and its buildings (cf. 370 Bopous cu vaieraovTas, 
with n., 386 "nvpyov... peyav 'lAiou, 392 peya aoru), both to dignify Troy 
and Hektor's mission there and in contrast with its impending doom. 

392 Initial CUTE is often asyndetic, cf. Chantraine, GH u, 254. 
393 Again the careful description of the different stages of his passage. 

EPEAAE surely does not imply that he was about to return to the field of batde 
at this moment, and would have done so had not his wife intercepted him, 
as Willcock and others have thought; merely that he was eventually to pass 
through the gate and out of the city once again. It is inconceivable that, 
having been told precisely where Andromakhe was, he should rush past 
without even looking for her. 

3 9 4 - 9 Andromakhe comes running to meet him, i.e. having descended 
from the tower; she is aAoxos iroA08copos (see on 251-2), probably a wife 
who brought many gifts in the form of a dowry (though cf. 22.472) rather 
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than merely a generous one. The brief narrative is a striking instance of 
both ring-composition and cumulative technique: 

394 she came to meet him 
395 Andromakhe did - daughter of Eetion 
396 Eetion who dwelt under Mt Plakos 
397 in Thebes-under-Plakos, ruling Cilicians; 
398 his daughter was Hektor's wife -
399 she came to meet him... 

395-7 Eetion, king of Thebe, is Andromakhe's father and mentioned 
quite often in II. Akhilleus sacked Lumessos and Thebe and captured 
Briseis in the former, Khruseis in the latter (1.366-9), after slaying Eetion 
himself and his seven sons as Andromakhe will recall at 416-28. Her mother 
was captured and later ransomed; Andromakhe had married Hektor by 
this time (cf. 22.47if.) and was safe in Troy. Among the loot from Thebe 
is the phorminx played by Akhilleus at 9.188, his horse Pedasos at i6.i52f. 
and an iron weight offered by him as a prize at 23.826f. and previously 
thrown by Eetion. In other words, the sack of Thebe had already been 
elaborated in some detail, and perhaps before Homer's time; see also on 
425-8. 

Eetion's name is probably non-Greek (von Kamptz, Personennamen 135 
and 372; it is applied fleetingly to two other characters, a Trojan at 17.575 
and 590 and an Imbrian at 21.43). Thebe gave its name to a plain between 
Adramuttion and Antandros (Herodotus 7.42.1) and has been identified 
with a Bronze Age and later site at Mandra Tepe (cf. Cook, Troad 267; 
Strabo 13.612) just inland from Edremit-Adramuttion. Plakos was 
presumably a southern spur of Ida; the scholia reported various guesses 
about its name and that of Thebe itself. Finally these Kilikes, only here and 
at 415, are clearly distinct from those of S-E Asia Minor; compare 
Pandaros' Lycians, also in the Troad and also different from those of the 
south coast (2.826~7n.). 

396 'Hrricov is an emotive epanalepsis, noted by Aristarchus for its 
attraction to the case of os which follows (Arn/A). 

398 cxcO', was held as wife, with "Etcropi a true dat. rather than of the 
agent. 

399-403 Again, like 395ff., a strongly cumulative sentence, this time 
with undisguisedly pathetic effect: she met him, and the servant 
accompanied her | - with the child at her bosom, still a baby (cf. 22.484) | 
- Hektor's son, like a star | - whom he called Skamandrios, but the others | 
Astuanax, for Hektor preserved the city |. The integral flow from 402 to 403 
makes a typical closing contrast after the preceding progressive enjamb-
ments. 
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400-1 The sympathetic idea of the child held close to his nurse's breast 
is deepened in successive words and phrases, each touching and carefully 
chosen: tender-hearted (aTaAroppova), a baby still, beloved child of 
Hektor, like a beautiful star. — Leumann, HW 1 3 9 - 4 1 , offered a different 
explanation of crraXa<ppcov here, i.e. as a-TaAowppoov, *not enduring in 
spirit', cf. TAOKO, therefore easily frightened (as he will be by Hektor's 
helmet); yet the connexion with CCTOAOS, 'playful' , cf. CCTITOCAAOJ, seems 
more probable (Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). ccurcos, as at 22.484, gives vrprriov an 
especially pathetic ring, maintained in the attachment implied by the 
patronymic 'ExTopiSrjs (only here); ayenrryros of a child appears 4X Od. 
but only here in //. 

Finally the baby is like a star, a fair one like that to which the dress 
chosen by Hekabe for Athene was compared at 295 for its gleaming 
brightness. Stars can be sinister too, as at 11.62, and Moulton, Similes 27, 
argues that since that dress was connected with a prayer rejected by the 
goddess, and since a prayer will be made on behalf of the baby at 476-81 
- which the audience knows will not be fulfilled - then ' the foreshadowing 
of evil effected by the associated images is unmistakable'. That is just 
possible, given the tight construction of this whole Troy episode and the 
undoubted foreshadowing of Hektor's own doom and that of the city. Yet 
one main aim of these w . is to show the child as sweet and lovable (TO 
Xapiev TOO TTCCIBOS, bT), and the star that is emphatically characterized as 
KCCAQ seems chosen to emphasize that. The irony of his name (on which see 
next n.), and of Hektor's fast-receding ability to protect the city, remains. 

4 0 2 - 3 Skamandros is the main river of Troy, and Hektor must have 
named his son after it, or its god, as an act of local piety. Simoeisios ( 4 . 4 7 4 

with n.) is named after the other Trojan river, an exact parallel, cf. also 
Satnios (21—2n.). Astuanax looks like a special honorific name used by the 
other Trojans as a sign of respect for his father and his part in their defence. 
This is supported by Andromakhe's lament for Hektor at 22.5o6f. : 

"Aarvava^, ov Tpwcs ETTIKATICTIV KOAEOUOIV, 

olos y a p CR<ptv i p u a o TTUAOCS Kai TEIX«* pctKpa. 

ETTI'KATICTIV KCCAEOUCTIV J is used of a secondary and informal name at both 
18.487 ("ApKTov 6*, f|v xa i apa^av FmKAr)CTiv KaAEouaiv) and 22.29; 
7-i38f. where Ereuthalion is called 'mace-man', TOV IrriKAriaiv Kopuvr)TT)v 
| avSpES KIKA^OKOUOIV... Therefore 22.506 makes it clear that in that passage, 
at least, Astuanax is a nickname (even though Andromakhe herself had just 
used it at 22.500). Yet bk 22 does not mention Skamandrios at all; it is only 
here in the whole of II. that this name is applied to Hektor's son, who is 
always Astuanax in the Cyclic and later tradition; and a doubt remains 
whether it was not Skamandrios, rather, that was the informal name, 
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especially remembered or invented for this tender passage between Hektor 
and his baby son; there was a Trojan Skamandrios at 5.49. Here 
frequentative KCCXECOKC suggests something other than an officially given 
name - significantly it is used of the nickname in the parallel case of 
Kleopatre, called Alkuone by her parents at 9.562. If so, the wording of the 
present passage, aCrrccp oi cxÀÀoi | 'Ao-ructvoacr', has been reinterpreted in its 
(obvious) development at 22.5o6f. ; what it means is that Astuanax is his 
proper name, what everyone else calls him, and that it was appropriately 
chosen for the son of Troy's chief protector (cf. 478 where Hektor will pray 
for the child 'lÀiou Tçi CCVCCOOEIV). 

The matter is complicated, but there is no reason for suspecdng the 
present passage with Leaf; Plato, Crat. 392C-393A, confines Socrates' 
remarks to the bk 22 version, but that signifies nothing in itself. — On 
themadc imperf. ipûrro (from èpûopat rather than puopat with temporal 
augment) see 305-6^ and Chantraine, GH 1, 294; the form is hardly 
'isolated' and peculiar, pace Shipp, Studies 256. 

404-6 The tender moment is described in the simplest traditional 
language but at the same time with brilliant freshness, oicoirfi is formular 
at the v-e, 16 x //., but nowhere else conveys quite the same feeling; 
TTCtpicrrctTO sic comes 7 x elsewhere (with cxyxi preceding at 5.570 and in 
the formula cxyxi Trapcccrrccç |), but the addition of SocKpu x * O U C T O t (itself a 
formula, 9 x //.) gives the phrase a unique intimacy. On 405 bT remark, 
with some frigidity, on the pictorial effect, ypaçuc&ç. 

406 See on 253 for this formular v., and 4 4 0 - 6 5 ^ , 2nd para., for the 
encounter as a whole. 

407-39 Encouraged no doubt by his feeling for the child, Andromakhe 
makes a serious attempt to deter Hektor from returning to batde, 
emphasizing her total dependence on him. Her speech falls into three parts: 
(i) 407-13, emotional prediction of his death and her own misery, with 
impassioned short sentences and heavy overrunning of the v-e; (ii) 414-29, 
calmer and more remote narration of the death of her parents and brothers; 
(iii) a second appeal to Hektor, quieter and even more moving than the 
first, leading to the suggestion that he should remain on the walls and 
station his troops before their weakest point. — O f these, (i) ends with the 
statement that Andromakhe has no father or mother, (ii) explains why, and 
(iii) begins with her saying that Hektor is father, mother and brothers to 
her as well as fine husband. Thus the argument is simply but neatly 
articulated. 

407—13 In the opening section 4 /7 w . are integrally enjambed, another 
2 progressively so; the sentences are a careful mixture of syntactic and 
paratactic, with internal breaks and continuous overrunning of the v-e 
suggesting excitement and unhappiness. 
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407-9 On 8aipovit see 1.56 m. PEVOS here is not so much his physical 
strength as the rash and heroic attitude it gives rise to. — Helen will 
describe herself similarly as ip* appopov sic at 24.773; this belongs to the 
special language of laments, and implies that no (good) destiny or portion 
remains; compare Bvorpopos aivopopov, of Eetion and Andromakhe 
respectively, at 22.481 and 6uoappopoi of her and Hektor 4 vv. later. This 
part of Andromakhe's speech, not surprisingly, will have striking verbal 
echoes in part of her lament on Hektor's actual death at the end of bk 22: 

6.408 TralSot TE VT^Triaxov 22.484 Trais 8' ETI VT)TTlO$ 
aurcos 

6.408 ip' appopov 22.485 CTU T' lycb TE 
Suaappopoi 

6.4o8f. F| Taxa XR|PN 1 OEÖ iaopai 22.484 Xtipr̂ v ev psyapoiai 
6 . 4 1 1 OEU a9apapTouag 22.505 91X0U cnro ircrrpos 

apapTcbv 
6 . 4 1 1 X&ova Supsvai 2 2 . 4 8 2 ^ 'ATSao Sopous Cnrro 

KEUÖEOI yair^s | ipx60" 
6.413 aXX* AXE* 22.483 OTvyEpcp Evi TTEVOECTI 

XEI'TTEIS. 

Finally, the repetition of TOtya reinforces the feeling of doom as she spells 
out her plight in simple and even naive terms. 

410-12 KfpSiov EtVi/fjEv/elvai is a common v-e formula (11 x //., 16 x 
Od.)y with ipoi 8E KE KEp8iov ETTJ recurring exactly at Od. 2.74. For CTEV 

aqttpapToOori, like 'losing someone' in English, cf. 22.505; for x^ova 
SupEvai cf. 19 yaiav E6CTTT|V, with comment on 18-19 fin- TTOTUOV ETricnrrjs 
(etc.) comes 6 x //., 2X Od.; E<J>ETTCO means 'encounter' or similar, cf. 
Chantraine, Diet. s.v. ibrco. 

413 The runover phrase aXX* axe* adds little to the force of 
ou...6aX7TcopT| in 41 if., but cf. 22.483 and 407-9^ above. Its main funcdon 
is to lead on to a new idea by a typical cumulative technique. TRORRR)p xai 
TroTVia PTprnp | is a self-contained formular unit (10 x //., elaborated from 
"TTOTVICC prjTTjp, 2i x ); it may have been convenient to have the sense of ou6e 
poi icrri confined to the second colon only - leaving room, therefore, for 
expansion from the previous sentence in the first colon. 

4x4-28 Eetion was introduced by the singer at 395-8, and now 
Andromakhe describes his death. It is a pathetic and rhetorical 
embellishment (since Hektor, in quasi-realistic terms, must know it all), 
serving to illustrate her sense of abandonment as well as the tragic 
consequences of the city's fall. The respectful treatment of Eetion's corpse 
b deeply ironical in view of what Akhilleus will do to Hektor's; her 
brothers' death belongs to the same tale (for one is made to feel that a 
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longer account is being drawn on). Finally she reverts to her mother (cf. 
413), whose capture and subsequent demise complete her own isolation and 
dependence. 

414 On apos or apos see Chantraine, GH1, 272 and Diet. s.v. qpEis, also 
Shipp, Studies 7gf.; it is equivalent to qpETEpos, perhaps after Aeolic appos 
rather than a Doric form, but was later equated with epos. 

415-16 On these Kilikes see on 395-7 ad Jin. Akhilleus gave his own 
summary version of the attack at i.366f. (cf. vol. 1, p. 91), 

D>Xop€6* AS ©QF^QV, fepqv TTOAIV 'HETICOVOS, 

Tqv 6c 6iaTrpa6op£v TE KAI qyopEV EV6C(5E TravTa, 

specifying loot rather than casualties. uvfim/Aov in 416 ( a x elsewhere of 
Troy) contains an (accidental?) echo of 4.406 ©qfJqs iBos...errrcrrruAoio, 
that is, of the more famous Boeotian Thebe(s). — Kcrra 6' EKTCCVEV 'HETi'cova 
after 414 TTcrrep' apov CTTTEKTCCVE is both emphatic and pathetic, as well as 
setting up the opposition with OU8E piv E^Evapî E in the next v. 

417-20 Akhilleus treated Eetion honourably: he did not strip his 
corpse, OU6e piv Î Evapî E, but felt that would be wrong - CTEpdoacrro yap 
TO yE 8up£> was used of Proitos, too, at 167, see i66~7n. That was not an 
invariable view: Hektor envisages removing his opponent's Tvjypx at 
7.82-6 even though he intends handing over the corpse for burial and a 
funeral mound; moreover nothing is said about armour at his own 
cremation, 24.786^ For Elpenor at Od. 1 i-74f., however, the burning of his 
armour is important: 

ccAAct PE KCCKKqai O W TEUXEOIV, a a a a poi ECTTI, 

aqpa TE poi ••• 

It can hardly be the spread of cremation that caused a change in viewpoint 
(as e.g. Leaf thought), since the burning of the armour is stressed both with 
Eetion and with Elpenor; see further M. Andronikos, Arch. Horn, w 23f. — 
auv EVTECTt 6ai6aAEoiCTiv recurs at 13.331 and 719, though not in connexion 
with cremation. See 24.799 f° r I oqp* EXEEV, also the description of the 
'pouring' of Patroklos' aqpa at 23.256^ with 23.245-7n. 

| vup9ai opE<TTia8ES are paralleled by Od. 13.356 | \njp9a1 vqia6ES and Od. 
17.240 | vup9ai Kpqvaiat, both followed as here by KoOpai Aios; other 
mountain nymphs are KoOpai Aios aiyioxoio at Od. 6.105 and 9.154, but 
only here (and at Hy xix.19, cf. HyAphr 257) is the term opEoriaSES used. 
Iliadic trees are often associated with mountains, though elms are otherwise 
found on the banks of Skamandros; presumably they have funereal 
significance as also for Virgil at Aen. 6.283. They are added to confirm 
Eetion as a great man, cf. the sea-nymphs at Akhilleus' funeral at Od. 2^.47; 
there is no need to envisage (with Wilamowitz, luH 313) a particular tree-
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encircled mound, known to the poetical tradition, to account for this 
touching and exotic detail. 

421-2 The transition to her brothers' fate is marked by a rising 
threefolder with a pathetic ring. Their departure for (the house o f ) Hades 
on a single day (for i£>, here only, cf. 18.251 itj 8* ev VUKTI ycvovTo) is 
especially sad. 

423 The first part is repeated from 190, of Bellerophon. 
424 Compare 5.137 for the shepherd (watching) over, em, his sheep. 

The cattle here are EiAnroBEaai (cf. horses as ctEpcnroBcs, sheep as 
TavccCrrroSo; also S. West on Od. 1.92), a brilliant and traditional epithet, 
often in the phrase ciAnroBas EAIKCCS fk>Gs. Meaning (of rolling gait' or 
similar, it is formed from (f)«Acco (despite ignored digamma, cf. Hoekstra, 
Modifications ' turn' or 'roll* (81a T O lAiacrtiv TOUS tro8as, Hesychius); 
whether a particular circular movement of the rear feet is meant, or their 
generally shambling walk, remains uncertain. For the capture of herds and 
flocks cf. 1.154, 18.527-9 and especially 20-90f., where Aineias recalls how 
Akhilleus chased him from Ida when he fell upon the cattle and destroyed 
Lurnessos and Pedasos. The isolated herdsman b exposed to attack, and 
thb was a convenient and typical m o t i f - extended here, a little cursorily 
perhaps, to no less than seven victims. 

425-8 It was not the custom to kill women in a captured city; 
Andromakhe's mother is taken to Troy and then ransomed; she returns to 
her father's home and dies there. In v. 425 fkxoi'AEVEV is unusual, though cf. 
Od. 11.285, the sense being that she b wife to the fkxaiAeus Eetion. Now she 
b almost part of the inanimate spoils, 426 apt* aAAoioi KTEorrcoot |, which 
recurs (with ovv for aji'), only at 23.829 - again in connexion with Eetion 
and the Thebe booty, though the subject there is an iron weight. The idea 
of Thebe seems to trigger the same phrase in the singer's mind. — The 
language and motifs of 427f. are typical, e.g. ¿RAPEI'M' arroiva to x //., EV 

pEyapoiot i o x II., "ApTepis ioxeaipa| (cf. 5.53-4^) 5X //.; and cf. 205, 
19.59 and 24.606 for thb goddess as cause of sudden death for women. 

429-30 "Eicrop, orrap ov was used in a more practical context at 86; 
here it b deeply pathetic as Andromakhe concludes her argument —' I have 
lost father, mother and brothers stand in their place for me, as well as 
being my strong husband.' V . 429 takes up the language of 413, with orrap 
ov uoi Eaai in place of o06t poi EOTI; on crrap (equivalent to aCrrap but 
retained in conversational uses in later Greek), both adversative and 
progressive, see Denniston, Particles 51-4. She means that Hektor is all the 
family she has, that she depends entirely on him, and her moving words 
have found many later imitations (e.g. Tekmessa to Aias at Sophocles, Ajax 
5i4ff.). It is tempting but wrong to read modern psychological insights into 
this, of the wife as mother and sbter as well as lover. In any event there is 
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passionate affection here, as well as the formal point about the duty Hektor 
now owes her. So much emerges from the whole passage, and here not least 
from the emotional repetition of cru 6c poi and even the particular 
deployment of the standard phrase OaAepos TrapaKorrns. — For | T)6E 
Kaaiyvryros as a case of 'amplifying a formula by enjambment' see V . di 
Benedetto, Rivista di Filologia 114 (1986) 265. 

431-2 vOv reinforces the plea of aAV aye rather than being strictly 
temporal as Ameis-Hentze suggest, i.e. in contrast with his attitude so far. 
All the same, these 2 w . deliberately hark back in ring form to 407-9: ' Y o u 
do not pity us. . .but you are all I have...therefore you must pity us', 
repeating the thought of her widowhood (typical of her, cf. 22.484, 499, 
24.725) but adding that of the baby as orphan, also the important notion 
of Hektor remaining on the tower (from which, presumably, he is to direct 
his troops) rather than returning to the battlefield. — aCrroO in 431 does not 
mean that they are actually on the tower now; they are below it, but close 
enough. The chiastic structure of 432 is against articulating it as a rising 
threefolder. 

433-9 These 7 w . were athetized by Aristarchus (Arn/A) 'because the 
words are inappropriate to Andromakhe, since she sets herself up against 
Hektor in generalship (avriOTporrriyEi). Also, they contain an untruth; for 
it was not recorded that the wall was easy to attack in this sector, nor is the 
fighting so close to the wall. Also, Hektor directs his answer [i.e. at 441] to 
the earlier points.' It might also be argued that 43if., taking up 407-9 at 
the beginning of Andromakhe's speech, may suitably bring it to a ring-form 
conclusion; and that the tactical suggestion b too concrete in tone, 
anticlimactic even (so e.g. Leaf), after the personal and emotional w . that 
precede. Yet (i) the idea of Hektor remaining inside the city, more plausible 
in the different circumstances of 22.84^ where Hekabe will urge apuvs 8E 
Srji'ov av8pa | TEI'XEOS EVTOS ECOV, requires some kind of rational support from 
Andromakhe, who b far from hysterical; (ii) the three probing moves by 
the Achaeans are envbaged as quite recent in that Akhilleus b not 
mentioned among their leaders at 436f. - even though T's 'she saw them 
during the time she spent on the wall ' is absurd; (iii) even if no very clear 
picture has emerged about precisely how close the fighting has come, 
Helenos had instructed Hektor at 80 to station the army in front of the gates, 
and Hektor told Paris at 327f. that the troops are fighting and dying around 
the city and its steep wall; (iv) when Hektor replies that he is concerned with 
'all these things', Ta6e TTOVTCX, he could be referring to tactical possibilities 
as well as to Andromakhe's predicament; (v) both the ring-composition 
and the anticlimax arguments are inconclusive and subjective. 

A more positive reason for accepting the passage as authentic -
Aristarchus' doubts had no effect, incidentally, on the medieval tradition 
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- "is that it "is competently composed and interesting and suggestive in itself. 
Willcock concluded that 'Probably the whole idea is a momentary 
invention of the poet, to give Andromakhe an excuse for asking Hector to 
stay near the city wall', and I am inclined to agree (cf. his ' Ad hoc invention 
in the Iliad', HSCP 81, 1977, 5if-), with the reservation that the 
Augenblickserjindung concept has its dangers - since the present passage, at 
least, is carefully constructed as it stands and was presumably refined, like 
other passages, from performance to performance. 

T w o final points: (i) Pindar, 01. 8.31-46, mentions that a weak section 
of the walls was built by the mortal Aiakos, whereas Apollo and Poseidon 
had built the rest. This may or may not have come from the epic Cycle; as 
Leaf noted, it could have arisen from the present passage (bT on 438 say 
the city was destined to be captured through that section) together with the 
Laomedon tale, (ii) The mention of a weak spot could conceivably reflect 
a historical fact, namely that the Troy V l h refurbishment of the walls was 
not quite completed, notably over a short section of the surviving western 
part (pp. 47f.). 

433 This fig-tree is mentioned thrice in the poem and, like the oak-tree 
(5.692-3^), is one of the fixed points of the plain. However, it is not 
immediately clear how close to the walls it stands: (i) the present passage 
suggests that it is very close (as the oak-tree is to the Scaean gate); (ii) at 
11.166-8 the Trojans in full retreat 'rushed from the tomb of Ilos...over 
the middle of the plain past the fig-tree heading for the city'; (iii) at 
22.i45ff. Hektor pursued by Akhilleus 'rushed past the look-out place and 
wind-tossed fig-tree, always out from under (CTTTEK) the wall, along the cart-
road* and past the springs where the Trojan women did their washing. O f 
these (ii) implies that the fig-tree is between the middle of the plain and the 
city, not necessarily very close to it, and (iii) that it is fairly close to the walls 
although a little way out into the plain. The poet evidently did not envisage 
all these fixed points with complete precision, but it emerges that the oak-
tree was very close to the Scaean gate, the fig-tree fairly close to the walls, 
but obviously at a point somewhere away from the gate; see further 
Thornton, Supplication I52f. That makes a reasonable indication, at least by 
poetic standards, of where the army might be regrouped to defend a weak 
section of wall behind them. 

434 Neither apfkrros nor IrriSpopos recurs in the poem (the former 1 x 
Od.)y but they are neat enough in context. Difficulties have been made 
about the change from pres. krri to aor. ihrArro, but the former states a 
permanent fact about the city, the latter implies a particular occasion or 
occasions. 

435 oi apioroi is a developed use of the definite article, a relatively late 
but not infrequent phenomenon in II. 
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436-7 For the omission of Akhilleus, and its implication, see on 433-9. 
438-9 Her concluding w . are peculiarly Homeric both in conception, 

viz. the lisdng of possible alternative modves (cf. e.g. 5.81 if.), and in 
expression: e.g. kO siScos I to x //., mostly with TO^COV; h r o T p u v g i xai a v t o y g t 
3 x //., at 15.43 a k ° with 6vuos, cf. Ouiiös avobyei (etc.) 11 x //. Helenos at 
76ff. is a recent instance of an expert in prophecy. 

440-65 Hektor responds quite fully to his wife's pathedc address, 
though without answering her in detail. The convendonal xopuOcnoAos is 
significant here, cf. 469f. and 359n. His words are gentle but unyielding as 
he declares that pride and upbringing compel him to take his place again 
in the fighting, that he knows Troy's ruin to be inevitable, that what grieves 
him most is not so much the fate of his parents and brothers as that of 
Andromakhe in captivity. The style is melancholy rather than impassioned; 
medium-length sentences enclose the longer one at 450-5; there b little 
internal punctuation and much enjambment, integral to begin with, then 
mainly progressive. The subtle interplay between typical and untypical 
elements is dbcussed at length in ch. 2 of the Introduction, pp. 18-21. 

Readers will react in their own way to this most famous of all Homeric 
scenes, on which see e.g. Schein, Mortal Hero 173-9; D. Lohmann, Die 
Andromache-Szenen der Ilias (Zürich 1988) 38-47. Ex cathedra aesthetic 
assessments are to be avoided here, but one general aspect may be noted. 
The recurrent and deliberate conjunction of two styles normally kept 
distinct, even if not completely so, is certainly significant: the severe and 
heroic on the one hand, the intimate and compassionate on the other. That 
emerges not only in the contrasting attitudes of Hektor and Andromakhe 
themselves but also in the alternation of heroic themes (the capture of 
Thebe, Andromakhe's tactical advice, Hektor's statement of heroic 
commitment and his vision of the fall of Troy) and more personal ones 
(Hektor as her father, mother and brothers; his imagining her slavery). A 
similar contrast can be found in the narrative background, too, and is 
symbolized in the baby's reaction to Hektor's great helmet at 467-70 as 
well as his mother's division between tears and laughter at 484. An 
analogous counterpoint operates between the rhetorical scale and style of 
the speeches and the naturalistic detail of certain elements within them; as 
also between the use of the traditional formular language of epic description 
and its adaptation from time to time to give startling moments of human 
insight. 

441-3 Hektor i s no less concerned than she, but states his own position 
without prevarication. aAAa paV aiv&s | is followed elsewhere (3 x ) by 
I Sei600 jifj..., here by ai6copai in a v. that recurs at 22.105. There, he will 
fear reproach for having lost most of the army; here he fears the accusation 
of cowardice if he avoids battie; cf. J. T . Hooker, Greece and Rome 34 (1987) 
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121-3, S. West on Od. 2.64-6. Then 443f. recall Diomcdes' words to 
Sthenelos at 5.253^, oú y á p poi y E w a í o v ¿Auaxá^ovn (láxcotiai | oú5e 
m i a u ICÓOCTEIV, a further statement of the 'heroic code' as Fenik notes, TBS 
31. — ÉAKKriirÉTrAous appears only here (with 22.105) and at 7.297, likewise 
of the Trojan women; cf. 'IÓOVES ÉAKÉXÍTOVES at 13.685 and HyAp 147. The 
unexpected form ÍAKKH- (from EAKCIV) is presumably determined by 
metrical requirements. Parry, MHV99, observed that 'peoples other than 
the Trojans and Achaeans play no important role in the poems', which no 
doubt accounts for the restriction of this epithet; it could hardly apply e.g. 
to the metrically similar Amazons, who are by nature óvnóvnpai. 

444-6 His own feelings are no less important than public opinion. oú6¿ 
|i£ 6upós ó v w y E v recalls Oupos rrroTpúvEt «ai ávcóyei at 439, q.v. with n. 
(indeed as a typical oral echo it may support the authenticity of that v. and 
its predecessors). póOov need not be taken too literally; it is partly a 
question of family and class (cf. 5.253 ycwaTov), though general upbringing 
and specific paternal instruction like that to Glaukos at 208 and Akhilleus 
at 11.784, aicv ápionrcúeiv Koñ irrrapoxov ippevat aAAcov, must have played 
their part. Indeed that formulation may have influenced the shape of 444c 
(which has both cppcvai - X | and initial cnEÍ/aiév), and could account for 
the awkward runover of aid here (cf. Nic/AbT). 

446 ápvúpEvos, 'seeking to gain', as at 1.159, cf. Od. 1.5: to gain glory 
for himself and Priam, i.e. for the ruling house of Troy. This is still part of 
the heroic code, and does not of itself imply, despite the 3 w . that follow, 
that he had to concentrate on reputation since he knew the city could not 
be saved. 

447-9 These famous lines have already occurred at 4.163-5; see 
comments there for the passionate and prophetic tone, also for Éaorrai with 
fjpap. T h e two contexts could hardly be more different: in bk 4 
Agamemnon thought Menelaos might die as a result of Pandaros breaking 
the truce; he proclaimed that Zeus would bring vengeance in time and 
adduced these w . as part of that conviction. The effect is no less powerful 
than here, but its tone, confident and assertive rather than pathetic and 
resigned, shows how repeated language can take on different colouring 
according to context, without awkwardness or loss of impact. T o decide 
which of these two contexts is Original ' , and declare the other to be 
derivative in some sense, is obviously wrong in principle. — It is notable 
how Hektor admits his foreboding here but will be full of confidence later, 
in the excitement of batde. 

y á p in 447 is inconsequential unless one places an improbable 
interpretation on 446 (see n.). Several M S S have pév instead, which is 
probably correct; Hektor fights for glory yet knows Troy will perish in the 
end. pév would then be partly adversative, cf. Denniston, Particles 359: ' T h e 
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primary function of pcv...is emphatic... But, as this process naturally 
entails the isolation of one idea from others, pcv acquires a concessive or 
antithetical sense, and serves to prepare the mind for a contrast of greater 
or lesser sharpness.' 

450 Ameis-Hentze classed Tpaxov and the genitives that follow as 
' objective', i.e. my grief for the Trojans etc. Translators like Lattimore, 
Rieu and Fitzgerald were right to reject the idea; it is the future sufferings 
of the Trojans that mean less to him than Andromakhe's. So much is 
strongly suggested by 462 ooi 8* au veov iacrrrai aAyos, where the 4new' or 
additional grief shows that CTEU (aAyos) in 454 also meant your grief. 

452-3 Many of Hektor's brothers have fallen already, others like 
Lukaon and Poludoros will fall before his own death; the special mention, 
in a cumulated pair of vv., of still more who will die when Troy b captured 
not only continues the scale-of-affection theme but also echoes Andro-
makhe's brothers who succumbed to Akhilleus during another sack. For the 
wording cf. 17.428, ev xoviqoi TTWOVTOS U<J>' "Exropos av5p090v0i0 (EV 

Kovi^cn(v) 34 x //., usually at the v-e but 4 X sic). 

455 Subjunct. OTE KEV T i s . . . a y q T a i contrasts with opt. after KEV in 453 
TTECOIEV, 456 uqxxivois and 457 90^015, signifying a more vivid eventuality 
than those secondary consequences; cf. also the prophetic plain subjunct. of 
459 enrgoriv. — ScncpvoEOoav ayqTai breaches 'Meyer's L a w ' but is not 
noticeably unrhythmical. ¿XeudEpov qpap, also at 16.831, 20.193, belongs to 
a varied group of formular phrases with qpap at the v-e, most of evil import 
like 463 SouAtov qpap, see 4.164^ ¿feudepos is found in Homer only in this 
phrase and the KpqTqpa...£AEU0epov of 528; like its opposite SouAios (both 
are Mycenaean) it is a technical term and restricted in usage. — T remarks 
on the generally shaming treatment of female captives, citing 2.355 where 
Nestor encourages all the Achaeans to sleep with a Trojan wife. Hektor 
suppresses this ugly possibility and concentrates on the demeaning side of 
domestic service. According to the post-Homeric tradition Andromakhe 
was to become mistress first of Neoptolemos and then of Helenos. 

456-7 Critics have argued whether this Argos b the Thessalian one, or 
the Argolid, or the Achaean homeland as a whole, and about precisely 
where the springs Messeis and Hupereia were situated. This whole 
approach is probably wrong, apart from understanding Argos in its most 
general sense. Admittedly a Kpqvq "YirEpEia b listed in the Achaean 
Catalogue, surprisingly, as though it were the name of a town; it is among 
the Thessalian places that supplied Eurupulos' contingent (see on 2.734-5), 
and Pindar, Py. 4.125 mentions a spring of that name near Pherai (which 
does, indeed, contain a conspicuous fountain); cf. Strabo 9 . 4 3 9 , though at 
9.432 he placed both Hupereia and Messeb in Pharsalia. The latter was 
also located in Messenia (!), the former in Laconia (Pausanias 3.20.1 saw 
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one so named at Therapne). But surely the probability is that, despite the 
obscure Catalogue entry, Messeis ('Middle Spring') and Hupereie ( 'Upper 
Spring*) are generic and descriptive names that could be given to many 
springs in many different places, and were chosen for precisely that reason 
by the poet. — Weaving is a common epic pursuit for maidservants, water-
fetching another; the latter is harder work and became typical of 
Andromakhe in captivity (so A m / A ) , as e.g. in Euripides, Androm. 
i66f. 

458 The description of her role and feelings b abstract but curiously 
effective. aExa£op£vr| (etc.) comes only here in II. but 3X Od.; for 
Kporrcpr) . . .avayKTj cf. Od. 10.273, where 6e pot ETTAST' looks like an awkward 
adjustment of ERRIKEIORR' here. 

459-62 KCRRA Soncpu x£°UCTOCV I picks up the | SaxpuoEooav of 455. Such 
comments by unnamed persons are a typical and successful Homeric 
device, often for drama and variety but abo to reflect the heroic need -
and especially Hektor 's- for public approval. One group follows an 
introductory v.-beginning W8E 5E TIS EITTEOKE(V), as at 2.271-7 (q.v. with 
27m.), 4.81-5, 17.414-19, 420-3, 22.372-5; these are actual comments on 
present circumstances, or reports of prayers to gods as at 3.297-301, 
3.319-23 and 7.178-80, 7.201-5. A smaller group envisages comments that 
might be made in the future, as here; so 479 (enclosed within a prayer), 
4.176-82 (resumed as here by 005 TTOTE TIS Epiei), 7.87-91 (introduced as 
•here by KCCI TTOTE TIS «TTT|CTI and resumed by cas TTOTE TIS IpEEi), 7.300-2, 
22. io6f. (see n. there) and 23.575-8. O f these, 7.87-91 is closely related to 
the present passage not only in the wording of its introduction and 
resumption but also as spoken by Hektor and including the idea of 
apicnrEUEiv. Ironically it envisages a happier event, someone commenting in 
the distant future on the tomb of the man Hektor hopes to kill in a duel. 
— The epigrammatic quality of 460 was noted by bT, and indeed it and 
461 convey a feeling of timelessness and distance that elevated not only 
Hektor but also the whole geste of Ilios. From another point of view hb 
reaction to Andromakhe's imagined fate might seem strangely self-centred; 
that would be typically heroic, but Hektor also knows she will be 
remembered mainly through himself. See further Preface, p. x. 

4 6 2 - 3 Cross-currents continue: Hektor will not, evidendy, be quite the 
man for warding off the 'day of enslavement', nevertheless the memory of 
him will increase her grief. 

464-5 Again hb words are ambivalent, but outwardly he means no 
more than that he could not bear to hear her cries, and would rather be 
dead first. X^^H Kara y a i a KOCAVTTTOI -EI recurs of Tudeus' funeral mound at 
14.114, cf. 23.256 yyri\v erri yaTav EXEV/OV of Patroklos' burial. It signifies an 
honourable funeral, therefore, one that Hektor needs and expects. 
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Andromakhe's fate is paralleled at 2 2 . 6 2 and 6 5 , where Priam foresees hb 
daughters and sisters-in-law being dragged along (CXKTJ&icras, EAKOPEVCCS) if 
Hektor is killed and Troy falls. It is tempting to compare op|if|pcrra TE 
orovaxas "TE at 2 . 3 5 6 and 5 9 0 , but they are probably struggles and groans 

for Helen, see 2.356^ Here, Ameis-Hentze note that is subjective, ctou 
objective. 

466-70 The description of the baby's fright as his father reaches out to 
him deserves all its fame, giving a sparkling impression of these intimate 
events and reactions (cf. bT) in simple, traditional language - only otfiv 
ccTUxOsis, 'amazed at the sight o f , b untypical; it may or may not be 
intended to recall Hektor's effect on his enemies (Schein argues for the 
former, Mortal Hero 1 7 5 ) . The regular and honorific epithets, 9 0 1 6 1 1 * 0 $ , 

EU^COVOIO, NRMOXAITNV (but not, as it happens, KopuOatoXos), maintain the 
heroic quality of the scene for all its informality; avf, exAivOri and taxcov are 
familiar from quite different contexts, but finely evoke the baby's response. 
No special rhythmical effects are sought, but 470 is remarkable for its 
alliteration, with v's at beginning and end (6EIVOV is adverbial with 
VEUOVTCX) enclosing the abrasive K'S, extended in 4 7 2 and 4 7 3 , of ctxpoTcrrns 
KopuOos. 

Dating the frightening horsehair plume b precarious; E. Vermeule 
(PCPS 3 3 , 1 9 8 7 , 1 4 6 and fig. 5 on p. 1 4 4 ) opts for a p r e - 1 4 0 0 B . C . type of 
Mycenaean helmet - significant if so, but a Geometric model is also possible 
(Lorimer, HM 2 3 9 ) . iirmoxctiTrjs comes only here, but cf. rmrovpiv, SEIVOV 

6 E A 0 9 0 S KGc6UTTEp0£V EVEUEV, 4 X I I . 

471-5 Emphatic | IK 6E ygXaaoa suggests the parents' release from 
tension as well as their love of the child. Traditional epithets persist ( 9 1 A 0 S , 

iroTVia, <paiSipos again) with similar effect. Repetition of 91'Aos (468, 471, 
474) underlines the family affection, and, though weapons and armour are 
often gleaming, predicative ircqj^avocooav in 473, instead of expected 
nouAupoTEipri (Edwards, HPl 211), gives special significance to the helmet 
as Hektor lays it down and dandles his child. In 475 Aristarchus (Did/A) 
rightly read (apodotic) 8* in ETTTE 8', rather than enrcv. 

476-81 Hektor's prayer is more complicated in rhythm and syntax 
than the narrative just ended. It is addressed to Zeus and the other gods as 
at 3 . 2 9 8 , the addition of others being simply precautionary. In v. 4 7 6 TOV5E 

suggests that Hektor holds the child skyward as he prays: 'Grant that this 
child of mine too, as well as I, may turn out to be eminent among the 
Trojans' (TpcoEaaiv being locative dat., cf. Chantraine, GH11,80). In v. 4 7 8 

|3n"]v T* aya8ov is a probable adaptation, slightly strained, of the common 
v-e phrase Porjv ccyaOos etc., with T91 OVOKTOTEIV also depending a litde 
awkwardly on ayaGov. On imagined comments see 4 5 9 - 6 2 ^ ; heroic 
ideology reasserts itself as Hektor foresees his son returning from his first kill, 
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bringing back the bloody armour he has stripped from the foe, to the joy 
rather than horror of his mother. 

480 aviovrra loosely after ETTTOI, an acc. of relation or respect, cf. 
Chantraine, GH 11, 46f. 

482-5 482 is a rising threefolder, after which abrupt iraiS" EOV is doubly 
emphatic. She takes the child to her fragrant bosom (on KT)OB5EI see 288n.), 
ScocpuoEv yEXaoaoa, weeping and laughing all at once, and he pities her as 
he notices it (voqaas | as also in 470). Stroking, KcnrEpÊ cv, in 485 is a tender 
and usually feminine gesture, as 5/7 x in this formular v. 

486 Andromakhe had likewise addressed Hektor as Saipovie at 407 as 
a term of affectionate remonstrance, see on 1.561; poi is ethic dat., ' I beg 
you'; ccKaxi£opai, 'distress oneself, cf. axos. 

487-9 "TTpoictTTTEiv in all 4 Iliadic occurrences is used of casting into 
Hades, cf. 1.3; on irnip aloav and similar expressions see 2.155^ atoa and 
488 polpa are equivalent, both meaning 'share' or 'portion' and so fate or 
destiny. Each man is born with a certain general portion, notably 
mortality, cf. 489 ( = Od. 8.553) errqv TO Trpfirra yEvqxai ' when once he is 
born'; also a special one, assigned (after Homer) by the Moirai, cf. Hesiod, 
Theog. 904-6 with M. L. West's comment. In v. 488 <pr)pi is solemnly 
declarative, the periphrastic perf. 7rE9vypevov EppEvai conveying the sense 
of completeness: 'Ac man, I say, ever escapes his destiny, not the coward 
nor again the brave', where p£v in OU.. .OU6E PEV is regular and emphatic 
(Denniston, Particles 362). Hektor's tone so far is rhetorical and prophetic. 

490—3 Now he gently turns to practical matters and sends her on her 
way. These 4 vv. recur 2 x Od. with certain changes, appositely at 21.350-3 
but as an interpolation according to Aristarchus (Am/A) at 1.356-9, on 
which see S. West ad loc. They seem to have been so well known in this 
Iliadic context that their Odyssean recurrences were quotations, almost; in 
this case a single lost archetype, or typical use, is improbable. The last 2 w . 
could be modified according to context; p08os, Tropirq and TO£OV were 
substituted for war as men's concern at Od. 1.358, 11.352 and 21.352 
respectively (though TTOXEPOS 8* avSpecrai PEATJCTEI recurs at II. 20.137), and 
TOO yap Kpcrros COT* EVI OTKW is the regular Odyssean substitute for TOI 'lAico 
Eyycyaaoiv. — The MSS read rraotv Ipoi 8E paAicrra in 493 but the 
Odyssean versions (as well as Epictetus and one papyrus, P 21, of no great 
authority) have traai paAurra 8* ipoi, which, for what it is worth, preserves 
the digamma of MAico as in the similar use at 17.145. — Andromakhe is to 
return home and attend to, KOPI£E, her particular tasks with loom and 
shuttle (like Helen at 3.125; she herself will be thus occupied when news of 
Hektor's death reaches her at 22-44off.), as well as giving instructions to the 
maidservants. Leaf may not be right that Eiroi'xEoGai was 'properly of 
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weaving only', despite 1 . 3 1 icrrov ETTOIXOPEVT^V; movement towards a task is 
probably implied. 

494-6 Hektor picks up his plumed helmet - its significance not 
forgotten-as his wife starts off homeward in tears (cf. Od. 4 . 5 5 6 ) . Once 
again the routine language is interrupted by an unusual term, EVTpoir-

aXi(oii£VT), 'continually turning round', in a last fleeting image of 
tenderness and regret. 

497 497 = 37°» Hektor, where it is admittedly more appropriate in 
that he was in a hurry, whereas Andromakhe is not ( 4 9 6 ) . | alvya 6 * ETTEIO* 

IKCCVEV -ov occurred at 3 . 1 4 5 , cf. 2 0 . 3 4 1 , and the language is typical enough 
to explain any minor looseness of application. 

498-9 ov8po9ovoio comes as a shock after Hektor's tender domestic 
encounter - perhaps it is a deliberate recall to the realities of battle, since 
an epithet is not essential here (plain | "Etoropos 17 x //.); it is standard for 
Hektor in the gen. at the v-e, but its two other occurrences at the beginning 
of the v., at 1 7 . 6 3 8 and 2 4 . 7 2 4 , both have particular point. — iroAAasI 
an<piTToXous is an awkward enjambment. Parry, MHV 264, noted that trees, 
TTOAUS and aAAos are sometimes separated from their noun by the v-e, but 
other instances of iroAAai | (etc.) are smoother, cf. 9 . 9 7 ~ 9 . 1 1 6 , 1 3 . 7 9 7 , 

2 3 . 5 2 0 , 2 4 . 1 6 3 . The gravitation of ivSoGi to a convenient position, and 
consequent lack of room for ¿uqjmoAous or even Spcoas in that v., may have 
been a contributory cause. 

500 This premature mourning for Hektor is prophetic and sinister, a 
foreshadowing of 22.473ff., 24.7 i9ff.; the women perceive from Andro-
makhe (as bT remarked, 499 ev&poEV implies either by her tears or because 
she told them) that he will never return alive. £coov is separated from yoov 
by verse-rhythm and is less of a jingle than it looks, with verbal yoov 
echoing the substantial yoov of the previous v. and <0 evi OTKCO further 
underlining the pathos and the paradox: they mourned him in his own 
home, although he was still alive and elsewhere. 

501-2 A final couplet expands the idea of their mourning and 
premonition, but also provides a formal and epigrammatic conclusion to 
the whole scene of Hektor in Troy (since what remains is concerned solely 
with his return to battle). For MEVOS *ai X '̂P0^ 'Axcu&v cf. 1 3 . 1 0 5 , 1 7 . 6 3 8 , 

for Trpcxpuyovra IIEVOS xai X^P0^ 7 3 0 9 . 

50j~2$ Paris runs like a proud stallion and overtakes his brother, who is cool but less 
hostile as they prepare to leave the city 

503—5 SfjOuvEV,' took a long time *, cf. 5r)v, 5^0a and Tax« > tocxuvw. The 
decorative epithets are standard ones, but their number, together with the 
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stallion simile that follows, helps present Paris in a more glamorous light: 
UVJ/t|Aoioi, KAUTOC, TroiKi'AA xaAK3>» Kpamvoioi. The whole scene, including 
the simile, has something in common with the briefer description of 
Akhilleus himself at 2 2 . 2 1 - 3 : 

a>s Enr&v irpoTi axnv p l y a «ppovecov £fitepr|K£i 

O«UAP£VOS & S 6* TTTTTOS AEOAOQRCPOS CTUV OXECR<PIV 

6s pa T6 peTa 6er|at Trraivopsvos TT£6io»o. 

5 0 6 - 1 1 The simile will be exacdy repeated, but of Hektor returning to 
battle after being revived and inspired by Apollo, at 1 5 . 2 6 3 - 8 , q.v. with n. 
Aristarchus (Arn/A) judged it to be interpolated there, but it is equally 
effective, in a slightly different way, in that context, and the probability is 
that the monumental composer liked it well enough to use it twice. That is 
unusual; Moulton, Similes 94 and n. 16, observes that 8 developed similes 
are repeated in II. and Od. together, but the fact is that most of them are 
very short; only 1 1 . 5 4 8 - 5 5 ~ 1 7 . 6 5 7 - 6 4 and Od. 4 . 3 3 5 - 9 = 1 7 . 1 2 6 - 3 0 

exceed 2 or 3 w . (apart from the present one), both of those being lion 
similes. 

Much of the language, as often in similes, is untypical, pardy as a 
consequence of special kinds of subject; but as a whole it is both energetic 
and sumptuous, OTCCTOS: 'stalled* or stabled; KOOTTI or CTKOOTTJ is 'barley* 
according to Hesychius (a Cypriot word, or Thessalian according to A b T ) , 
and aKoenrjaas (cocoanrko) therefore 'having had his fill of barley', cf. 
Chantraine, Diet. — In v. 5 0 7 Kpoaivow is evidently connected with Kpouco, 

and with 6eiq means' runs with stamping feet' (erriKporcbv TOTS TTOCTI 6 1 A TOO 

iT£5iov, Arn/A): 'gallops over the plain in thunder' (Lattimore) conveys 
just too much, 'canters down a field* (Fitzgerald) far too little. — The 
'fair-flowing river' of 508 is formular, the rest of the v. not; though the 
other two Homeric instances of participial £ico6cos (etc.) likewise apply, 
curiously enough, to horses. Whether the observation of equine behaviour 
is as close as the scholiast thought (qnAoAovrrpov y a p TO £wov, T ) is 
arguable. Aouco6ai is contracted from AosEoCai, presumably the correct 
Homeric spelling; Shipp's objections to this and other forms hereabouts, 
Studies 257, seem overdone, apq>i 6€ x<*TTai in 509 recurs by ironic contrast 
of the dead Hektor's hair dragged in the dust at 2 2 . 4 0 1 ; here the mane 
'springs out on either side, on the shoulders' (an awkward expression, due 
no doubt to lack of special vocabulary for this sort of detail), i.e. it streams 
in the wind as the horse gallops. Confident in his pride and glory, his knees 
carry him swiftly to the accustomed pasture of horses - the change of 
subject is expressive, as also, in a different way (though cf. next n.), is the 
galloping dactylic rhythm, youva q>cp£i may strike us as stilted but is 
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typically Homeric, cf. Aaivj^pot TE youvorr* evcbpa (3 x //.); feet and knees 
are often associated in the act of rapid movement, cf. 514 TOPEES SE TTOBES 

9Epov and p. 248 Jin. - Virgil's version (Aen. 11.494) opts for mares rather 
than horses, in pastus armenlaque tendit equarum; Leaf rejected the social 
implication as inappropriate. 

512-16 It is through the streets of Troy, down from his house in its 
highest quarter (for Kcrra TTEpyapov axpris cf. 4.508^, also 5.460 apE&TO 
TTEpyaixcp axpq), that Paris runs in glory like the stallion. The opulent 
language continues: he is all-gleaming in his armour, like Elektor, the 
Shining One, i.e. the sun, and laughing aloud as his swift feet carry him 
along. — V . 513 recurs as 19.398, of Akhilleus, though with 'YiTEpicov for 
EPEPTJKEI; which tends to confirm 'sun' as the meaning of TJAEKTWP, as also 
at HyAp 369 and Empedocles frag. 22.2 D - K (where its usual interpretation 
as 'fire', e.g. by Chantraine, Diet, s.v., is inaccurate). The etymology is 
unknown, but fjAexTpov as amber or an alloy of gold and silver confirms 
gleaming brightness as the core sense. xayxoAocov plainly implies' laughing 
out loud' with sheer joy, as at 3.43 and 10.565; it is either an onomatopoeic 
creation or possibly developed from x<xAoc«> cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. For 
the feet that carry him see 506-1 in. jin.\ 514 is another strongly dactylic 
verse like 511, and once again may be expressive of rapidity, though 515 is 
equally dactylic and yet conveys no special idea of motion - Leaf on 511 
rightly recommended caution in assessing such rhythmic effects. At all 
events 516 comes as a marked contrast, bringing the sentence to a calm 
conclusion after these two rather bouncing w . , as he catches up with 
Hektor on the point of turning away from the spot near the Scaean gate 
where he had been conversing (oapi^E, cf. 22.127) with his wife. 

517 trpoTEpos might seem to suggest that Paris, in his impulsive self-
confidence, 'got in first' as it were. That is just possible, but this is a 
standard half-v. (10 x //.) meaning that when two people met one of them 
spoke first, and is usually without special significance. 

518-19 Athene disguised as his brother Deiphobos twice addresses 
Hektor as T)6ET' at 22.229 and 239 (on the first occasion followed by FJ paAa 
8fj as here); so too Menelaos to Agamemnon at 10.37. The term may be 
particularly suitable between brothers, but means no more than 'familiar 
friend', from fjOos 'custom'. — A b T (followed e.g. by O C T ) took Paris' 
remark as a question, but f j pdAa 6rj usually prefaces a confident conjecture 
(see on 255-7) or heavily ironical affirmation, cf. Athene of Aphrodite at 
5.422 and Denniston, Particles 285. 6rj6uvcov echoes 6T|0WEV in 503, while ¿>s 
EKEAEUES refers specifically to Hektor's aAA* ova at 331 but more generally 
reflects Paris' own claim at 341 that he would catch him up. 

521-9 The earlier part of Hektor's response is complex in thought and 
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expression as he analyses his brother's paradoxical nature and his own 
shame at the reproaches he has to hear. Then at 526 his words become more 
philosophical as he defers such matters until later and summons them both 
to action. 

521 evcrioipos after 519 evoriaipov is unexpected, given that the adjective 
only occurs 5 x //.; it is an unconscious repetition (a not uncommon oral 
phenomenon), and there can be no deliberate punning effect since the two 
uses are so different: 519, did I not come in due order, i.e. according to 
what was agreed, and 521, a man who is fair, i.e. judges things in due order. 

522 ipyov...pax*lS» 'your performance in battle' (Ameis-Hentze), a 
special application of the general concept of fighting as work, cf. 4.4 70-2 n., 
6.522». and the qwAomSos pcya Ipyov of 16.208. No one could question 
Paris' valour when he put his mind to it, since he was aAxipos: this term 
usually comes in epithet-name formulas, especially of Patroklos; it is the 
opposite of 6etAo$ at 13.278; even the stout fighter, the aAicipos, can be put 
to flight by Zeus at 17.177; troops are exhorted to have an aAxtpov q*rop 
- it is not something one necessarily has all the time, but can be summoned 
up even by quite ordinary fighters in a crisis. Yet the description comes as 
a surprise as Hektor strains to be affable, especially in view of his words to 
Paris at 3.45, aXA* OUK CORN piq (ppeaiv ou5e T»S C&KQ. 

523 EKCOV pcOic?; is formular, cf. Od. 4.372 | qe EKOOV PEOIETS, II. 13.234 
EKOOV peOiqcri paxcofcn |, also 23.434. OUK EOEAEIS is puzzling at first after EKCOV, 

since no paradox of the EKCOV OEKOVTI' ye 6upfi> kind (cf. 4.43) can be 
intended; but it seems to depend on an aural reminiscence of 10.121 vel sim., 
TTOXAOKI y a p petal re Kcri OUK EOEAEI TTOVEEOOOI. — Editors rightly warn that 
TO 8* is demonstrative, and object of axvirrai: 'my heart grieves for that, 
when I hear... *; cpovKqp | is again formular (3 x //., 2 x Od.), its connexion 
with Oupos unusual but not to be analysed too closely, since the different 
terms for heart and emotions are used by Homer quite loosely. 

526 Compare Agamemnon's words to Diomedes at 4.362, similar in 
structure as well as in the apcoorop^T idiom ('we shall make amends to each 
other for these things'): oAA" T61, T O U T a 8* omaOcv apcaaoped*, E? TI KCKOV 

vGv...; and for the final words cf. i.i28f., on ke -rrodi ZEV$ | 60*71. 
527-8 Hektor's preceding w . have been tight and a little awkward, 

with forced adaptations of phrases used elsewhere. Now the style becomes 
more expansive in a long sentence which, unusually for the oral style, can 
only be construed after some delay and when eXeOOcpov is reached - for a 
moment it sounds as though Zeus is granting something to the heavenly 
gods. Actually it is for them that the 'mixing bowl of freedom' is to be set 
up, i.e. in a celebratory feast, in a unique figurative phrase; cf. 9.202, 
KpqTqpa KccOiara, and on EAEVOEPOS 455m; S. E. Bassett, The Poetry of Homer 
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(Berkeley 1938) 78!*., thought such phrases (cf. e.g. the 'stone tunic' of 
3.57) characteristic of Hektor in particular. 

529 The final whole-v. cumulation has a suitably formal and terminal 
ring to it, as well as a certain irony that makes an appropriate conclusion 
to these splendid but ambivalent scenes in the beleaguered city. 
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So far every Book of the Iliad has contributed in different ways but with 
strong effect to the monumental plan of the poem, either through 
establishing the central theme of the wrath of Akhilleus, or by preparing 
for, and delaying, the great battles to come, or by presenting major figures 
like Diomedes, or essential background like the behaviour of individual 
gods and goddesses or the characters in the beleaguered city. The seventh 
Book, by contrast, seems to falter slightly in its monumental role, as well as 
in the coherence of events generally - this is reflected in the clumsy 
Hellenistic title of the Book, "Eicropos xai Aiavros povopaxia. Nexpcov 
ávaípecris (on which see also p. 277, (3)). Hektor and Paris return to battle 
as indicated at the end of bk 6, but are soon interrupted by Apollo and the 
proposal for a second formal duel, curiously like that of bk 3 but without 
stated or accomplished purpose. It is bizarrely curtailed by the heralds, and 
Hektor survives. At the celebratory dinner for Aias, Nestor proposes a truce 
for the collection and burning of the dead; Priam independently proposes 
the same, and the Achaeans take the opportunity of building a huge 
defensive wall and trench around their camp. The Book ends with nightfall 
and the arrival of wine-ships from Lemnos. 

There is, needless to say, much that is fascinating in all this. The Achaean 
reluctance to respond to Hektor's challenge, Menelaos' quixotic offer and 
the subsequent selection of a champion by lot are especially dramatic. The 
details of the duel itself as well as Nestor's reminiscence which precedes it 
are in their different ways wonderfully Iliadic. Yet a new kind of 
arbitrariness in the selection and preparation of topics begins to reveal 
itself; and the succeeding bk 8, too, where battle is re-engaged, will be 
replete with shifts of fortune that sometimes appear weakly motivated and 
contribute little to the progress of the epic as a whole. Achaean reverses are 
admittedly needed to justify the despatch of the Embassy to Akhilleus in bk 
9, and that episode is a central element in the poem - one that leads on 
(after a special interlude in 10) to the grand and indispensable bks 11 and 
12, from which point the dynamic of the large-scale conception continues 
unimpeded. Yet the commentator on bks. 7 and 8 must come to terms with 
a sequence that is both less powerful and more full of minor structural and 
stylistic problems than most of the rest. Some of the difficulties have been 
exaggerated; but in bk 7 the relation of the duel to that of bk 3, and certain 
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aspects of the Achaean wall and trench, require careful consideration, as 
does the possibility that a few details reflect Athenian influence. 

These matters have been extensively discussed, primarily from the 
Analytical point of view, e.g. by Boiling (External Evidence 92-4) and Page 
(HHI 315-24 and 335-40) on the wall and trench, on which see also 
Thornton, Supplication 157-60, and by Von der Mtihll (Hypomnema 129-43) 
on the duel, on which see also W. Berghold (Die gweikampf des Paris und 
Menelaosy Bonn 1977, which has a useful appendix and bibliography on bk 
7 at i83ff.). Shipp, Studies 256-62, conveniendy summarizes the claimed 
linguistic anomalies. My own tentative conclusions (for which see especially 
on 8-13, 74-5, 327-43, 334-5 below) will be roughly these: that we cannot 
know exactly why Homer decided to introduce, somewhat cursorily in 
places, a second version of the duel theme; that the truce and the associated 
building of wall and trench are a valid compositional device, given that the 
wall is to fulfil an important function later (notably in bk 12), and permit 
a probable reapplication of motifs used in traditional accounts of the 
landing at Troy ten years before; and that apart from 334f. there is litde 
sign of special Attic influence. 

1-43 Hektor and Paris regain the battlefield, where each slays a minor Achaean and 
Glaukos a third. Athene notices what is happening and descends from Olumpos to Troy. 
Apollo intercepts her and proposes a stop to fighting for the day; she agrees to his 
suggestion that Hektor should challenge an Achaean champion to a duel 

1 £§«TOVTO, 'rushed out o f , cf. 2.809 — 8.58 iraaat 6* CBTYVUVTO m/Aai, ex 
6* iaouTo Aaos. The scansion of TTV/AECOV as an anapaest is unusual 
(Chantraine, GHi, 64; Janko, HHH 4gf.), paralleled only at 12.340 and by 
Ouplcov at Od. 21.191. Emendation ofjicai TTUAECOV to | T)6E TTVAECOV is 
possible in the former, but here Bentley's <pa> TTVAECOV can be dismissed, 
since no particle follows | a>s EITTCOV in any other of its over 70 Iliadic 
occurrences. TTOAECOS, TTOAIOS and Ttvpycov are especially unattractive. 
Trisyllabic TTUAECOV should probably be accepted, therefore, as a rare 
metrical resource; after all, -ecov for -occov is regular enough, and synizesis 
not mandatory. 

2-3 For EV 6* apa ©vp£>... pEpaaav cf. 13.337 pEpaaav 8* Evi Oupu> |. The 
plethoric TTOAEIU£EIV TJBE PAXEOGCN is formular, 8 x II. (and not specially ' to 
emphasize their eagerness', bT). 

4-7 Other similes involve sailors at sea, but as observers of a star or a 
fire (4.76, 19.375); the closest parallel (bT) is Od. 23.233, d>s 8* OT' av 
aoTraoios yf) vnxop^01^1 «pavTpr), after a shipwreck. Hektor had rallied his 
troops at 6.110-15 but their position remains acute, cf. 6.327^ The point of 
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comparison is simple and exact, both parties getting the relief they long for 
(4 and 7, IEASOJIEVOKTIV, discussed in vol. v , ch. 4 (ii) a). It is unusually 
simple, indeed, for a Homeric simile, of which this is not typical {pace 
Willcock) - it is a little plain and obvious even, stylistically more Odyssean 
than Iliadic. 

They 'drive the sea* with their oars, a vivid and unique phrase. EAOCOVEIV 

is regularly used in Od. of driving a ship along (and in //. of driving horses); 
compare also aAa wrrrov cprrpoTs, 7 x Od., as well as Od. 12.172 646p£vot 
Acuxocivov C&cop £€OTf\s lAcrrriaiv. The ancient variant eptaoovTES for 
EACCUVOVTES (Did/A) has little to commend it. The language so far is 
markedly Odyssean, as often with maritime details (see on e.g. t.432-9), 
but y v i a AEAUVTOU -o is firmly established in //. too, cf. e.g. 13.85. 

8-16 Paris and Hektor each kill a victim as does Glaukos; perhaps he 
is added to represent the allies (as Avxicov ayos av8pd>v, though cf. I3~i6n. 
init.) in this brief and symbolic rout, or perhaps bT on 13 were right that 
he is allowed to demonstrate the bravery that was inhibited in his meeting 
with Diomedes. The three encounters are perfunctorily described and 
hardly justify Athene's urgent response. 

8-13 o tiEV is Paris, picking up, as often, the last of a pair to be 
mentioned (Arn/A). His victim is Menesthios son of Areithoos, Kopuvrjrns 
or 'mace-man', specifically a nickname in Nestor's account of his demise at 
t37ff. This Menesthios occurs only here (there is a Myrmidon namesake at 
16.173, a k ° Menestheus, Menesthes and 5.608-9^), as does his mother 
Phulomedousa. She is given the epithet {Jofimts which regularly belongs to 
Here and is used elsewhere of a mortal woman only at 3.144, almost 
certainly an Athenian interpolation - see n. there; also not infrequendy in 
the pseudo-Hesiodic Ehoiai. This could be significant in a Book in which 
Athenian influence is mooted for other contexts; though nothing else about 
this particular episode, or the Areithoos tale, looks Attic. The family is 
ostensibly a Boeotian one from Arne, a town mentioned in the Achaean 
Catalogue but otherwise obscure (vol. 1, 194 and 197); Nestor's victim of 
i36ff. is Ereuthalion, squire of Lukourgos who had managed to kill the 
mace-man in a narrow passage - so both Ereuthalion and Lukourgos were 
presumably Arcadian. Areithoos and his son could still in theory have been 
Boeotian; yet that would go against the general parochialism of Nestor's 
reminiscences, and it remains probable that the poet is drawing loosely on 
his own memory and imagination here, in pre-empting material he has in 
mind for Nestor shordy. 

There is also an apparent chronological difficulty about Menesthios 
fighting at Troy. If Nestor is around seventy (see on 1.250-2), then his fight 
against Ereuthalion, when according to 153 he himself was very young, say 
twenty, was some fifty years back. By then Lukourgos had killed Areithoos 
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and had time to pass on his arms to Ereuthalion; that puts Areithoos' 
death, and therefore the birth of his son, at least some years earlier. A 55-
year-old Menesthios seems improbable, but we should remember that the 
tradition was imprecise over Nestor's chronology (see on 1 . 2 5 0 - 2 again). 
Aristarchus (Arn/A) seems to have distinguished Areithoos father and son, 
the former the mace-man and the latter the father of Menesthios; in which 
case ov in 9 would refer not to Menesthios but to 'lord' Areithoos, i.e. 
Areithoos junior, in 8. That is too contrived a solution (as Leaf remarked 
on 149) to be easily accepted. 

13-16 Glaukos is introduced in standard terms ( 1 3 S 1 7 . 1 4 0 ) , his 
victim made no more interesting than his predecessors. Neither Iphinoos 
nor his father Dexios, the object of wild speculation in AbT, recur, and they 
look like ad hoe inventions; like Eioneus in 11 they are placeless as well as 
faceless. Iphinoos is struck in the shoulder as he mounts his swift chariot, 
ITTTTCOV...WKEIAOOV (to flee, that implies); the wound is fatal, see on 5 . 4 6 . 

The second half of 1 6 recurs at 1 5 . 4 3 5 . — Hiatus within 15 im-aAncvov is 
nothing surprising in itself, despite the objections of Leaf, Shipp and others, 
since the original initial o of aXXopat, Lat. salio, of which this is middle aor. 
participle, was still erratically felt, cf. Chantraine, GH1,184. Yet rrrtaApcvos 
recurs only at Od. 2 4 . 3 2 0 , and the common form is undoubtedly rrraXutEVOS, 
6 x //. ( + KcrrrrraApEvos 1 x ) . It regularly follows the fem. caesura; here a 
masc. caesura, and so the earlier form, is needed. 

1 7 - 1 8 TOUS, viz. the Trojans, with "Apyciovs object of OXIKOVTCCS. These 
w . were first used at 5.71 if. with Here as subject. Hektor's formidable 
attack and the steady Achaean retreat there provided a far more serious 
reason for divine intervention, which underlines the casual and perfunctory 
quality of these three conquests and their undistinguished victims. 

19 The composer uses much typical material hereabouts; the present v. 
occurs 4 x //., 2 x Od. of Athene (and once of Thetis). Even the more sedate 
Here will rush similarly, a!£aoa, at 1 4 . 2 2 5 = 19. n 4 , where the divine 
progress is made more dramatic by details that might be out of place here, 
as she passes over Pierie and Emathie to Thrace, and from over Athos 
crosses the sea to Lemnos. 

2 0 'Holy' is a standard epithet for Troy, cf. "IAIOS ipr| | (etc.), 2 0 x //., 
and on 1 . 3 6 6 ; see further M. L. West, JHS 1 0 8 ( 1 9 8 8 ) 1 6 3 and i57f. 

2 1 ~ 4 . 5 0 8 (see n. there for Pergamos), but with PouAero VI'KTJV (4X 
II.) for KEKXVT' aucras. 

22 God and goddess meet by the oak-tree, a little way out in the plain 
facing the Scaean gate; see on 6 . 2 3 7 433* Clearly Athene was not about 
to enter the city itself, and Apollo descends from its heights to intercept her 
before she can rally the Achaeans. 

23 A few MSS, including Ge ~ D, have ixaepyos for Aios uios, as 5 x 
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in the formula Trpoo^T) ÈKÔEpyos "ATTÔAACOV |. It is not particularly suitable 
here, but may reflect (unrecorded) scholia and attempt to avoid a kind of 
repetition with AIÔÇ Oûycrrcp in 24. 

24-32 He addresses her with a brotherly mixture of courtesy and 
sarcasm, and is anxious to persuade her of the reasonableness of his 
proposal. Changes in tone and approach are subtly reflected in the carefully 
varied enjambments. His motive is obvious: to prevent Athene from 
completely turning the tide of battle, even though Hektor is temporarily 
victorious. Berghold, ^weikampf i85f. n. 1, develops Reinhardt's dictum 
that Apollo does not actually hate the Achaeans (as Here and Athene do 
the Trojans) but only wishes to protect the Trojans; and maintains that the 
god's actions in //. show him mainly as a preserver of measure and destiny 
and agent of Zeus's will. That is a useful corrective to seeing Apollo simply 
as the Trojan god (and see on 26-7 Jin.) ; but at the same time this is a rôle 
the poet often imposes on him, if only to strike a balance of power. V. 21, 
indeed, was quite categorical, TpcoEaai 6è {-JoOAeto viicqv. 

24—5 Compare Zeus's question to Here at 14.298, "Hpq, irfl pspauTa 
KOCT' OVAUPTTOV TÔ6* »KÔVETÇ; in which, as here, pepauTa has a strong sense, 
'eagerly wishing' rather than 'intending* (Willcock; though see on 36). 8q 
ccv (with synizesis ; the vulgate has 8" au) is ironical or resigned, cf. 8q CCVTE 

at 1.340, 7.448 and the echo in Sappho frag. 1.18 (etc.), T t v a SqOrc TTEÎÔCO; 

Apollo asks 'why have you come this time [sc. after your previous 
intervention of bk 5] in such eagerness?' — ôvpôs ôvqKc(v) | ( 6 x //., not 
Od.) is preceded here and at 21.395, of Athene, by péyaç, giving it a 
distinctly ambiguous flavour, flattering but also ironic. 

26-7 q iva 6q introduces ' a suggested answer to a question already 
asked' (Denniston, Particles 283), as with Akhilleus to Athene at i.202f., 
t Î t t t ' out* EÎAqAouBas; | q >va 6q uppiv T8qs..., with the addition of 8q 
stressing the inevitability of the motive. — ÊTEpaAKÉa vixqv | comes 4 x //., 
the sense apparently no more than that superiority is now given to the side 
that was losing before (AbT). It is not at all clear why the poet chose stark 
monosyllabic 8ûç in an enjambment of some violence (on contracted 
subjunct. forms see Monro, HG 50), except perhaps to throw more weight 
on the rhetorical addition 'since you have no pity for the Trojans dying'. 
This is a theme the god-is to develop in 3 if.; see also 24~32n .Jin. 

28-9 t o is demonstrative and refers forward to the suggestion in 29 
(rather than backward to the idea of obeying him): 'But, if you care to 
listen to my suggestion, this would be much better - for us to put a stop to 
war . . . ' . ttôAepov xai SqïÔTqTa (etc.) is a standard phrase, 6 x //., and an 
emphatic one. 

30-2 The runover-word cumulation is logically necessary, as well as 
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serving its usual function of leading into a fresh idea or elaboration, since 
Apollo can hardly expect to have Athene end the war altogether. 
Preventing Athene from actively supporting the Achaeans at this moment 
is the best he can hope for. Indeed his tactic seems successful, since, when 
fighting resumes next day, at first it is equal but then the Trojans prevail 
(8.72ff.). — * Until they find the tekmor of Ilios', cf. 9.48.; on TExpcop see 
1.525-7^ - it is the4 end * or 'boundary' of Troy, that which determines its 
fate, an indirect and abstract expression which sets the fate of Troy as 
somehow objectively fixed, with the contestants struggling and suffering 
until they eventually discover it. Apollo in his next words seems to accept 
that the two goddesses' wish is final, 4to destroy this town utterly' 
(BiorrrpaSetiv, thematic aor. inf. of 8icrnip0Eiv), and that this is its TExpcop; 
yet the complex syntax may conceal a certain disingenuousness on his part. 

33 An ancient variant, TOV 8' TJPEIPET' ETTEITO, was known (Did/A); the 
difference is minimal, though this would afford a degree of variety in view 
of 37, see on 3.199. 

34-5 Athene makes a quick decision and agrees, but disguises the real 
reason for her descent to Troy - which was presumably not only to counter 
the threat posed by Hektor with Paris and Glaukos but also to help the 
Achaeans take the offensive again. 

36 TTCOS pspovas, 4how do you intend...?' cf. Lat. metmni; the 
impetuosity implied in most uses of pevoivaco, PEPACBS etc. (cf. PEVOS) is 
absent here (cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. pspova). TTOAEPOV KaTcnravoEpEv 
av6p&v effortlessly varies the language of 29 to suit the new grammatical 
context. 

38-42 Apollo's 5-v. reply, an initial statement of suggested action 
followed by two balancing and closely-enjambed explanatory couplets, is 
undramatic and almost flat. The effect may be intended to suggest divine 
dispassion, though it accords with the curiously low-key treatment of this 
whole meeting. 

38 "ExTopos... xporTEpov PEVOS is a grandiose periphrasis for Hektor 
himself, cf. 16.189 'EXCXAFJOS Kpcrrepov JJEVOS and 23.837 AEOVTHOS Kponrepov 
PEVOS : a variant of the ilpiapoto pirjv or ^irjv 'HpaxATjEirjv idiom on which 
see 2.658-6on. It is no objection to the locution that it 4splits the formula 
"ExTopos itnToSapoio' (Shipp, Studies 258), cf. Hainsworth, Flexibility, 
passim. 

39 f\v Tiva: cf. e.g. 2.72 al KEV -ircos 6copr)£opEv, with comment; the 
conditional idiom does not entail any real doubt about the gods' ability to 
achieve their aim. The form f\v is surprising, and Chantraine, GH1, 282, 
found its many occurrences (19 x //., 17 x Od.) 'all suspect'. Often ci, or 
E?(ai) x', can be restored; the -former was supported here by Heyne and 
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Brandreth, but L e a f s objection seems just, that this common construction 
requires KE or av. rjv may well be a relative innovation, but it is questionable 
whether this presumably Ionic contraction has in all ineradicable cases to 
be regarded as post-Homeric. — oioOev olos recurs only at 226; with the 
similar aivofcv aiv&s of 97 it is a particular mannerism of this Book (see also 
on 5.440-2, 6.143; and for the clustering of formulas vol. m, ch. 2), in 
which the -8EV formation is used intensively (developed from many other 
Homeric adverbs in -0e(v) with an ablatival sense, perhaps by the medium 
of more abstract formations like TTESOSEV) ; see Chantraine, GH1, 24if. and 
M. Lejeune, Les Adverbes grecs en -6EV (Bordeaux 1939) 8gf. A m / A 
interprets as povos Trpos povov (bT give oTcos as an alternative), but is 
unlikely to reflect Aristarchus here. 

The emphasis on a duel (which one would have thought was plainly 
implied by -npoKoXEcroETai and cnrri^tov paxcaaoOat, but see next n.) is 
further developed by olov of his opponent in 42. 

40 The same v. is used of Paris' challenge at 3.20 and is the first of 
several detailed similarities; but whether Paris at that point intended single 
combat is open to question, see 3 . 1 9 - 2 0 ^ Certainly EV aivfj 8r|ioTfjTi would 
normally suggest general fighting. 

41 ayapcci implies a strong or excessive reaction (cf. post-Homeric 
a y a v ; also 3.224^ and Chantraine, Diet. s.v. aya-) and developed two 
contradictory meanings, 'admire' on the one hand, 'grudge' on the other. 
The latter is more probable here, since the Achaeans would resent the idea 
of Hektor's boastful challenge going unanswered. — xa^KOKV1ilit6ES occurs 
only here, to take the epithet-name group back to the masc. caesura, in 
place of regular and frequent EUKVTJPISES. It is now clear that bronze greaves 
were not particularly uncommon in the Late Bronze Age, see on 3.330-1, 
and that objections to the present epithet (e.g. Shipp, Studies 258 n. 2) are 
no longer cogent. 

43 Athene's further agreement is cursorily noted, and might seem to 
follow logically from her words at 34f. Actually a duel might not suit her 
plans at all well unless she was set on rigging the outcome, which does not 
appear to be the case. Once again the poet's desire to proceed with a second 
duel, without too much concern for motivation, is the determining factor. 

44-122 Helenos conveys the divine intention to Hektor, who stands between the two 
armies and makes his challenge. The Achaeans are embarrassed; eventually Menelaos 
rises to accept, but is dissuaded by Agamemnon 

44-5 This is the only place in II. where iraTs must be scanned as a 
monosyllable (as against over 50X as two naturally short uncontracted 
syllables). The Odyssey differs, with 6 monosyllables against 28 dissyllables. 
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E<pr]V8AVE comcs only here, cf. TOTOIV 6" ETURJVSAVC PUOOS | (7 x Od.), also 
I3~i6n. on ETT(I)OXPEVOS. 

Helenos' previous appearance has been at 6.76, as TTpiapiSrjs "EAevos, 
OICOVOTTOACOV ox* api<rros, where he suggests Hektor's withdrawal to Troy 
to organize prayers to Athene. No special act of divination, or supernatural 
understanding of divine wishes or conversations, is credited to him on that 
occasion, which in some respects exemplifies the typical 'advice pattern', 
see on 6.75-9; Yet his suggestion is of a religious kind, and Hektor accepts 
it from him without question (see also on 6.73-101). His later appearances 
will be simply as commander (at 12.94) anc^ warrior (at 13.576-99, cf. 
758-82 where he is wounded by Menelaos) or as one of the sons rebuked 
by Priam at 24.249. In the post-epic tradition he reveals by prophecy that 
Troy can only be taken by means of Herakles' bow (Sophocles, Phil. 
604-13), and escapes to Epeiros to become Andromakhe's second husband 
(Euripides, Androm. 1243-5, Virgil, Aen. 3.294ff.) - these are exotic 
developments perhaps of no great antiquity. The tale that he and his sister 
Kassandre gained the power of hearing divine voices when their ears were 
licked by snakes as babies (cf. Melampous) is recounted in the D and bT 
scholia on the present passage and credited to the inventive 3rd-cent. B.C. 
writer Anticleides (FGH 140F17). It is salutary to remember that 
Kassandre's own prophetic powers are passed over in silence by Homer, 
indeed by all surviving sources until Pindar (Py. 11.33). 

Yet the Trojans need a prophet, if only to balance Kalkhas, and Helenos 
is assigned the role at 6.76 (where, however, he makes no prophecy) and 
here, where intriguing hints are given of his technique. He intuits the divine 
plan, cuvOrro (H/pcp, 'put it together for himself [the literal meaning being 
more apt here than 'gave heed to' vet sim. as at e.g. 1.76] in his heart' (or 
mind). Aristarchus (Am/A) interpreted this as meaning that he understood 
by prophecy, not by hearing their conversation: pavTiK&s owfjKEV OUK 
¿Kouaas aCrrcov 1 % 9covfjs. It is true that 44! need not imply that he 
perceived their actual words in some way (though they do not exclude it), 
or did any more than a pavris usually does when he divines a god's thoughts 
or intentions, as Kalkhas with Apollo's at 1 -93ff. Yet 52-3 will completely 
alter the picture; see the comment there. 

46-53 Helenos finds Hektor (in a formular v., « 8.280) and conveys his 
advice in a simply organized short speech: 2 w . of address and persuasion, 
3 about what exactly he is to do, then 2 of justification and credentials. 
Colometry is fourfold and simple, enjambment light. 

47-8 Aii pfjTiv ctTaAavTE (etc.) is a flattering formula used 4X of 
Odysseus, twice of Hektor (so addressed at 11.200 by Iris herself); it is not 
found in Od., but cf. &691V prjcrrwp crraAotVTos (etc.), 2 x //., 2 x Od.r\pa 
vu poi TI TTIGOIO (2 x II., cf. 28) confirms that Helenos is being as persuasive 
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as possible; so does his addition that he is, after all, Hektor's brother. It is 
strange that he does not mention his prophedc status, even though it is 
implied at 53. 

49 — 3*68 in the first, Paris vs. Menelaos, duel. 
51 = 40, repeating the terms of Apollo's proposal - which does not of 

course prove he had heard it verbatim. 
52-3 The solemn spondaic opening of 52 leads to an only slightly less 

impressive phrase for dying, a formula found 4 X Od. (with OOCVCEIV for 
OCCVETV) though not exactly elsewhere in //. (but cf. Oavcrrov Kcri TTOTPOV 

briotrrj, etc., 3 X ) . V . 53 was athetized by Aristarchus (Arn/A) on the 
ground that Helenos understood the gods through prophecy, 'as already 
stated' (viz. in his note on 44, q.v. with comment). This is plainly a 
personal judgement based on his reluctance to accept overhearing the gods 
as a valid form of prophecy. That may or may not be justified, but a more 
concrete reason for suspicion is not mentioned by Aristarchus: that the 
content of 52 does not form part of the divine conversation as reported. This 
could be mere oversight, or the conversation could be fuller than the poet 
chose to record. Yet it remains true that, even if Helenos is speaking loosely, 
OTT* aKovaa fte&v, after ovvGrro Oupco | ftouArjv in 44f., and following on the 
report of an actual divine conversation, implies quite strongly that he heard 
or intuited (or whatever) what they were saying to each other, and not a message 
addressed by a god to him qua prophet. That kind of prophetic 
eavesdropping on divine plans is unparalleled in Homer; yet it is clear that 
in the present instance the gods could hardly resent it, indeed must have 
intended some device for putting their scheme into effect. In short, Helenos' 
intuition involves an unusual view of the way the gods might convey their 
wishes to a human intermediary (cf. Berghold, Jfyveikampf 186), but one that 
may merely attempt to lend detail, in particular circumstances, to a form 
of communication that is normally left mysterious or undefined. This poet 
(or the poet at this juncture) may reveal a special interest in - or 
indifference to the niceties of? - such similar responses to fate or 
circumstance: compare Priam independently making to the Trojan 
assembly at 375-8 the same untypical suggestion of a truce for collecting the 
dead as Nestor had made to the Achaean chieftains at 331-3. 

54-6 ~ 3.76-8, q.v. with n., and the conclusion that ' I n its present 
form this three-verse passage is specific to the two formal duel-scenes and 
was probably composed for one or both of them, or for a close archetype'; 
also that Hektor 'greatly rejoicing' seems more natural in the earlier 
instance, since there Paris has agreed to make a move towards ending the 
war whereas here he himself will have to face an unknown and probably 
formidable opponent, for no very obvious advantage, and with no more 
than Helenos' few confident words to encourage him. The exegetical 
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scholia on this second occurrence of the 3 vv. reflect a complex scholarly 
analysis of Hektor's actions and motives. The silent signal of holding up his 
spear with a grip half-way up its shaft (to show that his intentions are not 
warlike, A) was held to be more necessary here, when the armies are locked 
in noisy conflict, than in bk 3 when they were not yet fully engaged (bT). 
— In 56 the vulgate reading is TOI as at 3.78, but one group of MSS 
including A, D and Ge favours oi, accepted in O C T . Usually the MSS 
replace the older form Toi with oi (etc.) except where metre demands the 
former (cf. Chantraine, GH 1, 275^, which is not so here. The repeated 
passages were probably at some stage identical and Toi should be preferred; 
but with the pardy modernized and incompletely systematized spelling of 
our texts even that is debatable. 

57 In the equivalent scene in bk 3 the Achaeans continued to hurl 
arrows and stones at the Trojans until Agamemnon ordered them to stop 
(3.79-83). That is condensed here, and Agamemnon bids them be seated, 
like the Trojans, as though he had been through all this before. 

58-61 Epanalepsis of initial KCC6 (apocope of KOTO) in 57 and 58 links 
the pair of deities to the pair of armies. The Trojans sat, then the Achaeans 
likewise, then the gods did something similar. It is primarily a rhetorical 
device, but the divine interest is confirmed and the forthcoming duel given 
a special and unworldly status. As T put it, the poet is elevating the 
proceedings, uycov TCX -rrporrropEva, by making the gods spectators. 

59-60 Athene and Apollo sit on the high oak-tree (presumably that of 
22, q.v. with n.) to watch; they are 'like vultures' - is that just a simile, or 
have they actually taken vulturine form? The question is not merely 
pedantic and has literary interest; unfortunately ancient critics left no 
opinion on the matter. There are several other contexts in both //. and Od. 
where gods, and especially Athene, move rapidly like birds and on occasion 
take their form (cf. F. Dirlmeier, Die Vogelgestalt homerischer Gd'Uer, 
Sitzungsberichte der Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften, Phil.-
hist. Kl., 1967, 2): (i) Dr S. West's first thoughts were probably correct (i.e. 
in Odissea 1, not the English revised version) that Od. 1.320, of Athene, opvis 
5" cos... 8i67rrcrro, is simply a simile to express rapidity of movement, which 
is characteristic of Homeric deities, (ii) Her second thoughts (in the Eng. 
version) are preferable over Od. 3.372, where <pr|vrj eiSopevn cannot simply 
be equivalent to «prjvii 8' ¿>s- indeed EI6OPEVOS -t) specifically means 
'disguised as' o r ' taking the form o r in all four of its Uiadic occurrences and 
all remaining eight of its Odyssean ones, as in the repeated v. Mcvropi EISOIIEVT) 

fjjjiev Sepas TJBE xai avSrjv (5 x ). (iii) When Apollo descends from Ida iprjKi 
Eoixcbs at II. 15.237 he obviously goes as swifdy as a hawk, not in the likeness 
of one. (iv) Hainsworth may or may not be right in Odyssey 1 that criOutij 6' 
EiKvia of Leukothee at Od. 5 . 3 3 7 means 'in the manner of' and not 'in the 
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form o f . It should be noted that EOIKCOS -OTE$ usually connotes 'like' in a 
general sense, but4 in the likeness o f at 2.20,5.604, 1 3 . 3 5 7 , 17.725, 
21.600,24.347. (v) Again, at Od. 22.240 Athene darts up into the roof of the 
megaron and sits there, E£ET* avat^aoa xeAi6ovi EIKEAT) OVTTJV, like a swallow. 
The bird-comparison might apply simply to her movement, avai^aaa, but 
word-order as well as the addition of 6rvrr)v suggests she has temporarily 
disguised herself, (vi) There is one passage, and that in //., where a minor 
deity goes up into a tree and almost certainly takes the form of a bird; for 
at 14.286-91 Sleep, "YTTVOS, climbs the highest tree on Ida to observe Zeus 
without being seen by him and sits there, covered by the pine-branches, like 
the bird gods call x0^*1'? a n d men icupivSts. Movement is not in question 
here, and the obvious interpretation is that Hupnos not only sits concealed 
like the bird, but has taken the bird's form (the term for 4 like', EvaXiyxios, 
could imply cither; for the latter cf. 17.583). 

A degree of uncertainty remains. No doubt vultures (aiyumos is a poetic 
and generic name, <pqvq perhaps Gypa'elus barbatus, cf. D'Arcy W. 
Thompson, A Glossary of Greek Birds, 2nd edn, London 1936, s.v.) did from 
time to time sit in trees in pairs when battle was on; and if the gods are 
set on watching from such a position, then they might simply be likened 
to them. The poet may, after all, consider them as invisible to men in any 
case, which reduces the possible absurdity. But the Hupnos passage favours 
a temporary metamorphosis - a regular stratagem for gods, these two more 
than most. All in all that appears the most likely interpretation; the poet 
had in any case some specific sense in mind for this striking and unusual 
image. At least theriomorphism can be left out of the account, since neither 
Athene nor Apollo, presumably, was originally a vulture (!), cf. 1.55 m. 

61-2 The cumulated | ocvSpaoi TEp-rropEvoi makes the image of the two 
gods in the tree even more striking. Probably in an incongruous form, 
certainly in an incongruous place, they sit there 4 rejoicing in men': that is, 
in the opposed armies now seated and waiting for single combat to be 
arranged. The model, ironically, is the Zeus of 8.5if. and 11.80-2, seated 
in splendid isolation, rejoicing in glory, watching the city of the Trojans and 
the ships of the Achaeans. These gods are not at heart so objective as that, 
but for the time being they take pleasure in the mortals spread out before 
them, whose immediate destiny they have jointly determined. 

The seated ranks are iruKvai, densely packed, and TTE9piKuiai, either 
'shivering' or 'bristling', with shields, helmets and spears. The relation of 
these two senses of 9ptoo,co etc. is less than crystal clear (cf. Chantraine, 
Diet. s.v. 9pi£). Cold causes shivering, and hair to bristle; but the real 
connexion may be in the idea of an apparently rough surface, whether spiky 
or through oscillation. The Iliad uses both senses: fields bristle, 9ptaaouoiv 
apoupai, with corn at 23.599, people shiver or shudder, TTE9ptKaai, in fright 
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or horror at 11.383 and 24.775. Sometimes the senses overlap. Here 
'bristling' is only strictly appropriate to the spears, but in any event the 
description properly belongs not to a seated army but to one advancing: the crucial 
comparison is with the dense, dark phalanxes that move into battle aaxeaiv 
T£ xai i y x « " Tr€9p»cviai at 4.28if. — As bT remark, 62 even by itself stirs 
the imagination as well as elaborating the narrative; and the visual aspects 
of the scene are further developed in the simile that follows. The equivalent 
scene at 3.84C had nothing similar, but proceeded directly to Hektor's 
speech. 

63-6 The simile is typically sharp and brilliant but provokes further 
reflexion on the meaning of 7TE9piKuiai and 9pi§. In the last n. it was seen 
that the (seated) troops are 'bristling' with weapons because that was the 
way advancing armies are usually envisaged, especially in relation to their 
spears. Now the ranks of Achaeans and Trojans are seated 'as the 9pi£ of 
the west wind pours over the sea, when it [#. the wind] first springs up, and 
the sea darkens because of it [jr. the 9pt£]'. The 9pi£ is the rippling or 
ruffling of the surface: it is a movement of the water but presents a static 
rough appearance when seen from a distance. Whether the whole mass of 
troops is itself envisaged as tensely moving, as oscillating in anticipation as 
it were, is doubtful; more probably it is simply the ruffled surface, akin to 
bristling, that is so visualized. But their ranks are irvKvai (61), and in the 
comparable 4.282 they are also KVOVECU, purple or dark; the blackening of 
the sea evokes that same density and darkness. So too at 21.126 a fish will 
dart up through the black ripple, p4Aaivav 9pix* tnraT^ei; at Od. 4.402 the 
old man of the sea will emerge 'covered by' black ripple, as though it were 
something tangible, UEXaivrj 9PIXI KOAV^OEI'S. These applications appear to 
extend and loosen the terms of the present simile, cf. also 23.692^, d>s 8' od' 
Crcro 9PIKOS Bopcco avorrraXXETcn ¡x&>s I ¿v 9UKIOEVTI, UEXCXV 8c € tcGpa 
KoXuvycv. Leumann, HW 62 n. 30, argued that the author of those vv. 
misunderstood the genitive Zc9upoto in the present passage, taking it as 
possessive whereas it is actually absolute with opvuplvoio VEOV in 64. That 
is ingenious, but the separation of Z£9upoio from opwpEVOio is strongly 
against it, and both descriptions seem to be syncopations of longer ones in 
which the 9pifj is specifically caused by the wind; so that the 9pi£ of the west 
(or north) wind means the ripple belonging to, or emanating from (so 
Ameis-Hentze), that wind. 

Finally Aristarchus (Did/A) read TTOVTOV urr' auif|, taking Z&pvpos as 
subject of HEACCVEI - verbs in -aiveiv being usually transitive in Homer, but 
cf. 20.42 KuBotvov; the vulgate TTOVTOS tnr" axrrife is widely preferred. PEAOVEI 

for liEXaivci seems to be a variant metri gratia, for which other forms in -avco 
offer no good parallel (Shipp, Studies 85f.). 

67-91 Hektor's speech begins with the same formuiar v. as in the 
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equivalent passage at 3.86, but is followed correctly by o<pp' ETTTCO . . . KEAEUEI ; 

whereas 3.87 misapplies a v. used twice later in bk 7, suggesting priority at 
this point for the present version of the duel, see on 3.86-7. The speech as 
a whole is simply expressed, cumulative in style and with heavy progressive 
enjambment (10 instances), with 4 w . in periodic enjambment and only 
one (79) in integral, against a mere 3 whole-v. sentences. The latter part, 
in which he sets out the details of returning the loser's body, is especially 
discursive and reflects his constant concern with this theme, which is to 
become an obsession from bk 22 on. The formular epithets stand out more 
than usual from this rather plain style, and give a relaxed and almost 
ingratiating impression to his words: 67 EVKVT)PI6ES, 69 UVFI£UYO$, 71 
Eum/pyov, 72 TROVTOTTOPOTCTIV, 75 8(co, 77 TOVAR|KEI, 78 KotXas, 82 ipr)v, 83 
EKorroio, 84 EUCTCTEXPOVS, 85 KapT) KOPOCOVTES, 86 TTXCTTET, 88 TToXUKXrjVBt, 
oivoTra, 90 9at'8ipos. 

His overtly stated main points form a coherent argument if they are 
glossed somewhat as follows: (i) the oaths made for the previous duel have 
not (yet ) been fulfilled; (ii) (therefore) Zeus must be determining 
destruction for one side or the other; (iii) (therefore) let a champion face 
him, Hektor, in renewed single combat (to see which side is really at fault); 
(iv) moreover (Zeus's involvement demands that) the loser's body should 
be handed over for proper burial, (v) in the case of a (probable) Achaean 
loser, with a mound that will perpetuate their (and especially Hektor's) 
kleos. 

69 The reference to the oaths is unambiguous; only extreme Analysts 
have questioned its authenticity. The oaths were those solemnly taken by 
Agamemnon (with Odysseus) and Priam at 3.275ff., before the previous 
duel that day, to the effect that if Paris killed Menelaos, then the Achaeans 
were to give up Helen and leave forthwith; if the reverse, then the Trojans 
were to hand over Helen, the goods she brought with her and proper 
reparations. T o this Agamemnon added that in the absence of reparations 
the war would continue. Both sides cursed oath-breakers (3.298-301), but 
the duel ended in an unforeseen way with no clear decision. It is only the 
truce that is formally broken (when Pandaros wounds Menelaos at 
4.125ff.), and it is then that Agamemnon claimed naturally enough that the 
Trojans had trampled on the oaths, 4.157 KOCTCX 8' opxia M A T A TRCMIAAV, 

and predicted that Zeus would destroy Troy as a consequence - words 
echoed by Idomeneus at 4.269-71. The Trojans made no comment - nor is 
there any reference to Pandaros' treachery (admittedly at the behest of 
Athene) at his death in bk 5. Now at last Hektor mentions the oaths, and, 
as one might expect, in an egregious manner that makes the whole affair 
look like an act of god: 'The son of Kronos, who weighs the balance on 
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high, did not bring the oaths to completion. ' In short, some reference to the 
abortive outcome of the previous duel can hardly be avoided, and he deals 
with the matter brilliantly. What is surprising is that the Achaeans let him 
get away with it, making no rebuttal even when it would help them out of 
their embarrassment when none of them is anxious to accept Hektor's 
challenge. 

70 TexpaipcTai, 'decrees', as with TEKurjpavro at 6.349 (literally, 
establishes a TOcpcop or end, see on 30-2) : Zeus is decreeing, with evil intent, 
Kccxà çpovécov, for both parties, until one or other suffers defeat, Korxà 
çpovécov is a self-contained formula, 5 x //., cf. e.g. 16.373 Tp&m KOXÀ 

çpovécov; which makes it difficult to take KOKO with TExpaiprrai also, crrro 
xoivoO as Willcock suggests. Rather the quality of Zeus's decree is revealed 
by the state of his mind, xaxo çpovccov. 

73 Aristarchus read 8* ev for uév (Did/A), almost certainly correctly. A 
second pév after ôpxia pév in 69 is unlikely (except for those who like Leaf 
would like to expunge the oaths altogether), whereas 5' balances that uév; 
moreover 'there are among you àpio-rfjEç' is preferable to 'you have 
apiCTTfjcs--. \ simply. In any case the function of yap (in uplv 8* Iv y à p 
laaiv) is complicated; Denniston, Particles 73, calls it an isolated Homeric 
instance of ' fusion of clauses ' ; that presumably implies, what seems to be 
the case, that yâp presupposes the sentence which actually follows: '(let 
someone face up to me,) for you have among you the chieftains of all the 
Achaeans'. 

74-5 Hektor now challenges an Achaean champion to face him; his 
ostensible purpose is suggested in the supplements of 67-9in. fin., but he 
must know, all the same, that Zeus would probably not determine the 
previous oaths in his favour. Perhaps he feels that to kill one of the enemy 
leaders in single combat would be worthwhile in itself, and more effective 
than pursuing his recent advantage in general fighting; or perhaps the poet 
has no fully worked-out motive for him in mind, but proceeds for his own 
purposes with a second formal duel. What those purposes might be, 
however, is itself unclear: (i) further delay, given that there is to be another 
major distraction in the building of the wall and trench, seems unnecessary; 
(ii) the single-combat theme is hardly rich enough to encourage further 
deployment so soon, given the poet's apparent difficulty in varying it (e.g. 
over how the duel is to be terminated) ; (iii) foreshadowing of Hektor's final 
encounter with Akhilleus (except for the ironical concern shown over the 
fate of his body) is not sufficiently stressed to be a plausible motive; (iv) the 
emphasis thrown on Aias and his rôle as the Achaeans' main defensive 
fighter could be achieved in other ways, and in any case emerges in bk 12 
and later; though it undoubtedly helps justify his membership of the 
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embassy in bk 9. — If the composer's materials and motives remain a little 
mysterious at this point, at least his character Hektor can be said to be 
successful in disguising his weak moral stance as challenger. 

In 75 irpopos was evidently taken by Aristarchus (Arn/A) as a 
syncopated form of Ttpopaxos (i.e. 'front fighter' in a special sense), and 
Chantraine, Diet., was inclined to agree. It has been noted that no other 
human character in Homer applies an honorific epithet to himself as in 
"Etcropi 8ico (cf. 9a»8ipos "Eicrcop in 90); yet 5ico is not in any case very 
emphatic, and Hektor is doing no more than use formal and grandiloquent 
language appropriate to his challenge and his temporary self-confidence. 

76 The solemn declaration and invocation correspond formally with 
the prayers and oaths of 3.2761!. They were to do with the ending of the 
war, but now Hektor is concerned solely with the disposition of the loser's 
corpse. That might reflect the composer's uncertainty of purpose; or it 
could be Hektor's way of further distracting attention from the ambivalent 
implications of the proposed encounter: ' he abbreviates and distorts the 
matter of oaths, since they had recently transgressed them' (T). 

7 7 - 8 5 There is close correspondence between the main elements of the 
two conditional sentences: 77 ei PEV KEV EPE KEIVOS IATJ and 81 EI 6E K' lyco TOV 

iXco; 78 TEU)(ECC OVATJCTCXS (pepErco and 82 TFjyta. ovAqcras OUTGO ; 79 ocopa 5E 

OIKOCB' ipov 8opEvai TTOCAIV and 84 TOV 8E VEKUV ETTI vqas EOCTCTEAPOUS 

cnroBcoaco; 7gf. o<ppa m/pos pE | Tpd>ES... AeAaxcoai and 85 o<ppa e 
Tapxuacooi... "Axaioi. 

7 9 - 8 0 These vv. recur at 22.342f. when Hektor lies mortally wounded: 
his request will be brutally rejected by Akhilleus. He had already tried to 
reach agreement over the treatment of the loser's corpse at 22.254ff., with 
some similarity to the present passage at 258f.: 

AXK' ETTEI ap KE ae auAqaco KAUTCX T P J Y I , 'AXIAAEO, 

vEKpov 'AxaioTaiv 8axrco iraAiv, a>s 8E aru pî Eiv. 

Both direct repetition and loose similarity are probably deliberate, 
underlining Hektor's obsession with this matter and giving ironical point to 
his emphasis on the present occasion. — Inf. 5opEvai is used as 3rd-person 
imper. here, 'let him give', but (as more commonly) as 2nd-person imper. 
at 22.341; the change of reference is minor and says nothing about priority, 
a&pa, not otherwise of a human corpse in II. (though 3 x Od.), is an 
acceptable metrical variant for the commoner VEKUS as in 84. rrupos 
AEACCXGXTI (etc.) 'allot one's share of fire', i.e. in cremation, is a brilliantly 
figurative phrase, 4 x II. 

81-3 Hektor knows he has divine support (52f.) and credits it to 
Apollo, pardy no doubt to depress his challenger. Dedicating trophies on 
temple walls was a common later custom mentioned only here in II. 
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85 The verb recurs at 16.456 = 674 of Sarpedon, EvOa £ Tapyuaouai 
KacriyvT|Toi TE ETCCI TE, followed by the significant words TVPFKO TE OTT)AI] TE. 

Here too the act of Tapx^Eiv is to be followed by building a mound (86 
crfipa); but there the tomb and gravestone are specifically part of the 
TocpyuEiv process - which cannot, therefore, be solely concerned with the 
immediate disposal of the body (as with corresponding m/pos... XEXOXCAXJI 

at 79f.). That is important, because Tapyuciv has naturally often been 
connected (and still is, e.g. by Willcock) with TapiytVEiv and Tapiyos, 
'dried (or smoked) fish', and held to connote some special treatment of the 
corpse, e.g. a kind of embalming for those killed overseas. The close relation 
of Tapixeueiv (used by Herodotus no less than 12 x of mummifying) to 
TapxuEiv is in fact doubtful (Chantraine, Diet. s.v. Toplxos; he seems to 
deny the possibility s.v. Tocpxuco), the suppression of the former's long iota 
being inexplicable. In any event Tapx^Eiv in Hellenistic uses, as well as in 
Hesychius and the garbled scholia on this passage, retains the implication 
of solemn burial rather than any peculiar treatment of the corpse, and M. 
Andronikos (Arch. Horn, w 6) rightly stresses this as the Homeric meaning. 
See also G. Nagy in C. A. Rubino and C. W. Shelmerdine, edd., Approaches 
to Homer (Austin 1983) I97ff. 

86 As part of the formal burial of his victim Hektor envisages the 
Achaeans as ' pouring a conspicuous mound', a arjiia, for him. Only one of 
the tumuli along the shores near Troy can be said to have been certainly 
there in Homer's time; that is Be$ik Tepe above Besika Bay on the 
Aegean shore, of which J. M. Cook in his exemplary survey concludes that 
'we cannot tell whether the Aeolians who came to settie on this coast saw 
a broad low mound or a tall tumulus at Be§ika. In either case, however, 
they must have been aware of a massive artificial barrow there' (Troad 
174). The other surviving tumuli seem from their (sparse) contents to have 
been later; the prominent Uvecik Tepe, three kilometres inland from 
Besika Bay, is probably the Roman ' T o m b of Festus' built over a tumulus 
of classical date (Cook, i72f.), and the three tumuli between Sigeum and 
Kum Kale, i.e. close to the promontory at the southern entrance to the 
Dardanelles, were probably built in the later 6th or earlier 5th cent. B.C. 
(Cook, 159-65). None of these is strictly 'over the flat Hellespont', the only 
survivor to fit that description being the conspicuous In Tepe, the ' T o m b 
of Ajax ' , to the east of the mouths of the Skamandros and near Rhoeteum, 
which is of Hadrianic date though it had a predecessor closer to the sea 
(Cook, 88). — It is possible, therefore, that a prominent mound behind 
Besika Bay (where there was also a cemetery with Mycenaean connexions, 
see pp. 49f.) was indeed a landmark familiar to sailors who passed this way, 
'sailing in many-tholed ship over wine-dark sea' (88), and so gave Homer 
or a predecessor the idea. There may, of course, have been other early 
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tumuli that have not survived, even perhaps along the strictly Hellespontine 
shore. 

8 7 - 9 1 Kai TTOTE T15 EITT^CTI followed (in 91) by ¿>s TTOTE TIS epEci follows 
the pattern of 6.459 a n d 462, likewise a comment imagined by Hektor; see 
on 6.459-62, also on 300-2 below. The second Kai in 87 could mean either 
'even* or 'also', the point being that the mound will last long into the 
future. 

88 vr)T TroAuKAf|i'6i recurs at 8.239 and 3 x Od.t and TTAECOV ETTI otvoTra 
TTOVTOV 2 x Od.; ETTI (E'IS) otvoTra TTOVTOV by itself is found 3 X //,, 4 X Od. 
Sailing the sea is a more common Odyssean pursuit, but this particular 
combination of established phrases, with its plangent repetitions of TT, V and 
KA, is a unique and brilliant evocation of the timeless remoteness of this 
unknown passer-by. 

8 9 - 9 0 The style of the comment is that of funerary epigrams, in which 
every word counts. The onlooker, as Hektor imagines, will sense that 
'splendid Hektor' is the victor, and that his unnamed heroic victim is 
himself ennobled thereby. See further on 300-2, also Preface p. x. 

91 Hektor now specifically claims what he has so far only hinted at (in 
words that won the disapproval of the exegetical scholiasts, who accused 
him of ambition, pretension and barbarism): that as winner of the duel he 
will attain glory for ever - cf. the KAEOS O ^ I T O V conceived as Akhilleus* 
destiny at 9.413. 

92 = 398 and 3.95, where a similar silence greeted Hektor's equivalent 
proposal for a duel. The v. is formular, t o x //., 5X Od. 

93 Technically a rising threefolder, though colometry is overriden by 
the strong antithesis of the exactly matched vkv and 6e clauses. Such 
rhetorical phraseology is prominent here and there in this Book, see on 39, 
120-1. 

94 | 04* SE 6f| is formular, 7 x //., 5 x Od.> often following the formular 
v. 92; so also at 399. Together they neatly express a thoughtful or nervous 
reaction to a serious proposal. There is no oyE... after 3.95, since Menelaos 
there accepts the proposal with confidence; here his offer is delayed and 
reluctant. 

9 5 VEIKEI OVEI6I£cov, obtrusively redundant and not found elsewhere, is 
scarcely improved by reading VEI'KE' as in 'some of the commentaries', 
Did/A. The rest is more straightforward, though apparently unique to the 
occasion, and makes Menelaos' unhappiness unmistakable. 

9 6 - 1 0 0 His reproaches are expressed with unambiguous severity which 
needs no support from unusual colometry, punctuation or sentence-length. 

9 6 cnTEiAT)TfipES is hapax; 'AxcxiTSes OOKCT' 'Ayonoi repeats Thersites' 
insult of 2.235. 

9 7 For aivo&v aivcos see on 39 OIOOEV oTos. 
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9 9 - 1 0 0 ' May you all become water and earth' is a unique expression. 
These are the components from which human beings are made according 
to one popular view (so Hesiod, Erga 61, Xenophanes frag. 33, cf. Hesiod, 
Theog. 571 with M. L. West's comment), and the Achaeans' inertia makes 
it an appropriate form of curse, axriptoi, from xrjp = ' heart', means 
4lifeless* or 'spiritless* (6x //.; in its two Odyssean uses it has a different 
sense akin to that ofcacripaTos). cckAees is neuter acc. used adverbially; nom. 
plur. oxAees , s o accented, had some support (cf. Eustathius 669.1) but is 
probably an incorrectTorm (Chantraine, GH 1, 74). aurcos intensifies: 'in 
an utterly inglorious way*. 

101-2 Internal punctuation and light integral enjambment, leading to 
the pointed general statement about the gods, stand in effective contrast to 
the periodically and progressively enjambed couplets just before. TcpSe is 
not 4harsh' (Leaf) (nor is its dadval force hard to understand), but 
emphatic and derogatory. On Tr«pcrr' see 6.i43n.; here the sense must be 
not 'bonds' but ' l i m i t s ' - n o t that victory is manipulated as though on 
strings, but that the ends or decisions about who shall win arc held above, 
in the sky, among the gods. 

X03 b T were right to note the minor oversight that Menelaos would 
already have been in armour, wrong to suggest that perhaps he now puts 
on special armour for the purposes of a duel. 

1 0 4 This v. is almost identical with 16.787, cvO' apa t o i , TTcctpokAe, 

«pavrj P i o t o i o t e A e u t t ) , where in moving terms the poet announces Patroklos* 
imminent death. Here the emotional level is lower and the statement 
conditional - yet Menelaos is in danger, and the rather staid narrative of 
events so far needs to be made more dramatic. On the poet's use of 
apostrophe, direct address in his own voice to one of his characters, see on 
4.127, also Edwards, HP I yji.; Patroklos (no less than 8 x , all in bk 16) and 
Menelaos (7 x ) are the main recipients of this kind of address, which can 
be metrically useful (as with Eumaios in Od.) but also seems to reveal a 
special sympathy by the poet for these particular characters. Menelaos was 
twice apostrophized, at 4.127 and 146, when he was wounded by Pandaros, 
at first sight fatally; now, too, he is on the verge of great danger. 

105 Hektor's superiority will be defined by Agamemnon at 111-14. 
106-8 The other chieftains restrain him, but Agamemnon takes him by 

the right hand in a solemn and intimate gesture, cf. e.g. 4 . 1 5 4 . Iiros t ' apcrr* 
ek t * o v o h o £ e ( v ) is a common form of emotional address, 17 x //., 26 x Od., 
often accompanied by touching with the hands. S e ^ i t e p t o eAe X e , P ° S occurs 
in such a context here only, but cf. 1 4 . 1 3 7 BE^iTEpnv 8" eAe x « P * ' A y a p E i i v o v o s 

- Bentley preferred the acc. form at 7.108 also, to observe the digamma of 
Eiros. 

1 0 9 - 1 9 Agamemnon's reply begins with an excitably punctuated and 
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closely enjambed couplet, after which the style becomes calmer as he 
explains his reasons. He ends, like Menelaos, with a clause or sentence 
beginning at the bucolic diaeresis: 118 ai KE 9uyqai, 101 aCrrap umpOE. 

1 0 9 - 1 0 cuppaivEiv only elsewhere at 2.258 and Od. 20.360, in abuse of 
Thersites and by the suitor Eurumakhos respectively. The abstract form 
¿qppoovvq seems concocted to strengthen ¿«pporivEis; like ypq with the gen., 
it is otherwise Odyssean. Menelaos' madness consists in fighting un-
necessarily against a stronger opponent. 

xxi Ipi8o$: 'out of rivalry' as at Od. 4.343, i.e. just to make a contest 
(rather than out of rivalry with the other Achaeans as bT claim). That is 
not, of course, Menelaos* true motive for standing up, which is likely to 
have been shame at the failure of the others and a feeling of responsibility 
for the war on his own part - issues Agamemnon may prefer to avoid. 

xi2 CTTvyEovxn, 'abhor*, conveying strong physical revulsion (so 
Chantraine, Diet. s.v.); the idea of fear is clearer in the recurrence of this 
hemistich at 15.167, of the other gods' feeling about Zeus. 

1 1 3 — 1 4 'Even Akhilleus* - but not elsewhere in II., and this must be a 
piece of persuasive exaggeration by Agamemnon to assuage his brother's 
pride. Akhilleus himself will say at 9.352-5 that while he was fighting 
Hektor never dared move far from the walls. It is in fact no insult to 
Menelaos to say that Akhilleus is greatly his superior, TTOXXOV apsivcov, in 
war. The language is fairly standard at this point, though avTipoXqoai etc. 
comes at the v-e in its other 8 Iliadic uses. 

x X7-19 The subject changes to Hektor: he will have a hard task whoever 
the Achaeans set against him - Agamemnon's peroration is rhetorical in 
style and occasionally strained in expression. Thus aSEiqs comes only here; 
admittedly a6cT)$ is not easily accommodated in hexameters, except e.g. in 
the formula KUOV ¿SEES (3 x ). poOos is a relatively unusual term for the moil 
of battle; three of its occurrences are in the phrase KCCTCC poOov, the other 
two relate to Hektor, here and at 240, q.v. with note. OKOpqTOS is regular, 
also with TTOXEPOU, CRIMES and PAXQS. 1 1 8 - 1 9 are reminiscent of Akhilleus's 
threat at 19.7 iff., . . . . . . 

^ ' * CXAAa TIV OICO 

acnraoicos aurcov yovu Kapvj^iv, os KE 9uyqai 
8t)iou EK iroXlpoio UTT' eyxeos qpETEpoio. 

yovu Kapyeiv, ' to bend the knee', i.e. probably to sit down after the strains 
of fighting, is confined to these two contexts (with the more drastic <3̂ 900 
youvorr* CKapifC when Odysseus is washed ashore at Od. 5.453), though not 
uncommon in tragedy. Homeric knees can be touched, unloosed, speedily 
wielded, or subdued, all in standard phrases, and there is no reason why 
they should not be bent also - though the precise implications of that are 
not made so clear. At any rate critics have not been disposed to question the 
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w . in their bk 19 form. Yet 119 here involves a clumsy adaptation, 
suggesting that bk 19 may indeed be the model; for vrrr' cyxeos rjurrtpoio 
there is unsuitable and has to be replaced. This is done nearly but not quite 
in the form of 5.409, EAOOVT" EK ITOAEJIOIO KCCI aivfjs 6T)IOTT)-ROS - here, 
however, EA6OVT* gives way to 6T}?OU. Leaf found the repetition with 
5r)ioTTyros 'disagreeable' and thought these 3 w . probably added; ancient 
critics noticed nothing amiss, moreover 119 recurs as 174, where it appears 
necessary. In any event Greek audiences did not find verbal repetitions so 
jarring as we sometimes do; cf. P. E. Easterling, Hermes 101 (1973) i4ff. 

1 2 0 - 1 These words, down to Trapcimbv, occurred at 6.6if. (with the 
possible toning down of irapETrcioEV to irpEvyEv), likewise of Agamemnon to 
Menelaos - see n. there; but now assonance and alliteration are made even 
more extreme by the addition of the o 6* cmtGrro' TOU HEV emrra. No one 
who heard these lines could doubt that they were being treated to a display 
of aural fireworks which had no particular relation to meaning but was, on 
the other hand, consonant with the sporadic rhetorical tours de force of the 
present Book; see also on 39, 93. 

122 Appears regular in expression, and well describes an action which 
makes a firm and rather touching conclusion to Menelaos's brave 
intervention. Yet it happens to involve a unique application of the formula 
ccrr* ¿bpcov TEUX€* iAoirro (4X //., cf. cnwro TEUX£* O"1" ebpcov 2X //.), 
elsewhere used of stripping the armour off a victim (cf. 5»7n.), as in the 
unambiguous variant car" copcov TEUXC" EavAa, 3 x II. There is, of course, no 
reason why a gesture, e.g., should not have different applications according 
to context. Thus (•••) Trrraocras, Stretching out both arms', in II. 
describes a victim collapsed on the ground or imploring succour from his 
comrades (twice each); in Od. an embrace, or the Cyclops guarding the exit 
from his cave, or a kind of dive (once each). That gesture of itself has 
multiple implications; even so, its martial uses in II. can create a kind of 
resonance in Od. When a particular use becomes established by repetition, 
exceptional applications become noticeable and may create distinct 
overtones. Thus the peaceful action of Menelaos' servants 'taking* armour 
off shoulders could carry a residual echo of the more violent removal from 
corpses in battle. That seems unlikely; but by temporarily abandoning 
traditional martial associations the singer has done something noteworthy 
by oral standards. 

123-205 Nestor rebukes the other Achaeans for their reluctance, relating a long 
exemplary tale of events in his youth. As a result nine chieftains volunteer, of whom Aias 
is then selected by lot 

123-60 The poet is clearly interested in varying this duel from its 
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precursor in bk 3; essentia! ancillary themes appear in both, but they are 
differently developed. Thus the very idea of a challenge leads to alternative 
possibilities of response: immediate and straightforward, delayed and 
complicated. Delay inevitably elicits a rebuke, itself a common theme (see 
on 5.471); indeed rebuke followed by acceptance or self-justification is a 
classic Homeric device for dramatizing attitudes and elaborating con-
frontations. Even in bk 3, where Menelaos accepts the challenge, the rebuke 
theme made an appearance; for Paris makes an implicit challenge and then 
retreats from it, to be rebuked by Hektor who then makes a formal 
challenge on his behalf. Here in bk 7 the rebuke theme is even more 
prominent. First Menelaos rebukes the other Achaeans for their cowardice; 
then Agamemnon lightly rebukes him for his rashness; finally Nestor makes 
a developed rebuke based on his own exploits when young. 

It may well be that, as Schadewaldt felt (llias-Studien 82ff.), this type of 
parainesis is extremely ancient; yet we can know little about it in earlier 
forms, and it is not prominent in e.g. the Gilgamesh epic. Nestor's 
reminiscences about warfare and skirmishing in the western Peloponnese 
(perhaps reflecting conditions after the collapse of the Mycenaean empire, 
cf. vol. 1, 2i5f.) have an air of authenticity and may represent a particular 
strand of local saga, entirely separate from the Trojan or Theban material, 
that became available to Homer or his predecessors; see now M. L. West, 
JHS 108 (1988) 160. Together with his own seniority and role as counsellor, 
with a penchant for reminiscence even apart from exemplary aspects, it has 
been developed into an important minor genre within the poem as a whole. 
The Iliad contains four such speeches by Nestor: (i) i.254ff., where he 
intervenes in the quarrel between Agamemnon and Akhilleus and tells 
them to take his advice, as the Lapiths did when he helped them in their 
war against the Centaurs; (ii) the present speech, in which he starts by 
saying how Peleus would lament if he knew what was happening, then 
recalls how he himself readily responded to the Arcadian Ereuthalion's 
challenge and slew him; (iii) 11.656-803, where, addressing Patroklos, he 
criticizes Akhilleus for his indifference to the Achaean plight and remembers 
his own prowess in the skirmishes between Pylians and Epeians, culminating 
in his devastation of the Epeian chariot-force; he recalls how Peleus and 
Menoitios instructed their sons as they left for Troy, and urges Patroklos to 
use his father's advice against Akhilleus; (iv) 23-626ff., where he thanks 
Agamemnon for awarding him a prize and recalls how he won every 
contest but one at the funeral games for Amarunkeus. O f these, (i) and (iv) 
are shorter and relatively simpler than the others, of which (iii) is 
longest with 158 verses, (i), (ii) and (iii) are all rebukes, and (ii) and (iii) 
both refer at some length to Peleus. A somewhat similar parainesis (with 
Peleus-refercnce, youthful reminiscence and developed exemplum) is 
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Phoinix's speech to Akhilleus at 9 .434? There, however, allegorical 
elements are added and the main exemplum is not autobiographical but an 
independent tale of the wrath of Meleagros. 

The present speech is regularly expressed, though with a necessary 
concentration of proper names at 133-7. The style is cumulative and 
progressive, only the death of Areithoos at 142-5 giving rise to shorter, less 
sedate sentences. Finally it may be noted, against the doctrine often 
advanced by scholars about Homeric digressions in general, that the length 
and complexity of Nestor's paraineseis do not for the most part correspond 
with differing needs for emphasis on their particular contexts, but vary 
according to their own interest and internal associations. Further study is 
needed, but meanwhile the facile idea that length and elaboration 
necessarily reflect structural or emotional importance should be treated 
with caution. 

123 The other Achaeans sull need spurring into acdon; Nestor is the 
obvious person to do it, especially since he cannot take up the challenge 
himself. 

124—5 His rebuke begins like his reproach to Akhilleus and Aga-
memnon at 1 .254? i I 2 4 here = 1.254, a n d at 1.255 Priam would rejoice, 
j f j KEV yTj6T|aai, whereas here Peleus would lament, | f j KE ply" cbpcb̂ EiE (in 
contrast with pey* cy^6££v at 127). The exegetical scholia fussed about why 
Nestor should adduce Peleus* grief to persuade the Achaeans, since he was 
father of Akhilleus who was causing all the trouble. But Peleus was a 
respected figure who typically filled the role of the father sending o ? h i s son 
to Troy, and whom Nestor once visited (i27~8n.). — 'Horseman* is 
usually applied to heroes of the previous generation (so e.g. Willcock); see 
on 2.336 for iirrroTa (21 x of Nestor, also of Peleus (twice), Phuleus, 
Tudeus and Oineus); NRNT)Aorra, with yEpcov usually preceding, goes with 
Peleus ( 4 X ) , Phoinix ( 3 X ) , Tudeus and Oineus. Clearly -eus names 
predominate, but these epithets are also useful for preceding dissyllabic 
names beginning with a consonant or digamma, and the old -eus names are 
often dissyllables. Horsemanship is not an attribute peculiar to them: 
Patroklos is nnrcu(s) (4 x ) , and nnroSapoio is most frequendy used of 
Diomedes. 

126 The description is unique, though composed of standard elements; 
e.g. Nestor himself is (Aiyv$) TTvAioov ayoprynis (2 x ) . 

127-8 Nestor will describe the occasion more fully in another 
reminiscence at 11.769?.: he and Odysseus were visiting Peleus in Phthie 
to recruit his son (and Menoitios') for the war against Troy. Zenodotus' 
prya 8' EOTEVEV for pcy* cyTj0E£v, and consequendy pEipopEVos for cipopEVOS, 
would be incredible had not Aristarchus said so (Arn, Did/A, Arn/T). In 
128 TOKOS probably means much the same as ycvErj, i.e. parenthood (as also, 
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probably, in the same phrase at 15.141 and Od. 15.175), rather than 
'offspring* as often in later Greek. 

130 The poet is straining to make the imagined scene an unusual one. 
Neither creipsiv nor avasipEiv are used elsewhere in Homer of raising arms 
in supplication (or, as here, indignation) to the gods - the regular formula 
is ocvcoxov (etc.) as in 177, 9 x //., 3 x Od. ; nor are X^P0^ usually 
91X05 (only at Od. 12.331), though the epithet somehow suits Peleus' 
imagined despair. Aristarchus (Did/A) and a few late MSS read papcias for 
9tXas ova, unappealingly. 

131 |8vpov ocrro pcXccov; SO Od. 15.354, M- 13-67if. = i6.6o6f., 
23.880. Its combination with the 60vai 6opov formula (3.322 + 3 variants) 
is casual, not to say careless, since it is the vpuxq not the 6upos that normally 
descends to Hades. 

132-3 The invocation in 132 was used by Agamemnon, rhetorically, at 
2.371 and 4.288. Nestor's wish that he were young again is a typical way 
of introducing his reminiscences, but at 11.670 and 23.629 it takes the form 
of the v. that will be used resumptively at 157, ci6' cbs qfkooipi... That is 
precluded here since at yap has just occurred, hence qfSfiip' simply. 

133—5 The setting of this encounter between Pylians and Arcadians (on 
cyxftripcopoi cf. 2.692 and 4.242^) is described with notable vagueness. 
Pheia is said to be on or by two different rivers, Keladon and Iardanos (of 
which Keladon might be a tributary, Ameis-Hentze); yet classical Pheia 
was not on any river worth the name, neither was a Keladon or Iardanos 
known in the Peloponnese. According to Strabo 8.348 some thought the 
town was Khaa and the river Akidas (the latter mentioned by Pausanias 
5.5.8 as joining the Anigros somewhere near Arene/Samikon). Aristarchus 
(Arn/A), on the other hand, took KEXCCSOVTI to be an epithet like coKupoco, 
with a change of case by the time their noun, 'iapSavou, finally appears in 
135. That is unacceptable, even if one suspects that poco KEXOCSOVTI (cf. poos 
tccXaScov at 21.16) lies at the root of the problem. As for Iardanos, the same 
phrase MapSavou ¿P91 pccOpa | denotes a river in western Crete at Od. 3.292 
(see S. West ad loc.), and the poet may have repeated the name almost 
automatically - though a river as such is not required by the context. 
Strabo, loc. cit., talked of a tomb of Iardanos. 

Acc. plural Ocas appears at Od. 15.297; it is in or near Elis, passed by 
Telemakhos on his voyage home from Pulos to Ithake. The MSS there have 
Ocpas, a common confusion, and Didymus argued for it here too; but 
Aristarchus, Strabo and others show Ocas to be the right reading in Od., 
and Octcts is probably correct here. Pheia is most likely to be the predecessor 
of the classical polis on a hill near modern Katakolo, by the northern end 
of the Cyparissian Gulf, but the rivers remain mysterious (despite HSL 94); 
the mouth of the Alpheios lies some ten miles down the coast. If the western 
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Arcadians were in Parrhasia (vol. i, 218), then they might have interfered 
as far to the N-W as Pheia; though somewhere further south, around Arene 
indeed, might have been a more plausible area for border clashes with 
Pylians. 

136 Nestor had mendoned Ereuthalion back at 4.319, where he told 
Agamemnon that he wished he were as young as when he slew Ereuthalion. 
Now comes the full story. 

137-50 Similarly Areithoos has had a brief mention at 9f. where Paris 
kills his son Menesthios. That passage named Areithoos' wife Phulo-
medousa, perhaps an ad hoc invention; see on 8-13, which also considers 
possible chronological difficulties. Here we learn that Areithoos was given 
the sobriquet 'mace-man* (also at 9) because he was armed not with bow 
or spears but with an iron mace; that one Lukourgos killed him by trapping 
him in a narrow place where he had no room to swing the club, and 
spearing him to death; and that Lukourgos wore his victim's armour until 
he grew old and gave it to his squire Ereuthalion, who challenged the 
Pylians. The tale is narrated in clear ring-form: would I were young, 
Ereuthalion, Areithoos, Ereuthalion, would I were young. 

137 That Ereuthalion was wearing Areithoos' armour is emphasized 
again at 150; quite why it, as opposed to the iron mace, was important is 
unclear, except perhaps as a means of introducing the tale of Areithoos* 
death. More probably a longer version is being abbreviated. 

138-41 According to 9, Areithoos* son Menesthios lived in Arne, 
presumably the one in Boeotia; see on 8-13. Here bT say that Areithoos, 
though Boeotian, was an ally of the Arcadians - obviously mere guesswork. 
His name is Greek but his weapon (probably related to xôpuç) b Near 
Eastern, perhaps Assyrian, in type. Its being of iron differentiates it from 
primitive Early Bronze Age maces with stone heads from Troy and 
northern Greece (cf. H. G. Buchholz's uldmately inconclusive discussion, 
Arch. Horn, E 319-38). It also suggests that it b not merely a development 
of e.g. the Centaurs' branches, compare Herakles' (post-Homeric) club and 
Orion's bronze one, pôrraAov irayxôAKtov, at Od. 11.575. Any kind of club 
would be relatively useless in organized battle, precisely in the çctXayyES he 
is supposed to have smashed according to 141, since anyone with a 
thrusting-spear, let alone a throwing-spear, lay out of range. One possibility 
is that Areithoos was originally an Arcadian brigand, the subject of saga 
after the end of the Bronze Age, whose rôle gradually developed so that he 
was credited with armour and involved in formal warfare; another, that 
Homer got the idea from Near Eastern sources, perhaps poetical and 
perhaps via Cyprus (so Lorimer, HM 1 igf.). 

138 Epanalepsb of the proper name casts further emphasis on the 
whole digression; also, through 8iou, on the heroic status of Areithoos. 
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142-5 Like 147, 142 can be phrased as a rising threefolder - perhaps 
should be, in contrast with the emphatic central caesuras of the intervening 
verses. Areithoos' death has a folktale aura: how do you deal with a club-
swinging enemy? Get him in a place where he has no room to swing. That 
is done by trickery, 142 BoAcp, i.e. the narrow passage is planned and not 
just a fortunate accident. Again the lack of realism reminds one of folktale: 
he could have shot him down almost anywhere, but the mace-man has to 
be overthrown specifically in relation to his idiosyncratic weapon. This 
Lukourgos (no relation to the Thracian king of6.i3off.) is said in the later 
tradition to be an Arcadian hero, son of Aleos or Amphidamas, father of the 
Argonaut Ankaios; his grave was shown at Lepreon (Pausanias 5 . 5 . 5 ) . 

143-4 A narrow defile at a place called Phoizon was remembered as 
site of the ambush in Pausanias* time ( 8 . 1 1 . 4 ) . OTEIVCO7T& EV 0 8 & looks 
unique, but recurs in the context of the chariot-race at 2 3 . 4 1 6 . oAE8pov | 
XpcndpE entails a loose extension of the regular meaning of xpatoiiEtv, 
'help': 'ward off destruction, oi, to his benefit'. 

145-6 The killing is described in totally formular language, with the 
first half of 1 4 5 recurring at 1 3 . 3 9 7 , the second at 1 1 . 1 4 4 and 1 2 . 1 9 2 , and 
j TEUXEOC 6* (T*) E^EVAPI^E 4 x //.; to (etc.) oi IROPE sic is also formular, 6 x 
//., as is XOAKEOS "Aprjs, 5 x . 

1 4 7 UETCX P & A o v "Apr)os |: so also at 16.245. 
149 8' is apodotic. This is the first time we hear that Ereuthalion was 

Lukourgos' ©epcrrrcov (on which see i65n.). 
150 For the emphasis on Lukourgos' armour, quite apart from the 

mace, see on 137. Whatever Ereuthalion's degree of fictionality, his 
challenge may be specially created by the poet here to provide Nestor with 
his exemplum. 

1 5 1 OV8E TIS ETAT} I 7 x //.; the rest of the v., though regular in 
vocabulary, is not exacdy paralleled. 

152 Ovpos ccvfjKE(v) 6 x //., elsewhere at the v-e. "iroAvTArmcov (cf. 
TTOAUTAOS) comes only here in //. and once in Od.; it is emphatic in contrast 
with 151 O08E TIS ETAT| (SO Ameis-Hentze). 

153 I 6apo«i co is apparently parallel to | ocp OapoEi at 6 . 1 2 6 , with q> 
equivalent to EM$, 'through my own boldness'; that may be correct since it 
leads on more consequentially to the mention of Nestor's extreme youth. So 
Zenodotus, but Aristarchus disagreed (Arn/AT), evidently taking the 
phrase to refer to Ereuthalion, 'his rash self, after the model of pir̂ v 
'HpctKATjEirjv etc. on which see 38n. Extreme youth is a typical element of 
this kind of David-and-GoIiath encounter; cf. Nestor's other youthful 
triumph at 11.717!^ 

1 5 4 6obK£V...'A6R)vrj |: cf . EUX°S EBCOKE - a s | 3 X //., 80013 BE poi EVX°S 

'ATTOAACOV 2 x II. Nestor has not previously mentioned this prayer, but such 
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omissions and compressions are common enough, especially in the 
abbreviated-reference style and in reladon to gods, cf. e.g. 6.i83n. init. 

155-6 155 is solemnly spondaic, H^KICTTOS does not recur in //. but is used 
of the giants Otos and Ephialtes at Od. 11.309; Nestor applied xapTioros 
with triple emphasis to the great Lapiths and Centaurs of his youth at 
i.266f. (cf. also 6.185, 9-558)- Such superlatives typically belong to speech 
not narrative, see p. 31. Nom. TTOAAOS is rare (3 x //., 2 x Od.) compared 
with TTOAUS; in association with TIS, only here in Homer, it is a distinctively 
Ionic idiom, and like oAiyos Tts is frequent in Herodotus, see J. E. Powell, 
A Lexicon to Herodotus (Cambridge 1938) s.v. Tts, ni.3. Thus a poet who could 
have used KETTO ueyas MeyaXcoaTt as at 16.776 (with some adjustment to 
provide a connecting particle) ventures on a new and pardy colloquial 
description in which ivGa KOU evGa is traditional enough (cf. e.g. 2.812, 
5.223, 6.2) but T r a p r i o p o s , evidendy intended to mean 'sprawling' 1tel. sim. 
(as in a possible imitation at Aeschylus Prom. 363), probably entails a 
wholly idiosyncratic reapplication of a traditional term. 

For it is one of Manu Leumann's tours de force to have shown in detail 
(HW 222-31) the curious background to Homeric uses of "trapriopos, 
Traprjopia». The former is properly the trace-horse, the latter the traces; the 
derivation is from acipopai (Chantraine, Diet. s.v. aeipco 2), 'be suspended 
from', 'be attached to', in the special sense of 'harnessed' , as e.g. with 
owaeipeTai at 15.680. The iraprjopos is the horse that is harnessed Trapa, 
to the side. That is unmistakable at 16.467!?". when Sarpedon hits and kills 
Patroklos' trace-horse Pedasos (specifically said to have been put EV 
Traptiopifloiv, in addition to the yoked pair, at 16.152; see n. there); the 
other two horses leap apart, the yoke creaks, the reins are entangled, rrm 
8FI KETTO Trapriopos EV xoviqat - 'since the trace-horse lay in the dust' (471). 
Automedon then cuts the horse clear and order is re-established. Leumann 
argues that EKEITO Trapriopos ev6a xai ivda here in bk 7 is a reapplication of 
KETTO irapriopos ev xoviqert at 471 there, and thus that the singer has 
misunderstood as 'sprawling' a phrase that had lodged in his memory out 
of proper context. 

One thing is certain: that Trapriopos here cannot mean 'trace-horse'. At 
23.603 it must mean 'reckless' or the like, which could be a metaphorical 
derivative of the trace-horse meaning; could 'sprawling' be a different one, 
i.e. running out to the side evOa xai ev6a, in two directions, namely very 
extended? That is just possible, but now (at 227f.) Leumann adduces 
another argument: for at 8.80-90 a horse of Nestor's (no less) is wounded; 
it is disturbing his other horses, and Nestor cuts away the traces, Trapqopias 
cnrETapvE. It is a trace-horse, therefore - but the poet curiously refuses to 
use the term trapriopos itself, even though clarity and context demand it. 
Is that because he is the same as the composer of the Nestor-reminiscences, 
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and so takes TTaprjopos to mean something different? Leumann thought so; 
the matter will be further discussed in 8.87-9 m.; meanwhile it is difficult 
to treat his contention as anything less than a strong possibility, and an 
intriguing one. 

157 A typical v., see on 132-3, used here to close the ring. 
158 cnrrfjoEiE pax^lS. an adaptation of traditional language to produce 

a colloquial effect: 1 would have a fight on his hands'. 
159-60 159 oT takes a 3rd-person verb, 160 01 a 2nd-person one (there 

is nothing unnatural about the latter, contra Leaf) ; Ameis-Hentze compare 
5.878,17.250 and Od. 9.275c for the change of number, but the main factor 
may be that 159 retains as much as possible of 73, ûplv 8' cv yàp iaatv 
ctpioTTies navaxaiûv. 

161-8 Nine stand up at Nestor's rebuke (they are imitated in the 
metrically awkward Od. 8.258), with Agamemnon remembering his kingly 
rôle and volunteering first - though he could have done so sooner, one 
remembers, when dissuading his brother. The list is more complex than at 
first appears. V. 162 — 23.288 (with Eumelos for Agamemnon) and 163 = 
23.290, both from the list of volunteers for the chariot-race. The next 4 w . 
recur at 8.262-5 in a list of eight Achaeans who follow Diomedes in driving 
the Trojans back from the trench: they are Agamemnon, Menelaos, the 
two Aiantes as here, Idomeneus and Meriones as here, Eurupulos as here, 
and lastly Teukros. The four repeated vv. are hardly typical or traditional, 
and one or other context is borrowing from the other; bk 8 takes many 
repeated lines from elsewhere and is prima facie candidate as borrower (TOTCTI 

8* €TT* may fit better in 8.262, which has two heroes named in the previous 
v., but then Tot 6' ¿in in 7.164 would make an awkward hiatus). Diomedes 
replaces Agamemnon as first and Teukros is included, though see on 164 
below; Menelaos is of course added, though excluded here for special 
reasons. 

The chariot-race list has a further affinity with the present one in that it 
leads to a drawing of lots (at 23.352-7, though for places rather than to find 
a single name). There, Eumelos, Diomedes, Menelaos, Antilokhos and 
Meriones are involved, of whom Eumelos is known primarily for 
horsemanship and would not be a suitable opponent for Hektor ; Antilokhos 
provides an excuse for his father Nestor to give advice, but is too young for 
the present rôle - even though he is among the volunteers for the spying 
expedition at 10.227-32, q.v. with n. Eurupulos and Thoas are the least 
powerful candidates, but the former is to be prominent in bk 11 (though his 
contingent rates only 4 w . in the Catalogue) where he is wounded, whereas 
Thoas wins high praise later, see on 2.638. There are no other obvious 
absentees, apart of course from Akhilleus, Patroklos and Menelaos, since 
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Tlepolemos is dead and e.g. Meges, Menestheus or Leitos are clearly less 
effective; for Teukros see on 164, and for Odysseus on 8.261-5. 

164 The Aiantes are 'clothed in fierce defence* as at 18.157, cf. 
avatSEtqv E7Tt£tp£V8 at 1 .149 and the common formula ©oupiBos CCAKT}S I; for 
a possible IE parallel see M. L. West, JHS 108 (1988) 154. They are 
probably the two Aiantes, rather than the greater Aias and Teukros (who 
are sometimes meant, by the old use of the dual ATOVTE which is also 
extended to simple plural forms, see on 2.406); that is suggested by the 
recurrence of this v. at 8.262 in a list in which Teukros is specifically named 
(see previous n.) - unless that v. is indeed borrowed from here and its 
implication misunderstood. In fact neither the lesser Aias, sometimes 
envisaged as light-armed (see on 2.527), nor Teukros who is usually an 
archer, makes an ideal champion, though both are often seen fighting in 
regular armour. 

165 OTTCCGOV occurs only 6 x //., not Od.y of which 5 x of Meriones as 
companion of Idomeneus (and once, at 23.360 in a probably secondary use, 
of Phoinix). The word is Mycenaean and signifies a companion in warfare 
especially (Chantraine, Diet, s.v.; C . J . Ruijgh, Minos 9, 1968, 124); but 
Meriones is also called Idomeneus* ©Epcnrcov (6 x //.), a far commoner term 
which can, but need not, express a more subservient relationship, OTTCCCOV 

'IBopevfjos I (3 x ) and ©sparrow eus 'ISopEvqos | (3 x ) serve different 
metrical purposes; the possibility of a specifically Cretan origin for the 
former cannot be discounted. See further S. West on Od. 1.109-12. 

166 This formular description of Meriones (4X //.) may be of 
considerable antiquity - cf. M. L. West, JHS 108 (1988) 156 on the 
scansion of 'EvuaAicp av6pEi<povTq. 

168 Odysseus comes last, almost as an afterthought — not because he is 
clever (bT) but because he can hardly be omitted after such as Eurupulos 
and Thoas (neither he nor Thoas appears in the bk 8 list). 

170-4 Nestor now tells them to draw lots; that is succinctly conveyed 
in 171, the other 3 vv. being general exhortation. Is this to divert attention 
from the possible disadvantages of a lottery (religious beliefs apart) when 
the paramount need is to choose the best man? The problem was noted by 
b T (171,«) and they suggested some psychological reasons for doing it 
Nestor's way. 

171 TrnraXao©£ (rather than -EO6E, cf. ETTTOS etc.), from TTOAAEIV = 

'shake', is correct against the impossible TTETTOCACCXOE which found its way 
into many MSS despite Aristarchus (Arn, Did, Hrd/A). 'Shake now with 
the lot, successively, to see who gets it ' must not be taken quite literally. 
What actually happens is that they each throw their marked lot into 
Agamemnon's helmet and then Nestor does the shaking - not to mix the 
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lots, or not only that, but until one jumps out (175-82). In the less 
developed drawing of lots in the first formal duel Hektor and Odysseus at 
3.316 'took lots in the helmet and shook them', presumably to mix them 
up - for at 324-5 (q.v. with n.) it is Hektor alone who performs the final 
shaking that makes the winning lot jump out. Like much technical 
vocabulary in Homer, that of drawing lots tends to be loosely deployed 
from time to time; thus 3.316 recurs at 23.861, but there the two 
contestants, not the umpires, do the shaking. Yet the same syntax as here 
is implicit in 24.400, T & V prra TTOAAOUEVOS xXripcp Aaxov E\>6a6' imaOai -
which confirms that 'shaking with the lot' is a general expression for casting 
a lot, and Aaxeiv etc. for winning. 

172-3 OVT|OE! . . . ovrjaETai: he will benefit the Achaeans and also himself, 
if he survives; OUTOS, ov 8vpov and the middle form of the verb emphasize 
the personal advantages, obviously in gifts and honour. 

174 For the repetition 8ryfou... 8r)YoTfj*ros see 117-1 gn. Jin. 
175-7 Each of the nine made his mark on, EoriviiivavTo, the lot 

(presumably a potsherd, see on 3.324-5) and put it in the helmet - the 
regular receptacle, cf. 3.316. There is no question of any kind of writing 
being used as at 6.169, since each can recognize only his own of)pa (i83ff.); 
Aristarchus rightly remarked that they used signs not letters (Arn/A). 

177-8 The prayer occurs at the same point, and is introduced in the 
same terms, as in the equivalent drawing of lots in bk 3, see on 3.318-23. 
In 177 ancient grammarians (cf. Hrd/A) and medieval MSS were divided 
between ©EOTCTI 8E and 6EOTS !8E, the former being preferable. V . 178 will be 
repeated at 201; | ¿¡>8E . . . ETTTEOKE(V) is strongly formular, see on 6.459-62. 

179-80 The prayer is unusually succinct; for the use of the infinitive 
(perhaps assuming 80s, T ) cf. 2.413, 3.285. The three names are in order 
of preference as i82f. show; yet a favourable view of Agamemnon (cf. 162) 
is maintained, since Odysseus or Idomeneus might well have been 
preferred. He is 'king of Mukene of much gold', which recurs, in even more 
honorific circumstances, only at 11.46 and 1 x Od. 

181-2 The same v., though with a different name-epithet group, 
appeared immediately after the prayer in bk 3 also, at 324. Now in 182 the 
winning lot leaps out of the helmet as it is shaken; IK 6* iOopc KAFJPOS recurs 
at Od. 10.207 (cf. 23.353), but in 3.325 the idea is held over to the v-e and 
a different phrase, IK xAfjpos opouoEV | , used. That is to accommodate a 
unique and attractive detail, | a y opocov,' looking away' , of the lot-shaker 
at the verse's beginning. 

183-9 This part of the description is unparalleled elsewhere; the 
showing of the winning lot for identification is unnecessary in bk 3, where 
only two parties are involved, and is passed over in the cursorily described 
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lottery for the five chariot-drivers at 23.352!^. Here the herald has to carry 
the lot around all nine (who are in the throng rather than forming one, 183 
and 186, qptpoov av* opiAov cnravTri); it is rejected by each one until it is 
placed in the hand of the man who had scratched his mark on it (187 
rrnypayees) and now recognizes his of)pa. 

1 8 4 EVBE ÎOC, to the right, is the formal as well as the propitious way to 
circulate, cf. Hcphaistos pouring wine for the gods at 1.597. 

188 Handing over the lot for inspection is described in detail to make 
the moment of recognition even more dramatic. GTTECTXEOE is hapax in 
Homer, though EP^OXE is common, and Aphrodite placed her girdle in 
Here's hands, Ip^ocAs x E P a i v > a t 21.47. There is an appealingly naive quality 
about the herald 'standing close' (6 x //.) and dropping the lot onto Aias' 
hopefully outstretched hand. 

189 Can be heard either as four-colon or as a kind of threefolder, 
perhaps the latter (in contrast with the regular colometry of the preceding 
w . ) since a climax is intended. 

190 Aias' joy is reflected in a heroic and almost rustic reaction, not a 
typical one, as he flings the lot to his feet. 

191-9 He announces that the winning lot is his and expresses his joy (cf. 
189); then, with successive afterthoughts in cumulated vv., tells the others 
to pray for his success. Vv. 195-9 were athetized by the ancient critics, 
probably wrongly, see n. ad toe. Admittedly 191-4 alone would have 
constituted a short, practical statement, but the remainder turns into a 
justifiable and almost expected boast, ending with integral enjambment 
providing a typical rhythmical climax. 

191-3 xori aCrros|8up$ is mainly for emphasis, though Oupcp also 
performs the runover-word's common function of introducing a fresh 
thought - here, that he will win. SOKECO meaning ' think' is found in Homer 
only here and at Od. 18.382; it is categorized by Shipp, Studies 259, as a 
'common prose usage*. That is correct, but the verb appears only 8 x II. 
even in its regular meaning 'seem'. 

193 8uco is aor. subjunct. (Aristarchus* 8uvco, Did/A, failed to carry 
conviction); compare Paris' apT)ia TEUX«* 8UCO at 6.340. 

195-9 Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized these vv. (so too Zenodotus and 
Aristophanes, Did/AT on 198) as out of character with Aias and making 
him absurdly contradict himself; even Leaf found that hypercritical. In fact 
Aias' series of qualifications enables him to lead from the idea of the prayer 
to a typical piece of self-projection, to be echoed by Hektor at 237-43. 

195 For silent prayer cf. Odysseus' at 23.769, ov Kcrra ©upov. The idea 
is not commonly expressed in II. but is reasonable in the circumstances, for 
the Trojans are assumed to be observing proceedings closely. The motive 
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for silence is presumably to avoid their frustrating events by a counter-
prayer. For oiyf j I9* upcicov cf. 19.255 err* avTo<piv fjcrro aiyfj , where the 
Achaeans listen in silence to (and partake in) Agamemnon's prayer. 

196-9 Wilamowitz, Untersuchungen 244 and n. 6, thought 195 to be 
authentic but to have generated these next 4 w . as interpolations; his real 
objection was to 199 £v ZaXapTvi, q.v. with n. 

196 Aias' amendment is reasonable enough, since a silent prayer might 
suggest that he is afraid. apipaSiiiv is an obvious polar alternative to oiyfj 
(cf. Aa6pi^... ap<pa8ov at 243); the rrret-clause recurs at Od. 2.199. 

197-9 Now he proceeds to say why fear is out of the question: no one 
will put him to flight, either (i) by force, piT|, against his will, or (ii) through 
skill, ¡SpEiq, i.e. through lack of skill on his own part, since he is no 
ignoramus in the arts of war. — Suyrai, 5 x //. sic, is related to SICOKCO, cf. 
Chantraine, Diet. s.v. Sicpon; for the subjunct. as remote fut. cf. e.g. 6.459. 
6Kcav ¿cxovTa is a rhetorical flourish to strengthen pifl, for being driven back 
by force is obviously against one's will (EACOV is an ancient variant for CKCOV, 

preferred by Aristarchus, Did/A, but not compelling). The vulgate then 
has T* aiSpgiq, wrongly; both t&pciij and vf|'i6a are connected with (p)oT6a, 
VT)- being a negative prefix. Hektor in turn will boast of his technical 
knowledge in the successive olBa's of 237-41. 

The acc. and inf. construction is unusual where the subject is unchanged, 
but cf. e.g. 13.269. iA-rropat is directly paralleled only at 15. n o , but the 
meaning is not merely ' think' or * consider' as commentators say; rather 
the ironical use of 'expect ' is natural enough,' I should be surprised to find 
that. . . ' Finally that Aias was raised in Salamis is mentioned in Homer only 
here and in the notorious catalogue-entry at 2.557. That v. was found to be 
probably authentic despite later objections, and it was suggested in the n. 
on 558 there that the Salaminian origins of Aias and Teukros may have 
been played down because of ambivalence in the oral tradition over their 
Aeacid connexions. The mention of a birthplace here is typical and 
effective, and the v. is probably reflected in Pindar, Nem. 2.i3f.; ytvcoOai 
TE TPOHPTPEV TE is formular, also at 18.436, Od.' 3.28 (TPOKPEPTV being 2nd aor. 
act. inf., intransitive). 

2 0 0 - 5 The prayer's introduction is standard (201 = 178), and the 
invocation in 202 the same as in two separate prayers in the first formal duel 
at 3.276 and 320, also 24.308. It is especially relevant because Zeus looks 
down from Ida and is the prime enforcer of justice. Like several prayers in 
the bk 3 duel it is 4 w . long, see on 3.351-4. 80s here takes first a direct 
object, vticriv, as at 16.524 60s 8e xporros, then its usual infinitive 
construction, here with ¿pioOai which adds little to the sense beyond 
emphasis; there is a loose parallel at Od. 2.1 i6f. Another refinement follows, 
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a prudential wish for a draw in case Zeus happens to be favouring Hektor; 
ei in 204 is to be taken with Trep, 'even i f , with Kai emphasizing "Eicropa 
(cf. Denniston, Particles 488). <PIAEEIS Kai tcqScai is lightly formular, KCSOS 

oiraooov (etc.) strongly so. 

206-312 Aias arms and is terrible to see. After an exchange of boasts theyfight: Aias 
has the advantage but the heralds intervene, and he and Hektor exchange pieces of 
armour 

2 0 6 - 1 3 Aias arms (the standard details being omitted here, though see 
220~3n. init.) and advances like huge Ares: the style is majestic, with 
elaborative phrases like 207 mpi XP°*» 2 ° 9 ovEpos, 212 vep0E 8E noaaiv, 
213 paxpa pilots effectively supplementing the portentous epithets, 206 
vcbpoTTi, 208 and 211 ircAcbpios, 210 Oupo^opou, 212 0Aoovpoioi, 213 
BOAIXOOKIOV. 

2 0 6 Kopuaorro vcbpoTTi is used of Patroklos at 16.130, cf. 
KOcopwOpEvos atOorn XOAKCO, 7 x II. The verb, cf. Kopvs 'helmet*, came to 
imply arming in general, vcbpom is a relatively rare metrical substitute for 
afcoTrt and probably means much the same, 'gleaming' vel sim., see on 
2.578, also Chantraine, Diet. s.v. (vqAci, of course, which is metrically 
equivalent, can only go with when it connotes an offensive weapon, 
'pitiless' spear(-head) etc.). 

207 TEUXEO | is surely right against vulgate TEVXTI, probably a later Attic 
spelling; cf. 22.322 ex* XP*** X^hxax te\>x«x| and for the synizesis 4.113 
occKEa. It is nevertheless an uncommon form, probably the result of careless 
formular adaptation: 

( 1 ) 14.187 aCrrap ETTEI 8q TravTa mpi xpot OqKaTo xoopov 
(2) 14-383 aurap ETTEI p' ECTCCCVTO mpl xpot vcoparra XOCAKOV 

(3) 23.803 TEuxea ¿aaapEVco... 
(4) 7.207 aCrrap ETTEI 8q Travra irepi xpot EOCTCCTO TEUXEa. 

Thus (1) seems to be a laboured attempt to convert (2) to a singular subject 
(see n. there); (4) is perhaps another such attempt (for uavTa...xoopov 
would be wholly unsuitable here), in which the initial formula of (3), 
perhaps, is displaced and its first dactyl revalued as a spondee - vcopoiti 
XOCAKCO has in any case been used in the preceding v., which may help 
confirm that (2) is somehow implicated in (4) here. 

208-11 An unusual simile, close to that at 13.298!!. (see n. there), otos 
8E ppoToAoiyos "Apqs TTOAEPOVSE PETEIOI... Both are elaborations of the 
common short simile of a hero advancing etc. like Ares, e.g. 13.802 "Etrrcop 
8* qyErro 0pOToAoiy<?> Tcros "Apqt. Ares is TreAcopios, 'huge', also at 5.594, as 
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is Aias in the resumption at 211 here; in fact the whole phrase mXtbpios, 
ipKos 'Axai&v had been used of Aias by Helen at 3.229 (mAcbpios etc. of 
various subjects, always sic, 16 x //.). 

209-10 TTOXEHOVBE comes in its standard position (13/16 x //.), but nrr* 
avtpas does not exactly recur elsewhere - for prra+acc. = '<so as t o be) 
among' cf. 13.301. They are men whom Zeus has 'brought together to 
fight' in, or with, strife {pace Willcock), 210 being an elaboration of 1.8 IpiSi 
£VVET)KE PAXEOFLAI, with ipiSi expanded to 6vpo£opou ilpiBos HEVEY; cf. 19.58 
| OvuojUopoj ipt5i jiEVErjvccpsv, also 16.476. The couplet is a little laboured but 
contributes to the grand style of the whole passage. 

212 PEI&uxov pAoovpoTcn TrpoacoTraai is one of Homer's most brilliant 
and powerful phrases, surely created for this context or for another exercise 
in the grand style at 15.605-10. There Hektor rages like Ares (again!) or 
blazing fire; froth surrounds his mouth, his eyes blaze out under savage 
brow, 608 AapTTEodrjv f&oovpfjaiv urr' 6<|>pucriv, and his helmet shakes 
terribly around his forehead as he fights. pXoovpos is of uncertain 
etymology and means 'terrible', 'savage' or 'imposing' rather than 
'shaggy' as LSJ suggest, see Leumann, HW 14iff. and Chantraine, Diet.; 
for the plural TrpoCTcbiraai cf. Od. 18.192. 'Smiling with terrible 
countenance' (Ameis-Hentze compare Here 'laughing with her lips' at 
15.10if.) suggests a savage joy in battle that Homer rarely expresses, an 
ominous culmination, perhaps, of Aias' rejoicing at 189 and I9if. 

2 1 2 - 1 3 The majestic language continues; neither vEp0E nor iroaaiv is 
strictly necessary (the phrase recurs at 13.78), but they add weight to pax pa 
f3ifJas, again of Hektor at 15.307 and Aias at 15.686. The vision of Aias 
taking huge strides forward, wielding his great spear and smiling 
dangerously, is unforgettable... 

214-16 ... and produces immediate effects on those present: joy for the 
Achaeans, terror for the Trojans, a quaking of the heart for Hektor himself. 

217-18 A hero is allowed to feel panic, but not to turn and run before 
a single opponent - though Akhilleus will overwhelm Hektor's moral 
resistance, and so outdo even Aias here, in bk 22. The first half of 217 is 
formular but the compounds CrTTOTplaai and avaBOvai do not recur - the 
singer may wish to distinguish between running away in panic and 
retreating in relatively good order into one's own ranks, a typical motif for 
which standard language was available, some of it used here: e.g. 17.129 
"Ejcrcop 8' avf es opiAov iwv avExa&G' rraipcov. Paris at 3.3iff. had suffered 
near heart-failure like Hektor and retreated forthwith into his own ranks, 
cf. 36 KO8* opiAov i8v Tpcbcov, thereby earning Hektor's violent con-
demnation. 

TTpoKaAECTaonro l> cf. "irpoKaXEaacrro at 285: X^PW K from 
XaipEtv, but J. Latacz, £um Wort/eld 'Freude' in der Sprache Homers 
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(Heidelberg 1966) 20-38 and 127, shows that it means 'will to fight* rather 
than 'joy in fighting' (the distinction is sometimes a fine one) - certainly 
not 'combat' merely as implied by most editors, who have taken the dat. 
as one of aim or direction ('Dativ des Zweckes*, Ameis-Hentze), i.e. 
'challenged to combat'. 'Will to fight' makes sense in all 22 Iliadic 
occurrences, including 17.161 (q.v. with n.); Hektor made the challenge 
through his will to fight. 

2x9-23 V . 219 recurs at 11.485 and 17.128. Aias carries his ooncos' like a 
tower', and it is Irrrapociov, 'made from seven ox-hides': on Homeric 
shields, and how the sakos differed from the aspis but was often confused 
with it, see on 3.335, 6.117-18, and the discussion of the Shield of Achilles 
in vol. v. Here the question is how Aias* shield may have differed from 
others in the poem. Page, HHl 234^ developing Lorimer, HM 181 ff., held 
that it differed greatly, being the sole Homeric instance of a true 
Mycenaean body-shield as represented on the Lion Hunt dagger from the 
fourth Shaft Grave (cf. e.g. Lorimer 140, fig. 1). Other sakea (he thought) 
are broad, of leather, and, like die aspis, wielded by hand and much smaller 
than the tower shield. It is true that sakea are sometimes confused with the 
round aspis, which itself can occasionally be thought of (as at 6.117C and 
15.645^) as a body-shield. Yet Aias is the only first-rank warrior who is 
consistently and often described as armed with the sakos, just as to a lesser 
degree Hektor is with the aspis - see the Table in Triimpy, Fachausdriicke 3of. 
His shield is so termed on 22 occasions spread over 10 different Books; only 
at 267, later in the present encounter, is it fleetingly conceived in eupis-terms 
when struck UEOOOV erroiupaAiov. It also carries the unique descriptions TJUTE 

Trupyov ( 3 X , all in the formular v. represented by 219 here) and 
ETRRAF&Eiov (5 x ) , the latter suggesting great size or at least thickness (since 
even Akhilleus' divine shield has only five layers at 18.481). This sakos is 
undoubtedly bigger and more conspicuous than all the rest, just as 
Akhilleus' great Pelian ash-spear (see on 16.143) t s bigger and heavier than 
other spears. Whether that makes Aias a subject of poetry from 'long before 
the Trojan War' , as Page claimed, is questionable (though see now M. L. 
West, JHS 108, 1988, i58f.), if only because knowledge of the oblong 
tower-shield and its operation could undoubtedly have survived through 
representations, e.g. in frescoes, at least until the end of the Bronze Age. 
Moreover Aias' association with the tower shield may have been maintained 
by his special role as provider of cover for Teukros as archer as at 8.266-72, 
q.v. with n. 

219 Does T|0TE trvpyov primarily connote function, or visual aspect (i.e. 
size and/or shape), or both? Language makes this difficult to determine: 
TJOTE is a special Homeric term, a 'conjunction of comparison' (Chantraine, 
GH11, 250), its possible adverbial effect in certain contexts hard to gauge. 
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Thus in 235, nil HTV TJOTE TRAIDOS... 7R€IPR)TI^E, one might wonder how far 
the force of TJOTC TTOIBOS extends from UEV to TTEIPRJTI^E, if at all. Here, the 
shield might be carried*as a tower' - manoeuvred, perhaps, so as to provide 
total protection for the warrior while in motion. Even ifT)0T£... has no close 
relation to «pepcov, Mike a tower' might imply more than great size and 
strength (as in aotxos HEYA TE OTif3ap6v TE, 3 x in arming-scenes, e.g. of Paris 
at 3-335f.). If so, this shield could be tower-like in specific appearance, e.g. 
tall, rectangular (seen from the front) and protectively enclosing. 

220 xb^keov1 'gleaming', 'shining' and 'brazen' are common epithets 
of shields in general, see on 6.117-18, 1st para.; but the bronze facing (cf. 
223) is not emphasized in relation to Aias' shield elsewhere, in contrast with 
Sarpedon's round ospis of 12.295-7, which has stitched oxhides on the inside 
and beaten bronze on the outside, and Hektor's of 13.804. Doubtless it is 
an od hoc poetical embellishment; Tukhios, the shield's fictitious maker, is 
described in 221 as a leather-worker, not a craftsman in metal like 
Hephaistos in bk 18. 

220-3 Detail is elaborated as in a simile; it emphasizes still further the 
formidable nature of Aias and his equipment. Elements of the typical 
arming-scene, passed over at 2o6f., appear at this later stage in contrast 
with Paris' full-scale arming at 3.330-8. — Nothing more is known of the 
leather-worker (literally '-cutter') Tukhios beyond the typical fantasies of 
Hellenistic writers. His is a 'speaking name' (cf. vol. 1, 283 and 37if., also 
5-59~^4n-)» evidently created from teuxeiv as the laboured Tux»°S kcĉ e 
TEUXWV suggests (von Kamptz, Personennamen 267). He is said to be a native 
of Hule, presumably the Boeotian town of the Catalogue, see on 2.499-500. 
Aristarchus (Arn/A) observed that the upsilon is long there but short here 
and at 5.708, where Hule is said to be on the Kephisian lake, and home of 
wealthy Oresbios. Hude, mentioned at 20.385 as beneath Mt Tmolos near 
Sardis, was likewise associated with wealth; this may have been noticed by 
Zenodotus, who read "YSrj for "YATI at 5.708 (Arn/A) - if that is not merely 
a visual confusion of (majuscule) lambda and delta. In any case, as Strabo 
observed (9.408), Aias would hardly have got his shield from Lydia. The 
matter was further exploited in the foolish tale recorded by T on 220 and 
by Eustathius 678C that Homer when blind lived for a time in Kume's 
colony Neon Teikhos near Sardis, where he was cared for by a leather-
worker called Tukhios whom he immortalized out of gratitude (so too in 
the ps.-Herodotean Life yf.t O C T Homer v, I96f.). 

222 ctioAov: either 'rapid', its original sense, or 'scintillating', 
'gleaming'; presumably the latter here in view of the shield's brazen 
surface and huge size. The well-fed bulls are loosely cumulated onto 
ETrTaPoctov both as further embellishment and to lead on to the top layer 
of bronze. The application of metal sheeting to such a large and presumably 
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unstable surface is hardly realistic (though TJACXCTE is a technical term of 
bronze-working, cf. I2.2g5f. E£T)AOTOV... FJAAOEV) - yet another detail of 
Homeric armament that depends more on poetic imagination than on 
actuality. 

2 2 4 - 5 These w . resume 219 at greater length in a kind of ring-form: 
'Aias came close carrying tower-like shield ...carrying that shield he stood 
close and addressed him.' irpoofle oripvoio, as at 22.313, is more suitable 
for a smaller shield, an aspis, perhaps, as at 20.163. — amiArjoas does not 
mean exacdy 'threatening' here, or at least no explicit threat will be made. 
These typical initial speeches of challenge and taunt are normally 
introduced by a neutral v. of address as at 5.632, 6.122, 11.429; sometimes 
EUXO^0^ * boasting', occurs in the resumptive v. at the end. ¿miAEiv, 
etymology unknown, basically seems to imply vigorous assertion (Chan-
traine, Diet.), usually 'threaten' but simply 'promise' at 23.863 and 872, 
'boast' at 8.150 and (more ambiguously) Od. 8.383. | o>s9onr* careiArjaas is 
used of an actual threat, though not in battle, at 23.184, but recurs in its 
looser sense at 21.161, where Asteropaios has made no threat other than 
mentioning his ancestry and saying Met us fight'. 

2 2 6 - 4 3 Taunt and counter-taunt are kept short, perhaps in response to 
the unusual scale of the duel itself, and differ strongly in style and content. 
Aias makes the point that many Achaeans could face Hektor even in 
Akhilleus' absence; Hektor resents an imagined slight and boasts in unusual 
terms about his skill at warfare. Aias1 7 w . are heavily enjambed (integral 
at 226, 229, progressive at 227, 231), Hektor's 10 lighdy so (no integral, 
progressive at 235, 238, 242, with 3 whole-sentence w . as well as an 
introductory v. of address); his short statements seem sententious rather 
than practical. Thus 5 out of Aias' 7 vv. have an ' ideal ' fourth colon (and 
therefore bucolic diaeresis), against only 3 of Hektor's 10. Each has a rising 
threefolder, at 232 and (probably) 236; the former comes as final v., as 
often, to provide rhythmical climax. Paradoxically the corresponding 
climax in Hektor's reply consists in a final hemistich that is ' ideal' , i.e. with 
the formula a? Kb TV/COP» occupying the fourth colon after bucolic diaeresis, 
in contrast with 8 preceding vv. each of which has either the 'alternative' 
longer fourth colon or a relatively rare spondaic ending. V . 238 is 
rhythmically unusual in any case, see 238-9^ init. 

2 2 6 - 7 oiofev olos as in 39, see n. there; this is not quite 'an ironical 
repetition of Hector's own words' (Leaf), since 39 was spoken by Apollo, 
though with reference to Hektor's challenge. V . 227 is a more straight-
forward repetition, cf. 73. 

2 2 8 - 3 0 The second formal duel, unlike the first, is dominated by the 
sense of Akhilleus' absence. pr)£r|vopoc (etc.), 'smasher of men', is specific to 
him (4 x //., 1 x Od.); OUPOAEOVTCX | again goes beyond usual heroic 
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epithets, elsewhere of Herakles (2 x ) or Odysseus in his wife's estimation 
(2 x Od.). V v . 22gf. recurred in the digression on the outstanding Achaean 
warrior and horses at 2.77if., but that could be an afterthought (vol. 1, 
242f.); at all events they are perfectly in place here, with o nev met by 
231 t)(ieTs 61. Aristarchus (Did(?)/T) seems to have preferred rmpr|vicas, 
wrongly; orrro- is intensive (cf. Leaf on 2.772). 

232 | Kai TTOAEES is a convenient runover phrase, with more point here 
than at 10.171. The curt invitation to commence hostilities contrasts 
strongly with the drawing of lots for first throw in the earlier duel. 
Presumably the motif is suppressed here because a more complex lottery 
has been needed to select the champion; but priority of strike was not 
necessarily regarded as an advantage in ordinary battle (cf. 3 .313-17^, 
also on 235-6 below). 

234 Hektor begins with an honorific whole-v. address (twice elsewhere, 
by friends) in contrast with Aias' abruptness in 226. 

235-6 In what respect is Aias 'making trial of him' as though he were 
child or woman (see on 219) ? Because of the offer of first strike according 
to most editors following b T ; that may normally have been granted to the 
younger and less experienced warrior where it was not either ignored or 
settled by lot, cf. Poseidon to Apollo at 21.439, | apxe, ou y a p yEVEfj9i 
vecoTEpos. But perhaps it is just Aias' condescending tone that annoys his 
adversary; compare Aineias' response to Akhilleus, 'don't expect to frighten 
me with words as though I were a baby' (followed, as here, by 'since I know 
how to. . . ' ) at 20.200f. 

236-41 The sixfold deployment of OTSEV, ol6(a) is highly rhetorical, 
developing the contrast of ignorance and skill initiated by Aias in 198. The 
woman who does not know about martial matters is a convenient foil for 
Hektor's recital of all he knows; the OUK I6EV...CU ol6a antithesis of 236f. 
leads to balanced repetition of 0T6* within 238, then to a pair of co-ordinate 
vv. with initial ol6a at 24of. Thus under the general rubric of 237 (I know 
battles and manslayings) Hektor divides his skills into (i) with the shield, 
(iia) at rushing forward in attack and (iih) in the standing fight. The 
analysis is not so logical as its formalism suggests, since (ii6) certainly 
overlaps (i). Further ambiguities are discussed below. 

236 Already noted on 226-43 as a rising threefolder; T) is shortened 
only here. 

237 Mocxas T* avSpoKraaias TE | as at 24.548; the latter, 5 x //., tends to 
be used in rhetorical contexts, cf. also 11.164. 

238-9 Rhetoric overpowers rhythmic norms in 238, with the two 
corresponding dactylic pairs overriding the central caesura, no 4th-foot 
break and heavy spondaic vcoiu^crat fJ&v to conclude. Yet the stress on 
oT6(a) throughout may have allowed the singer to pause after its second 
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occurrence, and so reactivate the central word-break. P&v, here only, has 
caused surprise from antiquity on, but Aristarchus' justified acceptance of 
it (Did/ A) as a form of ftoOv, itself supported by Aristophanes and a few 
MSS, established it in the vulgate. It survived in Doric and is probably 
Aeolic in Homer according to Leumann, HW 201, but is now attested for 
Simonides in Photius' Lexicon (cf. vol. iv, ch. 3). poOs (P&v), masc. or fem., 
means 'ox* or 'cow', hence 'a leather shield1, cf. Triimpy, Fachausdriicke 
36! ; CTTTCtpoEiov is usually taken as signifying oxhides, but p&v | àÇaAéqv, 
'dry cowhide', is exactly paralleled by 12.137 pôasaûas, cf. 12.105 TVKT?JCTI 

{3oeaoi. 
Hektor knows how to wield his leather shield to right and left. This 

probably implies dexterity in defence, though b T cite the ingenious idea 
that SEÇIÔ entailed pursuit, ccpioTEpa flight - depending, that is, on how the 
shield is slung across the body. That dexterity, according to 239, is 
TaXavjrpivov Trofcpi&tv for Hektor, i.e. 'that is what I call real shieldman-
ship': compare the thrice-used -description of Ares as ToXauptvos 
TToÀepiOTqç, the fighter who carries the leather shield (cf. 5.287-9^; on 
• TctXàf ptvos cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.vv. pivôç and TaXaooai, and for fbivos as 
shield, rather than skin or layer of a shield as at 248, cf. 4.447 with n., 
13.406, 804). But can Hektor claim so much in the way of skill for simply 
moving the shield from side to side? Sense would be stronger if there were 
a concealed reference to the war-god and his seemingly archaic description : 
'that for me is serious fighting, <like that of shield-bearing Ares himself}', 
rather as with péATreaôai "Apqï in 241 ; cf. Bechtel, Lexilogus s.v. TaÀaûpivoç, 
Triimpy, op. cit. 38, who however is doubtful about the implied reference 
to Ares. Leumann, H W 196-201, offers full discussion and a slightly 
different explanation. 

240-1 Both w . have elicited various interpretations, sometimes 
arbitrary. liTcnÇat in 240 can only mean 'charge at', 'attack' as in all other 
martial uses of this common verb. pôOos, 5 x //., of disputed etymology, 
seems to imply mêlée rather than din; nnrcov (despite being swift, see on 
3.265) connotes chariots. Therefore Hektor means he is skilled at attacking 
the mêlée of chariots; whether that might imply 'attacking <so as to stir 
up> a mêlée of chariots', as Triimpy, Fachausdriicke 158 suggests after 
Ebeling, seems doubtful. 

The main question is whether Hektor is now envisaged as himself fighting 
from a chariot (so e.g. Leaf, Ameis-Hentze) - it is a typical accomplish-
ment, after all, of the Homeric warrior - or whether he is skilled at charging 
the enemy, still on foot, as they take to their chariots in flight (cf. Willcock, 
p. xiv). Against the former is that it is irrelevant to the skill required in a 
duel, and moreover would seem to involve a mass chariot action, on which 
see 4.297-300^ Then 240 and 241 are clearly intended to set out different 
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and complementary aspects of the warrior's skill; and the reference of 241 
is beyond argument, i.e. to the standing or stationary fight, evt oraSiri, 
which tends to confirm 240 also as concerned with the foot-soldier's skills. 
The content and language of i8.i58ff., where the subject is again Hektor, 
are also relevant: « «• e . . . 

O 6 EPTTEOOV OTAKL TTFTTO10COS 

OXAOT* ETRAT̂ ACNCF Kara podov, OAAOTE 8* OVTE 

OTCCOXE plya iaxcov... 

This, like EV ora8ii3 at 13.514, describes a warrior under pressure; here, on 
the other hand, the phrase implies something less necessarily defensive -
that is shown by the ironical 'dance for Ares' (cf. 16.617, where Aineias 
describes Meriones as a dancer, opxr)orrjs, for avoiding his spear), as well 
as by the contrast at 15.282^ and 13.314 between EV araSirj or ora8ir| 
Oopivq and long-distance fighting with the bow. What seems intended, 
therefore, is fighting at close quarters in general, static as opposed to mobile 
warfare as Willcock puts it. Thus Hektor claims to be skilled with the 
shield and at fighting both in pursuit and at close quarters. The language 
has been less untypical than at first appears: fWbv is unusual, but 'dry skin' 
for shield is paralleled elsewhere, as are raAaupivov TTOAEPI'SEIV, charging 
into the po0os and dancing in standing fight. Only wielding to right and left 
and the chariots themselves are exceptional, ^cov may be an archaizing 
form, but the language is high-flown and rhetorical rather than rhapsodic 
or otherwise 'late'. 

242-3 In aAA* ou yap the aAA' goes with a main clause (here, 
understood), yap with the dependent clause (Denniston, Particles 99): 'but 
(I shall not begin until you are ready), for. . . ' Hektor ends with a sentiment 
already sketched by Aias at I95f. (cf. 196 ap<pa8iiiv with ap<pa8ov here), 
that stealth is unheroic: he will not eye him secretly - the phrase has 
distinctly voyeuristic overtones, cf. Od. 19.67 - but make his throw openly. 

244-73 The fight is longer and more elaborate not only than its bk 3 
counterpart but also than almost any other Homeric combat. Most of the 
expression is typical (though see 26o-2n.), with several w . and hemistichs 
recurring elsewhere; comment will be correspondingly briefer. The 
distinction between Aias' sakos and Hektor's aspis (cf. 219-23^) is 
maintained with unusual care, as is that between spears that are first thrown, 
then retrieved and thrust; yet it remains a conceptual, not a realistic 
sequence of events. Colometry and (mainly progressive) enjambment are 
straightforward and, with the possible exception of rising threefolders at 
253 and 263, unremarkable. 

244 The bk 3 duel began with this same v. at 3 . 3 5 5 (and continued with 
3.356-60 = 250-4 here, see n. ad loc.). There, Menelaos attacks with his 
sword directly after the initial spear-throws. 
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245-8 Hektor's throw hits Aias' shield on its outer layer of bronze, 
which it pierces together with six of the seven layers of hide, to stop (CT)(£TO, 

aor. middle) in the seventh. This all accords with the description of the 
craKOS brrapoeiov at 219-23. xc^kos OTEipifc, 'unwearying bronze', recurs 
at 5.292; this is its regular and perhaps proper application, namely to 
bronze weapon or spear-head, though at 14.25 it is used of bronze armour 
struck by swords and spears, cf. simple XGCXKOS at 267. 

250-4 = 3.356-60, with 251-2 = 11.435-6 and 251 also recurring at 
4.136; see on 3.355-60, especially in relation to 253^, where the spear 
uniquely ' beside his flank sheared the tunic, and he swerved and avoided 
black doom' - a couplet sometimes suspected but here accepted as fully 
Homeric. In v. 252 fiprjpacrro (pass, pluperf. of epeiSco, 'was pressed') 
reproduces, with its heavy syllables and repetition of e's and p's, the force 
of the blow as b T commented, probably also its tearing penetration. Then 
the rising threefold rhythm of 253, stopped by abrupdy enjambed £yx°S in 
the following v., may seem to evoke the weapon's further but ineffectual 
progress. 

255-60 EKCTTraaaapEvco: various forms of crrraco are used (6x II.) of 
withdrawing a spear from a victim's body, though o r r a o o a p E v o s at 16.473 
and 2 x Od. refers to drawing a sword from the scabbard, more usually 
IpuaaapEvos etc. Here, rather, the spears are withdrawn from the shields 
they have nearly or completely penetrated. The progress from throw to 
thrust is clearly articulated: TrpoiEi SoAixocnaov Eyxos for the former (at 244 
and 249), then withdrawal (255), then falling on one another (256 ouv p* 
ETTECTOV), i.e. at close range, then smiting or piercing the enemy's shield (258 
pEoov CTOKOS ovTCtorE 6oupi, 260 aanrri8a vuijev), both verbs being reserved for 
close-range thrusting, cf. Triimpy, Fachausdriicke g2f. and g6f. — ap* ap<pco 
| ouv p" ETTECTOV recurs at 23-686f. in the boxing match in the Funeral 
Games; this duel, too, will end as though it were a friendly competition (cf. 
Kirk, in Fenik, Tradition 38f.). 

The simile of the clash of lions or boars recurred at 5.782-3, q.v. with n. 
Boars are a regular symbol of counter-attack, cf. e.g. 11.414-18; that 
justifies the alternative here, to complement the unprovoked aggression of 
lions. Zenodotus and others omitted 256C (Did/A), which may have been 
added, as Boiling thought (External Evidence gif.), 'through a wish to do 
away with the distributive apposition, and its gratification by the ordinary 
cento technique'; but more probably Aristarchus and the vulgate were 
right to retain them here. 

259 lhe bronze spear-head, see on 245-8, also on 3.348-9 
where the v. recurs; it is the reading of Aristarchus (Did/ A) and a minority 
of MSS, though the specious x°^Kov entered the vulgate. 

260-2 These vv. are not typical (despite nraXpEvos sic, 4X //., and 
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PEpa&Ta | 7 x //.), unlike most of the rest of this description, but were 
evidently constructed for this or a specifically similar occasion; 26of. recur 
almost exacdy at 12.404^ but OVSE there for f) 6E looks like secondary 
adaptation. Aias leapt forward and stabbed, VU£EV, the shield; the spear 
penetrated and 'pounded Hektor back in his fury' (Lattimore), CTV9EXI£E 

8E ptv PEIXA&TGT; then it reached and grazed (T|ir)ST)V, cf. TEIIVCO) his neck so 
that blood spurted up (KTIKICO). 

263 The rising threefolder (confirmed by the recurrence, down to the 
4th-foot break, at 11.255) gives a sense of Hektor's resilience despite the 
blow. 

264-5 His retreat to get the stone is well observed, as is his4 thick hand', 
cf. 3.376m; both vv. recur at 21.403^ of Athene against Ares, where an 
extra v. describes the stone even more closely: TOV p' AVSPES irpoTEpo» 0E<xav 
ipuEvai oupov apoupr)s. Here the poet does not wish to make the stone too 
massive, since Aias is about to pick up another even bigger. Even so, it is 
rough and large and black (suggesting death and doom rather than because 
it is meteoric?). 

267 A non-standard cumulation to suggest the accuracy of the blow 
and its impressive if limited effect. Neither rrropqxiAiov nor TTEpnixTiaEv 
recurs, though ¿CTTN'SES o^aXoeCToai etc. are frequent (11 x //.), and cf. 
13.192 o 8' ap* aam'805 oiupaXov OUTCC. The boss belongs properly to the 
round aspis and is applied to Aias' tall sakos by courtesy or carelessness (cf. 
219—2311.); XOAKOS is now the shield, in particular its bronze surface. 

268-9 Only here is a stone-throw met by a counter-throw; Aias' stone 
is not only bigger, but 269 suggests that he threw it even harder. TTOAU 

PEI^ova... CTTTEXEOPOV recurs at Od. 9.537^ of Poluphemos bombarding 
Odysseus' departing ship. For | r)K* ETTiSivrjoas cf. | pty* ETTISIVTJCTOS at 3.378 
and 19.268, of hurling Aineias' helmet and a goat's corpse respectively; the 
former is the 'proper' application, i.e. swinging a relatively light object 
before releasing it, as with a discus. A boulder, on the other hand, would 
be projected as in putting the weight, and that is clearly suggested by 
EiTEpEioE; 'he put forth great strength' ('put his weight behind it', Willcock, 
cf. bT). (f)i's, only in epic, cf. I91, Lat. vis] the whole phrase 'immeasurable 
force' also at 5.245. 

270 He broke the shield inward, Eiaco, cf. 13.553 a n t* Od- 18.96 (though 
neither is exacdy similar). 

271-2 Short sentences mark increasing tension as Hektor's knees give 
way and he is stretched flat on his back beneath the shield. Vulgate aorriSt 
Eyxpij-Kpfoi's is right against Aristarchus* acrm'8" ivixpiiupfeis (Did/A), 
designed to avoid a (not unusual) hiatus, xpip^op®1 signifies coming close 
to something, often forcibly (cf. Chantraine, Diet.): 'being brought into 
close contact with his shield' is something of an understatement, in pointed 
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contrast with Apollo's simply expressed action of instantly raising him. The 
god was ostensibly still watching, with Athene, from the oak-tree, cf. 58ff., 
but we arc not meant to envisage this too keenly, still less to wonder what 
her reaction might be. The main point is that Hektor is on his feet again by 
a recovery that must be supernatural, though the poet does not wish to 
dwell on its details. In the corresponding duel Aphrodite intervenes to save 
Aineias - she is closely involved in the aftermath, but the actual rescue is 
dealt with in almost equally cursory terms, 3.38OF. TOV 6 ' E§T)prra§' 
'A9po6irn | pcla paV cos "re 6eos; nor is the adversary's response direcdy 
noted. 

273-81 They would be smiting each other with swords in the final 
culmination of this elaborate contest, which has proceeded through all 
possible stages from spear-throw to thrust to stone-throw, had not the 
heralds intervened. It is a startling anti-climax, and the language of the 
wrestling-match in bk 23 suggests that this kind of intervention was typical 
of the Games-model the poet is using here (cf. 255-6on.): 

Bk 7 Bk 23 
273 xai vu KE 6f) (j»9E«JA' 733 xcn vu KE TO Tprrov cruris 
274 el \ir\ xrjpuKES 734 ei pr) 'AxiMeus 
27gf. pTiKETi...ap90TEpco y a p 735^ pr|KET'...viKrj 6' ap90Tep0iaiv. 

The surprise is the greater since Aias is apparently winning, having suffered 
no real damage from his opponent. 

274-6 * Messengers of gods and men' is a standard description, cf. 
1.334; TTETTVUPEVCO ap9co in 276 is applied to heralds again at 9.689, but to 
other pairs at 3.148, Od. 18.65; O N TTETTWPEVOS etc. see 5.697-8^ On 
Talthubios see 1.32on.; Idaios is his only named Trojan counterpart, who 
appears repeatedly in this Book and also at 3.248,24.325 and 470. They are 
mentioned in chiastic order, i.e. the Trojan last. 

277-8 For the various uses of the cxTj-rrrpov see on 2.109; here the 
heralds use their staves as a symbolic and sacred barrier between the 
contestants. Were they acting under orders, or simply as umpires? Such 
questions, irrelevant in a sense, underline the improvised nature of this 
device for terminating the duel. Renewed emphasis on their wisdom (278 
TTETTWPEVA PTJBEA EI6COS, as at Od. 2.38, after 276 TTETTVUPEVCO ap9co) may be 
designed to distract attention from this. 

279-82 Idaios* remarks are brief and a little incoherent, their tone 
intimate and ingratiating. That these bitter enemies should be addressed as 
'dear children* comes as a shock - 91X0 TEKVO at 10.192 is different, being 
addressed by the aged Nestor to young warriors of his own side, and 
Akhilleus' calling Priam yepov 91'AE at 24.650 is remarkable in another way. 
TTOAEPI^ETE PT}6E paxeoOov is adapted from TTOXEPI'£EIV f)6e paxeoffcn, 8 x //.; 
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2 8 0 recurs at 1 0 . 5 5 2 , but is at least as well in place here. The idea of Zeus 
favouring Hektor, and therefore of a draw, has already been mooted at 
204!, but the present assertion that he loves both equally is unexpected in 
view of what has actually happened, namely that Aias would have killed 
Hektor were it not for Apollo's miraculous intervention. For Zeus's special 
regard for Hektor see on 4 . 4 8 - 9 . 

281 aixMqTqs can be qualified by an epithet like KpaTepos but is used 
by itself to mean a good spearman, cf. 5 . 6 0 2 ( + 2 x elsewhere) a»xpq"rqv T" 

Ipevai xai OapaaAeov TToXcpioTqv. Ameis-Hentze were probably right to 
take i8p£V OTTOVTES as implying 'we know it now, because of the present 
fight*; even so the whole v. is bland, almost vacuous, testifying to the 
singer's difficulties in making the intervention plausible rather than to a 
subtle characterization of heraldic style. 

282 'Night is already here' - this additional motive for interruption is 
no more plausible than the rest. The duel would not have been started if 
darkness had been imminent, and though complex in its successive stages 
can hardly have lasted long. The portentous and proverbial 'it is good to 
obey night* underlines Idaios* efforts to sound convincing; Kai here may 
imply 'in addition to other factors', or be emphatic as with trcp in the 
formally similar generalization at 2 4 . 1 3 0 C , ayaOov 8E yuvaixi m p EV 

FPIXOTTJTI | viayeerd'. For 'obeying ' night cf. 8.502 = 9.65 TrciBcbptCa WKTI 

pcXaivq. 
2 8 2 - 6 Aias replies to Idaios (but KEXCVCTE invokes both heralds 

together): let Hektor as challenger - 285 merges 218 and 150 - accept or 
reject the interruption, and he will do likewise. This seems generous in the 
circumstances; again the tone and language are those of an exhibition 
match rather than a duel to the death. 

2 8 7 - 3 0 2 Hektor starts with flattery, then points out the benefits to both 
of stopping the fight, and finally proposes an immediate exchange of gifts 
to provoke public approval. His style is prolix and conciliatory, 
rhythmically regular and with much periodic and progressive enjambment. 

2 8 8 - 9 peyeBos "re piqv TC | is not formular despite appearances 
(pcycSos only 3 x //.), though cf. qus TC pcyas TC | (etc.), 8 x II. Martial 
prowess as a divine gift can sound grudging, as at 1 3 . 7 2 7 , and the addition 
of 2 8 9 makes the tribute more generous. MVUTQ and adjectival TNVUTOS arc 
otherwise Odyssean, especially of Penelope; the term covers wisdom (cf. the 
related Trrnwpcvos) as well as prudence, and takes up the claim of both 
men to be wise or knowledgeable in warfare ( 1 9 8 ! , 237ff.). For the rest of 
the v. cf. Helen's sneer at Paris who had claimed to be Menelaos* superior, 
3.431 c f j TC piq xai xcP<" K0" ^yx« 9*pTcpo$ cTvai. 

2 9 0 - 3 This Book makes threefold use of the typical pattern 'now let the 
fighting stop-for today; it can continue later, until... ': (i) at 29! when 
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Apollo proposes an interruption to Athene; (ii) here; and (iii) when Priam 
at 3 7 6 - 8 ( = 3 9 5 - 7 ) proposes to the Trojans a truce to gather the dead. The 
language of all three overlaps: 

(i) 29 VUV p£V TTCCUOCOPEV TTOXEPOV KOci 8tjVoTT)Ta 
30 0T|p£p0V* UCTTEpOV OUTE paxflCTOVT* «5 O KE TEKpCOp... 

(ii) 290 vOv PEV TrauCTcbpcoBa paxus Kat STITOTTITOS 
291 ar)|I£pov' u a r e p o v OUTS PAXTJAOPEFI*, EIS O KE B a i p c o v 

2 9 2 apps Siaxpivq, 60013 8' ETepoiai ye vitcqv 
(i i i) 3 7 6 " i r a u a a a O a i -rroAipoio 6uo~nxE°S E 'S o KE vEKpous 

377 KT̂ opev* uarepov OUTE paxria6p£8\ EIS o KE 6aipcov 
378 appE StaxpivT), 5OOTJ 6' ETepoiai y e viVqv. 

The variations between TTOUCTCOPEV, irauacbpEotia and TTCtuoaaflai, with 
consequential changes from acc. to gen. and iroAspov to paxr|S, or the move 
to another iroXEpos-formula (TTOXEPOIO 6UO^X E °S) in 376 to accommodate 
an extra EIS o KE clause, are typical of oral ingenuity in adaptation. Given 
the amount of reduplication which is clearly acceptable to this singer, there 
is nothing in (ii) as a whole to mark it as interpolated — except that ETEpoioi 
in the plural fits (iii), where it refers to both sides, better than (ii) where 
strict logic might demand rrepcp. This persuaded Leaf and Ameis-Hentze 
among others that 291 and 292 (to which they added 293 as a repetition of 
282), are suspect. That is possible but, in the light of the frequent repetition 
of vv. and half-vv. in this Book, unlikely; especially since ETEpoiai can be 
justified by taking Aias and Hektor as representing each side. V . 293 is a 
different matter, and Aristarchus too suspected this second occurrence 
(Arn/A on 282 and 293); yet it provides a useful pivot for the final clause 
¿>S au T* eu9pr)vr)s which follows. If it is to be omitted, then 290 TravacbpEofla 
must be the main verb and 29if. treated as parenthetical. Yet a repetition 
of Idaios* words would accord well with the ingratiating generalizations 
and excuses to which Hektor seems to have resorted. 

294-8 EU9paivciv is used typically, of surviving battle and bringing joy 
to one's wife and friends, irapa (em) vquaiv 'Axaicov | is a common 
formula; for 295 ETas see on 6.239; Priam's great town* and 'Trojans 
and Trojan women with trailing robes' are equally typical. Yet the passage 
gains a certain piquancy from Hektor's loving description of his own 
reception, as the dignified men and women of Troy are set against the 
anonymous and repetitive ETOCS xai ETaipous of 295 - to whom the addition 
of oi TOI iaotv, 'those that you have', lends an almost dismissive ring. 

Finally he ventures on the remarkable statement that the women of Troy 
'will pray to me' when they enter the 0£Tov...ayd>va, the 'divine 
concourse', i.e. the sacred place of assembly (Willcock) rather than where 
the gods gather as at 18.376. Commentators have shied away from taking 
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lioi eOxoiicvai literally, as 'praying to me', namely as a god, and have 
hopefully described not as 'ethic', i.e. 'praying on my behalf . Yet phrases 
like 8EO$ 6* & S TICTO Brjpcp ( 5 X //. of Hektor and others), and even 
Akhilleus' ironic description of Hektor at 22.394 as co Tpcoss KOTOC acm> 6ECJ> 

a>s CUXETOCOVTO, show that the literal version here deserves consideration; 
Nestor's boast at 11.761, TTOCVTES 8* CUXETOCOVTO 6E£>V An Neoropi T* avSp&v, 
'all prayed to Zeus among gods and Nestor among men', may turn the 
balance in its favour. Such locutions are on the face of it extraordinary, 
almost unbelievable, contradicting the whole Greek distinction between 
mortals and immortals. Yet their sense is certainly figurative in some 
degree. In the moment of victory a hero really could be honoured like a 
god, but addressing prayers to him would be conceived in a special sense; 
'who as they gather to give thanks to the gods will include me in their 
prayers' is the sort of compromise interpretation that has to be considered. 
V . 298 remains curious in expression nevertheless, since the idea of prayer 
is subordinated to that of 'entering the divine assembly', itself oddly 
reinterpreted. Rhapsodic elaboration is a possibility, but for Hektor to 
magnify his own reception over Aias* is very much in the heroic style. 

2 9 9 - 3 0 5 Finally an exchange of gifts is proposed, to complete the 
resemblance to a friendly competition rather than a serious duel - indeed 
the gifts will be a girdle like that given by Oineus to Bellerophon as a 
^£ivr|Vov at 6.219, and a sword with sheath and baldric like that given 
Diomedes as prize after the fight-in-armour in the Games at 23.824f. The 
closest similarity is to Diomedes and Glaukos in bk 6 (but with different 
gifts); though there was good reason for some kind of honorific exchange 
there, since they had discovered they were guest-friends through their 
grandfathers. 

3 0 0 - 2 Hektor ends with an imaginary comment to help justify the 
action he is recommending. He had done exactly the same at 87-91, also 
at the end of a speech, and a similar remark, if with a different purpose, 
concludes his address to Andromakhe at 6.459-62. Such comments by 
imagined observers are a not uncommon rhetorical device in Homeric 
speeches, cf. 6.459-62^ and e.g. I2.3i7ff., where ¿ 9 P A TIS A>8' E!TTT)(CIV) 

recurs; but Hektor makes exceptional use of them, and this must be 
intended to reveal something about his character - a special susceptibility 
to public opinion, at least, reflecting his keen sense of duty but also akin to 
his special concern over the treatment of his body after death. Here, as at 
89f., his imagined comment has strong epigrammatic quality: 'they fought; 
they parted in friendship', with the antithesis pointed by initial TJMEV and 
f)S' and echoed by SIETPAYCV APOPRICRAVTE. For the formula Epi8os mpi 
Oupopopoio cf. 209-1 on., also 20.253. ap0priaavTE, hapax in Homer (ap6pioi 
1 x Od.), means 'being unified', 'being in harmony', cf. Chantraine, Diet. 
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s.v. ctpapioKco; in combination with Iv 9»AOTTITI it produces the extra-
ordinary idea - to which Hektor's rhetoric and the poet's skill have almost 
conditioned us, temporarily at least - of Hektor and Aias as good friends \ 

303-5 In the fight-in-armour at the Funeral Games Agamemnon will 
award Diomedes a sword (piya 9aayocvov rather than £1905 apyvporjAov, 
obviously for metrical reasons) 'together with scabbard and well-cut 
baldric* (where 23.825 = 304 here). A 'girdle gleaming with ivory', the 
same phrase as in 305, was Oineus' gift to Bellerophon at 6.219, q.v. with 
n. The friendly context of those gifts is a further indication of the present 
duel's ambivalent status. — Leaf must be right that imperf. 8i6ou (against 
303 S&KE) shows the actions as simultaneous: Hektor gave while Aias was 
giving. 

306-7 As usual o |i£v refers to the last-named of a pair, here Aias. 
Hektor returns to the opocSos of the Trojans, their 'gathering' as at 15.689 
rather than their 'din ' which is the usual Homeric meaning. There might 
just be an implied reference to the idea of the Trojans as noisy, cf. 3.2 and 
3.8-9n., in comparison with the Achaeans; but 'gathering* seems to be the 
original sense, cf. e.g. opas and Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 

3 0 8 - 1 0 307 Toi 8* EXcxprjCTcrv and 308 recur at 5.514f. — apTEprjs (also 
1 x Od.) is of uncertain etymology but clearly means something like 
'unharmed *, the graze of 262 being ignored. V . 309 echoes Aias* formidable 
appearance at 2o8ff. and explains the Trojan relief. aEATrriovrEs, 
'despairing (of his safety)*, is unique in Homer, a derivative of OEATTTOS 

(first in HyAp and Hesiod) which recurs at Herodotus 7.168.2, where one 
is less surprised to find it. ooov civon | is adapted from croov -01 tpnevai 
- « v , — I, 3 x //., 1 x Od. 

3 1 1 - 1 2 Both sides carry off their champion in procession, 310 f|yov, 
312 ayov; Aias is K£XCTPT]OTA VIXTJ, rejoicing in the victory that was his by 
rights (after all, as b T noted, Hektor had been wounded and had fallen). 
Agamemnon had claimed a similar victory for Menelaos at 3 . 4 5 7 , when his 
opponent was snatched to safety by Aphrodite as Hektor has been raised by 
Apollo. Yet Aias might be thought to have spurned real victory here by 
accepting the heralds* intervention, see 282-6n. 

313-411 At the celebraiory feast Nestor proposes a truce for burying the dead and a 
subsequent fortification of the camp. Simultaneous Trojan discussions lead to an offer, 
conveyed by Idaios, to return the riches Helen had brought with her, and more in 
additiony and also of a truce for burial. The Achaeans reject the first but accept the 
second 

3 1 3 - 2 6 The description of the feast in Agamemnon's quarters is entirely 
composed of vv. used elsewhere. The scene is, of course, a typical one and 
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many of its w . are typical also; even so the cursory quality, and the wide 
range of contexts from which vv. appear to be drawn, are unusual. On the 
suppression of sacrificial details see 314-15^; one might have expected 
Agamemnon to speak, but the scene's main purpose is to provide a stage for 
Nestor. The chief repetitions are: 313 = 9.669; 314-15 — 2.402-3; 316-18 
~ Od. 19.421-3; 317-20 = 1.465-8, 2.428-31; 321 ~ Od. 14.437; 322 = 
1.102, 13.112; 323-6 = 9.92-5. 

313 Plural KAioiqaiv etc. is often used of a single warrior's hut, 
sometimes for metrical convenience but also to confer grandeur. 

314-15 These w . occurred at 2.402f. of a similar feast for the leaders, 
with Nestor likewise conspicuous. There the sacrificial aspect is described at 
410-29, with them standing round the ox, throwing barley, listening to 
Agamemnon's prayer, preparing the divine offering (cf. 2.410-3in.). Not 
all these details are necessary here, and sacrificial scenes are often selective 
over such points, see on 1.447-68. Yet the sacred side of the slaughter is 
conveyed only by the term icpcuocv and the mention of Zeus as recipient, 
whereas the secular parts of the standard account are given more or less in 
full. Brief versions of the preparation of meals may omit the sacrificial 
aspect, as at 9.89-91, but of more detailed descriptions only that of the 
dinner prepared by Autolukos' sons for Odysseus at Od. 19.418-25 is 
entirely secular. It is notable that 316 recurs only there. 

316 Skinning the animal is mentioned in the phrase xai eoxpa^av xai 
e8eipav at 1.459 = 2.422, also Od. 12.359; the present v. recurs only at Od. 
19.421, on which see previous n., with the first hemistich also at Od. 8.61. 
81 ¿xevav (only here //., 3 x Od.), aor. of 8IOXEOO (with the notion of 
spreading, though cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. x^00 od Jin.) implies jointing, 
preliminary to 317 nioTvXXov, cutting into pieces of edible size; cnTavTa is 
not adverbial {pace Monro, Willcock) so much as proleptic, 'divided it into 
all its parts'. ¿11916* nrov, handled or prepared it, perhaps refers to a stage 
between skinning and jointing, e.g. cutting off the head, feet and tail. 

321 Agamemnon offers Aias the prime cut, the chine complete with 
ribs, as Eumaios does Odysseus (though of pork not beef) at Od. 14.437. 
Similarly at Od. 4.65 Menelaos presented the VOOTCC ^oos, his own privileged 
portion, to his guests, and at Od. 8.475 Odysseus cut off a piece of the chine 
for Demodokos; cf. also //. 9.207. 

323-6 These vv. recur at 9.92-5, where at another of Agamemnon's 
dinners Nestor makes a different proposal. The structure of the two scenes, 
whose purpose is to introduce an important new course of action, is similar. 

327-43 Nestor introduces quite out of the blue the idea of burying the 
dead; it is typical, perhaps, of his tactical initiatives, but nothing that has 
just occurred particularly calls for it. No doubt the real point is the building 
of the wall and trench, which is presented as incidental; but even that is not 
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particularly motivated by present circumstances, the Achaeans being 
under no special pressure. His speech contains other unexpected features, 
as well as some odd turns of language: the omission of any mention of a 
truce for burying the dead, the idea of taking the bones home, and the 
vagueness of the proposed connexion between mound and walls. 

There is also an external difficulty which has much exercised critics. 
According to the received text ofThucydides I.I I.I the Achaeans had built 
the wall on their arrival, nearly ten years earlier: rrrei8r) 5e a<piKoii£Voi paxt) 
EKpocTTjootv (6f|Aov 8e" TO yap Ipupa TCO arpcrroTTESip OUK av ETEixiaavro)..., 
'but since they won a battle on their arrival (that is manifest, since they 
would not otherwise have built the fortification-wall for the camp) . . . ' It 
was G. Hermann who first concluded that Thucydides' Iliad cannot have 
contained the present account of the wall-building (see Boiling, External 
Evidence 92ff.), and D. L. Page took the matter to extremes by arguing that 
the whole of bk 7 from now on is an Athenian interpolation (HHI 315-24 
with 335-8). Page's discussion, though defective and misleading in its 
conclusions, presents the evidence clearly enough. The following points 
may be made. 

(1) Akhilleus will specifically state at 9.349f. that the wall and trench 
have been built in his absence, i.e. during the Wrath. Attempts (e.g. by 
Wilamowitz) to dismiss this passage as an interpolation were rejected even 
by Boiling (op. cit. 98f.) and Page (op. cit. 338), who, however, failed to 
explain away this crucial piece of support for the bk 7 description. 

(2) The Thucydides text may have suffered surface corruption: R. M. 
Cook's CCVETEIXIAAVTO for av ETEIXIOOVTO may be untenable for reasons 
adduced by Page on his p. 338, but D. S. Robertson's 'brilliant' conjecture 
OUK otv <ETEI I '> ETEIXIAAVRRO cannot be dismissed so easily. Page claims that 
it does not fit Thucydides' argument (which he sets out in full); that is true 
on Robertson's own interpretation, but the meaning could be somewhat 
different: 'that is clear - for they would not have fortified it <in the tenth 
year) [JC. as Homer said, but on arrival] ' . I n that case Thucydides would 
be accepting the tradition of a wall protecting the ships, but rejecting as 
unhistorical Homer's account of it as built in the tenth year: 'the wall was 
there - they must have built it on arrival, which presupposes a successful 
battle on landing - Homer's version in the seventh Book being simply a 
dramatic elaboration'. 

(3) The Alexandrian editors, judging from the extant scholia, did not 
doubt the authenticity of the wall-building episode. At the same time the 
Hellenistic title of bk 7 (on which see p. 230) refers only to the collection 
of the dead, suggesting that versions were around without the wall-building. 

(4) There might be a trace even in Homer of some kind of wall built up 
against the beached ships on some earlier occasion. Willcock (n. on 337 ad 
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fm.) followed Paley in thinking that 14.3if., according to which the 
Achaeans had 'dragged up the first ships towards the plain, and built a 
[the?] wall up against their sterns, eni irpútivqotv', refer to a different wall 
from that now envisaged in bk 7 (he finds the same distinction at 13.683, 
but that is unlikely). If so, then Thucydides could have been referring either 
to that passage or to the tradition reflected by it (for he demonstrably used 
non-Homeric sources and traditions, including of course the Cypria, for 
certain other deductions in his opening Book). 

The comment on 14.3if. will tend to reject the Paley-Willcock 
interpretation, but there is something to be said for it nevertheless. Nestor's 
wall is a grand affair equipped with towers and built so as to meet the burial 
mound. It can hardly be right up against the ships' sterns (in any case 334 
TUT66V crrroTrpo vccóv must be disregarded as part of a probable 
interpolation, see on 334-5); the question is whether riri trpúpvrjaiv in 14.32 
can be taken so loosely as to imply something similar. Literally it describes 
a wall ' a t ' or 'against' their sterns, moreover one built when the ships were 
first drawn up (since eipuaav and iSeipav are co-ordinate). That being so, 
it is not quite out of the question that the monumental composer, when he 
came to plan and develop the large-scale fighting around the ships from bk 
12 on, realized that the wall built close to their sterns, and which he found 
in the tradition, was inadequate to justify and accommodate the kind of 
combat he needed to elaborate; and so decided to supplement or virtually 
replace it with a more formidable construction, the idea of which would 
then be typically credited to Nestor. 

328 For anticipatory yáp followed by T¿O (in 331) see also 13.228; 
Denniston, Particles 7of., 'makes it plain that the construction is not 
especially Attic as Shipp suggests (Studies 260). 

330 I ÉoxÉSaa' ó£us "Aprj? entails an easy adaptation of standard 
terminology and is hardly *untraditional' (Page, HHl339) or 'late* (Shipp 
260). For the rest of the v. Od. 10.560= 11.65) l 3 -̂OCCtS "Ai8i 
Trpoiaycv and 16.856 = 22.362, in deeply Homeric contexts, yuxr) 
6*... "AiBóaBe ^E^KEI. 

331 Surprisingly, nothing is said about a truce, which would be 
essential and is presupposed by the oaths Agamemnon mentions at 411. 

332 KVKATJCTOUEV (aor. subjunct.) is a unique use of this verb (not 
otherwise found before tragedy) to mean 'let us wheel' the corpses in carts; 
cf. Page, HHI 339 - this is surely untraditional. 

334"~5 Aristarchus athetized (Am/A) on the grounds that collecting 
the bones is not customary and that individual ones would not be 
recognizable in the common pyre. F. Jacoby {JHS 64, 1944, 37ff.) showed 
that bringing back bones or ashes of fallen warriors from abroad was an 
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Attic custom only instituted in 464 B.C., and Page (HHI 323) took this as 
further proof of the Attic origin of the whole wall-and-trench episode. This 
couplet must surely be accepted as interpolated, probably indeed Athenian 
(since the idea goes far beyond that of 23.252, of Patroklos' bones being 
retrieved from his pyre for later burial with those of Akhilleus). That does 
not implicate the whole context, however; the w . are inorganic, as 
Aristarchus saw, leaving orrap KcrraKqopcv OUTOUS | to close the sentence -
admittedly a little abruptly. Nothing will be said about this bone-collecting 
in the actual narrative of events at 430-2. 

336-7 E^ayayoirres I aKprrov ex TTESIOU has been much debated. 
Aristarchus (Nic/A, Porph. bT) preferred to take the participle as intrans., 
'marching out', but such a use is unparalleled, cf. 6.25i-2n. Jin.; also that 
meaning is unacceptable when the v. is repeated in the actual narrative at 
436f. (which seems prior in composition, see on 338). But if E^ayayovTes is 
transitive, what is its object? (i) Scarcely 'corpses', since in the repetition 
at 436 the burning of the corpses (and their prior collection) has clearly 
been done on the previous day. (ii) TupjJov has its supporters: 'extending 
it in an unbroken line from the plain', Willcock - that is a possible sense of 
the verb, but this particular interpretation is really meaningless; see, 
however (iv) below, (iii) That leaves otKp'Tov, which must then be 
translated as 'indiscriminate material', i.e. they brought earth back from 
the plain 'not selecting the suitable stones as for a regular wall* (Leaf). 
Such an application of axpiTos is completely unparalleled, (iv) O n the 
repetition at 436 we learn that Aristophanes had read ev ircSup for EK TTESIOV 

(Did/A), and that this was regarded by Aristarchus as perhaps preferable. 
If this was the right text in both places, then EV mSico is firmly disconnected 
from E^ayayovTES. Supposing we take this with TupfJov, after all, but 
without the restriction of that adverbial phrase: could it mean 'drawing out 
its circuit', cf. 23.255? There is no direct Homeric parallel, but the later 
sense of 'lead on' or 'induce' presupposes some such application of the 
preverb e£-. In that case Tup0ov... Eva... axprrov EV TTESKO would mean 'one 
communal mound in the plain' (for TVU^OV...axpiTOV must mean 
'undiscriminated' in relation to individual corpses, not 'indistinguishable 
from the plain* as Porphyry argued, cf. bT) . 

338 Nestor mentions only towers here, but how can they be built 
against the mound? We have to understand, with some awkwardness, a 
wall in which the towers are set (the two are normally distinguished as at 
12.36, but cf. 8.213, 12.333). Clarification comes at 436f. where the wall is 
specifically added: TTOTI 8* OUTOV TETXOS iBfiipav | Ttupyous 0* uvpr)Xous. This 
suggests that the narrative of the wall-building was shaped first, with Nestor's 
proposal, though prior in our text, following it with light adaptation where 
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necessary (see next n.). Yet TETXOS ESEIUCCV cannot be altered to TETXOS 

SEI'MOPEV or the like, therefore TETXOS is suppressed and coxa substituted to 
give &Ei|ioii£V coxa, leaving 6* to be omitted in the next v. and irvpyovs to 
do the work, with some strain, of TETXOS...irvpyous 0\ 

3 3 9 - 4 0 TTOIRJAOPEV (subjunct.) is an easy change from 438 EVETTOIEOV, 

where, however, cv 8* aCrroTai properly belongs. Final confirmation of the 
priority of 435-9 is provided by etrj in 439 = 340 (where Hermann's EITJ as 
a rare form of the subjunct. is improbable), since the optative is correct after 
the past tense of ESEIMOV but anomalous, even though loosely retained, after 
SEI'IIOIIEV. 

341-2 The trench is to be close to the wall, eyyvOi (or hr* airra> at 440), 
though 8.213f. and 9.87 envisage quite a space between the two, cf. also 
10.126 and 194. nnrov, the vulgate reading in 342, is a collective singular 
as in Herodotus and Attic, but a few MSS and Eustathius have nrrrovs and 
it is simplest to emend with Ameis-Hentze. aiupis Eouaa, 'being all round' 
the camp, is acceptable, even though auqn's strictly implies 'on both sides 
of*. See further on 441. 

3 4 4 - 7 8 The frequency of standard w . and half-vv. remains high as the 
singer turns from Achaean council to Trojan assembly, as does the 
proportion of awkward locutions in the parts that are not formular. There 
is a strong typical element in the speeches themselves; thus Antenor urges 
a disagreeable course of action on Paris just as Pouludamas does on Hektor 
at 12.21 off. and 18.249?, 1 0 ^ m c t violent refusal by Hektor 
beginning with the same words as here (12.231-4 = 357~^° 18.285-
357» with a different vocative of course); and Priam's conciliatory address 
bears a functional resemblance to that of Nestor at 1.247?. 

3 4 4 - 6 344 = 9.710; for the assembly outside Priam's house on the 
citadel (cf. 6.317 with n.) compare that at 2.788, eiri TTpiapoto 0upr)oi. Here 
it is described as 6eivt) TETpTixuta, a curious phrase involving some strained 
adaptation. At 2.95 the Achaeans rushed to assembly, Terpr)X£l 8' cryoprj 
('the assembly was in disturbed motion', intrans. perf. ofTapaooEiv), and 
the earth groaned beneath as the people sat - a highly metaphorical 
description of an especially tumultuous gathering. Here the assembly is 
simply 'disturbed', with none of the antecedents which might explain how; 
moreover it is SEIVT), presumably to fill the cumulated hemistich - but how 
can an assembly or gathering be 'terrible', for the term can mean little less? 
Helen calls Priam SEIVOS at 3.172 (see n.), but as a reinforcement of aiBoTos; 
perhaps that is the source of this admittedly emotive epithet. Again the 
impression is given that the composer of this whole section is a little 
slapdash in adaptation where he cannot exactly repeat typical material. 

347 Antenor is Priam's chief counsellor (see on 3.146-8) and had acted 
as host to Odysseus and Menelaos when they came to Troy to try and 
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retrieve Helen at an earlier stage (3.207). He is thus a suitable person to 
make the present proposal. 

348-9 348 is a standard v. of address, 3 x II.; 349 is also formular, 4 x 
II. (all in bks 7 and 8), 5 x Od. Priam will begin with the same two w . at 
368f. 

350 j 5EVT(E), a ps.-imperative formed after Scupo, b relatively frequent 
and reinforces aye(Tg) here and at Od. 8.11, being stronger and more 
persuasive than the usual | aAA' ayc(TE). Helen and her possessions were 
much mentioned in similar or identical language in bk 3, where they were 
the object of this first formal duel; *ApyEU)v...airriJ recurs at 3.458. At 363 
the possessions will be further described by Parb as 4 those I brought home 
from Argos'. 

351-3 Strong internal breaks now bring a sense of urgency to Antenor's 
proposal. 'We are fighting after cheating over the oaths' must mean the 
oaths attending the duel in bk 3; as bT comment, he softens the criticism 
by including himself among the offenders. opxia is acc. 'of respect' rather 
than direct object, which would be unique in Homer with vf/EOBopcn. 
Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized 353 (in which iva is illegitimately used as 
though it were Attic lav) as an attempt to supply a verb for 352. Modern 
commentators have followed suit, with Page (HHI339) objecting to Tva pn 
as 4 a miserable piece of prosody' rather than on grammatical grounds. 
That is indeed the chief difficulty; 1 am not clear that iva is otherwise 
impossible. It b found 25 x in Homer, mainly to mean 'where' in a local 
sense; but the present use involves a relatively easy extension from local to 
circumstantial, or concrete to abstract, application: 'therefore I do not 
expect any beneficial result for us where we do not act as I suggest'. 
Iva + subjunct. is already beginning to develop a purposive sense in Homer 
(Chantraine, GH11, 268), and thb different metaphorical application, also 
with the subjunctive, is not to be totally dismissed. T o press for a directly 
conditional sense is in any event unnecessary, and Aristarchus' Iv' av for Tva 
(Did/A), though metrically advantageous, b otherwise peculiar (so Leaf; 
Chantraine 269 b not so sure). One thing is certain: that understanding 
EOTai with KEpSiov, as a result of totally omitting 353, b difficult and not a 
normal Homeric idiom. 

357-64 After predictably standard language for the succession of 
speakers Paris begins with a 4-v. rebuke that recurs at 12.231-4, its opening 
v. also at 18.285. I n both those cases Hektor is reproaching Pouludamas for 
a similarly displeasing suggestion; the theme b a typical one. After 5 
smooth whole-sentence vv. Paris delivers the punch-line in the contrastingly 
interrupted 362, with further variation to mark the close in a tightly 
enjambed final couplet. 

357-60 The reproach is sarcastic but ostensibly respectful: OUKET" in 
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357 implies that Antenor's advice is usually welcome - surely he could do 
better this time? But if that is what he seriously thinks, then the gods must 
have destroyed his wits. 

358 0106a...voiiaai: 'you know how to think oF something better. 
360 The emphatic (with £>AEOOV) , the repetition of 5TJ after 359 E! 8* 

ETEOV 6f) and the reduplication in apa and rrTenra together form a complex 
and almost explosive preamble, in contrast with the bland and formally 
simple statements that have preceded. 

362 The core of his reply is given with succinct brutality in words 
freshly deployed for the occasion. avTixpv occurs 26 x //., normally of a 
weapon's path Straight on* through the body, only here in this striking 
abstract sense. For crrr6<pT)ui cf. crrccxpaafc at 9.422 and 649. 

363-4 The possessions have been described before (see on 350), but 
Paris varies the language used so far. (Argos is of course the Achaean land 
or the Peloponnese, not the city.) The offer to add to what he and Helen 
had removed from Lakedaimon, thus meeting part of the terms set by 
Agamemnon at 3.286f. (q.v. with n., and cf. 3.459), is conciliatory up to a 
point but plainly unacceptable. 

365-9 The repetition of 365 directly after 354, of 367 so soon after 326, 
followed by 368f. (omitted by many MSS) after 348-9 (see n. there), makes 
an arid and automatic impression. These functional formulas of address 
and so on were not subject to the normal rules of economy and are usually 
varied somewhat, more at least than this. 

366 6eo<piv pf|0TC0p(*) orrdXavTos -v recurs twice, of Peirithoos and 
Patroklos, neither especially renowned for counsel (cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
UTj8onai); compare Aii pfynv OTOACCVTOS (etc.), 6 x //., of either Odysseus 
or Hektor. The -91 termination is old in its special locative and instrumental 
senses, but not necessarily so when substituting for a simple gen. or, as here, 
dative. 

370-8 Priam ends the discussion with some practical instructions. 
Almost wholly compounded of w . from elsewhere and stylistically un-
exciting, they arc notable for his failure to apply further pressure on Paris 
and for his independent suggestion about the batdefield dead, closely 
similar to Nestor's but specifically mentioning a truce. 

370-1 as I8.2g8f., with the substitution of the formulas Kcrra TTTOXIV 

and ¿>s TO irapos m p for Kcrra crrpocTov tv TEXEECTCTI. The Trojans are here 
gathered within the city and can hardly be imagined as rushing out onto 
the plain to spend the night there; moreover they will eat in Troy itself as 
477 shows. That this is the adapted passage is shown by the inappro-
priateness of 371 to present circumstances, since they are hardly about to 
stay awake all night when inside the city walls. — Eypf|yop6£ is perf. imper. 
middle of Eysipco, cf. 10.67. 
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372-4 The first two w . are heavily fbrmular; the third — 3.87, but (in 
contrast with what was said on 370-1) it is that application, rather than 
this, that seems secondary. 

375 On Kai 6e (also at 173), 'introducing the last item of a series', see 
Denniston, Particles 202. TTVKIVOV nros ( 4 X II. sic) confirms Priam's 
suggestion as independent of Nestor's; an k c&Aqoi (etc.) is formular in this 
position. 

376-8 For 376 cf. 3.112; Priam summarizes Nestor's corresponding 
proposal (at 331-3, but the singer does not attempt to follow his language 
too closely). 377f., by contrast, are a repetition of Hektor's words to Aias at 
291 f., but with | KT|0|i€v for | crrjpepov; see on 290-3. The repetition of eis o 
KE, especially after 375 at K', and the three successive integral enjambments 
may be largely fortuitous but give Priam's closing words a certain liveliness 
in comparison with his earlier remarks. 

379-80 379 is another formular verse. 380 is omitted by a minority of 
MSS including A and in many modern texts (though not O C T ) ; the 
objection to it is clear, that as a close version of 18.298 it contradicts 370. 
Obviously the Trojans dine in the city and not 'in the army, by regiments 
[or at their posts]'. The alternative to omission is to restore Kara "rrroAiv a>$ 
TO irapos ircp as in 370; that seems preferable, since some statement that the 
instruction was followed, and in the same terms, is in the oral style. 
Curiously the ancient critics do not seem to have concerned themselves 
much with the discrepancy, though Kcrra CTporrov was an ancient variant 
for KctTOt -rrroAiv at 370 (Did/A). 

381-2 381 repeats 372 with necessary adaptation. The night has now 
passed; rjcofcv must mean at the first appearance of dawn, before sunrise, 
in view of 421 where the sun's rays first strike the fields (so Ameis-Hentze). 
Why the Achaeans are already assembled at this unlikely hour is not made 
clear - another sign, perhaps, of the rather casual construction of this whole 
episode. Analytical theories that this assembly has been displaced from 
elsewhere, for example the aftermath of the duel in bk 3, cannot be entirely 
discounted. 

383 That they should have gathered by the stern of Agamemnon's 
ship, and therefore close to his hut, is not unnatural in the circumstances; 
11.806-8 states that by Odysseus' ship, i.e. in the centre of the line of ships 
according to 8.222f., was the regular meeting place. 

384 fjirCnra is found only here in Homer; the -a termination (as in 
iiriroTa, nrnTjAdrra etc.) is probably based on the vocative, cf. Chantraine, 
GH1, 199, and apparently ancient; yet other such epithets always belong 
to a proper name, and fjiorra xfjpu^ is unique in this respect. It is not an 
old formula, therefore, but is created by analogy for an exceptional metrical 
context, Kfjpu^ being found 13 x II. but only 3 x at the v-e, in the other two 
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instances without an epithet. qmjrra from qmjoo, 'speak loudly*, is an 
appropriate creation since it defines a typical heraldic rdle, sometimes 
reflected in their names, cf. Thootes at 12.342 and von Kamptz, 
Personennamert 26. The model here may be Eputides as father of the herald 
Periphas at 17.323!; but the influence of the formula mrroTa NtcrTcop is 
also probable, occurring as it does in the otherwise identical v. at 9.52, TOTCTI 

6* aviorapcvos perapwvtcv hrrroTa Netrrcop. 
3 8 5 - 9 7 Idaios* speech is mainly made up of w . reported from Paris and 

Priam just before, but is enlivened by his personal additions, see on 387 and 
3 9 2 - 3 -

3 8 7 Compare a 8* au TTCDS TOBE TRAOI 91X0V icai q8u yEvoiTo in an 
unusually polite address by Zeus to the other gods at 4.17. Messengers do 
not usually add their own comments or excuses, but Idaios* attempts to be 
ingratiating add an element of drama to an otherwise foregone conclusion. 

388 This v. appeared also at 3.87 (see n.), where, however, it was 
awkwardly constructed after KEKXVTE. The present use is not therefore 
directly derived from there. 

3 8 9 - 9 0 The central placing of the heavy name makes 389 a rising 
threefolder, in which the metrical lengthening of pcv is aided by colon-
division. |qyayrro TpoiqvB' recurs at 22.116 in Hektor*s final soliloquy, 
and for ¿>s irpiv ¿xpEAA' onroXcoQai cf. Helen's ws irpiv ¿xpeAXov oXeaflai as 
she mourns him at 24.764 - our poet was clearly familiar with the narrative 
of Hektor's death and its aftermath (and may, of course, be responsible for 
both). At 3.40 the subject of &9EXX*, in Idaios* second inteijection, is 
confirmed as Paris and not the KTqpcrra; for Paris' general unpopularity see 
also 3-453f. 

3 9 2 - 3 Paris had stated baldly at 362 that' the [or my] woman I will not 
give back'; Idaios fulsomely translates her into 'glorious Menelaos' lady 
wife*. He also implies that Antenor's proposal of 348ff. had received wide 
acclamation, though that is not stated there. 

3 9 4 - 7 Priam's words of 375-8 are reported exacdy, except for necessary 
adaptation of 375. The MSS here have the 'quite abnormal' (Shipp, Studies 
260) qvcbyeov, presumably a bastard imperf. formed after pluperf. qvcbyEi 
as in 386; Bentley's qvcoyov is a simple emendation, with lengthening of 
-ov facilitated by colon-break as well as the digamma of (p)Eimfv. 

3 9 8 - 4 1 1 The reactions of both Diomedes and Agamemnon, predictable 
in themselves, are expressed with some dramatic turns of phrase. 

3 9 8 - 9 The formular v. 398 has already occurred at 92, followed as here 
by 04/6 SE Sq in 94 (itself recurring at 9.31 and 696). Diomedes as always 
is the hero least overawed by circumstances, reacting with typical 
incisiveness to criticism, bad news or an important new suggestion as here. 
See also on 8.28-30. 
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4 0 0 - 2 His advice is rhetorically phrased as well as succinct: let no one 
accept the offered treasure - or Helen herself, he adds for good measure, 
even though she has definitely not been offered. Gen. "AXc^ccvSpoio is 
ablatival, 'accept from A. ' , cf. 1.596. For 401 yvooTov = 'self-evident' cf. 
Od. 24.182; yvcoTOv 5C KOI os... entails either understanding <€KEi'vcp> os or 
taking os as equivalent to cT TIS as at 14.81, but the crucial observation is 
that KAI os paAa vtymos tori recurs (in a regular construction with 
KE...yvoir)) at 17.629 and is bodily transferred from such a context to here. 
For the ¿Ac8pou irciporra that in 402 are 'fastened onto' the Trojans see 
6.i43n. 

4 0 3 — 4 =9.50-1 , with pOOov cryaoaapevoi 4X II. (but not Od.) 
elsewhere; on ayapai see 4m. 

4 0 6 - 6 Achaean applause speaks for itself but Agamemnon is careful to 
make plain that his own approval is also necessary, cpoi 6* £7TiT}v8av£i 
OUTCOS. His assertive attitude is confirmed by 408 oO TI pcyaipco - I do not 
grudge it, i.e. it is also my decision. 

407 CrrroKpivovToci was noticed by Aristarchus (Am/A); elsewhere in 
Homer (at 12.228 and 3 x Od.) the verb means 'interpret' and not 'reply' 
as in subsequent Ionic (often in Herodotus; cnroKpivcoOai is Attic), and 
should be so understood here: the Achaeans by their cries, 403 rrriaxov, 
rather than by any direct pOOos, are interpreting their feelings for you, TOI. 

408 Aristarchus (Nic/A) noted a pause (which could be marked by a 
comma in a modern text) after VEKpoioiv: 'about the corpses, I do not at all 
grudge burning them'. 

4 0 9 - 1 0 The syntax is imprecise and proverbial but clear in implication 
(neither it nor e.g. 9£i8co being particularly ' l a te ' ) : ' there is [i.e. should be] 
no sparing, in the matter of dead corpses, over quickly propitiating them in 
the matter of fire' - both gens, being loosely partitive, crai KE 8avoxn is to 
be taken closely with WKA rather than as a mere reinforcement of VEKUCOV 

KcrraTEBvTjcdTCDv (Ameis-Hentze). 
4 1 1 TOTCO of a god means literally' let him k n o w i . e . let him be witness; 

this use with opxia as direct object is a unique extension, the normal 
construction being with prj, cos or acc. + inf. The oaths are those that would 
be necessary for the truce, despite Nestor's remarkable failure to mention 
them (33 m.). 

412-41 Both sides gather up and cremate their dead; the Achaeans cany out Nestor*s 
plan of using the occasion to build a wall and trench before their camp 

4X2 Similarly at 10.321 Dolon tells Hektor to hold up his staff (TO 
CTKfjTTTpov avaaxeo, likewise with the developed def. article) and swear. For 
Agamemnon's staff or sceptre as especially potent in oaths see on 1.233-44 
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and 234-9. Zeus as object of invocation is sometimes reinforced by the gods 
in general, sec e.g. on 6.476-81. 

413 | ayoppov (5 x //.) is strongly emphatic: 'back once again* to the 
city. 

4x4-18 A strikingly cumulative sentence which technically could end 
at 414,415,416 or 417. V. 416 makes a naive impression with the repetition 
of Idaios' name and offjA8£ after £A6ot; but it generates 417, in which oras 
EV pEcraoioiv, unnecessary in itself though corresponding to 384, allows the 
introduction of new and essential information in the second hemistich, 
namely that they then prepared themselves - itself expanded and analysed 
in 418. 

4x4 The patronymic Dardaniones occurs only here and at 8.154 *n a n 

identical hemistich. Dardanos' descendants are the Dardanoi or Dardanioi, 
sometimes signifying Trojans in general but sometimes distinguished from 
the Tp&cs as descendants of Assarakos, whose branch of the family, 
including Aineias, continued to count Dardanie (a non-urban settlement 
up in the foothills of Ida) as home rather than Ilios, the citadel by the sea; 
see 20.215ff. and 2.8i9-2on. 

4x5 This v. is mainly composed of formular elements, cf. 2.789 and 794. 
4x6 'Speak out' is a common sense of ¿TTOCITTETV (which can also mean 

'refuse' as at 1.515, 9-675), cf. Paris* crrro^iit at 362. The poet opts for 
summary ayyEXirjv orniemE rather than prolonging this already fragmented 
account by a direct report of what was said. 

4x8 Division into two groups with distinct functions is precise and 
logical, unlike the syntax which is deliberately varied by ETEpoi 8e... 

419-20 ...which, however, resonates with mpwOev in another di-
chotomy between Trojans and Argives, here described in exactly balanced 
terms, VEKVS (as at Od. 24.417) has to be substituted for VEKUas to 
accommodate Aristarchus* oTpOvovro (Did/A), 'made haste*, for vulgate 
OTPUVOV; that is certainly right in view of 419 EUOOEAUCOV crrro VRJ&v, i.e. they 
hastened from the ships to do these tasks (rather than urged, from the ships, 
unspecified others to do them). Leaf felt 420 to be an added elaboration, 
which is unlikely, especially in a heavily cumulated passage; cf. the 
corresponding repetition in 428-32. 

421-32 The description of collecting and disposing of the dead is plain, 
almost severe, but with touches of pathos: the brevity of 423 oi 5' fjVTtov 
OAAT)AOUTIV as well as their silence in 427, underscored by the sole integral 
enjambment after cncoTrf) |. 

421-2 = Od. i9.433f., likewise signifying a time well after dawn itself 
(which has already been mentioned, there at 428 as here at 381 T)CO6EV). But 
this relatively short interval, a couple of hours at most, now has to 
accommodate Idaios* going to the ships and back again, apart from the 
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actual discussions. The couplet is a striking one, rarely used since the 
discrimination of this after-dawn period is only rarely needed. aKoAappei'Tao 
comes only here and in the identical Od. passage; it is apparently 
compounded from ccxaAa as adverbial neuter plur. of axaAos = (peaceful*, 
'gentle' (so Hesychius), as in Hesiod frag. 339 M - W , Sappho frag. 43.5 
L - P ; cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. ¿KT). The streams of Okeanos were free from 
storms according to the D-scholium. 

424 For the occasional Homeric use of clvai with an adverb cf. 6.131 
6TJV f j v , 9 . 5 5 1 KCK&S f j v . 

425-6 The second half of 425 and first of 426 are both fbrmular, cf. e.g. 
14.7, 16.3. aAA* in 425 continues the sense of the previous v . : it was difficult 
to tell whether the corpses were Trojan or Achaean, but by washing them 
they did so, and were able to lift them onto their own wagons. 

427 Both sides wept as they lifted the dead (426), but Priam (who had 
naturally left the city to preside over the cremation) forbade further, 
perhaps ritual, lamentation (though they were still axvupevot Kfjp, 428) as 
the Trojans piled them on the pyre. No distinction seems intended between 
barbarian laments and Greek self-restraint (contra AbT) , and the Achaeans 
are probably to be imagined as performing equivalent acts in silence at 431. 

428 There is some doubt over the reduplicated form ETTEVTJVEOV, only 
here and in 431; Aristarchus did not query it and it was the vulgate 
reading, but 23.139 VTJEOV ( + 2 x elsewhere) suggests rfrcvrjeov, accepted by 
Payne Knight, Leaf, Schwyzer, LSJ, cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. VTJECO. 

430—2 The parallel actions of the two sides are again stressed by 
ETepcofev (as at 419) and by repetition of 428f. as 43if- (except for their 
different destinations). 

433 A unique v.: it was not yet dawn, night was ¿cpqnAuKT), i.e. with a 
hint of daylight (cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. *AVKT|, related to AEUCTCTCO, 

hvyyos, Lat. lux). 23-226f. depicts a slightly later phase immediately before 
dawn itself; whereas at 24-788f. the people gathering at dawn round 
Hektor's pyre are described in otherwise similar language, 

fjpos 6* T)piy£VEia <JXXVT| po5o5aKTuAo$ 'Hcbs, 
-ri}pos ap" a|i<pt m/priv KAVTOU "Ejcropos typETo Aaos-

Here it may be the need to conceal their further actions that makes the 
Achaeans begin at the earliest possible moment, when there is just enough 
light for them to see (though the task will continue all day); but Trojan 
failure to protest or comment at any stage is peculiar in itself. There is in 
any case something casual and untypical about the timing of events: the 
Trojan assembly at nightfall (345) and the Achaean assembly the following 
dawn (38if.); Idaios' journeys to and fro, and the first preparations for 
gathering the dead, all by soon after sunrise (421-3); the failure to suggest 
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nightfall (either directly, or by the mention of an evening meal or going to 
sleep) at the end of that day; and the present pre-dawn activity (432!). But 
there can be no doubt that the decision to gather the dead, and its 
performance, occupies the whole of one day, with the building of the mound 
and the associated wall and trench (during which nothing is heard of the 
Trojans), followed by the arrival of the ships from Lemnos, the whole of the 
next (cf 465-82). 

434 fypero must be read for MS iyprro: the meaning must be that 
they gathered (ayEi'popai), not that they woke up (eytipouai) - clearly the 
group in question did not sleep by the pyre, indeed (all) the Achacans went 
back to the ships after burning the dead (432). Why this KptTos...Aa6s, 
select host, should be specified is not clear; they might be special mourners, 
but it is they who apparently build not only the mound but also the wall 
and trench (435-7). Nestor at 336ff. had simply proposed 'let us build...', 
obviously meaning the Achaeans in general, and all available forces would 
be needed for such a huge task - yet its accomplishment in a single day 
shows that realistic criteria cannot in any case be invoked. Could xprros be 
affected by the not dissimilar-sounding KAVTOO in the similar 24.789, 
quoted in the preceding n.? Or by 436 aKptTov? Or by the special activity 
implied in 334! (but that is probably an Athenian addition) ? The difficulty 
remains; but perhaps the v. is indeed modelled after 24.789 vel sim., with 
KptTos not specifically thought out in context. 

435-40 ~ 336-41 where Nestor proposed the present actions in the 
same words, except for necessary adjustments of number, tense etc. Yet two 
variations show, surprisingly enough, that the present passage was 
conceived first, and the earlier proposal adapted from it: (i) the inclusion 
of TETXOS in 436 (see on 338 for the difficulties of its omission there); and (ii) 
the optative ciq which is regular in 439 but anomalous at 340 (see comment 
there). 

435-6 On the probable meaning of E^ayayovTES, in the light of 
Aristophanes' Iv TTESI'W here, sec on 336-7. 

441 = 9.350, where Akhilleus refers slightingly to the ditch; the stakes, 
which are important, are also prominent at 12.55! Nestor had used a 
different and more general description at 341!, one that would be less 
appropriate to the present factual narrative. 

442-82 After a brief diversion to Olumpos for a (doubtfully authentic) complaint by 
Poseidon, wine-ships arrive from Lemnos and the Achaeans feast after their labours, 
after nightfall, but fearfully as J^eus thunders ominously 

443-64 There is a sudden switch to Zeus's residence on Olumpos. This 
scene of protest by Poseidon and conciliation by Zeus is broadly paralleled 
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at Od. 13.125ff., where Poseidon insists on turning the Phaeacian ship to 
stone. It also appears to duplicate 12.3-33, where the poet will describe 
how the wall and trench will be obliterated by Poseidon and Apollo turning 
the local rivers against them after the fall of Troy. Zenodotus, Aristophanes 
and Aristarchus (Arn, Did/A) all found the present scene to be the 
interpolation (in an 4unusual consensus', Boiling, External Evidence 99); 
though its inclusion of many w . found elsewhere says litde, and Shipp's 
judgement that it is 'unusually crammed with abnormalities' (Studies 261) 
is far too strong, see on 447 and 452-3 adfin. More to the point, it interrupts 
a generally workmanlike narrative and is anticlimactic in itself, while the 
new Achaean wall can hardly be seen as a serious rival to the huge enceinte 
of Troy (452^). Moreover by specifically linking Apollo with the earlier 
wall-building it directly contradicts 21.446-9, where Poseidon builds the 
wall and Apollo tends Laomedon's herds. Almost the only thing in its 
favour is that it lends more emphasis to this whole cursorily introduced 
affair of the wall and trench - though see further de Jong, Narrators 153. 
Both this and the bk 12 version make the same point about the Achaean 
failure to offer hecatombs (450 = 12.6), but there it is taken more seriously, 
including by Zeus himself. On balance the evidence suggests that the 
present scene is an addition, developing the narrative of i2-3ff. after the 
dramatic model of the discussion between Poseidon and Zeus in Od. bk 13. 
If so, it is likely to have been developed not by Homer himself but by 
another aoiSos, a close follower perhaps, rather than by a fully-fledged 
rhapsodic elaborator whose uncertainties of taste might have shown up 
more clearly. 

446-53 Poseidon's words are rhetorically phrased and rhythmically 
varied, with the double integral enjambment of 448-50 leading to the curt 
assertion of 451. 

4 4 7 EVHFEI is clearly intended as fut. of EVETTEIV = 4 tell' rather than 
sviirretv = 'blame', perhaps after *eviyoo as Chantraine suggests, cf. Diet. 
s.v. ewrirco. 

450 It is true that sacrifices were not mendoned when the fortification 
works were undertaken; but the Achaeans were in a hurry, and it is not 
clear that offerings were de rigueur before all such tactical enterprises. 
Poseidon is of course on his dignity here, but the same criticism is made 
more objectively at 12.6. 

451 4 As far as dawn spreads' means 'over the whole earth', cf. 8.1 'Hcbs 
|I£V KPOKOTTCTRAOS EKLBVOTO TTSOOV €7T' AIM». 

452-3 See on 443-64 for whether or not Apollo actually helped build 
the wall; there were obviously two versions, but Apollo's herding may be 
due to conflation with the separate tale of his servitude to Admetos. — The 
dissyllabic dat. fjpco recurs at Od. 8.483 | fjpco ArjpoSoiccp (see Hainsworth 
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ad loc.) and is an acceptable alternative to fipcoi (8 x //.); ot6Xrjaav-re is a no 
less acceptable contraction, as is shown by 9 . 1 2 4 , Trrjyous 0 6 X 0 9 0 pous, 01 

0x6X10 TTOOOIV apovro. More probably Mate' is iroXiooapcv meaning 
' build' in general, not of building a TTOXIS as in the verb's only other 
Homeric occurrence at 2 0 . 2 1 7 . 

455 Her? will address Poseidon similarly at 8.201; here cupuofevES has 
special force in view of 458. 

456-8 A weaker god might 'fear this thought', an imprecise phrase 
unparalleled elsewhere, but Poseidon's fame is world-wide. The conversion 
of 451 into 458 by substituting | oov for | TOU is too obtrusive to be wholly 
satisfying, and Zeus's point that Poseidon need not bother about such 
minor matters could be made more forcibly in quite different terms. 

459 For oypei pocv see on 5.765-6. 
461-3 This appears to be a version of the more detailed and powerful 

description at 12.27-32 (462 being identical with-12.31). There Poseidon 
turns all the rivers against the wall and smashes its foundadons with his 
trident, then covers all the shore with sand, 32 TEIXOS <5cnoX8vvas (cf. 463 
here, peya TEIXOS auaX6uvriTai). ¿UOXSUVEIV, 'efface' or 'wipe out', not 
uncommon in Ionic poetry later, occurs only in these two contexts in 
Homer (cf. HyDem 94). 

465 | Suorro 6' TJEAIOS is an established Odyssean formula (9 x , of 
which 7 x followed by OKIOMVTO TE irooat oryviai), not found elsewhere in 
II. The phrase TETEXECTTO 6E Epyov is also (lighdy) formular, elsewhere (1 x 
//., t x Od.) at the v-e. The resulting v. is plain and dignified. 

466-82 The arrival of wine-ships from Lemnos and the Achaeans 
preparing their festive meals make a strong ending, one that conveys a 
feeling of accomplishment after the day-long task of building wall and 
trench - at least until Zeus's thundering begins. The next Book, too, will 
end with a similarly striking and threatening image as Trojan watch-fires 
burn night-long across the plain. 

466 The verbal form P0U90VECO is found only here in the whole of 
Greek; that is accidental, no doubt, since the Bouphonia at Athens (as part 
of the festival of Dipolieia) was well known, as was the month-name 
Bouphonion at Delos and Tenos; moreover the adjective fi)ou96vos occurs 
at HyHerm 436 and elsewhere. Yet 90V0S etc., unlike a9o£Etv etc., always 
implies slaughter with the implication of murder; that b what the 
Bouphonia was concerned with, and fk>u90v£?v is an unexpected term for 
the butchering of oxen either in a normal religious or in a secular con-
text - A b T were wrong in saying it was appropriate for the latter. Apart 
from this difficulty, which should not be exaggerated, the rising three-
folder is neat enough; Boprrov EXOVTO will be aptly amended to 'prepared 
a rich feast' at 475. 
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4 6 7 - 9 Euncos son of Iason is mentioned at 23.745-7 as buying 
Akhilleus' prisoner Lukaon from Patroklos with a silver mixing-bowl given 
by Phoenicians to his grandfather Thoas. He has a 'speaking name* apt for 
a despatcher of ships to Troy, and is probably a Homeric fiction (Shipp, 
Studies 261, untypically called him Euenos and made him an Atticism). 
Lemnos was famous for the Argonauts stopping there on their voyage, and 
being ardently received by the Lemnian women who had been abandoned 
by their husbands. Jason slept with king Thoas* daughter Hupsipule, and 
it is natural that their offspring should succeed to the throne; otherwise the 
Argonautic saga is alluded to only at Od. 12.69-72. Yet Lemnos itself is part 
of the background of the Trojan venture; aside from the present context, 
the Achaeans had feasted there on the way to Troy (8.230-4) and left 
Philoktetes behind there (2.727). 

470-2 Euneos sends a thousand measures of pcOu (sweet wine, as at 
9.469) for the Atreidai, but the Achaean troops at large have to barter for 
theirs: iv6cv in 472 means 'from the ships', and oivi£ovro implies 
'produced wine' rather than 'prepared' it as at 8.546. 

473-5 The fivefold repetition of aXAoi gives an effect of busy and diverse 
activity, if in a rather mechanical way. a?6covi aiSqpcp | is formular, 3 x II., 
i x 0d.\ the epithet must mean 'bright' here (cf. e.g. ai&f|p as bright sky), 
rather than having its stricter and more usual sense of'flame-coloured', as 
of lions or horses, or 'blazing'. It is 4 x applied to cauldrons, and they are 
surely of bronze. Other formulas for iron are iroAiov TC m'Bqpov | and 
•FTOAUKPTJTOS TT oiSqpos |; iron is grey not tawny, and the present phrase, a 
less precise addition to the system, could refer to 'finish', in artefacts as 
against the raw state, rather than colour. 

Verse 474 adds another related pair of barter-goods, hides and 'cattle 
themselves'; one might expect the latter to be reserved for feeding the army 
as a whole. The next item, av6pcnToSEooi, is as remarkable for the term 
itself as for the idea of war-captives belonging to ordinary troops: 
avSporrroSa (here with a heteroclite ending) does not recur in epic though it 
is common in Herodotus, Thucydides and Xenophon. Aristarchus conse-
quently followed Zenodotus and Aristophanes in athetizing the v. 
(Arn/AT), though the fifth aXXot, to which he also objected, is acceptable 
and the second hemistich a desirable summary (and extension of 466 
SopTrov CXOVTO) after the wine-ships detail. The regular Homeric term for 
slaves, including captives, is 6p&cs, 8pcoat, with SouAiov etc. implying 
more degraded roles. One cannot be certain that av6porTro8a (formed 
evidently on the analogy of Trrpairo8a, cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. avqp A 
(b)) was not available to singers; it is certainly not specifically Attic, contra 
Shipp after Wackernagel; but the idea of this v. as an addition cannot be 
excluded. 
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476-82 The lively genre scene of the wine-ships and the bartering can 
now be seen as preparing the way for a powerful and brilliant denouement, 
as night-long thundering from Zeus makes a sinister accompaniment to the 
feasting and fills the troops with fear. 

476-8 TTOWUX 1 0 1 Mcv Eirtrra (also at 1 8 . 3 5 4 ) leads to | -rrawuxios 6e in 
478, where most editors take a<piv to refer to the Achaeans only; admittedly 
477 Tp&cs... rrriKoupoi could be understood as parenthetical, but Leaf 
seems correct in taking the thunder to be terrifying to both sides. 

479 | crpEpSaXia KTVTTECOV is based on | apepSctAta iaxcov, 7 x //.; cf. 
8.170 KTvnre, where Zeus thunders to encourage the Trojans. 

480 One of the surprisingly few Iliadic references to libation (cf. p. 10); 
the action will turn out to be ineffectual. 

482 This v. was omitted by Zenodotus on unpersuasive grounds 
(Am/A, here and on 8.1); a standard way of marking the end of a day's 
action (cf. 9 . 7 1 3 , Od. 1 6 . 4 8 1 , 1 9 . 4 2 7 ) , it makes a rather bland conclusion, 
though not entirely devoid of irony. 
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The eighth Book is unusual in several respects. Known in antiquity as the 
KoAos Mà/T] or Curtailed Battle, it describes the fighting over one complete 
day, which begins with Zeus forbidding the gods to interfere and ends with 
the Trojans encamped threateningly in the plain. Their success is due to 
Zeus's support for Hektor, for he has at last decided to implement his 
promise to Thetis in bk i and avenge Agamemnon's insult to Akhilleus. 
Athene and Here are naturally unhappy at Hektor's success, and their 
frustrated attempt to set out for the batdefield against him is a major 
episode, clearly related to their similar but successful intervention in aid of 
Diomedes at 5.71 iff. It is characteristic of the Book as a whole that most of 
its actions and initiatives, whether divine or human, are soon abandoned 
or reversed. Only Zeus's initial determination is ultimately maintained, to 
produce the sense of crisis needed to motivate the Embassy in bk 9. 

Book 8 maintains something of the quality of its predecessor, halting or 
repetitive at times but with intermittent brilliance of detail and description. 
Similar doubts are raised about the degree to which certain episodes have 
been added as a whole or subjected to elaboration. Here those doubts may 
be increased by (i) a greater than usual number of w . suspected by the 
Alexandrian critics; and (ii) a greater than average proportion of plus-
verses. These are obvious post-Homeric repetitions and additions which did 
not survive the Aristarchan recension of the text. The chief witness here is 
the pre-Aristarchan Hibeh papyrus P 7, which adds at least 25 extra w . , 
supported neither by Aristarchus or the medieval vulgate nor by their 
general appropriateness, to the first 258 w . of the Book (of which it records 
a mere 90, between gaps). Yet it should be noted on (i) that of the 45 or 
so w . athetized by Aristarchus (nearly half also proscribed by Zenodotus), 
most look innocuous and are the target of apparently pedantic criticism ; 
and on (ii) that pre-Aristarchan papyri cover only a small proportion of the 
epic as a whole, and that the survival of P7, which is unparalleled in its 
proportion of added w . , could place bk 8 in a misleading light. Yet the 
norm is suggested by another papyrus from Hibeh of similar date (mid- 3rd 
cent, B . C . ) , P 41, which covers parts of bks 3, 4 and 5 and contains only a 
single plus-verse (4.69a) out of 74 w . preserved (cf. S. West, Ptolemaic Papyri 
64-7), as opposed to P 7's 25 out of 114. 

Even so, it is clear that the exceptional number of w . and passages in this 
Book, even after the Aristarchan recension, which recur elsewhere in the 
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Iliad, together with its episodic quality, made it both tempting and 
unusually easy both to add to and to subtract from the total numerus versuum. 
Dr S. West put the matter with typical clarity: 'The proportion [jr. of plus-
verses] depends partly on the context: passages containing many versus 
ilerati, like 6 . . . o r a summary of a typical scene described elsewhere in 
greater detail...attracted plus-verses, while a passage for which there are 
no close parallels elsewhere in Homer was likely to remain free from them. 
Concordance interpolation exercised a powerful attraction: thus a line or 
group of lines which follow a particular formula in one place are inserted 
after it in another passage where they may be rather less suitable* [op. cit. 
i2f.). She added on p. 75 that bk 8 'in any case contains a great number 
of lines which recur elsewhere, and there would be a strong temptation to 
expand it with further borrowings'. 

Neither the plus-verses nor Aristarchus should deter the commentator 
from using other criteria - of consistency, relevance and taste - which may 
suggest certain w . and passages as inauthentic in some sense. Even the most 
conservative editor may feel that in bk 8 there are at least two or three 
places where a short section, not always cast into doubt by Aristarchus, 
needs to be identified as a probable accretion. Yet Ameis-Hentze went too 
far in bracketing no fewer than 43 w . in all (not counting 547a and 5490-1 
in the O C T numeration), some on the grounds that they are omitted by 
some of the better MSS. Most of these might at best be seen as concordance 
interpolations, to use the convenient term explained in the quotation from 
Dr West in the preceding paragraph, about which certainty must often lie 
out of reach. Possible confusions and disagreements in this respect are 
illustrated in Boiling, External Evidence 100-16, cf. A. Shewan, Homeric Essays 
(Oxford 1935) 357-68. Yet part at least of 28-40 is open to a different kind 
of objection, as to a lesser degree are 524-8 and 538-41. These and other 
possible additions are discussed in the commentary, and confirm that bk 8 
as a whole has been peculiarly subject to fluctuations of length in the course 
of transmission. Chantraine (REG 47, 1934, 28iff.) concluded that, in Dr 
West's words, 'the text remained fluid in this part of the Iliad later than 
elsewhere'. She herself felt the variations to be too superficial to justify such 
a view (op. cit. 75), but it remains possible that bk 8 (and possibly also 7) 
was still under refinement at the time of Homer's retirement or death. 

1-52 Early next day £eus warns all the gods, with elaborate threats, not to interfere 
in the fighting down below; after which he travels from Olumpos to Ida in his divine 
chariot 

1 ~ 24.695, with the first hemistich as in 19.1, cf. also 23.227. 'Saffron-
robed ' is typical of the lyrical language applied in the epic tradition to 
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Dawn, who is also 'rosy-fingered', 'early-born*, 'divine', 'fair-throned*, 
'golden-throned*, 'fair-tressed*, 'bringing light to mortals' and 'rising 
from Tithonos' bed' ; except only that it is absent from the Odyssey. In 3/4 
occurrences the dawn that is KpoxoiTrrrXos is spread over earth or sea, cf. 
485-6^; but 19.1 lacks this detail and shows that the epithet could be 
similar in implicadon to poSoSoocrvAos, for which see on 1.477 ad fin. n a a a v 
rrr* alav | is formular, 4 x //., 1 x Od. 

2 ayoprjv Troirjaorro sic recurs at 489 with Hektor as subject. 
3 = i .499,5.754 (see nn. there), where the previous v. makes clear that 

Zeus is sitting apart from the other gods, i.e. from their regular haunts and 
dwelling-places. These are not on the 'highest peak' of Olumpos, where he 
evidendy had a sanctuary equivalent to that on Gargaros, a high peak of 
Ida, mentioned at 48. In envisaging all the gods as meeting there, and Zeus 
preparing his chariot there at 41-5 as though outside his palace, this singer 
has been a litde careless. The anomaly is remarked by modern editors but 
not Aristarchus (who made other minor comments on the v., Arn/A), and 
is not reflected in the medieval MSS. 

4 Though composed of formular elements (e.g. cryoptvE and axouov sic, 
cf. TTCCVTCS axouov | at 12.442), this v. does not exacdy recur. 

5-27 Zeus's speech is highly figurative but also carefully logical; 
untypical in content, it makes litde use of the repeated w . and half-w. that 
otherwise predominate. It is, of course, central to the whole purpose of this 
Book in its development of the m«iw-pIot and of Zeus's promise to Thetis. 
Rising threefolders are conspicuous (5, 7, 10, 15, 27, perhaps 17); several 
of the sentences are of some length, and enjambment is progressive (6, 13, 
14, 15), periodic (10, 11, 19, 23) and integral (7, 8, 21, 25) in equal 
measure. The greater than usual amount of periodic enjambment (cf. vol. 
1, 33), together with the virtual confinement of progressive enjambment to 
the cumulative description of Tartaros in 13-16, reflects a style that is 
elaborately explicit rather than strongly impassioned. Zeus conveys the 
force of his inhibition (which is never directly stated, see on 7-9) through 
a vivid and unusual description of the underworld depths to which rebels 
might find themselves confined, followed by a fantastic offer, again of 
cosmic dimensions, of testing his physical strength against that of the other 
gods combined. 

5-6 = 19.101-2 (where most MSS, probably wrongly, have avcoyei for 
XEAEUEI) ; 6 is formular, 5 x //., 5 x Od. Verses of address beginning, like 5, 
with KEKXUTE or KEKAUTE IOEU are common enough (11 x //., 20 x Od.; it is 
perverse of Shipp, Studies 262n., to question their traditionally), and no 
fewer than nine of them are followed by | o<pp* enrco as in verse 6. Yet 
twenty-two such w . are not so followed, and the absence of 6 in many MSS 
including A , as well as in P 17, is hardly significant - certainly not sufficient 
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reason for bracketing, with Ameis-Hentze. The rhythm of the present 
passage may be better with 6 in place to separate the rising threefolders 5 
and 7. 

7-9 These w . are specially composed for their context, though 
obviously with formular elements (e.g. TEXcuTrjaco -cn TaSe ipya, 2 x Od.). 
ovv in 7 is used for emphasis in the first part of a negative disjunction 
(Denniston, Particles 419); ye stresses a pronoun as at 5.301 (Denniston 
12if.); TO refers forward to 8iaxipoca, hapax in Homer (though cf. 15.467 
ifri... KEtpct), literally to cut through, here metaphorically to negate or 
frustrate. Zeus specifies both male and female gods (Shipp's objections, 
Studies 263, both to ©rjActa and to Gcaivca in 5 and 20 are unconvincing), not 
just as a 'polar* construction to convey the wide range of his ban but also 
with covert reference to Here and Athene, the usual trouble-makers. He 
never positively describes the 'deeds' to be accomplished, but leaves them 
to the imagination. 

10-11 10 belongs to a set of w . with ingenious variations in their 
second halves: 

1.549 ov 8e K' cycav crrravcuOc GE&V cdsXcopt vofjaai 
8.10 ov 8* av cyoov crrrava/fc 6tcov EOEAOVTO vorjoco... 
2.39if. ov 8c K* eywv cnTavcufc paxr)S EOEAOVTO vofjcrco | ptpva&tv 

15.348 ov 8' av eycov crrravcuOc vc&v CTcpcoBt vorjaco. 

V. 11 recurs at 13.9 (of the same situation), where CAOOVT' is less awkward; 
but the jingle with cOcXovTa may have seemed attractive. 

12—13 The hypothetical offender will be struck by Zeus's thunderbolt 
- he elaborates the threat at 402-5 and 455! - and so return in poor shape 
to Olumpos, or be hurled down into Tartaros. ou Kara tcoopov, a sinister 
understatement, is to be taken closely with EACUCTETOI ( N i c / A ) ; the phrase 
is used of Thersites' insults at 2.214. 

13 Flinging disobedient deities out of Olumpos is a favourite 
punishment by Zeus. At 15.18-24 he reminds Here of how he hung her up 
with anvils tied to her feet for an earlier offence, then threw (pnrraoKov) 
down to earth anyone who came to her aid; it was probably on this 
occasion that he cast Hephaistos down to Lemnos according to 1.590-4 (cf. 
1.586-94^). A variant of the motif is used at 18.394-9, where Here does the 
throwing, but again of Hephaistos; now the fall is to be not merely to earth 
but to Tartaros itself deep below. Tartaros, to be further described in the 
next three w . , is r|cpocvTa (cf. Hesiod, Theog. 119 and 682), i.e. filled with 
crrip and so darkness; compare 478-81, where Zeus renews his threat to 
Here and implies that she might come 'to the lowest boundaries of sea and 
earth, where Iapetos and Kronos [cf. 14.203!] rejoice neither in the rays of 
the Sun nor in the breezes, but deep Tartaros lies on every side*. In fact 
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Tartaros (a word of unknown, probably oriental, etymology according to 
Chantraine, Diet. s.v., though West, Theogony p. 195, prefers AbT's 
association with TapaaoEiv) is mentioned in the whole of Homer only on 
these two occasions in the present Book (cf. Schmidt, Wcltbild 1 o^f.) • 
Erebos, on the other hand, is named 3 x //. (including 368), 4.x Od. 

14 TTJAC is first word in 5/14 Iliadic occurrences, here emphasized by 
paA* (which belongs to speech rather than to narrative, so too superlatives 
like paOiorov, see p. 31). The only Homeric occurrences of (^pcGpov, Attic 
PapaBpov, are here and at Od. 12.94;11 implies a gulf, pit or recess which 
devours anything that penetrates it, from the same root as e.g. piPpcboKEiv 
and Lat. vorare (Chantraine, Diet. s.v. ^apaOpov). At Athens criminals were 
cast into the barathron (cf. e.g. Herodotus 7.133), a special cleft, but it is 
doubtful whether there is any such specific overtone here. The term does 
not recur in any of Hesiod's quite full descriptions of the underworld, see 
next n. 

15—16 Each v., like 14, is cumulated in progressive enjambment. 
Descriptions of the underworld were perhaps especially susceptible to 
catalogue-like expansions - compare the complex and sometimes repetitive 
descriptions in Hesiod, Theog. 717-819, where even the generally 
conservative M. L. West allows a degree of rhapsodic elaboration; but 
there is nothing to suggest anything of the kind in the present Homeric 
context, which is both clear and logical. 

V. 15 recurs at Hesiod, Theog. 811, though with ev©a 6e p a p p a p c c n for 
evOa oi6r)pEiai. The latter term is clearly the more appropriate, since 
p a p p a p E o s in epic means 'sparkling'; also more consistent with the brazen 
threshold, for which compare Tartaros' brazen gates and threshold at 
Theog. 733f. and 749f. The gate and its threshold are perhaps to be 
envisaged as on the floor of Tartaros rather than in its upper part, see next 
para., (ii). West, Theogony p. 358, considers it possible that the 'four-storey' 
universe implied by 16 is 'an attempt to outdo' the three-storey one of 
Hesiod; see vol. 1, to for his conviction that Hesiod is earlier than Homer. 
Yet Hesiod's statement at Theog. 720 that the Titans' place of confinement 
(i.e. Tartaros, whether or not one accepts 721, on which see P. Mazon's 
introduction to the Bud£ Hesiod, pp. xviiif.) is 'as far below earth as sky is 
from earth', substituting Crrro yqs for 'AISECO, looks like an attempt to make 
the Homeric description more symmetrical, both EVEpO" Crrro and yfjs with 
ycti'ns showing signs of strain (correctly Shipp, Studies 265). Admittedly 
Hades is normally the king rather than the place as here, but the formula 
•nruAas *AT8ao Trepr|a6iv | (etc.), as at 5.646, encouraged or exemplified a 
broader application of the term. 

In any case the schematic drawing accompanying AT's scholium on 13 
(and reproduced in Erbse ad loc.): 
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gives a clearly misleading interpretadon of the textus recefitus and should look 
more like this: 

since [d) = (a) + (¿), provided (i) that oupavos implies the upper part of ai6r)p 
(as oupavoftev in 19 and 21 suggests), and (ii) that the lower parts ofTartaros 
are meant, and that the iron gate of 15 is envisaged as there. Such a scheme 
does not possess the symmetry of the scholiasts' (Aristarchan?) in-
terpretation, or of the Hesiodic version; yet it accurately reflects the ideas 
of H a d » as immediately below the earth and ofTartaros stretching down 
almost indefinitely as in Xenophanes frag. 28 D - K . 

1 7 C a n be phrased either as a rising threefolder or, less plausibly, with 

regular central caesura. If the former, it would balance the rising 
threefolder at to, thus marking beginning and end of the first part of Zeus's 
threat: 27 is also relevant, see next n. 

18 One cannot be sure how ancient singers would articulate this v. with 
its parenthetical vocative 0£oi, but since the conclusion of the threat's 
second part is a rising threefolder at 27, so its introduction may be too: ci 
6* aye TTEipTjaaate fcoi Tva EIBETE TTOVTES. The rhetorical disposition of 
four rising threefolders in this manner (i.e. at 10,17, 18, 27) would be quite 
striking, well within the powers and ambitions of this singer (surely Homer 
himself) in such a remarkable pronouncement. The v. is otherwise similar 
to 1 . 3 0 2 , £1 6* ays PR\v TTEipr|aai, Iva yvcooxn tcai OI8E. For the sarcastic and 
threatening use of CISETE compare Agamemnon's boast from the same Book, 
1 . 1 8 5 ^ , O<pp' EG etSgs I oaoov fipTEpos EUU GEOEV. 

19-20 Should the major pause follow KpciiaaavTcs in 19 rather than 
TTOVTES in 1 8 ? The former was urged by Nicanor according to bT, followed 
e.g. by Leaf, and allows the 8* of 20 TTOVTES 8 ' to be kept. The latter is 
adopted in O C T , with consequent emendation of 8* to T* (the change being 
nugatory in itself), which makes the challenge more dramatic and is 
perhaps correct. — The other gods are to suspend a golden cord 'from the 
sky', E£ oupavoOcv (a pleonastic coalescence of E£ oOpavou and ovpavoOcv, 
also in 21 and 2 X elsewhere //., 2 x Od.), in which 'sky' might refer cither 

earth 
'Ai8rjs (c) 

TapTapos [d) 
W W 
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to the top of Mt Olumpos, just above the clouds where the gods normally 
dwell, or to the vault of heaven itself, the x&keos oupavos of 17.425. Either 
would suit the first part of the scene Zeus is imagining, down to 22, but see 
further on 25-6. e^aii itufa, 'attach yourselves from it* preparatory to 
pulling. 

21 TTEBIOVSE: either to the earth's surface or to the divine surface of 
Olumpos, cf. previous comment. 

22 The first hemistich recurs at 17.339; here Zeus refers to himself by 
name and with a grand dtle (much as he will term himself Kpovicova at 
470), to give a touch of dignity to this otherwise rather comical, if 
unnerving, suggestion. 

23-4 ' But as soon as I, too, really wanted to pull, I should pull (you u p ) 
together with earth itself and sea itself1 (for the sociadve datives cf. e.g. 
9.542). Sea is joined to earth, of which it is a part, for rhetorical effect. 

25-6 | OEiprjv JIEV KEV ETTEITCC continues the brilliant rhetoric, with 
| OEipf)v (I£v echoing the spondaic and ponderous | ourr) KEV of the preceding 
v., then suddenly lightened by the dactylic run of KEV ETTEITCC, reflecting 
Zeus's ease, perhaps, in contrast with the weight he has lifted. Now, for 
certain, Olumpos is seen as where Zeus is, the divine mountain-top 
complete with spur (ptov) rather than heaven or the upper air itself; for it 
is from Olumpos that he des the cord, and 'all that', TOC 6£...TTOCVTCC (i.e. 
earth and sea rather than the other gods themselves), would be ucrnopa, 
floating (cf. 23.369; from HET-OCEI'pEiv, 'lift up'). Clearly there is a certain 
conflation, which has perturbed critics, of the two views of ovpavos, since 
Olumpos, regarded as the Thessalian mountain, rises from earth itself and 
yet is here imagined as separate from it: that is, in the sky. This is hardly 
out of keeping with the fanciful nature of Zeus's proposal, though it 
probably arises from an underlying ambivalence about the divine dwelling-
place (see on 5.749-52). Zenodotus averted the difficulty by athetizing both 
w . (Arn/A); Aristarchus (Arn/A on 19, Arn/bT on 25) evidendy thought 
that Zeus tied the cord to Mt Olumpos below (i.e. he was in the oupavos 
above Olumpos), and so hauled the mountain, with earth and sea attached, 
into mid-air. That must depend on the valuation of ibrEtTa in 25: its most 
obvious meaning is 'next in sequence', but Aristarchus had to take it to 
mean 'at that moment' ('when I want to pull', Arn/A), which is ingenious 
but unconvincing. 

27 The rising threefblder emphasizes the completion of the argument, 
closing the ring after 17 which it may also balance rhythmically - see the 
nn. on 17 and 18. Here (unlike 7) the polar expression is purely rhetorical, 
since Zeus's superiority to men hardly needs proving. 

28-40 Zeus's threat, though not untypical in tone (cf. e.g. 15.14 and 
137, Fenik, TBS 219), has been unique in detail and expression. What 
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follows, down to 72 at least, is by contrast almost entirely composed of w . 
and passages found elsewhere in Homer and mainly in II. That does not 
necessarily brand it as interpolated or due to post-Homeric elaboration; 
but these first 13 w . , in which Athene complains and Zeus apparently 
relents, are open to the strongest suspicion. That is because his relenting 
undermines his whole position, making his spectacular threats pointless, 
even absurd, and being contradicted by his undiminished hostility to the 
two goddesses later in the Book (cf. e.g. 447-56). Yet the difficulty cannot 
be cured simply by omitting 38-40, since d>$ cmcov in 41 shows that 
Athene's complaint was in fact answered. Therefore if Zeus's words at 3gf. 
are unacceptable here (as opposed to 22.183^ where they recur), then the 
whole of Athene's complaint at 30-7 has to be surrendered likewise - as 
indeed do 28f., for none of this can justify £>s eitrcbv in 41, a phrase that 
cannot plausibly be emended away. The only other possibility would be that 
Zeus made some unfavourable reply to Athene (much as he replies unfavour-
ably to Here making the same complaint at 463-8), for which 3gf. were 
somehow substituted. Yet there is no reason for such a change (neither type 
of reply being substantially more' typical' than the other, pace Fenik 202f.), 
nor is there any evidence for it in the tradidon. — The whole sequence of 
13 vv. was athetized by Aristarchus (Am/A), initially on the ground that 
'they have been moved here from other places', OTI aXXcov TOTTCOV 

HETCCKEIVTCCI; then that 3Qf. 'are at odds here with the context', EvavrioOvTai 
6E EVOOCSE TOTS UTTOKEIUEVOIS. The Hibeh papyrus P 7, on the other hand, 
evidently contained the whole passage (though 33-7 are missing). 

2 8 - 3 0 These w . are not open to objection in themselves (i.e. apart from 
the contextual argument against them in the preceding n.), since the divine 
reactions are natural and their expression typical; 28 is formular (followed 
by ovfE 8c 8r) as at 7.399 and 3 x in bk 9) and 29 = 9.694, cf. 9.431, with 
| (iGOov AYAAOANEVOI 6 x II. Together the 3 vv. down to METEEITTE recur at 
9.430-2; ¿ryopevCTEv here replaces ORRRTEITREV there, but that is hardly a sign 
of secondary adaptation (contra Shipp, Studies 265) - indeed it has the merit 
of avoiding an undesirable echo with PETEEITTE as in 9.43 if. 

31 Athene addresses Zeus in these same terms 3 x Od. 
32-7 Her? will say exactly the same thing at 463-8 when she and 

Athene have been forced by another drastic threat from Zeus to return to 
Olumpos. There her words are thoroughly appropriate, some reply to 
Zeus's taunts being needed to elicit his further threats for the following day 
and his longer-term prophecy of events including Patroklos' death (47off.) 
- a powerful and unusual sequence which there is no reason for regarding 
as superfluous or inauthentic. Here, on the other hand, these vv. are 
unnecessary in themselves and unacceptable in context (28~40n.); 
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moreover substantial verbatim repetition by two different characters, except 
in the case of messengers etc., is unusual even in the oral style. For the 
details of this complaint see on 463-8. 

38-40 ~ 22.182-4, where Zeus has just mooted the idea of saving 
Hektor; Athene objects, and Zeus conciliates her with these words, then 
tells her to proceed with her plan of supporting Akhilleus. See on 28-40 for 
the objection to these vv. in the present context; they are better in place in 
bk 22, even if not perfecdy so as Leaf claimed - for even there the ethos of 
Zeus's comment that he was not speaking seriously, 6up£> | trpo^povi, 
whether ironical or not (cf. the A-scholium on 40), is surprising. At least 
err»n£i8r|CTas (for which see on 4.356-7; P 7 had a different version with 
liEi'8r)OEv, adding 1.361, cf. Boiling, External Evidence 102) is replaced there 
by the innocuous carauEip6|i£vos. For TpiToyEVEia see on 4.513-16. 

41-52 Now follows another episode, Zeus's journey to Ida, composed of 
vv. found elsewhere; but this passage, or something like it, is necessary in 
context, moreover it is charming and impressive in itself, with the 
cumulated vv. (every other one: 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52) conveying a sense 
of divine ease and luxuriance. 

41—4 ~ 13.23-6, where Poseidon, after leaving the peak of Samothrace 
and reaching his underwater palace at Aigai (hence iv6* EAOWV for 41 O>s 
eimov), yokes his horses and mounts his chariot - his hones skim the waves 
whereas Zeus's fly swiftly (42 ¿»KvnrETa) through the air, but this part of the 
description can apply brilliantly to both. 

41 Trruoxouai commonly in Homer means 'aim', of weapons, 
metaphorically 1 intend' or 'purpose' at 13.558^; but 'prepare' or 
'arrange' of a chariot here ( = 13.23) and a fire at 21.342. Cf. Triimpy, 
Fachausdrucke 1 iof., Chantraine, Diet, s.v., who compares the corresponding 
senses of Tvyxovco and tevxco. — Gold is everywhere, but a touch of 
realism persists; gold would be too soft for hooves as for an axle, which is 
likewise of bronze in the continuation of this passage at 13.30. 

43 Golden armour is fitting for Zeus in majesty; it may be more 
immediately necessary for Poseidon as he approaches the batdefield at 
13.25, but Ameis-Hentze were wrong (in more ways than one) in 
concluding that the bk 13 passage must therefore be the original and this 
a copy. — yEVTO, ' g r a s p e d 5 x //., not Od., from a probable root yep-, cf. 
Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 

45-6 The two contexts diverge now as Poseidon drives over the waves, 
Zeus through the air; but our singer is able to draw on other typical vv. and 
parallel scenes for his conunuation. V. 45 is formular, usually with iAaav as 
here but 3 x II. with rrnrous instead, i.e. where horses have not so far been 
mentioned. The couplet recurs, with that difference, at 5.768f. where Here 
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drives from Olumpos down to Troy. 46 is formed from typical elements: 
| peooiyyus 4 x //. elsewhere, not Od., and oupovoO (etc.) aoTEpoEv-ros | 5 x 
II. elsewhere, 4X Od. 

47-8 Verse 47 recurs at 14.283 and 15.151 of other gods coming to Ida. 
It is indeed rich in springs like other well-wooded mountains (though 
TToAuTnBaxa etc. is peculiar to it in Homer, 8 x //.), as in wild life: J. M. 
Cook (Troad 306) was told in 1968 of hares, jackals, boar, badgers, deer, 
wild cats, partridge, bears, even leopards. For piyrcpa Oqp&v cf. also pt|TEpa 
pr)Acov 3 x //., 1 x Od. — Papyapov is placed in apposition to specify a 
particular part of the whole massif. Its gender is unclear, and ancient and 
modern critics veer between Tapyapos, Tapyapov and even Tapyapa. For 
ava Tapyapcp ocKpo) at 14.352 and 15.152 cf. axpco 'OAvpuxp at 13.523; its 
remaining appearance is 14.292 Tapyapov axpov - that is, it could be masc. 
in all 4 Homeric occurrences. Homer surely envisages it as lda's highest 
peak (cf. 51 EV Kopuq>Qat), whichever that might have been thought to be; 
actually it is Baba Dag at the western end of the long E - W ridge known as 
K a z Dag (Cook, Troad 304-7). The later settiement called Gargara has 
been identified by Cook (257!) near the much lower and separate peak of 
Koca Kaya, a few miles N - E of its mother-city Assos, its name perhaps due 
to a misidentification from Lesbos; at any rate the batdefield of Troy is not 
visible from there as it is from Baba Dag (cf. Leaf, Troy, London 1912, 10). 

At 22.170! Zeus pities Hektor who 'burned many an ox-thigh for me on 
the peaks of rugged Ida*. TEPCVOS FKAPOS TE 6uf)Eis recurs at 23.148, Od. 
8.363, of other deities, with 6ur|Eis referring to burnt offerings in general, 
stricdy non-animal ones (see on 6.269-70); 'fragrant* is a mistranslation 
here, though correct for 15.153 Ovoev and for 8uo>8qs, 3 x Od. 

4 9 - 5 0 Again the actions - of halting and unharnessing the horses, then 
concealing or alternatively feeding them - are typical, so in more or less the 
same words of Iris at 5.368!, Here at 5.775!, Poseidon at 13.34. 

5 1 - 3 Finally Zeus takes his seat in his sanctuary on the mountain-top 
(an allusion to a 'rock throne', as Ameis-Hentze assumed, being just 
possible), 'exulting in glory' (for which see on 1.405 and 5.906) and gazing 
at Troy and the Achaean camp below - he will do so again at 11 .81! , but 
it is an undeniably majestic conclusion to his monotheistic tour deforce here. 

53-171 The troops march out after dawn ; fighting is even at first, then ^jsus favours 
the Trojans. Nestor is saved by Diomedes when one of his horses is killed; together they 

face Hektor, but retreat when %eus hurls a thunderbolt in front of their chariot and then 
thunders again in support of the Trojans 

53*9 The cumulative style continues as both sides emerge for battle, with 
54, 56! and 59 adding detail to the main statements of action. 
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53-4 At the end of bk 7 the Achaeans slept in fear after feasting for 
much of the night. Now after dawn they take another meal, 6ETTTVOV (see on 
2.381), before the day's fighting. | fbipqxa and K<RRA KXtoias are formular, 
though not combined elsewhere; Ocoprjaaovro | is found sic 6/8 x It. The 
untraditional phrase is OTTO 6' OVTOV, with unusual temporal sense; TOI 6* 
aCrroOi was an ancient variant (Did/A). The 'wild' P 7 attempted to 611 out 
the description with details taken from other scenes; here it added four plus-
w . after 54, of which the last three = 2.477-9, a description of Agamemnon 
marshalling the host. 

55 hipco&v continues to set the scene in terms of a clear visual 
opposition between Achaeans on the one side, Trojans on the other; | Tp£>c$ 
8* AU6' rrspcoBcv 5 x //., cf. | 'ApytToi 8 ' ¿Tcpco&v 4 x . OTTXJ^OVTO clearly 
corresponds with 54 Ocoprjooovro, though normally it means 'prepare' in 
a more general sense. Now P 7 adds 11.57-60, an obvious concordance 
interpolation since 11.56 ~ 55 here. 

56-7 luuaoav... paxcoOoa: cf. 7.3 uepaaav ttoAeiu&iv f|8c paxcoOcu and 
2.863 M ûaoccv 8* vopivi uax€o6at. The lesser number of Trojans (allies 
apart) and, in the next v., the need to defend wives and children, are typical 
motifs (cf. Fenik, TBS 219), though not exacdy so expressed elsewhere. 
Xpciol avayKairj, of which the second term must be adjectival, is unique. 
The poet of this Book, though his main forte is for deploying w . and half-
vv. from elsewhere, is also capable of making his own formular adaptations 
and creating, from time to time, novel if not especially elegant phrases. 

58-9 These w . repeat the description of 2.8ogf., when the Trojans, 
after hastening to arms, issue from the city; see nn. ad toe. (the former on 
iraoai as meaning what it says, i.e. more than one gate). 

60-5 These w . repeat the description of 4.446-51 when battle is first 
joined; see comments there, including on the clash of shields and on the 
powerful and rhetorical style. There the generic narrative is reinforced by 
a developed simile. P 7 gratuitously added 18.535-7 a^ t e r 65, a description 
of Eris and other allegorical figures, perhaps to correspond with 444off. 

66-7 These w . recur at 1 i.84f., similarly of a new day's fighting which 
remains evenly balanced until midday, when one side or the other gains the 
ascendancy (cf. Fenik, TBS 81). 

68 There, that idea is expressed by the hour when the woodcutter takes 
his dinner. Here and at 16.777 the sun's position is given as he 'bestrides' 
the middle part of the vault of heaven, cf. similar expressions for evening in 
terms of the setting sun at e.g. 1.475, II*I94> 16.779. 

69-72 Zeus weighs the fates twice in //., here and at 22.209-13 (q.v. 
with nn.). The couplet in which he stretches out (rriTcnve, a form of TETVE) 

the golden scales, then places two dooms of death in them, is identical in 
each case; then follows a v. defining the owners of the doom (Trojans and 
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Achaeans here, in the formular v. 71, Akhilleus and Hektor there), then a 
lightly varied description of holding up the scales and the sinking o f ' the 
day of destiny' of one or the other: 

8.72 ?AKE 6s pEcroa Aapcbv, perrc 8* aioipov rjpap "Axatcov 
22.212 CXKE 6e pkroa Acrfkbv, perre 8* "Exropos atoipov rjpap. 

The expression so far is accomplished and probably traditional. 
70 TavrjAeycos Govcrroio: an old formula, 2 x //., 6 x 0d. \ the epithet's 

meaning is disputed, cf. Chantraine, Diet., with Blass, Bechtel and 
Leumann (HW 45) arguing for (T)av-aAEyEiv, Szemerinyi defending 
traditional Tavp-aXlyeiv, cf. TCCVU, 'of long concern'. 

73-4 A t 22.213 the sinking of Hektor's doom is described in a brief 
appended clause, | cpx61"0 8' bis *AT6ao, meaning that the scale sank down 
toward the underworld, pETC, ' turned' or ' leant', especially of the 
movement of a balance, has already implied that the significant direction 
is being taken, presumably downward since the heavier doom is the 
predominant one. Now this is made absolutely clear, with the added 
implication that Hades is where Hektor himself will end up. In the present 
bk 8 version, however, this concise and pregnant expression is apparendy 
expanded into two w . athetized by Aristarchus and assigned to a diasceuasl 
(Arn/A). For the Achaeans' doom now becomes plural, Kfjpes, which 
strangely takes a dual verb E4ECJ6T)V (for which the ancient variant -EV is a 
desperate remedy); moreover the desired meaning is not that the scale 
actually settles on the earth (whose standard epithet * much-nurturing' is, 
admittedly, quite ironic here), but merely that it moves towards it. Yet icqp 
could surely become multiple for a collective subject when required; and 
the dual verb could refer loosely to the two scales rather than the icfjpcs 
themselves. This apparent expansion of the simple 'went towards the house 
of Hades' is ungainly and could be rhapsodic, but one cannot (of course) 
be sure. Metaphorical references to Zeus's balance at 16.658 and 19.223 
show the concept to be a typical one, subject no doubt to variant expression 
even within the aoidic phase. Despite possible borrowings and adaptations, 
the whole of the present passage down to 77 is vigorous and clear. 

75-7 pryocX* (pryA 6') EKTVTTE sic is formular, 3 X //., 1 x 0d.\ so is 
XAcopov 6cos ETAEV (etc.), 4 X //., 6 x Od., but 'blazing flash* for lightning 
is found only here. 

78-91 T h e tale of Nestor's rescue by Diomedes is original in content (so 
far as It. is concerned) and told in a straightforward, not especially 
derivative, narrative style. Neoanalysts have argued (but cf. Kullmann, 
Quellen 45) that the Aithiopis episode where Nestor's son Antilokhos rescued 
his father from a similar predicament (also caused when a horse is wounded 
by an arrow-shot from Paris), at the cost of his own life, is the model from 
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which the present episode is derived. There is no evidence for this rather 
than other possibilities: that this is the model for the later poem, or more 
probably - in view of deficiencies in the present account - that both are 
versions of a lost, typical exemplar. See further p. 27 and M. W. Edwards' 
discussion of Neoanalysis in vol. v , ch. 2 (ii). 

7 8 - 8 4 Nestor is oupo* 'Axatcav, 'watcher over' them, here and 3X 
later in the poem (and once Od.). The narrative is tense and rhetorical, with 
increasing subordination and varied enjambment: neither Idomeneus nor 
Agamemnon dared remain, nor the Aiantes - only Nestor stayed behind, 
not willingly, but his horse was hurt, which Paris struck with an arrow on 
the head where the mane begins, a fatal spot. 

81 £8apvcrro was read for rrapETo in some commentaries according to 
Did/A, presumably because the wound was fatal; but not immediately, 
cf. 86, and CTsiprro can stand. 

82 This is the regular description of Paris when he has to fill the whole 
v. (sometimes with another word in place of | 6Tos), i.e. he is type-cast, in 
accordance with the demands of the epic as a whole, as Helen's husband 
rather than e.g. as good archer or prince of the Trojans. 

85-6 The sudden pain made him rear up (¿tv-etr-aXTo rather than from 
ocvcrTraAAopai), the arrow entered his brain, he threw the two yoke-horses 
into confusion in his death-agony ('as he rolled around with the arrow in 
him'). 

87-91 The dramatic narrative continues: while the old man rushes 
(down from the chariot) to cut the traces, Hektor's horses come through the 
tumult with their bold rider-Hektor himself, that is; and the old man 
would have lost his life had not Diomedes keenly noticed. O n Trapr)opiai 
and the concept ofirapqopos = 'trace-horse* see 7 .155-6^ The only other 
mention of a trace-horse in II. is the fuller one of the wounding and death 
of Patroklos' trace-horse Pedasos at 16.467-77, where the two yoked horses 
are confused and the charioteer Automedon cuts Pedasos loose. The point 
is much the same, yet the expression here is evidently independent (though 
atoociv occurs both at 8.88 and at 16.474). In reality trace-horses would 
have been a particular liability in battle, and like many other details of 
chariot-tactics were probably the product of misunderstandings in the 
poetical tradition; the matter is convincingly discussed by Delebecque, 
Cheval 98-102. The single trace-horse looks particularly impractical, and 
might have been imported from chariot-racing. Delebecque makes the 
important point (101) that only two horses are killed or wounded in the 
whole of the Iliad, and they are precisely these two trace-horses of bks 8 and 
16. The disabling of one of the regular, yoked pair would have had drastic 
and immediate consequences for those in the chariot; this aspect of 
Homeric warfare is suppressed, therefore, and the trace-horse introduced 
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precisely because he can create a crisis but still be cut free, when a character 
needs to be threatened in a particular way as Nestor is here. 

87-90 Hektor's arrival is described through that of his chariot and 
horses, no doubt as a contrast with Nestor's disabled team; the mention of 
his name in the gen. at 88 slightly detracts from emphatic runover | "Exropa 
in 90. As Aristarchus noted (Arn/A), he is not strictly Tjvtoxos - Eniopeus 
is that, 119f. Commentators have noticed that Opaovs is predominantly 
applied to Hektor, but that is mainly a function of the formula Opaovv 
"Exropa before the bucolic diaeresis, 6 x , which is part of his name-epithet 
system. It is more remarkable that the term is 4 x used of a rjvtoxos, all in 
this Book. Another idiosyncrasy is icoxpos (related to ¡coxr), 6tC0KC0), only 
here and at 158, also Hesiod, Theog. 683. 

90-1 For the common syntactical pattern xat VUKEV... | ci pfj ap* o£u 
vot)ot see on 3.373-5-

93-8 Diomedes notices Nestor's predicament and calls on Odysseus to 
help, in an apparently pointless little digression. Odysseus was not 
mentioned among the leaders in flight at 78E, being perhaps reserved for 
here. Calling on a companion to join one in an enterprise is a typical motif, 
but Diomedes' words are (a) derogatory and (b) ignored, (a) can perhaps 
be paralleled by Agamemnon's insulting exhortations in the Epipolesis, not 
only of Odysseus and Menestheus (4.340 TI-RRRE Karcrrrrcooaoxrres 
¿«peorcrre...;) but also of Diomedes himself (4.371 "ri TTTCOCTCTEIS . . . ; ) ; but (b) 
is unique (since e.g. Hektor's ignoring of Sarpedon at 5.689^ has a motive). 
The possibility that these few w . were added in the post-Homeric period, 
when a malicious interpretation of Odysseus' qualities was beginning to 
gain ground, cannot be entirely discounted; but see also on 261-5. 

94 Does KOKOS cBS go with prra vflrra fkiAcbv (not elsewhere in Homer) 
or cv opiAcp? The colometry of this rising threefolder confirms Aristarchus* 
view (Nic/A) that the latter is correct. 

95 A more traditional v. and a more effective one, cf. e.g. 258, 22.283. 
96 aypiov avSpa | recurs at 21.314 of Akhilleus raging in the river; 

Hektor is little less dangerous. 
97-8 Odysseus does not heed Diomedes' words but rushes past 

(Traprji'̂ cv, cf. 5.690) toward the ships. Does he simply not hear in the 
confusion, or does he deliberately ignore them? This is how Aristarchus 
took it (Arn/A), and it would make his behaviour positively disgraceful -
and the chance of interpolation higher. The compound ECTOCKOUCTE is unique 
in Homer; later uses can have either implication, but Leaf drew attention 
to Piatt's observation that Thucydides 4.34.3, vnro 8e "ri}s PEICOVOS {3of}s TCOV 

noAcptcov T a EV carrots TrapayyEAAopEva oux kraxouovTES, appears to 
provide a close parallel, with the force of the compound kraxouEiv being 
'properly hear'. That would allow Odysseus to be more or less exonerated. 
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99-100 Diomedes approaches Nestor on his own (that is, without 
Odysseus; he has Sthenelos as charioteer according to 109 and i i3f.); 
ocCrros ~ povos is commoner in Od.y though cf. 13.729. Less satisfactory is 
Trpoiiaxoicriv epi'x&ti, a thrice-used formula quite inappropriate here, where 
there are no 'front fighters', either Trojan or Achaean, for him to mingle 
with. It seems that 5.134, TUSETSTIS 8* E^CCOTIS icbv Trpopaxoicnv EPT'x6r|, has 
been carelessly reused, with the subsdtution of the similar-sounding aCrros 
TTEp ECOV for E^CCUTIS icov. 

102-11 His words to Nestor are relaxed in tone and the sense of crisis 
has disappeared; indeed he makes no reference to the dead trace-horse and 
seems to assume that Nestor has simply been delayed through slowness and 
age. His three sentences are of 3, 4 and 3 vv. respectively; integral 
enjambment increases after the first sentence, with internal stops relatively 
frequent. Their placing is different in each of the first 5 w . ; then 107, like 
the closing 111, is uninterrupted, with the 3 intervening vv. balanced by 
perceptible pause at the bucolic diaeresis. 

ioa fj paAoc 8f| is very emphatic, cf. 6.255-7^ and 22.229, here with a 
touch of affectionate irony. 

103-4 yrjpas ¿Trâ EI | is lightly formular, cf. also 23.623 xô ETTOV Kcrra 
yfjpas ETTEiyEi |; the rest is evidendy freshly composed. Nestor's great age is 
stressed; his horses are notoriously slow, as in the chariot-race at 23.309^, 
and even his charioteer is Tj-TreSotvos, only here in //., ' a weakling'. 

105-7 These w . were addressed by'Aineias to Pandaros at 5.221-3, 
q.v. with n., before these famous horses were captured by Diomedes, in 
whose mouth the words assume an especially complacent ring. 

108 For the half-divine horses as prjOTcopE 90^010 see 5.270-2^ 
1 0 9 - 1 0 The two charioteers are to take Nestor's pair of horses back, 

while this pair, i.e. the speaker's, are to be driven against Hektor. The five 
dual forms in 109 are curiously unobtrusive; KOPEI'TCOV and 113 KOPEI'TTIV, as 
distinct from Kopî Etv etc., are found only here in //. against 6 x Od. 
Sthenelos, himself no mean warrior, is unusually inconspicuous and is now 
despatched with the feeble Eurumedon (who is nevertheless aycrnTjvcop at 
114); he would of course have been more use than Nestor in the venture 
against Hektor, itself improvised by Diomedes out of an intended rescue; 
but the whole episode is particularly weak in practical terms. 

1 1 0 - I I o9pa Kai "Eicrcop | EICTETCH recurs at t6.242f., cf. • • • 
potivovTcn later in that same sentence; for the spear raging see rather 16.74^ 
AIOPTJBEOS EV TraXapTjoi | periVETCH eyx«T) (with 13.444 and comment). The 
expression here sounds natural, nevertheless, not derivative. 

113-14 The two charioteers drive Nestor's horses back to safety; that 
they are mares is shown by Ncoropias — they are the Nt|XT)iat nrrroi of 
11.597, cf. 615 (though treated as male in the Funeral Games, e.g. at 
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23.309^, so bT). Nestor's 'feeble* charioteer of 104, q.v. with n., is now 
named as Eurumedon, who reappears at 11.620; Agamemnon had a 
charioteer of the same name, but further described as son of Ptolemaios son 
of Peiraios, at 4.228. Bk 11, on which the present Book apparently draws 
on several occasions, focuses attention on Nestor from 500 on. 

115-17 Nestor takes the reins of Diomedes' chariot (in regular formular 
language) and they rapidly approach Hektor - who must have been very 
close at hand if he was imminendy threatening the old man at 89f. 

118-23 Diomedes looses off a spear as Hektor charges, hitting not him 
but his charioteer Eniopeus (not mentioned elsewhere, though cf. 14.444), 
who falls dead from the chariot. The motif is typical (cf. e.g. 16.463 and 
Fenik, TBS 221), but here and in the repeated version at 31 iff. the 
encounter is interrupted in a special way as Hektor drives off to find a new 
charioteer. The whole incident appears to be not very precisely visualized. 

121 | TTT-JTCOV rivi* Ixoxnra recurs at 16.739. The doublet version at 313 is 
preferable with | ¡¿(JEVOV TTOAEJJOVSE instead, perhaps because fjvioxfja 
immediately precedes; but that would not suit the present context. 

122-3 The former v. recurs at 15.452 (as well as 314 here), the latter 
at 5.296 (as well as 315). 

124 y 17.83 (and = 3 1 6 here); TTUKOCTE, ' enveloped', * closely covered'. 
126-9 Hektor seeking a substitute charioteer is described in tenser 

rhythms than the death itself, with successive stops at the bucolic diaeresis 
and consequent integral enjambments. His necessary haste is confirmed by 
ou8" ap* rri 5r)v and alvya, and perhaps suggested too by peremptory 
brepricrE, 'made him mount'. 

126-^7 KE?o$at is a useful if inessential runover-word, not needed in the 
corresponding passage after 317. liEOerre, 'drove (his horses) after', cf. 
5.329. That they 'did not long lack a driver' is an original application of 
«rrjpavTcop, elsewhere Commander*. 

128 Arkheptolemos is unmentioned elsewhere except when he in turn 
succumbs in the doublet at 3i2ff. 

130-2 Now occurs one of the abrupt changes of direction typical of this 
Book: Diomedes and Nestor are still on the attack, but Hektor has 
equipped himself with a new charioteer and is presumably ready to renew 
the combat, no less formidable than before. Yet had not Zeus intervened 
violently at 133 the Trojans would have been completely routed and 
penned up in the city like sheep - 130 recurs of the Achaeans at 11.310 
(referring to terrible things that would have happened to them, not to an 
unacceptable reversal of Zeus's intentions as Willcock thought), but is 
expanded here by the brilliant new simile of 131. Cf. I7.3i9ff., where the 
Trojans would have been driven back into the city (with better cause) had 
not Apollo intervened. 
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133-6 Zeus thunders and delivers a thunderbolt just in front of 
Diomedes' chariot, in a more specific version, unparalleled in //., of his 
action at 75! after weighing the fates. The flames from the burning sulphur 
rise up terribly - again a vivid expression, perhaps after 14.415, as the 
horses crouch down in fear urr' 0XE091, presumably close to the chariot, cf. 
41 (though it is not clear how this was done; one would expect them to rear 
up, rather). 

137-9 Nestor at least is afraid, and drops the reins he had grasped, in 
corresponding terms, at 116. His words to Diomedes at 139 hardly imply, 
as Ameis-Hentze thought, that the latter must have taken the reins himself, 
since he is in any event clearly in charge. 

139-44 Nestor's address is emphatic but reasonable in tone; the 
thunderbolt is dramatic testimony to Zeus's wishes, but the point has to be 
hammered home, with someone like Diomedes, even so. The conversation 
is 'unlike any other' (Fenik, TBS 222) in detail, but the basic idea of the 
futility of fighting when a god is clearly against one is typical, cf. Fenik 164 
- yet another instance of the epic interplay between creative and traditional. 

140-3 The language is traditional: ouy rnrr* ¿tAxrj | is loosely formular, 
cf. ou8k T15 CCAKT) I (4 x //.), yiyvrrat aXxrj | (2 x ), EOTI KO\ aA»crj | (2 x ). In 
141 Zeus K08OS OTTOÊ EI is found 3X //., 1 x 0d.\ in 142 a ! K' l6eAqoi (etc.) 
is formular at the v-e, and | oqpcpov* ucrrcpov was used at 7.30. 

143 Here, however, the formula Aios voov a iy 10x0101 (4 x II.) is 
adapted, with EipuocraiTO replacing the conventional epithet: harmless in 
itself, but the usage of the verb is idiosyncratic none the less. The comment 
of b T was XEI'TTEI TJ prra, i.e. one would expect a compound, PET- or Trap-, 
to make the meaning clear: 'draw aside' or 'divert*, from epOco, in 
contrast with the apparently similar 1.216 EipuooaotiE, 17.327 cipuoroao8ai 
which both clearly mean 'preserve' and are from a different verb, Ipupai, 
cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.vv. 

144 The second hemistich is straightforwardly formular, recurring at 
211, also of Zeus, and elsewhere. 

146-50 Diomedes accepts the force of Nestor's argument but cannot 
bear the thought of Hektor gloating over him; for heroic shame over 
prudent retreat compare Hektor's own words to Andromakhe at 6.441-3. 
Vv . 146 and 147 are formular and the second half of 150 recurs in 4.182; 
on ARREIARJAEI see 7.224-5^ 

152-6 Nestor counters with a brief but telling comment, full of familiar 
phrases and half-vv. but rhetorically persuasive, reminding Diomedes that 
whatever Hektor may say there are plenty of Trojans who have cause to 
disagree. 

153-4 I c* TCP yap followed by a subject or object emphasized by yE, 
then by an apodosis beginning with emphatic ¿tXXa in the next v., is a 
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regular idiom, cf. 1.8if., 19.1641*. (and with 8e rather than initial oAAa at 
4.26if., i2.245f.). On Aap5avicov£5 see 7.4i4n. 

155-6 The addition of Trojan widows and the pathetic contrast of 
©aAEpovs; and ev Koviqoi lend further rhetorical force to Nestor's words. 

*57-9 Nestor turns the horses to flight and the Trojans 'pour missiles 
over them'; there is no longer any sense that Hektor and Diomedes are 
more or less isolated. For icox^ov see 87-90^/1?.; 158 ETTI 8E to 159 recurs 
at i5.8gf; nxfj ©EOTTEOITJ is formular, 7X //., including three similar 
instances which show the noise here to be the war-cry. 

161-6 Hektor's derision must be almost worse than Diomedes had 
feared: the Achaeans will dishonour him, he is no better than a woman, a 
cowardly puppet. 

I 6 I - £ Present honour is outlined as a rhetorical contrast to future 
dishonour. V . 162 recurs at 12.311 of Sarpedon and Glaukos; for full 
drinking-cups see also Agamemnon's words to Idomeneus at 4.257ff. 

163 ap\ 'as I now see' (Ameis-Hentze) rather than 'after all ' (Leaf). 
It is hard to say why yuvotii<6s...avri TETV£O is such a peculiarly insulting 
form of words: 'you always were [pluperf. with imperf. sense] a woman at 
heart' - a neat formulation, unparalleled elsewhere. 

164-6 The insults continue with ippe, cf. 238-90. yXrjvrj is literally 
'eyeball' as at 14.494, Od- 9-39°» usually understood here as a doll-like 
creature like one reflected in the pupil, just as KopT), 'girl ' , came to mean 
pupil; yArjvea as treasures or trinkets at 24.192 do not seem relevant. 
Aristarchus evidently did not waste time discussing these vv. in detail 
(Diomedes must have been small-eyed according to bT!), since like 
Aristophanes he athetized them (Am, Did/A), adding that they were 
artistically inferior and unsuited to the characters, and that Son nova 6a>oco 
is simply not Homeric. His first two reasons can be rejected; style and 
language throughout are vigorous and rather original (including 'you shall 
not set foot on our defences', see on 7.338 for mrpyoi as walls), and the 
insulting content is only to be expected. Yet Baipova Bcoaco, neat as it 
sounds, is indeed hard to stomach; Baipcov meaning 'destiny' is post-
Homeric, not even Od. 11.61, Saipovos aloa KOKTI, being really close. 
Zenodotus (Did/AT) substituted TTOTPOV £<pr)oco, cf. 4.396, probably a 
conjecture; the 3 w . can simply be omitted without destroying the basic 
sense, but perhaps on this occasion Zenodotus is right. 

167-8 Logically the alternatives considered when someone 6tav6ixcc 
MEppfipî EV are set out in an TJ ... ^e disjunction as at 1.189-92, 13.455-7; so 
too without 6iocv6ixcc at 5.671-3. Here only one course is named; 
Aristarchus rightly rejected the crude addition f) JITJTE crrpEvyai NRJT* 

avripiov ixaxccraoQai mooted by some (Am/A), but his own defence of the 
text, that 6iav6ixoc covers the two elements of oHrpEvycti xai. . . paxEaaa6ai, is 
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clearly impossible. For a simple infinitive after p£ppr)pi£a (etc.), without 
8iav6ixa} cf. Od. 10.152, 10.440, 24.236; our poet seems to have conflated 
this Odyssean idiom with the fuller Iliadic one. 

169-71 Yet another idiom is mildly distorted: Tpis iicv (followed by Tpis 
6c) is always elsewhere applied to concrete acts of rushing forward, etc., as 
at 5.436, 11.462, 16.702, 16.784, 18.155, 18.228, 20.445, 21.176. 'Pond-
ering' or 'wondering' three rimes is unparalleled and a trifle bizarre, 
perhaps intentionally naive. There follows on each occasion a clap of 
thunder from the direction of Ida, not it seems in response to Diomedes but 
as encouragement for the Trojans — from which, admittedly, Diomedes can 
draw his own conclusions (see also Stockinger, Vorzeichen 24f., 139). Finally 
oTjua TtOcis TpcoEaoi is straightforward in itself (it happens not to recur, but 
cf. e.g. crr)Mcrra «paivcov, 3 x ) - but VI'KT)V is not easily taken as simply 
appositional to it (as e.g. by Willcock; a 'slight zeugma', Leaf; Aristarchus 
was perhaps not entirely happy, cf. Nic/A). ETcpaAxIa vitajv is formular, 
3 x II. elsewhere, twice with pccxiis; on the epithet see 7.26-7n. No obvious 
emendation offers itself, oiipaivcov having a slighdy different connotation in 
Homer. The combination of the two phrases seems thoroughly clumsy, and 
with the preceding 4 w . typical of this composer at his hasdest. 

172-252 Hektor urges on the Trojanst and Here fails to persuade Poseidon to 
intervene; they are breaking into the camp when Agamemnon temporarily rallies the 
Achaeans and prays to £eusfor salvation ; he sends a favourable omen and the Achaeans 
recover for a lime 

173-83 Hektor's parairtesis, by contrast, is regular in language and 
content. This is the first of four uses of the initial exhortation, with 172-4 
= 11.285-7, 1 5485-7, 17.183-5. Three points are then made: (i) Zeus has 
guaranteed me victory; (ii) the new wall and trench will not keep us 
Trojans out; (¡ii) so let fire be at hand when I reach the ships. 

175 He recognizes, yiyvcooxco, Zeus's support, just as Nestor had called 
on Diomedes at 140 to recognize its opposite; it is unclear whether the 
verb carries a technical mantic sense here. His main indication is obviously 
the three claps of thunder; it is not quite clear why that should necessarily 
be taken as a sign of support for the Trojans, even if he can see Diomedes 
and Nestor continuing their retreat thereafter. 

177-9 The reference to the new Achaean defences (cf. 7.436-41) is 
unexpected and gives the first indication that the Trojans are now close to 
the naval camp itself. Poseidon at 7.451 had found the wall and trench 
substantial enough; now Hektor scorns them. PT)XCCVOCOVTO suggests the 
care the Achaeans had devoted to building them; a(3ATixp* ouScvocrtopa 
directly following is a startling assessment of their real value. On the former 
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epithet see 5.336-811.; the latter is from <2>pq ='consideration', the 
compound with ouBevos occurring only here (and in Oppian) as a relatively 
late formation, cf. Attic ¿AiycopcTv. 

1 8 0 - 2 The injunction concerning fire foreshadows Hektor's cry OIOETE 

irup at 15.718, when after much further fighting he really is among the 
ships. The closest parallel to pvqpoovvq Tis...y£VEo6co, and then not really 
very similar, is 7.409! TIJ 9£i8co...yiyv£T\ Abstract formations are 
relatively common in speeches (see pp. 30-3), and no doubt the ponderous 
periphrasis, rather than a simple Tis...pvqoao6co as at 17.670!, is chosen 
for reasons of emphasis. 

183 Omitted by most M S S and two papyri (cf. S. West, Ptolemaic Papyri 
84!), and ignored in the scholia, this has the appearance of an addition. Yet 
the Achaeans being bewildered by smoke is an untypical detail (perhaps 
borrowed, however, from 9.243), and the cumulative style encouraged such 
clarifications. Perhaps the strongest argument against the v. is that it is a 
rhythmical anticlimax after the rising threefolder 182. 

1 8 4 - 9 7 Hektor now addresses his horses; 184 recurs in the chariot-race 
at 23.442, where Menelaos similarly follows a speech to Antilokhos with 
equine exhortation, the latter having already urged on his own horses at 
402ff. Such a speech is possible, then, by Homeric standards, indeed could 
be considered as a typical motif; but two anomalies of content will give 
grounds for suspicion (see on 185, 191-7), even though untypical details are 
relatively common in this Book. The whole address is inorganic and its 
purpose questionable, except of course to emphasize Hektor's preparations, 
and his formidable quality, still further. 

185 He is conceived as driving four horses, which is unique for a war-
chariot in Homer (since 11.699 and Od. 13.81-3 describe racing teams). 
Aristarchus athetized (Arn/A) on this ground, correctly, also because of the 
dual verbs in 186 and 191. No cure is possible, e.g. by counting two of the 
four either as adjectival or as trace-horses (Akhilleus has a single trace-horse 
at 16.152, like Nestor earlier in this Book). The names are culled from other 
Homeric contexts: Xanthos is one of Akhilleus's divine pair borrowed by 
Patroklos at 16.149, Podargos and Aithon (sic) belong to Menelaos and 
Agamemnon respectively at 23.295 (and Podarge is mother of Akhilleus' 
pair), Lampos is one of the Sun's horses at Od. 23.246. Clearly Hektor is 
addressing two horses only, as regular Homeric practice and the subsequent 
duals confirm. Either, therefore, this v. has replaced one in which only two 
names were given, or it is a probably rhapsodic addition. LeaPs comment 
that ' T h e speech would begin very badly without the opening line' is 
unpersuasive, cf. e.g. 23.403. 

186-90 Commentators from antiquity on have made heavy weather of 
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this sentence, finding its syntax confused and 189, athetized by Aristophanes 
and Aristarchus (Did/A), impossible. Yet (i) syntax is explained if (and 
only if) 186 KopiBrjv is understood concretely, i.e. as4provisions' rather than 
'care', as at Od. 8.232^, euei ou KOPI6TJ KOTO vf\a | TJEV RRNJETAVOS. The sense 
is: 'Now pay me back for the provisions which Andromakhe set by you in 
great abundance, honey-sweet corn, mixing in wine to drink when her 
spirit bade her, even before (those which she set by> me.' pEXi9pova, 
elsewhere (4X //., 4 x Od.) of wine, is literally 'honey-hearted', cf. 10.569 
PEXITJ6£0C mrpov ESOVTES |. (ii) 189 has an apparently superfluous T* which is 
irregular, but cf. Denniston, Particles 502 (g) and especially Pindar, Py. 6. 
44-6, GpaaupouXos iroTpcpav paAicrra irpos orafipav ifkx, ircrrpco T* 
EHspxoiiEvos ayXatav orrraaav. Aristarchus accepted this but (bund the idea 
of horses drinking wine highly ridiculous; he is controverted by Delebecque, 
Cheval 59, who makes the essential observation that Eyxcpaaaaa probably 
means that the wine was mixed with the corn (and not in a mixing-bowl, with 
water, the usual application ofKEpawupt); that is a possible though not a 
necessary implication of the compound form. Willcock cites Columella 6.30 
for such special treatment for medical reasons. As for -rriEtv OTE 6upo$ 
otvcoyoi, it is a wine-drinking formula, cf. 4.263 and Od. 8.70, here probably 
half-humorously reinterpreted so that the horses remain subject of ITIEIV (as 
though they were drinking wine by itself), whereas the 6upo$ belongs to 
Andromakhe. 

191-7 Aristarchus did not athetize these w . , but they are more open to 
suspicion than 189. Nestor's shield, which is 'all gold, handgrips and itself, 
has not been heard of before and will not be heard of again; the same is true 
of Diomedes' divinely-made corslet (which clearly has nothing to do with 
the golden one he is supposed to have got from Glaukos at 6.235^ contra 
Am/A). These unlikely accoutrements are plainly invented to add weight 
to an erratic occasion, as indeed was the address to the four horses at 185; 
I suspect rhapsodic influence again, rather than (e.g. with Willcock) a 
flight of fancy by the main composer of this Book, extravagant as his tastes 
sometimes are. The passage is largely made up of half-w. derived from 
elsewhere in either epic: 191 (as far as CTREUBETOV) is addressed by 
Antilokhos to his horses at 23.414; for 192 second half cf. Od. 9.20; for 193 
first half cf. 14.351, 18.562; for 195 second half cf. 2.101 (of Agamemnon's 
sceptre), 19.368 (of Akhilleus' new armour); 196 first ha l f» 5.273 
(Diomedes speaking of Aineias' horses), 197 ~ Od. 9. (again!) 101, with 
rmPriaEpEV transitive. 

191 The corresponding v. at 23.414 ends with OTTI TAXURRA, which also 
concludes the sentence. It is conceivable that the present passage also ended 
similarly, and was then converted to otppa XafkopEV... (for which an KE 
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Aafkopev was an ancient variant, Did/A) to accommodate the exotic 
spoils. 

193 Compare the early 6th-cent. B.C. inscription on the base of the 
colossal Naxian statue of Apollo at Delos, TO avrro Ai0o cpi avSpias xai TO 
C^EAOCS. 

196-7 The capture of these two pieces of armour would not of itself put 
the Achaeans to flight; even if their wearers were killed in the process, 
Hektor's intention at i82f., of firing the ships and killing the Achaeans 
among them, is directly contradicted (so Ameis-Hentze). 

Hibeh papyrus P 7, which covers some of this part of the Book, adds a 
v., too fragmentary to be restored, after 197. Like 199a (whatever its form; 
cf. Gerhardt's restoration as x^P^^ 8' a]|I<poTEpaiaiv E[OO TTETrXrjyETO prjpcb 
ap. Boiling, External Evidence 107), this need not be a direct concordance 
interpolation, though S. West, Ptolemaic Papyri 87f., notes that similar 
gestures of grief or indignation were added after 11.272 (by P 432) and 
23.136 (by P 12). 

198-212 Here is indignant at Hektor's boasting; she rallies Poseidon 
and proposes that the pro-Achaean gods ignore Zeus's ban and turn the 
Trojans back. Poseidon strongly rejects the idea, and the episode is soon at 
an end. This is typical of the stops and starts, the aborted enterprises, of this 
Book, its only obvious purpose to fill the gap between Diomedes and Nestor 
retreating before Hektor (implied at i7of.) and the Achaeans fighting 
desperately in the trench at 2i3ff. Yet Fenik (TBS 223) notes that 'this 
scene seems to be a prelude or preview of 8.350 where Hera persuades 
Athena to help her intervene', and refers to a 'stylistic habit', discussed by 
him on pp. 2i3f., of preceding a decisive action or encounter by a brief 
anticipatory scene - for example Hektor's first, interrupted encounter with 
Akhilleus at 20.4 igff. before the final one in bk 22, or Meriones' two 
encounters with Deiphobos, the second one successful, at 13-156fF. and 
526ff. It is doubtful whether such a 'habit'justifies Here's attempt here, 
since it loses more in immediate dramatic terms, being such a weak and 
anti-climactic episode in itself, than it can gain by showing Here's typical 
response to Achaean defeat or temporarily reminding the audience of 
Zeus's ban. 

198 Athene protested against the ban at 3of.; now her confederate 
becomes indignant - immediately at Hektor's inconsistent boast about 
driving away the Achaeans that night, more generally at his undoubted 
success so far. 

199 The motif of Olumpos shaking, majestically stated at 1.530 when 
Zeus nods his ambrosial locks for Thetis, is now made almost ridiculous -
Here is simply not that kind of deity. At 442f. Zeus, again, will shake 
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Olumpos as he sits on his golden throne after asserting his will against the 
two goddesses; that has its own magnificence and may be the model here, 
where 15.1501 ££rro 6* civi Opovco, likewise of Here, is also relevant. For 
199a see on 196-7. 

200 ccvriov qu8a is normally used of replying to a previous speaker; 
here and at 24.333, Od. 5.28 avriov simply implies 'directly', harmlessly 
enough. 

201-5 Herf's address contains several hemistichs from elsewhere, as 
one might expect in this Book: 201 ~ 7.455+ 15-553» 2 0 2 (A1"81 half) = 353 
(with iv 9pcoi Oupos twice elsewhere), 204 (first half) = 9.599, 205 (first 
half) = 2.123 (and for the second half cf. oaoi Tpotfootv apcoyoi |, 2 x ) . 
Nevertheless her argument is tightly articulated, e.g. 201 (better taken as 
a question) | ou8e vu ooi mp. . . , 'does not even your heart grieve?' with 203 
| oi 8E T O I . . . , 'and yet they bring you.. . ' 

202 At least two plus-vv. are found in P 7. Vv. 202a and b are clear 
concordance-interpolations, with 202a = 34, 354, 465, each of which, as 
here, follows a v. mentioning grief for the Achaeans or their being 
destroyed; whereas 2026 = 355, itself following directly on the equivalent 
of 202a. 

203 Helike recurs only at 2.575, n o t specifically in relation to Poseidon 
(who had, however, a cult there); he had a palace beneath the waves at 
Aigai according to 13.21, Od. 5.381. He is Helikonios at 20.404, but that 
(pace most commentators) is nothing to do with Helike; it must mean 'of 
Helikon' and is a probable reference to the cult of Poseidon Helikonios at 
the Panionion on Mt Mukale, cf. Herodotus 1.148.1, Burkert, Religion 
136-8. The ancient critical tradition was understandably confused, and 
that is probably reflected in Hy xxii.3. More to the point, unless he shared 
this confusion our singer is not completely indebted to other Homeric 
passages for this v.; avayoumv is an untraditional compound metri gratia, 
though the idea and expression depend on 1.390 ayovoi 8c 8£>pa avenen 
(where the lord is Apollo and the gifts, as presumably here, a hecatomb). 

204 POUAEO is either imperative or imperf. indie., probably the latter. 
206 The v-e formula cupvoira ZEUS is designed for the nominative (9.x 

//.) but can be converted to the acc. by using the archaizing form Zqv 
(rather than Zqv' in synaliphe with the next v. as Aristarchus thought, 
Arn/A); so too at 14.265, 24.331. 

207 aCrroO K* EV6*, inelegantly, cf. e.g. 23.674 cv6a8' ¿OXAEES au6i 
pEvovrcov; 'he would be sorry at sitting there all by himself on Ida'. 

209-11 Poseidon's violent rejection is reflected in the unique orrrroriTES, 
of debated etymology: probably from *a-fETrro-frTrqs, 'speaking a word 
that should not be spoken' (Wackernagel), cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.w. 
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aorrrros, anrros- The rest of his reply is closely related to what he tells her 
on another occasion when she tries to get him into action, part of the 
prelude to the Theomachy, 20.134^: 

OOK av eycoy' cdcXoipt OEOUS £pi8i ^UVEAAOAAI 

F)|i£as TOOS aAAovs, E M I FJ TTOAV «PCPTCPOI EIPEV. 

Yet the sense there is forced and unclear, suggesting that it is not a direct 
model for the present version. 

2 1 3 - 1 4 Meanwhile the Achaeans have been driven back through the 
trench — a more drastic consequence than the preceding Diomedes-Nestor 
narrative might suggest, but reverting, rather, to the general situation at 
76-9. V . 213 is notoriously difficult, though its import is not in doubt. | T&V 
5' brings the listener down from Olumpos to earth: 'with them, i.e. the 
Achaeans, was filled the space...* (TrAfjGEv, imperf. of7rAr|6co, which takes 
the gen.); the difficulty lies in ooov EK VTJ&V OTTO mrpyou T&ppos eepye: 'as 
much (space) as, from the ships, the trench separated from the wall [lit. 
tower]', EK VT)&V presumably means 'away from the ships' and has litde 
force except to stress, what is obvious, that the trench was on the outer side 
of the wall. It certainly cannot mean what b T reported some as 
understanding, namely the wall which resulted from (the defence of) the 
ships, crrro could be in tmesis with icpyt or it could govern mrpyov, with 
litde effect on meaning. That which the trench separated from the wall 
must be the space between the two: the Achaeans, therefore, have been 
driven back through the trench, the dangers of which (cf. e.g. 12.63C) are 
here ignored, and are fighting just below the wall. When they rally at 252ff. 
Diomedes is the first to drive his chariot out of the trench (254f. nrrrovs | 
Tcoppov T* c^EAaocct); then when Zeus turns against them again they are 
pushed back towards the trench at 336 and flee through it at 343f. The use 
made of the newly-constructed defences is typically rather casual in this 
Book, and it is striking how the trench and the wall and the obstacle they 
present both to fleeing and to attacking troops, especially to chariots, are 
not nearly so keenly visualized as they will be later, in bks. 11 and 12, 15 
and 16. 

2 1 5 EIAOPEVOOV is a typical runover participle (cf. 1.2 OUAOIISVT)V) leading 
on to additional information, here that Hektor was the main cause of their 
predicament. Elaborating or explaining the participle with a repetition of 
the verb in cttei is another Homeric idiom, cf. e.g. 16.105, 18.227, 19.376, 
20.317, 22.464^ (so Ameis-Hentze). 

2x6 This v. is followed by a plus-v. in P 7, probably = 1 3 0 and 11.310, 
syntax-generated by succeeding KCRI vu K* in each case. 

2 1 7 Shipp, Studies 263, objected that m»pi KTJAEC») regularly comes at the 
v-e; but the formula is not nearly frequent enough (5 x II., 2 x Od. at most) 
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to make displacement or adaptation seem irregular, especially in view of 
15.744 (.GuvTtvpi KT]AEKO. O n the relation OFK^AEOS, 'burning1, to KOUOAEOS 

see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
2x8 This v. resembles 1.55, with its first half = Od. 5.427. Here 

implants the idea in Agamemnon of rallying the Achaeans (why had he not 
thought of it before?); for divine motivation of this kind cf. 467,5.676, 7.44. 

219 TTonrvuaavTi, 'bustling' or 'hastening'» perhaps from TTVECO as 
causing one to breathe heavily; cf. Hephaistos at 1.600 and, more 
majestically as here, Poseidon at 14.155. The urgency is stressed also by 
8ocZ>s. 

220-1 Agamemnon passes among the ships and huts holding a great 
red cloth in his hands — a unique idea, the cloth obviously to be waved to 
draw attention to his words (rather than to shoo back those fleeing in 
through the gates as b T suggest). That the cloth is a cloak is probable, not 
certain; «papos means that at 2.43, when Agamemnon wakes after the 
deceitful dream and puts on first a tunic, then a great «papos, also at Od. 
3.467; but at 18.353 a white <papos or coverlet, rather, is spread over 
Patroklos' shroud. 

223-6 He stands on Odysseus' ship, obviously so as to be both seen (as 
he waves the cloth) and heard. Are we to suppose that the ship towers over 
the wall, on the other side of which most of the Achaeans must still be 
penned? Probably the singer did not consider this, especially since he is 
apparently using a passage - 222-6 here = 11.5-9, with n n . - w h e r e 
Eris similarly shouts to the Achaeans; moreover she holds in her hands a 
'portent of war' , TTOAEIIOIO TEpas, at 11.4, rather like Agamemnon with his 
red <papos, confirming the connexion between the two passages: see Fenik, 
TBS 224. Yet the last 3 w . , 224-6, are retained by only a minority of MSS 
(P 7, lacunose here, would presumably have had them), and are ignored in 
the scholia. They name, and account for, the extremes of the Achaean lines, 
i.e. the huts of Aias at one end and Akhilleus at the other. Interestingly 
enough their omission here is justified by the special circumstance that 
Agamemnon, unlike Eris, is not shouting to his troops along the whole line 
of ships from extremity to extremity, but as they bunch up, around the 
gates perhaps, on the other side of the wall. 

227 A standard v., 5X elsewhere, with Siairpuoiov meaning 'pene-
tratingly' vel Jim., cf. 17.748; the etymology of -irpuoiov is disputed, cf. 
Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 

228-44 Agamemnon's parainesis, expansive after the initial rebuke, 
develops two minor motifs in an original way: (i) the need to live up to 
earlier boasts (229-35); (ii) previous piety should be rewarded (236-41). 

228 = 5.787, q.v. with n. Aristarchus (Did/A) read EAEYXEES there, 
but cAeyxca is a valid alternative, cf. 2.235. 
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229 Trfj ifkcv: cf. 2.339, 5-472» 24.201; cOx^A«, 'boastings'. Aga-
memnon tactfully associates himself with these through 9criiEV, but soon 
distances himself from them, 230 rjyopocaoOE. 

230 The Achaeans stopped in Lemnos and abandoned Phiioktetes 
there (2.722; Cypria, O C T Homer v , t o i ) ; the wine they drink at 232 
recalls the Lemnian wine-ships of 7.467. For boast or threats before the 
event cf. 13.219, or, over wine, 20.83-5; Fenik, TBS 224. I agree with 
Willcock that the simplest way to avoid anacoluthon here is to take OTTOT* 

EV Arjpvc«) as meaning 'when <you were) in Lemnos' (cf. bT and Od. 
10.176), though Leaf found this 'harsh', Chantraine (GH n, 362n.) 'hardly 
probable', KEVECCUXEES is found only here and in late-Greek imitations; 
aux&o itself is post-Homeric, but Wackernagel and Risch (refs. in Shipp, 
Studies 264 n. 1) supposed the compound to represent *KEVE£UXEES, giving 
real point {pace Shipp) after 229 a/xwAai. 

231-2 With their crudely matching initial participles devoid of 
connection or emphasis, these 2 w . make an arid impression different from 
that of most Homeric cumulations. Aristarchus athetized 231 (Arn/A), but 
because drinking, rather than eating, causes boasting; yet the omission of 
either v. would be an improvement, and 231 is certainly easier to drop in 
terms of sense. The difficulty is that, whereas its expression is harmless if 
comically grandiose (oxen are 'with upright horns' elsewhere, but only 
when they are visualized directly rather than as source of meat), its 
successor, apparently approved by commentators, is strictly nonsensical. It 
is a patent adaptation of Od. 2.431, OTrjoavro Kpr|Tfjpocs ETTKTTE<J>€CCS olvoio 
(cf. //. t.470, 9.175); but whereas setting up mixing-bowls, i.e. setting them 
in place, makes sense, drinking them, or even from them, does not (and 
drinking the whole of their contents is not a possible meaning). On this 
occasion, then, the poet of this Book, who tends to be derivative, original 
and slapdash by turns, may have gone too far; though the possibility of 
rhapsodic elaboration through both vv. cannot be discounted. 

2 3 3 - 4 Aristarchus left av8' unaccented, i.e. from avri (Arn/A); some 
grammarians disagreed, and Herodian himself took it to represent avTa 
and therefore accented on the first syllable (Hrd/A). The former would 
mean ' (the boasts you uttered) that each would stand in battle against a 
hundred or two hundred Trojans', the latter that 'each would stand...in 
place of (i.e. as equivalent to) a hundred... ' Either 'in face of ' or 'in place 
o f makes sense; what does not seem possible is to understand crrqcTEoOai in 
the latter case as meaning 'weigh', i.e. count for as much as, since while 
trans. Torr)pi with that sense is found in Homer, at least at 24.232, the 
intrans. middle is not so found, or indeed (as Leaf remarked) in later Greek 
either. If anything, oc£ioi later in the v. supports avri rather than avra. 

235 Both Aristophanes and Aristarchus athetized (Did, Arn/A), the 
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latter on the ground that it weakens the preceding ou5' evos to make it refer 
to a particular person (he added that an alternative reading, co 8q KOSOS 
'OAvpxrios ccCrros OTTCC^EI, would undermine the rebuke even further). The 
v. does somewhat weaken the force of the rhetoric, yet it is just the sort of 
cumulative elaboration by afterthought that singers often indulged in, 
sometimes with a loss in accuracy as well as concision. 
. 2 3 6 - 7 The thought of imminent danger to the ships makes him turn to 
Zeus in a familiar mixture of rebuke and supplication, combined with the 
kind of self-pity that is typical of Agamemnon. His habit of blaming Zeus 
for deluding him, also seen at 2.111, 9.18, i9.86ff., is accurately portrayed 
here. His cinq lies in thinking Zeus would respond to his sacrifices, and he 
complains that no other king has been treated so badly. The singer handles 
all this with notable skill. 

2 3 8 - 4 1 That Agamemnon made sacrifice to Zeus on every altar of his 
that he passed on his way to Troy, on behalf of the expedition's success, is 
a new and intriguing idea. Compare Od. 3.177ff., where Nestor tells how on 
his way back across the Aegean he put in by night at Geraistos, southern 
promontory of Euboia, and offered many thighs of bulls to Poseidon (who 
had a sanctuary there). 

2 3 8 - 9 ou |icv 8rj TTOTC <pqpi... is exceptionally emphatic, maintaining 
the indignant rhetoric of 236 fj pa TIV' q8q. Resentment may be continued 
in cv6a6c cppeov (also at 9.364), since this verb, of unknown etymology, 
seems properly to imply going in an unfortunate or ill-omened manner - which 
is why eppc etc. (4X II.) means something like 'go to the devil'. Yet 
18.421!, of Hephaistos cppeov | irAqoiov, sc. to Thetis, does not have this 
connotation, and the same could be so here. 

240 There is an ironic parallel with Hektor's pious behaviour, which is 
taken more seriously by Zeus and makes him wish to save him from death; 
indeed the language here is obviously related to that of 22.170, "EKropos, 
6$ poi TTOAAO ffo&v cm pqpi" CKTJCV. 

2 4 2 - 4 The prayer is conventionally expressed but given special 
intensity by the repeated m p : 'grant this prayer, at least... <if we cannot 
take Troy> then at least let us ourselves escape'. The redundance of 243 
irnwpvycciv xai aAu£ai (also 1 x Od.) is for emphasis: Ameis-Hentze noted 
the contrast of aor. eaaov and present ca, continuative, in 244 ( = 17.376, 
cf. 5.465 and n.): ' D o not leave the Achaeans to the Trojans to be thus 
brought low.' 

2 4 5 - 6 Zeus reacts immediately and sympathetically, in accordance 
with the tendency to volte-face in this Book. 245 will recur at 17.648, 
where it is natural for the god to respond favourably to Aias' pathetic plea 
('kill us in daylight'); here Agamemnon is indignant and legalistic, rather, 
his tears reflecting frustration as much as sorrow. Zeus's acquiescence goes 
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against his intention of helping the Trojans; yet neither he nor the poet (let 
alone the whole epic tradition and the audience) can allow the Achaeans 
to be wiped out. 

0 4 7 - 5 2 Portents continue (after 75-7, i33ff., i7of.); here 247 = 
24.315, where Zeus sends the eagle to encourage Priam in his move to 
recover Hektor's body. There the eagle (TEAEIOTOTOV, most fulfilling as a 
portent) impresses by its huge size and by appearing on the right (317-20). 
Here the elaboration is different; the eagle carrying prey which it then lets 
go is a modf recurring at 12.200-9 (it drops, Kctf}paA(E) as here, a snake 
which has bitten it, among the Trojans); but the Achaeans are treated to 
an almost more extreme demonstration, as the bird drops a young deer 
right beside Zeus's own altar. That confirms, if confirmation is needed, that 
the omen comes from Zeus. 

2 4 9 - 5 0 Nothing is heard of this altar elsewhere, though it must be 
prominent among those near Odysseus* headquarters (namely in the centre 
of the line of ships, cf. 223f.) which are mentioned at 11.8o7ff. as in the main 
assembly-place of the Achaeans. Nowhere eke is ZEUS TRAVOPIPAIOS 

mentioned; op<pr| (cf. 2.41 and n.) is the voice of a god, and presumably 
Zeus as thunderer and sender of other portents is aptly so called, though in 
cultic terms it remains odd. The epithet itself recurs in Simonides and 
elsewhere. 

251 The deer is not especially associated with Zeus (with Artemis, 
rather), but the eagle and the altar show the portent to be his. 

252 This v. comes twice elsewhere, more suitably since paAAov here 
suggests that the Achaeans are already advancing, which is not the case 
(Ameis-Hentze). P 7 added two extra w . ; neither is found elsewhere, and 
together they form a pointless anticlimax. 

253-349 Diomedes initiates the Achaean counter-attack; Teukros has a run of 
successes with his bow but cannot hit Hektor, who disables him with a stone-throw. 
Zeus inspires the Trojans to advance once again, and the Achaeans are thrown back once 
more through the trench 

2 5 3 - 5 The expression is idiomatic and rhetorical; EV8* oO TIS, also at 
23.632 and 2 x Od.t comes only here in this particular use with irpoTEpos: 
'None of the Achaeans, many as they were, could claim sooner than 
Diomedes to have steered their swift horses so as to drive out of the trench 
and fight strongly back.' 

2 5 6 - 6 0 Diomedes, still essentially formidable, kills Agelaos, not heard 
of elsewhere, with a spear-thrust in the back as he turns his chariot to flee 
- on this and other typical motifs see Fenik, TBS 225. Language is also 
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typical throughout, with 258f.ss5.40f., 11.447^ (and 259 another 3X 
elsewhere); on 260 see 5.294^ 

261—5 The predicate is understood from 255: these leaders followed 
Diomedes in fighting back, though no specific victims are assigned them. 
Again the language is standard, with the whole list from 262 to 265 already 
occurring at 7.164-7, where these same heroes are among those that sprang 
up to face Hektor's challenge after Nestor had rebuked them. There, 
Agamemnon and Diomedes headed the list at i62f., and Thoas and 
Odysseus were added at 168; see nn. on 7.161-8, 164 and 165, in the first 
of which it was concluded that these 4 w . 'are hardly typical and 
traditional, and one or other context is borrowing from the other', with bk 
8 as prima facie candidate as borrower. The total of nine warriors is 
emphasized in each case (at 7.161,8.266); what is surprising is the omission 
of Odysseus here - he was ninth and last to be mentioned, after the 
relatively less important Thoas, at 7.168. It is hard not to sense a 
connexion, as Aristarchus did (Arn/A on 266), with the apparendy 
disparaging treatment of him at 92-8, where he failed to hear, or ignored, 
Diomedes' call for assistance. Incidentally that is the only mention of him 
in this Book (except for the reference at 222 to the position of his ships). 

266 Teukros is included since he is to have a brief aristeia immediately 
after; perhaps Thoas and Odysseus are discarded to make room for him, 
though see last n. adJin. He draws his bow (as distinct from merely holding 
it as at 15.443) 3 s he advances, which is impractical and perhaps even 
slightly absurd - this is a genre conception of the threatening archer, as of 
Apollo in different circumstances at HyAp 4. 

267-72 The use of repeated vv. and half-w. declines noticeably in the 
Teukros-arofeia. Here is a unique description of him operating from behind 
the protection of Aias' great shield (he is usually envisaged as fighting close 
at his side, notably at 15.442-4 (ayx1 "frapkrrr]), cf. 12.349^ = 362f.). He 
stands, i.e. crouches, under it (267), Aias draws it aside (268 Crrre^&pepcv), 
Teukros takes a keen look round (269 m i u t i'|vos) and shoots, then draws 
back again under the protection of the shield (27if.). Leaf was right to 
describe these tactics as 'characteristically oriental'; Lorimer, HM 183, 
agreed (see further Y . Yadin, The Art of Warfare in Biblical Lands, London 
1963, 295^). She also observed, p. 197, that Teukros is shown by 325 as 
using the oriental (i.e. Scythian and Assyrian) draw to the shoulder, but 
denied that he necessarily crouches. That is not entailed by the mother-
and-child simile of 271, q.v. with n., but seems probable nevertheless. 
Fenik, TBS 225f., notes a similar close liaison, though less extreme, between 
Aias and his lesser namesake fighting side by side as spearmen at 13.701-8, 
significandy after a list of warriors as here. — Enjambment is heavy and 
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internal punctuation varied from 268 on, with the parataxis of 270 6 
uèv. . . OAEOCTEV emphasizing the graphic switch from archer to victim and 
back. 

2 7 0 A minority of (late) M S S have OXEOKEV, an ill-judged attempt 
(since the action of o pcv falling is typical not repetitive) to match the 
fréquentatives 6UOXEV and KPUTRRAOKE (for which -COKE might be restored, cf. 
Chantraine, GH1, 323). 

271 The touching image of the child clinging to its mother hints at 
Teukros' fragility as well as his dependence. 

2 7 3 - 6 Now follows another list, this time of Teukros' victims, 
introduced by a rhetorical question which is a shortened form of 5 . 7 0 3 (q.v. 
with n.), 1 1 . 2 9 9 , 1 6 . 6 9 2 - a question not necessarily addressed to the 
Muse(s) like the more elaborate version at 2 . 4 8 4 , 11.218, 1 4 . 5 0 8 . The eight 
names are carefully disposed between the 3 w . , with decorative epithet in 
275 and patronymic in 276 to lend variety. The victims are created for the 
occasion, the first three names and Melanippos being assigned to Trojan 
or allied casualties elsewhere. Daitor, Lukophontes and Amopaon 
( = ap-orrcccov) occur only here, while there are at least two men called 
Khromios on either side, see 4 . 2 9 5 - 6 ^ 

2 7 7 = 1 2 . 1 9 4 , 1 6 . 4 1 8 , where the v. supplies an essential main verb for 
a preceding list of victims. Here it is inorganic and omitted by the majority 
of MSS (including all the most reliable), which could be right. 

2 7 8 This v. was used at 4 . 2 5 5 (with TOÛÇ for TOV) in the Epipolesis, 
where Agamemnon praised Cretan preparations. The ethos of the present 
passage is not dissimilar, with fulsome praise from Agamemnon winning 
less than wholehearted gratitude from the recipient. 

2 7 9 For TÔÇOU cbro KpcrrEpoO... ôAÉxovTa cf. 4 . 6 0 5 TTÉÇVEV COT* 

àpyupéoio fhoTo. 
2 8 1 - 9 1 Agamemnon uses the two typical heroic inducements, glory 

(especially for the father) and material reward. 
281 The successive vocatives are coaxing, almost lover-like. The head 

stands for the whole person as at 15.39, with 91X11 K£9aXrj, 'beloved one', 
used of the dead Patroklos by Akhilleus at 1 8 . 1 1 4 . 

2 8 2 - 3 Teukros is to be 9ÔC0S, * light', for the Achaeans and his father; 
the metaphor has slighdy different values in each case - relief for the 
former, as regularly (so too when a i KEV.. .yÉVTjai is repeated at 11.797, cf. 
1 6 . 3 9 ) , but glory, cf. 2 8 5 EVKXEIT)S, for the latter. 

284 This v. was omitted by Zenodotus, athetized by Aristophanes and 
Aristarchus (Did/AT), apparendy because bastardy was not flattering but 
the reverse (Arn/A). Teukros' mother was Hesione daughter of Laomedon 
in later accounts (cf. the D-scholium in A), though Homer does not 
anywhere suggest that, cf. e.g. 15.439 with n. 
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285 Telamon's distance is merely to suggest how great will be the fame 
that can reach him there. CTrip^aov, 'move him towards', i.e. bring him 
into the sphere of, glory is a regular idiom, cf. 2.234 with n., also 2 x Od. 

287 Athene is similarly associated with Zeus at 10.552^ and 2 x Od.; 
there she is a special protectress, here too Agamemnon must feel that she is 
on the Achaean side, with Zeus as final arbiter. 

2 8 9 - 9 1 A special reward of honour (Trpeo|3rjiov only here) is otherwise 
offered only among Trojans; naturally the king intends to reward himself 
first. For the relative value of such prizes see 23.702-5 (where a woman, 
useful rather than desirable as here, comes second to a tripod-cauldron) 
and Od. I5.84f. (where such a cauldron is worth about as much as two 
mules). 

2 9 3 - 6 After the first three enjambed and internally punctuated w . , 
uninterrupted 296 brings the usual sense of completion or climax - and in 
this case of the continuity of his attack. SeSEyuivos implies lying in wait as 
at 4.107, not that they are moving towards him (which is not the case, cf. 
2 9 5 ) -

2 9 7 - 9 A vigorous and graphic reply, not unlike Pandaros' to Aineias at 
5-i8off.: 'Eight long-pointed arrows have I shot, and all were fixed in the 
flesh of stalwart warriors; but this mad dog I cannot hit.' TavuyAcox?v£S 
comes only here; 15.315 (of spears) is the probable model for 298, ocAAa PEV 
ev xpot trfiyvuT' aprji'Oocov ai^cov; for Auacrryrfipa cf. 13.53 AuoacbS^s, also 
of Hektor. Homeric Greek for what we call flesh is XP&S» 'skin', 52 x It. in 
one sense or the other; cf. e.g. 4.237 tipeva xpoa yvhres ?8OVTCCI. oap£ (or 
rather oapxEs) occurs only 2 x //., once at 380 to distinguish lean meat from 
fat in a sacrifice. Its 4 Odyssean uses, one of a wound, show a certain 
development; see further Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 

3 0 0 Only here and in the similar 309 is TOAXE used of despatching a 
missile, for which one might have expected it to be traditional ('sending it 
speeding away' ; it is probably connected with aAXopat, ' leap'). Its 
commonest use, on the contrary, is in the formular v. ot 6' err' OVEI'OO' cToTpa 
TrpoKEi'pEva x^P0^ iocAXov, 3 x II. t 11 x Od. 

3 0 2 - 5 By a typical turn of events Teukros now misses Hektor and hits 
someone else - Gorguthion, one of Priam's many sons, not heard of 
elsewhere. His name at least has a certain actuality, being probably related 
to that of the Gergithes of the northern Troad (von Kamptz, Personamamat 
322). His mother Kastianeira came from Aisume (so MSS, though 
Alexandrian critics favoured Aisumne, Did/A), speculatively identified by 
Stephanus of Byzantium with a town in Thrace; OTTUIGO implies legitimate 
marriage (until late Greek), which is puzzling, though according to 21.88 
he had Laothoe as wife 'and many others'. 

3 0 6 - 8 Gorguthion let his head fall to one side like a poppy, 'which in 
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a garden <does so> when weighed down with seed and spring showers'; but 
note the parataxis in the Greek. In the resumption at 308 editors take qpvere 
as trans., only here, to balance it exactly with 306 POAEV; more probably the 
verb is intran., as regularly, and tcapq now subj. not obj.: 'so did his head 
incline to one side'. The explanation that it is weighed down with the 
helmet is hardly necessary, a further piece of poetical pseudo-realistic 
fantasy - for the body would tend to collapse all at once, and the sagging 
of the head not stand out from the rest. At 16.341 a victim's head similarly 
slumps sideways, but because it has been almost severed. 

3 0 9 - 1 0 ~ 300!, marking Teukros' second unsuccessful attempt as 
deliberately balanced with the first. 

3 1 x aAA* o yc tcai TO6* a p a p T E is an effortless adjustment of 302 xai TOU 

p£v p' CHpapapTs; now it is added that Apollo diverted the shot - probably 
the god is envisaged as acting directly, rather than figuratively as patron of 
archery. 

3 1 2 - 1 9 Arkheptolemos had been sought out at 127! to replace Hektor's 
charioteer Eniopeus, killed by a spear-throw from Diomedes; now it is his 
turn to die. The language of these parallel scenes is closely similar, with 313 
PotAe- 317 = 121 (JocAe - 125; now Hektor's half-brother Kebriones is 
installed at 318!, with less detail and tension than his predecessor at 126-9; 
he in turn will succumb, but not until i6-737ff. Being Hektor's driver, as b T 
noted, is no sinecure. 

3 2 0 - 2 Once his replacement charioteer has the reins, Hektor leaps 
down with a shout, picks up a stone, and goes straight for Teukros. 320 
recurs at 23.509 of the chariot-race, where 'all-gleaming' may be more 
appropriate (Diomedes' chariot being overlaid with gold and tin at 23.503); 
yet Trap9avoci>vTos etc. is an all-purpose decorative epithet used of spears, 
helmets, armour in general, even walls at 435 and 13.261. V. 321 = 5.302, 
20.285, *n both of which iaxcov describes one warrior, o 81... Aaf)e another. 
Here, rather, as Leaf noted, o 8c introduces, as often, 'a fresh action of the 
subject of the preceding clause'. For opEpSaAla and xepuaSiov see 5.302-4^ 

322 Does not recur exactly, though | pfj (0av) 8* t80s and ©vnos avcbyci | 
are formular; for the second hemistich cf. 301 ^CCAEEIV 5E E IETO 6vpo$. 

3 2 3 - 5 Teukros had taken an arrow from his quiver (qxxprrpqs is 
metrically unsuitable), placed it on the bow-string, and was drawing it past 
his shoulder. The stance of Homeric archers provoked much discussion 
among ancient critics; Neoteles wrote a book on it, cf. Porph. 1.123.11 
(quoted by Erbse, u p. 359). As Willcock notes, Teukros stands sideways on 
to his target and shoots along the line of his body with the string drawn 
back to his chest as at 4.123. 

3 2 5 - 8 Tfj in 327 refers to 325 o0i...: Teukros drew the string past his 
shoulder, and it was there that the stone struck him, where collar-bone 
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separates (i.e. connects) neck and chest - actually neck and shoulders, as 
more accurately of Hektor's death at 22.324. That spot is said to be 
liaA!<jra...Kcripiov; the formula was used of a vulnerable place for horses at 
4.185, and is in any case not wholly appropriate here, where death does not 
supervene. The idea, not the expression, seems to stem from Hektor's death-
scene, since at 22.325 it is again near the collar-bone, though in the throat, 
that ' the life-spirit's destruction is swiftest *. 

327 The first half recurs of Hektor's fatal wounding at 22.326; see 
previous n. Again that usage seems more ' original', since rrri 01 |ifyao>T(a) 
suits that context, where Hektor is rushing at Akhilleus v, ith his spear, and 
not this one, where Teukros must be standing still to make his bow-shot. 
UEiKx£>-ra etc. can mean simply 'being eager', 'being aggressive* when used 
by itself (as at 14.375) or with an inf. as in the formula pqia£m uaxeoOat, 
but with riri or ¡60s it must imply motion against. 

328 It is not the wrist holding the string and arrow-butt that is struck 
and numbed, but the one holding the bow itself. His whole left arm is 
paralysed by the breaking (presumably) of the collar-bone. 

329 The second hemistich recurs at 15.465, where the mere snapping 
of the string causes Teukros, again, to drop the bow. For the rest see on 
5.309-10. 

330 Teukros has not completely collapsed (cf. 329), and trecrovros is 
used loosely. 

331-4 These w . recur at 13.420-3 where Antilokhos protects the 
corpse of Hupsenor; for the action cf. 5.299, 17.4, I7.i32f. It was noted by 
bT that Aias here did not need to run, 6«ov, from far off, in view of 267-72. 
Yet the Antilokhos description seems derived from here rather than vice 
versa, nevertheless, since Hupsenor was plainly killed there (at 13.41 i f , by 
a spear-shot in the liver) and can hardlv be groaning still, crrcvaxovTa, as 
at 423, see n. there. The names of the comrades who lift the vicrim are stock 
ones and do not help: Alastor (with Khromios) is admittedly a Pylian, like 
Antilokhos, at 4.295 - but a Lycian (again with Khromios!) at 5.177; 
whereas this Mekisteus must be the one, of unknown local origin, killed 
together with Ekhios (here, his father) at 15.339, n o t the different one, 
father of Argive Eurualos, at 2.566 etc. 

335—49 The Achaeans are driven back again through the trench and 
into the camp. Teukros' wounding and withdrawal has affected the tactical 
situation, but not to that extent, and the sudden switch of fortunes is 
ascribed once more to Zeus. The narrative style continues smooth and 
effordess, but there is substantial repetition and borrowing, especially 
perhaps from bk 15. 

337 o6cvci pAeiiEaiveov - f i 6 x //.; the verb is of unknown derivation and 
debatable meaning; 'exult' is a contextual possibility, cf. ku6ci ycrioov, 
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favoured in some scholia, UEVSAIVCO from IIEVOS suggests PXCM£0(IVC0 from 
*fJAinos (Chantraine, Diet.); ¿PAEIIES means 'feeble' according to 
Hesychius. Much remains obscure. 

3 3 8 - 4 2 The simile has a structural resemblance to 11.172-8, where 
Agamemnon is like a lion who panics the catde but concentrates on one 
victim; the closing v. there = 342 here. Here it is the lion - or boar, more 
suitably - that is in flight; the dog snapping at his hindquarters as he 
swerves to avoid him, EAKTCTOUEVOV (rather than 'turns to fight', Willcock), 
is sharply observed. 

3 3 9 - 4 0 ioxia TE yAovrovs TE are not direct object of cnrnyrat, which 
regularly takes the gen., but specify KCRROTRIOFTE, being epexegetic (Ameis-
Hentze) rather than 'of the part affected' (Leaf). The verb is conative ('try 
to make contact'); subjunct. after o>s 6* OTE is not maintained in 6OKEUEI, but 
that is a separate, paratactic observation, TTOCTIV T O X I C A L 6ICOKCOV in 339 is 
perhaps a slight anticlimax here, stronger in its 3 occurrences in bk 22. 

3 4 1 ¿OTTCĈ E, 'followed closely', cf. oiracov, nropai; and E<P€TTE in the 
corresponding v . at 11 .177 . 

343—7 The first 3 of these w . recur with necessary adjustments as the 
opening of bk 15. There it is the Trojans that are driven back through the 
trench (therefore Aava<J>v Crrro xcpaiv in 2) and find themselves nap* 
¿XEC91V (in 3) rather than uapcc vrjuaiv as here. These are not typical w . , 
and it is fair to suppose that the two passages are specifically related -
probably that one is derived from the other. Bk 8 is a priori more likely as 
borrower, yet holding back from further flight (lpr|TU0VT0) among the ships 
makes better sense than doing so by the chariots. The Achaeans had no 
alternative but to fight among the ships, the Trojans could and should have 
mounted their chariots and retreated out of reach. But 8.345 u also 
repeated as 15.367 (with | d>s 01 |i£v for | oi iiev 6rj, but vTjvatv not 0XC091V), 
where, moreover, it is followed by two vv. identical with 8.346f. here 
describing supplications to the gods. It seems as though the poet of bk 15, 
having to describe two separate retreats through the trench (one by Trojans 
and the other by Achaeans), adapted a v. from his second description and 
applied it less than appropriately, with chariots substituted for ships, to his 
first. In that case the bk 8 poet (whether or not the same) combined w . 
from both those scenes. 

346—7 The enjambment is developed awkwardly but the sense is clear; 
EVXET°covrro should really be a participle co-ordinate with KEKAOPEVOI, but cf. 
3.80. They stayed there calling out (JC. in dismay) to each other and 
beseeching the gods with raised arms. 

3 4 8 - 9 Hektor, behind them, whirls his chariot here and there, a unique 
and powerful expression; his remounting it after 320 has not been 
mentioned, but that kind of detail is often omitted. He is like the Gorgon 
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or Ares in his glance - at 11.37 the Gorgon on Agamemnon's shield is BEIVOV 

6EPKO|JCVTI, and at 15.605-8 Hektor rages like Ares, his eyes gleaming 
terribly; here the two ideas are rather perfunctorily combined. 

350-484 Athene and Here view the Achaean rout with perturbation, and are driving 
out of Olumpos to intervene when %eus sees them from Mt Ida and sends Iris to warn 
them, with heavy threats, to desist; Here persuades Athene that they should do so. 
returns to Olttmpos and rebukes the goddessesy revealing that Hektor will remain 
victorious until after Patroklos* death 

350-484 The episode begins with an initial indignant conversation 
between the two goddesses (350-80) and ends with Zeus rebuking them 
and reasserting his intention of continuing support for the Trojans on the 
next day (438-84). Nearly two-thirds of the whole, 86 w . out of 135, 
consists of speech. The incident is remarkable in two ways: (i) the 
goddesses' preparations repeat those of bk 5, with omissions, when they 
drove down to the batdefield to stop Ares; (ii) this enterprise, unlike that 
one, comes to nothing and is aborted by Zeus almost as soon as it has begun. 
On (i), it was shown in the commentary on bk 5 (on 719-52, 719-21 and 
734-7) that the version of the divine preparations is an expansion of bk 8 
here rather than the latter an abbreviation of the former, as one would 
expect. This strengthens the impression that this Book, despite its many 
repeated w . and half-w. and its sometimes spasmodic construction, is 
much more than a mechanically formed and derivative afterthought. On 
(ii) one naturally seeks some literary and dramatic point for such an 
inconclusive episode. Is it not to give final confirmation of the Book's 
central theme, namely that Zeus's will is paramount, that the other gods 
cannot frustrate it, and that it points towards Trojan dominance and 
Achaean crisis until Akhilleus' wrath is assuaged? At 198-211 Here had 
unsuccessfully tried to get Poseidon to intervene, contrary to Zeus's edict; 
now a renewed threat from Hektor makes her turn to her old ally Athene, 
with the audience strongly reminded of their earlier successful foray against 
Ares. Seen against that model, the inglorious termination of their present 
rash attempt is all the more dramatic. 

350 A god seeing a mortal or mortals suffering, and pitying them, is a 
typical device (cf. 15.12, 16.431) for introducing a fresh divine initiative; 
but the idea of divine pity as such should not be underrated. 

352 | co iroirot (29 x II.) as usual conveys surprise or indignation; Here 
repeats the address at 427, this time alarmed by Zeus's threat. 

353 KExa8T)o6|jd)* from KrjSopai: 'shall we no longer feel concern for the 
Danaans OoTcrrtov mp, even though at the last minute?' 

355-6 Hektor's aggression is described in strong but formular terms, 
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except for the powerful pnrfj which is used elsewhere of rushing wind, fire, 
or missiles.4 Raging unendurably' is how Odysseus describes the Cyclops at 
Od. 9.350. 

358-73 Athene too wishes Hektor would drop dead, but does not 
directly reply to Here's implied invitation to intervene. Her digression on 
Herakles is a brilliant device to enable her to ignore the issue of Zeus's ban 
at 5ff. 

358 | Kcri AiTjv (3 x II.) is extremely emphatic. The otherwise awkward 
addition of ptvos to formular 0upov (cf. cmo 8upov oAsaoai etc.) may 
contain an etymological reference to 355 pcavrrat (so Leaf), especially in 
view of 6.1 oof. (of Diomedes) aAA' 65c AI'T)V 1 iiatverai, OU6E TI'S oi Suvorrat 
pcvos urapapi^siv. 

359 The artificial lengthening of the last syllable of qrfh'ticvos is harsh in 
this position when not supported by colon-division. It is arguably helped by 
the analogy of (91A13) EV ircrrpiBi yat'r), itself based on the common <piAr)v es 
Trcrrpi8a yalav. 

360-1 The transition to another who is mad or raging, paivrrai, is 
abrupt, and that Zeus should be the new subject surprising. 
9pcai... aycxOfjcn is not exactly paralleled (though cf. Zeus's counter-
accusation at 423); the abuse seems clearly related to Dione's description 
of Herakles at 5.403 (see n.), OXCTAIOS, ¿PpipoEpyos, os OUK OGET* cnovAa 
pc£cov, and the presence of Herakles in both contexts seems significant. 
aAiTposi recurs, awkwardly, at 23.595; onrcpcocus, 'thwarter', is hapax, a 
surprising term in a curiously clumsy phrase, not least in the plural form of 
£li&v iievceov - only here in the gen. and hardly justified by the formula 
PCVEA TTVEI'OVTES. 

362-9 Athene's repeated help for someone Here detested would be a 
tactless subject were she not acting under Zeus's instructions (365). 

363 Crrr* Evpuo6fjos aeOAcov recurs at 19.163. References to Herakles' 
doings are broadly scattered through the poem, from his birth (14.323c, 
19.96-133) to his labours under Eurustheus, cf. also i5.639f. (Kerberos 
here is the only one specified, though not so named; the canon of twelve is 
post-Homeric), to his attacks on Troy to punish Laomedon (5.640-2, 
20.145-8) and on Pulos with the wounding of Hades (5.395-404,11.690-3), 
to Here's persecution of him and his wounding her (14.250-5, 15.25-30, 
18.117-19,5.392-4). For possible sources used by the Homeric tradition see 
ON 5-39&~7-

364-5 Ttpos oupav6v...cnr* oupavofev echoes the correspondence 
between Herakles' appeals and Athene's immediate responses to them, cf. 
the frequentatives ACOEAXOV... KACU'EOXE with the continuative imperf. 
TT POTQAAEV . 

366-70 A complex sentence, progressively enjambed, with three 
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subordinate clauses each occupying a v., then the main clause. It is 
graphically expressed; Hades (understand S&pa) is mrXapTao, 'fastener of 
the gate* (i.e. preventing escape from the underworld), twice elsewhere 
(also two minor Trojans are so named); he is cm/ycpos, thrice of Ares, only 
here. That is clearly to produce a play with Xrvyos and o-rvytEi in the next 
2 w . : 'Now, though I saved his son from that hateful realm and those 
hateful waters, it is me he hates. * a m a peeOpa recurs at 21.9 of Skamandros; 
for the form of the adj. cf. TTOXIV . . . aiiTqv ( 5 X / / .) , Shipp, Studies 75; the 
'steep' waters have general force but also suggest the difficulties of 
recrossing. 

371-2 These vv. were omitted by Zenodotus and athetized by 
Aristarchus (Am, Did(?)/A) as a needless summary of the scene at 1.500-2; 
but they are not an exact repetition (and substitute kissing the knees for 
clasping them), and the elaboration of the bare reference to Thetis in 370 
is typically Homeric, contra Boiling, External Evidence 109. 

373 After two flowing and heavily subordinated sentences this blunt 
and asyndetic boast rounds off Athene's passionate digression: 'the time 
will come when he calls me his dear grey-eyed one again'. The implication 
is not so much (with Ameis-Hentze) that Zeus will need something else 
from her and she will refuse, as that his displeasure is never permanent, and 
therefore she can disobey him now. 

3 7 4 - 6 Athene as a war-goddess is obviously to do the fighting, Here is 
charioteer as at 5-72off. For 376 Teux e a i v • • - ©wpq^onai cf. 388 = 5.737. Are 
they already in Zeus's palace? V . 375 suggests not, though Ameis-Hentze 
may be right that KcrraSOoa means she will go into an inner room there; 
and the bk 5 version, which lacks such a statement of intent and proceeds 
directly to her shedding her robe on Zeus's floor (733! = 384! here), 
suggests that she is already there. It is in Zeus's house that they rejoin the 
other gods at 436! 

3 7 8 One ancient reading was TrpotporvETara, agreeing with 376 TBcopat, 
but Aristarchus (Did/A) favoured Trpo<pavEVTE which is probably correct, 
the masc. for the fem. dual form being supported by 455 irAqycvTE. 

Zenodotus and, curiously, the majority of M S S had the impossible 
Trpo<pavE?cras (with Hesiodic -as) to avoid this problem (and, perhaps, the 
harmless hiatus); he followed it by iS&v Is 6o0irov CCKOVTCOV, an awkward 
conversion of 11.364 icov 8* 4s 8o0rrov CCKOVTCOV, presumably to avoid the 
acc. after yq^qra - for which, however, 9.77 provides adequate parallel. 
For the 'bridges' of war see on 4.371, 5.87-8. 

3 7 9 - 8 0 ~ 13.831! (cf. 17.241), with | q T15Kai for | - ~ crrap there; this 
brings another long and quite eloquent sentence to a forceful close. 

3 8 1 - 9 6 Athene's arming repeats much of the equivalent scene in bk 5, 
though without her heavily-decorated aegis and helmet; Here's (and 
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Hebe's) detailed preparation of the chariot, described at 5.722-32, is 
completely omitted. Thus 381-3 here = 5.719-21, 384-96 = 5.733-7 + 
745-52. For the relationship of the two contexts see on 350-484, also on 
5.719-52, 719-21 and 734-7. 

381-3 See on 5.719-21. 
384-8 See on 5.734-7, also on 375 above. Vv. 385-7 were unjustifiably 

athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus and omitted by Zenodotus 
(Arn, Did/A), as unnecessary here since Athene will not see action. 

389-96 See on 5.745-7, 5.748 and 5.749-52. Aristarchus (Arn/A) 
athetized 39of., see previous n. On 395 see further Apthorp, MS Evidence 
»97-

397-8 Here the two accounts diverge: at 5.753^ the goddesses find 
Zeus on Olumpos' highest peak and receive his permission to intervene 
down below; here Zeus sees them from Ida and is furious. The language is 
formular (with 398 = 11 . 185) , except for the placing of CTTEI T8E directly 
before the formula \oxkxt' ap" aiv&s, which cleverly conveys the immediacy 
of his wrath (so Ameis-Hentze). 

398 Iris is1 golden-winged' here and at 11.185; no other Homeric deity 
is winged, though Hermes has winged sandals in Od. Zeus is on Ida, but she 
appears instantly. 

399-408 Zeus tells Iris to turn the goddesses back (399f.) and adds 
what will happen if they do not obey. Elsewhere the same address, 0aoK* 
161, *lpt TOXETCX is followed by specific instructions to pass on a message; so 
at 11.186 (TOV "Ex-ropi iiCSov Evicrrrcs), I5.i58f., 24.i44f. That helps explain 
why she there merely repeats his words (after brief encouragement at 
24.171-4), whereas here she will add her own more trenchant comments, 
no doubt to ensure that her mission as a whole is successful. See also on 
7 385-97 and 7.387. 

399-400 'Let them not come OVTT]V, against me', i.e. by coming to the 
batdefield below Mt Ida where Zeus is; * for it is not good that we should 
clash in war' - or rather (in view of the yap clause which follows) 'our 
clash in war will not be a happy one' (i.e. for them). TTTOXEPOVBE is a more 
graphic substitute, no doubt partly metri gratia, for the dat., cf. 11.736 
ouiupEpoiiEoOa paxr). 

401 An emphatic formular v., 3 x //., 2 x Od. 
402-5 Zeus's threat is a picturesque expansion of his initial warning at 

12, TRATIYEIS ou Kcrra Koapov EXEUCTETOI OVAUPTTOVSE. Here he will cripple 
their horses, smash their chariot, hurl them out of it, inflicting wounds with 
his thunderbolt that will take more than ten years to heal; £$...5EKOTOVS 
EVTAUTOUS is a useful conflation of ¿5 SEKO EVICCVTOVS and SEKOCTTI cviairrfj. 
ARRDA6T)0Eo6ov after KEV is conditional fut.» ' they will not heal the wounds 
<if all this happens)'. 
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4 0 6 Something like 'the consequences1 is to be understood as object of 

4 0 7 - 8 Athene is Zeus's main culprit; now these w . are added, a little 
lamely perhaps, to take account of Here (who is, however, to suffer the 
same punishment). For the combination of veytEOis and cf. 6.335. 
icoOcv, as in Herodotus, is for ctcoOcv; CVIKXOV, again only here and in 422, 
then Hellenistic, is a rather mysterious compound ofKXOCCO, here 'frustrate'. 
Aristarchus accepted these w . (and favoured OTTI KEV eirrco over OTTI vorjoxo 
which became the vulgate, Did/A), but it is hard not to suspect later, even 
post-rhapsodic, elaboration. 

4 0 9 - 1 0 409 recurs twice in bk 24; OEAAOTTOS, 'storm-footed', is a 
stronger version of Iris' common epithet TTOSÎ VCMOS (10 x //.). 410 recurs at 
15.79 (cf. 11.196, 15.169), where Aristarchus fussily read rather than 
Kcrra, which remained the vulgate reading; the v. is omitted here by 
important MSS (A,B,C), perhaps because of the repetition of Olumpos 
again in 411, but should probably be retained. 

4 1 x irpcbr^aiv... TrvAî a»: at the outer part of the gate, i.e. just as they 
were leaving. 

4 x 2 She 'told them Zeus's word' but will also add her own comments; 
see on 399-408. 

4 x 3 - 1 5 Compare Athene's own claim at 360 that Zeus 9pcoi iiaivrrai 
OOK <5cya0$oi. In 414 OOK taqt is a deceptively mild way of expressing total 
prohibition, cf. 428. F) TEAEEI mp in 415 summarizes Zeus's TO 8C xai 
TCTCACOIICVOV lorrai of 401. 

4 x 9 - 2 0 Iris turns to oratio recta. Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized the last 
5 vv. of her speech, from 420 on, the first 3 as unnecessary, the last 2 (see 
next n.) as unsuitable. 

4 2 3 - 4 Iris* final contribution is surprisingly violent as she develops 
Zeus's criticism of his daughter. aivoTcrrq is a term applied by Here to Zeus 
himself in the formular v. aivoTcnrc KpoviSr), TTOTOV TOV pGOov EEITTES (6 x II., 
including 462); that is acceptable, but KUOV ¿BEES (a6fE£'s), 'fearless bitch*, 
belongs rather to the crude abuse of the Theomachy, where Here applies 
it to Artemis at 21.481. — Actually Athene had had no intendon of raising 
her spear against Zeus, Aios avra; Iris is developing Zeus's own idea of 
what might happen, cf. 406 <0 ircnrpt na/Tyron reported as 420 0$ trcrrpi 
paxnai. 

4 2 7 - 3 1 Here immediately and prudendy gives in; her opening words 
to Athene comically recall her initial indignant address of 352, after which 
she develops her new position in carefully enjambed and rhythmically 
varied phrases, OUKET" cya>yc | v&i to is emphatic, cf. 414 oux caqr KpoviSrft. 
The futility of gods suffering ppOT&v EVEKO is a recurrent theme: men can die 
or not as they please. The epigrammatic style continues in the closing 
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concession: ' iet him have his own ideas and make judgement between 
Trojans and Danaans as is fitting'; Leaf detected a contemptuous note in 
TOC a 9pov£cov, 'those plans of his', but that is questionable in view of d>s 
ETHCIICCS (5 x II .) . 

43a ~ 157» where the charioteer (Nestor) likewise turns the horses 
after urging retreat, and without waiting for a reply. 

433-5 The Horai, whose gates opened for the two goddesses at 393, 
now unharness their horses and deal with the chariot (as Poseidon will for 
Zeus at 440!). Their guardianship of the gate of Olumpos is probably an 
invention of the Homeric tradition, see on 5.749-52; here their duties are 
extended further. These are routine tasks; 434! = Od. 4.40, 42, except that 
the stalls are ambrosial here. At 5.722 it was Hebe who prepared the 
chariot for these goddesses, but perhaps it was too complicated to introduce 
her here for the dismantling process. For Tra^avooavTa see 320-2n.; it is 
idle to speculate whether it was polished wood or stucco that made these 
walls shine. 

436-7 Gpovos is the usual word for a divine seat; KAiopot suggests 
something smaller, but these too are golden, like Zeus's Gpovos at 442. 91A0V 
Tcnqpcvos -q q-rop recurs 6 x Od.t in II. only at 11.555 a n d without 91'tov. 

439 GGOKOS only here in II. (which however has Gaaaae twice) but 3 x 
Od.t including 5.3 oi 6C Geoi 6&KOVSC Ka6i(avov; the word is of unknown 
etymology, cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 6axos, but evidently meant much the 
same as Gpovos. 6I'GOK£ meaning 'drove swiftly' (so Arn/A) is a relatively late 
development, cf. Od. 13.162. 

440-1 Poseidon deals with his elder brother's chariot and horses, 
evidently as a mark of respect. For covering the chariot with a cloth see on 
5.194-5; it is placed on a stand, probably after the removal of its wheels (cf. 
5.722-3^) - compare the use of (kopos, normally 'altar', for a statue-base 
at Od. 7.100. 

443 Olumpos shakes as Zeus sits down, see on 199; his majestic 
demeanour increases the contrast with the disgruntled goddesses. 

444-5 Aios an<pt's must mean apart from Zeus, not one on each side of 
him; that is shown by olat, 'alone of all the gods', as well as by their sitting 
close to each other at 458. 

446-56 Zeus can hardly help noticing Athene's and Here's sitting apart 
and refusing to greet him, so he proceeds at once to a sarcastic reference to 
their attempt and renewed threats about what might have happened. The 
style is relaxed, with sentences of moderate length and mainly progressive 
enjambment; indeed this whole episode is narrated in an easy and 
accomplished manner, both in the combination of formular and repeated 
elements and in the development of original w . and sentences. 

447 Trriqcrflov: cf. 437 rrnqpcvai fyrop. 
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448 *So you did not tire yourselves, then, in glorious battle... ': 6f)v is 
equivalent to 8r), 'sometimes with a note of contempt', Denniston, Particles 
288f., who compares 13.813. 

450-1 Zeus began and will end with the goddesses' failure and what 
would have happened had they persisted; now he inteijects a general 
assertion of his physical supremacy over all the gods, with clear reference 
to his proclamation at the beginning of the Book. | TTCCVTCOS, very emphatic, 
occurs only here and at Od. 19.91. 

452-3 ' But your glorious limbs ((paiSipa yi/ta | 8 x //., here ironic) were 
seized with trembling before ever you saw fighting.' The repetition 
TTOXEHOV . . . troXluoio emphasizes their avoidance of it. 

454—6 Zeus repeats his affirmation of 401, then refers in a rather 
alarming way to his threat of 402f.: they would have been brought back 
home as stretcher-cases, thunderbolt-struck, their own chariot (he means) 
smashed to pieces under them. The closing v. is not, as often, rhythmically 
different, but the ruminative and slightly ironic addition of Iv* aOavarcov 
c6o$ EOTI'V makes a distinctive ending. 

457-62 = 4.20-5; the scene is a memorable one as the two goddesses sit 
side by side muttering threats against Troy. Athene glowers at Zeus but 
does not address him; Here cannot contain her wrath, and after a standard 
indignant address... 

463—8 ...utters words already assigned to Athene at 32-7. The 
comment on 28-40 showed why that protest, since it elicits an unlikely 
concession from Zeus, must be regarded as out of place there. Here it is 
unobjectionable, its tone of modified defiance providing a motive for Zeus's 
further threat at 47off. of what he will do on the morrow. 

463 The vulgate gives ETTIEIKTOV (for which see on 5.892) as at 32, 
though Aristarchus (Did/A) and a few MSS read aAarraSvov here, as in 
TCOV TE odcvos OUK ¿AcnruxSvov, twice in similes of wild boars. 

466-8 These w . are omitted here by the majority of MSS, though for 
no clear reason. Aristarchus appears not to have commented on 466f. (see 
Erbse ad loc.t van der Valk, Researches 11, 428); though 37 ( = 468) was 
omitted by Zenodotus and perhaps athetized by Aristophanes and 
Aristarchus because ofoSuoaapcvoio TEOTO (Arn/T). Zeus's angry riposte is 
perhaps better motivated if Here has said that she and Athene will continue 
to advise the Achaeans, rather than merely pitying them. See further 
Apthorp, MS Evidence 23c 

468 TEOTO is ' a quite impossible f o r m L e a f ; 1 not certainly late', Shipp, 
Studies 79. TEOS is a possessive adjective, probably an Aeolism; it must be 
intended as a pronoun, 'through you hating them'. The phrase, although 
strange and awkward, is rhetorically forceful, and has some claim to be 
accepted as Homeric. 
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4 7 0 - 2 At 465 and 468 Here has talked of the destruction, ÔÀCÛVTOI, of 
the Achaeans; now Zeus tells her that she can see him ÔAAWTCI even more 
on the next day, if she wishes (on which see 4-353n.). Again the tone is 
determined and somewhat contemptuous. TTOUXVV seems weak here, but cf. 
10.517 KOTEBVCTETO TTOUÂÙV ôpiAov. 

4 7 5 - 6 Aristarchus athetized (Arn/A) as an unnecessary and inaccurate 
development of 474; for Patroklos is to die on the very next day (whereas 
fjnom TCÔ suggests a more distant day, cf. 22.359), and not among the ships 
but in the open plain. Most editors reject these objections, and Schadewaldt 
(Iiias-Studien 110 n. 3) observed that imprécisions in predictions of future 
events are not uncommon in II. Ameis-Hentze, however, agreed with 
Aristarchus, noting also the lack of a balancing 6â-clause after 475 oî pév, 
and bracketed not only these w . but also the previous two, which lets 477 
d>S yàp GÉonçorrov k m refer to the general destruction of Achaeans in 472 
and thus implicitly to Zeus's weighing of the fates at 69ff. That has its 
attractions, though the only substantial difficulty is the inconsistency over 
Patroklos' death. 

4 7 7 Oéoçcrrov means 'divinely decreed', but its usage is not clear 
enough (it only recurs once in II.) to indicate weighing the fates of the two 
armies (see previous n.) rather than his own general will and foreknowledge 
of future events. His divine confidence heightens the contrast between oetev 
and cyco and his indifference to her anger (478 xwopévrçç being cumulated 
onto Agamemnon's oéfev... ctAryiÇco of 1.180). 

4 7 7 - 8 3 The climax comes in precise ring-form : ' I do not care if you are 
angry, even if you go to the lowest boundaries... even if you go there, I do 
not care if you are angry. ' Zeus's vision of where she might go becomes 
ominously clearer; at first one might think he means the farthest bounds of 
earth (which is where at 14.200 and 30if. her friends Okeanos and Tethus 
dwell) ; but then the addition of KAI TTOVTOIO shows that veicrra, after all, has 
its strict sense of' lowest' , and that these are the springs, boundaries and 
roots (as Hesiod terms them at Theog. 736ff. and 8o7ff.) of earth, sea and 
sky in Tartaros itself. It is there that Iapetos father of Prometheus and 
Kronos father of Zeus himself, representing the Titans, sit (480 fjiicvoi, i.e. 
in imprisonment) and enjoy neither sunlight nor breezes, but 'deep 
Tartaros surrounds them on all sides'. In v. 482 OXCOUCVT) adds a final note 
of ambiguity: why should her wanderings take her so far? Perhaps that is 
the farthest anyone could penetrate, or she might be trying to enlist 
sympathy from Zeus's most recent enemies, the Titans; but there may be 
a hint that she might find herself imprisoned there one day, in accord with 
Zeus's threat of 12-16 that any god who disobeyed him would either be 
struck by thunderbolt (12 nAryy«*, cf. 455 irX-nyemre) or flung down into 
Tartaros. 
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480 Huperion recurs in II. only at 19.398, Ttampaívcov &>s t ' qAexrcop 
'Yirepícov (whereas qAócrcop by itself means 'sun' at 6.513, q.v. with n.). In 
Od. it is more fully established as an epithet of Helios (5X), but at 1.24 
simply means 'sun' by itself. In origin a comparative ofOrrcpos (cf. N.J . 
Richardson on HyDem 26), 'Ympicov could itself be seen as a patronymic 

. form, or more simply as 'who goes overhead'; the idea of Huperion as 
father of the sun seems to be developing just at the end of the Homeric 
tradition, cf. Od. 12.176 'HEAÍOU T ' aCryq "YmpioviSao avaxTos, and is 
unambiguously exemplified in Hesiod, Theog. 374, and HyDem 26. 

483-4 A final compliment is appended once the ring is complete: ' I 
care not, since nothing is more bitch-like than you', with oO OEO taking up 
oO CTEV in the previous verse. HerC accepts this in silence. 

485-565 Darkness interrupts the fighting; Hektor gives orders for the night and 
encourages his troops, predicting success on the morrow. They burn countless fires on the 
plain and await the dawn 

485-6 Sunset eases the transition from Olumpos back to affairs on earth. 
It is described in unusual terms, as the typical language of 1.605, oCrrap crat 
KCTTCSU AapTTpov <páo$ qcAíoio, or (of dawn) 7.421!, 'HEAIOS psv RRMTOT véov 
TrpooépaAXcv ctpoúpas, | ££ ccKccAappEÍTao ftaOuppóou 'QKECCVOIO, is elabor-
ated into the sun falling into Okeanos and dragging night over the land. 
'Black night' is a common formula, though at the v-e; 'grain-giving 
ploughland' recurs at 20.226 but 9 x Od. Most of the descriptive elements 
are familiar, but the new image is a brilliant one with darkness drawn over 
the land - progressively, that implies. This suggests, if not a spherical earth, 
at least a more complex and accurate view of nightfall than elsewhere in 
Homer. 

4 8 7 - 8 Trojan disappointment is played down to heighten Achaean 
relief: for TpiAAioTos, 'thrice praycd-for', cf. Tp iopcrxapes , 2 x Od. 

489-91 Hektor assembles his troops by the Skamandros - away from 
the ships, 490 VÓ091 ve&v, though still quite close, éyyúO*, cyyús, according 
to 9.76 and 232. V . 491 recurs at 10.199, where it has more point (see n. 
there); it also suggests a smaller space than would be needed for a whole 
army. Neither Aristarchus (who related it to the question of the vacp&v 
ccvaipEcns in bk 7, A m / A ) nor the MSS cast doubt on it, but other and more 
demonstrable additions to the closing part of this Book make concordance-
type interpolation seem not improbable here too. 

492-5 A clumsy adaptation of 3.265, cf. 24.459, leads to a near-
repetition of 6.318-20 (with TOV p* "EKTCOP ccyopcuE here for Iv6* "Eioroop 
EicrqAOs). See the discussion of 6.319-20; Aristarchus found the passage 
better in place here, Zenodotus the contrary (Arn/A). It is indeed 
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inessential in its bk 6 context, but in neither case does this apparendy 
typical description appear to be used to best effect. 

§96 = 2.109, where Agamemnon, who has been holding his ancestral 
staff, now leans on it. In both cases one might expect staff or spear to be 
held upright in a formal pose or moved to and fro to emphasize an 
argument, cf. 2.i09n. See further Boiling, External Evidence i n . 

4 9 7 — 5 4 1 Hektor's long speech to his troops is curiously rambling and 
repetitious, especially in its latter part. Willcock (on 523-41) sees th' as 
perhaps a sign of his 'blustering and trying to convince himself, and that 
may be true to an extent, although he has been filled with confidence until 
now. Rhapsodic elaboration or insufficient revision, rather, may be the 
main factor. His successive points are as follows: 

(1) I expected to drive them away, but night has intervened 
(498-5°0-

(2) So unharness and feed your horses and bring wine and food 
from Troy, making fires so that the Achaeans do not escape. If 
they try, they will not do so unharmed (502-16). 

(3) Let the h raids tell young and old in the city to bivouac on 
the walls and the women to light fires in their houses, to avoid 
a raid while the army is away (517-22). 

(4) These are my instructions for now; more will follow tomorrow; 
and I pray to Zeus to drive the cure away (523-6). 

(5) So let us keep watch tonight, and at dawn engage them by the 
ships; then I shall know whether Diomedes will win, or I; I 
am confident he will fall tomorrow at dawn (529-38). 

(6) Would that I were as sure of being immortal and honoured 
like a god as I am that this day brings evil for the Argives 
(538-40-

498 A possible rising threefoldcr, something rare in the bland and 
unemphatic style of the whole latter part of this Book. C9apr)v, ' I thought*. 

499 = 12.115, with its two halves also formular. 
501 Zenodotus read enVi Aids iTponrrro ^prjv for the formula in the 

second hemistich (Arn/A), making it identical with 10.45; that looks like 
a concordance-type conjecture and Aristarchus dismissed it as unsuitable, 
though the resulting sense is neither impossible nor inappropriate. 

502-3 =9.65^ (down to e90TrAicropio6a), cf. Od. 12.29if.; also 7.282 
and 293, cryaOov xai wxr i iri6eo6ai. 

505-7 f&as Ken 191a iif)Xa is formular (2 x II. elsewhere + 8.545, ® x 

Od.), typical prey for a raiding force rather than material for an impromptu 
meal as here. The description may be influenced by the Achaean meal at 
the end of bk 7 (cf. 7-466 P0U90VE0V, 7.472 oivi^ovro), but that was behind 
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their new defences. KapiraXipcos is a typical runover-word transition; 
oivi£«jte here means simply 'get wine* rather than buy it as in the bk 7 
context, and orrov seems to be generated, unnecessarily after the mendon 
of meat, as a polar contrast to the wine (though cf. Od. 20.312f.). 

508-9 For irawuxioi cf. 554 and 7.476; u!a<p(a) for pexP1 ** unique in 
Homer; fjous fipiyevetrjs | seems to be based on the mainly Odyssean 
formula fjpos 5' rjpiycvtta «pavri po8o8aKTuAos "Hcbs, see on 1.477. T)oOs 
(contracted) also at 470 and 525; see 530, 535, 538 for further emphasis by 
Hektor on the crucial next day. The fires, to be memorably described at 
554ff., are mainly to show the Achaeans that the enemy are sdll there. 

510-11 O n | P-N TTCOS Kcri see 20.30m. Later that night, at 9.27, 
Agamemnon does propose flight, despite all the fires on the plain. 

512-13 * Let them not board the ships at will and without difficulty, but 
in such a way that some of them have a missile to digest even at home.' 
mooEiv is applied to anger or cares in //., even to y t p a or rights at 2.237; 
here the metaphor is especially vivid, and need not be translated into exact 
terms, * brood on', 'cure ' (of the wound) or whatever. — Hektor had 
previously envisaged slaying all the Achaeans, e.g. at 498; his present talk 
of survivors is to make the point that they will be a living reminder of the 
danger of attacking Troy in future (515^). 

514-16 The first two w . represent successive cumulations to develop 
and explain the (3eAOS in 513. For the second half of 515 cf. TOV tt owyeouoi 
Kori aAAoi, 3 x //., with 516 recurring at 19.318. 

517-21 Untraditional compounds proliferate, with irpcoGriPas, TTOAIO-

KpoT<i<pous and feoSprjTcov all hapax in Homer, if plain in meaning. The boys 
and old men are to camp out (Ac^ao8cn from Acxopai, cf. AEXOS) on the walls 
(which is what irupycov connotes here; they are god-built, i.e. by Apollo 
and Poseidon for Laomedon, cf. 7 .452^. OrjAvTEpcn of yvrvdikES, only here 
//. but 5 x 0d.t is presumably to emphasize the functional differentiations 
of age and sex. Each is to build a great fire at home, obviously to suggest 
activity and wakefulness while watch is kept from the walls. 

523 'Let (all this) be as I declare'; the instructions have been complex 
enough to warrant such a conclusion, though b T found it tyrannical rather 
than regal. Plur. p£yaAr|Topes is untypical, being applied to the Trojans 
sardonically at 21.55, then once each to Phlegyans, Paphlagonians and 
Myrmidons. 

524-5 Aristarchus athetized (Arn/A), mainly because of lack of 
connexion with what follows; they certainly look like a loose elaboration of 
523. The sense is 'let this speech suffice for now; the second one I shall 
deliver at d a w n ' - t h a t is, all that concerns tonight's arrangements has 
been said, what concerns tomorrow will come later. CryiTjs of a pudos, 
meaning 'beneficial* or 'relevant', is peculiar, and the separation of today's 
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orders from tomorrow's suggests scholarly pedantry rather than military 
precision. In 525 rjoOç can be taken with cryopeuoco rather than TOV 5', 
contra Leaf, thus eliminating an Atticism, but even so the style is clumsy. 

5 2 6 - 7 The asyndeton is violent and perhaps hard to justify - and why 
does Hektor choose to interpose such a prayer at this point? Aristarchus, 
Arn/A (against Zenodotus' tAiropai cûxôlicvoç, supported by e.g. Leaf and 
Willcock), took the sense to be * I claim, being given good hope by Zeus and 
the other gods, that I will drive out... ' , which is surely impossible; the 
obvious ' I pray in good hope... to drive out' is better. The (foreign) dogs 
are 'carried here by dooms of death* - at least the succeeding v. 528 gives 
a more plausible interpretation than several modern editors, though 
Aristarchus (Arn/A) was right to bracket it (and Zenodotus to omit, 
Did/ AT) as superfluous; it has all the appearance of a later versified gloss, 
not least in the present tense of çopéoum. Editors of all complexions have 
bracketed several w . hereabouts; it is indeed hard not to suspect almost 
every component of 5 2 3 - 8 inclusive. 

5 2 9 - 3 2 If they are omitted, then 5 2 9 follows directly on 5 2 2 : old men 
and boys are to keep watch, the woman are to burn fires to deter ambush, 
while we stay on guard through the night and tomorrow renew batde 
against the ships. 

532-4 Hektor singles out Diomedes as key to victory or defeat, in 
harmony with his major rôle from bk 5 on. ô TV6EÎ6T}S xparfpos Aioprj6^ç 
recurs at 11.660 and 16.25 (after {3âpXr)Tai pÉv; the asyndetic opening here 
is less elegant), making a rising threefolder. The TÉÏX°S is of course that of 
Troy. These vv. are probably authentic, see next n. 

535-7 Aristarchus is reported (Arn, Did/A) as debating whether these 
three w . should be athetized, or whether it should be the following three 
(i.e. 5 3 8 - 4 0 ) , 'because they are expressions of the same idea'. Experts have 
devoted much discussion to this (see Erbse ad loc. for refs., also Boiling, 
External Evidence 1 1 2 - 1 4 ) , but o nty Wolf and Wecklein observed that it is 
these 3 vv. and the preceding three (i.e. 5 3 2 - 4 , not 5 3 8 - 4 1 {sic), where the 
fourth v. is integral and which have a quite different sense) that are 
doublets. The scholium, in any case corrupt (cf. Boiling 113), distinguishes 
the two sets by diacritical signs: these three carry the antisigma in A, then 
5 3 8 - 4 0 the stigmC or point. It seems that those points have become 
misplaced and should be written against 5 3 2 - 4 . The latter part of the 
scholium would then make sense: 'Aristarchus condemns the second set 
[i.e. 5 3 5 - 7 ] because the words are excessively boastful. ' 

Even without the scholium, 5 3 5 - 7 is clearly recognizable as a repetitive 
doublet: ( 5 3 2 - 4 ) ' I shall know whether Diomedes will drive me back, or I 

kill and plunder him; ( 5 3 5 - 7 ) he shall find out whether he can resist my 
attack, but I believe I shall kill him and many companions.' The 
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interpolation is certainly of 5 3 5 - 7 not 5 3 2 - 4 , since the former's expression 
is suspect in several respects: (i) Biatiarrai with fjv ¿peTT)v is an apparent 
misunderstanding of 13 .277; (ii) | peivr) (etc.) brcpxopcvov, 3 X //. 
elsewhere, takes a personal direct object, not 'spear* as here (7.262 being 
no support for this, pace Ameis-Hentze); (iii) ccAA* EV TrpcoToioiv, oico recurs 
in a quite different sense at Od. 8 .180; that may be irrelevant since both EV 
TrpcoToiCTi(v) and oico | are formular, but the marual sense of Iv irpcoTOiaiv 
is in any case unsuitable here; (iv) 537 icetorrai ourrjOeisshould mean 'shall 
lie wounded', not dead; and (v) 'lie* has to be understood with -ITOAEES 6* 
ap9* aCrrov EToctpoi also, though a verb is expressed in the following v. in 
more regular uses of this formula at 2.417f. and 19.5^ 

538-41 Irrespective of Aristarchus* misreported opinions on 535-7, 
these 4 w . probably stand or fall together: 538 £! y a p cy&v cos is needed 
before ETT)V, with fjcAiou... aupiov cumulated to fill the first part of the verse. 
54of. are identical with 13.827^, and that context provides the main model: 

13.825 £i y a p lydiv oCrrco ye Aios irons atyioxoto 
6iT)V f)porra TTavTa, TEKOI 6E HE iroivia "Hprj, 
-noipT)v 8* & S TI'ET* 'AOrivair) x a i 'ATTOAACOV, 

&£ vOv TJJIEpn f|S€ KCCKOV 9£p€l 'ApyEiotoi, 

with Od. 5.136 = 7.257 = 23.336, OTJOEIV aOdvarov KAI ayfipcov f|uara 
iravTa, suggesting the simplification of the first two w . Boiling, External 
Evidence 114, followed Chrbt in thinking that Hektor's speech originally 
ended with 534, and that 538-41 and the doublet 532-4 are later 
elaborations. 534 does indeed make a reasonable conclusion, and the 
present passage does not fit so well here as its probable model does in bk 13; 
it contains, moreover, a specific fault discussed in the next comment. 

538 fjcXiov; OVIOVTOS recurs, though at the v-e, at 22.135; Is aupiov 
recurs at Od. 11.351, but after ErnnElvat (and aupiov is at Od. 7.318, again 
with some sense of 'until '). It seems to be an inept verse-filler here, with 
Is meaningless. 

541 After Hektor's repeated emphasis on action at dawn the next day 
(quite apart from aupiov in the suspect 535 and 538), it is at first surprising 
to find him referring to this day as the one that brings grief to the enemy. 
Obviously this is caused by failure to adjust 13.828, where ' today ' is in 
place; but the sense is clear enough, even quite dramatic. 

543-7 Hektor's instructions of 503-7 are now carried out; the treatment 
of the horses is described in different terms (with 543 = Od. 4.39, the use of 
Odyssean phraseology being noticeable hereabouts), but the rest is exacdy 
repeated except for necessary conversion of imperatives, i.e. 545-7 ~ 
505-7. a£ovro in 545 is an artificial aor. (for ayayoxrro) created after 505 
ot^ofe. 
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548-52 Only 549 belongs to the vulgate text; the other 4 vv. were 
quoted as Homeric, and with reference to the Trojans camping out, in the 
ps.-Platonic Alcibiades n, 149D, together with a paraphrase of 549. They 
were mistakenly accepted into the text by Barnes followed by Wolf but are 
nowadays universally rejected (being assigned by Wilamowitz to the Cyclic 
Little Iliad, cf. Boiling, External Evidence 115). Most are assembled from other 
contexts: thus 548 ~ 1.315, 2.306; 55if. ~ 24.27^, cf. 4.47. Only 550 Tfjs 
8* to 551 0O6' cQcAov cannot be stricdy paralleled, and these words are 
opposed to the whole Homeric concept of sacrifice; for Homer's gods do not 
feed on sacrifices, and even their absorption of the KVI'CTT] has been 
suppressed as part of the progressive de-carnalization of these deities - sec 
the full discussion on pp. 10-13. SOCTEOVTO, 'divided up', is strange when 
applied to the savour, and probably presupposes a model in which the gods 
divided up the meat itself. Finally the idea that the gods in general were 
hostile to Troy is of course absurd in view of the Iliad's position on Here, 
Athene and Poseidon, and is due to failure to adapt e.g. 24.27. Cf. 54m. for 
a similar fault. 

549 This v., on the other hand, appears in the medieval MSS and was 
apparendy not questioned by Aristarchus (though included in paraphrase 
in the ps.-Plato quotation). It is similar in content to 1.317 (with oupavov 
e?ao>| 2 x II. elsewhere), and without it the 5c of 553 01 5E is awkward. 
Whether it was necessary to indicate that a meal was taken and the 
gathered fuel put to use in that respect is debatable. Leafs ' a hasty bivouac 
on the plain is no time for a solemn sacrifice* has little force; rather Hektor's 
failure to mention the meal itself, let alone a sacrifice, after 507 may suggest 
that it would not be specified here either. Doubts remain. 

553-65 The Book ends with a brilliant vision of the Trojan camp-fires 
shining like multitudinous stars on a clear night. 

553 ucya 9povcovTcs, 'with high confidence*. Most MSS read ye^upi^, 
which had support from Aristarchus (Nic, Did/A), perhaps in view of nri 
which was also the vulgate reading; but the regular ova irroXcpoio 
yc9upas, as in 378, should be restored. 

555-61 One last problem, typical of this Book, remains, over how much 
of this resplendent simile properly belongs here. Aristophanes and 
Aristarchus athetized, and Zenodotus omitted, 557-8 (Arn, Did/A) as 
taken from 16.299^ where they recur. That is in a different simile where 
they are undeniably more appropriate: 

16.297 eos 8* 6T' ¿9* uyrjAiis ICOPV̂ pfis opcos pcyaAoio 
298 KIVTJCTT) TrvKivrjv VE9EAT)V orEpoTnyyEpcTa ZEUS, 
299 CK T" opavcv -rraaat oxoTriai teat trpcoovES axpot 
300 Kat vorrrai, oupavoftev 6* ap" Crrrepporyri CXOTTETOS a!6r)p, 
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301 cbsAavaoi... 
302 TUTOOV avenvEuaocv... 

'As when from the high peak of a great mountain Zeus the lightning* 
gatherer moves thick cloud, and all the look-out places show up and the 
jutting ridges and valleys, and limitless upper air is broken open from 
heaven downward, so did the Danaans... draw breath for a while.' There, 
the high places show up (EK T* iapavtv, aor.) as the cloud moves away - the 
break in the clouds is a sudden event (Crrr-Eppayq, aor. again), and just so 
are the Danaans suddenly given a breathing-space. Here, by contrast, all 
the stars are clearly seen and the upper air is windless (that is, on a calm 
night and when clouds are plainly not being moved onto and away from the 
mountain peaks): just so, and so many, are the Trojan fires on the plain. 
The description of this sudden break in the clouds is out of place, in literal 
terms at least; yet it is a mark of the oral fbrmular style that descriptions 
can be repeated even though some detail is not quite consistent with the 
new context (so Willcock ad loc.). It is possible, after all, that the idea of 
«paivET* in 556 of itself brought EX T ' E^O^EV etc., from a roughly similar 
context, into the singer's mind. It has been objected that the omission of the 
2 w . leaves aorpa in 555 and 559 too close together; but such repetition is 
especially typical of similes, and aiOqp | in 556 and 558 are equally close if 
the w . are left in place. H. Fr&nkel (Die homerischen Gleichnisse, Gottingen 
1921, 34n.) could not decide whether 557! should be considered an 
interpolation or not; that seems a reasonable position to take. 

555 Ancient critics were exercised over this bright moon, but decided 
that the epithet is a generic one and does not mean that the moon was full. 
It is perhaps mentioned as a feature of the clear night sky more than to 
single out the circumlunar stars in particular. 

559 This v. is of course genuine (contra Boiling, External Evidence 115, 
who was misled by an obvious textual corruption in the T scholium on 
557-8, cf. Erbse ad loc.); the herdsman's reaction is typical, cf. 13.493 
yocwrcn 8* apa TE <pp£vct iroipqv and 3.1 of., with Od. 6.106 ysyqOfi 8E TE 
9psva for the present phrasing. 

560-1 It is the number, -cocoa, rather than the clarity and brilliance of 
the fires that is chosen as specific point of comparison (though Tola and cbs 
TOC were ancient variants, Did/A), and this idea is developed in the next 2 
w . 'IA1061 is strictly locative with irpo adverbial, but in effect counts as gen. 
with TTpo prepositional. 

5 6 2 - 4 A thousand fires (Zenodotus, Arn/A, read pupi",' ten thousand') 
burn in the plain with fifty men round each, making a good poetical 
number for Trojans and allies together. OEXqt is contracted from o&ca. 

5 6 4 - 5 A closing couplet reminds us once again that, among much that 
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appears unrefined or casually assembled in this Book, there are many 
flashes of Homeric brilliance; for now, to complete the descriptive ring after 
543f., attention is focused on the horses as they munch their barley and spelt 
(in the language of 5.196, q.v. with n,), and like the whole army assembled 
there await the dawn. 
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The Index is not fully comprehensive; minor Homeric characters can be traced through 
the index of O C T . A fuller index of Greek words will be provided at the end of the whole 
Commentary. 

abstract nouns, 29, 30. 33, 248, 318 
Achaeans, 'Axaioi, i, aa. 24. 36. 4», 42. 

43i 4®i 5°» 52» L5Su 
230, 234, 303 and passim 

Adrestos, 159, 160. ifia 
aegis, 52, m , 128, i3af., 134, 329 
Aeolic: dialect, 11& 134, 215, 267, 333; 

settlers, 45. 46, 178, 245 
Agamemnon, r, 2» 34^. 4§i 53* 52» & 

lit & U3, ILL 123* 112* 
135n LSit i_22i 220, ?39i 
247f., 2s6-6. 276,285,3051 ai i i aia. 
337» inspection by, 85, 123t, t4if., 1461 
306, 322 

Agenor, LQ8 
Aias, Mi L°9i I i i l l h 20if., 

235, 243, 253=25, «76. 3LZI 3I& 325: 
Aiantes, 53, u ^ 256i, 355J exchange of 
armour by, 188-91; Locrian ('lesser'), 
§2± ?52i 321; sh»^ of, 78, 263-5, 268f-, 
321 

aides, at&u$, LÜL 20, 21^ ifla 
Aineias, i ^ ^ S L S ^ M i ^ G & l o L 

«09, inf . , naf-, u6f., »2Q. 163. 
216. 271. 286; and Akhilleus, 171, 185. 
187; and Pandaros, 76-Q. 82-94; saved 
by Apollo, 105-7 

Aisepos, 158 
Aithiopes, 6, lq 
Aithiopis, 22, 11 2a 3°4f-
Akamas, 108, 156 

Akhilleus, 1. 12, 26, 29. 35, 39, 53* 5?i to« 
82, 85. 91, 103. 106, 138, 139, ifiS. 174. 
188, 211. 216. 217, 243f., 248, 250, 262. 
314, 317; absence or wrath of, 23, 51, 
»37. 168. 230, 265, 327; and Aineias, 
L2I» »85» , 8 7 ; ^ g u a g c of, 34, 8 ^ ijjj, 
198; spear of, 263 

Akkadian, 6, 2gf., 40 
Alkinoos, 6, n , 103, 126 
allegory, 33, y S i 134» ?51i 323 
allies, Trojan, 25, 26, 39, 25, logf., m , 

127, 232; catalogue of, 46, 66, 109 

alliteration, 32, 25, 85, 91^ 92, 93, ioi, 104, 
108, LiSi »Hii »2̂  «5L i§li ilii Í2§j 
249 

AJoadai, toof., 103 
ambrosia, 10-13. 96, 138, 314, 332 
Ameis-Hentze, ix, 54, 52i 52i 2^ Z2i 22t 

80, 8», 99, »13. nú 119, 129, 12B1 L52i 
163, 166. 174, 177, 186, 187, 189, 191, 
194» L95I 204, 20^ 22T, 223j 228, 241, 
254i 256, 262, 267, 222, 273, 280, 283, 
285, 294, 296, 3QL. 3Q9> 3jQi Sli i 3*9t 
320, 329. 330, 334, 339 

Amphios, I2i. 122 
Analysts, 51, jo6, L55Í ?1LI 242, 283 
Andromakhe, 18-21, 28, 32̂  34, 38, 48, 

i28f., 155, 163, 164, 192,194, 208-25 
Passim, 237. 3»3 

Ankhises, 83, 87. 93. IQQ. >s8 
Anteia, t79f., 182, 183 
An tenor, 1^4, 200, 280, 281, 282. 284 
Antilokhos, 22, n6f., h8, 1521158, 256, 

325 
Anunnaki, 13 
Aphrodite, 2. 4. 6. 12. 54. 69, QQ, 130. 158, 

271, 275; as Kupris, 93f.; wounding of, 
92-105. L1L LSfii 153i 121 

Apollo, 

22» fi3i 92» IO~'4, 106-8, 
i »2. 120, 121. 139, 151, 166. 167, 230, 
233-5, 239, 244, 22L 222| 289, 308, 321a 
326, 336; temple of, 107, 167, 244 

Apthorp, M. J., 140, 143, 330, 333 
Arcadians, 52. 253f. 
archers, Ü 25, 64, 83, 263, 

3°5» 3 3 2 3 » 324 
Areithoos, 173,232Í, 253^ 
Ares. 2* 4, 12, 34, 5«, 52, 56c, 69, 8gl 

94-105passim, 108, loq, i n , 113, n6. 
119, 120. I29t, 14^ 156, 121, lM» 261, 
262. 268. 326, 329; wounding of, 145-54 

Argonauts, 26. 46, 183, 254, 291 
Argos, 3t 4, & !Sb «!* LZL ÜSi , 8 S ' 

189, 221, 2H2 
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Aristarchus, 11, 60, 65, 66,6j, 70, 
72. 73. 78, 7Q. 83. QO. Q2, 96, IQ2, 
103, 108, 109, i n , 115, »8. »at. 123, 
'34. '36. '37. «*o, 14«. '43. '4^. «53. 
LS4i I*», »21* »JZ3* L22. 
»78, 181. 184, 183, 132, 194, 198, 199, 
200, 201, 202, i n , 217, 224, 233, 237f., 
24», 251, 252, as*. 258, 259,269, 273, 
278. 279, 285, 289, 29^ 293C, 299, 300, 
1<H. 306, 310, 312, 313, 318, 32^ 322, 
r*Q. 330, 331̂  333, 334, 335, 336, 33^ 
339. 340 

arisUia, 23, 53, LL4. U & 155« »63. 
»68. 171, 191, 321 

Aristophanes of Byzantium, 123, 134, 176, 
259, 267, 279, 289, 29^ 310, 313, 318, 
322, 330, 333, 340 

Aristotle, »04. 139, 190 
armour, arming, 16, 18. 24, 53, 67, 76, 78, 

12», I3»r-» L35i «4?. iqof., 202, 215. 224, 
247. 249. 253. 261, 265, 321; exchange 
of, 199-91, 274f.: stripping oT, 23» 53, 
140. 162. 249 

arrow, r^ 2JL, 65, 73, 22i 29i 88, 
ioi. »24. gQS. 304, 305, 3?3i 324» M ok* 
archers 

Artemis, 2* 3, ^ 59, 99, 118, i86f., 
205, 2»6, 320, 331 

Astatic, 117. 12s, 126. 184; gods, 2=8 
Aspis, 134, 135, 146. L42 
assonance, 32, 92, ioj, »i>8a no, 

IMi »J>1* '75, «96, 249 
Assyria, §J, 168, »8». 321 
Astuanax, 211. 212 
Athene, 3 l 4»5*6.9.i«!*3*i34 l 4L5L5H. 

56,83,86,89,95,103,10^108, 112, 
120. 123. 126. is», 163, 165, 168. 182. 
195, 209, 23^ 233, 239f., 22I1 3°°. 3LL4i 
323, 340; »«d Diomedes, 67-70. 140-8; 
with Here, 13»~9 Passim, >S4. 293, 296, 
327-33: temple of, at Troy, 155, 164, 
166, >Q2. 201 

Athens, 52, 201, 297; influence of, on text, 
167, 171, 231. 232, 278f., 288; rituals 
and festivals of, 9, 13, 290; stt alio Attic 

Attic, 110, 231, 261, 278f.t 280, 285, 291, 
338 

Aulis, 26, 46 

Babylonian gods, 3, 4, 6, set also Marduk 
battle-poetry, 16, 21-6, 33. 70. 113. HQ, 

124f. and passim 
Bellerophon, 80, rv>. i7of, i77~Qi passim, 

m. 
Berghold, W., 231̂  234, 238 

Besika, Bqik, 36. 39, 47-so. 245 
Blegen, C. W., 40-2 
blinding, I74f. 
Bloedow, £. T., 40, 41 
blood, 59, 68, 8if.; human and divine, 51, 

g6f., 146, 150, 175 
blows, exchange of, 23f., 114, 266 
boar, 25, 139, 269, 302, 326 
Boiling, G. M., 80, 113, 231* 269, 277, 289, 

2<U, 301, 31^ 329, 336, 338, 339, 340, 
34' 

Borchhardt, U., 169 
Borchhaidt, J., jS 
Bouphonia, 13^291 
bow, 64, 65, 78, 29« LLL, 202, 268, 321* 

324, 325, see also archers, arrow 
bronze, 133, 190, 198, 202, 29JL 297, 301; 

greaves, 236; shields, 170, 264^ 269, 270 
brothers, 55, 205, 213, 216. 227; as victims, 

»JL Hi 54i 23, U5i 22J 
Buchholz, R G., 253 
burial, 49i 215, 242, 245f, 276-9, stt also 

mound 
Burkert, W., ix, 29, 52, 94, 95, 103, 124, 

165. 162. »68. 123» |8i. ?oo, 315 

Catling, H.W., 62 
cattle {cows, oxen), it, 18, 25, 138, 164. 

ig6f., 216, 267, 2QI, 318 
Centaurs, 183, 255 
Chanson dt Roland, 44 
Chantraine, P., ix, 54, y), 60, 69, 72, 92, 

107. u a i n , U9i l?9, t_33i I35i L4?i 
isi. l68> LZ4i «75» 12§! iSo» 203, 
205. 209, 212, 215, 222, 235, 236, 239̂  
248. 269, 270, 276, 281, 283, 289, 294, 
297, 3°». ILSi ILL 3'8, 323. 33? end 
passim 

character, 33, 35, 23» '83. 274 
chariots, 16-18. 24, 25, 54, 58, 66, 23i 

2§, 79f., 83, 84, 89, 90, 91, 98. 11 if., 
118, l i t , 136, 145, ijB, 148, 152, 159, 
187, 202, 233, 267f., 301, 309, 312, 316, 
324, 326, 330, 333• preparation and 
storage of, 80, 131, 1331"., 295, 302, 330, 
332: tactics, 23, 32, 267, 30s; see also 
horses 

Chimaera, 178, 180, 182, 183 
cloud, U3i I3§L. 142« !491 34« 
Coldstream, J. N., 107. 166, 168 
colometry, «Jn 31. ^ 8i, 88, 

9h LL°j LLL L32i nil L92j 206, 
207, 214, 22i. 246, 265, 268, 284, 306, 
stt also rising threefolder 

comments, imagined, x, 222, 223. 246, 274 
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concordance interpolation, 58, 394, 334, 
336 

Cook, J. M., 39, 45,158, a n , 245, 302 
Cook, R. M., *, 277 

««to» f& §ScL 7?, 29i §§» [22» 3*3 
'Creation Epic,' agf. 
Crete, Cretans, 52, 102, 126, 13^ 166, 185, 

257. 3 2 2 

cult, 4! 9f., 13̂  54» SI, 166; cult-image, 
167(1, JM «ixo prayer, priest 

cumulation, LI» 55j S8» 77, 86. 9°» 93> 
na« 119, 121, 135» »Söf » »48s *5°> 
162, 164, 132, 195, 198, 199, 203, s is, 
214, 221* 229, 234, 240, 242, 251, 2§gj 
286, 302, 312, 318, 319, 337 

Cycle, epic, 22, 46, 52, 143, 162, 242, 218, 
see also Aitfdopis, Cypria, Utile Riad 

Cyclopes, 5, 6 
Cypria, 7. 94» *3Q, »99, 3 ' « 
Cyprus, 6, 94T, 253, J« aiw Kvirpis 

Aavaoi, 52 
Dardanian, Dardanos, 25, 87, 1J4, 158, 

286 ; gate, 42» 142. 
Dares, -¡h §9 
Dark Age, 4 5 t 
darkness, ijr, 24, 60, 92, l l l , " 9 , 

296, 334, see also mist 
dawn, 283, 286, 282, «88, 289, 295, 336, 

337, 339. 34' 
de Jong, L A F., 32i 289 
death, dying, 17» 23, 25, 27, 58,6o, 6t, 62. 

89t 90, 92̂  116, H i 125, i-Si-3, 159. 
270, 325, see also burial 

de-carnalization, 5, |o, 13, 9§t 99» 340 
Deimos, 33, ^9, 122, 134 
Delebecque, E., 305, 313 
Demeter, 6, 111, 173 
Demodokos, 94, 98, 276 
Denniston, J. D., 68, 21» 86, 122, «¿1, 216, 

220. 224, 222i 234, 243j 261, 268, 228, 
283, 296, 313, 333 

Dietrich, B. C., 4 
Diokles, n4f. 
Diomedes, 4 , 12, 23, 22, 28, 32, 34, 5 1 - 4 , 

56,62f.t 72-6, 103t, 108, 116, 119t, 139, 
»40» «4'f-> »55-7» »64̂ » 200, 23?» 
256» 274, 284, 316, 320t, 336, 338; and 
Glaukos, 171-91 passim', and Nestor, 
304-11; attacks Apollo, »05f.; vs Aineias 
and Pandaros, 76-94 passim; wounded 
and revived, 64-70; wounds Aphrodite, 
95-7; wounds Ares, 146-9 

Dione, 51, 95, 99, 100. 104, 107, 150« 
328 

Dionusos, 2, to» 167. 172-5 
Dolon, 142, »60, 285 
Doiopion, 62, 23 
Dorians, 132, 180; dialect of, 215, 267 
Dörpfeld, W., ix, 4L 4*i 42i 49 
Dreros, 107, 166 
dud: formal, 188, 230, 231, 236. 239, 

242, 243, 249t, 260, 265, 272; informal 
(i.e. 'individual contest*), 21-3, 25 and 
passim 

earthquake, 3, 40-2 
Easterling, P. E., 249 
Edwards, M. W., 15, 26, 27. 28. 33. 223, 

247. 305 
Eetion, 211, 2I4Í., 2ifi 
Egypt. 2, 6 , 30, 67, 133 
embayment, 48, 50 
emphasis, devices of, 32!"., 57, 68, 70, 76t , 

84, 91, 101, 210, 319 
enjambment, 15, 33, 52, 57, 67, 68, 70, 77, 

82, 85, 98, 100, 102, 105, 110. i n , 120, 
121, 123, 124, 125, 132» 140. «44» ^o, 
157» »6i. 162, 164, 175. »Mi ISh 
205, 206, 211, 213, 217, 213, 225, 234, 
235» 242, 247, 248, 259, 265, 2 ^ 283̂  
286, 235, 232» 305» 32Z» 3 3 2 L 3£3i 
326, 328,33». 332 

Enualiot, 3, 96 
Enuo, 1 19 
Eos, 27, see also dawn 
Epeians, 250 
Ephure, 177!"., 187 
epigrammatic style, 96, 101P 114, i 6 i f 204, 

222, 225, 246, 274, 331 
Erbse, HL, ix, 64, 102, 292, 324, 333, 338, 

341, and passim 
Ereshkigal, 6, 8 
Ereuthalion, 232f., 250, 253^ 
Ens, 33, n a , 115, 134, 303, 317 
Eumelos, 159, 256 
Eumelus of Corinth, 178, I&I 
Euneos, 291 

Euripides, 59, 174, 222, 237 
Eurualot, 152» 325 
Eurupuloa, ¿2» 61 , 62, is8f, 221. 256 
Eusuthius, 22,135, 149, 199» 247, 264 

fate, 235, 238, 303t, 510, see also 
Moira 

father, Hi !&, lät M ' 59» L̂L 

73f-. 23» §0« §5. 142, 185, 187, 251, 
322 

Fenik, B., 16, ¡8» 25. 26, 22, 53, 54. & 56. 
58 l§L^i§3i64?§Zi20iZL8gI85.89t 
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91 98, L°2i «08,10^ ii2,1 ijf., u i 
n8f., iaof., 126, i22i 132± !4£» !4L 152« 
160, i6if., 163, 203, 220, 299, 303, 31^ 
3»7. 3*7. 3»8, 3 

fig-tree, 21B 
Finley, M. L 43f., »88 
fire, »6, 42, 53, 63, 183, 203, 231, 262, 

308. U »C. 31Ai 336» m 23®» 342i 34» 
folktale, 3. 2, 25, 29, 40, 46, t^r, 147. 129, 

182, 183, 18s. 1Q1, 254 
formulas, formular style, 3, 12, jj^ 16, 27, 

28. 34, m. 64, 66, 82, 86f, 88. 98, 104, 
106. 110, 116. 120. 128. 162. »68, 170, 
219, 242, 332. 341 

FrSnkd, H.. 176. 341 
Frazer, R. M., x 
French, E. B., 41 
Friedrich, W. H^ ix, 58, 61, 89, I r ^ 118, 

122 
function: grammatical or metrical, 3^ 95, 

14S« of god$, 4, 6, 59, 60, 105, 130 

games, funeral, 26, 62, 250, 269, 271, 274!, 
307 

Ganymede, 4, 83 
Gargaros, 295, 302 
gates, 148̂  317; of Hades, 102, 12^ 329; of 

Oiumpoa. 136, 32?» of Tartar«, 2g7f.; of 
Troy, 39, 40, 4 ^ 421 »_40i «64, a«7. 323« 
q»7, stt also Dardanian, Scaean 

y t w x n , 340 
Giants, ^ 6, 52 
Gilgamesh, 12, 29, 4,0, 250 
Glaukos, 24128132133134166168,io9i 

l is , 127, »SS. 163, 220, 232f., 274; and 
Diomedes, 171-91 passim 

gods, 2ij 24, 34f., 53i 54, 56, 59, 68, 30, 
»06, 1 sa; origins of Homeric, 1—14; 
disguised, 6g, 83, 239^; need to 
recognize, >8, 68, 77, 120, »44, 155, 
171-3; relations with men, jf., 103, >86. 
247. 274; physical aspects of, 98, 130, 
146, 340; wounding of, 95-7» 
131, »47-54 passim; set also Babylonian, 
sacrifice, Theomachy 

gold, i n , its, 133. 135, »36, i9of., 198, 
201, 30^ 303, 313, jjjfe 324, 330; 
Golden Age, 5, 6, 7, lOi «3 

Gould, J. P., ^ ia 

Griffin, J., 2* io, 28-3'. 34. »St. 180, 125 
guest-friendship, i88f., »9», 274 

Hades, 6, 8, 29, »or, 102, »03, »24. »47. 
» ">2. 216, 224, 297f., 328. 3?9 

Hainsworth, J. B., 52, 53, 82, 12& 
»35i ?39i 289 

Hebe, 4, '33. '54, 330, 332 
hecatombs, 5, »of., 164, »69, 289 
Hekabe, 32, »55, 163, »64, »65, »94, 

t<>6, 198, 199, 202 
Hektor, »8-2». 23, 24, 28, 32, 34?., 54, 59, 

Of. 02. »o8-»o. no, I2L, L39i «55f-» 
»6». »65, »66. »69, 204, 230, 23^ 232̂  
238, *43f-. »46. 248. 258. 260-75, 280, 
293, 307-12 />«««, 3S4> 3?2± 336-9; 
exchange of armour by, 188-91; in 
Troy, «Hj »Q2-2oq 

Helen, 20, 26, 34, 92, «05, L54I L5i !93I 
198, »59, 202-8, 2»4, 224* 242, 28of., 
282. 305 

Helenos, LLL «3^ IJ& i6qf.. »65, »68, 
»95. tQQ. 2tQ. 22^ 237f. 

Helike, Helikonios, 315 
Hellespont, 38, 39, 40, 45, 46, 47f., 49̂ , 245C 
helmet, «32, Hi* IfiSb 202, 223̂  

225, 239, 258, 26», 26^ 329 
Hephabtos, 2̂  4t 6, 52, »74. »90, »90, 259, 

2Q6.317 
Herakles, 101 f, »03, »22. »23, »24, »42, 

»53, L29i ?37I ?53i a66» 328 
heralds, 56, 230, 259, 27 it, 275, 336 
herdsman, 21» »̂ 8, 216, 34» 
Here, It 6, & 34, 51, iol, »04, 105, 

»52. »67, »68, 209. 232, 233, 299, 30», 
3»4f-» 3Ui 34°; w i t h Athene, »3»-9. »54. 
234. 293i 296, 327-35 

Hermes, 4̂  6» 9, »»f., 140̂  332 
hero, heroic, 4.519i!9i20,33J46i42»5?i 

»6»f, 274; 'heroic code,' «9j 86, »87, 
220; nature and behaviour, 76. 8». 02. 
156, 156, iSL »59» 36s. 
309 

Herodian, 6», 67, 86, 90. 318 
Herodotus, 2, 40, 66, 108. 14Q, »78, »8«>. 

«87. i92t 2»», 245, 255, 275, 280, 285, 
20». 297, 31^ 331 

Hesiod, 2, 3. 5, 46. »20, 136, 153, 184, 242, 
275. 297. 334 

Hestiaea, 48̂  
Heubeck, A., ix, x, »28, 1B2 
Hittite (Hurrian), archives, 36, 42f.; 

literature and myths, 3, 29f, ifu 
Hoekstra, A., 9^ »09, ijQ, i98f., 2_i£ 
Homer, 3> 4, 5- 9~'3. 20, 26f., 31, ioi^ 

»63, 191, »9Q, 264. 289 and passim; stt also 
sangeis 

Horai, »36, 332 
horses, H, ^ Âi ^ 

66, 76, 78, 79f., 8», 83-8, QQ. Q4, 98, »24, 
»32f., 132. 138, 159, J_8$, 226, 351» ?552 
256, 266, 30», 302, 304!, 307, 309, 3»2, 
3L3i 325. 330, 336, 339. 34! 
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humour, 32, Hi 93i 99. L4L L4§> L54i »76, 
»89. ")». 299 

Hupsenor, 58,6r, fe* 21, 325 
Human, see also Hittite literature 
Hymns, 'Homeric,* 124, 215, 237; to 

Apollo, 136, 139, i52j UAi 20L 220, 
269, 275, 321; to Demeter, 124, 156, 
290, 335; to Hermes, 131, 290 

Ida, Mt, 38, 39, 45,54, 66, 134, 136,138, 
»95, JUJ 216, 239, 295, 30if., 
33° 

Idaios, 53, 55, 56, 23̂  22I1 272, 273, 284, 
286. 287 

Idomeneus, 52» 59i §L 2?, 94i ?52i 
258, 305 

Igigi, 4i 13 
ikkor, ix«p, 12, 96f., 10^ U0± 152, 175 
Iliad, 3, 4, 8, »if., 14, 16, 25, 26, 27, 28, 

3L 3̂ 1 39i 5°. ii± 7o. 82» 
191, 230. 294. 340; break between Books, 
5 i 56, 156; historicity of, 36̂ 50 passim 

Ilios, 385 8j_i 102̂  »38, 165, 166, 2 iot «35, 
set also Troy 

Ilo«, tomb of, 23, 39, 218 
Imbros, 39, »74 
Indo-European, 2, 53, 13^ 175, 180, 209, 

?52 
Ionia, Ionian, i, 39. 45, 46, 290; dialect, 

Ioj_, L i i I91i 236, 25^ 285 
Iris, 4, 10, 92i 132? 33°f* 
irony, 32,34^59,60,25,26.^921 

iojb »oil 122, 155, 161, 189, 21«! 214, 
226, 222, 229, 260, 292, 301, 307, 319 

ivory, 117. 188 

Jacoby, F., 278f. 
Janko, R., L 23] 
Jefiery, L. H.. i8i 

Kakridb, J. T., 20, 26, 27 
Kaludon, 10, »81. 188 
Kalupso, 10, 1 if. 
khittm, X»TCOV, 66f., 134, 167, see also corslet 
Khromios, 25, 126. 322, 325 
Khruse, 39 
Khruses, 56 
kleos, «Xtos, «9, 53, 22I 88, 246, 322 
KVl'CTT), 12, 340 
Knossos, 103 
Korfmann, M., ix, 49f. 
Korinthos, Corinth, 177-9, 184, 187, 188 
Kossovo, 44 
Krarup, P., 30 
Krethon, ii4f., 117 
Krischer, T., 15, 53 

Kronos, 3, 5, 153, 296, 334 
Kullmann, W., «6, 2j, 102, 185, 304 
Kupris, Kurrpis, 94f., 99, 105, l^i 

Laomedon, 123, 124, 158, 218, 28g, 322, 
328, 332 

Latacz, J., ix. 21, 22, 262f. 
Leaf. W., 39, 60, 22, Ji(.t 24,82,85,88, 

8 9 , 9 ^ 9 1 , 9 6 , 1 ^ 1 ^ 0 ^ 1 1 2 , 1 1 2 , 
118. »26. »36. 137. UQ. !45i 146, 150, 
»•>2, »56, »58, 160, 163, 177, 185, 186, 
tQO, »95. 198, 213, 218, 224, 222j 236, 
243. 249. 259, 273, 279, 292, 306, 310, 
311, 3»2, Silt 324» 33?. 338. 342 

Leitos, I58f., 257 
Lejeune, M., 236 
Lemnos, 6, 26, 39, 54, 230, 233, 2gof., 296, 

318 
leopard, 2ii 302 
Lesbos, 39, 45, 166, 302 
Leto, 6, 92 
Leumann, M., ix, 87, U L 205, 212, 241, 

255f, 262, 267, 304 
linear B, ^ ^ 133, 134, 135, 14^ 167, ij^ 

181, see also Mycenaean, writing 
lion, 18, 22, 7i-3. 23. 115r-» L39. , 83. m 6 » 

269. 326 
LiUle Iliad, 162̂  202, 340 
Lohmann, D., 28, 142, 172, 219 
Lorimer, iL L., 66f., 78. 94, 108, 133, 135, 

U i . »60, 167, »68, 169, 184, 202, 
223. 2S3. 263. 321 

lots, 230, 257-9. 266 
Luce, J. V., 48 
Lukie, Lycia, Lycians, 40, 65^ j^, log, 

122. 125. i26f, 128, 163, 128, i8of., 
i82f., 185, 188, 189, 2t!± 325 

Lukourgos (-oorgos), 122, ij^i «74^. 23^ 
253̂  

Lurnessos, 26, 392 158, 211, 2x6 

mace, 123. 232, 253f. 
Makhaon, 70, 102 
Marduk, 4, 6, 2i 32 
mass combat, 21-3, 25, 46, 62, m 
Mcges, 52i 65, 252 
Mekone, 5, LQ 
Meleagrot, 20, 173, 251 
Memnon, 27, 123 
Menelaos, 26, 52» 59» 64. 65. 29, 93« 94» 

' »6. »»Q. »27> »3», »59, 198. 220, 230, 
242, 246-9, 256, 275 

Menesthios, 121, 232, 253 
pcvos, 22« §6, 90. 214, 2 ^ 328 
Meriones, 57» 61, 256, 257, 268, 314 
Merops, 23, L21 
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Mesopotamia!* ideas and themes, 6, "fi.t 

»a. 13, 96Î., 106. set also Asiatic, 
Gilgamesh, Near East 

Meuli, K.., 12, 46 
mist, 1^3^56,68,69,95,98,120, 138. 

147, 150, sit also darkness 
Moira, 21 «o<» '°3. 126, 224, set also fate 
Morris, S., 40 
Moulton, C., 7of., 113, u6, 120, i49f., 212. 

226 
mound, 39, 215, 245c, 279, 288 
mountain, 7, 59, 63, « »3, 132- a , 5 . 

302, 341 
Mudon, 117t. 
Millier, M., 22 
Murray, Gilbert, ifli 
Murray, O., 3 
Muses. 10, 30, 33j, 99. 130, 322 
Mycenae, Mukene -ai, 3. 36. 39, 41, 47, 

143, 201, 258 
Mycenaean, 3, 5. 44, 115, taa. 181. aoo. 

22i. 2so, 257; contacts with Troy, 4a, 
4Qf., 245; palaces, 40, 41 ; shields, 170. 
263; see also Linear B, Mycenae 

myths, i 5 , 1 , 29, ^o, 46, tor, 102, 146, 
iM, 1J3, »70 

names, 8j, M4, 117, 125, 158, 159, »7«, 
178, 251, 253, 284; for minor victims, 58, 
2& 2ib 111. lâêL 132» 322; 'speaking,' 
16, 60, 139, 14k 26^ 284 

narrative, 28, »91, 193, 198, 305; patterns 
of, 24f., 106, 187; style of, vs. speech, 
38-34 

Near East: contacts with, Li 2̂  3i 94, 
»96, 253; poetry of, 29F., 36, 40, 183; see 
also Akkadian, Asiatic, Babylonian, 
Mcsopotamian, Sumerian 

nectar, 10-13, 96 
Neoanalysis, ix, 27, 117, 304!. 
Nestor, 21. 26, 27,80, 92, 117.154.188,190, 

199. aar, 330, 338, 255. 356, 353. 27^ 
273» 276, 378, 283, 288* 313i 1L& 332; 
reminiscences of, 46, 163. 230, 332, 
250-6; saved by Diomedes, 304-10; 
tactical advice of, 16a. 376-8 

Nibelungeniied, 44, t&z 
Nilsson, M. P., tfij 
numbers, typical: three (four), 106, 311; 

nine (ten), to6. 182. iqo, 330; twelve, 
>68; twenty, 150; fifty, 14a, 34» ; 
hundred, 190; thousand, 341 

oak-tree, 128, 140, IQ2, 3»8. 333. 239, 27« 
oaths, 242, 243, 244, 22^ 281, 285 
Odysseus, 5 ^ 1 0 , 2 6 , 4 6 , 6 ^ 7 3 , 2 ^ 8 2 , 1 ^ 

1 i 2 5 f . , 128, 142,158,257,258, a66, 
283.3o6f., 312,320,, 321 

Odjsse?, 519ilL«2136,3213i14012p61 

324, 246; style and language of, 28, 82, 
87. 144, »52, 167, ao6. 209. 33a. 272. 

3Uj 313I 33Ii 339 
Okeanos, 53, ao6, 28^ 334 
Olumpos, Olympians, L. 3, 4, 5, 7> 5 ' , 

98, 100. 102C, L13i L3Jj |3á« 
173, «84, 388, 2q6, 300; diet of, Q-13, 
92i peaks of, 397, 299, 332J shaking of, 
3141"-» 33? 

órrátov, 352 
oral style and technique, 15, 32, 25, 36,95, 

»35f-, »il» »55» i®5» l®§» 215, 228, 249, 
273, 383, 301, 341 ; oral tradition, 6, 
11, 13* 26, 36, 43, 44 

Orsilokhos, U4f., 117 
Ortilokhos, i u f . 
Ouranos, 3î 94. 99. 136, 153, 298, 299 

Page, D. L., 180, 199, 231^ 263, 277, 238, 
379, 28« 

Paian, Paieon, 3, i03f., 153 
Pandaros, 34, 51, 52, 64-8. 71, 74. ZQ. 9 1 , 

220, 242 
Panyassis, loif. 
papyri, 65, 62, 224, 293, 295, 30of, 303, 

312, 3L4i 3I5i 3»6, 312i 3ao 
paramesis, 17, 23. 24, 33, ro8. 114. 162, 

25of.t 3 " , 312 
parataxis, 69, 98, 204, 213, 322, 326 
irapfiopoç, 305 
Paris, 4,20,26,22,34,51,54,54,61, 64, 

89, 93, 105, M9, 155, ijn, 163, 170, 
igaf, 192, 199, 201Í, 2o6f.t 225-6, 230, 
23a, 236, 238, 342, 280, 281, 28a. 284, 
304c ; Judgement of, 3, 26, 40, 105, 162 

Parry, A. A., 26 
Parry, Adam, 205 
Parry, Mitman, 132, 220, 225 
pathos, 33, 35, 34, 35, 56, 59, 6^ 24, Si* 

91, IOO, 1J5, 116, 112, 111, »76, 208̂  211 
312. 214, 216. 2IQt 220, 286 

Patroklos, 2 3 , 2 2 , 2 9 , 3 5 ^ 5 5 , 6 9 , 2 2 , 8 0 , 
85, 106. 126. 127, 215, 222. 228, 247. 
25°. 279. 30°. 334 

Pausanias, 102, 162, 178, 184, 252, 254 
Pedaios, 58, 114 
Pedasos, 39, 158, 159, 211,216, 255, 305 
Pegasos, 121, »84 
importer, 175t. 347, 385 
Peleus, 36, £29, 187, 250, 25^ 252; 

wedding of, 8, u 
Penelope, 82» »07, 200, 205, 272 
Pergamos, 107, 1 14. 227 
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Pcriphas, 24, 147, 148 
Phaeaciaiu, 5, 6, 11, 289 
Phaistos, 57, 58, 59 
phantasma, 1 »8 
Phegcus, 53, 54, 73 
Phcia, 252Ê 
Phcmios, 4, 60 
Phcrc, Phcrai, 114^, 221 
Phereklos, 58, 60, 61 
Philoktetes, 26, 2Qi. 318 
Phobos, 33, i «9, »34 
Phoenicia, 181, 193, 199 
Pindar, 142, 177, 182, 183, 184, 218, 22«, 

233, 260» 1L3 
Plato, 31, 87, 104, 190, 213; pseudo- , 11, 

340 
plus-verses, 293t. 315, 316 
polar construction, 89, 183, 296, 299, 337 
Poiuidos, 73 
Polupoites, «58f. 
portent, 184, 317, 320 
Poseidon. 3, 6, 9, 54, 69, 77, 91, 93, 100, 

»03, «36, 149, 289c., 301, 311, 314, 315, 
3«7, 3!5i 332» 33$, 34<> 

Pouludamas, 33, 280 
prayer, 1, 17, 18, 30, 33, 67, 68, 77, 141, 

«63. 165, 168, 195, 196c., 200, 223, 244, 
254, 258, 259F., 273, 276, 319, 338 

Priam, 35, 103, 114, 142, 220, 223, 230, 
238, 242, 271, 280, 282, 283, 320; palace 
of, I92f., 195, 198, 201, 280; sons of, 73, 
74t. 108, 109, no, 114, 193, g32i 3a3 

priest, priestess, 16, 24, 54, 56, 62, 165, 
(67, 200 

Proitos, 178-80, 215 
pnmakhos, -rrpotiaxos, 19, 21, 70, 244, 307 
Prometheus, 5, 8, 13, 334 
prophecy, prophet (seer), 4, 16, 17, 24, 54, 

59» 61, 73, 219, 220, 224, 237f. 
proverb, 196,272, 285 
y^xn, 23,2^2,264,278,310,336 
Pulaimenes, 117 
Pulos, Pylos, Pylian, 9, 36, 41, 75, 102, 115, 

126, 193, 250, 252C, 325, 328 
wyuos, 90, i28f., 252, 263c.. 310, 316, 337 

Rapp, C., 41, 48 
rebuke, 24, 76, 85, 106, to8f., i n , 140, 

142, 161, 163, 169, 202, 250, 256, 317 
Redfield.J. M., if., 34 
Reinhardt, K., 76, 83, 93, 234 
rhapsodic elaboration, 90, 119, «34f., 152, 

171, 178, 185, 191, 268, 224* 289, 297, 
3°4. 3«2. 313» 3l8» 331» 336 

rhetorical style, 32, 33, 70, 101, 107, no, 
113, 120, 125, 137, 142, 144, 161, 172, 

«75» «79» 214. 219, 224, 234, 239, 246, 
247. 248, 249, 252, 260, 266, 274f.. 285, 
298,299,303,305,309C, 319,320,322, 
333 

Rhodes, 122, 180 
Richardson, N. J., 16, 139, 335 
ring-form, 17, 52,63, 77, 134, 142, 144, 

156, 169, 172, 175, 197, 2ii , 217, 253, 
2561265, 334, 335 

Risch, E., 81, 133, 199, 203, 318 
rising threefolder, 58, 62, 68, 75, 77, 81, 84, 

87. 93. 94» 96, 102, 104, 108, no, i n , 
118, «20, 123, 136, 150, 158, 173, 177, 
182, 183. 187, 192, 202, 207, 216, 217, 
224, 246, 254, 259, 265, 266, 268, 269, 
270, 2 ^ 290, 295, 298, 299, 306̂  312, 
336. 338 

rivers, 7, 23, 24, 39, 59, 63, 115, 119c, 131, 
138, 158, 250, see also Aisepos, Satnioeis, 
Simoeis, Skamandros 

Robertson, D. S., 277 
Ruijgh, C. J., 71, 252 
runover word or phrase, 55, 57, 98, 125, 

147, 148, 149, 161, 162, 172, 192, 195, 
203, 206, 213, 214, 234, 259, 266, 306, 
308. 337 

sacrifice, 1, 4, 5, 9-13, 18, 30, 77, 92, 96, 
166, 168, !96f., 276, 289, 319, 340 

Salamis, 260 
Samos, 8, 166 
Samothrace, 39, 136, 174, 301 
Sardis, 58, 264 
Sarpcdon, 24, 27, 34» 55» ̂  77. 78, 

109-n, 122-9, 142, 163, 181, i85f., 191 
Satnioeis, 158, 159 
Scaean gate, 47, 128, 140, 164^, igaf., 218, 

227, 233 
sceptre (staff), 7» 271, 285, 336 
Schadewaldt, W., 27, 39, 171, 250, 334 
Schein, S., 20, 219, 223 
Schliemann, H., 36, 41, 47, aot 
Schmidt, M., 136, 297 
scholia, 52f., 61, 80, 102, m , 176, 181, 

186, 239, 246, 251, 312 
Scodel, R., x 
Sea Peoples, 42, 43 
sheep, shepherd, 7if., 216, 308 
Shewan, A., 3if., 294 
shield, 21, 53, 54, 61, 88, 89, 90, 108, 121, 

190, 202, 239, 313; Aias\ 78, 263-5, 
268f., 321; arm's and OOKOS, to8, 141, 
i69f., 263-70 passim; Hektor's, 267?. 

Shipp, G. P., 70, 72, 81, 86, 104, 109, «10, 
112, 128, 133, 134, 140, 142, 147, 167, 
168, 175, 204, 213, 226, 231, 241, 259, 
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278. 284, 289, 29L 295. 297,300,316, 
3*8» m 233 

ships, 23̂  6«, 140, 23if., 245, 277f., 283, 
292, 3«6, H i 319, 326, 332 

similes, 7 if-. 
74f.. 91» LLIi H3j LL§» L39i 119- aa6» 
23»f-. 24». 261, 26^ 303, 30^ 326, 34of. 

Simoeis, 39. 138, 156; Simoeisios, 158, 159, 
21? 

singers, 2 6 , 3 1 , 3 2 . 3 ^ 4 ^ 5 ^ §9: 
1 »9. L32i 222, 2I°» 216» 255̂  273, 289, 
304, 3i8f., 326, stt also oral style 

Sisuphos, »77f. 
Skamandros, 39, 48, 50, 52, 59, 9§! 

103, »38. 212, 245, 329, 334; -ioat, 58, 59, 
60, 156, 2ii, 2i2f, 215 

slaves, ijk 20, 21Q, 22if., 291; mankind as, 
7f-

Sophocles, 123, 216, 237 
Sparta, 3, 8 
spear, 12,18, 21, 59,61,62,62.23.88,90, 

Q6, 98, hq, 122, 201 f., 24of, 262. 272, 
323. 325; Akhilleus', 13^ 201, 263; 
thrown or thrust, 23^ 55, 59, 68, 89, 
»22. 124. »25, 138, 253, 269. 221, 3o8, 
320 

speech, 15, 21, ^ 25, 28-35, 242. ^ 322 
star, 16, 531 199, 2i j j 212, 231̂  34.0 
Stentor, 60, 139 
Sthenelos, 66, 20, 85, 94, 95, 124, 14^ 

220, 307 
stone, L2i ?4i 9i» Ul± I3h *2JLi 279. 

324 
Strabo, «56, 183, 185, 211, 221, 252, 264 
Stubbings, F. H.. 66. 78. 169, »99 
succession-myth, 3̂  5 
Sumerian: beliefs, 2i god*. 4, 6j myths and 

talcs, 2Qf, 40 
supplication, 160, t67, IQS, 252, 319, 326 
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This is the second volume in the major six-volume Commentary 
on Homer's Iliad now being prepared under the general editorship 
of Professor G . S. Kirk. This volume, like Volume I (published in 
1985), is edited by Professor Kirk himself, and consists of four 
introductory essays (including substantial considerations of 
Homeric religion and historicity) followed by the Commentary. 
The Greek text is not included. This project is the first large-scale 
commentary on the Iliad for nearly a hundred years, and takes 
special account of language, style and thematic structure as well as 
of the complex social and cultural background to the work. 

The Commentary is an essential reference work for all students 
of Greek literature, and archaeologists and historians will also find 
that it contains matters of relevance to them. 

'Kirk's original contribution to the commentary lies mostly in the 
area of style, which means verse structure and variation of 
rhythm . . . The commentary has very positive merits. There is 
common sense, independence of thought, careful expression, 
c o u r t e o u s d isagreement . ' Malcolm Willcock in the Classical Review 
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